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Preface Preface 
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1.. Introduction 

1.1.. Many questions 

"Di ee Unmöglichkeit einer scharferen Entscheidung liegt nur an der Verschwommenheit des 
Pronomenss apd-\ This complaint was uttered by Ferdinand Sommer when he realized that 
hee could not unambiguously determine the referent of several substantively used forms of the 
demonstrativee apd- in a letter on the Piyamaradu affair . On another occasion he wondered 
whyy distal apd- was used to refer to the contents of a letter instead of the usual proximal kd-
(1932:: 164). 

Thiss was written in 1932, but although since then a grammar appeared (Friedrich's 
HethitischesHethitisches Elementarbuch) and a few dictionaries that contained apa- or k a -
(Kammenhuberr - Friedrich 1975ff., Tischler 1977ff., Puhvel 1984ff.) questions like those of 
Sommerr have never been answered. 

Butt what do we know? The expression apa- is an accented pronoun of the third 
person,, contrasting with accented uk I ammuk "I " and zik I tuk "you". It is also a 
demonstrativee which shows a deictic contrast with kd- "this". But here opinions already 
differ.. According to some apd- has only "Jener-Deixis" (Kammenhuber - Friedrich o.c), 
whereass others tend to include "Du-deixis" (Friedrich HE, Puhvel o.c.) or even only allow 
"Du-Deixis""  (Kronasser 1956: 147). When the demonstratives are used to refer to linguistic 
expressionss and not to the outside world then apd- usually refers backward and kd- refers 
forward,, more or less matching the use of the English demonstratives that and this, although 
thesee roles may be reversed. 

Somee of these scholars have reconstructed the original meaning of apd- as only 
deictic,, only later acquiring the status of accented pronoun. According to Kammenhuber 
(HW22 130b ff.) this happened after the decline of the accented (demonstrative) pronoun a-
(withh the forms e-, edani, edas, edi, edez). The same position was taken by Laroche in his 
articlee of 1979 where he presented his discovery of the paradigm of anaphoric (not 
demonstrative!)) asi, which included Kammenhuber's a-. He claimed that the anaphoric 
(backwardd referring) function of asi was taken over by apa- and the cataphoric (forward 
referring)) function by kd- (o.c. 152). The development of the pronominal and demonstrative 
systemm can therefore be tabulated as follows: 

deicticc demonstratives accented pronouns 

proto-Hittite e 
Hittite e 

proximal l 
ka-ka-
ka-ka-

distal l 
apa-apa-
apa-apa-

anaphoric c 
asi asi 

apa-apa- (asi) 

cataphoric c 
asi asi 

kd-kd- (asi) 

Tablee 1.1: The system of demonstratives and accented pronouns in proto-Hittite and attested 
Hittitee according to current views. 

Butt what do we really know about the use of the demonstratives kd-, apd- and the alleged 
accentedd anaphoric pronoun asi in Hittite? If the demonstrative apd- really acquired the 

11 1932: 154, his commentary on KUB 14.3 iii 45-49. 
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functionss of asi then we should at least find some residual asi-s in contexts where later 
accentedd apd- appeared. 

Insteadd of an anaphoric pronoun, as I wil l show especially in Chapter 4, asi is a true 
deicticc demonstrative. The addition of a third term to the Hittite demonstrative system 
necessarilyy results in a shift in the deictic values for kd- and/or apd-. Besides that, there are 
otherr problems that need to be solved. Is apd- indeed emphatic or deictic or both and when 
doess it have which interpretation? Could kd- and asi be emphatic too or are they only deictic? 
Iff  they can be both, what is in that case the difference with apd-! Can they all appear in the 
samee contexts? Another problem is that the notion 'emphasis' is very vague. What does it 
meann that apd-, and maybe the others, is used emphatically? Are there different forms of 
'emphasis'?? In the remainder of this book I hope to answer these questions. 

Thee basic question is: what leads the Speaker to choose between kd-, apd- and asi. 

1.2.. Scope of the study 

Thee expressions that wil l be studied from a synchronic point of view but with an eye on 
diachronicc developments are the demonstratives kd-, apd- and asi and the related adverbs kd 
"here",, apiia "there", ket "on this side", edi "on yonder side", kissan "in this way", apenissan 
"i nn that way", and enissan "in that way" . The other expressions that are possibly 
demonstratives,, sua- and anni- cited in Friedrich HE §§ 105, 117 are too badly attested for a 
functionall  description. The only observation that can be made here with Friedrich is that 
anni-anni- seems to behave like a demonstrative, whereas siia- (or sa-lsi-) seems to behave more 
likee apd- in its function as accented pronoun (Friedrich HE § 105, 117). 

Thee Hittite pronominal clitics -a- have already been studied by Garrett 1990. They 
includee the enclitic pronoun -a- "he, she, it" and the enclitic possessive pronoun -Si- "his, her, 
its".. Garrett did not study the enclitic pronoun -a- from the point of view of discourse 
structure,, but assumed that omission of these pronominal clitics was governed by some not 
yett understood discourse-conditioned processes (o.c. 130, 133f.). Some preliminary work 
(Goedegebuuree 1999) revealed that the use or non-use of nominative -a- in intransitive 
clausess was based more on semantic factors than on discourse factors . From a 
methodologicall  point of view the study of -a- therefore falls outside the framework on Deixis 
andd Focus presented here. 

Sincee Garrett also treated the free standing possessive pronouns including apd- (o.c. 
164ff.)) I have refrained from discussing the accented genitive of apd-, Garrett found that in 
youngerr Hittite the free standing genitive could also be used in unemphatic contexts. 
Methodologicallyy this raised for me the same problems as for Garrett, but then on the opposite 
side.. Just as Garrett studied unemphatic pronouns and had to deal with inadvertent inclusion 
off  emphatic genitives in his material, I could not be sure whether the free standing genitives in 
myy corpus were not unemphatic. However, combining Garrett's results on unemphatic 

22 There are no attempts here to compare the Hittite demonstratives and pronouns with those of the other 
Anatoliann languages. I wil l study them elsewhere. 

33 In short, especially in Old Hittite the subject enclitic pronoun in intransitive clauses can be omitted when the 
intransitivee verb is a verb of motion. Verbs of change-of-state or state verbs on the other hand always need the 
subjectt enclitic pronoun. This seems to be a matter of control of the subject. If the latter is true, then Hittite 
wouldd share this feature with the so-called active languages (as opposed to the accusative or ergative 
languages). . 
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pronounss and the results of this study on the accented pronoun apa- (see especially part III ) 
onee should be able to describe the use of both unemphatic and emphatic genitives. 

II  have also excluded the lemma kasa, kdsma, kasat(t)a "behold, look here!" although 
itt is based on the proximal demonstrative kd-. As Hoffner 1968: 532 showed, kasa etc. is 
oftenn used as a marker of the perfect aspect. Therefore kasa and its variants should first be 
studiedd as part of the system of verbal aspect before discussing its ties with the demonstrative 
system. . 

Finally,, the adjectives kissuuant-, apenissuuant- and enissuuant- were not treated 
becausee they barely occurred in my corpus. 

1.3.. Outline and Method 

Thee use of demonstratives and pronouns that refer across sentence boundaries belongs to the 
performancee of the Speaker. Performance deals with the question how the Speaker uses his 
languagee competence in order to communicate. In order to understand deictically used 
demonstrativess one needs for example an overview of the speech situation, which might 
includee the persons present, the time the expression was uttered and the location where it all 
occurred.. The same is true of pronouns. If one wants to study pronouns, isolated clauses wil l 
yieldd some information, but in order to find the referent of a pronoun the preceding or 
sometimess following context must be taken into account. 

Onee of the immediate results of the influence of the context is that the examples in this 
studyy usually contain several clauses. Moreover, in order to show that a demonstrative or 
pronounn is used in a certain way, a single example would never do because especially in the 
fieldd of language use one often deals with tendencies, not with strict rules. A claim about a 
particularr use that is illustrated by means of one or two examples could therefore easily loose 
itss validity. However, conclusions based on 10 (or 100) examples that illustrate some feature 
strenghtenn the case for a tendency or pattern. So, besides elaborate examples one also wil l 
encounterr many examples in this study. 

Too return to language performance, theories that deal with language use are for 
examplee the functional and cognitive linguistic theories. To mention but a few, Functional 
Grammarr (Dik 1997a & b) and Cognitive Grammar (Langacker 1987, 1991) not only deal 
withh phonology, morphology, semantics and syntax, but also with pragmatics and discourse 
reference. . 

Besidess these linguistic theories one also needs approaches that deal with the analysis 
off  higher communicative units, for example Discourse Analysis, Conversational Analysis in 
casee of spoken language (Brown and Yule 1983), Rhetorical Structure Analysis, etc. etc. 
Fundamentall  works are still Levinson 1983 and Brown and Yule 1983. 

Althoughh most methodological issues are discussed in the separate chapters, especially 
thee chapters 2, 4 and the chapters on Focus (7, 8, 9), a few words can be said on the 
methodologiess and literature used in each of the three parts of this work: 

PARTT I: REFERENCE 

Chapterr 2 presents an overview of the framework of reference which wil l be used in the 
remainderr of this work. The theory of reference presented here is not found in this form in the 
linguisticc literature but is based on a combination of three major approaches to reference. For 
referencee in general I wil l use Cornish 1999. The sub-fields of Deixis and demonstratives are 
coveredd by the typological studies of Himmelmann 1996 and Diessel 1999 whereas the sub-
fieldd of pronouns in relation with two pragmatic notions Topic and Focus is covered by 
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Lambrechtt 1994. The main interest of this Chapter is how unaccented pronouns, accented 
pronouns,, demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative noun phrases are used. 

Inn Chapter  3 the system set up in Chapter 2 will be applied to the Hittite pronominal 
andd demonstrative system. This Chapter draws on the results of the more detailed accounts of 
partt II on Deixis and part III  on Focus. This does not mean that Chapter 3 is a summary of 
thee other chapters. Although it necessarily repeats the major results of the other individual 
chapters,, the main focus of chapter 3 is the (contrastive) relation of each expression to the 
otherr expressions and the larger framework they together build. This contrastive discussion is 
usuallyy absent in the chapters on the indiviual expressions. 

PARTT II : DEIXIS 

Chapterr  4 is the first chapter dealing with the demonstratives, in this case the Distal 
demonstrativee asi. The fact that asi is a distal demonstrative and not an anaphoric pronoun as 
formerlyy assumed (see section 1.1.) is one of the surprising results which followed from the 
applicationn of methods used in the typological studies of Himmelmann 1996 and Diessel 
1999. . 

Ass the first Chapter on demonstratives it contains an elaborate introduction to each of 
thee categories for demonstrative use as defined by Himmelmann 1996. These categories are 
alsoo discussed in Chapter 2 in the larger framework of reference. 

Chapterr  5 deals with apd- as demonstrative pronoun. The pronominal use of apd- will 
bee discussed in Part III . The outline of this chapter follows the outline of chapter 4. Since 
mostt concepts are explained in Chapters 2 and 4 it does not contain much discussion on the 
differentt categories of demonstrative use. 

Inn the same way Chapter  6 deals with the demonstrative kd-. Here I discuss some 
usess which were not found with the other two (on account of this fact alone one can already 
concludee that kd- is the only Proximal demonstrative). With this chapter the discussion of the 
demonstrativess comes to an end. 

Thee structure of these chapters is such that it is rather easy to compare the same uses 
off  the different demonstratives which each other. 

PARTT HI: Focus 
Chapterr  7 starts the discussion of the accented pronoun apd-. In this chapter apd- with the 
particlee -ia "and, also" is discussed. The fact that -ia as "also" is a Focus particle leads to the 
questionn whether apd- with -ia indicates Focus or not. This and other questions related to 
coordinationn are addressed here. The framework for Topic and Focus used here is Lambrecht 
1994. . 

Chapterr  8 continues with the combination of apd- with another Focal particle -pat, 
basicallyy meaning "only". The discussion of apa- with the restrictive particle -pat leads to a 
discussionn of other types of Focus in combination with apd-. 

Chapterr  9 finally, discusses the use of apd- with the adversative particle -al-ma. The 
workk of Rieken 2000 on -al-ma wil l provide the starting point for the description of apd- with 
-al-ma. -al-ma. 

Althoughh most attestations of accented apd- in my corpus are covered by these 
chapters,, I do not claim to provide a full description of apd-. However, I hope to provide an 
overvieww of the basic use of the pronoun, from which future research on apd- for example in 
contrastt with -a- might profit. 
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1.4.. The Corpus 

Inn order to gain a clear picture of the use and development of the demonstratives and 
pronounss only texts can be used that are originally composed in Old, Middle or New Hittite, 
preferrablyy without archaizing language. For example, even if we are certain that a New 
Hittit ee ritual is composed in New Hittite times, one still should be aware of archaizing 
tendenciess to copy Old Hittite language use. Therefore I have used texts that were composed 
andd written down in the same period. 

Wheneverr possible I will assign the examples to a king (or queen), especially in New 
Hittite.. For the overall picture however I discern four large periods: OH/OS (until Telipinu), 
MH/MSS (until Suppiluliuma I), NH (Mursili I to Hattusili III ) and lateNH (Tudhaliya IV and 
later). . 

Thee corpus is based on Melchert 1977: 40-131, Oettinger 1979: 574-577, Weitenberg 
1984:13-21. . 

1.4.1.. Old Hittite in Old script 

Textt genre CTH no. Text 
NarrationsNarrations 1A KBo 3.22 

2.22 KUB 36.99 
3.1.. A. KBo 22.2 
8DD KUB 36.104 
8JJ KUB 36.105 
9.55 KBo 8.42 
12CC KBo 13.52 
15AA KBo 7.14 +KUB 36.100 
39.100 KUB 36.107 

TreatiesTreaties 25 KUB 36.108 

277 KBo 9.73 (+) KUB 36.106 

InstructionsInstructions 272 KBo 22.1 

LegalLegal texts 291A KBo 6.2 + KBo 19.1 + KBo 22.62 + KBo 22.61 + KBo 19.1a 
29IBB KUB 29.16 + KBo 19.2 
292AA KUB 29.25 + KUB 29.28 + KUB 29.29 + KUB 29.30 + KUB 29.32 

++ KUB 29.35 + KUB 29.36 + KUB 29.38 + KBo 25.5 + KBo 25.85 
MythsMyths 336.5.C KUB 43.25 

Rituals,Rituals, Religious see StBoT 25, 26 
administration, administration, 
festivals festivals 

LiverLiver omina 547II1 KUB 4.72 
5477 II 2 KUB 37.223 
5477 II 3 KBo 9.67 
5477 II 4 KBo 25.1 

BenedictionsBenedictions 820.7 KUB 43.23 
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1.4.2.. Middle Hittite in Middle Script 

Treaties Treaties 

Annals Annals 

Indictment Indictment 

Letters Letters 

Landgrant Landgrant 

Instructions Instructions 

Horsetraining Horsetraining 

28 8 
44 II I A 
41IIB B 
134C C 
137 7 
138.1 1 
138.2 2 
139.A A 
139.B B 
140.1 1 
140.2A A 
146 6 

142.2.B. . 

147 7 

151 1 
152 2 
154 4 
199 9 
199 9 

223 3 

251.. A 
253.1 1 
253.2 2 
259.1 1 
261.3 3 
262 262 
270 0 
271 1 
275 5 

286 6 

KBoo 16.47 
KUBB 8.81 +KBo 19.31 
(=CTHH 131) KUB 36.127 

KUBB 40.28 
KBoo 16.27 
KUBB 23.77a (+) KUB 13.27 + KUB 23.77 + KUB 16.40 
KUBB 31.105 
KBoo 8.35 
KUBB 40.36 + KUB 23.78b + KUB 26.6 + KBo 22.20 
KUBB 26.19 
KUBB 26.20 +KBo 12.132 
KUBB 23.72 + KUB 40.10+ 1684/u 

KUBB 23.12 

KUBB 14.1 +KBo 19.38 

VBoTl l 
VBoT2 2 
KUBB 19.20 +KBo 12.23 
HKMM 1-116 
ABoTT 65 

KBoo 5.7 

KBoo 16.24 (+) KBo 16.25 
KUBB 26.57 
KUBB 21.41 
KUBB 26.17 
885/zz (+) KUB 13.1 + 31.87 + 31.88 + 40.56 (+) 40.55 + 1236/u 
IBoTl.36 6 
KBoo 16.50 
KUBB 34.40,41; 36.109, 36.112, 113,114, 116, 118+119 
KUBB 31.103; KUB 13.10 

Tablett I = KUB 29.45 (+) KUB 29.43 

287.1 1 

Tablett II = KUB 29.40 
Tablett II I = KUB 29.46 + KUB 29.53 (+) KUB 29.42 
Tablett IV = KUB 29.52 (+) KUB 29.49 + KBo 14.62 + KBo 8.51 
Tablett V = KUB 29.51 (+) KBo 8.49 (+?) KBo 16.92 
Tablett VI = KUB 29.50Tablet VII = KBo 8.52 + KBo 14.63 (+) KBo 
14.63a a 
Fragments:: KBo 16.88, KBo 16.89, KBo 16.90, KBo 16.91 

KUBB 29.54 

LegalLegal texts 

Prayers Prayers 

295.55 KUB 34.45 + KBo 16.63 
295.66 KBo 16.59 

375.AA KUB 17.21+ 545/u + 577/u + 1619/u + 768/v 
375.BB KUB 31.124 +48.28+ Bo 8617 
376.CC KUB 24.4+30.12 

Ritual Ritual 443 3 KBoo 15.10 +KBo 20.42 
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1.4.3.. New Hittite 

Treaties Treaties 44.11 KUB 19.25 
44.22 KUB 19.26 
49111 KBo 10.13 (+) 12+12a 
500 KUB 19.27 
51111 KUB 21.18 (+?) 26.34 
52111 HT21 + 8.80 + 23.50 + 219/w+1472/u 
577 KBo 1.28 
588 KBo 12.33 
62II.AA KBo 5.9 
62II.BB KUB 3.119 (+) 14.5 (+) 19.48 + 23.6 
62II.CC KUB 21.49 
62II.BB KBo 22.39 
63.AA KBo 3.3 +KUB 23.126+ 31.36 
63.BB KUB 19.41+31.12 
63.CC KUB 19.42 (+?) 21.30 
63.DD KUB 19.44 
63.EE KUB 19.45 
63.FF KBo 16.23 
63.GG KUB 19.43 
677 KBo 5.4 
68.AA 854/v + KBo 4.7 + KBo 19.65 + KBo 22.31 
68.BB KBo 5.13 
68.CC KBo 19.62 + 63 + 64 + 64a + KBo 4.3 + 40.34 
68.DD KUB 6.44 + 19.53 + 6.43 (+) 6.42 
68.EE KUB 6.41 + KBo 19.66 + 67 (+) 69 
68.FF KUB 19.51+HFAC1 
68.GG KUB 19.54 
68.HH KUB 6.48 
68.11 KUB 19.52 + 242/w + 40.53 + 40.41 
68JJ KUB 40.42 
69.AA KUB 19.49 + 26.36 + 23.25 + KBo 22.41 + KBo 19.71 + KBo 19.70 + KBo 

19.722 + KBo 22.34 
69.BB KUB 19.50 + 26.59 + 14.26 + 48.74 + 40.39 
76.AA KUB 19.6 + 21.1 + KBo 19,73 + 73a + FHL 57 
76.BB KUB 21.5 + KBo 19.74 
76.CC KUB 48.95+ 21.2+ 21.4 +KBo 12.36 
76.DD KUB 21.3 
76.EE HT 8 
76.FF 97/w 
966 544/f 

AnnalslHistoryAnnalslHistory 40 see list in CTH 
6111 see list in CTH 
61III  see list in CTH 
61IIII  see list in CTH 
811 seeStBoT24 
82.11 KUB 21.6 
82.22 KUB 21.6a 
83.1AA KUB 19.9 
83.. IB KUB 19.8 
83.22 KBo 12.44 
83.33 KUB 31.20 + KBo 16.36 + Bo 5768 
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Edicts Edicts 

Letters Letters 

Prayers Prayers 

Oracles Oracles 

83.4 4 
83.7 7 
84.1 1 
84.2 2 
90.1 1 
90.3 3 
98 8 

85.1.A A 
85.1.B B 
85.2 2 
85.3 3 
85.4 4 
85.5 5 
86.1.. A. 
86.1.B. . 
86.2. . 
87 7 
88 8 
89.A A 
89.B B 
89.C C 

171 1 
175 5 
176 6 
181 1 
191 1 

70 0 
71.A A 
71.B B 
3788 LA 
3788 LB 
3788 ILA 
3788 II.B 
3788 ILC 
3788 i n 
3788 IV.A 
3788 IV.B 
379 9 
380.A A 
380.B B 
380.C C 
380.D D 
381.A A 
381.B B 
381.C C 
381.D D 
382 2 
383 3 
384.A A 
384.B B 
486.A A 
486.B B 
486.C C 
486.D D 

566 6 

FHL611 m 
KUBB 48.87
KUBB 21.16
KUBB 21.24 
KUBB 21.8 | 
KUBB 21.11 | 
KUBB 21.39 

1380/uu + KBo 6.29 + 21.12 + 23.137 + Bo 2026b
509/uu + 21.15 + 186/v + 715/v
KUBB 21.37 
KBoo 14.45 m 
KBoo 8.43
FHL110(?))
KUBB 21.17 
KUBB 31.27
KUBB 31.26 | 
KBoo 4.12 
KBoo 6.28 + KUB 26.48 — 
KUBB 21.29
KUBB 23.123
KUBB 31.15 

KUBB 23.102
KUBB 23.88 
KUBB 26.89, 21.38, 21.36,26.53, 57.125, KBo 18.23, 23.105, KBo 18.21 
KUBB 14.3 8 
KUBB 19.5 + KBo 19.79 | 

KUBB 14.4 — 
KBoo 4.8 + Izmir 1277 1 
1206/uu + 245/w
KUBB 14.14+ 19.1 +19.2+ 1858/U 
KUBB 23.3 m 
KUBB 14.8
KUBB 14.11+650/u 
KUBB 14.10 + 26.86 
KUBB 14.12
KUBB 14.13+ 23.124
KBoo 22.71 
KUBB 31.121+48.111 m 

KBoo 4.6
161/vv
638/v 638/v 
355/ee
KUBB 6.45 + 1111/z + KUB 30.14
KUBB 6.46 
KUBB 12.35 
1785/uu
KBoo 11.1
KUBB 21.19 + 1303/u + 338/v + 1193/u (+) KUB 14.7 
KUBB 21.27 + 546/u + 676/v + 695/v _ 
IBoTT 4.225
KUBB 48.50 + 15.36 + 12.27
IBoT2.ll22 + KUB 12.31+43.51 +48.100 
KBoo 4.2 in 40ff.
IBoTT 4.26 | 

KUBB 22.70 
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Vows Vows 583 3 
584 4 
585 5 
590 0 

KUBB 15.5 + 48.122 
KUBB 15.1, 15.3, 15.11, 15.23,31.77,48.119 
seee StBoT 1 
KBoo 9.96 (+?) KBo 8.63, KUB 31.67, 15.4, 6,8, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 19, 21, 
22,24,28,29,, 30,31.69, IBoT 3.123, KBo 8.61, 48.118, 121, 125, 123, 
VBoTT 75 

1.4.4.. Late New Hittite 

Treaties Treaties 

Letters Letters 

HistoricalHistorical texts 

Landgrant Landgrant 

105.. A 
105.B B 
106.1 1 
106.B1 1 
106.B2 2 
123.1 1 
123.2 2 

177.1 1 
177.2 2 
177.3 3 
178.1A A 
178.1B B 
178.1C C 
178.2 2 
182 2 
187 7 
209.18 8 
209.21 1 

121 1 
122.1 1 
122.2 2 
124.A A 
124.B B 
125 5 
126.1 1 
126.2 2 
126.3 3 
126.4 4 
126.5 5 
141 1 
211.4 4 
214.2 2 
214.3 3 
214.8 8 
214.9 9 
214.20 0 

225.A A 
225.B B 

KUBB 23.1 (+) la (+) lb + 31.43 + 23.37 + 670/v + 720/v + 93/v 
KUBB 8.82 + 1198/u + 1436/u + Bo 69/821 
Boo 86/299 
ABoTT 57 
KBoo 4.10+ 1548/u 
KBoo 4.14 
KUBB 40.38 

KUBB 3.74 
KUBB 23.99 
KUBB 23.101 
KUBB 23.103 
KUBB 23.92 
KUBB 40.77 
KUBB 23.92, KUB 23.103 
KUBB 19.55 + 48.90 
KBoo 18.2, 6, 25 + Güterbock, FsLaroche 144, KUB 57.8 
KUBB 23.109 
KUBB 26.70 

KBoo 12.38 
KBoo 12.41 
KUBB 40.37 
KUBB 26.32+ 23.44+ 31.106 
KBoo 14.113 
KUBB 26.33 
KUBB 21.7 
KUBB 26.25 
KUBB 26.68 
KBoo 12.30 
KBoo 14.112 
KBoo 12.39 
KUBB 23.13 
KUBB 31.14, KUB 23.61 + 26.78 
KUBB 6.47 
KBoo 16.35 
KUBB 23.29, 31.32 
KBoo 22.10 

KUBB 26.43 + KBo 22.56 
KUBB 26.50 + KBo 22.55 + KBo 22.57 + KBo 22.58 + KBo 22 
KBoo 22.60 
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Instructions Instructions 

LegalLegal texts 

Prayers Prayers 

CultCult inventories 

Oracles Oracles 

255.11 A 
255.. IB 
255.1C C 
255.2A A 

255.2B B 
255.2C C 
255.2D D 
255.2E E 
256 6 

295.2 2 
297.8 8 

385.1 1 
385.2 2 
385.3 3 
385.4 4 
385.5 5 
385.6 6 
385.7 7 
385.8 8 
385.9 9 

506.1 1 
524 4 
525.4 4 
525.9 9 
525.11 1 

561 1 
569 9 
577 7 
579 9 

KUBB 21.42 + KUB 26.12 + VBoT 82 
KUBB 21.43 +KUB 26.13. 
KUBB 40.24 
KUBB 26.1 (incl. KUB 21.13 + KUB 21.45 + KUB 13.22) + KUB 
23.112 2 
KUBB 26.8 
KUBB 31.97 
KUBB 23.67 
KUBB 26.1a 
ABoTT 56 

KUBB 13.34 + 40.84 
KUBB 31.68 

KUBB 14.27 
KUBB 24.6 
KUBB 31.137 
KUBB 34.55 
IBoTT 3.82 
IBoT3.113 3 
IBoTT 3.127 
IBoTT 3.128 or KUB 36.84 
KBoo 12.58 + KBo 13.162 

KUBB 7.24 
KUBB 25.21 
KUBB 38.35 
KBoo 20.90 
KUBB 31.122+ FHL 42 

KUBB 5.1+KUB 52.65 
seee Van den Hout 1998 
KBoo 16.98 (+?) KUB 49.49 
KUBB 22.40 

Vows Vows 590 0 KUBB 48.119, KBo 33.216 
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PARTI I 

REFERENCE E 





2.. Deixis, Discourse and Reference 

2.2.1.1. Introductio n 

Thiss chapter  provides the necessary theoretical background for  the description of Hittit e 
referrin gg expressions4. In recent theoretical literatur e on reference two different models are 
employedd to explain the use of referrin g expressions in natural language. In outline they can 
bee described as the geographical5 (2.2.1) and the cognitive approach (2.2.2.) . In this chapter 
II  wil l present both approaches. As we will see, both ways of viewing the use of referrin g 
expressionss can easily be combined, without the need to reject the one or  the other  (2.3.). In 
additionn I will present the theory of information structure of the sentence as advocated and 
furtherr  developed by Lambrecht 1994 (2.2.3.) and discuss it together  with the other 
approachess in 2.3. This theory, which concentrates on certain pragmatic functions at sentence 
level,, is of great use for  a more complete description of the Hittit e pronominal system. The 
resultingg modular  theory as outlined in this chapter  will be applied to the Hittit e pronominal 
andd demonstrative system in chapter  3. The information on the expressions contained in 
chapterr  3 is collected from the chapters on the individual pronouns and demonstratives in part 
III  Deixis, the chapters 4 (The Distal Demonstrative asi), 5 (The Medial Demonstrative apa-)f 
66 (The Proximal Demonstrative ka-), and part II I  Focus, chapters 7, 8 and 9 (On apa- as 
Emphaticc Pronoun). 

Beforee continuing with the description of the approaches on reference, I here present a 
globall  introduction to the subject based on the traditional account of deixis as discussed by 
Levinsonn 1983: 61ff. 

Prototypically,, a linguistic expression which refers to the context of the utterance, the 
speech-setting,, is called deictic. According to Lyons 1977: 637 deixis consists in 'the location 
andd identification of persons, objects, events, processes and activities being talked about, or 
referredd to, in relation to the spatio-temporal context created by the act of utterance and the 
participatio nn in it, typically, of a speaker  and at least one addressee'. Take the following part 
off  a conversation: 

2.11 There you are! I have been waiting here for  an hour. 

Thee context of the utterance is necessary in order  to establish the intended referents. We 
cannott  correctly interprete this utterance if we do not know who the Addressee and the 
Speakerr  are. Furthermore, here and for an hour only have meaning if we know where and at 

44 For an overview of studies on reference in discourse from different kinds of angles and frameworks see Yan 
Huangg 2000. 

55 Term coined by Ariel 1990: 5. 
66 Yan Huang 2000 discusses several models dealing with discourse anaphora: the topic continuity or distance-

inferencee model (o.c. 303-309), the hierarchy model (o.c. 309-314) and the cognitive model (o.c. 314-318). 
Beforee presenting his own pragmatic model (o.c. 318-329) he concludes that underlying all these models are 
somee cognitive or pragmatic principles (o.c. 308, 314). I therefore only distinguish between the geographical 
andd cognitive approaches. 



whatt time the utterance took place. Familiarity with the Speaker, Addressee, Time and Place, 
thatt is, the context of the utterance, is necessary for recovering the referents. Anaphorically 
usedd expressions on the other hand, refer to entities or referents which have been mentioned 
orr are going to be mentioned in the utterance or text itself. Knowledge of the speech situation 
iss not necessary in order to find the entity to which the expression refers: 

2.22 Unprepared for the speed and ferocity of the Hittite advance, Tusratta could offer no 
resistance.. He had no option but to flee the capital, with whatever troops he could 
muster,, before it fell to the Hittites (Bryce 1998: 175) 

Thee pronouns he and it both refer to entities which have been referred to before in this piece 
off  narration. The masculine pronoun he points at the person named Tusratta, and the neuter 
pronounn it to the referent of the definite Noun Phrase the capital. The latter expression is also 
anaphoric,, and refers to the city Wassuganni, mentioned in the clause preceding this passage. 

Examplee 2.1 shows already three types of deixis. Personal deixis, seen in the 
expressionss you and /, deals with the encoding of the roles of the participants in the speech 
event.. In Hittite the role of the Speaker is grammaticalized in the pronoun uk I ammuk T and 
inn the verbal ending if the Speaker is the subject of a clause, the role of the Addressee in zik I 
tuktuk 'you', and apas and asi 'he, she, it' are used for persons who are neither speaker nor 
addressee.. When we are dealing with spatial locations relative to the speech participants, it is 
calledd Place deixis. English this and that, and here and there are grammaticalizations of 
proximall  location (near the speaker) and distal location (not near speaker). Some Hittite 
equivalencess are the deictic adverbs ka 'here', apiya 'there', and kas 'this one (nom.)' as the 
proximall  demonstrative, apas 'that one (nom.)' as a non-proximal demonstrative . Time 
deixisdeixis is concerned with the location of entities or events in time relative to the time at which 
thee utterance is expressed. Languages may grammaticalize this relative location in time by 
meanss of deictic adverbs of time, like English now, then, Hittite kinun(a) 'now', apiya 'then', 
orr tense. Two further types of deixis are Discourse Deixis and Social Deixis. Expressions 
belongingg to the field of Discourse Deixis refer to parts of the discourse itself: English this in 
ListenListen to this:... and Hittite kissan 'in this (as wil l be described) manner' and enissan 'in that 
(ass just described) manner' are discourse deictic expressions. Levinson also includes such 
discoursee notions as topic/comment, main storyline etc. (Levinson 1983: 77n, 88-9). The final 
typee of deixis, Social deixis, has to do with the encoding of social distinctions between 
Speakerr and Addressee. In Hittite official correspondence we often encounter the use of 
familyy terms to address persons who are not (necessarily) family members. Persons of equal 
rankk call each other SES-rA 'my brother', and someone who occupies a relatively higher 
positionn in society is addressed with ABI-YA 'my father' or AMA-rA 'my mother'. 

Inn the following discussion I wil l concentrate on Anaphora, Place Deixis, Discourse 
Deixiss and Personal Deixis, but the latter only in so far as it concerns third person reference. 

77 The use of apa- as a demonstrative will be discussed in chapters 3 and 6, and as an emphatic pronoun in 
chapterss 3 and 7-9. 
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2.2.. Discourse, Reference and Information Structure 

Inn this section the two main approaches to reference in discourse are introduced, together with 
aa theory on Topic and Focus on sentence level. A more detailed description of a combination 
off  the three approaches will be presented in 2.3. 

AA major problem in the study of reference is the fact that especially the anaphoric 
demonstrativess are rather neglected. This is quite problematic if one needs a framework 
describingg the use of demonstratives. In most reference works and descriptive grammars the 
discussionn is restricted to the deictic use of demonstratives and to the observation that 
demonstrativess can also be used anaphorically (Himmelmann 1997: 2). In the same vein 
studiess that focus on reference in discourse have noted the same without explaining how these 
demonstrativess are posited in relation to the other referential expressions, although Diessel 
1999:: 96 lists several studies which shed some light on this problem. However, most of these 
studiess focus on a sub-set of referring expressions (Linde 19798; Ehlich 1982 ; Givón 1983 ; 
Lichtenberkk 199611). As a result, the theoretical part on anaphoric demonstratives (sections 
2.3.3.4.. and 2.3.4.) remains somewhat eclectic and should only be considered a preliminary 
outline.. Another problem is that it is virtually impossible to find literature on the differences 
andd similarities between the different anaphoric demonstratives themselves. Exceptions are 
Sidnerr 1983, Gundel et al. 1993, Himmelmann 1996 and Diessel 1999. But even these works 
cannott provide a background for the use of the Hittite demonstratives. In the conclusion, 2.4., 
II  present my own view on demonstratives and pronouns, but this too must be considered 
highlyy theoretical and needs to be tested typologically. 

2.2.1.. The * geographical' approach 

Ass the name already indicates, the geographical approach, which is also the traditional 
approachh followed by for example Lyons (1977, Ch. 15) and Levinson (1983, Ch. 2), 
Himmelmannn 1996, Diessel 1999 and others, derives its classification of referring expressions 
fromm the location of the 'target' (referent) of the referring expression. In the case of deixis, 
thee referent is located outside the text in the physical environment, whereas an anaphor is 
relatedd to an accompanying antecedent in the preceding text. Both types of location were 
describedd by Bühler (1934) as Zeigfeld and Symbolfeld respectively. 

Besidess the Zeigfeld, i.e., the speech situation (Biihler's deixis ad oculos) and the 
Symbolfeld,Symbolfeld, i.e., the discourse or the text, other deictic spaces have been identified. Lingering 
betweenn deixis for the Zeigfeld and anaphora for the Symbolfeld is discourse deixis. This time 
thee referent is not an entity, as with deixis and anaphora, but a segment of the discourse itself. 
Moree types of deixis are discussed in Cornish 1999: 21. 

**  Linde discusses the use of it and that in apartment descriptions. Her main conclusion is that it refers within a 
discoursee node whereas that refers across a discourse node to the same type of entity. 

99 Ehlich introduces the terms deictic procedure and anaphoric procedure, which we wil l encounter later again. 
Withinn this framework he mainly discusses the Hebrew demonstrative ze 'this'. 

100 Most contributors to Givón 1983 exclude the demonstratives from referring expressions, I assume because 
theirr corpora generally did not contain that many demonstratives. The general framework set up by Givón 
1983:: 5ff. does discuss the demonstrative pronouns and determiners among the topic (dis)continuity markers. 

111 Lichtenberk discusses what he calls immediate anaphora after first mention in To'aba'ita narrative discourse. 
Whenn a discourse participant will become thematically prominent, To'aba'ita uses a lexical NP (which includes 
thee 'proximal' demonstrative 'eri), otherwise dependent pronominals are used. 
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Althoughh the geographical approach concentrates on the different contexts in which 
referentiall  expressions occur, attention is also paid to the mental effort needed when accessing 
somee referent (Lyons 1979: 94). Especially the demonstratives are capable of placing a 
referentt in the center of attention besides simply pointing to an element in the physical 
surroundingss (Diessel 1999: 94, 96). 

2.2.2.. The 'cognitive' approach 

2.2.2.1.2.2.2.1. Introduction 

Anotherr approach to deixis and anaphora has been developed during the past 20 years. The 
centrall  theme of studies like Apollonius Dyskolus12, Ehlich 1979, 1982, Bosch 1983, Ariel 
1990,, 199613, Gundel et al. 1993, Lambrecht 1994, Van Hoek 1997, Cornish 1999, Givón 
1983,, 2001 consists of emphasis on the cognitive motivation underlying the use of referring 
expressions.. There is no clearcut difference between the use of expressions referring to the 
outsidee world or the textual world, although these different worlds are of course 
acknowledged.. Just as the geographical approach includes the cognitive notion of * bringing 
somethingg into the focus of attention', the cognitive approach includes references to the 
differentt Zeigfelder. However, the explanation of the use of deictic and anaphoric expressions 
liess in the ways Speaker and Addressee communicate: 'The object of both deixis and 

Boschh 1983: 4-9 provides an account of Apollonius' views on deixis and anaphora. 

Ariell  1990, 1996 states that various referring expressions mark different degrees of accessibility in memory 
(1996:: 15). The form of a referring expression guides the Addressee in searching his or her memory for an 
earlierr expression (antecedent) which bears the memory status in accordance with the status indicated by the 
referringg expression: the form of the anaphor signals the degree of cognitive accessibility and thus leads the 
Addresseee to the correct antecedent among the set of referents in his memory. Based on these assumptions, 
whichh I do not want to contest, Ariel has set up a scale. The high accessibility markers are arranged as follows 
(withh higher accesibility to the left): zero < reflexive < agreement marker < cliticized pronouns < unstressed 
pronounss < stressed pronouns < stressed pronouns + gesture. They are followed by the intermediate accessibility 
markers:: < proximal demonstrative (+ NP) < distal demonstrative (+ NP) < proximal demonstrative (+ NP) + 
modifier.. And finally the low accessibility markers: < distal demonstrative (+ NP) + modifier < first name < last 
namee < short definite description < long definite description < full name < full name + modifier. The material 
discussedd in this study fall mainly in the intermediate group (ka- (+ N), apa- (+ N), asi (+ N)). The emphatic 
pronounn apa- is a high accessibility marker, whereas asi (+ N) + modifier is a low accessibility marker. 
Althoughh I mainly agree with this categorization of the Hittite pronouns and demonstratives, my material does 
nott support the cline inside each category. The demonstrative ka- is not more accessible than apa-, which in 
turnn is not more accessible than asi. Furthermore, the emphatic pronoun apa- refers generally to a referent 
whichh is as accessible as zero or the enclitic pronoun when it indicates Argument Focus. Among the arguments 
onee could provide against this part of her theory is the following. Ariel 1990: 53 correctly states that in English 
'that'that requires identifiability by both speaker and addressee, whereas this sometimes refers to objects accessible 
onlyy to the speaker.' However, I should think that this would imply that this is a lower accessibility marker than 
thatthattt because the speaker assumes that the addressee does not yet know what the discourse topic is going to be. 
Ariell  however claims that, since the Speaker is 'egocentric', a topic is more accessible to her than to the 
Addressee,, so that this as higher accessibility marker is used. However, cognitive models all focus on the 
assumptionss which the Speaker holds of the Addressee's awareness about some subject. Speaker should 
thereforee adapt her language to her estimation of Addressee's state of mind. I do not understand Ariel's move to 
centeringg on the Speaker instead of on the Addressee. In this respect I prefer the analysis of Gundel et al. who 
havee created a category for this type of this with a lower cognitive status than the other demonstratives (see 
tablee 2.2). Furthermore, they group this, that and this N together under the heading 'activated', which is more 
inn accordance with my material. 
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anaphoraa is to ensure that the speech participants are 'on the same wavelength' with respect to 
theirr  center  of attention at any one point in the discourse' (Cornish 1999: 25ff.). An extensive 
treatmentt  of anaphora and deixis within the cognitive framework is presented by Cornish 
1999,, whom I will follow when discussing the cognitive approach in the remainder  of this 
chapter. . 

2.22.2.2.22.2. Memory and cognitive procedures 

Fromm a cognitive viewpoint the manner  in which discourse entities are referred to depends on 
thee part of the memory in which their  mental representations are located. Cornish 1999 
Chapterr  6 sketches the following tripartit e structure (o.c. 207ff.). First, long-term memory: 
thiss part of memory contains among other  things lexical meaning and encyclopaedic 
knowledge,, i.e., knowledge of the world. Second and third , a working memory divided into 
twoo parts, the implici t focus space and the explicit focus space. The latter  focus space is also 
calledd the 'cache'. The cache is a highly active, 'spotlighted' region which contains at least 
thee proposition which is being expressed or  processed and the preceding proposition. Every 
informatio nn contained in the cache is salient, although there are different levels of cognitive 
activationn within the salient information. Besides the spotlighted region the implici t focus 
spacee contains less active, supportive background information, such as the partial discourse 
modell  constructed by Speaker  and Addressee. The limitation s of working memory not only 
causee differences in cognitive activation but also have to do with the episodic structure of 
discourse. . 

Thee propositions of a discourse episode or  paragraph are kept in working memory 
(Vann Dijk 1982: 191). Withi n an episode reference is often done by pronouns, whereas NPs 
andd names are generally used at episode boundaries (or  discourse nodes). (Van Dijk & 
Kintschh 1983, Fox 1987, Ariel 1990, Van Hoek 1997, among others). 

Elementss in the three memory compartments and also elements from the extra-
linguisticc context have to be accessed somehow. According to Cornish (see already Ehlich 
1982)) the deictic procedure draws an element into the immediate attention of the Addressee, 
eitherr  from long-term memory or  from the surroundings, and gives it a place in the discourse, 
whereass the anaphoric procedure instructs the Addressee to maintain the focus of attention on 
thee mental representation of some referent, thus ensuring the retrieval of salient, already 
recordedd information located in the cache. The next example illustrates both procedures: 

2.33 [I t is dusk, and John and Mary are returnin g from a shopping trip . As John is parking 
thee car, Mary exclaims:] 
Goodd God! Look at that incredibly bright light [Mar y gestures towards a point in the 
eveningg sky]! What on earth do you think it could be? (Cornish' ex. 2.6a, p. 27) 

Thee expression that incredibly bright light serves to draw John's attention towards some 
objectt  in the sky. The next reference is done by the unaccented pronoun it, indicating that the 
referentt  of it is already in the center  of attention of the Addressee. 

Thee difference between the geographical approach and the cognitive approach cannot 
bee explained by means of ex. 2.3: That incredibly bright light is a typical example of the 
deicticc properties of demonstratives -reference to the extra-linguistic world- whereas it is 
referrin gg anaphorically, to the text-internal world. This one-to-one mapping of deixis and the 
deicticc procedure and anaphora and the anaphoric procedure is invalidated however  by the 
nextt  example: 
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2.44 [A and B turn a corner on the pavement, and suddenly find themselves face to face 
withh a rather large dog] 
AA to B: Do you think it> friendly? (Cornish' ex. 4.1, p. 112) 

Thee unaccented pronoun it refers to an entity in the text-external world, without the mediation 
off  an antecedent in the form of a lexical noun phrase. The situation in ex. 2.4 is such that the 
dogg cannot fail to be in the center of attention of A and B. Being in the center of attention, any 
furtherr reference to the dog has to be done by the anaphoric procedure, in this case in the form 
off  it. 

Thee opposite of Deixis and the anaphoric procedure is Anaphora and the deictic 
procedure,, illustrated by an example from English (Moyer 1969: 104): 

2.55 Specifically this included being bathed, dressed in clean garments, and having the 
nailss and body hair removed. (Followed by 6 sentences about the bathing, then a new 
paragraphh consisting of 3 sentences on the extent of washing. The next paragraph 
startss with:) 
Thee clean garments are not specified in any way. ... 

Too access and reactivate the clean garments after 9 sentences and two paragraph breaks 
dealingg with the ritual bathing the definite noun phrase 'the clean garments' is used. 

Thee referring expressions from the preceding examples can roughly be tabulated as 
follows: : 

GeographicGeographic approach 

Deixis s 
Anaphora a 

CognitiveCognitive approach 
Deicticc procedure Anaphoric procedure 

this/thatthis/that NP it 
thethe NP it 

Tablee 2.1: geographical-cognitive matrix 

Itt might be concluded from table 2.1 that the cognitive approach should prevail over the 
geographicall  one, but as we will see in the following discussion (and in 2.3.) the division of 
laborr of these referring expressions is not as clear-cut as it may seem here. On the level of 
Anaphoraa one could also conclude that the anaphoric procedure is used within a discourse 
unitt or episode, while the deictic procedure is used at the beginning of a new episode. 
However,, also this match does not cover the phenomena described in this chapter. It has been 
notedd that salient entities, requiring the anaphoric procedure, are sometimes still referred to by 
meanss of NPs (more on this in 2.3.3.4.). 

Inn order to avoid confusion with the traditional meanings of deixis and anaphora, I 
wil ll  use a different terminology: The deictic procedure is required when some element needs 
too be brought in the center of attention, so I wil l call this procedure the centering procedure. 
Thee anaphoric procedure is required when something needs to be continued in the center of 
attention.. I wil l call this procedure the continuity procedure. 

22.2.3.22.2.3. The cognitive status of referring expressions 
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Withinn the framework presented by Cornish, referring expressions are not inherently 
centeringg or continuing. Instead, they are used as centering or continuingg (o.c. 23). However, 
referringg expressions still have some inherent, 'basic' meaning, be it almost empty for enclitic 
pronounss or rather full for demonstrative descriptions. The intrinsic referential-semantic 
characterr of referring expressions is described by Gundel et al. 1993 and Cornish 1999: 52ff. 
Thee following Givenness Hierarchy contains the six cognitive statuses that are relevant to the 
formm of English referring expressions (Gundel et al. ox. 275) : 

inn focus > 

('" 0 0 

activatedd > 

that that 
this this 
thisthis N 
stressedd pronouns 

familiarr > 

thatN thatN 

uniquely y 
identifiablee > 
theN theN 

referentiall  > 

indeff  this N 

type e 
identifiable e 
A N N 

Tablee 2.2: The Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel et al.. 1993: 275) 

Everyy status entails all lower statuses: the expression that N bearing the status * familiar' is 
alsoo 'uniquely identifiable', 'referential' and 'type identifiable'. Furthermore, for example 
thatthat N may be used higher (that is, to the left) in the hierarchy, because all positions to the 
leftt of 'familiar' necessarily contain the feature 'familiar'. It may not be used lower in the 
hierarchyy because that N indicates at least familiarity. Basically, most expressions seem to 
stickk to their category (o.c. 290-294). 

Gundell  et al.'s examples illustrating the hierarchy are variants of / couldn't sleep last 
night.night. A dog (next door) kept me awake*5', 'a dog' (or the/that/this dog etc.), in which 'x 
(dog)**  is the first reference to an extra-linguistic entity. Although their discussion is 
exemplifiedd by means of deictic expressions, they do not differentiate between extra-linguistic 
andd intra-linguistic use of referring expressions. Gundel et al. indeed emphasize the necessity 
too distinguish between cognitive status of an entity and the context through which that status 
iss acquired (by being linguistically introduced, derived from general or encyclopaedic 
knowledge,, or prominence in the physical surroundings, o.c. 275), but by focusing on the 
cognitivee status they are not in a position to describe the difference between this, that and this 
NN or the emphatic pronouns in the category 'activated'. Their approach posed problems for 
mee because the material described in this study includes the zero, enclitic, emphatic and 
demonstrativee pronouns and determiners. Therefore I wil l not take the cognitive states as a 
leadingg principle, but wil l treat them when appropriate. 

Cornishh provides a different classification of the referential expressions. As said above 
thee centering (or deictic) procedure brings elements into the cache that have a low degree of 
familiarityy or are not (or no longer) cognitively salient in the discourse (o.c. 206). The 
continuitycontinuity (or anaphoric) procedure maintains the center of attention. No particular effort is 
requiredd to retrieve these referents since they are already salient. Within the cache different 
levelss of saliency may be discerned: globally we have high and mid-level saliency. This 
meanss that the continuity procedure is used to promote an entity from mid to high level, or to 
maintainn it on high level, whereas the centering procedure is required when promoting 
somethingg from low to high level. The distribution of the different referring expressions in 
Englishh over the procedures and levels according to Cornish (o.c. 52ff., 206, 227) can be 
tabulatedd as follows, although we have to keep in mind that the table below presents the 

Gundell  et al. claim that the Hierarchy is universal (o.c. 283ff.). 

'AA dog' is every time replaced by one of the other expressions like 'this/the/that dog' etc. 
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preferredd use of these expressions. They may also be used in the other procedure, indicated by 
+: : 

Centeringg procedure 

loww —> high saliency 

Definitee descriptions 
Accentedd 3rd person pronouns 
Demonstrativee pronouns 
Demonstrativee descriptions 

i m p l i c i tt f o c us 
l o n g t e r m m e m o ry y 

p h y s i c a l e n v i r o n m e nt t 

Continuityy procedure 

midd —> high saliency 

+ + 
+ + 

Demonstrativee pronouns 
Demonstrativee descriptions 

highh —> high saliency 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Zero o 
Unaccentedd pronouns 

c a c he e 

Tablee 2.3: Distribution of referential expression as derived from Comish 1999. 

Bothh in Cornish' and Gundel et al.'s framework problems occur with the demonstratives: 
withinn their theories they seem either not to be distinguished from each other or to occur in 
moree contexts than can be accounted for. In both theories the accented pronouns occur in the 
samee slot as the demonstratives without explaining how that is possible. There has to be a 
difference.. I believe that the difference can be explained by 1) combining the geographical 
andd cognitive approaches and 2) by combining both these approaches with the Information 
structuree of the sentence. The Information structure of sentences will be presented in the next 
section.. Discourse episodic structure is seemingly only related to Anaphora and wil l be 
discussedd in 2.3.3. (although in 2.4. I wil l propose to extend discourse structure also to non-
linguisticc information). 

2.2.3.. Topic and Focus on sentence level 

2.2.3.1.2.2.3.1. Introduction 

Informationn structure deals with the differences between the following clauses (small caps 
indicatee main stress): 

2.66 a. John was eating an APPLE 
b.. John was EATING an apple 
c.. John WAS eating an apple 
d.. JOHN was eating an apple 

Thee different stress patterns imply something like the following: 

2.77 a. John was eating an APPLE (not a PEAR)16 

b.. John was EATING an apple (not LOOKING ATan apple) 
c.. John WAS eating an apple (not IS) 

166 This sentence might also simply be a statement about John, without any contrast with some other  fruit . 
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d.. JOHN was eating an apple (not MARY) 

Muchh work has been done on information structure since the 1920s (for references see Van 
Valinn & LaPolla 1997: 199), but in this study I wil l mainly refer to Lambrecht 1994 for the 
overalll  picture and to Dik 1997a for several important details. The key concepts in 
informationn structure are the pragmatic functions Topic, Focus and some related notions as 
presuppositionn and comment. How these notions relate to the cognitive states and procedures 
describedd in 2.2.2. wil l be dicussed in the appropriate subsections of 2.3. For the moment I 
referr to Lambrecht's notion (o.c. 160ff.) that the cognitive state of the mental representation 
off  a referent is only a precondition of the pragmatic relations Topic and Focus. One cannot 
predictt on the basis of these states alone what referential expression will be chosen. However, 
Lambrechtt describes the pragmatic difference between accented and unaccented constituents, 
withoutt reference to demonstratives. 

2232.2232. The notions Topic and Focus 

Lambrecht'ss understanding of Topic is summarized as follows: 

2.88 "A referent is interpreted as the topic of a proposition if IN A GIVEN DISCOURSE the 
propositionn is construed as being ABOUT this referent, i.e. as expressing information 
whichh is RELEVANT TO and which increases the addressee's KNOWLEDGE of this 
referent.. ... Topic is a PRAGMATICALLY CONSTRUED SENTENCE RELATION" (1994: 
127). . 

Onlyy referring expressions can be topics. Referents of discourse topics must be discourse 
referents.. It in "i t is raining" and there in "there's nobody in the room" are not referential 
expressionss and therefore not Topics. This also applies to the indefinite pronouns and other 
quantifiedd expressions like nobody, everybody, many people etc. (o.c. 156). 

Thee Focus of a sentence is described as follows: 

2.99 "The focus of a proposition is that element of a pragmatically structured proposition 
whichh makes the utterance of the sentence expressing the proposition into a piece of 
information.. It is the balance remaining when one substracts the presupposed 
componentt from a given assertion. [...] Like the topic, the focus is an element which 
standss in a pragmatically construed relation to a proposition. But while the pragmatic 
relationn between a topic and a proposition is assumed to be predictable or recoverable, 
thee relation between the focus element and the proposition is assumed to be 
unpredictablee or non-recoverable for the addressee at the time of the utterance" (o.c. 
217-8).. As a result "a constituent in focus can by definition not be omitted without 
deprivingg the utterance of some or all of its information value." (o.c. 224). 

Lambrechtt distinguishes three basic types of clauses with a certain information structure: 

2.100 a. Topic-Comment or Predicate-Focus structures 
b.. Identificational or Argument-Focus structures 
c.. Event-reporting or Sentence-Focus structures 

Thesee three types are illustrated by means of the following examples. The questions preceding 
themm suggest a discourse situation in which the clauses can occur (o.c. 223). 
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2.111 Predicate-Focus structure17 

Whatt happened to your car? 
a.. My car/it broke DOWN 
b.. (La mia macchina) si è ROTTA 
c.. (Ma voiture) elle est en PANNE 
d.. (Kuruma wa) KOSHOO-shi-ta 

1 0 0 

2.122 Argument-Focus structur e 
II  heard your motorcycle broke down? 
a.. My CAR broke down 
b.. Si è rotta la mia MACCHINA./E la mia MACCHINA che si è rotta 
c.. C'est ma VOITURE qui est en panne. 
d.. KURUMA ga koshoo-shi-ta 

2.133 Sentence-Focus structure 
Whatt happened? 
a.. My CAR broke down 
b.. Mi si è rotta (ROTTA) la MACCHINA 
c.. J'ai ma VOITURE qui est en PANNE. 
d.. KURUMA ga KOSHOO-shi-ta 

Thesee three types of Focus structure and their expression in the different languages are 
discussedd in the next three sections (2.2.3.2.1, 2 and 3). 

2232.1.2232.1. Predicate-Focus 

Thee proposition provides relevant information about the car, which is a standing current 
interestt given the question (or preceding context). 'My car/it' in ex. 2.11 is the Topic of the 
clausee and the comment on this Topic is the rest of the clause, the predicate. The comment 
containss the assertion 'broke down' which is the unrecoverable part of the message and 
thereforee the Focus. 

Predicate-Focuss structures are minimally characterized by a focus accent on some 
elementt of the predicate. However, Predicate-Focus structures are unmarked for information 
structure,, meaning that this structure is also compatible with other pragmatic construals 
(Lambrechtt 1994: 226-228). 

Thee Topic may be expressed by means of an unaccented pronoun or zero, an accented 
pronounn or a lexical noun phrase. When the Topic was already the center of the attention of 
thee preceding discourse, the preferred topic expression is an unaccented pronominal, 
inflectionall  or zero (depending on the language)19. Lambrecht calls this type of Topic an 
EstablishedEstablished Topic (see also Dik's Given Topic (1997a: 318f.)): 

2.144 But this was not the end of the matter. Brooding further over his wife's offence, 
Ammistamruu refused to accept that justice had been done. He demanded that the 
princesss be extradited to Ugarit, for punishment, ... (Bryce 1998: 346) 

177 See also ex. 2.7.a. without the contrastive reading. 
I S S 

Seee also ex. 2.7.a. and d. 
199 To make things more complicated: Lambrecht also includes possessive and demonstrative pronouns in this 
category. . 
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HeHe refers back to Ammistamru, who is highly salient and in the center of attention at the 
momentt of expressing he. In the clause containing the expression he itself, Ammistamru is 
alsoo the Topic because the clause is about Ammistamru. 

Inn the following example the lexical noun phrases 'the napkin feeder' and 'the straw 
feeder'' are inferred from the preceding discourse and not the center of attention: 

2.155 Sunday I was taking paper and pasting it together and finding a method of how to drop 
spoons,, a fork, a napkin, and a straw into one package. The napkin feeder I got. The 
straww feeder we made already. That leaves us the spoon and the fork. (Lambrecht's ex. 
4.32,, p. 160) 

Althoughh the feeders, inferred from the context, have low accessibility under Ariel's analysis 
20 0 

andd are uniquely identifiable under Gundel's analysis, they are a Topic of the two sentences 
containingg them. But not being expected in this role, they are Unestablished or Unexpected 
TopicsTopics (see also Dik's Sub-Topic (1997a: 323f.)). 

Sometimess however, while everything seems to favor an unaccented pronoun, a 
semanticallyy heavier expression is used, as in: 

2.166 a. What is she going to DO? 
b.. SHE'S going to do the COOKING (adapted from Lambrecht o.c. 328, ex. 5.86'). 

Thee referent of she is 'in focus', and actually the established Topic, so we expect an 
unaccentedd pronoun. This Topic is accented, not because there is a topic shift but because the 
speakerr wants to imply that there are other possible Topic referents although the questioner 
didd not ask for that information. The message thus conveyed is that the relationship between 
thee elements in the clause is not expected, with the result that the Topic has to be considered 
ass Unestablished. 

AA special category of accented Topic are the Contrastive Topics (Lambrecht 1994: 
291ff.,, his ex. 3.20b.)21: 

2.177 I saw Mary and John yesterday. SHE says HELLO, but HE's still ANGRY at you. 

Thiss time the referents are already in the center of attention but are contrasted with each other. 

22322.22322. Argument-Focus 

Whenn the Focus rests on an argument of the predicate, in the examples the subject, the 
propositionn 'something broke down' in ex. 2.12 is pragmatically presupposed. Only the 
'something'' has to be filled in. That is, the missing part has to be identified, which is why this 
typee of structure is also called an identificational sentence (ex. 2.10.b.). In each language the 
non-topicc status is marked by prosodie prominence, the presupposition is marked via absence 
off  prominence on the verb phrase. Besides prosodie prominence, Italian and French use cleft-
sentences,, and Japanese ga-marking of the subject (Lambrecht 1994: 228ff.). 

' I '' is also a Topic. The predicate 'got' says something about the relation that holds between the two Topics. 
Thee difference between the two Topics is that T is expected as such, but not the feeder. The feeder is therefore 
referredd to by means of a definite NP in Initial position. 

211 For Dik 1997a: 326, 332 this is Parallel Focus. 
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Inn 2.12 a wrong piece of information was corrected. This correction however is not a 
necessaryy feature of Argument Focus. Ex. 2.12 could as well have been the answer to 'What 
brokee down?'. The latter type of Focus is called New or Completive (Dik 1997a: 332) 
whereass the correcting Focus is one the five counter-presuppositional Focus types 
distinguishedd by Dik I.e., Rejecting, Replacing, Expanding, Restricting and Selecting Focus. 

Thee type of Argument-Focus in 2.12 is called Replacing Focus (Dik 1997a: 332). The 
followingg example is adapted from Dik o.c. 333 (ex. 48): 

2.188 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples. 
SS corrects: He didn't buy APPLES, he bought BANANAS. 

Inn Expanding Focus the incomplete information is replaced by the correct information. The 
followingg example of this type of Focus is adapted from Dik o.c. 334 (his ex. 49): 

2.199 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples. 
SS corrects: He did not only buy APPLES, he also bought BANANAS. 

Inn case of Restricting Focus the speaker assumes that the addressee might have some correct 
information,, but also thinks that something else is true. This last part of information needs 
correctionn (I.e.). Restricting Focus replaces that part of the information by the correct 
information.. The following example is adapted from Dik I.e. (ex. 50): 

2.200 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples and bananas. 
SS corrects: He only bought APPLES. 

Thee last type, Selecting Focus, occurs when the speaker assumes that the addressee believes 
thatt one of two pieces of information is correct, but does not know which one. The following 
examplee is adapted from Dik I.e. (ex. 51): 

2.211 A asks: Would you like coffee or tea. 
S:: COFFEE, please. 

Al ll  these types of Focus can also apply to other elements than nouns, as exemplified in 2.7. b 
andd c. I wil l not discuss them further. 

2.2323.2.2323. Sentence-Focus 

AA Sentence Focus clause informs the addressee of some event: it is event-reporting (ex. 2.13). 
Sentencess like this are contextually relatively independent and could be uttered "out of the 
blue".. Most important is that the proposition is not construed as a statement about the referent 
off  the Subject phrase, in contrast with Topic-Comment/Predicate Focus structures. 

Thee non-topical status of the Subject phrase is not unambiguously marked with a 
prosodiee peak in English. Although the Subject phrase carries an accent, it still could be a 
topicc (for example, contrastive topics). In other languages the non-topical status of the subject 
inn event reporting sentences is consistently marked, in Japanese for example by means of the 
particlee ga (see ex. 2.13.d.). 

2.3.. A Combinatory Approach to Referential Expressions 
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Thee main goal of this chapter is to provide a framework based on the approaches presented 
abovee that might describe the use of referential expressions. I wil l try to reconcile their results 
andd hope thereby also to circumvent the problems resulting from each individual approach. 

Inn the description of the use of referential expressions the different approaches focus 
onn separate parameters. The geographical approach bases its classification mainly on the 
differentt types of context in which the entity or event is located, but takes also the type of 
entityy into account. Reference to an object in the physical surroundings is called deixis, 
exophoraa or situational use, while reference to an event or proposition in the preceding 
discoursee is called discourse deixis. Reference to entities in the ongoing discourse is called 
anaphoraanaphora (both backward and forward referring). A special type of reference restricted to the 
demonstrativess is recognitional reference (see 2.3.1.2). 

Approachess as advocated by Cornish (1999), Gundel et al. (1993), Ariel (1990, 
1996),, Givón (2001) concentrate on the effort an addressee has to make in order to retrieve 
thee correct antecedent or referent. This retrieval can be achieved by exploiting the inherent 
semantic-pragmaticc load of the referring expressions, and not so much by exploiting the 
differentt context types. In a simplification of Cornish' view the retrieval is either easy or 
difficult ,, and the procedures matching these efforts are the continuity (or anaphoric) 
proceduree or the centering (or deictic) procedure. 

Bothh parameters, the geographical and the cognitive, function on discourse level. In 
myy view, at least a third exponent on sentence level has to be added in order to describe and 
explainn the use of referring expressions: the Topic - Focus distribution as described by 
Lambrechtt 1994, Dik 1997a, Erteschik-Shir 1997 etc. Although Established Topics are 
necessarilyy 'in focus', entities 'in focus' are not necessarily Established Topics. They may be 
ann Unestablished Topic, or a Focus entity. As a result, different expressions can be used for 
entitiess that are 'in focus', such as unaccented pronouns, accented pronouns, demonstratives, 
namess or definite NPs. 

Thee final parameter, the episodic structure of discourse, gains importance when 
dealingg with Anaphora and wil l be dealt with in the section on Anaphora (2.3.3.). 

Combiningg the first three parameters results in the following table: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 
Anaphoric c 
Discoursee deictic 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

Topic c Focus s 

centeringg procedure 

Topic c Focus s 

Tablee 2.4: Geographical-Cognitive-Information structure matrix 

Somee slots will not be filled given the incompatibility of some parameters. For example, 
demonstrativess in recognitional use serve to introduce an entity that is familiar to the 
addresseee (see 2.3.1.2). The slots belonging to the continuity procedure are therefore not 
filledd in. 

Inn the next sections I wil l discuss the 16 slots and fil l them in accordingly. This table 
iss only intended as an attempt to elucidate the distribution of the referring expressions. In 
sectionn 2.4. (Summary and conclusions) it wil l become clear whether these features describe 
thee use of these referential expressions or whether other features are more important. 

2.3.1.. Deixis and the centering procedure 
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Inn this section the following slots of Table 2.4. wil l be discussed: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuitycontinuity procedure 

Topic c Focus s 

centeringg procedure 

Topic c 
X X 

X X 

Focus s 
X X 

X X 

2.3.1.1.2.3.1.1. Situational Reference 

Whenn a Speaker wants to draw the attention of the Addressee to an object in the surrounding 
areaa which was hitherto not in the center of attention, he should restrict himself to a limited 
sett of signs specialized in 'pointing'. This pointing, or Situational reference, can be achieved 
byy a gesture (such as the pointing finger, a nod of the head), prosody (high level of pitch and 
accentt in spoken medium), or certain linguistic referring expressions (demonstrative 
pronouns,, adverbs or particles, demonstrative descriptions, but also the accented pronouns) 
(seee Levinson 1983: 65ff, Diessel 1999: 2, 93ff.). Of these pointers only the deictic 
demonstrativess indicate a distance contrast. Fillmore 1982 states that there are two types of 
distancee contrast: a two-way contrast, like in English this, here for 'relatively close to the 
Speaker'' and that, there for 'relatively remote from speaker', and a three-way contrast, with 
Proximal,, Medial and Distal demonstratives (measured in distance from Speaker), as in Latin, 
Greek,, Japanese, Turkish, etc. Other, sometimes additional contrasts are according to Fillmore 
(o.c.. 49) based on non-distance criteria, such as Pivot contrast (taking Speaker or Addressee 
ass the Pivot), or visibility. The three-way sytem can be presented as follows: 

 Distal Demonstrative (Fillmore 1982: 50-1): Prototy pic ally the distal demonstrative 
alternatess between two features, (a) it points to an entity at a great distance from both 
Speakerr and Addressee's visual field or (b) to an entity being outside the Speaker's 
andd Addressee's visual field. In some languages both conditions need to be satisfied 
forr the demonstrative in order to be classified as distal, in other languages only one of 
themm is criteria!. 

 Medial Demonstrative (Fillmore 1982: 49): Prototypically a medial demonstrative 
alternatess between two features, (a) it points to an entity at a relatively small distance 
fromm Speaker (Speaker Pivot) or (b) to an entity being near the Addressee (Hearer 
Pivot).. In some languages both conditions need to be satisfied for the demonstrative in 
orderr to be classified as medial, in other languages only one of them is criterial. When 
onlyy (b) is satified, the language has a person-based demonstrative system, when only 
(a)) is satified, it has a distance-based system. 

 Proximal Demonstrative: A proximal demonstrative is characterized as indicating the 
closestt distance to the Speaker. 

Thee origin against which everything is measured, distance but also time and social rank for 
example,, is called the Deictic Center. One can distinguish two types of pointing at an entity 
presentt in the speech-situation. The first type, gestural deixis> requires the monitoring of the 
situationn because the situation provides the Addressee with the only clues from which to 
derivee the correct interpretation of what the Speaker means: 
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2.222 This finger hurts (Levinson 1983: 66, ex. 31a) 

2.233 [It is dusk, and John and Mary are returning from a shopping trip. As John is parking 
thee car, Mary exclaims:] 
Goodd God! Look at that incredibly bright light [Mary gestures towards a point in the 
eveningg sky]! What on earth do you think it could be? (Cornish' 1998: 27, ex. 2.6a, 
andd my example 2.3) 

Lesss restricted than gestural deixis is symbolic deixis. With only general knowledge of the 
'heree and now', an Addressee is very well capable of interpreting an expression like 

2.242.24 Ihis city stinks (Levinson 1983: 66, ex. 31b) 

However,, locating an object in the physical world is not the only function of the 'pointers'. 
Ass Diessel (1999: 94) explains, the pointing expressions can also be used to refer to entities 
thatt are not visible or present in the immediate surroundings, as in Levinson's example (1983: 
66,, ex. 34b): 

2.255 Hello, is Harry there? (on the telephone) 

wheree the possible location of Harry is not visible or in the presence of the Speaker. Still more 
abstractt is Deixis am Phantasma. This type of deixis is mainly found in narratives and 
descriptions.. The Deictic Center is transferred from the Speaker to a character in the story or 
description.. In that case demonstratives like 'here' and 'there', 'this' and 'that' may be used in 
orderr to relate a position as described in the discourse to the Deictic Center as given in the 
discourse: : 

2.266 And he's heading . . you see a scene where he's . . coming on his bicycle this way, 
(Himmelmannn 1996: 222) 

ThisThis way has not to be interpreted in relation to the Speaker but in relation to the person on 
thee bike. 

AA special type of Deixis am Phantasma is, according to Himmelmann (1996: 222), 
new-thisnew-this (Gundel et al.'s 'referential' category). The English proximal demonstrative may be 
usedd in colloquial speech to both introduce and firmly establish a referent in the universe of 
discoursee at the same time. The latter feature leads Himmelmann to the inclusion of new-this 
inn Situational Use, because in Situational Use the demonstrative both introduces a referent 
andd establishes it as a possible discourse topic:23 

Nott only objects but also events in the physical surroundings may be referred to by demonstratives. Take 'Did 
youu see that?' The speaker refers to some event in the situation, so this use should be called deictic and not 
discoursee deictic (see 2.3.5. and 2.3.6. for discourse deixis). It is even possible to refer to propositions by 
meanss of deictics, as in *Can you believe that*, after accidentily picking up some conversation from your 
neighbouringg table. 

233 Wald 1983: 93ff. on the other hand denies any ties with the situationally used 'this', and equates it to 
introductoryy NPs with an indefinite article although on p. 95 he says that new-this: 'reflects the continuity of its 
characterr as a demonstrative*. Gundel et al. 1993: 275-6, although referring to new-this + NP as 'indefinite this 
NP',, do not equate it with indefinite NPs. The main difference with the latter is the likelihood of continuance in 
furtherr discourse of the referent thus introduced (p. 277 n. 3). They derive indefinite this from the 
cataphoricallyy used proximal demonstrative. But while assuming a close connection, they explicitly distinguish 
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2.277 Because there's this guy Louie Gelman, he went to a BIG specialist, and the guy ... 
analyzedd it WRONG (Cornish 1999: 26, ex. 2.5) 

Iff  one treats a demonstrative expression referring to an entity that is not present at the moment 
thee speech-act takes place as Situational, one should also look at another specific use of the 
demonstratives,, the so-called Recognitional use as defined by Himmelmann 1996: 230ff and 
Diessell  1999: 105ff. (see 2.3.1.2. for discussion). 

Whetherr or not the Recognitional demonstrative is connected with Situational use, I will 
discusss the Recognitional demonstratives separately from the Situational Use in the Hittite 
sectionn for, as we wil l see, recognitional demonstratives are often accompanied by some 
typicall  linguistic phenomena which are absent from Situationally used demonstratives. 

Anotherr important category in which deixis may be found is Reported Speech cited in 
narrationn (Himmelmann 1996: 221-2, see 3.1.2. with Hittite examples). Finally, a rather 
specificc type is Self-reference to a linguistic unit or act (o.c. 221, also see 3.1.4.). 
Himmelmann'ss ex. on p. 221 comes from the Pear Stories (Chafe 1980): 

2.288 XII . 16. it's very funny to make this 1.351 
XIL17.. telling. 

wheree this telling refers to the speech-act itself. 
Returningg to the categorization of Fillmore 1982, demonstratives either express 

distancee or speech participant contrasts, or both. English is usually considered a distance 
basedd system, but there are indications that this is not completely true. Lyons 1999: 18 gives 
somee examples that show speech participant orientation: 

2.299 Show me that (?this) letter you have in your pocket (Lyons' ex. 61). 

2.300 Tell her to bring that (Mis) drill she has (Lyons' ex. 62). 

Lyonss states that this is certainly possible, but that 'it would imply that the letter or drill is in 
somee way associated with the speaker' (I.e.). 

Anotherr type of orientation on the speech participants is the emotional use of 
demonstratives,, also called Empathetic Deixis. Levinson 1983: 81 recalls that English that 
mayy shift to this to show empathy, and that this may shift to that to show emotional distance. 
Seee Chen 1990: 148-151 for a discussion of distancing-f/kzf, sympathy-f/iaf and camaraderie-
thatthat and -this. Besides these few references the empathetic use of demonstratives has not 
receivedd much attention. Rauh 1983: 40-41 considers the transference of deictic contrasts to 

twoo different forms of 'this', a demonstrative and an indefinite this (p. 275 n. 1). It seems that they distinguish 
betweenn a proximal demonstrative and a cataphoric demonstrative, and that these demonstratives do not have 
thee same cognitive status. Cornish 1999: 27 connects 'presentational' this (or new-this) with the proximal-
demonstrativee this, and compares its function to 'cataphoric' this. In my view new-this + N and the cataphoric 
demonstrativee pronoun this have the same function: 1) they both announce a new entity. New-this introduces a 
firstt order entity on stage, whereas pronominal this introduces a higher order entity on stage, and 2) in both 
casess the clause containing the demonstrative provides a kind of link, a stepping stone, for what follows. Thus, 
thee only difference between new-this and discourse deictic this is their entity order. For the same reason I 
wouldd like to give up the category of Discourse Deixis and let it collapse with Anaphora. I assume that the only 
differencee between the two is entity order. However, the typological works on which I build the discussion of 
thee Hittite demonstratives in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 consider this category as one of the four basic uses of 
demonstratives.. I therefore also include Discourse deixis as a separate category. 
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thee emotional level even problematic given the fact that for example that may be used both 
negativelyy and positively. 

2.3.1.2.2.3.1.2. RecognitionalReference 

AA specific case of reference to an entity somewhere in the outside world in combination with 
thee centering procedure is the introduction of a referent which is discourse new (unactivated) 
butt hearer old (pragmatically presupposed) (Diessel 1999: 106). In English the distal 
demonstrativee adnominal that can serve to introduce a new referent, but then always carries 
thee assumption of prior potential familiarity, either because of co-presence of the referent in 
thee context or because of prior experience (Cornish 1999: 27). The notion of prior experience 
iss crucial here. Potential familiarity caused by co-presence in the context belongs to the 
Situationall  Use as defined in the geographical approach, whereas prior experience excludes 
thee presence of a referent in the utterance context. As mentioned earlier, Cornish gives 
priorityy to the cognitive approach, but in doing so is unable to distinguish between these two 
typess of adnominal that. That this distinction is relevant is shown at least by Himmelmann 
19966 and Diessel 1999. A typical example is 

2.311 I couldn't sleep last night. That dog (next door) kept me awake. (Gundel et al. 1993: 
278.) ) 

Thee speaker uses a distal demonstrative adnominal for first mention of the dog, not in order to 
pointt at the dog, not being present, but to activate the knowledge about a certain dog in the 
mindd of the hearer (speaker and hearer might have discussed the subject in the past). 

Typologicall  research, conducted by Himmelmann and Diessel, the latter using data from 
855 languages, shows that introducing referents which are familiar to speaker and addressee 
butt also discourse new, is done solely by means of demonstrative descriptions (demonstrative 
++ Noun(phrase)). The example above shows the situation in English, where only the non-
proximall  demonstrative that is allowed. The following German example with the 
demonstrativee dies- is taken from Himmelmann 1996: 231: 

2.322 01 X: was isn eigentlich mit diesem: Haustelephon was mir immer khabt ham; 
I'mm wondering what happened to that internal phone we used to have. 

022 N: des haut nimmer hin, 
itt doesn't work anymore 

Thiss specialized use of the demonstratives, called Recognitional, has been described 
systematicallyy for the first time by Himmelmann 1996: 230ff. (with note 25 for the term 
Recognitional),Recognitional), followed by Diessel 1999: 105ff. The following is mainly based on their 
account.. Himmelmann (1996: 240) thus presents 

2.333 'the recognitional use, which involves reference to entities assumed by the speaker to 
bee established in the universe of discourse and serves to signal the hearer that the 
speakerr is referring to specific, but presumably shared, knowledge. It invites the hearer 
too signal the need for further clarification regarding the intended referent or to 
acknowledgee that he or she, in fact, knows what the speaker is talking about.' 

Thee invitation to the hearer to acknowledge the presented information or to ask for 
clarificationn is of course not applicable to the written Hittite corpus. There are however 
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safeguardss preventing a possible failure in identification by the hearer. One of the features 
oftenn involved in a recognitional mention is the inclusion of a relative clause or other likewise 
elaboratee modifiers. This usually presents the addressee with enough information to be able to 
correctlyy identify the referent intended by the speaker. 

AA second feature mentioned in 2.33, specific, shared knowledge, is another typical 
aspectt of the recognitional use of demonstratives. The definite article also requires prior 
familiarity,, but on a more general level. The referent expressed by means of a definite article 
pluss noun, such as the queen, the moon, usually belongs to thee general, shared knowledge of a 
speechh community. A speaker might need to describe a certain telephone as (you know,) that 
telephonetelephone of yours that doesn't work, but he is 'over identifying' when saying (you know,) 
thatthat moon that stands in the sky. 

Recognitionall  use of the demonstrative usually involves first mention. Himmelmann 
(1996:: 236ff.) however also subsumes some later mentions under recognitional use rather 
thann under tracking (or anaphoric) use. In that case the demonstrative serves to remind the 
hearerr of a preceding participant or episode rather than to keep track of it. This method is used 
byy the Speaker when s/he doubts whether the Addressee can recover the correct referent, 
especiallyy when that referent appeared in the discourse several units (pause units, paragraphs) 
earlier. . 

Inn 2.3.1.1.1 mentioned that, if new-this is considered a special case of Situational Use, 
Recognitionall  use (Hearer old, Discourse new) might also be connected with Situational Use. 
Indeed,, both Wald (1983: 113-4) and Chen (1990: 142-3) compare new-this with old-that, 
thee difference being that new-this introduces non-presupposed information whereas old-that 
retrievess presumably shared information. Another reason to view the Recognitional 
demonstrativee as a special type of Situational Use, is the existence of so-called invisible 
demonstratives,, used for referents out of sight and therefore not really present in the speech 
situationn (Diessel 1999: 42). Invisible demonstratives referring to entities that are not present 
aree for example attested in Lillooet (Salish). The following table lists the Lillooet 
demonstrativess (Van Eijk 1985: 198): 

visiblee invisible 

singular r 
plural l 

'this' ' 

c?a c?a 

?izd ?izd 
'these' ' 

'that' ' 

ti? ti? 

?iz' ?iz' 
'those' ' 

'that' ' 
(farther) ) 

t?u t?u 

?izu ?izu 
'those' ' 

'this' ' 

kkww?a ?a 

kkwwla la 
'these' ' 

'that' ' 

ni? ni? 

nU nU 
'those' ' 

'that' ' 
(farther) ) 

kkwwu? u? 

kkwwl l 
'those' ' 

Tablee 2,5? The demonstratives in Lillooet. 

Inn 2.34a the demonstrative kwu? is used to refer to a sound of which the source is invisible but 
stilll  considered to be present. In 2.34b a visible object is referred to by means of medial ti?. 
Butt the same entity can be accompanied by a demonstrative even if the object is not present 
(2.34c).. In such a case the Speaker uses a member from the set of invisible demonstratives, in 
thiss case ni?, the counterpart of visible ti? (all examples from Van Eijk o.c. 199): 

2.344 a. stdm=frLui 
Whatt is that? (when hearing a noise) 

244 Gundel et al. also identify this type of use for the demonstrative, naming it 'reminder that' as 'a demonstrative 
determinerr that requires familiarity but not activation (...) often facilitates comprehension by serving as a 
signall  to the addressee to search long-term memory for a familiar referent' (1993: 301-2). See also 2.2.5.2. 
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b.. nil=til  kwu=citxw cwelp 
thatt  is the house (citxw) that burned down C'elp) (when pointing at the ruins) 

c.. elp-tu ni?=k u=citx 
thatt  house burned down (when talking about the house, while it is completely absent 
fromm the situation of speech). 

Thus,, entities that are not visible but present and entities that are not present at all can be 
indicatedd by means of the invisible set. So at least we have an example of a deictic 
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demonstrativee referring to something that is not only not visible but also not present. 

2.3.1.3.2.3.1.3. Summary and conclusions 

Entitiess that are present in the speech situation but need to be brought under  the attention of 
ann Addressee are often referred to by means of demonstratives. The choice for  a specific 
demonstrativee depends either  on relative distance from the Speaker  in a distance-based system 
orr  on location near  one of the speech participants in a person-based system. 

Threee types of deixis are distinguished: gestural deixis, symbolic deixis and 'Deixis 
amm Phantasma*, mainly found in narratives. These types of deixis can, and regularly are, 
accompaniedd by pointing gestures. It is therefore often said that demonstratives are pointers or 
localizers,, although not everyone agrees with this characterization . I believe that the 
demonstrativee expression simply links a mental representation to the speech situation, without 
beingg capable of further  identifying the referent. The identification is performed by the 
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gesture. . 
Anotherr  way of referrin g to an element in the non-linguistic world belongs to the 

competencee of recognitionally used demonstratives. Their  sole purpose is to introduce a 
referentt  into the discourse that contains shared, private information. Such a demonstrative NP 
iss often accompanied by a modifier  providing more information if the head noun is not 
informativ ee enough itself. I believe that this modifier  is the linguistic pendant of the almost 
obligatoryy gesture in the case of deixis: it helps identify the intended referent. Again the 
demonstrativee could be considered a linker . This time however  the demonstrative links a 
mentall  representation to an entity in the memory of both Speaker  and Addressee. In other 
words,, in both non-linguistic uses the demonstrative instructs the Addressee to link a mental 
representationn of some as yet unidentified referent to an entity in some non-linguistic search 
domain.. In case of deixis the search domain is the speech situation, in case of recognitional 
usee the search domain is private, shared long term memory. The latter  memory partitio n by 
thee way is also accessed when an entity mentioned a long time ago has to be retrieved (this is 
actuallyy Anaphora in the geographical approach). More on that in the appropriate sections. In 
tablee form: 

Demonstrativee use Search domain more identifying informatio n 

255 If Recognitional Use and Situational Use can be partially equated somehow, and if Recognitional 
Demonstrativess can also be Anaphoric (as Himmelmann assumes), then the system of the geographical 
approachh partially collapses. Which is one of the reasons why the geographical approach alone wil l not do. 

266 See for example De Mulder 1996. De Mulder concludes that the French demonstrative determiner is neither a 
pointerr nor a localizer since it does not identify the referent on its own. Instead, the demonstrative determiner 
simplyy signals the Addressee to search for the referent in a certain region of the speech situation. 

277 One should try to find the referent of 'look at that man over there' if the Speaker keeps his eyes closed and 
doess not point. It will only work if the man is the only member of his class present. 
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Situationall  use the speech situation pointing gesture 
Recognitionall  use private, shared long term memory modifier 

Tablee 2.6: Comparison of Deictic and Recognitional Use of demonstratives. 

Turningg to Information structure, recognitional demonstratives are always Focus. Given the 
characteristicss -the entity is not present in the speech situation and the reference is a first 
mentionn in the discourse- the referents of such demonstratives can never be a Topic in the 
clausee containing them. Entities that are present in the speech situation and also mentioned for 
thee first time are often Focus, either because they are introduced in the focal part of a 
Predicatee Focus clause (see 2.2.3.2.1.), or because they are introduced as the subject in an 
'out-of-the-blue'' sentence, or Sentence Focus clause (see 2.2.3.2.3.). 

Thee question is now: does the combination of Topic and Situational Use & the 
centeringg procedure exist? If it does, it should only concern Unestablished Topics, because 
Establishedd topics are always part of the continuity procedure (see the next section). We have 
too look for non-salient entities that have not been mentioned before, but which the speaker 
placess in subject position in order to comment on it. Following the definition in ex. 2.8, the 
commentt increases the addressee's knowledge of the Topic referent. But since the referent 
wass not salient and not mentioned before nor present, the addressee has no knowledge to 
increase.. Furthermore, a Topic in Situational Use & centering procedure would violate the 
PrinciplePrinciple of Separation of Reference and Role (Lambrecht 1994: 184) which says "D o not 
introducee a referent and talk about it in the same clause" (o.c. 185). 

Combiningg this last remark with the findings in this paragraph and the preceding one, 
thee table is filled in as follows (U-Top - Unestablished Topic): 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

Topic c 

_ _ 

Focus s 

_ _ 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

z z 
Focus s 

thisl'thatthisl'that N 
thatN thatN 

Tablee 2.7: The matrix: Centering & Deictic and Recognitional 

Thee remaining empty slots will be discussed in the next paragraph. 

2.3.2.. Deixis and the continuity procedure 

Inn this section the following slots of the table will be discussed: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive j 
continuityy procedure 

Topic c 
X X 

Focus s 
X X 

parameter parameter 
centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c Focus s 
this/thatthis/that N 

thatN thatN 

211 It is possible of course that Speakers actually sometimes use this kind of expression. I believe however that 
thiss would require a lot of accommodating by the Addressee (see Lambrecht 1994: 195ff. for pragmatic 
accommodation). . 
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Introducingg an entity linguistically into the discourse does not automatically imply that the 
entityy is not yet in the center of attention. It is very well possible, as Cornish 1999, Chapter 4 
argues,, that entities are present in the center of attention of a Speaker and Addressee without 
beingg introduced in the discourse by linguistic means. A gesture, a nod of the Speaker to some 
entityy often wil l do to bring that entity in the center of attention of the Addressee. After 
havingg done so, both may use unstressed, anaphoric pronouns, the so-called antecedentless 
anaphors,, referring to the entity in the discourse following the gesture. The following example 
showss that even such an attention drawing non-linguistic act is not necessary if the referent on 
itss own account stands out from the background: 

2.355 [A and B turn a corner on the pavement, and suddenly find themselves face to face 
withh a rather large dog] 
AA to B: Do you think it's friendly? (Cornish 1999: 112, ex. 4.1) 

Byy its sudden appearance the dog is immediately in the center of attention, and reference may 
thereforee be made to it by an anaphoric pronoun (anaphoric as understood in the geographical 
approach).. The speaker maintains or continues the center of attention on the dog as s/he may 
similarlyy maintain the focus on a referent which has been mentioned before in the discourse. 

Thiss time the pronoun in deictic context (it) stands in a Topic relation with the 
sentence,, the sentence being a comment on the dog. Although the correlation between 
Continuityy and Topic is very strong, it is possible to react on the appearing of the dog as 
followss with a Focus expression: 

2.366 A to B: THAT'S29 the dog that bit my leg yesterday (in contrast with other dogs) 

Thee only other requirement that validates this reaction in this context is the assumption the 
Speakerr makes about the state of knowledge of the Addressee. Speaker assumes that 
Addresseee knows that some dog has bitten the Speaker. The lack of accent on dog and the 
followingg relative clause indicates the presupposedness of this part of the clause, that is, the 
factt that some dog has bitten Speaker's leg yesterday. The unpredictable part from the point 
off  view of the Addressee, and thus the Focus, is the fact that it is exactly that dog and no 
other. . 

Itt is even possible to think of Unestablished Topics in connection with the speech 
situation.. As Lambrecht explains, Topics when unexpected have to be accented: 

2.377 [(This example is invented). Someone enters a room and notices that the children did 
somethingg wrong. Another person is asked:] 
Whatt did they do? — Well, HE ate the COOKIES, and HE ate the CAKE! (gestures are 
necessary.) ) 

Thee answer provides the missing part of information about the children, and the children are 
thereforee the Topic on which the predicates comment (compare with the possible answer with 
unaccentedd pronoun 'they ate the COOKIES*). It is however not clear which of the children did 
what,, and this unpredictability is indicated by using accented pronouns. So although the 
childrenn together are already the most salient referent, thus requiring the continuity procedure, 
thee Addressee still needs to establish a Topic relation due to the two different predicates. 

'' In this example accented that is the accented counterpart of it, not simply the demonstrative that. Compare 
withh the following situation: Who ate the cake? — HE did! (with pointing gesture). The gesture is the physical 
correlatee of the centering procedure, causing the person to be salient. The missing Focus argument is now 
providedd by accented he. 
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Thee reason that I include expressions as in 2.36 and 2.37 under the heading of 
Continuityy is the fact that the entities in both contexts are already in the center of attention. 
Thee centering procedure is therefore not required. On discourse level the center of attention 
iss maintained, on sentence level however other mechanisms are at work that depend on the 
wayy the Speaker wants to highlight his/her most important point in an information unit. The 
mostt conclusive evidence for the fact that saliency and for example Focus-hood do not 
excludee each other are of course Focus expressions referring to entities that are clearly salient 
inn the discourse. If I say 

2.388 Patj said SHE* was called, (example 3.30 in Lambrecht 1994: 286) 

thenn the referent of she is in Focus, but still salient. I will illustrate below that especially 
pronounss in Focus refer to entities that are in the center of attention. Also Givón 2001: 230 
notess 'that a constituent under contrast]ve focus is also an anaphorically accessible topic'. 

Summarizing,, we have seen combinations of Deixis, Centering and Focus (exx. 2.22, 
2.23,, 2.24, 2.5, 2.27, 2.32, 2.33), Deixis, Continuity and Topic, either established (2.35) or 
unestablishedd (2.37), and finally Deixis, Continuity and Focus (2.36). 

Thee unexpected combination is Continuity & Focus. Only Argument Focus (A-Focus) 
iss possible here (see 2.2.3.2.2). Continuity & Topic covers both Established Topic (E-Topic) 
andd Unestablished Topic (U-Topic), whereas Centering & Focus covers Predicate Focus and 
Sentencee Focus: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 

Deictic c 
Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 

slhe slhe 

U-Topic c 

S/HE E 

A-Focus s 

S/HE E 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

Z Z 

Focus s 

this!this! that N 
thatN thatN 

Tablee 2.8: The matrix: continuing & Deictic and Recognitional 

2.3.3.. Anaphora and the continuity procedure 

23.3.1.23.3.1. Introduction 

Anaphoraa as defined in the geographical approach is the phenomenon of reference to an 
earlierr mentioned entity. The anaphoric expression links its referent to thee referent of a textual 
antecedent: : 

2.399 Thus, from the Middle Hittite period on foreign elementsj played a great role in 
Anatoliann magic. Theyj were brought in by the newcomers from foreign lands, most 

00 Cornish 1999: 63 & 206 n. 1 takes accented pronouns generally as centering. The examples (4.5 and 4.7) he 
adducess to illustrate his view indeed refer to entities that are neither anaphorically nor situationally accessible. 
Theyy are however made salient, triggered, through inference from the discourse context and then contrastively 
referredd to. Cornish refers to Knud Lambrecht who analyzes these examples with accented pronouns as 
Contrastivee Focus expressions (ox. 123). In my view, his examples do not convincingly prove that accented 
pronounss are centering. 
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oftenn by the Hurrians. These elementSj were creatively transformed and absorbed into 
thee local tradition. (Popko 1995: 108) 

Thee most common anaphoric expressions are the unemphatic third person pronoun {they in 
thee example above), enclitics or zero (see 2.3.3.2.) and the emphatic pronoun (see 2.3.3.3.). 
However,, in most languages also demonstratives (these elements in the example above) can 
bee used to refer to referents of preceding textual antecedents . Instead of focusing the 
Addresseee on an element of the outside world, demonstratives are somehow needed to keep 
trackk of participants in the preceding discourse (Diessel 1999: 96, Himmelmann 1996: 226). 
Thee main characteristic of these participants is that they often are not in the current center of 
attentionn and need to be made salient again. Thus, the geographical approach is not able to 
explainn the difference between zero, pronouns and demonstratives. This leads us to a 
combinationn with the cognitive approach as a possible model which might explain the 
differencess between these anaphoric expressions. 

Discoursee referents may be subjected to either the continuity or the centering 
procedure.. To recapitulate: 

2.400 The Continuity procedure' maintains the current center of attention on a referent, 
whereass the 'centering procedure' introduces a referent into the center of attention. 

Thee third distinguishing feature is whether an expression stands in a Topic or Focus relation 
too the rest of the clause. 

Andd the other factor which has to be taken into account when describing the anaphoric 
usee of referring expressions is discourse structure. The objective is now also to establish the 
distributionn of referential expressions, either continuing or centering, in relation to the 
locationn of their antecedents (i.e., inside the same discourse unit or in different discourse 
units).. I wil l therefore split up the anaphora row in an in-node and across-node row. 

Thiss section discusses the use of unaccented pronouns (2.3.3.2.), accented pronouns 
(2.3.3.3.)) and demonstratives (2.3.3.4.) referring to entities that are salient at the moment the 
clausee containing the pronoun or demonstrative is expressed (Anaphora and the centering 
procedure,, i.e. the demonstratives, are discussed in 2.3.4.). Anaphora and continuity is the 
mostt heterogeneous group of all, both in form and function. Cornish 1999 finishes his book 
withh a remark on salient anaphoric definite descriptions and demonstratives: 'such forms 
alwayss convey something other than the default 'continue the representation currently in 
explicitt focus', even when their intended referent is in fact one of the discourse entities in 
currentt focus. But this is to begin another story ...' (o.c, 250). Here discourse structure kicks 
in: : 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
X X 

X X 

U-Topic c 
X X 

X X 

A-Focus s 
X X 

X X 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c Focus s 

2.3.3.2.2.3.3.2. Unaccented pronouns, clitics and zero as Established Topics 

311 And definite descriptions. But since definite descriptions are not formally marked in Hittite, I wil l not further 
discusss them. 
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Unaccentedd pronouns, clitics, and zero are the only expressions on which everyone agrees. 
Theyy are specialized in referring to entities that are in the absolute foreground of thought, in 
thee highest focus of attention. For Gundel et al. (1993: 279) being 'in focus' means that a 
referentt is at the current center of attention. Elements in focus include at least the topic of the 
precedingg utterance and other still-relevant higher order topics. Cornish (1999: 63) notes on 
ordinaryy third person pronouns: 'their chief discourse function is to signal referential and 
attentionall  continuity, thereby marking the stability of a given referent's existence within a 
givenn discourse model'. They are among Ariel's (1990: 56ff.) highest accessibility markers. 
Withinn the Topic-Focus framework, unaccented constituents, and thus pronouns, are used by 
aa Speaker who assumes that the referent is both active in the mind of the Addressee (in the 
sensee of being in the center of attention) and expected by the Addressee to be a Topic 
(Lambrechtt 1994: 324). The unaccented constituent is the Established Topic}1 

2.411 After some initial delay, Madduwatta; launched an attack on Hapallaj. H^ conquered 
itjj  and (0j) added itjto hisj own kingdom, ... (Bryce 1998: 146) 

Afterr uttering the initial sentence, the story is expected to continue the dealings of 
Madduwattaa with the state Hapalla. Both are now in the center of attention, and a link has 
beenn established between the two. The only new element is the type of relation as expressed 
byy the verb that exists between them, so both may be referred to by unaccented pronouns (or 
zeroo in the case of Madduwatta). And when used indeed, they trigger the assumption that the 
referentt has to be the most salient entity and an established Topic so that the Addressee looks 
forr a candidate in the preceding clause with the most fitting properties (with preference of 
Subjectt over non-Subject, human over non-human/inanimate, head over modifier, and 
discoursee topic over non-discourse topic). 

2.3.3.3.2.3.3.3. Accented pronouns 

Howw do the accented pronouns fit into the system? According to Cornish 1999: 63 accented 
pronounss are capable of referring to entities that are still easily recoverable by the addressee 
butt not in the highest focus of attention (see table 2.3). Moreover, they refer generally to 
entitiess that are not salient. The difficulty with Cornish' view is that the examples that he 
adducess are not unambiguously centering (see fh. 30). Cornish' view seems to coincide with 
Boschh 1983: 58ff. who classifies all accented referential pronouns as 'deictic', as re-orienting 
thee listener's attention. But Bosch' definitions of salience and anaphoric and deictic 
proceduress have everything to do with the Topic or Focus of a sentence: '... salience, with 
respectt to discourse, is aboutness: Within a discourse, the most salient object at any point is 
alwayss the object the discourse at that point is about' (Italics in the original work). And 'what 
thee discourse is about' is actually 'what a sentence is about': 'anaphoric pronouns refer to the 
objectss which the sentences (of which the pronouns form a part) are about, provided the 
objectss are semantically suitable with respect to the pronoun form' (o.c. 58; Italics mine). 
Thus,, anaphoric pronouns are within Lambrecht's framework Topic pronouns, and deictic 
pronounss indicate the Unestablished Topic or the Focus. 

Besidess the possibility that Cornish' centering accented pronouns actually refer to 
referentss that are already salient, most other instances of accented pronouns which I found in 

22 This includes according to Cornish also unaccented demonstratives, but I have no material in English on this 
subject. . 
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thee literatur e are indeed salient within Cornish' framework. Recalling what saliency means, 
elementss in the explicit focus region of working memory or  cache are salient (Cornish 1999: 
223).. The cache can contain no more than 2 or  3 sentences or  7 propositions (o.c. 222). If we 
combinee this with the findings of Givón 1983 that the referential distance of accented (or 
independent)) pronouns is generally 1-2 clauses to the left, it follows that accented pronouns 
aree generally salient. 

2.3.3.32.3.3.3 J. Accented pronouns as Unestablished Topics 

Althoughh I consider  all 3r d person pronouns salient, they do not necessarily have the same 
degreee of accessibility. Gundel et al. 1993: 278 classify the stressed pronouns as 'activated' 
andd not in 'the focus of attention', as less salient (see also Van Hoek 1997: 62) but still in 
short-termm memory (without presenting examples). The high accessibility of stressed 
pronounss is also discussed by Ariel 1990: 65ff. But as we wil l see later, accented pronouns 
cann also be used when the referent is in focus. So what is the difference between activated and 
inn focus accented pronouns? The answer  is provided by the framework set up by Lambrecht. 
Inn this section I wil l treat the accented pronouns that indicate Unestablished Topics, in the 
nextt  section those that indicate Contrastive Topics (2.3.3.3.2.), followed by the Argument 
Focuss pronouns (2.3.3.3.3.). 

Accentedd pronouns can be used to indicate that another  element comes 'in focus' 
(Givónn 1983: 30, Ariel 1990: 64ff., Gundel et al 1993: 299 fn. 30, Cornish 1999: 63). This 
meanss that the Topic of the preceding clause is replaced by a new Topic. See for  example: 

2.422 John hit BILL and then HE hit HIM. (Lambrecht 1994: 327, ex. 5.84) 

Thee accented he has to refer  to Bill , indicating a Topic-shift. Unaccented he should have 
referredd to John, because an unaccented pronoun triggers the assumption that the referent has 
too be 'in focus' and an established Topic (see 2.3.3.2.). When a salient element in the 
precedingg clause that was not already the Subject-Topic becomes a Topic in the next clause, 
ann accented pronoun can be used (although I wonder  whether  'and then Bil l hit John' would 
havee been more natural). Similarly , John is moved from Established Topic to an unexpected 
positionn in the focus domain of the clause, indicated by accented him (for  a more elaborate 
explanationn see Lambrecht I.e.). In 2.42 the new Topic also is a new agent-Subject. The next 
examplee shows that the Subject does not need to switch: 

2.433 John hit BILL and then HE was hit by IRA. (Ariel 1990: 65, ex. 17) 

Thee unaccented pronoun he would have implied that Bil l was hit by Ira. This time the role of 
thee comment 'was hit (by Ira)*  forces the interpretation that Bil l was hit given the fact that 
thatt  was what happened before. This role of the comment is one of the other  factors beside 
Establishedd Topic-hood and cognitive status that guide the addressee at referent resolution . 
Too avoid the expected pragmatic relation between Bil l and 'being hit' , the speaker  has to 
avoidd the unaccented pronoun. 

Onee might think that the change in semantic role causes the use of the accented 
pronoun,, but Ariel 1990: 66, who argues that accented pronouns have lower  accessibility than 
unaccentedd pronouns, suggests something which perfectly fit s in the Topic-Focus framework: 
'II  suggest that lower  accessibility is marked by stress, usually reserved for  focus marking, 
becausee both have in common the indication that the referent intended is not the one to be 

333 Cornish 1999: 69ff. has devoted a chapter to the role of what he calls the indexical segment. 
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expected'.. This is also what Lambrecht has found: 'The function of an accent on constituents 
withh active referents , whether pronominal or nominal, is then to establish the role of a given 
referentt as a topic or a focus argument in a pragmatically structured proposition' (o.c. 323). 
Thus,, in 2.42 and 2.43 the accented pronoun establishes the referent as Topic in relation to 
thatt specific comment. 

Thee formulation of Lambrecht does not distinguish between pronominal and nominal 
expressions.. As I stated above, it seems to me that the Unestablished Topics in ex. 2.42 (and 
2.43)) are more naturally expressed by means of accented names. Also, I believe that accented 
pronounss have more often 'in focus' referents than generally assumed (see 2.3.3.3.2. and 

i t t 

2.3.3.3.3.).. For the moment this has to remain an assumption and should be tested on a 
corpuss of recorded English conversation. 

Beforee we move to the 'in focus' accented pronouns, a word is in order about Topic-
shiftt in other languages than English. Topic-shifts in other languages may not be indicated by 
accentedd pronouns , but by demonstrative pronouns, as in French (Cornish 1999: 66, ex. 
(2.28)): : 

2.455 L'ouvrière redit nai'vement son mensonge ahf e Vatnaz; celle-ci en vint a parier au 
bravebrave commis. (Flaubert) 

elle e 

Thee female worker naively repeated her lie to M Vatnaz; the latter (f.sg.) ended up 
speakingg to the good clerk (about it). 

Cornish'' translation into English shows that the latter is preferred instead of an accented 
pronoun,, which would support my impression that accented pronouns as Unestablished 
Topicss are rather odd. For the use of the French demonstrative determiner ce as a salient 
demonstrativee capable of structuring the discourse, see 2.3.3.4.2. 

Interestingly,, contrary to French the Latin distal demonstrative pronoun ille is more or 
lesss restricted to the environments described in this paragraph, and does not occur in the 
discoursee structuring function of the other demonstratives hie and is (see 2.3.3.4.2.). As is the 
casee with the Hittite medial demonstrative pronoun apa- in anaphoric use, the Latin distal 
demonstrativee pronoun ille seems to be specialized in signalling Unestablished Topics and 
Argumentt Focus. An example of an Unestablished Topic and ille is (from Bolkestein & Van 
dee Grift 1994: 289, 294, ex. 5b' combined with ex. 10a): 

Lambrecht'ss category 'active' (1994: 93ff.) corresponds with high saliency. 

InIn order to support this I list the findings of Gundel et al 1993: 291. The Chinese accented ta 'he' did not occur 
onn a total of 240 referring expressions. For English there was only one accented 3rd person pronoun on 655 
referringg expressions. This pronoun had the status 'activated'. The Russian accented ono 'he' occurred once as 
'activated'' on a total of 284 referring expressions. The Spanish accented pronoun el was not attested on a total 
off  331 referring expressions. The cognitive status of Japanese kar e 'he' is 'activated' according to Gundel et al. 
o.c.. 284, but in their material kare occurs 4 times on a total of 363 referring expressions, each time 'in focus'. 
Thus,, we have 4 'in focus' and 2 'activated' accented pronouns on 1873 referring expressions. Any conclusion 
basedd on 6 out of 1873 is statistically irrelevant. Assigning the cognitive status 'activated' to the accented 
pronounss seems therefore premature: one would like to examine the examples. In Hittite the referent of the 
accentedd pronoun apa- is almost always 'in focus'. 

566 As Ariel 1990: 65 notes, 'High Accessibility Markers are the hardest to correlate cross-linguistically'. This 
meanss that different languages can use different types of expressions to state the same and vice versa. 
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2.466 Erat unus intus Nervius, nomine Vertico, loco natus honesto, qui ... Hie servo ... 
persuadetpersuadet ...ut litter as ad Caesar em defer at. Has iUe_ in iaculo illigatas effert (Caes. 
Gall.Gall. 5.45.3-4) 
Theree was a Nervian in the camp, named Vertico, born to an honourable estate, who 
..... He (hie) persuaded a slave (servo) to deliver a despatch to Caesar. The man (Me) 
carriedd forth the despatch bound on a javelin. 

2.3.3.3.2.2.3.3.3.2. Accented pronouns as Contrastive Topics 

Too recapitulate, the dominant opinion is that the accented pronoun in English is basically not 
'inn focus'. However, accented pronouns may also be used to refer to elements that are already 
highlyy salient. First, accented pronouns may indicate that the most salient referent is in 
counter-presuppositionall  Focus (see the next section). Secondly, Contrastive Topics are 
almostt always highly salient. Example 2.17 (2.2.3.2.1.) provided an illustration of salient 
entitiess that are referred to by accented pronouns, repeated here as 2.47.b.: 

2.477 a. I saw MARY yesterday. She says HELLO. 
b.. I saw MARY and JOHN yesterday. SHE says HELLO, but HE's still ANGRY at you. 

Inn both a. and b. Mary is equally salient and accessible (or active in Lambrecht's terms), and 
inn both cases the predicate is about Mary, providing some new information about her. 
Thereforee Mary is the Topic. In the b. part however both Mary and John are introduced. Both 
mayy now be topics but with what comment? This unexpectedness is indicated by means of 
accentedd pronouns. Both Topics are Contrastive Topics (Dik 1997a: 326 classifies the 
accentedd elements in this type of construction as Parallel Focus.) 

Thee accented pronouns are not centering because the cognitive effort in retrieving the 
correctt antedecent is minimal, especially when one realizes that she may only refer to 
females,, and he to males. The use of accented pronominal Contrastive Topics is only possible 
inn English when the referents are male and female. Otherwise one again has to use the names: 

2.488 John and Bil l came to see me. JOHN was NICE, but BILL was rather BORING (Dik 
1997a:: 326, ex. 36). 

Sometimess however, highly salient referents that are also expected to become the Topic in the 
nextt clause are still expressed by means of an accented pronoun although there is no explicit 
contrastt (ex. 2.16 repeated as 2.49): 

2.499 a. What is she going to DO? 
b.. SHE'S going to do the COOKING (adapted from Lambrecht (5.86')) 

Ass I described sub 2.16, the accented pronoun indicates that the referent is to be considered an 
Unestablishedd Topic. I would like to call this kind of Topic an Implicitly Contrastive Topic 
givenn the implicature that the referent of she is 'selected over some potential alternative 
candidatee in the universe of discourse*  (Lambrecht 1994: 328). Still, the accessibility and 'in 
focusness'' of she are the same whether she is accented or unaccented. The hierarchies of 

Theree is however another possibility. As I discuss in chapter 7.6, parallel constructions like these with 
accentedd salient expressions might have nothing to do with Topic or Focus, but everything with the intonation 
contourr required by coordinate clauses. 
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Gundell  et al. (1993) and Ariel (1990) do not account for such a situation because they 
concentratee on the cognitive status and identifiability of referents throughout the flow of 
discourse.. Neither can Cornish explain this type of use. He only points at the topic-shifting 
powerss of the accented third person pronoun (1999: 63). 

2333.3.2333.3. Accented pronouns as Focus 

Lambrechtt has shown that Focus and saliency are independent parameters (1994: 257ff., 
286).. He illustrates this by means of the following examples (his (3.29) and (3.30), o.c. 115) 

2.500 A: Has Pat been called yet? 
B:: Pat said she was called TWICE. 

2.511 A: Who did they call? 
B:: Pat said SHE was called 

Inn the first example she referring to Pat is clearly in the center of attention, and also the 
Establishedd Topic. In the second example the requested information is provided by accented 
sheshe which is therefore the Focus. (I assume that pronouns in Focus can only appear as 
Argumentt Focus.) However, in both cases the pronoun is referring anaphorically to Pat and 
theree is no reason to assume that the cognitive effort in retrieving the correct antecedent of 
SHESHE is more difficult than for she, or in other words that the referent of SHE is less accessible 
thann the one of she. 

Summarizing,, the use of accented 3rd person pronouns and the difference with 
unaccentedd pronouns can be more satisfactorily be described by the requirements of the 
Informationn Structure of the clause than by the cognitive status or the accessibility of the 
respectivee referents. 

2333.4.2333.4. Accented pronouns and discourse units 

II  wil l be short on the correlation of 3r person anaphoric pronouns and discourse structure: it 
iss very likely that these pronouns mainly refer to discourse entities inside a discourse unit (see 
forr example Van Dijk & Kintsch 1983, Fox 1987, Ariel 1990, Van Hoek 1997). More 
discussionn on the influence of discourse structure on referring expressions and vice versa 
followss in the sections on the anaphoric demonstratives. 

Inn the next section anaphoric demonstratives referring to salient entities wil l be 
discussed. . 

233.4.233.4. Demonstratives 

Ass cited in 2.3.3.1., Cornish observes that definite descriptions and demonstratives signal 
somethingg else than 'maintain the referent in the center of attention', especially when the 
referentt is in the center of the attention. Others of course have noticed the same. Before 
presentingg a description of the different uses of salient demonstratives in discourse, I wil l 
summarizee the views of several scholars on the subject of anaphoric demonstratives (whether 
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referringg to salient or non salient entities), starting with the typological research of Diessel 
andd Himmelmann and followed by what Cornish has collected on anaphoric demonstratives. 

DiesselDiessel 1999: In line with the views of Gundel et al. 1993 and Ariel 1990, Diessel (o.c. 96) 
statess that 'anaphoric demonstratives are often used to indicate a referent that is somewhat 
unexpectedd and not currently in the focus of attention' and on p. 99: 'What all anaphoric 
demonstrativess have in common is that they do not just continue the focus of attention; rather, 
theyy indicate that the antecedent is not the referent that the hearer would expect in this context 
(i.e.. the most topical NP)\ He has isolated the following uses of anaphoric demonstratives: 

1.. They may indicate a topic shift (p. 96). Although in English and certainly in Hittite topic 
shiftss are expressed by means of accented pronouns (see 2.3.3.3.1. above), in languages 
likee German, French and Latin demonstrative pronouns are used. 

2.. They may reactivate a participant mentioned some time ago in the discourse (p. 99). This 
belongss to the centering procedure, see 2.3.4. 

3.. They may be used to establish a newly introduced discourse referent more firmly as a 
thematicallyy prominent discourse topic (p. 96ff.). This is called Immediate Anaphora after 
firstfirst mention and wil l be discussed in this section. 

HimmelmannHimmelmann 1996: Himmelmann o.c. 226 discards the approaches that treat demonstratives 
ass markers of intermediate topicality, accessibility (Ariel 1990: 73) and activation state 
(Gundell  et al. 1993: 275). Instead, 'demonstratives are used for tracking only if other tracking 
devicess fail' (p. 227). Crucial use is made of discourse nodes: demonstratives may track in-
node,, across node, and at a node boundary. Himmelmann restricts himself to in-node tracking: 
'Demonstrativee expressions ... are used whenever a second full definite NP mention is 
necessaryy for a given referent within a given discourse node — for whatever reason.' (p. 
227).. So if the third person pronouns fail, then only a demonstrative may be used inside a 
discoursee node, excluding the use of NPs with definite articles from in-node tracking. Third 
personn pronouns may fail because of: 

1.. Danger of ambiguity (p. 227-8). The examples presented by Himmelmann show topic-
shift,, so this category coincides with Diessel's category 1. 

2.. The restriction of third person pronouns to rationals in some languages (p. 228-9). 
Inanimatee participants have to be tracked by demonstratives, as in Tagalog. I wil l not 
discusss this further. 

3.. Immediate anaphora after first mention (p. 229). See below. 

CornishCornish 1999: Finally, Cornish describes the following effects of demonstrative descriptions 
referringg to salient entities (English demonstrative pronouns often refer to propositions and 
aree therefore discussed in 2.3.5. and 2.3.6.): 

1.. The demonstrative description may be (reclassifying (p. 57). This is a case of Immediate 
anaphoraa after first mention. 

2.. The demonstrative description may indicate a new orientation, a shift in perspective 
withinn the discourse (p. 56). This could also be subsumed under Immediate anaphora 
(afterr first mention). 

3.. The demonstrative description (and pronoun) may signal a transition to a new discourse 
unit,unit, replacing its salient discourse referent for a new object of focus (p. 27). See 
Apothélozz 1995: 291-300 for French. 
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Summarizing,, on the level of (discourse) semantics salient demonstratives descriptions are 
(re)classifyingg (Cornish 1), while the demonstrative pronouns indicate a topic shift (Diessel 
1).. On the level of structuring the discourse, they may either firmly establish a referent as the 
discoursee topic (Immediate anaphora after first mention, Diessel 3, Himmelmann 3, Cornish 
2,, see section 2.3.3.4.1.), or, more generally, demarcate discourse units (Cornish 3, and 
sectionn 2.3.3.4.2). In a few very simplified words, demonstratives add something new to 
eitherr the (salient) referent or to the discourse. 

2.3.3.4.1.2.3.3.4.1. Immediate anaphora after first mention 

Whenn a referent is introduced into the discourse as locally or globally thematically prominent, 
itt is often referred to after this first mention by means of a demonstrative expression (see for 
examplee Apothéloz 1995: 291f. for French, Bolkestein & Van de Grift 1994: 287ff. for Latin, 
Lichtenberkk 1996: 386ff. for To'aba'ita38, Terken 1984: 282, 286 for Dutch39). This is 
especiallyy common in languages that lack a definite article. The function of this demonstrative 
iss to establish the referent more firmly in the discourse. Bolkestein & Van de Grift 1994 
distinguishh two types of pragmatic function for the antecedent of the demonstrative 
expressionn in Latin: 

1.. The antecedent is expected to function as the Discourse Topic. The referent, a Future 
Topicc in their terms, is often introduced by means of a staging predicate (o.c. 287). 

2.. The antecedent is in the Focus part of the antecedent clause, and is thus not the expected 
Discoursee (and Sentence) Topic because there are other candidates that are preferred for 
Topic-hoodd (o.c. 293ff). 

Thee situation described under 2. has been discussed for Latin and French in 2.3.3.3.1., 
UnestablishedUnestablished Topics, ex. 2.46. For 1. we have in Latin (from Bolkestein & Van de Grift 
1994:: 289, ex. 5b'): 

2.522 Erat unus intus Nervius, nomine Vertico, loco natus honesto, qui ,.. Hie servo ... 
persuadetpersuadet ...ut litter as ad Caesar em defer at. (Caes. Gall. 5.45.3-4) 
Theree was a Nervian in the camp, named Vertico, born to an honourable estate, who 
..... He (hie) persuaded a slave (servo) to deliver a despatch to Caesar. 

Inn To'aba'ita demonstrative NPs are oftenn used to firmly establish the discourse topic: 

2.533 .. nia ka toda-a te'e thaari. Thaari 'eri, 
hee he:SEQ meet-her one girl. Girl this, 

rikilarikila  -na 'e le'a mamana bo'o 
appearance-herr it:FACT be.nice really INT 

.... he met a girl.. The girl, she (lit.: her appearance) was really beautiful. (Ex. (9) from 
Lichtenberkk 1996: 387) 

To'aba'itaa is a member of the Oceanic subgroup of Austronesian (Lichtenberk 1996: 408, fn. 1) 

Terkenn studies the distribution of unaccented and accented expressions in relation to discourse structure. She 
observedd that accented expressions (demonstratives, noun phrases) are often used immediately after they have 
beenn introduced. 
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Cornishh (1999: 56) does not explicitly mention Immediate Anaphora after first mention, but 
statess that the demonstrative description may indicate a new orientation, or a shift in 
perspective.perspective. He cites the following reclassifying example: 

2.542.54 Jacques Toubon a présenté, mercredi 25 octobre, devant Ie conseil des ministres, un 
proo jet de loi visant a renforcer la legislation antiterroriste. Ce texte, qui a suscité 
plusieurss réserves du Conseil d'Etat, prévoit de considérer de nouvelles infractions 
commee 'actes de terrorisme . . .' (Le Monde, 27 oct. 1995, p. 1, from Cornish 1999: 
54). . 

Afterr introducing a 'projet de loi' in the next example, the text continues with a description 
withh the internal make-up of the bill . It is not exactly clear to me whether the projet de loi is a 
Futuree Topic, or whether it is in Focus without the connotation of becoming a Discourse 
Topic.. The fact that a kind of staging predicate presenter is used brings this example close to 
examplee 2.53, where the girl is introduced as the object of meet. On the other hand, why are 
thee he in 2.53 and Jacques Toubon in 2.54 not the expected Discourse Topics? After all, they 
aree both the Subject, and in 2.53 also the Sentence Topic. So it seems that these two examples 
representt Unestablished Topics. But this is not the case in the next example: 

2.555 Un avion s'est écrasé hier. Cet avion relie habituellement Miami a New York (De 
Mulderr 1996: 42, ex. 11). 

Dee Mulder discusses this piece of text in order to explain the difference between 
demonstrativee NPs and definite NPs in French. He compares it with 

2.566 Un avion s'est écrasé hier. L'avion/Cet avion venait de Miami (his ex. 9) 

wheree both NPs are allowed. The difference between the two is that in 2.56 the discourse is 
moree coherent than in 2.55. De Mulders refers to Kleiber (1986) for the correlation between 
discoursee coherence and demonstratives: a demonstrative NP is the preferred anaphoric 
expressionn for creating the necessary discourse coherence. This also noted by Cornish 1999: 
566 who observes that the two sentences in 2.54 are performing different discourse functions. 
Thee first sentence introduces the discourse topic whereas the second one considers the 
'internall  make-up of the bill' . He concludes with: 'Use of the definite description Le texte 
wouldd have led to relative incoherence in this context*  (I.e.). 

Onee of the means of creating discourse coherence consists of Tail-Head linking (Dik 
1997b:: 438f.). In a Tail-Head linking construction a crucial part of the preceding clause is 
summarized: : 

2.577 After a long journey they came to a small village. In that village/There they found a 
placee where they could spend the night. (Dik's ex. 29). 

Inn my opinion the demonstrative determiner in 2.55 functions as a shorthand for a Tail-Head 
linkingg device which could be a relative clause in the case of a Subject Topic: 

2.588 Un avion s'est écrasé hier. L'avion qui est écrasé hier relie habituellement Miami a 
Neww York (De Mulder 1996: 42, ex. 11). 
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Whenn a relative clause (or some other modifying expression) is present it is not necessary to 
usee a demonstrative determiner. This becomes even clearer when viewing the following 
exampless (Maes & Noordman 1995: 265, ex. 15 & 15c40): 

2.599 In the big cities, air pollution is increasing. {This/that/the}41 air pollution is a result 
off  bad policy. 

2.600 In the big cities, air pollution is increasing. |The / ?this}  increasing air pollution in the 
bigg cities is a result of bad policy. 

Inn 2.60 the use of the demonstrative is questionable whereas it is preferred in 2.59. Thus, the 
demonstrativee replaces a more elaborate description that links a clause to its preceding clause 
byy partial repetition of that preceding clause. This mechanism is necessary in order to link 
discoursee units that are not thematically coherent. A similar linking is observed by Apothéloz 
1995:: 292 in a different context (although he uses the term 'ancrer', to anchor). This time the 
demonstrativee is used to connect one speech-act/discourse move with a speech-act/move of 
anotherr person (his ex. 39): 

2.611 Question: Que pensez-vous du succes d'un feuilleton comme Dallas? 
Writtenn answer: Je pense que Ie succes de ce feuilleton est du au fait que ... 

Finally,, the linking mechanism of demonstratives becomes apparent when a referent is 
redescribedd or classified in such a way that it is not immediately clear that the description is 
connectedd with the antecedent. 

2.622 On apprend la mort hier de John Sowers. Cet Américain, agé de 55 ans, était a 
1'originee de la photocopieuse ... 
'Wee hear of the death yesterday of John Sowers. This American, aged 55, was the 
inventorr of the photocopier ...' (from Cornish 1999: 57, ex. 2.21). 

Onee cannot take it for granted that everyone knows that John Sowers was an American. The 
classificationn of Sowers as such needs therefore to be linked to the preceding clause. 
Accordingg to Gundel et al. 1993: 302 this redescription of an activated referent 'provides a 
compellingg example of a stronger than strictly necessary form being required'. The use of 'ce' 
explicitlyy signals that the referent is activated (salient in Cornish' framework), information 
thatt would be harder to retrieve without the demonstrative. 

Summarizing,, I believe that the principle behind Immediate Anaphora after first 
mentionn by means of demonstratives might be that the clause containing the demonstrative 
NPP is not thematically connected with the preceding clause. In order to restore discourse 
coherencee a demonstrative NP -a Tail-Head linking device in disguise- can be used, even if 
thee referent of that phrase is highly salient and already expected to become the Discourse and 
Sentencee Topic. On the level of discourse, the initial clause is the introduction or 
announcement,, after which the true story starts. One could even consider this an instantiation 
off  the Principle of the separation of reference and role on discourse level. Lambrecht 1994: 
1844 formulates this principle in relation to Sentence Topics: "Do not introduce a referent and 
talkk about it in the same clause". In terms of discourse topics and units this could be 

Besidess Himmelmann, Maes & Noordman (o.c. 257) also contest the claim made by Ariel (1988, 1990) that 
demonstrativee descriptions refer to discourse entities with a relatively low degree of accessibility. 

411 'This' is the most preferred, 'the' the least. 
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paraphrasedd as: "Do not announce a discourse topic and start talking about it in the same 
discoursee unit". 

2.3.3.4.2.2.3.3.4.2. Demarcating discourse units 

Foxx 1987 found that lexical noun phrases instead of pronouns (i.e., an overspecified 
expression)) referring to salient entities demarcate rhetorical units and Apothéloz 1995: 29Iff. 
(withh references) noticed the same for the French demonstrative description. This has been 
experimentallyy confirmed by Vonk 2001: 272f. for Dutch overspecified expressions (a name 
withh modifier). The outcome of her experiments showed that overspecified expressions create 
aa discourse discontinuity.42 So, as with probably Immediate anaphora after first mention, 
lexicall  NPs occur on discourse nodes. 

Thee transition to a new discourse unit or rhetorical unit includes two different type of 
discoursee structuring. The first type, entering a new unit and closing the preceding one, 
assumess that both units function on the same level, they are sequential so to speak. Most 
exampless from Fox and Apothéloz are of this type. To cite part of an example from Fox 1987: 
111: : 

2.63aa (4) Albertson wil l be responsible for academic planning and program review, ... 
(5)) He also is responsible for UC extension, ... 
(6)) Albertson has been special assistant to Swain since 1978. 

Clausess 4 and 5 form a list describing the responsibilities of Albertson. After that, the 
descriptionn continues with a narration of the past positions of Albertson. This new discourse 
unitt is marked by the lexical NP Albertson. 

Thee other type involves the switch between embedded and main discourse units, 
betweenn background and foreground units. This can be illustrated by means of Latin 
(Bolkesteinn & Van de Grift 1994: 292, ex. 8b): 

2.63bb Eidem Alexandro et equi magna raritas contingit. Bucephalan eum vocaverunt sive ab 
...... sive ab ... XVI talentisferunt exPhilonici Pharsalii grege emptum etiam turnpuero 
captocapto eius decor e. Neminem hic_ alium quam Alexandrum regio instructus ornatu 
recepitrecepit in sedem (Plin. Nat. 8.154) 
Alexanderr also had the good fortune to own a great rarity in horseflesh. They called 
thee animal Bucephalas, either because of ... or because of ... It is said that he was 
boughtt for 16 talents from the herd of Philonicus of Pharsalus, while Alexander was 
stilll  a boy, as he was taken by his beauty. This horse (hie), when adorned with the 
royall  saddle would not allow itself to be mounted by anybody except Alexander. 

Ass Bolkestein & Van de Grift explain, the 'great rarity in horseflesh' is not constituted by the 
horse'ss name, but by its refusal to accept anyone else but Alexander in the saddle. The 
namegivingg is a subsidiary passage, and only the clause with hie returns to the first sentence 
(o.c.. 292). For is resuming an earlier topic after a digression see Bolkestein 2000: 123. 

422 I wonder though what came first. Do we come to expect a discontinuity because discontinuity is part of the 
semanticss of a lexical NP or does a new unit require, among other things, a lexical NP, with the result that a 
lexicall  NP is expected to occur on a discourse boundary. In the latter situation discontinuity might not be part 
off  the semantics of a lexical NP. 
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2.3.3.5.2.3.3.5. Summary 

Demonstrativee NPs in English (and demonstrative pronouns in a language like Latin) 
referringg to salient entities, i.e. overspecified NPs, occur generally in two types of context: 
Immediatee anaphora after first mention, and on discourse boundaries. It has generally been 
acceptedd that demonstrative NPs and lexical NPs in general are capable of demarcating 
discoursee units, but this has not been asserted of Immediate anaphora after first mention. 
Accordingg to the literature, the function of Immediate anaphora after first mention is to more 
firmlyfirmly  establish a referent as a global or local discourse topic. However, I believe that the 
demonstrativee expression also here appears on the boundary of a discourse unit. In the case of 
Immediatee anaphora after first mention the new unit is the beginning of the actual narration 
afterr the introduction of the referent in the first clause. 

Butt what is the difference between a definite NP and a demonstrative NP? In my view 
thee demonstrative in the demonstrative NP functions as a kind of Tail-Head linking device in 
disguise.. Whereas a NP generally begins a new discourse unit, the demonstrative is capable to 
linkk this unit to the rest of the preceding discourse in order to restore the broken discourse 
coherence.. At least, this is how it could work in languages with definite articles. 

Whenn discussing the examples I sometimes referred to the Information structure inside 
thee sentence. For example, in 2.52 and 2.63 the Latin demonstrative pronoun is an Established 
Topic,, and the same goes for the French 2.55, 2.56 and English 2.60. The demonstrative NPs 
inn To'aba'ita, 2.53 and French, 2.54, are Unestablished Topics. The question remains whether 
demonstrativee NPs can also occur in Argument Focus. 

Combiningg these results with the results from 2.3.3.3. in Table 2.9, it turns out that (1) 
withinn a discourse unit accented pronouns can appear in every slot accept the one for 
Establishedd Topic, and that (2) demonstrative descriptions, referring across node, can be both 
kindd of Topics. If it is indeed true that demonstrative NPs occur when the discourse 
coherencee is not very strong, then the answer to the question about Argument Focus is clear. 
Argumentt Focus clauses require that the rest of the clause is presupposed, which means that 
thee connection with the preceding discourse is maximal. If that is the case, the stimulus for 
usingg the demonstrative NP is absent. Therefore, demonstrative NPs probably do not occur in 
Argumentt Focus. The ultimate consequence might be that Information Structure is not 
importantt at all for across node reference. Leaving this consideration aside, the table is filled 
inn as follows: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
slhe slhe 

thislthatN thislthatN 

U-Topic c 
S/HE E 

this/thatthis/that N 

A-Focus s 
S/HE E 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c Focus s 

Tablee 2.9: The matrix: continuing & Anaphora 

2.3.4.. Anaphora and the centering procedure 

Thiss section wil l deal with the centering expressions. The only anaphoric expressions 
referringg to non-salient discourse referents discussed here are the demonstratives. As I said in 
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thee introduction, I do not include definite NPs in the discussion. Furthermore, accented 
pronounss are not discussed here since I disagree with scholars who assume that accented 
pronounss can refer to non-salient entities (see section 2.3.3.3.). 

Thee slots to be filled in are: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
slhe slhe 

this/thatthis/that N 

U-Topic c 
S/HE E 

this/thatthis/that N 

A-Focus s 
S/HE E 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 
X X 

X X 

Focus s 
X X 

X X 

2.3.4.1.2.3.4.1. Introduction 

Thee function of demonstratives in discourse is quite complicated (see the preceding section), 
nott in the least because demonstratives in discourse have been studied only partially. Two 
mainn works on demonstratives, Diessel 1999 and Himmelmann 1996, focus on in-node use of 
demonstrativess in discourse but hardly discuss them when the antecedents are found across a 
discoursee node. Similarly, Cornish 1999: 54 restricts himself to demonstratives referring to 
thee preceding clause. His framework however is clear in this matter: any expression that refers 
too an entity that is not in the center of attention is centering. Ariel 1990: 18-19 is the only one 
thatt gives statistics on the use of anaphoric expressions including demonstratives at different 
distancess in the discourse. However, she restricts her examples to demonstratives in first 
mentionn or in reference to the previous clause. In the next discussion I wil l refer frequently to 
Gundell  et. al (1993) although I will eventually not use their model as an explanation of the 
usee of demonstratives in discourse. 

Despitee this lack of verifiable material, what is claimed about demonstratives? Gundel 
ett al. (1993) show that demonstrative descriptions from samples of English, Japanese, 
Russiann and Spanish spoken and written texts are distributed according to the highest 
cognitivee status they had in their particular contexts in the following way (o.c. 291-292) : 

ENGLISH H 
thisN thisN 
thatN thatN 

JAPANESE E 
konokono 'this' N 
sono'that'sono'that' N (medial) 
anoano 'that' N (distal) 

RUSSIAN N 
ètoèto 'this' N 
toto 'that' N 

SPANISH H 
esteeste 'this' N 
eseese 'that' N (medial) 
aquelaquel 'that' N (distal) 

INN FOCUS 

1 1 

1 1 
18 8 

1 1 

1 1 

ACTIVATED D 

11 1 
10 0 

7 7 
15 5 
1 1 

7 7 

2 2 

FAMILIA R R 

7 7 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

433 In the following I wil l only discuss demonstrative descriptions. English demonstrative pronouns are almost 
alwayss used to refer to propositions and are therefore discourse deictic, not anaphoric. This may of course be 
differentt in other languages, as it is in Hittite. 
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Tabicc 2.10: Distribution of English, Japanese, Russian and Spanish demonstratives 
accordingg to highest status (Gundel et al. 1993: 291-292)44. 

Forr the moment I wil l not discuss the status 'in focus' because it obviously does not apply to 
referentss that have not been referred to for some time. 

'Familiar'' means that the Speaker refers to an entity that is presumably already 
representedd somehow in the mind of the Addressee, either because it is stored in long-term 
memoryy or because it is in short-term memory through recent mention or perception (1993: 
278).. Also representations of referents with 'activated' status can be retrieved from long-term 
memoryy or may arise from the immediate linguistic or extra-linguistic context. An activated 
referentt is represented in current short-term memory (I.e.). It seems that Gundel et al. 
differentiatee between working memory and current working memory although I do not know 
howw to distinguish 'familiar' from 'activated' in this case. However, in order to describe 
anaphoricc reference of demonstratives over larger distances or across a discourse node I think 
wee only need to bee concerned with long-term memory and with the status 'familiar'. 

Gundel'ss et al. thesis is that there is generally a difference in status between proximal 
andd medial or distal demonstrative determiners, proximal often being at least activated and 
distall  being familiar (o.c. 284). The same idea is advocated by Ariel 1990: 5Iff., 75: proximal 
demonstrativee determiners indicate higher accessibility of the referent than non-proximal 
demonstrativee determiners. But as can be seen from table 2.10, for example all Japanese 
demonstrativess can refer to entities that are only familiar, albeit infrequently. The question I 
wantt to discuss is this: given the fact that all demonstratives can be familiar but not activated, 
whatt is the condition that governs the choice of demonstratives with the status familiar? 

23.4.2.23.4.2. Demonstratives with the status 'familiar' 

Thee answer can only be based on my discussion of the Hittite material, since (in-depth) 
studiess in other languages dealing with this particular question are not available. In order to 
excludee entities that are in focus or activated, I limited the Hittite material containing 
anaphoricc demonstrative determiners to those contexts where the demonstrative refers to an 
entityy residing either in a preceding paragraph or in a citation of direct speech. In the latter 
contextt the boundary between narration and direct speech constitutes a very important 
discontinuity.. Both boundaries, the paragraph line and the direct speech versus narration 
boundary,, signal the closure of a discourse unit and the de-activation of the referents inside 
thosee units. In order to 'pick them up', to re-activate them, in Hittite —as in Japanese— all 

444 The figures refer to the number of attestations of referential expressions in a corpus of spoken and written 
sources.. See Gundel et al. 1993: 290 n. 20 and 21. 

455 This is the same as the Recognitional Use of demonstrative descriptions. Gundel et al o.c. 302 call this use 
'reminderr that'. 

466 This contradicts their explicit statement on p. 287 that Japanese proximal and medial demonstrative 
determinerss require activation. 

4711 suspect that visible discourse node markers such as paragraph lines are generally accompanied by linguistic 
markerss of discourse discontinuity. With literacy not too widespread, combined with the fact that even kings 
couldd not write and read, the texts that have come down to us were read aloud. As a result paragraph lines 
shouldd have been made audible to the addressee. Although one cannot exclude the possibility that the scribe 
saidd 'next section' each time he came across a paragraph line, or just took a deep breath, it is more likely that 
linguisticc expressions in the text itself indicate discourse boundaries. 
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threee demonstratives may be used. The factors that decide which Hittite demonstrative is 
used,, are their inherent properties: the proximal ka- denotes that a referent is considered as 
beingg part of the cognitive space of the Speaker, apa- points at the cognitive space of the 
Addressee,, and asi refers to an entity which is not considered as part of the Speaker's (+ 
Addressee's)) cognitive space but lies outside it. The main difference with the use of definite 
nounn phrases49 is the intent of the Speaker to state explicitly that some entity belongs to one 
off  the possible cognitive spaces. The discussion with examples follows in section 3.4. 

Thiss result is very interesting in view of the different types of deictic systems. As I 
wil ll  show in chapter 3 the Hittite deictic system is person-oriented like Japanese, as contrasted 
withh distance-oriented systems like Spanish or Lezgian (Anderson & Keenan 1985: 282-6, 
Fillmoree 1982: 49-50, Lyons 1999: 108). It has generally been accepted that deictic distance 
contrastss can be transferred from the real world to the discourse (Lyons 1977: 669ff., Ariel 
1990:: 51, Lyons 1999: 113). Proximal forms tend to refer to discourse entities at a relatively 
shortt distance, non-proximal forms refer to elements that are mentioned further away. Person-
orientedd systems allow this same kind of use (Lyons 1999: 113). Thus, the speaker oriented 
demonstrativee indicates short distance, and the hearer and non-speaker/hearer oriented 
demonstrativess denote a distance further back in the discourse. This seems to work in a 
person-orientedd system like Latin, where the contrastive couple hie ... Me is to be interpreted 
ass 'the latter ... the former'50. But contrastive couples like these do not constitute the main 
usee of anaphoric demonstratives, and it remains to be seen whether the other uses of the 
anaphoricc demonstratives correlate with recentness of mention in the discourse. Indeed, some 
correlationss with-person based, not distance-based, deixis have been observed. 

Thee most important representative of a person-based contrast in discourse is the 
Speaker-Hearerr boundary. Proximal or first person forms can refer to something mentioned 
byy the Speaker, whereas non-proximal forms are used by a Speaker to refer to something that 
wass mentioned by the Addressee (Lakoff 1974: 74, Ariel 1990: 52, Gundel et al. 1993: 279, 
Lyonss 1999: 114). An example from Gundel et al. o.c. 279, their ex. (7): 

2.644 A: Have you seen the neighbour's dog? 
B:: Yes, and that dog/ ?? this dog kept me awake last night. 

Thee use of this dog seems extremely odd in a situation like this. 
Inn Hittite this person-based deictic contrast does not cover only Speaker-Addressee 

boundariess but pervades the whole system, as wil l be amply illustrated. As far as the 
theoreticall  literature on deixis and demonstratives is concerned, this type of transferral of 
deicticc contrasts from world to discourse has not been noted before. 

23.43.23.43. Demonstratives with the status 'activated 

88 For Himmelmann 1996: 237 demonstratives that refer across a node do not keep track of a participant, but 
remindremind the hearer of the participant. Moreover, this anaphoric use of the demonstrative is similar to or even the 
samee as the recognitional use of demonstratives (I.e.). 

'' Although Hittite does not have a definite determiner, it still may be inferred that noun phrases are definite. The 
mainn criteria (for the present discussion) are 1) second mention in the discourse: noun phrases have become 
definitee after being introduced in the discourse, 2) indefinites never appear in Initial position in the clause, with 
thee exception of 'conditional' Relative clauses, 3) definites referring to generics, as 'the gods'. 

aa However, Bolkestein 2000: 109 noted that 'the former ... the latter' can be expressed both by hie ... Me and by 
'die'die ... hie. 
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Inn the preceding paragraphs the objective was to discuss demonstratives that had the status 
**  familiar' and referred across node. Now the status 'activated' wil l be considered. This status 
doess not coincide with a particular level of saliency. In Cornish*  analysis referents with both 
high-focuss and mid-focus attention levels are salient. But in Gundel's et al. analysis high 
focuss is 'in focus', and mid-focus is 'activated'. But this is not all: Cornish provides some 
exampless of referents referring to elements in the immediate preceding linguistic context that 
aree not salient, but which Gundel et al. would call activated (I assume). The following table 
off  equations results: 

levell  of attention focus Cornish Gundel et al. 
highh focus salient in focus 
midd focus salient activated 
loww focus non-salient activated - familiar _ __ 

Tablee 2.11: Comparison of cognitive states 

AA referent that is derived from the immediate linguistic or extra-linguistic context, an 
activatedd referent, does not have to be salient. A clear example is Cornish' ex. 2.8b, o.c. 31: 

2.655 [Personal letter to Cornish, 1989] 
Couldd you send me your Journal of Semantics article? We don't have that in our 
libraryy [the writer is referring here to the University of Bradford library] 

Thee focus of this part of the letter is on the article written by Cornish. The second clause 
howeverr does not talk about the article but about the journal. Though already introduced and 
thereforee activated, the journal has to be brought in the center of attention which is done by 
that.that. Maybe the writer could have been more explicit by using that journal. But he could not 
havee used the unaccented pronoun it which would have referred to the article. The use of a 
demonstrativee pronoun often implicates a shift in the center of attention and therefore also a 
shiftt in discourse topic (Gundel et al. 1993: 297). But why is the Journal of Semantics itself 
nott in explicit focus, or salient? After all, it is mentioned in the immediate preceding clause 
andd the elements in those clauses are generally in explicit focus (see 2.2.2.2.). The reason is 
thatt modifiers (and presupposed propositional contents) tend to be in low focus (see Cornish 
o.c.. 162 ff. for discussion and references). Thus, activated referents can not only be salient, 
butt also non-salient. 

Inn Gundel's hierarchy we find under the heading 'activated' for English the 
demonstrativee pronouns this and that, this N, and the stressed pronouns and similar 
combinationss in the other languages. Again, table 2.10 shows that also that N may be used in 
thee category 'activated'. The question is again: what explains the choice for one of these 
expressionss if the status is the same? Above we have seen that the person-based and distance-
basedd deictic contrasts can be transferred to the discourse. For Hittite the answer is the same 
ass earlier: the choice for a demonstrative depends on the cognitive space -Speaker's, 
Addressee'ss or Other's- that is deemed appropriate by the Speaker. 

Besidess activation that is induced through mention in the immediate preceding 
discourse,, again the structuring of discourse has to be taken into account (Fox 1987, Cornish 
1999:: 221ff., Bolkestein 2000: 110, 128ff.. Gundel et al. do not incorporate discourse 
structuree in their discussion). In example 2.65 the referent of that is linearly recent, but in the 
nextt example the phrase as well as her uh husband is hierarchically recent (from Cornish o.c. 
p.. 221, ex. 6.7): 

2.666 (1) C: Okay Harry, I have a problem that uh my — with today's economy my 
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daughterr is working, 
(2)) H: I missed your name. 
(3)) C: Hank. 
(4)) H: Go ahead Hank. 
(5a)) C: as well as her husband. 
(5b)) They have a child 
(5c)) and they bring the child to us every day for babysitting. 

(5a)) follows hierarchically immediately after (1). The sequences (2)-(4) are a digression 
fromm the main line of thought which is kept 'on hold' during the time the digression is 
processed.. This example actually shows that even referents in focus, in the center of attention 
doo not necessarily lose their 'in focusness' after a digression. 

Usuallyy however, topics have to be resumed somehow instead of just being continued 
(seee ex. 2.67 = ex. 7b from Bolkestein 2000: 123, see also Dik 1997a: 325 for the notion 
Resumedd Topic). The discourse is not 'on hold' as in ex. 2.66: 

2.677 L. Cassium L. ... in Thessaliam, C. Calvisium S. ... in Aetoliam misit; Cn. Domitium 
C.. cum legionibus duabus in Macedonian* proficisci iussit. Cuius provinciae ab ea 
parteparte quae ..., Menedemus studium profitebatur. Ex his_ Calvisius ... potitus est, 
CassiusCassius ... pervenit,... Domitius ... venit 
Hee sent L. Cassius to Thessalia, C. Calvisius to Aetolia; he ordered Cn. Domitius to 
leavee for Macedonia. And in that part of that province which ..., Menedemus 
professedd his allegiance. Of these people, Calvisius conquered ..., Cassius arrived ..., 
Domitiuss reached ... Civ.3.34-36 

Thee clause starting with ex his returns to the main story line, broken off after iussit. It is not 
possiblee to deduce from the discussion in Gundel et al. whether the referent of his 'these' 
shouldd be activated or familiar. 

Summarizing,, (1) it is sometimes very difficult to distinguish between the statuses 
'activated'' and 'familiar', (2) all demonstratives seem to occur in both categories, and (3) it 
iss not clear which place discourse structure holds in the framework of Gundel et al. I 
thereforee choose not to follow Gundel et al. in distinguishing between the statuses 'familiar' 
andd 'activated' as far as Anaphora is concerned. 

2.3.4.4.2.3.4.4. Summary and table 

Thee general opinion on deictic demonstratives is that proximal demonstratives refer to entities 
thatt are somewhat more accessible than non-proximal demonstratives. This difference is 
believedd to be sustained in the discourse as well. As a result, proximal demonstratives should 
referr to discourse entities that were recently mentioned and non-proximal demonstratives to 
entitiess mentioned longer ago. Although this might be true for some languages, especially 
thosee with a distance-based demonstrative system, it should not be considered a universal 
rule.. In Hittite for example the structure of the discourse is more important than anaphoric 
distance:: the demonstratives as a class are used to refer to entities across major discourse 
nodes,, irrespective of distance. The difference between the demonstratives themselves 
dependss on whether the referent belongs to the domain of the speaker, addressee or other, 
fromm the viewpoint of the speaker (see Chapter 3). 
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Thee common denominator in the anaphoric 'familiar' and 'activated' situations 
describedd here is that in both cases the demonstrative pronouns or descriptions refer to 
elementss that are textually accessible but not in the center of attention, not salient. Therefore 
thee demonstratives are here exponents of the centering procedure. Not being centered upon 
meanss in this case: not being in the same discourse unit (unless the antecedent is a modifier or 
presupposedd proposition). According to Himmelmann this type of demonstrative NP must be 
consideredd Recognitional and not Tracking (Anaphoric). In that case there is no difference 
betweenn retrieving private, shared information that is discourse new and private, shared 
informationn that is discourse old. Both have to be retrieved from long-term memory. For non-
salientt information we would get the next picture (also see table 2.6): 

Demonstrativee use 
Situationall  use 
Recognitionall  use 

Recognitionall  use 

Searchh domain 
thee speech situation 
private,, shared long term memory 
(discoursee new) 
private,, shared long term memory 
(discoursee old) 

Moree identifying information 
pointingg gesture 
modifier r 

modifierr (?) 

Tablee 2.12: Use of non-salient demonstratives. 

Demonstrativess and the continuity procedure have already been described in 2.3.3.4. 
Itt is not clear to me how the Topic-Focus distribution combines with the Anaphoric 

centeringg procedure. The few examples I encountered in the literature seem to allow both the 
Unestablishedd Topic and Sentence Focus reading . 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuitycontinuity procedure 

E-Topic c 
slhe slhe 

thislthatthislthat N 

U-Topic c 
S/HE E 

thislthisl that N 

A-Focus s 
S/HE E 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

that that 

Focus s 

thatN thatN 

Tablee 2.13: The matrix: Anaphora 

2.3.5.. Discourse Deixis and the centering procedure 

Inn this section and the next one I wil l discuss the following slots: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Discoursee deictic 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
X X 

U-Topic c 
X X 

A-Focus s 
X X 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 
— — 

Focus s 
X X 

Startingg with Levinson 1983: 62, "Discourse deixis has to do with the encoding of reference 
too portions of the unfolding discourse in which the utterance (which includes the text-

Lambrechtt 1994 does not discuss the demonstratives in the framework of Topic and Focus. 
522 As this theoretic introduction is not concerned with reference in English but merely sketches the framework 

forr the Hittite system, I only wil l fil l the slots with those elements that were found in the literature. For non-
salientt anaphoric reference this means that I did not find examples of this (N). That does not mean that non-
salientt anaphoric this (N) does not exist. 
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referringg expression) is located": discourse deictic expressions refer to propositions or events, 
expressedd by clauses, sentences, paragraphs, or an entire story, usually introducing those 
propositionss or events as referents into the universe of discourse. They are not referring to an 
eventt or proposition already referred to by a prior noun phrase, which would be anaphoric 

reference. . 
Twoo examples (Diessel 1999: 102) illustrate both backward and forward discourse 

deixiss : 

2.688 a. A: I've heard you wil l move to Hawaii? 
B:: Who told you that? 

b.. A: Listen to this: John wil l move to Hawaii. 

Manyy authors discussing discourse deixis point out that expressions referring to the discourse 
itselff  or to the contents of the discourse usually serve to center the attention of the addressee 
onn the referent of that expression (Ehlich 1982, Levinson 1983, Himmelmann 1996, Diessel 
1999).. However, sometimes an anaphoric pronoun is used to refer to the contents of a 
linguisticc expression. In such a case the content of the expression is already in the center of 
attentionn (see 2.3.6.). 

Ann important feature which distinguishes discourse deictic use from other types of 
reference,, such as anaphoric or recognitional use (for demonstratives, see 2.3.3.4., 2.3.4. and 
2.3.1.2.),, is referential distance. Discourse deictic expressions always refer to the immediately 
adjacentt segment, whereas for example tracking or recognitional demonstratives usually refer 
too referents further away (Himmelmann 1996: 224, Fillmore 1997: 104). Another difference 
betweenn discourse deixis and the other types is that referents of discourse deictic expressions 
usuallyy do not persist in subsequent discourse55. They are mainly used to provide a link 
betweenn two pieces of discourse (Diessel 1999: 102). In other words, they set up a discourse 
nodee (Cornish 1999: 21). The demonstrative this in ex. 2.68b sets up a node corresponding to 
aa narrated event Sequences of the type This fact ... it ... it ... are very rare (Himmelmann 
1996:: 225). 

Discoursee nodes can take different shapes. Already mentioned are nodes like Listen to 
this,this, introducing a narrated event. Another type of boundary marking is discussed in Ehlich 
1982:: 33Iff. In Genesis 36:15-19 the Hebrew proximal demonstrative ellè (plural of ze) is 
usedd to introduce and conclude name lists. In this use the demonstratives establish frames and 
markk boundaries of text units. Both the introducing and concluding demonstratives announce 
aa shift of the center of attention, a discourse topic shift. 

Inn the preceding paragraphs the discourse deictic unaccented pronoun it, and the 
demonstrativee pronouns this, that and ellè were presented in discourse deictic function. Two 
typess of discourse deictic expressions still need to be mentioned. The first type is the 

533 Cornish (1999: 54) uses for Discourse Deixis a definition different from the traditional account: when a 
referentt of any entity order is presupposed in the discourse universe but has low salience, the centering 
proceduree is required to bring the referent in the center of attention. This coincides with the slot Anaphora & 
Centeringg procedure. 

544 In the following I wil l mainly concentrate on the discourse deictic use of place deictic words like this and that. 
Ass has been noted by many authors, also time deictic words can be re-used, as in *the last paragraph' and in 
'thee next chapter'. Other discourse deictic expressions are utterance-initial uses of but, therefore, anyway, to the 
contrarycontrary etc. (Levinson 1983: 85ff.). Levinson also includes topic/comment marking devices under the heading 
'Discoursee Deixis'. 

555 But see Diessel 1999: 109 who notes that the referents of Recognitional demonstratives are usually not 
persistentt in the discourse. 
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demonstrativee determiner with noun, the other one the demonstrative adverb. An example of 
thee demonstrative determiner is: 

2.699 then he goes off,. . and that's the end of that story, ... (Himmelmann 1996: 224) 

Thee main difference with the demonstrative pronoun is according to Myers 1988: 4 (quoted 
byy Cornish 1999: 59), that: 'the pronoun nearly always refers to a proposition expressed or 
impliedd in the previous sentence, while the [determiner + noun] can refer to a proposition 
expressedd or implied in any immediately preceding segment, even in the entire text up to that 
point'. . 

Thee last type of discourse deictic expressions I will discuss is the demonstrative 
adverbb of Manner. According to Diessel (1999: 74), manner demonstratives have not yet 
receivedd attention in the literature on deixis, apart from being glossed as 'in this/that way' or 
'lik ee this/that'. It seems that they are involved in some sort of comparison. As I wil l show in 
Chapterr 3.5.2.2., this turns out to be valid for only one of the three demonstrative manner 
adverbss in Hittite. 

2.3.6.. Discourse Deixis and the continuity procedure 

Ass mentioned above, sometimes an anaphoric pronoun is used to refer to the content of a 
linguisticc expression. The use of such a pronoun means that the content of the expression is 
alreadyy in the center of attention: 

2.700 Henry speaks perfect Hungarian - and hee knows it! (Cornish 1999: 80) 

Thee predicate 'know' requires a third order referent (Dik 1997b: 106ff.), i.e. a proposition as 
itss argument, and the proposition that is in the center of attention is always the immediate 
precedingg one. For more discussion of pronouns and predicates of second, third and fourth 
order,, see Cornish 1999: 79ff. 

II  assume that the following sentence in the invented, strange dialogue could be 
expressed: : 

2.711 A: Does Henry know that he speaks perfect Dutch? 
B:: Henry speaks perfect Hungarian - THAT'S what he knows! 

Thee only point I want to make is that it is probably possible to use accented Focus pronouns 
(thiss is not the demonstrative but the form replacing non-existent IT (accented it)) in 
Discoursee Deixis - continuing context. 

Usuallyy discourse deictic expressions set up a discourse node, that is, they link the unit 
theyy are part of with the preceding one. An exception might be the rare use of discourse 
deicticc // (and accented THAT). As with anaphoric expressions one can therefore distinguish 
betweenn in-node and across-node reference. I have not found any examples in the literature 
off  events and propositions as Unestablished Topics. Its slot is therefore filled by a question 
mark. . 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Discoursee Deictic 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c U-Topic c A-Focus s 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c Focus s 
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in-node e 
jj  across-node 

it it ? ? THAT T 

this,this, that N 

Tablee 2.14: The matrix: Discourse Deixis 

2.4.. Summary and conclusions 

Inn this chapter I have given an overview of the uses of certain referential expressions: 
pronouns,, demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative noun phrases. It turned out that not only 
textt versus world or the cognitive state/saliency of an entity (Ariel 1990, Gundel 1993, 
Cornishh 1999) but also other notions such as the pragmatic relations on sentence level 
(Lambrechtt 1994) or the structure of the discourse (Fox 1987) influence the choice of 
linguisticc expressions. In order to describe these expressions I have set up a matrix that 
combiness these four parameters: 

•• the geographical parameter (2.2.1.). Key words: text versus situation 
•• the cognitive parameter (2.2.2.). Key words: saliency, memory 
•• the Topic-Focus parameter (2.2.3.). Key words: Topic, Focus-structure of the clause 
•• the discourse structure parameter (not treated separately, but see 2.3.3.4.). Key words: 

discoursee units and cohesion. 

AA combination of these parameters results in the following table for English, although the 
distributionn of English referential expressions is by no means complete and only serves as an 
illustration.. The Hittite material on the other hand will be discussed exhaustively. 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Deictic c 
Recognitional l 
Anaphoraa in-node 

across-node e 
Discoursee Deictic 

in-node e 
across-node e 

cogmtivecogmtive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
slhe slhe 

slhe slhe 
demN demN 

it it 

U-Topic c 
S/HE E 

S/HE E 
demN demN 

? ? 

A-Focus s 
S/HE E 

S/HE E 

THA T T 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

that that 

Focus s 
demN demN 
thatN thatN 

thatN thatN 

demN demN 

Tablee 2.15: The matrix: complete 

Obviouslyy not one of the parameters can explain the use of referential expression standing on 
itss own. 

Thee Topic-Focus parameter for example, is important when it comes to salient 
entities,, whether they are Deictic, Anaphoric or Discourse Deictic. This parameter explains 
thee difference between accented and unaccented pronouns, with reference inside a discourse 
unitt in case of Anaphora or Discourse Deixis. For the Deictic situation it should follow that 
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thee 'discourse unit' consists of both an object that is considered salient through non-linguistic 
meanss (dog turning the corner in ex. 2.35) and the expression commenting on it. 

Lackk of saliency is important because it excludes pronominal reference: the centering 
proceduree slots contain the demonstrative expressions. In other words, demonstratives (re-
introducee non-salient elements from the speech situation, shared memory, or the discourse 
itselff  into the discourse. In case of re-activation of an element of the discourse, one could 
thinkk of demonstratives as linkers. They evoke, re-activate an entity together with the memory 
representationn of the entity's closed discourse unit, thus creating a link between the new unit 
andd an older one. In the section on non-salient demonstratives (2.3.4.2.) I addressed the 
questionn of the difference between proximal and non-proximal demonstratives but could only 
answerr on the basis of Hittite. In Hittite the choice for a demonstrative depends on Speaker 
attitude:: does, in the opinion of the Speaker, the entity belong to the Speaker, Addressee or 
Other.. In order to express this assignment, the Speaker uses ka- 'this', apa- 'that' and asi 
'that,, yon' respectively. 

Fromm the preceding paragraph it does not follow that salient referents are only referred 
too by means of pronouns. Clearly saliency alone cannot explain the difference between 
pronounss and demonstratives. Here the notion of discourse structure becomes necessary: 
Salientt anaphoric demonstratives, like salient definite NPs, occur on discourse nodes 
(2.3.3.4.2.).. The same probably applies to Immediate Anaphora after first mention 
(2.3.3.4.1.).. The difference between demonstrative NPs and definite NPs is probably whether 
thee Speaker wants to create discourse coherence or not. For example Kleiber (1986) noted 
thatt in certain contexts the definite article in French can cause relative incoherence, whereas 
thee demonstrative determiner ce in the same position restores a coherent reading. From that I 
concludedd that a demonstrative links an entity explicitly to the preceding unit as a kind of 
Tail-Headd linking device. 

Turningg to situationally used demonstratives as linkers, in 2.3.1.3. I followed De 
Mulderr 1996 in his view that deictic demonstratives do not identify or localize an object but 
simplyy cue the Addressee to search through the speech situation. They link the attention of the 
Addresseee to the speech situation, and I proposed the same for Recognitionally used 
demonstratives:: linking to memory. Discourse Deictic demonstratives were described as 
linkingg discourse units anyway (2.3.5.). 

Summarizing,, demonstratives, as linkers, create cohesion between elements where that 
cohesionn is not naturally present, independent of the saliency status of the referent. They 
signall  the Addressee to link a referent to the world, a referent to shared memory, and a 
referentt to the same referent in the preceding or following discourse.56 Pronouns on the other 
handd occur when cohesion is present. Cohesion may exist between a linguistic expression 
andd the linguistic context containing the antecedent, but also between an expression and a 
non-linguisticc context (see 2.3.2. and above). 

Too conclude with a hypothesis, in my view one can explain the use of referring 
expressionss by means of two basic factors: (1) cohesiveness of the discourse, where discourse 
mayy also denote the domain of non-linguistic mental representations, and (2) spatial domain 
(world,, memory, text). 

Whenn the discourse is not cohesive, demonstratives, as linkers, are used to restore 
cohesion.. Definite NPs on the other hand may be used when the discourse is not and should 
nott be cohesive (see the discussion below ex. 2.55). Inside discourse units, that is, when the 
discoursee is already cohesive, the Topic-Focus distinction becomes important when one has to 
choosee between zero, unaccented or accented pronouns. 

Thiss linking could be the elusive [+ dem] feature described in Lyons 1999: 20 which is unique to 
demonstrativess but not to defmites. As Lyon I.e. and his Chapter 2 shows, deixis, although very important, is 
nott basic to demonstratives and can also be found with definite markers. . 
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Thee two factors allow a reshuffled matrix (Bold face expressions are likely to be the 
preferredd ones for the geographical the domain): 

geographical geographical 
parameter parameter 

world d 
text t 
memory y 

discoursediscourse parameter 
referencee inside discourse unit 

E-Top p 
0,, slhe 
0,s/he 0,s/he 

Other r 
SIHE SIHE 
SIHE SIHE 

referencee across discourse node (including 
firstt mention) 

createss cohesion 
demNP demNP 
demNP demNP 
demNP demNP 

noo cohesion 
defNP defNP 
deFNP deFNP 
defNP defNP 

Tablee 2.16: Reshuffled matrix 

Majorr differences with table 2.15 are that Topic-Focus is only important for reference inside 
discoursee units, that Anaphoric and Discourse Deictic reference are two sides of the same 
domain,, text, and that saliency is less important as a parameter (demonstratives may refer to 
salientt and non-salient entities). Regarding the latter remark, it might be possible that the 
notionn of saliency used here should be redefined. When a clause is uttered that is relatively 
incoherentt in relation to the preceding discourse, it is likely that the entities mentioned in the 
precedingg discourse, including the antecedent of an expression in the new clause, have lost 
theirr saliency. Thus, the use of demonstratives as described in 2.3.3.4. might not belong to 
thee continuing procedure at all. The only difference with definite NPs would be that 
demonstrativess restore saliency where it was lost on account of the context. 

Fromm a cognitive point of view, cohesive discourse units correlate with working 
memoryy so reference inside units and across discourse nodes should correlate with retrieval of 
mentall  representations of some referent from working memory (salient entities) and long-
termm memory respectively (non-salient entities). Thus, cohesion and saliency might be two 
namess for the same phenomenon. 

However,, since I have set up table 2.16 as a hypothesis, for Hittite I wil l only use the 
methodd which led to table 2.15. In the next chapter the Hittite pronouns and demonstratives 
wil ll  be presented within the order of the framework sketched here. 
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3.. Deixis, Discourse and Reference in Hittite 

3.1.. Deixis and the centering procedure — The situational use of demonstratives 

Inn this chapter I wil l follow the scheme as set out in Chapter 2. The headings of the main 
sectionss (3.1. etc.) match with the main headings sub section 2.3. 

3.1.1.. Introduction 

Givenn the nature of the Hittite material -written texts- we do not expect to find that many 
exampless of situational use of demonstratives and third person pronouns, since we need, by 
definition,, the situational context of the utterances. The main exceptions are the Local 
Adverbss derived from the demonstrative stems denoting the location (amd time) of some 
event.. The rare Situational use of demonstrative pronouns, determiners and adverbs referring 
too entities and locations wil l be presented in 3.1.2. 

Theree is however an important extension of the pure situational use: Direct Speech, 
citedd in narration (Himmelmann 1996: 221-2). As Ehlich 1982: 33 n. 6 notes: 'In so-called 
'dead'' languages, the quotations of direct language enables us to identify uses of deixis in the 
standardd way'. This category allows us to observe that the pronouns ka- and apa- are not the 
onlyy demonstratives in Hittite (3.1.3.). 

Anotherr type of situational use is self-reference to a linguistic unit or act, as in this 
book,book, this is a story (Himmelmann 1996: 221), for which see 3.1.4. 

Apartt from establishing which elements may serve as demonstratives, we also need to 
establishh how many distance contrasts are expressed, and whether Hittite has a distance-based 
orr person-based demonstrative system. There are five Hittite non-anaphoric expressions that 
mightt be demonstrative: ka-, apa-, asi I uni I eni, siya- and an(n)i-. The last two are 
extremelyy rare in the Hittite texts, which means that it is nearly impossible to pinpoint their 
semantics.. This leaves us with three rather well attested expressions, ka-, apa- and asi I uni I 
eni,eni, which need to be tested for their status as demonstratives. And if they are indeed 
demonstratives,, it should be possible to determine the distance-based or person-based 
contrastss they are involved in. 

3.1.2.. True Situational Use 

Whenn searching for references to the physical surroundings, we should look for texts that -in 
orderr to fulfil l their communicative function- somehow require the presence of the 
participantss and the objects mentioned in the texts. In such a situation references may occur 
too persons, entities or places related to the participants engaging in the acts that were 
performedd by reading or writing the texts. Genres that fall within this class are vows, oracles, 
prayers,, rituals, treaties and some 'instructions' (mainly the ones that serve to (re)establish 
thee allegiance of persons or groups to the king). In all these genres the participants are the 
kingg or a representative of the king, and a second party, either divine or human. This is nicely 
illustratedd by a text which discusses the opposite, absence of one of the parties at the 
conclusionn of a treaty: 



3.11 As for the reason why this tablet (ki 0UPPU) containing the stipulations has not been sealed now 
(kinuna):(kinuna): given that the king of Kargamis, Duthaliya and Halpahi could not be present before My 
Majesty,, that's why this tablet (Jfci 0UPPU) has not been sealed now (kinun). However, when the king 
off  Kargamis, Duthaliya and Halpahi and also Duppi-Tessup appear before My Majesty, coming together 
inn front of My Majesty, I, My Majesty, will interrogate them under the laws. I wil l listen to the request 
anyonee makes. Then (apiya) this tablet containing the stipulations wil l be sealed' (KBo 3.3+ iv 2' ff , 
CTHCTH 63). 

Thiss passage contains a few expressions that are only interpretable when the 'here and now' 
off  the text are considered. The adverbs kinuna 'now' and apiya 'then' refer to the moment 
thee text was created and to the future respectively as seen from that moment, thus being 
purelyy deictic. Another deictic expression is ki TUPPU 'this tablet', pointing to its own 
existencee in the physical surroundings. Self-reference is treated in 3.1.4. 

Ann instructive example of reference to an object in the physical surroundings of the text 
att the moment of its inception is the following prayer in which Gassulawiya, wife of Mursili 
III  presents the goddess Lelwani with a substitute statue, 'this woman', in order to be relieved 
fromm her illness: 

3.22 KBo 4.6 rev. 7'-15'  (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1981: 16-17, with 
remarkss from DeRoos 1985: 130, 132 
nuzzanuzza zik dLe[lu]anis 8' [apel $A GU4AB.NIGA] Ü $A UDU.NIGA MAS-/<Z U Z U Ï ét 9' 
[nuzza[nuzza ispdi ësharzma] apdt eku nuzza ninga u z u i [... ke-e-el ?1 $A 
GÜ4AB.NIGAA  ke-e-el SA UDU/'SIG+MUNUS" MAS-ia H ' [...]kasa tuël ANA DINGIR-L/M 
122 [Gassulau]ias tuël GEME-TUM ku-u-un MUNUS-<m 13 [uppesta n*anT[ ISTU 
TÜGjsfiGXAM.ME SS uassiiat nuzza apël 14 [tarpal]lin  uppesta nu man DINGIR-L/ M 
kuitkikuitki  15 kappuu.it nuztta ka-a-as MUNUS-TUM pedi artari 
Youu Lelwani, eat the fat of her fat cow, of her fat sheep, and of her goat! Eat until 
satisfaction!!  Now, drink that blood! Drink until satisfaction! The fat [...] of [this? 
(kel)](kel)] fat cow, of this (ket) ewe and goat [... Gassulaw]iya your servant has just 
[brought]]  to your god (= the statue representing Lelwani) this (kun) woman. She 
clothedd [her] with beautiful clothes. She has sent her [substitute. If you, god, notice 
(anything)) at all, this (kas) woman stands on the spot, before you. 

Inn my corpus only the Proximal demonstrative ka- is used to refer to entities in the physical 
surroundingss of the text contained on the tablet. 

Oracles,, treaties and vows are usually created for very specific single events. Rituals, 
prayers,, and instructions on the other hand can be used on several occasions, but that occasion 
stilll  has to serve a very specific purpose. In rituals we expect to find references to this illness, 
thee reason for performing the ritual, these objects, needed for the performance of the ritual, 
andd this I that patient. Letters take an intermediate position in that the trigger for writing the 
textt is specific and unique, while at the same time the participants are not located in the same 
area: : 

3.33 HKM  4 obv. 4-9 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya HI, CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 124-125 
§§ 4 a-pé-e-\d\a-\ri\i KUR-e 5 $[A GE]STIN $A GUD.HI.A UDU.HI.A  6 uttar kui[t] 
mahhanmahhan nuz[m]u liliuahhüanz[i]  fratrai § (end of letter) 
Writee to me hastily how the situation of the wine, cattle (and) sheep is in that country 
(off  yours, apedani KUR-e). 
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Theree is no textual antecedent of apedani in this letter. The only option given the context is 
thatt it refers to the country where the addressee stays at the time of writing: "in that country 
(wheree you are)". So what we have here then is the deictic use of apa- in relation to the 
Addressee. . 

Itt is not likely to find references to the outside world in historical texts, laws or 
narrationss (myths, literature) given their independence from time, place and person. The 
exceptionn concerns the only constant factor during the period that we have historical material: 
thee capital Hattusa. When dealing with locations in historical texts etc. it is therefore likely 
thatt we wil l sometimes find deictic references in relation to the unexpressed Deictic Center 
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Hattusaa (or Hatti) . The following example, a narration in a letter, illustrates the dependency 
off  Spatial Deictic expressions on the center Hattusa: 

3.44 KUB 19.20 + obv. 9'-13' (lateMH/MS letter, Suppiluliuma, CTH 154), ed. Van den 
Houtt 1994: 64, 72 
9'' [ iDMdlan kuit S]A LUGAL KUR VRXJHurri  e-de-ez tapusa êsta l0 [mat ISTU 
NAM.RAA GU4.HI.A] UDU.HLA assuittta sard dahhun U [nzatzza ANA KUR 

Ha]ttiHa]tti  udahhun ke-e-ez-zi-iazkan kuit [SA LUGAL KUR Hurri t]apusa 
ëstaësta nuzza apattza ANA KUR Hatti [udahhun 
[What]]  was alongside [the Mala-river] on the other side (edez) belonging to the king 
off  Hurri, I picked [it] up[, including deportees, oxen], sheep, and possessions, and I 
broughtt [them to Ha]tti. And also, what was alongside on this side (kez) [belonging to 
thee king of Hurri], that too [I brought] to Hatti. 

ThisThis side and that side of the river only gain meaning when we take into account that the point 
fromm which the world is viewed is Hatti. This combination is only used when there is a 
borderr or landmark dividing the (mental) world in a Speaker (+ Addressee) region and an 
Otherss region. The proximal demonstrative ka- does not refer to entities or location at a short 
distancee from the Speaker but to the area that the Speaker considers as his or hers. The distal 
demonstrativee asi is used when the Speaker considers the entity or location as not belonging 
too his mental or cognitive space but outside of it. On the other hand, the combination ka- ... 
apa-apa- is only used when the Speaker wants to divide his/her mental space in an area belonging 
too him/herself, and an area belonging to an Addressee. Cognitively, the Speaker considers the 
Addresseee as part of his/her mental world, and both are opposed to the Other. 

Thee distinction sketched above seems only to apply to the ablative forms of ka-, apa-
andd asi denoting relative position or 'Source from which'. When the location where the 
actionn takes place has to be referred to, only the adverbs ka 'here' and apiya 'there' are 
available.. A corresponding deictic adverb based on the demonstrative asi has not been 

CO O 

attestedd . But that is likely to be coincidence, because every apiya referring to a location 
withoutt textual antecedent is connected with the Addressee and means therefore 'there, with 
you': : 

577 The transfer of the seat of government to Tarhuntassa during the reign of Muwattalli does not concern us here 
becausee all the tablets that have been found are related to Hattusa. The situation wil l of course drastically 
changee when the temporary capital Tarhuntassa with its archives is found. 

588 But we do have adjectively used edi or edani referring to the Location where some event takes place (see 
Chapterr 4). 
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3.55 HKM 18 left edge 2-5 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya HI, CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 148-
149 9 
22 halkisz(s)mas a-pi-ia aniianza 3 kuit nu EGIR-a/i tiiatten nzan anda èpten 
man?kanman?kan ARA#-hi59 5 anda ishüitten nu ANA dU[TU-S/ hatrdtten] 
Now,, given that the grain has been sown over there (apiya) with you (pi.), you must 
lendd a hand! You must collect it, shed it in a silo, and [write] to [My] Ma[jesty.] 

Everyy other non-Addressee, third person mention of apiya is anaphoric. This is perfectly in 
concordancee with the dual nature of apa-. The expression apa- as a demonstrative is Medial 
(seee chapter 5), whereas apa- as anaphoric pronoun refers to the third person (see chapters 7, 
88 and 9). Just as the third person demonstrative asi is not used anaphorically (in the sense of 
anaphoraa and continuing the center of attention) and has to be replaced by apa- in anaphoric 
andd continuing context, the not attested locative adverb of asi is replaced by apiya in 
anaphoricc use. More on this in 4.2.2. and 5.2.2. 

3.1.3.. Direct Speech 

Directt Speech is the narrative equivalent of the utterance expressed by a Speaker. The only 
differencee between Direct Speech and an actual utterance is that Direct Speech is anchored 
withinn a narrative which is the linguistic, mental, construction of the actual surrounding 
context.. (Schematized in the following table, '=' means 'corresponds to'.) 

Reall  world = Mental world evoked by text 
Utterancee Situation = Narrated Situation 
Utterancee = Reported / Direct Speech 

Thee narration creates a mental world for the Speaker and Addressee, and within this setting 
thee Direct speech can be compared with a dialogue or monologue. Therefore, the referring 
expressionss in Direct Speech do not refer to elements in the preceding text, but to elements of 
aa non-linguistic context, set up by means of the story. The narration serves to create a 
situationn in the mind, a mental world, from which the speech act derives its interpretation. 
Mostt importantly, "direct speech preserves the orientation to the parameters of the deictic 
centerr of the original speech act reported" (Dik 1997a: 96)62. For the demonstratives this 
meanss that the original deictic distinctions are preserved in the Direct Speech, and that the 
surroundingg narration may provide information on the nature of these deictic distinctions. 

Inn order to establish which expressions in Hittite serve as demonstratives in Situational 
Usee in Direct Speech, I have established the following criteria: 

599 Alp reads ARA#-ten. The sign is however clearly a #1 with four 'Winkelhaken', whereas TEN only has three. 
Thee translation should be adjusted accordingly. 

600 This distinction between situational and anaphoric use of apiya has not been noted anywhere in the 
Hittitologicall  literature. 

611 It is important to stress this aspect, because I believe that this is one of the reasons why until now the 
Demonstrativee asi I unit eni has been considered an anaphoric pronoun. See Chapter 4. 

622 See Coulmas 1986, Lucy 1993 for Direct and Indirect Speech. 
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•• The Direct Speech containing the expression under investigation should not be a 
quotation,, taken from a larger piece of discourse, as occurring in letters.63 The Direct 
Speechh has to be a closed speech unit, without reference to earlier speech not 
expressedd in the narration. This is necessary in order to avoid drawing conclusions 
basedd on incomplete evidence: a partially quoted letter for example may contain an 
anaphoricc reference. 

•• The Direct Speech has to refer to the world created in the immediate preceding 
clauses,, unless there are very clear clues which lead to earlier referents. 

•• Only expressions which are first mention of the intended referent are discussed. It is 
veryy well possible that demonstratives are used as second mention, as several studies 
off a variety of languages, and also Hittite, show, but the proto-typical use of 
demonstrativess is the introduction of a referent in the discourse (the centering 
procedure). . 

Thee following two examples illustrate Direct Speech in a narrated situation, showing both the 
Proximall Demonstrative ka- and the Distal Demonstrative asi: 

3.66 KBo 22.2 obv. 1-2 (OS myth, CTH 3.1 A), ed. Otten 1973: 6-7 
11 MUNUS.LUGAL  VRU Kanis XX X DUMU.MES I-EN MU-anti hasta UMMA SlzMA 2 

\ki-M?ua\ki-M?ua kuit ualkuan hashun 
Thee queen of Kanes gave birth to 30 sons in one year. Thus she (said): 'What is this 
(Id)!?? I have given birth to a gang !' 

Thee Queen of Kanesh is looking at her thirty sons which she delivered at the same time. In 
orderr to express her horror about the mass of babies65 in her immediate vicinity, she shouts: 
"Whatt is this!", using the Proximal Demonstrative lei (neuter sg.). This is beautifully 
contrastedd with a comparable exclamation in a comparable situation, this time however at a 
largee distance from the newly-born: 

3.77 KUB 44.4+ rev. 9 (MH birth ritual, CTH 767), ed. Beekman 1983: 176-177 
AMAA DUMU.NIT A taskupait nu^ssan GAM AN-za dV-as austa e-ni^ma^ua kuit 

Thee mother of the male child cried out (after the birth of her child), and the Stormgod 
J L W 1 V V UU X * V F l XX X X W i l l Ü V U T V l l i I  f J l l U V 1 Ü U X V l l I W f * *  f

AA nice example of what might dictate the use of demonstratives in citations from a letter is the following 
Ma§att letter (HKM 10). The king answers a letter from Gassu, but before giving his instructions he each time 
repeatss the relevant part of Gassu's letter. In obv. 17-22 the king reacts on the information Gassu sends him: 
'Givenn that you wrote to me as follows: "The Gasgaeans are just arriving in large numbers in peace at the 
momentt you, My Majesty, are writing to me". Send the Gasgaeans that arrive in peace over to My Majesty.' 
Thee next paragraph deals with a comment on an action of Gassu dealing with the peace business: 'Given that 
youu wrote to me as follows: "Until you, My Majesty, write to me (about) ki-i $A LÜ.MES VRVGasga taksulas 
uttar,uttar, this peace business of the Gasgaeans, I shall wait for instructions in Ishupitta". Because the gods already 
[...],, you keep exhausting me, in that you keep writing to me the same thing!' (ed. Alp 1991: 134, translation 
followss CHD P: 117). Obviously the two citations belong together. The demonstrative description ki... uttar 
iss therefore not Deictic, but refers to a part of the preceding discourse and is therefore Discourse Deictic. Thus, 
firstt mentions of demonstratives in citations of letters cannot be taken as examples of Situational use. 

644 For walkuan as 'gang', see Hoffner 1980: 290 + n. 27. 

Thee neuter demonstrative ki could also refer to the situation the queen perceives, the event itself. 
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Here,, the distance between the referent (the child) and the Speaker (the Stormgod), is 
maximallyy large (earth versus heaven). Contrary to common opinion in the literature on 
Hittite,, asilunileni functions as a Distal Demonstrative. The Stormgod reacts on a noise from 
farr away, and this example may therefore be compared with the use of the Lillooet invisible 
distall  demonstrative kwu': stam=kru_ 'What is that?' (when hearing a noise), see ex. 2.34. 
Anotherr example of Distal asi, also referring to a non-visible entity, is : 

3.88 KBo 4.14 ii 73-80 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 123), ed. Van den Hout 1989: 
2900 (with collation from CHD L-N: 129) 
§§ 73 [m]annzazmuzkan 1 KUR-TUM kuitki GAM-an niiari  [n]asmazmuzkan 

 "if 

EN.MESS kuiësqa ^ allalla panzi [z\ikzrnazsmaszkan anda handasi nu kisan 
memattimematti GÊSPU-ahhirzuazmu mat lë B\J-si GAM-an MAMIT  GAR-ru 
§§ 78 nasmazat ziklmalisi a-sizman zuazkan ZAG\-as GAM-an] niiari  nasma? 
<m>an<m>an zuaz kan u-ni-us EN .MES alla[lla\ panzi üqq zaz man z ua pèhudanzi... 
Andd if some single country turns away from me, or some lords commit treason against 
me,, (if then) you join with them, and you speak in this way: "They forced me!", you 
mayy not do it! Let (it) be put under Oath. § Or, (if ) you contemplate it: "Would that 
borderr (asi ZAG-as) but fall away, or would those lords (unius EN.MES) but commit 
treasonn and would they but lead me off (with them)!" ... 

Onee could object that asi is not necessarily a Distal Demonstrative here. The alternative, a 
Mediall  interpretation, would mean that the entity referred to by asi is either close to an 
Addresseee (and not close to Speaker), or at a distance near, but not proximal, to the Speaker, 
orr both. A distance near but not proximal to Speaker is very unlikely when the referent is a 
borderr country of Hatti. One would then have to assume that the Speaker is looking at this 
borderr country from a short distance, still standing in Hatti. Nothing in the text points at this 
veryy specific situation. The other option, close to Addressee, does not apply to this direct 
speech,, simply because there is no Addressee. The demonstrative asi, and its acc.pl. unius, is 
thereforee Distal. Further elaborations are found in the chapters on the individual 
demonstrativess (Chapters 4, 5 and 6). 

Theree are not many occurrences of Situational apa- in Direct Speech, but each time 
theree exists a connection with the Addressee and never with the Other. Generally the 
demonstrativee apa- is described as having both 'Du-Deixis' (Medial, near Addressee) and 
'Jener-Deixis'' (Distal) (Friedrich HE, 66, 134-5), or only Distal Deixis ('jener, dér 
(erwahnte)*,, Friedrich & Kammenhuber 1975: 130) . However, there is no evidence which 
supportss the 'Jener-Deictic' aspect of apa-. On the contrary, the few attestations of 
Situationall  apa- in True Situational Use and Direct Speech point at the Addressee (see also 
ex.. 3.5 above, and 3.9 below): 

3.99 KBo 19.44+ rev. 38-42 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 42), transl. Beekman 1996: 28 

Forr asi referring to visible entities, see the examples in chapter 4. 
77 Puhvel 1984: 86 does not describe apa- in terms of deixis. He notices however that apa- is the opposite of ka-, 
andd also that apa- may refer to the second person: one of the meanings of apa- is * 'thy, thine, your(s)' (vs. ka-
'this;; my, mine', like Lat. iste vs. hie). He lets apa- correspond with is, iste and Hit (p. 90). 

gg Of course, when apa- is used non-situationally, it always refers to an earlier mentioned third person or 
location,, most of the time emphatically, see Chapters 7, 8 and 9. 
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mmMariiasMariias kuis ësta n?as kuedani uddanï39 BA.ÜS ÜL fSUHUR.LAL  ffliattat 
apaszazkanapaszazkan anda auszi ABl dUTU-5/ = ma ? kan imma Gl$AB-az ar ha auszi nz 
anan uastul IS BAT zikzuazkan a-pu-u-un anda kuuat austa nzas apêdani 
uddanïuddanï 42 ser BA.ÜS 
Whoo was Mariya, and for what reason did he die? Did not a lady's maid walk by? So 
hee makes eye contact (with her), while, of all people, the father of His Majesty looks 
outt the window , and catches him in the act: "You! why did you make eye contact 
withh her (apun)Ty So he died for that reason. 

Obviouslyy the woman is near the Addressee. Not surprisingly, the main text genres which 
containn this Medial apa- are letters, treaties, instructions and Direct Speech with an active 
Addressee. . 

Ass will be discussed in Chapters 7, 8 and 9, the major use of demonstrative apa- is 
anaphoric,, emphatic reference . 

3.1.4.. Linguistic Selfreference 

Ass Himmelmann (1996: 221) points out, self-referential expressions of the kind of in this 
book,book, this is a story are usually subsumed under Discourse Deixis, or reference to 
propositionss or events. Although expressions like this is a story are indeed referring to 
propositions,, events or larger parts of discourse, the main difference between discourse deixis 
andd situational self-reference is the equivalence of the latter expression with the pure 
situationall  use of demonstratives as in this is a dog. 

Givenn the specialized context, self-reference to a linguistic unit or act, we expect to find 
onlyy words like 'book', 'article', 'story', 'words' in this category of situational use. The 
possiblee candidates for Hittite then, are tuppi 'tablet', memiya(n)- 'word, affair', lingai- 'oath 
(ass text genre)', ishiul 'treaty'. The main problem here is to define whether an expression is 
discoursee deictic or situational. Clearcut expressions like 'on this tablet' are self-referential: 
thee expression is contained on the referent itself. Given the immediate presence of the entity 
referredd to, it is hardly surprising that the Proximal Demonstrative ka- is the only one attested 
inn this type of situational use: 

^ 1 00 KÏT R T M 4. il l 7 ^ - 75 W H trpat v Mnwata l l i rTT -T7 ^  *A Kntvlfirl i lOQfl - If.  11 

§§ namma kti kuit TUPPU tuk mAla[ksandu iian]ün  74 mezttazkkan MU.KAM -
ft'MU.KAM-fift'MU.KAM-fi  peran 3-S[U halzessan]du75 matzzatkan zik mAlaksandus saki 
Furthermore,, this tablet (Id TUPPU) that I have [made] for you Ala[fcsandu], let the[m 
read]]  it to you every year three ti[mes]. You, Alaksandu, have to be familiar with it! 

'Thiss tablet' refers to the physical tablet on which the treaty between Muwatalli II and 
Alaksanduss of Wilusa has been written down. 

Beekmann 1996: 28 different: "Did not a lady's maid walk by and he look at her? But the father of My Majesty 
himselff  looked out the window ...". 

00 This might be in accordance with the view of Keenan & Anderson (1985: 283ff.) that in both distance-
orientedd and person-oriented systems the middle term is often used for anaphoric reference, if it were not for 
thee fact that in Hittite all demonstratives can be used anaphorically. 
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Butt problems arise when studying clauses containing, for example, memiya(n)- 'word, 
affair,, business'. Both discourse deixis and linguistic self-reference are possible. I quote two 
off  Himmelmann's examples, one, 3.11, listed under linguistic self-reference, the other, 3.12, 
underr discourse deixis: 

3.111 it's very funny to make this telling 
3.122 then he goes off,. . and that's the end of that story, ... 

Inn 3.12, 'that story' refers to the preceding utterances that together build the story. The reason 
whyy it does not refer to itself, is that the Head (= the noun) of the noun phrase 'the end of that 
story'' can only refer to the preceding clause because of the phrase 'that's'. This phrase can 
onlyy be used to refer to a preceding proposition, excluding self-reference of that story. 
Usuallyy however, it is problematic to distinguish between these two types unless the 
demonstrativee refers to a physical entity which is present in the surrounding situation, as tuppi 
'tablet'' above. I therefore consider all references to non-physical linguistic units in Hittite as 
discoursee deictic. 

3.1.5.. Summary and conclusions 

Hittit ee has a three-way person-based demonstrative system. The Proximal demonstrative is 
ka-ka-yy the Distal demonstrative is asi, and the Medial one is apa~. The middle term denotes 
'locationn near Hearer/Addressee', and not 'medial distance from Speaker'. Visibilit y or non-
visibilit yy is probably not a part of the semantics of the Distal Demonstrative. 

Mostt examples in this section are centering (see also Chapter 4, 5 and 6 in the 
Situationall  sections). There are however two examples of deictic demonstratives referring to 
somethingg that is already in the center of attention: the mother looking at her 30 babies in ex. 
3.66 and the stormgod who is alerted after hearing the cries in ex. 3.7. But since these referents 
aree not an already established Topic, they have to be Unexpected Topics (see Chapter 4 for 
moree discussion). Not surprisingly the expressions that were chosen to refer to something in 
thee center of attention are demonstrative pronouns. This distinction between demonstrative 
pronounss referring to salient entities and demonstrative descriptions (dem + N) referring to 
non-salientt entities is discussed in Chapters 4 and 6. 

Forr the deictic or situational use we have: 

DeicticDeictic 1 Situational Use 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 
demdem dem dem 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
demN demN 

dem,dem, adverb 

Tablee 3.1: The Deictic/Situational matrix. 

Thee details of this matrix have not been discussed in 3.1. but come from the concluding 
sectionss in chapters 4, 5 and 6. Slots that could theoretically be filled but for which we have 
noo Hittite evidence given the preserved contexts, will be indicated in the tables by 0. 

3.2.. Deixis and the centering procedure — Recognitional Use of Demonstratives 
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3.2.1.. Introduction 

Ass discussed in 2.2.1.2., demonstrative adnominals are used when the Speaker needs to 
activatee some shared private information which is stored in the long-term memory of the 
Hearer.. I assume that the recognitional use of the demonstratives appears mainly in contexts 
wheree an active role of the Addressee/Hearer is to bé expected. This remains implicit in the 
literaturee on this subject, although all examples are taken from conversation or oral narration, 
butt it needs to be stressed because it delimits the text genres in which to expect the 
recognitionall  use of demonstratives in Hittite. Of the genres available to us (judicial, 
narration,, myth, vows, letters, historical narrative, administrative, treaty, instruction, oracle), I 
suggestt that the genres involving more or less active Hearers or Addressees, are letters, vows 
(whichh can be considered as a 'dialogue' between the person promising something and the 
deity),, narration addressing an audience, Direct Speech —either monologue or dialogue— 
andd oracles (a true dialogue between deity and man). 

Thee following criteria were used to identify recognitionally used demonstratives in 
Hittite: : 

•• The demonstrative is adnominal. In most languages demonstratives in recognitional 
usee can only appear adnominally. 

•• The information contained in the demonstrative expression must be private. This 
meanss that expressions obeying all other criteria, while at the same time referring to 
kings,, countries and other referents that may be understood as belonging to general or 
culturall knowledge of the Hittite speech community are excluded. 

•• The demonstrative expression may not refer to something in the presence of the 
Speaker. Speaker. 

Thesee three criteria are essential for all types of recognitionally used demonstratives. The 
followingg ones are not as important, but add to the likelihood that a demonstrative expression 
iss recognitional. 

•• The demonstrative expression is the first mention in the discourse. This poses a 
problemm for Hittite given the sometimes pitiful state of the tablets. 

•• The demonstrative expression includes a relative clause or other equally complex 
modifier.modifier. The inclusion of additional information in order to better guide the 
addresseee in identifying the intended referent is however not necessary. 

•• The demonstrative expression does not serve to resolve a possible ambiguity. 
Ambiguityy resolution is a task belonging to the domain of anaphoric (or tracking) 
demonstratives.. In order not to include possible anaphoric demonstratives in this 
category,, the preceding text should be free of competing discourse entities. (But let 
mee note here that ambiguity resolution is hardly attested in relation to Hittite 
demonstratives.) ) 

3.2.2.. Recognitionally used lea-, apa-, asi 
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Thee demonstrative thus used is usually the distal demonstrative asi. However, also the other 
twoo may be used in this way, although this is rare. The following examples are illustrative for 
thee recognitional use of the three demonstratives. 

3.133 KUB 15.3 i 17-19 (NH vow, Hattusili III , CTH 584), ed. De Roos 1984: 198, 337 
§§ 17 IJ-TUM  MUNUS.LUGAL  zashiiazuazmu kuiski memiskizzi ANA dNIN.GAL ? 
uazzazkanuazzazkan kisan maldi mantua ANA dUTU-£/ 19 e-ni IZI  SA GIR.MES-SE/ nuntaras 
SIG5-nn . .. 

AA dream of the Queen. "Someone tells me in a dream: "Make Ningal the following 
vow:: If that (eni) burning of Mv Majesty's feet (lit : that fire of his feet for My 
Majestyy ) will subside soon, ..." 

Thee Addressee of the Direct Speech reported in the dream is Puduhepa, the wife of Hattusili. 
Wee can safely assume that the inflammation of her husband's feet belongs to the domain of 
privatee knowledge, and that her husband and his painful feet are not present when she is 
statingg her vow. The reference to this particular illness is made for the first time in this text, 
soo the information presented here is 'Discourse new, Hearer old'. The expression eni IZI $A 
GÏR.MES-St// is accompanied by the possessive clitic -Su 'his' and a further modification ANA 
dUTU-5// 'for My Majesty'. The last feature of recognitional use of the demonstrative, absence 
off  ambiguity due to lack of competing participants, is also present. 

Anotherr example of Recognitionally used asi in an oracle is: 

3.144 KUB 5.1 rev. iii 48-49 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 56171), ed. Ünal 1974: 72-
73 3 
§488 u-ni-uUzazkan kuês Ü.MES HUL-/M5 uskizzi ISKIM.BI.A*j[a*z a arpuuanta 
kikistarikikistari ... ... 
Ass for those (unius) evil dreams which he keeps seeing and the negative premonitions 
thatt keep occurring, ... 

Thee Addressee is the deity. The oracle inquirer refers to some nightmares the king is having, 
whichh obviously does not belong to general knowledge. 

Althoughh in many languages the distal demonstrative is used (Himmelmann 1996: 
235),, Himmelmann 1997: 71 remarks that also non-distal demonstratives can be used in this 
way.. And indeed, there are a few examples of Medial apa- functioning as a recognitional 
demonstrativee in my corpus (see also Chapter 5): 

3.155 KUB 15.1 iii 7'-14'  (NH vow, CTH 584, Hattusili HI), ed. DeRoos 1984: 186, 328-9 
§§ 7 [V-TUM MUNUS.LUGA]L INIM  dGuruasuzkan kuuapi [anda ] 
[[ ddGu]ruasusskanGu]ruasusskan GIM-an SA Ü-77 9'  [AN]A MUNUS.LUGAL  IQBI  a-pu-u-unzua 
kuinkuin  '° SA LVMUDIZKA  INIM-an  Zl-za harti n nu*uar?as Tl-anza I ME 
MU.KAM.yi.AA  ziazuazssi I2' piftfii  MUNUS.LUGAL?mazzazkan SA Ü-77 kisan 
1KRUB1KRUB 13 man^uaemu apênissuuan iiasi nuzua LUGAL  MUDIzYA Tl-anza ... 
[Dreamm of the Quee]n: When the ̂ affair of Gurwasu~[ ], after [Gu]rwasu had 
saidd [to] the Queen in a dream: "As for that (apun) situation of your husband which 
hass your attention, he wil l live and I wil l give him a 100 years", the Queen promised 
ass follows in a dream: "I f you do like that, and the King, my husband wil l l ive,... 

711 For the dating on Tudhaliya IV see Orlamünde 2001: 51 Iff . 
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Givenn that every paragraph in the vows stands on its own, it is very probable that the 
previous,, broken, paragraph, has no ties to this one. The clause apün = ua kuin SA ^MUDI^ 
KAKA INlM-an is therefore a first mention. The situation of the queen's husband is private and 
nott cultural knowledge. A possible hint in that direction is the use of the term 'my husband' 
insteadd of 'the king'. As in the preceding example, the Hittite population is not likely to be 
awaree of the affairs current in the palace, either concerning the health of the royal family or 
statee affairs. 

Thee use of Medial apa- as a Recognitional demonstrative can be explained by the fact 
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thatt the Hittite demonstrative system is person-based . As the exx. 3.13 and 3.14 show, the 
referentss of 'burning' and 'dreams' do not belong to the domain of either Speaker or 
Addressee,, whereas the 'husband' in ex. 3.15 is intimately connected with the Addressee. 
Thiss raises the question whether also the proximal demonstrative ka- can be used 
Recognitionally. . 

Theree are a few examples of the proximal demonstrative ka- obeying several of the 
criteriaa described above (see 6.3.). In these cases the person referred to by this is not present 
inn the physical context and the demonstrative is used adnominally: 

3.166 KBo 4.14 ii 22-23 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 123), ed. Van den Hout 1989: 
284-285 5 
222 mK\JRziazmu kuis ka-a-as LUGAL KfUR ASSUR GUB-a]nza nzascmuzkan 23 

manman SA KUR.URU uizzi nuïtt[a hink]an ZAG-as ësdu 
Andd concerning this (kas) enemy, the king of fAssur who is risjing up against me, if 
hee comes into my country, let [dea]th be your end. 

Thee enemy has already been mentioned before several times and is therefore not 'Discourse 
new,, Hearer old' in Diessel's terms. However, there seems to be some overlapping between 
Recognitionall  demonstratives and Anaphoric demonstratives referring to referents that are no 
longerr salient (see Himmelmann 1996: 236-239). The existence of a Recognitional ka- would 
certainlyy fit in the personal-based system of Hittite where Recognitional apa- already 
indicatess that something belongs to the domain of the Addressee, and Recognitional asi that 
somethingg belongs to the domain of the Other. 

II  wonder whether a constructed example like the following represents a recognitional 
usee of the English proximal demonstrative: 

3.177 You know, this friend of mine that visited me last year? 

Inn the preceding examples the referents of the recognitional demonstratives were restricted to 
objectss or persons. The following texts show us how the distal demonstrative can be used to 
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referr to events that were both familiar to Speaker and Addressee, but not yet introduced in 
thee discourse: 

3.188 KUB 22.70 obv. 61-63 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 74-75 

Himmelmannn 1996, 1997 does not explain why also non-distal demonstratives can be used recognitionally. 

Referencee to events should actually fall under Discourse Deixis. The similarities however between the eni kuit 
syntagmm and Recognitional asi kuis N are such that I believe that in this case the distinction between Discourse 
Deixiss and Recognitional Use cannot be upheld. 
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66 ''  e-ni^ma kuit MUNUS.LUGAL UN.MES-m? katta GUL-antes ANA dUTU-&  ISPUR 
ddUTU-$IzmazkanUTU-$Izmazkan memian menajijianda kanista nu kissan IQBI  lêzuazmu 
kuitkikuitki  mematteni ntas?kan ser karussiiat nu man ANA DINGIR-L/A f apat kuitki 
TUKU.TUKU-tf zz D\J-at ... 
Ass for  that (fact) (em), that the queen wrote to the king about the people who were 
beatenn up, and (that) the king recognized the affair  facing (him), and thus said: "You 
(pi.)) must not tell me anything!" , and (that) he became silent (about it) , if that 
becamee (a reason for) some anger  for  the deity, ... 

Thiss whole project of covering something up has not been mentioned before in this 
completelyy preserved oracle text. The eni kuit clause obviously introduces an event into the 
discoursee that happened somewhere in the past. This passage makes furthermor e clear  that 
thee deity is well aware of what happened, and that the affair  might even have disturbed the 
deity.. The event is not only not part of the physical surroundings and part of the shared 
knowledgee of speaker  (oracle inquirer ) and addressee (deity), but is also private information. 
Ass with the example of the painful feet of the king (ex. 3.13), the assumption that the cover-
upp operation belongs to general knowledge is unlikely. 

3.2.3.. Summary 

Thee organization of the Hittit e deictic demonstrative system around Speaker, Addressee and 
Otherr  is mirrore d in the recognitional use of demontratives. The proximal ka-, medial apa-
andd distal asi are all allowed in constructions where the Speaker  wants to evoke in the mind 
off  the Addressee some pre-existing mental representation of an entity or  event. The 
knowledgee thus derived from the memory of the Addressee has to be shared and private, 
otherwisee Recognitionals are not used (see 2.2.1.2.). Recognitional demonstratives already 
occurr  in Old Hittit e (see Chapter  4). 

Inn 3.2.1.1 stated that the nature of Recognitionally used demonstratives requires more 
orr  less active Addressees. The appropriate genres in Hittit e could be letters, vows, narration 
addressingg an audience, Direct Speech and oracles. Indeed Recognitional demonstratives are 
attestedd in vows, narration addressing an audience (which includes treaties), Direct Speech 
andd oracles. 

Itt  has not been recognized before in linguistic or  typological literatur e that in a person-
basedd system all demonstratives can be used recognitionally. 

Recognitionallyy used demonstratives are always centering and Focus. 

RecognitionalRecognitional Use 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
demN demN 

Tablee 3.2: The Recognitional matrix. 

3.3.. Anaphora and the continuity procedure 
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Inn this section I wil l discuss reference to discourse entities that are salient. As explained in 
2.2.3.2,, salient entities are usually referred to by zero, enclitics or unaccented pronouns. In 
thesee cases the entity referred to is the Established Topic. However, salient entities can also 
bee referred to by accented pronouns. The difference with the other expressions is that the 
entityy is now either an Unestablished Topic or in Focus. This works perfectly for Hittite. 

3.3.1.. The enclitic pronoun -a- and zero indicating the Established Topic 

Encliticc pronouns and zero's (usually the subject), being Established Topics, are always in 
thee highest focus of attention (see also 2.2.3.2.): 

3.199 KBo 3.34 ii 1-7 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 44-45 
11 mZidi LUZABAR.DAB êsta ABI LUGAL  DVG%ar^hardn iGESTIN-/?!  2 ANA fHista-
iiaraiiara  mMarattizia maniiahhis LUGAL-/ SlG^-antan GESTIN-arc hinkatta (0) 
apêdasszaapêdassza tamain GESTIN-a« piier apassza uit LUGAL-/ tet natta apün 
GESTINN -an piier LUGAL- us kuin austa apassza uit QATAMMA IQBI szan^astd-
77 "  ' -

arhaarha pêhuter szan ëssikir szas BA.US 
Zidii  was a 'bronze bowl keeper'. The father of the king assigned a harhara-vessel 
withh wine to Histayara and Maratti. He (Zidi, 0) provided the king with good wine, 
(but)) to them other wine was given! Thereupon one said to the king: 'They did not 
givee that wine which the king has seen'. And the other came and spoke likewise. So 
theyy brought him (-an) away, worked him (-an) over, and he (-as) died. 

Zidii  is introduced as the discourse topic in the first clause. He is therefore highly salient 
throughoutt the paragraph. This is probably the reason that there is no need to use his name at 
thee end of line 6 after a break of four sentences. The other participants, the king, Histayara 
andd Maratti are either referred to by a definite noun phrase or accented pronouns. 

Ass we have seen in 2.1.3.2.1. (ex. 2.16), a highly salient entity may still be expressed 
ass an accented pronoun if the referent is not expected as an argument of the predicate (in FG 
terms)) of the clause. But here all predicates occurring with Zidi as an argument stand in a 
logicall  relation with what Zidi actually did: deceiving the king. 

3.3.2.. The accented pronoun apa- as Unestablished Topic expression 

Inn the preceding example Zidi remained a highly salient topic and the predicates in which he 
appearedd as an argument were not contra-expectational. The following example differs in the 
aspectt of contra-expectation only: 

3.200 KUB 36.104 obv. 9'-l l '  (OS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 32-33 
§§ 9' KUR Arzauiia mNunnu LÜ URUHurm[(a)] ^ê^sta[ (KÜ.BABBAR:=/)tf GUSKI(N)]  10' 
[n]atta[n]atta  udai kuit uemizz[(i a-pa-)Ya^-sa p[ar(nazssa pittaizzi)] [(sa)]an LÜ 
U R UU r r 1 —  f f * V 

HundaraHundara isiahhis 
Inn Arzawa Nunnu was the representative of Hurma. But he did not bring in the silver 
andd gold. Whatever he found, he_ (surprisingly) carried (it) to his estate. The 
representativee of Hundara denounced him. 
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Again,, the referent, Nunnu, is the discourse topic and remains in the center of attention, so 
nothingg should have prevented a zero for the subject 'he'. The Topic apas of the clause a-pa-
a-saa-sa parnazssa pittaizzi is selected from an implied set of competing referents, as in the 
Implicitlyy Contrastive Topic in 2.2.3.3.2. The implication is that he takes the collected taxes 
too his own estate while other ambassadors would have taken it to the palace. In other words, 
thee content of the VP in relation to the Subject-topic is highly unexpected. This is indicated 
byy -al-ma. The use of apa- with -al-ma is described in 9.4.3. 

Another,, more familiar, context for the accented pronoun is topic-shift. The pronoun 
apasapas is in that case referring to the less topical, but still salient entity (2.2.3.3.1.). 

3.211 IBoT 1.36 i 33-37 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Güterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 8-9 
manzan^zazkanmanzan^zazkan 34 sêhunanzazpat tamaszi n^a[s\ A]NA LVME$EDUTIM hümandas 
355 EGlR-an huuai nu*ssi\ kuis LV[ME$E]DIJ pirassit artari nu^ssi} tezzix 
DUGDUGkaltiia?uakaltiia?ua kattan paimi{ a-pa-a-sa ̂para dametani luME$EDIk tezzi a-pa-
sasakk para LlJtarriianalli  tezzi 
Onlyy if a bodily urge bothers hiirij , h^ wil l move behind all the guards, and the 
bodyguardjj  who stands before himj, to hinij hq wil l say: 'Tj will go to the pot." He$ 
thenn says (it) forth to another bodyguard*, he  ̂ then says (it) forth to a man of third 
rank. . 

Theree are several persons that are salient at some point of the discourse. The first topic switch 
occurss after nu^ssi tezzi (+ Direct speech) 'to him he wil l say: ...'. The bodyguard has 
expressedd his needs to his fellow guard who then has to pass the message to his neighbour in 
turn.. This switch of topic-subject is indicated by means of the accented pronoun apa- with 
-al-ma. -al-ma. 

3.3.3.. The accented pronoun apa- as Argument Focus expression 

Thee pronoun apa- is also used to indicate the Focus in a clause. Typically, in Hittite the 
referentss of Focal apa- are highly salient and sometimes even the Topic of the preceding 
clausee (see 2.2.3.3.3.). 

Inn the following I wil l concentrate on Counter-presuppositional Focus. The main 
functionn of this type of Focus is countering a possible existing representation in the mind of 
ann Addressee. Dik 1997: 332 distinguishes five types of Counter-presuppositional Focus: 
Rejecting,, Selecting, Replacing, Expanding and Restricting Focus. The last three are 
illustratedd by means of some Hittite examples. There were no examples of Rejecting Focus in 
myy corpus, and for Selecting Focus I refer to chapter 8. 

3.3.3.1.3.3.3.1. Replacing Focus 

Thee speaker assumes that the addressee might have some incorrect information. Replacing 
Focuss replaces that information by the correct information. The following example is adapted 
fromm Dik 1997: 333 (ex. 48): 

3.222 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples 
SS corrects: (He didn't buy APPLES,) he bought BANANAS 
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Inn the second part of the construction the idea that he bought something is presupposed. 
BANANASS is the Replacing Focus. Similarly, in Hittite the predicate containing the Replacing 
Focuss is also presupposed: 

3.233 IBoT 1.36 i 20-21 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:4-5 5 

21 1 

.... nzasta man appizzis DUMU.É.GAL  para uizzi man?si LÜ.SUKUR.GUSKIN 
ÜLÜL pdi nzasta kuuapi para GAL-is DUMU.É.GAL  uizzi nassu UGULA.10 nasma 
NIMGIR.ÉRIN.ME SS [L^MES]EDI  uizzi nu GI  a-pe-e-da-ni pianzi 
Iff  a low-ranking palace-attendant comes forth, the golden-spear man does not give it 
(aa key) to him. When a high-ranking palace attendant comes forth, or an overseer of 
100 or an army-bailiff (or) [a gua]rd, they give the key to him (apedani). 

Thee negating part is n^anzsi LÜ.SUKUR.GUSKIN ÜL pdi 'the golden-spear man does not 
givee it (a key) to him', the correcting part is nu GI a-pe-e-da-ni pianzi 'they give the key to 
him.him.'' The nu GI ... pianzi is presupposed (and therefore has to be unaccented), so that the 
Focuss information 'to him' has to be expressed by means of an accented pronoun. Note that 
s$is$i 'to him' could have been used if just the cognitive status of the referent is taken into 
accountt and not also the Topic-Focus distribution in the clause: the referent is introduced in 
thee immediately preceding clause by means of a 'staging' predicate 'to come' (as in i 21). 
Typically,, the accented pronoun indicating Replacing Focus holds preverbal position (see 
furtherr chapter 8). 

3.332.3.332. Expanding Focus 

Thee speaker assumes that the addressee might have some correct information, but that it is not 
completee (Dik 1997: 333-334). Expanding Focus replaces that information by the correct 
information.. The following example is adapted from Dik 1997: 284 (ex. 49): 

3.244 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples 

SS corrects: Not only JOHN bought apples, also PETE did. 

Hittit ee is somewhat different because the predicate is nscessarilv repeated: 

3.255 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples 
SS corrects: Not only JOHN bought apples, also PETE bought apples/something to eat. 

Forr more discussion see chapter 7. 

3.266 KBo 3.4+ i 10-13 (NH annals, Mursili H, CTH 611), ed. Grélois 1988: 55 
ABUzSUtuazssiABUzSUtuazssi kuis LUGAL KUR HAITI  êsta nuzuarzas UR.SAG-w LUGAL-ws 
êstaêsta nuzuazza KUR.KUR.MES LUKÜR tar(a)hhan harta nuzuarzaszza DINGIR-
UM-isUM-is DV-at DUMU -SU * ma zuazssizza? kan n kuis ANA GI§GU.ZA ABI?$U esat 
nucuanucua a-pa-a-as-sa karü LV¥LAL-anza êsta13 nuzuarzan irmaliiattat nuzua^za 
a-pa-a-as-saa-pa-a-as-sa DINGlR-LIM-is  kisat 
Hiss father, who was the king of the Hittites, was a heroic king, and held the enemy 
countriess under control. (Then) he became a god. And his son who sat on the throne 
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off  his father, he too (apass=a) was in the past a strong man, but he became ill , and he 
tootoo (apass=a) became a god. 

Thee information that needs to be expanded upon is nu? uar ?as UR.SAG-W LUGAL-w s êsta 
'(he)) was a heroic king*  and nutuarzaszza DINGIR-L/M- w DU-at 'He became a god'. But 
thiss information does not only apply to the father  of the king, as one might think , it also 
appliess to his son Arnuwanda: nuzua a-pa-a-as-sa karü L1^KAL-anza êsta 'he too was in 
thee past a strong man' and nu*ua?za a-pa-a-as-sa DINGIR-L/M- w kisat 'He too became a 
god'.. Again, the Focus pronoun apa- with additive focus particle zya 'also, too' refers to a 
referentt  that is salient and the expected Topic. The accented pronoun indicating Expanding 
Focuss always holds first position (Initia l Position is defined as the position preceding the 
cliti cc chain in Wackernagel's position, First Position follows Wackernagel's position). 

3.3.3.3.3.3.3.3. Restricting Focus 

Thee speaker  assumes that the addressee might have some correct information, but also thinks 
thatt  something else is true. This last part of information needs correction (Dik 1997: 334). 
Restrictingg Focus replaces that part of the information by the correct information . The 
followingg example is adapted from Dik I.e. (ex. 50): 

3.277 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples and bananas 
SS corrects: He only bought APPLES 

3.288 KBo 6.2 i 16-19 (OS laws, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner  1997: 24 
§§ 16 [(takk)]u LÜ.U19.LU-<ZAi kuiski hünikzi tzan istarnikzi nu apün saktdizzi 
pedizssitmapedizssitma LU.Ul9.LU-an pdi nu É-rizssi 18 anniskizzi kuitmdnzas lazziatta 
mamasmamas lazziatta*ma 19 nuzsse 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi LÖA.ZUWa kussan a-pa-
a-as-pata-as-pat pai § 
Iff  anyone injures a (free) person and incapacitates him, he shall provide medical care 
forr  him, while in his place he shall give a(nother) man. He (the person who has been 
given)) shall work on his estate, until he recovers. When he recovers, he (the offender) 
shalll  pay him 6 sheqels and the doctor's fee, he shall pay (it ) instead (of the patient) . 

Ass we can see, the Hittite s in the older  period did not bother  to indicate what person was 
meantt  by he. We can only assume that the semantics of the predicate restrict the possible 
referents,, and that subject-switches need therefore not to be indicated by lexical noun phrases. 

Onee might expect that the one who is injured pays part of the doctor's fee, and that the 
injure rr  shares the bill . The restrictive particle zpat indicates that the bill is not supposed to be 
paidd by the injured party. Again, the referent of apas-pat is highly salient and both the 
sentencee and discourse topic. 

3.3.4.. The demonstratives 

3.3.4.1.3.3.4.1. Introduction 

744 Hoffner I.e.: "and shall pay the physician's fee as well". 
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Inn 2.3.3.4.1 listed two uses of salient demonstratives that are considered typologically valid: 

•• Immediate anaphora after first mention 
•• Demarcating discourse units 

II tentatively proposed to consider Immediate anaphora after first mention also as a variant of 
demarcatingg a discourse unit. In this section (3.3.4.) I want to see whether the same 
conclusionss can be reached for the Hittite salient demonstratives. Moreover, I will discuss the 
differencess between demonstrative NPs and 'definite' NPs on the one hand, and between the 
demonstrativee NPs themselves. 

AA first clue to the understanding of the use of salient anaphoric demonstratives in 
Hittitee is hidden in the Bronzetablet, a treaty which describes -among other things- the 
establishmentt of the borders between Hatti and the vice-kingdom of Tarhuntassa. The border 
descriptionn is usually expressed as: 'His border (as seen) from city X is city Yj (,Y2 . . . ) . 
Cityy Y, (,Y2 ...) lie(s) in Hulaya riverland'. The expression of the second mention of Y[ 
(,Y22 ...) depends on the number of cities mentioned in the preceding clause. When the 
numberr of cities is just one or two, the names are repeated: 

3.299 Bo 86/299 i 32-33 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 12-13 
UssazzssiUssazzssi Zaratas ZAG-as—Zaratas ? ma z kan IN A KUR Hulaia 

assanza assanza 
Hiss border (as seen) from Ussa is Zarata. Zarata lies in Hulaya riverland. 

3.300 Bo 86/299 i 26-28 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 10-11 
266 nuzssi I$TU KUR VRVPitassa ISTU ZAG URUArimmatta 21 VRVNahhantas 
VR{JVR{JHauttassassHauttassass ? a ZAG-as UEUNahhantas zma* kan 28 [jmHauttgssqsl * a IN A KUR 

HülaiaHülaia  assantes § 
Hiss border (as seen) from the country Pitassa, from the border of Arimatta, is 
Nahhantaa and Hauttassa. Nahhanta and Hauttassa lie in Hulaya riverland. 

Butt when the number of cities exceeds two, the repetition of names is replaced by the phrase 
kuskus URU - "* * these cities': 

3.311 Bo 86/299 I 50-52 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 12-13 
^Usaulazzmatssi^Usaulazzmatssi ZAG-za u™Hassuuantas 51 URVMilas VKUPalmatas mvHashasas 
VRVVRVSurasSuras URV$immuuantas 52 ZAG-af ku-u-uszma?kan URUDIDL1HI A WA KUR 

HülaiaHülaia  assantes § 
Hiss border (as seen) from the border of Usaula, is Hassuwanta, Mila, Palmata, 
Hashasa,, Sura, (and) Simmuwanta. These (kus= ...) cities lie in Hulaya riverland. 

Thee replacement of a list of nouns by means of a demonstrative description occurs also in 
otherr texts. Example 3.32 shows a list of similar entities, persons, replaced by a demonstrative 
description,, whereas example 3.33 illustrates the use of a demonstrative pronoun when the list 
consistss of nouns not belonging to the same class: 

3.322 KUB 23.72+ obv. 32-35 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 146) 
§§ 32 mWalua-LV-is LÜ u™$ullamma mKasiiaras LÜ v™Zanzaliia mAritku  LÜ 
VRUVRULillimaLillima  l 3 ™Ma<s>huilü LÜ VRVHinzüta fantas LÜ VRVWattarusna mHalpas 
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™$ïusas™$ïusas LÜ.MES URVAn[ ] 34 mUsapas LÜ URUTatoïSa mPahduuas LÜ 
URVURVAlatarmaAlatarma ™Akarkis LÜ mXiPalisna mPi[gganas LÜ URU ] 35 mHürus LÜ 
VRVVRVMararhaMararha mAggas LÜ mvTahisna ™Tahisallis LÜ URUHalma ke-e LÜ.MfES ] 
§ § 
Walwazitii  from Sullamma, Kasiyara from Zanzaliya, Aritk u from Lillima , Mashuilu 
fromm Hinzuta, Santa from Wattarusna, Halpa (and) Siusa from An[ ], Usapa from 
Tahhisa,, Pahauwa from Alatarma, Akark i from Palisna, Pi[ggana from . . . ] , Hum from 
Mararha,, Agga from Tahisna, Tahisalli from Halma. These (ke) mefn ] 

3.333 KBo 17.1+ iv 19-22 (OS ritual,  CTH 416.IA), ed. Otten &  Soucek 1969: 36-39 
halkiashalkias hars[(d)]r isjiiianda 20 [z]uVlA-ass?a har sar ishiianda ke-ezsan 
hümandKa)]hümandKa)] 2l \p\addanï têhhi n*e UIGhL-as MUNUS.LUGAL-awssa [(ki)]tkar* 
sametsamet têhhi 22 sëraazssan GAD-an pessiemi szus [(\A5-as)] natta auszi 
.... the heads of grain, tied together  and the heads of barley, tied together, all (ke=...) 
thesee (objects) I put on a sieve, and I place them near  the heads of king and queen. On 
topp (of the sieve with its contents) I throw a linen-cloth. No man shall see them. 

Ass can be derived from the examples above, a demonstrative description may be used instead 
off  the repetition of a list of names or  objects, indicating the superordinate class to which these 
entitiess belong (i.e., the classifying use of salient demonstratives, see Maes &  Noordman 
1995::  262f., Cornish 1999: 57, and 2.3.3.4.). Three questions now have to be answered. One, 
whyy are the enclitics not used? The answer  to this question discusses the difference between 
encliticss on the one hand, and accented pronouns, demonstrative descriptions and definite 
nounn phrases on the other  hand (3.3.4.2.). Two, why are the accented pronouns not used? 
Thiss answer  delimits and defines the field of both types of noun phrases (3.3.4.3.), and 
finally,finally,  three: what is the difference between a definite noun phrase and a demonstrative 
description,, including the difference between the demonstratives themselves (3.3.4.4., see 
alsoo 3.4.)? 

3.3.4.2.3.3.4.2. Enclitics versus free forms 

Thee first question is relatively easy to answer. As was discussed in 3.3.1., enclitics in Hittite , 
thee cognates of unaccented pronouns in English, are only used to indicate the Established 
Topic.. In none of the examples above are the discourse referents, though salient, expected as 
Topics.. The border  descriptions (exx. 3.29-3.31) do not deal with the individual cities, but 
withh the borders. The borders are the Sentence Topic, the element that the clause is about, and 
alsoo the main discourse topic. Given the list structure, a new member of the list is expected, 
nott  an elaboration on the cities. (A discussion on the structure of the discourse follows in the 
answerr  to the second question.) The unexpectedness as a Sentence Topic in contrast with the 
Topicc of the preceding clause, the border, is also indicated by the adversative marker  zma. 

Inn ex. 3.32 the men are introduced as an extra clausal constituent whose pragmatic 
functionn in the following clause is not yet established at the moment of the utterance. But 
beingg the only discourse referents in the paragraph, they are on the other  hand expected to 
takee up their  role in the discourse somehow. I would like to classify this type of use as the 
ImmediateImmediate anaphora after first mention (see 2.3.3.4.1.). 

Ex.. 3.33 also starts with an enumeration. (The other  members of the list are not cited 
here.)) The next clause returns to the actions of the ritual practitioner , the I person who is the 
Sentencee Topic. This time the elements of the list appear  in object function in the Focus 
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domain.. Again, it is not clear what role the elements of the list are going to perform in the 
clausee after the enumeration. So although the lists in the last two examples are expected to 
functionn as discourse topics, they are not necessarily the Established Topic in the following 
clause.. This prevents the use of enclitic pronouns. 

33.4.3.33.4.3. Accented pronouns versus lexical noun phrases 

Iff  a salient discourse entity does not function as an Established Topic, it may be referred to by 
meanss of an accented pronoun (see 2.3.3.3. and for Hittite 3.3.2., 3.3.3.). We actually have an 
examplee from the border description above where the cities are not referred to by kus N but 
byy the accented pronoun apus 'they (subj.pl.comm.)'. The question is therefore, what is the 
differencee between kus N and apus if the only factor influencing the choice of expressions 
couldd be Established Topic versus the Unexpected Topic and the Focus? 

3.344 Bo 86/299 i 68-77 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 14-15 
§§ 68 SAB' KUR VRU*V-taS!a*ia*kan kuies URUD,DLlWl A SA LUGAL KUR U R U / / A 7 T / 69 
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esereser (followed by 8 lines of names of cities) a-pu-u-us-s^a z ssi piiantes 
Andd as for the cities belonging to the king of Hatti that lie in Tarhuntassa, ..., they too 
(apuss=a)(apuss=a) are given to him (= Kurunta, king of Tarhuntassa). 

Heree apus functions as an Expanding Focus pronoun (3.3.3.2.). The preceding text made it 
clearr that Tudhaliya has decided to give several border cities to Kurunta, so the idea of giving 
iss presupposed. The amazing thing is that also some Hittite cities inside Tarhuntassa are 
handedd over to Kurunta. The difference with the preceding examples is that the cities in this 
examplee already function as part of a discourse unit, their discourse topic-hood is already 
establishedd through the as for clause (the relative clause in i 68). 

Too sum up for salient entities, enclitics are used for Established Topics, and accented 
pronounss are used to indicate Argument Focus and Unexpected or Contrastive Topics. What 
theyy have in common is that they function inside discourse units. This leads us to the domain 
off  discourse borders and new discourse units, or the hierarchical structure of discourse. We 
alreadyy have seen in ex. 3.29-3.31 that names and demonstrative descriptions could alternate 
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inn the same environment, that is, the digression from the main discourse structure . Ex. 3.32 
cann be considered as Anaphora after first mention, and 3.33 as a return to the main line of the 
discourse,, to the actions of the practitioner. I here adduce an example of Anaphora after first 
mentionn (comparable to ex. 3.32) where the anaphor is a 'definite' noun phrase to show that 
thiss type of anaphora is not restricted to demonstrative descriptions: 

3.355 KBo 3.1+ i 10-11 (OH/NS narration, CTH 19), ed. Hoffmann 1984: 14-15 
oo 10 r / - U R U r 7 M - .v U R U T - r / M U R U , , w URUr - , U R U 7 , ; 11 

§§ l( H)\upisna ruu\\an)\uua Nenassa Landa Zallara 
[(( )]Parsuhanta Lusna nu utnë maniiahheskir 
Hupisna,, Tuwanuwa, Nenassa, Landa, Zallara, Parsuhanta (and) Lusna: they (the 
emperor'ss sons) administered these lands (utne, in Hittite no demonstrative). 

755 In this part of the Bronze Tablet the main structure is a list, an enumeration of borders following the general 
patternn 'Seen from X, Y is the border,' rephrased 'the border as seen from X - Y \ The border is the main 
discoursee topic, and the Subject Y is not a topical Subject, but a predicational Subject, a Subject in New Focus. 
InIn terms of Rhetorical Structure Analysis, the list part 'Seen from X, Y is the border' is the Issue, whereas the 
secondd part is a background or elaboration adjunct. The demonstrative description or the name is part of a 
backgroundd node. 
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Inn the remainder  of this section I wil l discuss the occurrence of demonstrative NPs at 
discoursee nodes. 

Foxx (1987) found that the rhetorical structure of a text influenced the choice of referrin g 
expressions.. She noted that 'ful l NPs in expository written texts are often used at the 
beginningg of rhetorical units where pronouns could have been appropriate' (o.c. 143), that is, 
thosee NPs refer  to entities that are salient. In Hittit e we have examples of both demonstrative 
descriptionss and 'definite' noun phrases in the first clause of a digressing discourse unit. In 
thee two following examples, the description of the area is an aside and serves to explain how 
difficul tt  the actions of the king are: 

3.366 KUB 14.15 Hi 39-44 (NH Annals, Mursil i II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Götze 1933: 54-55 
399 [nu dUTU-5/ (IN)]A  ^RSAGAhnnanda pdun g-sizma [(mB^A}üAr£nngndg}s 
mekki]mekki] 40 [(n)]akkis aruniziazaszkan parranda pdnza na[(mmazas mekki 
parkus)}parkus)} uarhuistas 41 namma^as ^pêrunanza nu*kan iSTU ANSE.KUR.RA.MES 

s[(ards[(ard pennuma)]nzi ÜL DU-rz 42 NAM.RAMESzmazan pankus harta ÉRIN.MES-
iazkaniazkan pank[(us ser êsta)] nut:kan I$TU ANSE.KUR.RA.MES43 kuit sard 
pennumanzipennumanzi 0[(L kisat nu d)UTU-£/ A]NA KARAS.fll.A GÏR-I V peran hüiianun 
II  [My Majesty] went to mount Arinnanda. — Now, that mount Arinnanda (asi=ma 
HURSAGHURSAGArinnandas)Arinnandas) is [very] steep and it goes down into the sea. Further, it is very 
highh and bush-grown. (And) moreover, it is rocky, and it is not possible to drive up 
(too it) with horses. — Now, the refugees all held it and the soldiers all were on top (of 
it) .. And given the fact that it was impossible to drive up with horses, I, My Majesty 
ledd the troops by foot. 

Thee mountain is salient, being explicitly expressed in the preceding clause, but not the 
Establishedd Topic. Reference with an enclitic is therefore not possible. The accented pronoun 
apa-apa- on the other  hand indicates Unexpected Topics. As we wil l see in the Chapters 7, 8 and 
99 on apa- however, the clauses containing apa- are almost always pushing forward the 
narration ,, and are never  found in subordinate discourse units. Therefore, given that the 
mountain-sectionn is a description, a real background (see also the switch from past tense to 
presentt  tense nominal clauses), we do not expect to find the emphatic pronoun apa-. In fact, 
-ma-ma should have been enough, lik e in 3.29 and in the nextt  example, indicating the new Topic 
inn a background unit. 

3.377 KBo 5.8 ii 18-26 (NH annals, Mursil i II , CTH 61II) , ed. Götze 1933: 152-153 
mmHütupianzanzmaHütupianzanzma 19 DUMU.LUGAL  DVMV mZidd GAL  L^MESEDI  mZidds kuis 20 

ANAANA ABIzYA §ESz$U êsta nu ABUzYA21 uni mHutupiianzan DUMU mZidd GAL 
LVMESEDILVMESEDI  IN A KUR m^Pald 22 uatarnahta KUR miPald^ma PL kuitki  23 

pafyjiassanuuanpafyjiassanuuan KUR-TUM êsta 24 URU.BAD EGlR-pa appannas A$RU NU.GAL 
kuiskikuiski 25 êsta dagdn esantat KUR-e êsta 2 mHutupiianzas z ma KUR uwPald 
pahjiastat pahjiastat 
Now,, Hutupianza (ace.) Prince, son of Zida, the Head of the Bodyguard -Zida who 

wass a brother  of my father-, that Hutupianza, son of Zida, the Head of the Bodyguard, 
myy father  summoned to Pala. —Pala however  was a completely unprotected country: 
theree was no fortifie d city, no place to retreat to. (It ) was a 'they were living (straight) 
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onn the land' country.— Hutupianza however protected Pala (by building fortresses 
andd retreats in the mountains). 

II  wil l return to the difference between a name or definite noun phrase and a demonstrative 
descriptionn in 3.3.4.4. 

Inn the same vein, a return to the main line after a digression can be indicated by means 
off  a demonstrative description: 

3.388 KBo 3.4+ iii 42-44 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 611), ed. Grélois 1988: 66 
§§ MU.KAM-annizma INA ̂ RSAGAsharpaia pdun nuzza ^RSAGAsharpaian 
kuinkuin  43 URVGasgas esan harta nu $A KUR {]RUPald KASKAL.ME S karassan harta 

nunu u-ni $A ^ {JRSAGAsharpaia ^^Gaskan zahhiianun 
Now,, in that year I went to mount Asharpaya. —Asharpaya, which was settled by a 
Gasgaa city, had (its) roads of the country of Pala cut off (by them).— I fought that 
(uni)(uni) Gasga-city of mount Asharpaya 

3.399 KUB 14.17 obv. ii 31-35 (NH Annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Götze 1933: 88-89 
311 [nu mPiH\huniias kuis LÜ URVGasga LÜ muTipiia ësta 32 [kuitm]an * kan ABU* 
YAYA INA  KUR.KUR.ME S Hurri  ësta mPihhuniias*ma 33 [KUR UGU-r] / vm]Istitina ? ia 
G\JL-anneski[t]G\JL-anneski[t] nzas para [INA  ÜRlJZa]zzisa ar[askit] nuzkan a-si mPihhuniias 
355 [ÜL SA ...]x-ga-ni-x [iua]r  taparta 
Pihhuniya,, who was a Gasgaean, a man from Tipiya, — as long as my father was in 
thee Hurrian countries, Pihhuniya attacked the Upper Country and Istitina, and he 
reachedd out [to Za]zzisa — that Pihhuniya [did not] rule like [ ] 

Althoughh the rest of the text is broken, it is likely that Pihunniya and his hostile actions are 
thee local discourse topic, because Pihhuniya is assigned topic-hood through his introduction 
inn a kui-c\misc in ii 31. After this introduction an embedded digression describes how also 
Mursili'ss father had had his difficulties with Pihunniya. Then Mursili returns to the 
descriptionn of Pihhuniya, which had started in ii 31. Interesting here is that, contrary to the 
precedingg two examples, asi Pihhuniya refers back to the preceding clause where he was the 
Subjectt and the Topic. The referent of Pihhuniya is therefore the Established Topic, and 
nothingg should have prevented the use of a zero or an enclitic pronoun. The only reason left 
forr using a demonstrative adnominal with a name for an Established Topic, is the structure of 
thee discourse. 

Thee next example shows that also the medial demonstrative determiner apa- may be 
usedd to indicate a boundary in the discourse: 

3.400 KUB 14.14 + rev. 21'-23'  (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 I), ed. Lebrun 1980: 198, 
201. . 
§§ 21 DINGIR.ME S EN.MES r̂A $A mDudhaliia kuit êshar EGIR-a/i sanhatUeni] 21 

""  23' 

nuzkannuzkan mDudhaliian kuiês kuennir nu eshar apus sarnin[kir\ nu KUR 
URl}URl}HattiziaHattizia a-pa-a-as ishananza arha namma zinne[sta] 
Ass for the blood of Dudhaliya that you, o gods, my lords, are seeking, — (but mind 
this:)) the ones who killed Dudhaliya, it is they who [have] retributed the blood —, 
thatt blood (you're seeking) further ende[d] the land of Hatti too. 

766 Compare Houwink ten Cate 1967: 46 n. 9: "(and) they were lowland (countries)". 
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Inn the first clause, the eshar 'blood' is introduced as the discourse topic in a to'-clause. 
Immediatelyy after  this introduction however, a new unit is started, again by means of a kui-
clause.. The new local discourse topic is not the seeking of the blood, but the persons who 
committedd a murder, and the fact that they already paid for  their  crime a long time ago. The 
problemm Mursil i is dealing with is why the gods are still seeking revenge, thereby destroying 
thee land of Hatti . Lik e in example 3.39, the initia l relative clause with kuit eshar 'what blood' 
iss picked up after  a digression by means of the demonstrative description apas ishananza 
'thatt  blood'. 

3.3.4.4.3.3.4.4. 'Definite' noun phrases and the three demonstratives versus each other 

Inn the preceding discussion we have seen several examples of the proximal demonstrative ka-, 
thee medial demonstrative apa- and the distal demonstrative asi marking a discourse boundary 
(forr  figure see 3.4.2.2.). The next and last question to be addressed is, what is the difference 
betweenn noun phrases without demonstrative and those with ha-, apa- or  asi? The proposal 
madee here for  the difference between Hittit e definite NPs and names on the one hand and 
demonstrativee NPs on the other  hand should be further  investigated, but I wil l here present a 
hintt  towards a possible solution. 

Inn 3.1.1 presented the deictic demonstratives with their  deictic contrasts: proximal ka-
referss to a referent viewed as belonging to the cognitive space of Speaker, medial apa- is 
viewedd as belonging to the cognitive space of the Addressee and finally , distal asi refers to a 
thir dd party which is outside the cognitive space of Speaker  and Addressee. The examples 
abovee and the discussion in the chapters on the individual demonstratives show that also the 
usee of the demonstratives when structurin g the discourse depends on the cognitive space to 
whichh a referent belongs. This membership is not required by some linguistic rule but 
dependss on how the Speaker  views the world and what s/he intends to convey to the 
Addressee.. The difference is therefore part of the rhetorical toolbox of the Speaker. 

Forr  example, why should mount Arinnanda in ex. 3.36 be referred to by asi 
ArinnandasArinnandas or  Gasga by uni Gasgan in ex. 3.38, but Pala simply by Pala in ex. 3.37? The 
solutionn lies in the political constellation at the time. Pala belongs to the land of Hatti at the 
timee of Suppiluliuma, whereas Mount Arinnanda in the far  west, close to Millawanda 
(Milete),, is a hostile area and to be attacked by Mursili . Arinnanda belongs to the cognitive 
spacespace of the Other, and Mursil i stresses this fact, in case one might not know this. With ex. 
3.388 the Gasga are depicted as hostile, and therefore not belonging to the space of the Speaker 
andd Addressee (the audience or  reader), and the same of course is true of Pihhuniya in ex. 
3.39. . 

Similarly ,, the medial demonstrative determiner  apa- is used to indicate that the 
Speakerr  stresses the localization of the referent in the cognitive space of the Addressee. This 
cann be seen in ex. 3.40. This example is part of a prayer  of Mursil i to the gods, the 
Addressees.. The demonstrative apa- stresses the fact that the blood the gods are seeking is 
reallyy not the matter  anymore of Mursili , since the culprit s have already been found. 
Therefore,, the blood seems to be a matter  of the gods only, not of the Speaker  and not of the 
Others. . 

Thee proximal demonstrative ka- is often used to refer  to an enumeration (exx. 3.31, 
32,, 33). But that is not necessary, as can be illustrated by means of ex. 3.35. The proximal 
ka-ka- also indicates that the entities are relevant for  the Speaker  in the here and now. 

Thee same division of labor  as described here occurs when we observe the use of 
demonstrativess when referrin g to entities that are not salient, as section 3.4. will show. 
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Butt what happens if the Speaker does not want to make use of his/her rhetorical 
toolbox?? If his/her attitude is neutral? It could be that in that case a bare NP is used. There is 
aa possibility however that ka- is the most neutral, the least marked, of the three 
demonstrativess (see sections 6.5.5. and 6.8.). This would lead to the following division of 
functions: : 

1.. If the cohesion of the discourse does not need to be restored, use a bare NP. 
2.. If the cohesion of the discourse needs to be restored: use a demonstrative NP. 

a.. If the Speaker attitude is neutral, use ka-. 
b.. If not, use either ka-, apa- or asi, depending on assignment to cognitive space 

off  Speaker, Addressee or Other. 

3.3.5.. Summary and conclusions 

Whenn the referent of an anaphoric expression is salient, everything could be used: 0, -a-, apa-, 
ka-ka- + N, apa- + N, asi + N. There is clear difference however between in node and across 
nodee reference. Inside a node only 0, -a- and Focal apa- were used, whereas the 
demonstrativee descriptions (and not the demonstrative pronouns!) usually occurred when the 
thematicc continuity had somehow diminished. 

Thee demonstrative ka- was used in connection with the Speaker, apa- with the 
Addresseee and asi with the Other. 

Anaphora-Anaphora- Continuity procedure 
inn node 

E-Topic c 
0,, -a-

U-Topic c 
apa-apa-

A-Focus s 
apa-apa-

acrosss node 

U-Topic c 
demdem N 

U-Topic c 
demdem N 

Tablee 3.3. The Anaphora-continuity matrix. 

3.4.. Anaphora and the centering procedure — Demonstratives again 

3.4.1.. Introduction 

AA completely different context for demonstratives is the retrieval of a referent that is not 
salientt at the moment of the utterance. Usually the antecedent is found some clauses or larger 
discoursee units earlier. Clearly, pronouns are excluded in such a context, but what conditions 
thee choice between a definite noun phrase and a demonstrative noun phrase? And is there a 
differencee between the proximal and non-proximal demonstratives? As I proposed above, 
bothh Hittite 'definite' noun phrases and demonstrative descriptions are used in the same 
environmentt if we consider the combination of the parameters 'salience' and 'topic-hood'. 
Discoursee referents that are salient but were not expected to be the topic of the next clause, 
aree not expressed by pronouns but by a noun phrase. Whether a demonstrative determiner is 
usedd depends on the extra information a Speaker wants to provide. The Speaker emphasizes 
thee cognitive space -his own space, the space of the Addressee, the space of the Other- in 
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whichh a referent resides by adding the appropriate demonstrative. For consistency reasons we 
expectt this to function also with respect to discourse referents that are not salient anymore. 
Eachh of the following examples will be discussed according to this parameter, sometimes in 
comparisonn with a similar passage with noun phrase but without demonstrative. 

3.4.2.. Demonstratives and discourse boundaries 

3.4.2.1.3.4.2.1. Some attestations of demonstratives on discourse boundaries 

Generally,, lexical noun phrases, including the ones with a demonstrative determiner, are used 
too refer to antecedents that are separated from the noun phrase by a major discontinuity in the 
discourse.. Discontinuities are caused by episodic changes, shifts in location, and intervention 
byy direct speech (see for example Lichtenberk 1996: 386 with references). In this section I 
wil ll  discuss the connection between demonstratives that refer to non-salient demonstratives 
andd discourse boundaries (for salient referents see section 3.3.). 

Thee discontinuities that are easiest to detect in Hittite are paragraph boundaries and 
insertionss of direct speech. Of each of the two types I wil l give examples of the three 
demonstratives,, if possible. First some of the examples with reference across paragraph 
boundaries: : 

3.411 KUB 1.1 ii 66-71 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 16-17 
nuzzanuzza kê KUR.KUR.MES Xdannatta 67 iSTU NÏ.TEzYA EGlR-pa asesanunun nz 
atat EGIR-pa mvHattusan iianun 
§§6969GlM-an?maGlM-an?ma uit S[(ES?Y)]A kuuapi IN A KUR Mizrï pait nuzza 
KUR.KUR.MESS hue ke-e EGlR-pa asesanu[(nu)]n nu KARAS ANSE.KUR.R[(A.MES)] 
711 kêl SA KUR-77 ANA SEŜ KA lafrfri  IN A KUR Mizrï 72 GAM-an pêfiutenun 
II  resettled these empty countries on my own and made them Hittite again. 
§§ But when it happened that my brother went at a certain moment to Egypt, as for 
thesee countries (KUR.KUR.MES kue kê) that I had resettled, I led the army and the 
horsess of these countries (actually sg.!) down to my brother on campaign to Egypt. 

Thee countries in ii 70 are completely identifiable by means of the relative clause. Actually 
everyy reference to these countries is done with ka-\ in ii 55-56 'He let me to these countries. 
Thesee unpopulated countries he gave to me in control: ... \ ii 63 'These unpopulated countries 
whichh my brother had placed in my hand, ... '. The following references are cited in the 
examplee above, ii 66 'I resettled these empty countries on my own and made them Hittite 
again'' and ii 70 'as for these countries that I had resettled'. Clearly Hattusili stresses every 
timee his control over these countries by using the Speaker-demonstrative ka-. The only time 
thatt these countries are not in his control he simply uses a definite noun phrase: 

3.422 KUB 1.1 iii 57-58 (NH egodocument, Hattusili HI, CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 20-21 
CO O 

[(KUR.KUR.ME SS gja kue dannatta amm)]uk EGIR-pa [(asesanunun nuzmuzkan 
apëziaapëzia jiümanda)] arjia das 
Alsoo the unpopulated countries that I had resettled, all of them too he took away from 
me! ! 
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Hattusili'ss nephew Urhi-Tessub, Great-King by now, has decided to take all his uncle's 
lordshipss away from him, even the ones Hattusili had populated himself. Notice the stressed 
firstt person pronoun ammuk in Replacing Focus position, indicating that not Urhi-Tessub but 
Hattusilii  repopulated these countries, in case one might think otherwise. Obviously the 
countriess are not in his control anymore, so they cannot be referred to by means of ka~. 

Inn the next example it is apa- N that refers across a paragraph boundary. 

3.433 HK M 27 obv. 3-10 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 166-167 
§§ 3 [S\A LUKÜR kuit uttar 4 hatraes —KVR-zazkan mahhan ^^Kasasan 6 

TahazzimunannTahazzimunann ? a zïkizzi mat ASME 
§§ 8 n z asta a-pa-a-as — KÜR kuuapi naiskittari nu £ mu hatreski § 
Ass for the affair of the enemy that you wrote about, how the enemy keeps laying (his 
handss on) Kasasa and Tahazzimuna, I have taken notice of it. 
§§ Wherever that enemy (apas LUKUR) turns away to, write (it) to me. 

ThatThat enemy refers back across a paragraph line to LUKÜR 'the enemy' in obv. 4. The enemy is 
clearlyy in the domain of the Addressee of the letter, Himuili, the governor of the district, and 
nott considered to be part of the domain of the king as the sender of the letter: it is Himuili's 
responsibilityy to track the movements of the enemy. In the next example we see again 
referencee across a paragraph line, but this time the writer did not feel the need to add a 
demonstrative: : 

3.444 HK M  46 rev. 8-17 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 200-201 
§§ 8 nzaszkan man IN A KUR ^VRSAGËakaddunuua parëan paizzi man EGlR-pa 
kuuatgakuuatga n uahnuzi maszkan KUR-/a anda uizzi nu^ssi EGIR-a/i naui 
kuitkikuitki tekkussiiaizzi 
§§ 15 man*kan dUTU-5/ BELIzYA BELU 16 kuinki para naitti n mama KUR-i 
——KURKUR OL dammishaizzi § 
Whetherr he (the enemy) comes across the Sakaddunuwa-mountain or whether he 
perhapss wil l turn back and enter the countryside, nothing yet shows up behind it (the 
mountain)) . 

ff  I f / 

§§ (If ) you, My Majesty, my Lord, would send over some general, the enemy ( KUR) 
wouldd not damage the country. 

Inn this example no demonstrative is used, although reference is made across a paragraph 
boundary.. The letter is written by Adadbeli to the king. He reports the movement of the 
enemyy towards the area he, but not the king, stays in. The enemy is therefore only in 
Adadbeli'ss area. According to my theory the Addressee oriented apa- is therefore excluded, 
andd the only possibility is that the sender wants to stress that the enemy is in his own area by 
meanss of ka-. But this is not likely since the sender tries to share the responsibility with the 
kingg by asking him to send a general. 

Andd also the distal asi + N can refer to another paragraph. 

3.455 KUB 14.8 obv. 31'-32' (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 II) , ed. Lebrun 1980: 206, 
212. . 

777 CHD L-N 421 differently: 'He has not yet left any indication behind'. Alp 1991: 202: 'Hinter ihm lasst sich 
nochh nichts bemerken'. 
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nuzianuzia mahhan e-ni TUPPA 32 SA KUR URVMizri  piran uemiianun n*at ISTU 
DINGIR-UMDINGIR-UM  ariianun 
Afterr I had come across that tablet (eni TUPPA) dealing with Egypt, I performed an 
oraclee inquiry through a deity. 

Thee demonstrative description eni TUPPA 'that tablet' refers back to the tablet which is 
mentionedd in obv. 13': the tablet containing the Kurustamma treaty. In the present clause the 
tablett is described as 'the tablet dealing with Egypt', which should be enough to distinguish it 
fromm all other possible tablets. So why use the demonstrative eni if the phrase TUPPA $A KUR 
VRVVRVMizriMizri  would have been sufficient? The participants that are involved with the prayer are 
Mursilii  II and the deity. The treaty with Egypt on the other hand was broken by 
Suppiluliuma,, the father of Mursili II . Resulting from this violation a severe plague had been 
sweepingg the land far into the reign of Mursili. Mursili takes the blame although he explicitly 
statess that it did not happen in his time, but rather in his father's time. So in order to stress the 
factt that the tablet containing the treaty did not belong to his own cognitive space, and 
certainlyy not to the deity's, he uses the distal demonstrative eni, referring to the cognitive 
spacee of the Other and thus distancing himself from it. 

Inn my corpus I have also a few references of ka- + Noun, apa- + Noun and asi + Noun 
crossingg direct speech boundaries. The clearest example of the connection between the 
domainn of responsibility and the use of the demonstratives is provided by the next example 
wheree we even have an alternation of two demonstratives: 

3.466 KUB 6.41 i 34-38 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 68), ed. Friedrich 1926: 110-111 
%%ll**  mafytyinzma dUTU-̂ 7 uni memian AËME nu dUTU-S/ m?lS.TVR-an 35 ÜL kuitki 
\$UL-uanni\$UL-uanni sanhun man piran para [ÜL kuitki]  #UL-ahhun nu kissan AQBI 
paimizuapaimizua u-ni memian [EGTR-pa anda] tittanumi nu sard tiianun nu ke-e-da-

""  38 

nini  memi\(i)ani EGIR-pa] anda tittanumanzi paun 
Butt when I, My Majesty, heard about that affair, I, My Majesty, did not seek for evil 
againstt Mashuiluwa at all. I had [not] acted evilly [at all] before towards him. I spoke 
inn this way: "I wil l go set that (uni) affair [right again]." I arose and went to settle this 
(kedani)(kedani) affair. 

Inn the preceding paragraph of this treaty between Mursili and Kupanta-Kurunta it is described 
howw Mashuiluwa started to alienate the people of Pitassa and even some Hittite subjects from 
thee Hittite empire, trying to engage into fight. The first uni memian in i 34 refers to this 
affair.. When the King speaks about it, he uses uni memian, but in the following narrative part 
hee uses kedani memiani. So why this alternation? The decision to straighten out the problems 
meanss that the King has drawn the problem into his sphere of influence, and considers it his 
responsibility.. In the first two examples of memiya- on the other hand, the affair is still the 
resultt of the actions of Mashuiluwa. In order to stress this fact, Mursili uses the Distal 
demonstrative.. Notice that apa- could not have been used. The use of the medial 
demonstrativee would imply that the Addressee Kupunta-Kurunta was responsible, which is 
nott true: the whole idea of the following paragraphs is to emphazise that Mursili does not 
blamee Kupunta-Kurunta for the deeds of his stepfather Mashuiluwa. 

3.477 HK M  36 obv. 3-9 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 182-183 
§§ 3& t [LÓKÜR kuit] uttar hatraes 4 ANA TÜR.HI.AgM g kattan arantari 5 nuzua* 
muzmuz kan ÉRIN.MES para nai 6 n^asta kd[s]a ÉRIN.MES pangarit 7 para ne\h(iu]n 
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nunu a-pu-u-us TÜR.HI.A  8 anda SlG5[-ahheskit]ten matzkan 9 SlG5-in 
asnuu[antaru]asnuu[antaru] § 
[Ass for what] you wrote about the affair of [the enemy]: '(People) are standing at the 
corrals.. Send off troops to me!' I have ju[s]t se[nt] off troops in large numbers. You 
(pi.)) must [keep repjairing those (apus) corrals! They [have to be] taken well care of! 

Thee corrals belong to the domain of the Addressee and the king stresses his responsibility 
concerningg the corrals by means of the Medial or Addressee oriented demonstrative apa-. 

Andd finally the use of the distal demonstrative asi referring across a discourse node to 
somethingg mentioned in direct speech: 

3.488 KUB 31.77 i 14-19 (NH vow, Hattusili III , CTH 584), ed. De Roos 1984: 266, 404 
nuzuanuzua memiskizzi kuitzuarzan zahhiskinun kuitzuarzan zahhiskinun nu? 

nn 17 "  "  ' 18 

uarzanzkanuarzanzkan Unhun namma UR.BAR.RAtiazuazkan kuis anda [ë]sta [nu? 
uar]zan?kanuar]zan?kan sard hüittiianun man ? ma a-si UR.BAR.RA Tl-anza ... 
aHee said: 'Why did I fight him? Why did I fight him? Then I fed him, and the wolf 
thatt was inside, I hauled him up.' That (asi) wolf is either alive, ... 

Thiss text citation is part of a dream of queen Puduhepa. In the dream she sees her dead father, 
whoo is the one speaking here. After the speech ends, the queen refers to the wolf using the 
demonstrativee asi. The dream itself is part of a Vow, a promise made by the Speaker to the 
deity,, the Addressee. The world is therefore divided in two parts, the part containing Speaker 
andd Addressee and the part outside this area, the world of the Others. The father of the queen 
iss already dead and does not belong to her world anymore, so the wolf he is talking about is in 
hiss domain and therefore outside his daughter's. Likewise there is no connection with the 
deity,, the Addressee. The rest of the text is badly damaged which prevents any further 
thoughtss on the reason for using a demonstrative description instead of a definite noun phrase. 

3.4.2.2.3.4.2.2. Do anaphoric demonstratives and discourse nodes belong together? 

Inn chapter 2.4. I suggested that demonstratives in languages with defmiteness markers are 
linkers,, used to create cohesion when the segment containing the demonstrative did not 
alreadyy provide that cohesion. But since Hittite does not have defmiteness markers, and more 
generally,, since definiieiiess in Hittite has not been studiCu yet, it is not possiuie to adequately 
comparee 'definite' NPs with demonstrative NPs. 

Despitee this problem, there are a few contexts where Hittite demonstrative NPs should 
appearr when they are indeed linkers, independent of saliency: (1) at paragraph initial clauses; 
(2)) in complex sentences with preposed adverbial clauses. Since preposed adverbial clauses 
aree generally associated with discourse boundaries, they naturally cause a discourse 
discontinuity;; (3) at discourse nodes which can be identified on semantic grounds (these 
includee nodes of digressions, and switch from Direct Speech to Narration, see for example the 

88 Alp's restoration SIG5[-w pa-ah-ha~as-nu-ut-]ten requires too much space, and even SIG5[-f>! pa-ah-ha-as-
]ten]ten does not seem to fit. I therefore suggest SlG5[-ah-he-es-ki-it-]ten instead. 

99 Alp's restoration as-nu-[ut-ten] causes incongruency because the commune TÜR is referred to by a neuter 
objectt sat. Although incongruency sometimes occurs, I would like to suggest something like as~nu~w[a-an-ta-
ru).ru). This makes nat the subject commune/neuter plural enclitic pronoun in an intransitive clause. 
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discussionss in 3.3.4., and sections 4.5.2.2. and 4.5.3.1.). Indeed there is a strong correlation 
betweenn discourse nodes and the occurrence of anaphoric demonstratives: 

demonstrativee NP occurs 
inn paragraph initial clause 
inn preposed adverbial clause 
att semantically defined discourse node 
Total l 

versus versus 
other r 

ka-ka-
7 7 
10 0 
17 7 
34 4 

6 6 

apa-apa-
6 6 
4 4 
1 1 
11 1 

5 5 

asi asi 
10 0 
6 6 
11 1 
27 7 

8 8 

Total l 
23 3 
20 0 
29 9 
72 2 

19 9 

Tablee 3.4. Distribution of demonstrative NPs over discourse nodes and other positions. 

Thee fact that Hittite anaphoric demonstratives often occur on these discourse nodes might 
indicatee that they are needed to create more cohesion with the preceding unit. They evoke, re-
activatee an entity together with the memory representation of the entity's closed discourse 
unit,, thus creating a link between the new unit and an older one. Of course one should study 
alll  Hittite adverbial clauses with and without demonstratives in order to substantiate this 
claim. . 

3.4.3.. Demonstratives and text genres 

Basedd on the observation that the demonstratives are related to person, one can predict when 
thee Speaker is 'allowed' to use a particular anaphoric demonstrative. First, proximal ka- can 
occurr whenever the Speaker is actively engaged in the events described in the texts. This 
includess basically every genre. Only excluded are the laws and other administrative texts with 
prescriptions.. The anaphoric medial apa- on the other hand should only occur in texts that 
havee an Addressee, such as letters, vows and oracles. The anaphoric distal demonstrative asi 
shouldd occur in contexts with a well defined Other. One could think of narrations dealing 
withh an enemy. 

Inn the table below I have collected all anaphoric demonstratives in my corpus (both 
80 0 

salientt and not salient) and listed them according to the genres in which they appeared. The 
groupingg of the genres themselves is based on the following considerations. An Addressee is, 
activelyy or passively, present in the following genres: letter, oracle, prayer, landgrant, 
instruction,, oath, treaty, vow. Of these the letter, instruction, oath, treaty and oracle require an 
activee Addressee. The other ones were grouped with the ritual where there likewise is only an 
activee Speaker. The narration in all its forms only requires an Audience that does not 
participatee in the narration. Contrary to the other genres, narrations deal mainly with Others 
besidee the Hittite king and his entourage. 

ka-ka- apa- asi_ 
Passivee or  no Addressee 
Rituall  6 
Landgrantt 4 
Prayerr 5 
Voww L 
Activee Addressee 

Thee totals are different from those in table 3.3. because this time all broken and unclear examples could be 
included. . 

3 3 

2 2 
2 2 
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Treatyy 13 2 — 
Letterr  1 10 — 
Instruction ,, Oath — 1 — 
Oraclee 1 — 16 
Activee Other 
Narrationn 17 —; 23 

Tablee 3.5. Distribution of the anaphoric demonstratives over text genres, based on my corpus. 

Thee table allows the following observations. The medial anaphoric demonstrative indeed 
onlyy occurs in genres with an active Addressee. The lack of apa- and the overwhelming use of 
asiasi in oracles is possibly on account of the fact that one does not assign responsibility to the 
godss for the events questioned in the oracle. It is much more likely to use a distal 
demonstrativee in its disassociating function: distancing a referent from both Speaker and 
Addressee. . 

Thee distal demonstrative occurs in narrations (including myths) which necessarily 
deall  with the Other. But since the king is one of the active participants, one finds as often the 
proximall  demonstrative. This is also the reason why the tracking proximal demonstrative 
occurss in treaties but not in instructions in my corpus. The actions described in instructions 
andd oaths mainly concern the responsibilities of the Addressee(s), whereas treaties also 
containn references to responsibilities of the King. 

3.4.4.. Summary 

Afterr a break in the thematic continuity of the discourse, discourse referents lose their 
saliency.. In order to 'retrieve' those referents it is not possible anymore to use pronouns, so 
thee speaker has refer to them by means of definite noun phrases instead. Not surprisingly the 
samee occurs in Hittite too. We have seen that both definite and demonstrative noun phrases 
couldd be used to refer to discourse entities across a paragraph line or a direct speech 
boundary.. Again, as in the section on salient demonstratives, it appeared that the difference 
betweenn the demonstrative NPs was based on the person-based qualities of the 
demonstratives.. If the Speaker wants to express his/her opinion on the association of the 
discoursee entity with one of the speech participants or the Other, s/he can choose the 
appropriatee demonstrative. The proximal demonstrative ka- is viewed as referring to the 
cognitivee space of Speaker, the medial apa- is viewed as belonging to the area of the 
AA / H s H f O C i p a A m n o l l i ; ^rr« ¥ * * ^ - r ^ * » o * f Vl A ^ A i t n i t i t r a r m n j t a *-%+ o f i l l » . * - ! n n v f i f #-Vi A O t l i a f m i + n « s 4 r f c +Vi rt 

domainn of both of Speaker and Addressee (or Audience). This assignment to cognitive space 
wass supported by the correlation between demonstratives and text genres. Only genres with 
activeAddresseess contained the medial demonstrative apa-, whereas genres with an active 
Otherr were responsible for the majority of the distal asi-s. 

Thus,, discourse grammar prescribes the use of pronouns versus lexical noun phrases, 
whilee the choice for anaphoric demonstratives or not rests solely with the Speaker. The 
anaphoricc demonstratives are part of the rhetorical toolbox of the Speaker. 

Beforee fillin g the slots in table 3.6., the Focus structure of the clauses containing the 
demonstrativess needs to be addressed. In the examples presented here most demonstratives 
occurredd in a subordinate clause: a relative clause in ex. 3.42, 3.43, a temporal clause in 3.45, 
andd a conditional clause in 3.48. In such clauses the Focus structure is not important since 
theyy provide a background for the narration or introduce a discourse topic. Therefore I 
considerr all these clauses as Sentence Focus clauses. They are so to speak 'out-of-the-blue*. 
Ass one can read in the chapters on the individual demonstratives and in 3.4.2.2., anaphoric 
demonstratives,, like the discourse deictic and recognitional demonstratives, often occur in 
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subordinatee clauses that form the start of a new unit. Only in a few examples the anaphoric 
demonstrativess occur in a main clause, as in ex. 3.46 and 3.47. The referents of these two 
exampless are also in the Focus of the clause. 

Anaphora-CenteringAnaphora-Centering procedure 

inn node 

E-Top p 
— — 

U-Top p 
— — 

A-Focus s 
— — 

acrosss node 

Focus s 
demN demN 

Tablee 3.6 .The Anaphora-centering matrix 

3.5.. Discourse Deixis 

Beforee discussing the anaphoric or demonstrative pronouns and demonstrative adverbs of 
mannerr in their Discourse Deictic function, I wil l discuss the ways in which a Hittite could 
expresss the phrase 'to place under Oath'. The results provide a preliminary framework for the 
functionn of the different pronouns, demonstrative pronouns and noun phrases and provides 
moree support for the outline of the functioning of the demonstratives as described in 3.1, that 
is,, ka- is the Proximal demonstrative and asi is the Distal demonstrative. The demonstrative 
apa-apa- now also occurs in its function as the emphatic or Focus pronoun, and only rarely in 
connectionn with the Addressee. 

3.5.1.. Introduction: 'placing under Oath' 

Inn Hittite, all pronouns can be used as discourse deictic expressions. In order to distinguish 
especiallyy the demonstratives in discourse deictic use from the other demonstrative uses, I use 
thee following criteria as specified by, among others, Diessel 1999: lOOff. (see further 2.3.5.): 

•• Discourse deictics refer to the contents of a chunk of discourse: an event, a 
proposition,, or a speech-act. 

•• Discourse deictics often provide a link between two discourse units. 
•• The referent of a discourse deictic expression is immediately adjacent to the clause 

containingg the discourse deictic expression. 

Thee discourse deictic use of referential expressions can be exemplified by the Hittite phrase 
'placingg under Oath'. This formulation generally occurs as the conclusion of a stipulation in a 
treaty.. The divine oath is used as a safeguard against transgressing that stipulation. The oath 
expressionn can take the form linkiya kattan dai- 'place under oath' or linkiya kattan ki- 'to be 
placedd under oath' (CHD L-N p. 65). Both persons and words can be placed under oath, but 
ourr concern is only the latter formulation with words or conduct as subject. The expression 
referringg to the words of the stipulation or treaty can take the form 0, -at, apat, kas memias 
andd apds memias. The question I want to answer is why all these different forms can be used 
inn the same construction. 
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Thee oath formula is either preceded by a conditional clause or by a main clause. As we 
alreadyy know, demonstratives often bring an object into the center of attention. Conditional 
clausess do the same for propositional contents, they create a mental world which provides a 
frameworkk in which the apodosis holds (Dik 1997b: 396. See Erteschik-Shir 1997: 84ff. for 
conditionalss as stage topics). In cognitive terms, the semantic content of the conditional 
clausee has already entered the center of attention by being expressed in a conditional clause. 
Thiss means that if the content of the clause is subsequently referred to, the continuity 
proceduree may be used. In the apodosis of a conditional clause we therefore expect to find an 
anaphoricc pronoun, not a demonstrative pronoun. When on the other hand the preceding 
clausee is not presented as a conditional clause, the propositional content of the clause is not 
yett in the center of attention. Therefore we expect to find a demonstrative expression in the 
'oath'-clause.. One could even consider the 'oath' clause as thematically disconnected from 
thee stipulations preceding it. The new discourse unit, consisting of only one clause, is then 
connectedd with the preceding unit by means of a demonstrative. Whether or not the latter 
applies,, in both cases one needs a demonstrative. 

Thiss is indeed the case. After conditionals we find 0, n?at, nu apattza, nu apassza 
memiasmemias (remember that apa- is often used as the Focus pronoun and not as a 
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demonstrative).. The conditional clause with apodosis is often of the form 'If you act evil, 
lett it (etc.) be put under oath'. But sometimes one encounters 'If you (want to) act evil, don't 
doo it! Let (it) be placed under oath'. In such a situation the underlined it is anaphoric, not 
discoursee deictic: 

3.499 KBo 4.14 ii 73-77 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 123), ed. Van den Hout 1989: 
290-291 1 
§§ [m]annzazmuzkan 1 KUR-TUM kuitki GAM-an niiari  [n\asma^mu^kan 
EN.MESS kuiêsqa $ allalla pdnzi [z\ikzmazsmaszkan anda handasi nu kisan 
memattimematti GESPU-ahhirzuazmu n?at lë DÜ'-si  71 GAM-an MAMIT  GAR-ru § 
Andd if some single country turns away from me, or some lords commit treason against 
me,, (if then) you join them, and you speak in this way: "They forced me!", you may 
nott do it! Let (it) be placed under Oath. 

Inn this case the neuter subject is not even expressed at all. The next example shows the 
regularr conditional formula without the 'don't do it' clause: 

3.500 KBo 19.44+ rev. 10-13, with duplicate KBo 5.3+ III 38'-39' (MH/MS treaty, 
Suppiluliumaa I, CTH 42) ' 
nasmanasma ̂ za man apat[( KUR-e nasma URU-a/i)] assuli nasma iddlu para 

122 13 

huitt[(iian)huitt[(iian)  h(armi)] zigzazsmaszat man paitti EGIR-pa[( me)mat(ti)] nz 
ezttaeztta SAPAL NIS DINGIR.ME S k[ittaru]  § 
Orr (if ) I have singled out that land or city for favor or for harsh treatment, if you go 
repeatt that (lit . it) to them — [let] it [be] p[laced] under Oath for you. 

Treatiess always contain several stipulations which are concluded by oath. The author of the 
treatyy therefore often uses the phrase 'let that (conduct) too be placed under oath', with 
Expandingg Focus (see 2.3.3.3.3.). 

3.511 KUB 21.1+ ii i 53-56 (NH treaty, Muwattalli, CTH 76), ed. Friedrich 1930: 74-75 

!11 One unclear example with ka- is discussed in chapter 6. 
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nasmazkannasmazkan LUKÜR^m a KURzKA istarna 53 arha iiatari ziggtan ÜL zahhiiasi 54 

nunu kisan mematti... nu a-pad-da-ia NES DINGIR-L/ M  GAM-an kittaru 
Orr (if ) the enemy marches through your country and you do not fight him, saying: 
"...",, let that too \apadda-ya) be placed under Oath. 

3.522 KUB 21.1+ ii i 56-59 (NH treaty, Muwattalli, CTH 76), ed. Friedrich 1930: 74, 
emendationss Otten 1957: 29 
nasmanasma ERIN.MES ANSE.KUR.RA.MES 57 ANA dUTU-&  uëkti LUKÜR kui[nk]i GUL-ahti 
nuzttanuztta dUTU-^/ 58 ÉRIN.MES ANSE.KUR.R[(A.ME)]S pai zikzman[?m\izan hantezzi 
ANAANA LUKÜR 59 GAM-fl « pesti nu a-pa-a-as-sa memias SAPAL NE$ DINGIR-L/ M 
kittaru kittaru 
Orr (if ) you request infantry and chariotry from My Majesty to fight some enemy, and 
Myy Majesty gives you the infantry and chariotry, but you would like to betray them to 
thee enemy at the first opportunity, let also that (apass-a) conduct be placed under 
Oath. . 

Afterr main clauses we find the proximal demonstrative ka-. When a main clause is processed 
byy the Addressee, the element that might be a further topic of discourse is usually not the 
propositionall  content of the clause, but one of the entities expressed in the Subject or the 
Object.. The propositional content of the clause is not in the center of attention, and a 
demonstrativee description is required in order to make the content a discourse topic. The only 
sentencee type is with the proximal demonstrative ka- in initial position: 

3.533 KUB 23.1+ ii 6-7 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 105), ed. Kühne & Otten 1971: 
8-9 9 
66 tamaizza EN-UTTA lë ilali\ias\i  7 ka-a-aszta memias SAPAL NES DINGIR-L/A f 
kittarukittaru  § 
Doo not desire another Ruling House. Let tins (kas) conduct be put under Oath. 

Summarizing,, the conditional clause introduces its propositional content as a discourse topic. 
Thatt means that the contents of the clause are already salient when the apodosis is expressed, 
whichh means that the continuity procedure is used. When the propositional content is not yet 
salient,, it can either be an Unestablished Topic or in Sentence Focus. In this case I believe that 
thee fact that the adversative particle -al-ma is absent indicates that we have to do with 
Sentencee Focus . 

Onn the other hand, when the contents are already salient, the Speaker has two options. 
Eitherr s/he expresses the contents by means of 0 or -a-, the preferred Established Topic 
expressions,, or s/he chooses 'that conduct too', an Argument Focus expression. This can only 
bee done when there already have been other stipulations concluded by an oath (see Chapter 
8.).. In table form: 

DiscourseDiscourse Deixis 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Top p 
0,, -a-

A-Focus s 
apa-apa- (N) 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
ka-N ka-N 

822 To substantiate my belief it would be necessary to study Initial position with and without -al-ma. In Chapter 9 
II  wil l only study apa- with -al-ma. 
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Tablee 3.7. The Discourse deictic Oath matrix 

3.5.2.. Discourse deixis and the centering procedure 

3.5.2.1.3.5.2.1. Introduction 

Beforee separately discussing the forward and backward referring discourse deictic 
expressions,, I wil l first compare the distribution of the Hittite forward and backward referring 
discoursee deictic expressions with those in English. As described by Chen 1990, discourse 
deicticc that may only be used to refer backward (anaphoric), whereas discourse deictic this 
mayy refer both backward and forward (cataphoric) (o.c. 140). Chen explains the exclusion of 
thatthat from cataphoric reference to the 'distancing' effect of the distal demonstrative. This 
effectt would counter the intention of a cataphoric pronoun, which is centering the attention on 
aa new piece of discourse. The cataphoric deictic puts the event or proposition expressed in 
thee following clause(s) on the 'discourse counter, right before the speaker and the hearer.' 
Thee distancing effect of that and the centering effect of this also explains their different 
discoursee functions in backward reference: 

3.544 there at that littl e spot I have never been there since the war. well there was one street 
andd that's it (Chen 1990: 140). 

Thee distancing effect of that (and those) allows it to be used in constructions like in the above 
example.. 'The speaker uses that to signal that he will not dwell any more on the subject.' 
(Chenn 1990: 141). On the other hand, backward referring this or these are employed when the 
referent,, already somehow present in the preceding discourse, needs to be centered upon in 
orderr to serve as a discourse topic: 

3.555 Last year at this time I talked about some of the rules governing politeness, and I 
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pointedd out that these rules, apparently pragmatic ... (Chen 1990: 141) 

Chen'ss explanation seems plausible, but does it also work for Hittite? Theoretically a 
cognitivee motivation based on the person-based demonstrative contrasts could also explain 
thee differences between forward and backward referring expressions in Hittite. Indeed, the 
proximall  demonstrative is used 1) to introduce something into the discourse, as we wil l see 
below,, and 2) to center upon a new topic, as already discussed in 3.5.1. The distal (and 
medial?)) demonstrative should on the other hand not be able to refer forward. In order to 
investigatee this for Hittite I present the distribution of all the discourse deictic expressions in 
myy corpus: 

Expression n 
Continuing Continuing 

0 0 
-at -at 
apatapat (Foe) 

Backward d 
OS S MH/MS S NH H LateNH H 

1 1 
1 1 

2 2 
10 0 
2 2 

1 1 
3 3 
16 6 

1 1 
20 0 
6 6 

Forward d 
OS S MH/MS S NH H LateNH H 

— — — — — — — — 

833 This non-discourse deictic example is also an instance of anaphora after first mention, which was discussed in 
2.3.3.4.1.. I cite it here in order to show the difference with backward referring 'that'. 
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apa-apa- N (Foc) 
Centering Centering 
kilke kilke 
ka-N ka-N 
apatapat (Foc) 
apat apat 
apa-apa- N(Foc) 
apa-apa- N 
eni eni 
asiN asiN 

_ _ 2 2 8 8 4 4 

5 5 
1 1 

— — 

I I 
— — 

10 0 

— — 
5 5 

— — 

4 4 
24 4 

— — 
5 5 
1 1 
1 1 

3 3 
14 4 
3 3 
2 2 

— — 

z z 
7 7 

— — -- -- — — 

3 3 

— — 

— — 

3 3 
2 2 

— — 

— — 

3 3 
1 1 
4 4 

1 1 

1 1 

8 8 
3 3 
9 9 

— — 

1 1 
— — 

Tablee 3.8. Distribution of discourse deictic expressions. 

Ass the table shows clearly, almost anything can be used almost anywhere, which already 
showss the difference between Hittit e and English discourse deixis. When the referent is not 
salient,, ka-, apa- and asi can all be used to refer  both forward and backward, with a 
preferencee for  ka-. 

Thee lack of texts in the Old Hittit e and Middl e Hittit e periods makes it difficul t to 
draww any conclusions about the absence of some of the expressions. Especially in the case of 
enieni or  asi + NP one should not jump to conclusions. This demonstrative is already poorly 
attestedd compared to the others, and given the fact that the discourse deictic demonstratives 
formm only a small part of the total, it is even likely that nothing whatsoever  survived in the 
earlyy periods. 

Thee discussion below starts with a description of the demonstrative adverbs of manner 
kissan,kissan, apenissan and enissan. The hypothesis is that these adverbs do not differ  that much 
fromm the use of discourse deictic ka-, asi and apa-. After  that the forward and backward 
expressionss wil l be treated. The discussion of the backward referrin g expressions links back 
too the introduction, where it was proposed that demonstratives are used when the content of 
thee discourse is not salient, and anaphoric pronouns (zero, enclitics, Focus-pronouns) when 
thee prepositional content is salient. 

3.5.22.3.5.22. The demonstrative adverbs of manner 

Thee first type of discourse deictic expressions to be treated is the demonstrative adverb of 
Manner.. According to Diessel (1999: 74), manner  demonstratives have not yet received 
attentionn in the literatur e on deixis, apart from being glossed as 'in this/that way' or  'lik e 
this/that' .. It seems that they are involved in some sort of comparison. As I wil l show here, 
thiss only turns out to be valid for  the adverb apenissan, related to apa-. 

Thee demonstrative adverb of manner  referrin g forward in all periods is kissan , while 
enissanenissan refers backwards (see already Hrozny 1917: 135, Friedrich 1926: 73, 1974: 134). 
Bothh adverbs can modify verbs of communication (memiya-, te-ltar-, hatrai-), perception 
(istamass-,(istamass-, aus-), treaty or  oath establishing verbs (link-, ishiya-), and a rest class of verbs 
(iya-,pahs-,(iya-,pahs-, hark-). The clauses containing these adverbs always form a link , a discourse 
node,, between the preceding and following text, and do not constitute themselves relevant 
informationn pushing the discourse forward. These clauses therefore are usually very short: 

Withh apat or apa-N I mean Addressee oriented apa-, not Focal apa-
855 With a very few exceptions. See chapter 6. 
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3.566 KBo 3.4+ iii 82, 86-87 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 69 
mmPihhuniiaszmazmuPihhuniiaszmazmu BGIR-pa ki-is-sa-an hatraës ... nuzmu ma[h]han 87 

mmPihhuniiasPihhuniias e-ni-is-sa-an EGIR-pa I$PUR 
Pihhuniyaa wrote to me in return in this way (kissan): '...*. After Pihhuniya had 
writtenn to me in return in that way (enissan), ... 

Thiss example nicely shows the division of labor between both adverbs. Another opposition 
off  adverbs can be found in the letter of the widow of Tutanchamon from Egypt to King 
Suppiluliumaa of Hatti, in which she expresses her disappointment in Suppiluliuma's reaction 
onn her request for a Hittite husband: 

3.577 KBo 5.6 ii i 45 - iv 4 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 40), ed. Giiterbock 1956: 96 
nunu ABUzYA kuuapi mG,SGIDRU.LU-m 46 IN A KUR URUMezri ISPUR man kissan 4? 

kuitkuit  uatarnahta DUMU EN-SUNUtuazsmas kuuatqa êsii ammuk z ma ï ua 49 

appaleskanziappaleskanzi nuzuazmu DUMU zYA LUGAL-uëznanni ÜL uekiskanzi nu ANA 
ABUzYAABUzYA 51 MUNUS.LUGAL  URUMizri  tuppiiaz EGIR-pa ki-is-sa-an52 hatraizzi 
kuuatzuakuuatzua a-pé-ni-is-sa-an TAQBI appaleskanzi z ua z mu ammukzmanzua 54 

kuuapikuuapi DUMU-K/4 ësta ammuk zman z ua ammel II  iv [R]AMANI  Z YA ammellza 
""  1 ** 3 

KVR-easKVR-eas tepnumar tametani KUR-e hatranun nuzuazmuzkan para ÜL 
iiashattaiiashatta nuzuazmu e-né-es-sa-an imma TAQBI 
Whenn my father had sent Hattusaziti to Egypt, given that he had ordered him in this 
way:: "Is there somehow a son of their lord to them? Do they deceive me (somehow) 
andd do they not want my son for kingship?", the Queen of Egypt wrote back to my 
fatherr on a tablet in this way (kissan): "Why have you spoken in that way 
(apenissan):(apenissan): "Do they deceive me?" . Would I have had a son, would I have written 
myy own and my country's shame to another country? You did not believe me and have 
spokenn to me in that way (enessan)\" 

Thiss time not kissan but apenissan refers forward in ii i 52 while enissan refers backward to 
thee same piece of text: "Do they deceive me?". As I wil l discuss below, apenissan is the 
Focuss form of the demonstrative manner adverb, and can as such be used instead of either 
kissankissan or enissan, that is, it may refer forward and backward. As for the justification of my 
interpretationn of apenissan as a Focus adverb: of course the Queen of Egypt would never have 
dreamtt of receiving such a distrustful answer on her unique request. The answer of 
Suppiluliumaa must have been completely contra-expectational: 'Why did you write like that 
(Focus)) instead of...'. 

3.588 KBo 16.98 ii 10 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
98-99 9 
§§ 10 dUTU URUPÜ-Aia kuit e-né-es-sa-an teshaneskittari 
Concerningg the fact that the Sungoddess of Arinna thus (enessan) keeps showing 
herselff  in my dreams: (If I, My Majesty, will come up from the country of Kummanni, 
wil ll  I sit down in kingship,...). 

Althoughh enissan usually refers to the preceding discourse, this paragraph is the first one 
dealingg with the accession ceremony of Tudhaliya IV and his journeys to Kummanni and 
Nerik.. Being a Sammeltafel (Van den Hout 1998: 95), this is an excerpt from a probably 
muchh larger oracle inquiry, so we might conclude that the dreams referred to are described in 
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thee larger oracle inquiry. It is therefore possible to interpret enissan as a backward discourse 
deicticc adverb, referring to a portion of discourse on the original tablet. 

Nott one attestation of kissan and enissan in my corpus is used in a setting involving 
comparison.. This is however completely different for the clauses containing apenissan and its 
Akkadographicc writing QATAMMA. Another important feature that distinguishes apenissan 
fromm the others is the fact that kissan and enissan usually refer to Direct Speech whereas 
apenissanapenissan does not. The following examples show both properties at the same time, 
comparisonn and the reference to preceding narration as opposed to Direct Speech: 

3.599 KBo 6.2 ii i 16-20 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 67 
§§ 16 man DUMU.MES VRVHATTI  LÜ.MES ILKI  uer ANA ABI  LUGAL  aruu[dnzi] ll nu 
tarsikanzitarsikanzi küsanznaszza natta kuiski iez[zi] nuzuaznnas mimmanzi LÜ.MES 
ILKIzuaILKIzua  sumes nu ABI LUGAL  [(tuliia  an)da tiiat] nzus anda sittariet Itten 
mahhandamahhanda are[(sz(s)mes)] 20 sumessza a-pé-ni-is-sa-an iste[n] § 
Whenn (a delegation) of Hittites, men owing sahhan-seivices, came, they did 

Of. Of. 

rever[ence]]  to the father of the king, and said: "Not one of us makes wages! They 
refusee us (saying): 'You are men required to perform your jobs as a sahhan-servicel' " 
Thee father of the king [stepped] into the assembly and instructed (?) them: 'Go! Just 
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ass (mahhanda) your colleagues (do), so (apenissan) you too must do ! 
3.600 KBo 15.10+ ii 12-16 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabo 

1971:22-23 3 
[QAD]U[QAD]U kurdali idaldmus EME.HI.A arha suhhair [nu k]issan mêmir kë 

mahhanmahhan harkanzi 14 [fZ\is?a BELAM QADU DAM-Su D\JMUME[S-]$U kuit issista ,5 

[nu[nu $]A {Zi aluanzatar^set iddlu udddrzset OA-TAM-MA [hara]kdu nzatzapa 
EGIR-paa lê uizzi § 
[Wit] hh the kurdali-vessel they threw away the 'evil tongues'. They spoke as [fjollows: 
"Justt as (mahhan) these ones are destroyed, now, given the fact that Zi(plantawiya, 
thee sister of the lord) regularly acted against the lord, his wife (and) children, may 
likewisee (QATAMMA) the sorcery [o]f Zi (and) her evil words [be destroy]ed, let them 
nott come back!" 

Besidess the construction mahhan ... apenissan 'Just as ... likewise/in that same way' there 
88 8 

aree also several examples of comparison without mahhan, although the sense is not altered . 
Thee 'Just as ... likewise/in that same way' construction is an example of Expanding 

Focuss (see 2.2.3.2.2.). The contents of the remainder of the clause containing apenissan is 
usuallyy presupposed, either because it is literally mentioned before or derivable from the 
context.. What needs to be stressed is the promise, wish or warning that some kind of 
behaviourr should be expected of a second party 'just in that same way'. As a result of this 
typee of discourse function, apenissan is not restricted to the verbs mentioned above. 

AA last remark about the demonstrative adverbs of manner: there are no attestations of 
adverbss of manner accompanying the possible demonstratives sua- and anni-. There exists an 
adverbb annisan (single -s) 'in the past, in his time', but it is unlikely that it may be compared 

Hoffnerr differently: 'No one pays us a wage.' 

'77 Hoffner: 'You too must perform (jaMa/i-services) just like your colleagues!'. 
888 See chapter 5.4.2. 
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too ki-ssan (neuter sg. of the demonstrative ka- and suffix -ssan), eni-ssan (neuter of 
demonstrativee asi) and apeni-ssan (not attested neuter *apeni- of the demonstrative apa-). 
Bothh form and function are different from the other demonstrative adverbs. 

Summarizing,, kissan refers forward, enissan refers backward, and apenissan can do 
bothh as a Focus adverb. The latter is a true demonstrative adverb of comparison and can 
thereforee occur with every predicate. 

3.5.2.3.3.5.2.3. The forward referring discourse deictic demonstratives 

Tablee 3.8. showed that all demonstrative pronouns and noun phrases can refer both forward 
andd backward, and are therefore somehow different from the demonstrative adverbs of 
mannerr kissan and enissan. The question which will be addressed in this section is: what 
distinguishess the three forward referring demonstrative pronouns and noun phrases from each 
other.. In trying to solve this question however, we must keep in mind that the discourse 
deicticc demonstratives are rarely used compared with the adverbs. 

Thee forward referring discourse deictic expressions occur with the following predicate 
types:: of speaking or writing (memai- 'to speak', hatrai- 'to write'), of knowledge (sak- 'to 
know'),, achievement predicates (iya- 'to do, make'), directive predicates (watarnahh- 'to 
order')) etc. These predicate types are generally the same as the ones of the manner adverbs 
kissankissan and enissan. 

Thee first question is, can forward referring discourse deictic ka- be used with all 
speechh participants, and in all kinds of emphatetic environments. In the following example 
ka-ka- is Speaker oriented, but Speaker orientation does not explain why ka- is used in 
connectionn with the Other in ex. 3.62 and the Addressee in ex. 3.63. 

3.611 KUB 1.1 i 36-37 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 6-7 
ddlSTARzmazmulSTARzmazmu GASANzYA V-a[(t)]  37 nuzmu it-it  HA memista 
Butt Istar, My Lady, appeared to me in a dream. She told me this (ki) by means of the 
dream:: (T wil l leave you to a Deity. Do not fear.') 

3.622 KBo 2.6+ ii i 60 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
210-211 1 
§§ nu kiAzma kisan DV-anzi 
Orr wil l they do this (ki) as follows: ... 

3.633 KUB 26.1 iv 49-50 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.2), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
17 7 
§§ nasma kH kuiski memai këdanizuazkan tuppi kë INIM.MES ÜL GAR-ru ... 
Orr (if) someone (of you) says this (ki): "on this tablet these affairs are not put down, 

Besidess the fact that ka- may occur in combination with the Speaker, Addressee or Other, it is 
alsoo used in neutral (3.62), positive (3.61) and negative contexts (3.63). It is therefore 
possiblee that discourse deictic forward referring ka- is unmarked both in respect to person and 
too emotional attitude. 
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However,, in almost every case discourse deictic ka- introduces something that is of 
importancee for the Speaker. It is therefore also possible that ka- has become more or less 
neutrall  and that the Speaker only uses another demonstrative to express strong dis association. 
Theree are two clear examples of forward referring asi illustrating this, of which one is cited 
heree (both are discussed in chapter 4). 

3.644 KUB 19.29 iv 11-15 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Götze 1933: 18-19 
kêzzmakêzzma mHannuttis kuis KUR.KUR.MES 5[APUTl] '2 maniiahhiskit nu IN A KUR 
VRi]VRi]IshupittaIshupitta kuuap[i ...] nzas apiia BA.US nu mahhan enizia $A mHannutt[i 
ÜS-ö/ii  ] istamassir nzatzzazkan apêzzizia EGlR-an [EGlR-pa"]  esandat 
nuzmunuzmu e-ni AWATEMES apadda hatres\kir\ § 
("Noww the one who would have impressed me, [would have] be[en] your eldest 
brother,, [who] managed the troops and charioteers for his father and (who) knew the 
treatiess of his father. [He used to be] a h[ero]. If you would impress me, [you] would 
[be]]  he for me." [But when] they saw [my brother] ill, ) 
Hannuttii  who managed the L[ower] Lands at this time, when he [...] in Ishupitta, he 
diedd over there/then. When they heard of also that [death] of Hannutti, because of that 
tootoo they became rebellious. Because of that they wrote those (= the following, eni) 
words:: ... 

Thee 'following words' refer to the contents of the next paragraph: "You are a child, and you 
knoww nothing. [You do not] imp[ress (me).] At this time your country is devastated and 
[your]]  troo[ps and horses] have dwindled. I have more troops than you, I have more horses 
thann you. [Your father on the other hand] had many troops and horses. As for [you] who are a 
child,, when will you go taparuna him (= them)?". These are clearly statements the Speaker 
wouldd want to disassociate himself from. 

Thee difficulty with discourse deictic apa- is that it can be Addressee oriented or Focal, 
orr both at the same time. In favor of Addressee orientation is that forward referring apa- only 
occurss in an Oath (CTH 255) and a Letter (CTH 177) in my corpus, that is, genres with 
activee Addressees (see also section 3.4.3.). It is remarkable that both texts are from the time 
off  Tudhaliya IV, and that CTH 255 contains all but one attestation of forward referring apa-. 

Ann example of Focal apa- is: 

3.655 KUB 26.12+ ii 2-9 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
24,, with emendations from Otten 1958: 389. 
§§ 2 nasma ̂ kan [...]  3 nasma SES d[UTU-S/ SA MUNUS.LUGAjL h[assanza nasma] 4 

SES.MESS DUMU.MES MVNI}SNA[PTA]R[T]I  anda i[stamaszi] 5 nu kH memai EGIR-
ftft  7 

anzuazmuanzuazmu tï[ia] apaszma a-pa-a-at memai EGIR-anzuazta ÜL tiiami 
hantiziazuazssihantiziazuazssi ÜL tiiami % huhhupassza^uatssP. 0]L kishahari ... 
Orr (if ) [ ] or a brother of [My Majesty], offspring or] brothers [of the Quee]n, 
l[istens]]  to sons of con[cubine]s, (and) says this (ki): "Side with me", but he says this 
insteadd (apat): "I do not step behind you, and I do not step before him, and I [do no]t 
becomee evil [against him ?]" .... 
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Insteadd of ki as in ii 5, apat is used in ii 6. This is not the same as the contrast which can be 
expressedd in English by means of 'this and that' because in Hittite such contrasts are 
expressedd by means of apa- ... apa~ or ka~... lea- (see chapters 5 and 6). Of course there is 
somee notion of contrast, but this is inherent to the Focal function of apa- and would also have 
beenn present without the nu kij. memai clause. The discourse deictic apat is used in its 
functionn of Replacing Focus pronoun, as explained in chapter 8. In order to express the 
differencee with English 'this and that' I have translated apat as 'this', with the italics 
indicatingg stress, in contrast with unstressed Id in ii 5. Addressee orientation of apa- is 
unlikely.. It might explain the use of apa- but not of Id. 

AA possible example of Addressee orientation might be the following example, 
althoughh it could also, or just, be Focus (indicating a surprising, unexpected action). 

3.666 KUB 26.12+ ii 29-32 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 
1957:: 25 

nammanamma a-pa-a-at kuit ëssatteni nu KUR.KUR.HI.A BA[L d]apianda 1-ëtta 
naiskittinnaiskittin 31 nu K[UR.KUR].HI.A  LUKÜR dassanuskittin 32 KUR.KUR URlJHAITItma 
maliskunuttin maliskunuttin 
Furthermore,, as for thai {apat) what you do: You turned [a]ll defectiv[e] countries 
intoo one, you made the c[ountr]ies of the enemy powerful, while the countries of Hatti 
youu made weak, ... 

Summarizing,, forward referring ka- is, like kissan, unmarked for person and emotional 
connotation.. The demonstrative asi is used in disassociating context, in line with the temporal 
distancee expressed by enissan, and apa- can occur as the Focus pronoun in contrast with 
Focuss neutral ka-, thus parallelling Focal apenissan. 

3.5.2.4.3.5.2.4. The backward referring discourse deictic expressions 

Inn 2.3.5. I referred to the difference between the English demonstrative pronouns that, this 
versuss the demonstrative description that/this story etc. It seems that the pronoun is used to 
nominalizee the contents of the immediately preceding proposition, whereas the demonstrative 
descriptionn refers to larger parts of discourse. For Hittite I could not find a difference 
betweenn the demonstrative pronoun and the demonstrative description (see chapters 5 and 6). 

Thee next question is, is the choice for one of the demonstratives dictated by 
assignmentt to a cognitive domain as with the Anaphoric use? First, it must be noted that the 
attestationss of the proximal demonstrative far outnumber the other two. 

Everyy propositional content or each act of behavior described in treaties, instructions, 
prayers,, oaths, rituals etc. almost always concerns the Speaker. Only text genres where other 
peoplee act or speak without being explicitly related to the Speaker should provide us with 
discoursee deictic expressions that can be compared with each other. 

Besidess the influence of genre, also Focus is important. As we will see in Chapter 8, 
apa-apa- usually functions as the emphatic pronoun, occurring in Focus function. In backward 
referringg discourse deictic use it usually is accompanied by the enclitic zya, 'also', the 
Expandingg Focus marker. It is the equivalent of English that as the emphatic form of it, and of 
thee English emphasized demonstrative that. Most, and possibly all, attestations of discourse 
deicticc apa- (+ N) are Focal, or at least emphatic: 

3.677 KBo 19.44+ rev. 26-27 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 42) 
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266 dannazmazanzza lê ilaliiasi ÜLzat ara apëUzzkan)] uddanaz ar ha 
akkiskanzi akkiskanzi 
(Iff  at some time a sister ... of your wife comes to visit you, give her to eat and to 
drink.. Eat, drink and have fun (pi.).) b ut d o n ot desire to take her. That (lit . it) is not 
right!right! Because of that (apez) behavior people die. 

Afterr restricting ourselves to non-Focal, non-Speaker genres only a few examples remain. 
Onlyy in letters, oracle and annals we might find references to people who act on their own 
responsibility.. In the end everything relates to the Speaker, usually the king, but in these 
genress the king can decide to consider an event of speech as being outside his domain. A very 
clearr example of this was already presented in ex. 3.46, partially repeated here: 

3.688 KUB 6.41 i 34-35 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 68), ed. Friedrich 1926: 110-111 
§344 mahhanzma dUTU-5/ u-ni memian ASME nu dUTU-&  m?lS.TUR-an 35 ÜL kuitki 
HUL-iia/imm sanhun 
Butt when I, My Majesty, heard about that (uni) affair, I, My Majesty, did not seek evil 
againstt Mashuiluwa at all. 

Thee conclusion was that uni memian was used to indicate that the affair described in the 
precedingg paragraph did not concern the king at all at first sight. This is one of the very few 
exampless of the distal demonstrative in discourse deictic use. 

Inn letters we find a few discourse deictic apa-s that are possibly not Focal. The Medial 
demonstrativee apa- might be used here to indicate that something done or said by the 
Addresseee is not of further importance for the Speaker (see further 5.4.3.2.2.2.): 

3.699 HKM  54 obv. 4-24 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 220-221 
§ 44 SA NUMUN.yi.A^mw uttar kuit 5 hatraes NUMUN.tJI.A^wa 6 A.SA terippiias 7 

NU.GAL L 
§§ 8 nu muTapigga9xi™Anziliia  10 muHariia  u Ü ANA v™Haninqauuaia n SE-AM 
UU ZiZzia 13 [k]ue anniian I 4 ësta man ÜL 15 apëz datta l man apê A.SA 
terip[p]iterip[p]i  anlr 
§§ '8 SA VKVKasipüra GUD.gi.A  19 kue A.SA terippi 20 A.S[A] terippiiat 21 nuztta 
uuanziuuanzi K a-pé-e-d\a]-ni uddam 23 I$T[U]  É.[GA)L-UM ÜL U punu[ss]a[n]zi 
§§ 25 kinuna apëz da 26 nu apë NUMUN.91.A annua 
Ass for the fact that you wrote to me about the affair of the seed: "There is no seed for 
thee plowed fields". 
Ass for the grain and wheat which were (to be) sown in Tapigga, Anziliya, Hariya and 
Haninqauwaya,, had you not taken (it) away from there, they would have sown those 
plowedd fields! 
Ass for the oxen from Kasipura with which you plowed the plowed fields, it won't 
happenn that they will question you from the palace in that (apedani) matter (of yours). 
Takee now from there/that, sow those seeds (you have)! 

Comparee this with the next story which deals with people other than the Speaker but which is 
takenn up by her and acted upon: 

3.700 KUB 21.38 rev. 7-11 (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 222-223 
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§ 77 SESzYAzmazmu kuit kisan TASPUR NIN-M^wa^m w l$PUR DUMU.MUNUS KUR 
^KARDUNIYASZUÜ^KARDUNIYASZUÜ kuis KUR VRVMISRI  8 \p\iianza ësta nuzuazssi GlU-an 
LVMEÈLVMEÈ TEMETEME EGlR[-an]da pair nuzuarzat EGIR-pa I$TU IKU arantat 9 [nuzm]u ku-
u-unu-un memiian LVTEMU LUGAL KUR URU  mdEN.LIL.EN.UKÜ.ME S 
memistamemista l [ammu]kzma memiian kuit ASMI man z an ANA SESzYA ÜL A$PUR 
kinunkinun z ma z mu z za SESzYA kuit markiiat [n]zat ÜLnamma iiami 
Ass for the fact that my [br]other wrote to me thus: "My sister wrote to me: 'The 
daughterr of Babylon who was given to Egypt, when the messengers later went to 
(visit)) her, they had to stay back by an IKU (= 150 mtrs.)!' ". The messenger of the 
kingg of Babylon, Enlil-bel-nise, told me this (kun) story. As for the fact that I (only) 
heardd the story, I should not have written it to my brother. But now that my brother 
hass expressed disapproval to me, I won't do it again. 

3.5.3.. Discourse deixis and the continuity procedure 

Ass was illustrated in 3.5.1., the enclitic pronoun -a- and the Focal pronoun or determiner 
apa-apa- occurred mainly in the matrix clause of a preceding conditional clause. Conditionals 
enhancee the saliency of the propositional content of their clause, and as a result the 
propositionall  content may be denoted by means of expressions that indicate a high cognitive 
status,, such as 0, -a- or Focal apa-. 

Butt not only the presence of a conditional clause conditions the use of referential 
expressions,, also the nature of the verb should be taken into account. If the verb requires a 4 , 
3rd,, or 2nd order entity, then the Addressee immediately searches for respectively a speech-act, 
propositionall  content or event in the adjacent preceding discourse (see 2.3.6.). 

Too repeat from earlier sections, verbs that take speech-acts (4l order verbs) as its 
complementt are te-ltar- 'to speak', memai- 'to tell', hatrai- 'to write'. Verbs that take 
propositionss as complement (3r order verbs) are sak- 'to know', mali- 'think, contemplate', 
butt also verbs of mental perception as istamass- 'hear'. In the next example we have both a 
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verbb of speaking and a verb of knowing : 

3.711 KBo 6.26 i 22-27 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 130 
§§ takku suppalazsset kuëlqa sieuniahta tzat parkunuzi mat arha pënnai 
244 .w l i '  l -v J - - 25  v v _ . jyT .  LÜ vv 26 fyT 

isuuanauiisuuanaui z ma z nan isuuan aai un sssi s rru*  = ui UL tezzi grass z a VL 
"** 27 

sakkisakki suppalazsset pennai nzat aki sarnikzil § 
Iff  anyone's animals are smitten (with disease) by a god, and (the owner) performs a 
purificationn ritual upon them, and leads them away, but puts the mud (?) on the mud 
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pilee (?), while he doesn't mention it {-at) to his colleague, and also , the colleague 
doesn'tt know (about it) so drives his animals (there), and they die, there shall be 
compensation. . 

Thee verb te-ltar- 'to mention, say' in i 25 requires 4th order entity. The only possibility is 'he 
doess not mention that he has put the mud on the mud pile'. In the next clause the verb sak-

899 See for example also MH te-ltar- IBoT 1.36 i 35-37 (instruction, CTH 262), istamass- 'to hear' KBo 5.3 + ii 
300 (treaty, CTH 42), lateNH sak- KUB 26.12+ i 30 (CTH 255). 

900 See Chapter 7 for the translation of the clausal coordinator -ya as 'and also'. 
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'too know' appears. The interpretation 'the colleague does not know him3 is impossible in 
vieww of the context, which leaves only 'the colleague does not know that he has put the mud 
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onon the mud pile'. 
Inn the preceding section I listed some examples of ka- N, asi N and apa- N with verbs 

off  speaking, writing and perception. The difference with -a- in the same environment is that 
thee demonstrative description only occurs on discourse nodes. And as we have seen, discourse 
nodess dramatically lower the saliency of a discourse entity. So even if the verb would lead the 
Addresseee to expect a 4th or 3rd order entity, there is no one salient enough to be referred to by 
meanss of -a-. 

Besidess after conditionals and as objects of 4th or 3r order verbs, salient discourse 
deicticc expressions are also attested in other contexts. In most cases the saliency of the 
referentt of the pronoun can be determined on the basis of the preceding context, as in the next 
examples: : 

3.722 KUB 16.32 ii 14-18 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 569), ed. Van den Hout 
1998:178-181 1 
§§ 14AAWdUTU-$/ kuit ANA DUMU.MES mUrhi- dU-up f slsKV*manta[llii]a  15 IGl-anda 
arhaarha BAL-uanzi UL SlxsA-at ULzas kuit [dUTU-£]/ #UL-ahhun ' #UL-ahtazas 

""  17 

kuiskuis UN-os mas nüua kuit Tl-za nu [ap]el kuit Tl-za UL uarsiianza nu 
siSKVRsiSKVRmantamantamm arha B[AL-u(anzi)] 18 a-pé-ez UL SlxsA-at § 
Whyy has it not been ascertained for His Majesty to complete mantalli-niwdXs to the 
sonss of Urhi-Tessub? Because I, [M]y [Majesty] had not wronged them, (and) because 
thee person who did wrong them is still alive, and because h[i]s soul (has) not (been) 
pacified,, because of that it was not ascertained to complete the mantalli-vitual. 

Thee reason why the rituals were not completed is given in the three explanatory kuit clauses, 
followingg a question, the first kuit clause. The propositional contents of the kuit clauses are 
thee most important information, and not one of the persons mentioned in these clauses. The 
ablativee apez therefore refers to salient information. The emphatic pronoun is used because it 
providess and summarizes the requested information: apez is the Completive Focus. The rest 
off  the clause is presupposed, and a repetition of ii 14-15. The question was: 'Why was there 
noo ritual?', and the answer was: 'apez = Because of that (referring to the three kuit clauses) 
(theree was no ritual)'. 

Inn the following example the propositional content of the clause preceding the clause 
withh -at is salient because it is expressed as a (rhetorical) question. 

3.733 KUB 21.38 obv. 16'  (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 216-217 
SESzYAzmaSESzYAzma ammedaza NIG.TUKU-/ / kuitki ÜLzat SUM-an ishassaruatarr z a 
Wil ll  my brother somehow become rich on my account? That (lit. it) is neither (good) 
reputationn nor lordly behavior. 

Itt seems that in older language a a, the allophone of a ma, conditions the use or non-use of the enclitic pronoun 
-a-,-a-, A sequence apas + a + at gives a-pa-(a-)sa-at> which is indistinguishable from the sequence apas- + at > 
a-pa-(a-)sa-at.a-pa-(a-)sa-at. I think that the need to structure the discourse, which is one of the functions of -al-ma, 
overruless the need for an enclitic pronoun, especially when the verb itself already delimits the possible 
referents. . 
22 See also for example NH KUB 1.1 iii 61 (Egodocument, CTH 81). 
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3.5.4.. Summary and conclusions 

Off  the demonstrative adverbs of manner kissan referred forward, enissan referred backward, 
andd apenissan could do both as a Focus adverb. As a true demonstrative adverb of 
comparisonn apenissan could occur with every predicate. The adverbs were not marked for 
person. . 

Forwardd referring ka- was like kissan unmarked for person and emotional connotation. 
Thee demonstrative asi was used in disassociating context, in line with the temporal distance 
expressedd by enissan, and apa- could occur as the Focus pronoun in contrast with Focus 
neutrall  ka-, parallelling Focal apenissan. 

Withh backward reference one needed to distinguish between reference to salient and 
non-salientt propositions. I used the following criteria to distinguish between salient and not-
salientt discourse propositions. 

•• Conditional clauses and questions can raise the level of saliency of propositional 
contents s 

•• Verbs that require 3r and 4l order complements raise the saliency of propositional 
contents. . 

Afterr applying these criteria it became clear that demonstratives were used if an event or 
propositionn of the preceding discourse needed to be put in the center of attention. If the 
discoursee content was already centered upon, the enclitic pronoun -a- or its Focus counterpart 
apa-apa- were used. 

Theree seemed to be a correlation between demonstrative and cognitive domain. This 
wass especially seen with asi in contexts where the Speaker explicitly stated his non-
commitment. . 

Thee distribution of demonstratives and pronouns is: 

DiscourseDiscourse Deixis 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Top p 
.. 0, -Ö-

A-Focus s 
// . KT \ 

upu-upu- y-r i^ y 
apenissan apenissan 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
demdem (+ N) 

ki$san(forward) ki$san(forward) 
enissanenissan (backward) 

Tablee 3.9. The Discourse deictic matrix. 

3.6.. Summary and conclusions 

Hittitee has a three-way person-based demonstrative system (3.1). The Proximal 
demonstrativee is ka-, the Distal demonstrative is asi, and the Medial one is apa-. The middle 
termm denotes 'location near Hearer/Addressee', and not 'medial distance from Speaker'. 
Visibilityy or non-visibility is probably not a part of the semantic contents of the Distal 
Demonstrative. . 

Thee organization of the Hittite deictic demonstrative system around Speaker, Addressee 
andd Other is mirrored in the recognitional use of demontratives (3.2). The proximal ka-, 
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mediall  apa- and distal asi are all allowed in constructions where the Speaker  wants to evoke 
inn the mind of the Addressee some pre-existing mental representation of an entity or  event. 

Thee same could be observed for  the Tracking demonstratives. These demonstratives 
occurredd both in salient (3.3) and non-salient contexts (3.4.). Non-salient contexts were those 
wheree there was a clear  marker  present that a discourse unit was closed. In order  to refer  again 
too something in a closed unit, or  even across one, demonstrative descriptions were used. 
However,, the choice for  a demonstrative depended on assignment to the cognitive space of 
Speakerr  (ka-), Addressee (apa-) or  Other  (asi). 

Trackingg demonstratives in salient context also signalled that a new discourse unit had 
started.. Thus, tracking demonstratives were clearly connected with new discourse units, 
independentt  of the level of saliency. 

In-nodee reference on the other  hand was the domain of 0, -a- and apa- (3.3.) The 
differencee between 0, -a- and apa- was that 0 and -a- only denoted Established Topics, 
whereass apa- denoted all types of Argument Focus and the Unestablished Topic. 

Finally,, discourse deictic demonstratives (3.5.2.) followed more or  less the same 
pattern,, although the assignment to cognitive domains was not as clear  as with the 
Recognitionall  and Tracking use of demonstratives. By their  nature demonstrative discourse 
deicticc expressions are linkers and occurred therefore on discourse nodes. 

Sometimess however  prepositional contents were salient (3.5.3.). The expression used 
inn such a case was again 0, apa- or  apa- N. Reference to salient propositional contents always 
occurredd in-node. 

Combiningg all the tables results in (more detailed tables are found in the chapters 4,5 
andd 6): 

geographical geographical 
parameter parameter 
Deictic c 

Recognitional l 

Anaphora a 
in-node e 
across-nodc c 

Discoursee Deictic 
in-node e 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 

dem dem 

— — 

demN demN 

(-a-) (-a-) 

~— ~— 

U-Topic c 

dem dem 

— — 

apa-apa-
demN demN 

0 0 

— • • 

A-Focus s 

dem dem 

— — 

apa-apa-
(dem(dem ?) 

apa-apa- (N) 
apenissan apenissan 

—~ —~ 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

— — 

— — 

— — 
demN demN 

— — 

demdem (N) 

Focus s 

demN demN 
dem.dem. adverb 

demN demN 

demN demN 

— — 

demdem (N) 
dem.dem. adv. 

Tablee 3.10. The Hittite referential matrix. 

Thiss concludes part I. In part II I  wil l present the individual demonstratives (chapters 4, 5 and 
6).. In part HI  I will present the accented pronoun apa- and start with a description of the 
Topic-Focuss structure of Hittite . 
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4.. The distal demonstrative asi, uni, eni etc. 

4.1.. Status Quaestionis 

4.1.1.. Introductio n 

Twoo opposing views on the form and function of the lexemes asi, eni, uni etc. have been 
competingg during the past 70 years. One theory, originating from Friedrich 1925, 
distinguishess separate pronouns with more or  less similar  functions, whereas Laroche 1979 
unitedd all forms in one paradigm, naturally with one function. Building on the insights of 
thesee scholars but opposing them on major  points, I accept Laroche's unitary paradigm, but 
expandd on the idea of Friedrich that the forms built on the stem ed- are deictic. In this chapter 
II  will present the evidence for  asi, uni, eni etc. as a true deictic demonstrative pronoun. This 
demonstrativee is the distal member of a three-way deictic system in which ka- is the proximal 
termm (see Chapter  6) and apa- is the medial term (see Chapter  5)93. 

4.1.2.. Friedrich' s different paradigms, similar  function 

Friedrichh 1925 was the first  to recognize that undeclined asi functions as a nom.sg. and ace. 
sg.sg. pronoun with the meaning "selbiger, besagter, erwahnter". He derived this meaning from 
thee observation that asi very often occurs adnominally with a substantive that is mentioned 
before.. He did however  not distinguish true anaphoric reference from mention of asi in 
Directt  Speech referring backwards across a Direct Speech boundary to an object in the 
precedingg narration (for  examples, see sections 4=2=2 and 4.23). Friedrich was not able to 
findd a difference between asi and the other  pronouns: "Auch wie sich asi von den anderen 
riickweisendenriickweisenden Demonstrativen apc&t enis und uniï unterschied, kann ich nicht sagen."  (1925: 
289).. So obviously he classified asi as a demonstrative (see also his grammar § 118), albeit 
ann anaphoric one. 

933 Contrary to current views. For  a discussion see Chapter  5. 
944 The first  attempt to categorize several of the forms discussed here is found in Forrer  1922: 207-8. At this early 
stagee in Hittit e studies his categorization necessarily contains much that has been later  discarded. I wil l 
thereforee not extensively discuss Forrer' s views. Forrer  distinguished three non-proximal demonstratives: 
cataphoricc eni- 'jener  (vordeutend)', anaphoric uni- 'jener, (rilckdeutend)' and anni- 'jener  (in gröflere 
Entfernungg weisend)'. It seems that he considered eni- and uni- as anaphoric demonstratives, anni- as a 
situationall  demonstrative. 

Thee distinction between true anaphoric reference and reference to an entity both in narration and embedded 
Directt  Speech is crucial for  understanding the true nature of a demonstrative pronoun. 



Inn 1926 Friedrich discussed the meaning of eni, the nom.-acc.neuter  sg. of a pronoun 
enisenis and its adverb enissan. This adverb refers backward to a citation, and from the meaning 
off  enissan Friedrich derived for  eni 'der  eben erwahnte, der  kurz vorher  genannte' (1926: 73 
andd n. 3. Also see Sommer 1938: 161). Although Forrer  1922: 207-208 proposed to unite eni 
withh edas, edani, edi and edez, Friedrich rejected this connection on formal and functional 
grounds.. Formally one should expect a stem *a-, not *e- in the nominative and accusative 
(1926::  74 n. 1), and functionally the edas group seemed to be rather  close to ka-, the proximal 
demonstrative.. He assumed that the deictic force of the edas group was somewhat weaker 
('Der'-Deixis).. Furthermore, the meaning 'der  (eben) erwahnte' did not fit in the contexts 
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wheree edas etc. was used. 

Inn the same work (1926: 155) Friedrich discussed uni, the accusative of a 
demonstrativee uni-. Al l that he could say about uni, unin and unius was that they refer 
backwardss to something that is mentioned earlier. Semantically uni- seemed to be connected 
withh the enemy. Again Friedrich states that he has not yet found any difference with the other 
anaphoricc demonstratives apas, enis and asi. 

Summarizing,, Friedrich distinguished five demonstrative stems besides ka- "this" , (i) 
aa deictic *a- with the attested forms edas, edani, edi and edez, more or  less similar  in function 
too ka-, the proximal deictic demonstrative, (ii ) asi, an anaphoric demonstrative without 
inflection,, (iii ) an anaphoric demonstrative eni-, attested as enis and eni, (iv) an anaphoric 
demonstrativee uni- with the forms uni, unin, and unius, and finall y (v), the anaphoric 
demonstrativee apa-'  is'. 

Thee same view was expressed by Friedrich in his dictionary (1952-1966 [1991]) and 
grammarr  (1960). There are: (i) edani, edas, edi and etez and now also e-, nom.pl.comm., 
belongingg to the defective pronoun a- 'er, sie, es*  (1991: 17, 44; 1974: 68 (§ 116)), (ii ) the 
undeclinablee asi- 'der  betreffende' (but see the lexical entry asis asis in KUB 3.99 ii 18, Friedrich 
1960::  68), (1991: 36; 1974: 68 (§ 118)), (iii ) eni- 'der  (eben) erwahnte', with enis, eni and 
eniusenius (1991: 41; 1974: 68 (§ 117)), and (iv) uni- 'jener, der  da, der  erwahnte' with unin, uni 
andd unius (1991: 234; 1974: 68 (§ 117)). This distributio n is also found in Friedrich -
Karnmenhuberr  (1975ff.) sub the lemmata a-\ asi, eni, edi and ediz, but now in view of the 
unitedd paradigm established by Laroche 1979. Friedrich-Kammenhuber' s view wil l therefore 
bee discussed after  the presentation of the united paradigm theory. 

4.1.3.. Laroche's one paradigm, one function 

Thee beginning of a unification of several of these pronouns can be attributed to Pedersen 
1938.. Triggered by Old Irish inti  (o.c, p. 59) he understood asi and uni als frozen case 
endingss of the stem e-, with deictic -/ (o.c, p. 60). The form asi was originally a nom.sing.c, 
uniuni  an acc.sing.c. meaning 'jener, dieser, der, besagter'. Although this division of labor  must 
havee been original, he also pointed at the signs of petrification by noting the existence of 
formss as unius, but also the use of asi as ace. (o.c, p. 61). 

Besidess the attributio n of asi and uni to a stem e-, Pedersen also assumed that the 
orthotonicc forms edani, edez and edi and the enclitic -as etc belong to a stem e-. It is not 
clearr  from his description whether  he assumed two different stems e-, one pronominal and one 

966 This observation turns out to be important. As I wil l prove in this chapter, the suppletive paradigm asi, uni, 
enieni etc. functions as a distal demonstrative. Although a distal demonstrative may be used anaphorically, 
allowingg the translation 'the aforementioned', aSi is also used deictically. In that case the translation 'the 
aforementioned''  is impossible. 
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deictic,, or a single paradigm e-. Given his discussion of these forms in two separate 
paragraphss (§§ 52 and 53), it seems safe to conclude that Pedersen did not want to unite them 
explicitly.. More surprisingly however he did not include eni in the paradigm of asi and uni, 
althoughh he mentioned the comparable function of neuter eni (o.c., p. 61-2). 

Sturtevantt 1951 moved one step further. He distinguished two groups: {edi, edani 'e i\ 
etez,etez, etas), o.c. 109, and {asi, uni, eni], o.c. 110. (see also Tischler 1977: 80 for the same 
position). . 

Itt was Laroche 1979 who really united the two (Sturtevant), three (Pedersen) or four 
(Friedrich)) different stems into one paradigm. He did so by comparing the syntactic 
distributionn of the different forms and by contrasting the resulting anaphoric pronoun [asi, 
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eni,eni, uni, edani, edi, edez, unius, edas, *ea ) with the anaphorically used demonstrative apa-. 
Larochee showed that all forms occurred in the same syntagmatic environments (referring to 
Kammenhuberr 1975: 41, sub a-1 for edani and edas): 

 asi, eni, uni and unius function as antecedent of resp. the relative kuis, kuit, kuin and 
kuies. kuies. 

•• asi, eni, uni and unius function anaphorically as determiners of a NP. 
•• asi, eni and uni function as independent pronouns. 

Thee unitary proposal of Laroche and the origin of the paradigm in Indo-European are 
generallyy accepted (see Bader 1981: 31, Puhvel 1984: 3ff. sub a-, Neu 1997: 139). 

Larochee also discussed the competition between asi and the demonstrative apa-. 
Accordingg to him, the original opposition kali- 'hie' ... apa- 'ille' disappeared, thereby 
assigningg to apa- the function of anaphoric pronoun in the matrix clause of a relative clause 
(anaphore(anaphore relative) and in the discourse in general (anaphore coordonnante) (1979: 148). 
Thiss invasion of apa- in the anaphoric domain caused a decline in the use of the 'seul vrai 
pronom/adjectiff anaphorique du hittite' asi (p. 148, followed by Puhvel 1984: 5). 

Althoughh Laroche 1979: 150 recognized the 'valeur de deictique lointain' of edi, he 
stilll contrasted the anaphor alule{n) (our asi, eni, uni) with the two demonstratives kas and 
apasapas (o.c. 152). Opposing Laroche in his understanding of the function of asi, I will show 
beloww that asi is not anaphoric, but truly deictic, and that apa- never invaded the territory of 
asiasi (see Chapter 7, 8,9 for  Focal apa-). The relative infrequency of asi is caused by its distal 
semantics,, while the relative frequency of apa- is caused by its main function as an emphatic 
(orr Focus) pronoun. The environments of asi and apa- are generally different, even in their 
sharedd area, the anaphoric domain (compare 4.5. below with chapter 5.5.). 

4.1.4.. Kammenhuber's criticism 

Kammenhuberr 1975ff: 400 sub asi observed that the paradigm set up by Laroche 1979 only 
describess the situation in the 13th century although he projected this paradigm back into Indo-
European.. First of all, she noted that uni- is already inflected in OH (see the discussion in 
4.6.4.1.. for a different view) and that asi is both nom.sg.c. and n., acc.sg.c. and n. in NH . 

977 For  a neuter  plural Laroche refers to HW. But as Beekes 1980: 207a notes, ea is not mentioned in either  HW 
orHW 2. . 

nn Kammenhuber  1975: 400 lists asi also as neuter. However, the alleged neuter  asi in the lexical list KBo 26.20 
iii  21 (I.e.: a-S[i k]u\-it memiiauuar) does not exist. Read with Giiterbock &  Civil 1985: 107 a-i[$-£\i~it 
memiyauuar. memiyauuar. 
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Second,, edani and the other  obliqui of the defective Old Hittit e demonstrative pronoun a- "is ; 
jener""  were understood as obliqui to eni from the time of Mursil i II  (see also Kammenhuber 
1975ff.::  38-9 sub eni) (see 4.6.4.2.). Third , she understood asi, uni and eni as synonyms: eni 
"Entwickel tt  sich ebenso wie synonymes asi (meistens Sg. N. c.) und uni(-) (meistens Sg. 
A.c.)) im Aheth. neben den schon in Aheth. voll flektierten Pronomina apa-2 [...] "jener , dér 
(erwahnte)""  und ka- (ki) "dieser". "  (I.e.). Fourth, the OH material is too restricted to say 
anythingg on the paradigm in the older  language phases, and certainly nothing about Indo-
Europeann roots unless cognates can be found in the other  Anatolian languages (sub asi, p. 
400).. Finally her  conclusion: "paradigma-artig e Entfaltung der  drei Formen zusammen mit 
Obliquii  edani usw. ab Murs. II . (nach 1350 v. Chr.) und vor  allem im 13. Jh."  (sub eni, p. 
41).. Each one of these objections against Laroche has to be taken seriously since some of 
themm indeed might undermine his hypothesis. 

Thee picture emerging from Kammenhuber  1975ff. is as follows. There are originall y 
fourr  pronominal stems, (i) the defective demonstrative pronoun a- "is ; jener, er" , with 
pl.nom.c.. e-, and the obliqui edani, edas, edez and edi (from which the defective personal 
pronounn -a- is derived, o.c. 42, sub -a-2), (ii ) a form asi "der  betreffende", (iii ) a form uni(-), 
andd (iv) a form eni "jenes (zuvor  erwahnte)", in oracles "jenes (andersweitig bekannte)". 
Fromm the time of Hattusili UI  eni and a- are seen as belonging to the same stem, and the three 
remainingg * stems', a-, asi and uni now form one paradigm. 

4.1.5.. Summary and Fragestellung 

Kammenhuberr  accepted Laroche's unitary paradigm only for  the 13th century and later. Her 
mainn criticism concerned the earlier  periods in which the attestation of the different forms is 
minimall  and she therefore did not accept Indo-European roots unless cognates in the other 
Anatoliann languages were found. The first  question to be answered is: 

(i )) Is there enough textual support for  a unitary paradigm in the older  language phases? 

Besidess disagreement on the age of the paradigm there is also disagreement on the nature of 
asi.. Laroche was clear  in his description. The pronoun asi is anaphoric, in contrast with the 
deicticss apa- 'ille*  and ka- 'hie*. But according to Neu (1997: 139) asi is deictic. At least, 
thatt  is what I infer  from his remark on the paradigm of asi as a "sehr  archaischen 
Pronominalparadigmas,, dessen Deixisfeld auf der  Vokaltria s idg. *o- (heth. a-), *w-, and *e-
beruht'^Puhvell  1984: 3 translates a- as 'thi s (one), that (one), the aforementioned (one)* 
andd follows Laroche in the anaphoric interpretation. Although Kammenhuber  treated asi, uni 
andd eni as synonyms, her  translations were not uniform. As already mentioned, she more or 
lesss united eni with a-, resulting in 'jener, er*, * jenes (zuvor  erwahnte)', and in oracles (eni) 
'jeness (andersweitig bekannte)*. The pronoun asi received the translation 'der  betreffende'. 
Interestinglyy enough she did not give any grammatical classification of asi and eni, whereas 
a-a- was classified as a defective demonstrative pronoun. It seems to me that Kammenhuber 
didd not find enough contextual evidence to confirm or  disprove Laroche's functional analysis 
off  asi as the only true anaphoric pronoun. So the second question is: 

(ii )) Is the pronoun/adjective asi etc. only an anaphoric demonstrative or deictic or both? 

Inn order  to answer  both questions I will proceed as follows: 
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(a)) the main source for  Deixis in dead languages is the use of deictic forms in Direct 
Speech.. In section 4.2 I will discuss which forms occur  in Direct Speech, and what 
spatiall  contrast is indicated by these forms. 

(b)) After  this has been established, three other  contexts of asi etc., recognitional deixis 
(sectionn 4.3), discourse deixis (section 4.4) and anaphora (section 4.5) —all three are 
typicall  uses of demonstratives (see Chapter  2)— will be discussed. Especially 
interestingg is the use of the different forms of the proposed paradigm in the same 
functionn in the same text. If we have different forms in the same function, they 
probablyy belong to the same paradigm. 

(c)) The paradigmatic 13th century is either  the endpoint of some diachronic development 
whichh brought together  different stems in one paradigm or  it simply continued the 
situationn of the older  periods. Although there is not enough material in the earlier 
phases,, we may assume the existence of a paradigm also in these periods if the 
functionss of the different attested forms are similar  to their  corresponding younger 
Hittit ee forms. That is, if Old Hittit e asi functions for  example as a deictic 
demonstrativee with negative emotional connotation just like its younger  counterpart, 
andd if Old Hittit e uni functions as a recognitional demonstrative with distancing effect 
justt  lik e New Hittit e uni, and given the fact that asi and uni belong to the same 
paradigmm in New Hittite , then I assume that they also belong together  in Old Hittite . 

(d)) The vocabulary fragments KUB 3.99 ii 18 and KBo 1.42 ii i 33ff. were discarded by 
Larochee 1979: 148: "asis, Thapax de vocabulaire [...], est une fabrication artificiell e 
sanss valeur  lingui'stique" . Kammenhuber  thought so too (1975ff. p. 39 sub eni, p. 400 
subb asi). Although the form asis may be coined by the writer  of the vocabulary, it is 
stilll  possible to compare its function with the Sumerian and Akkadian demonstratives 
inn order  to see whether  the function as described in this Chapter  is supported or 
contradictedd (section 4.6.4.3). 

AA general issue in Deixis and Anaphora is the connection between deictic or  anaphoric 
expressionss and attention level. Though this issue is not very important for  the questions 
formulatedd above, I wil l discuss the attention level of the referents in order  to test whether  the 
Hittit ee material supports the scheme outlined in Chapter  2. Besides the attention levels I wil l 
alsoo pay attention to the Informatio n Structure of the main clauses containing asi etc.101 

Forr  reasons I have given in Chapter  2,1 follow Cornish 1999 in distinguishing two 
modess of attention level concerning mental representations of entities: they are either  salient 
orr  not salient. Salient entities reside in working memory, whereas non-salient entities re-side 
eitherr  in long-term memory or  are part of the physical environment but not yet noted by the 

Givenn the translation ĵener"  Kammenhuber  HW2 must have thought mat a- was a non-proximal 
demonstrativee although Friedrich assumed that it behaved more like a proximal demonstrative. Why 
Kammenhuberr  ox. 130b remarked about cpa-: «Nach Aussterben von a-1 auch als betonte Form zu -o-2 "er, 
sie,, es"  möglich"  although a-1 was in use until the end of Hittit e is not clear  to me. 

Withoutt  further  explaining himself. He did not classify asi as a demonstrative but simply as a pronoun 
(thereforee anaphoric?), in contrast with iiia- (ox. 145) and an(n)i- (ox. 156). Neither  did he explain how he 
usedd the term Deixis. One should be aware of the variation in the literatur e on the use of this term (Lyons 
1999:200 n. 11). For  example, 'deictic'  can be equivalent to 'demonstrative', or  it can denote reference to the 
speechh surroundings. 

''  I  do not discuss subordinate clauses from the point of view of Information Structure. Often the contents of 
thesee clauses are presented to the Addressee as presupposed, providing the background for  the matrix clause. 
Presupposedd clauses are therefore outside the field of sentence topic and focus (Lambrecht 1994: 67-69, et 
passim). . 
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Addressee,, as estimated by the Speaker. Also modifiers (adjectives, genitives) and 
presupposedd prepositional contents are thought to be non-salient. 

Referencee to non-salient (and sometimes salient) entities in the physical surroundings 
fallss under  the Situational Use of expressions (here discussed in section 4.2). The 
Recognitionall  Use of demonstratives (section 4.3) is a typical example of reference to non-
salientt  entities that reside in long-term memory, with the extra requirement that the entity has 
too be discourse-new. Non-salient presupposed propositional contents are captured by 
Discoursee Deixis (section 4.4).I02 The two remaining types of non-salient entities are those 
expressedd by modifiers and the ones residing in long-term memory while being discourse-old. 
Thee latter  ones will be discussed under  the heading of Anaphora, together  with the salient 
discourse-oldd entities (section 4.5). 

4.2.. The Situational Use of asi 

42.42.1.1. Introduction 

Inn order  to show that asi is a deictic instead of an anaphoric pronoun or  determiner, the 
obviouss environment to look at is the Situational Use. As described in 2.3.1., generally three 
sub-areass are recognized as situational: true situational use, Direct Speech, and linguistic 
selfreference. . 

Forr  situational use and Direct Speech we can use Fillmore' s criteri a in order  to decide 
whatt  type of situational deixis is involved (see also 2.3.1.1.): 

 Distal Demonstrative (Fillmor e 1982: 50-1): Prototypically the distal demonstrative 
alternatess between two features, (a) it points to an entity at a great distance from both 
Speaker'ss and Addressee's visual field or  (b) to an entity being outside the Speaker's 
andd Addressee's visual field. In some languages both conditions need to be satisfied 
forr  the demonstrative in order  to be classified as distal, in other  languages only one of 
themm is criterial . 

 Medial Demonstrative (Fillmor e 1982: 49): Prototypically a medial demonstrative is 
representedd by two features, (a) it points to an entity at a small distance from Speaker 
(Speakerr  Pivot) and (b) to an entity being near  the Addressee (Hearer-Pivot). In 
somee languages both conditions need to be satisfied for  the demonstrative in order  to 
bee classified as medial, in other  languages only one of them is criterial . When (b) is 
satified,, the language has a person-based demonstrative system, when (a) is satified, a 
distance-basedd system. 

 Proximal Demonstrative: A proximal demonstrative is characterized as indicating the 
closestt  distance to the Speaker. 

922 Salient presupposed propositional contents are referrred to by means of the enclitic neuter  pronoun -at (see 
Chapterr  2) and the Focus pronoun apa- (see Chapter  2 and 8). 
933 There are even languages that combine both systems (Lyons 1999: 109). 
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4.2.2.. True Situational Use 

Thee only real Situational use of asi is encountered in the expressions containing adverbially 
usedd dative-locative edi (Old Hittite) and ablative edez (New Hittite). The main 
characteristicc of these expressions is to point at a location at the other side of some point of 
reference,, viewed from the Deictic Center, which in every case is the capital Hattusa. 
Melchertt 1977: 15Iff described this type of location as 'relative position'. The frequent use 
off  edi I edez in combination with ket I kez (from the proximal demonstrative ka-) allows the 
conclusionn that edi I edez is at least a non-proximal demonstrative. In combination with the 
factt that deictic apiya I apez is the Medial term in a three-term system (see chapter 5), edi I 
edezedez must be the Distal term. 

Generallyy the point of reference, viewed from the Deictic Center, is a prominent 
landmarkk in the countryside, such as a river, mountain range or mountain top or some other 
prominentt object in the deictic space of the Speaker: 

4.11 KBo 6.2 i 48-50, § 22 (OS laws, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 31-32 
ASt ASt 

§§ [ta]kku ARAD-as ]\uuai man appa kuiski uuatezzi takku manninkuuan ë\pz]i 
nuzssenuzsse KU E.SIR-MJ pdi takku ke-e-et tD-az 2 GfN KÜ.BABBAR pdi ^  takku e^ 

di_di_ tD-az nuzSse 3 GfN KÜ.BABBAR pdi § 
Iff  a male slave runs away and someone brings him back, if he captures (him) nearby, 
hee gives him shoes. If (he captures him) on this side (ket) of the river, he gives 2 
sheqelss of silver. If (he captures him) on that side (edi) of the river, he gives him 3 
sheqelss of silver. 

4.22 KUB 19.20 + obv. 9'-12' (lateMH/MS letter, Suppiluliuma, CTH 154), ed. Van den 
Houtt 1994: 64, 72 
9''  [iDMalan kuit $]A LUGAL KUR ^^Hurri  e-de-ez tapusa êsta 10'  [mat ISTU 
NAM.RAA GU4.ÖI.A] UDU.p.A dssuittsa sard dafifiun  lv [matzza ANA KUR 
yMXJyMXJHa]ttiHa]tti  udahjiun ke-e-ez-zi-iazkan kuit n'  [$A LUGAL KUR X3RVHurri  t]apusa 
êstaêsta nuzza apdttza ANA KUR lJRl}Hatti  u'  \udafy\iun 
[What]]  was alongside [the Mala-river] on the other side (edez) belonging to the king 
off  Hurri, I picked [it ] up[, including deportees, oxen], sheep, and possessions, and I 
broughtt [them to Ha]tti. And also, what was alongside on this side (kez) [belonging to 
thee king of Hurri], that too [I brought] to Hatti. 

Thee locations indicated by edi I edez are often at a great distance from the Deictic Center and 
invisiblee (see Fillmore's criteria above). The two following examples show a situation where 
largee distance is not involved, but I wonder whether invisibility is the issue here: 

4.33 KBo 17.15 rev.! 14'-16'  (OS ritual, CTH *645.6), ed. Neu 1980a: 73-74. 
[(UGULAA  LÜ-ME$MUÖALDIM) ]  15' bassos katta ke-e-et arta VI HAR-*[a]/SAR harzi 

L[UU fiesta] fiassds katta e^di parsandn ftarzi VI  #AR-n[a]iSAR jiarzi 
Thee Head of the cooks stands near the hearth on this side (ket). He is holding 6 
/M77wz/-plants.. The hesta-man is squatting near the hearth on the other side (edi). He 
iss holding 6 harnai-plmts. 

4.44 KUB 43.30 obv. ii 6'  (OS ritual, CTH *645.7), ed. Neu 1980a: 77 
§§ 6 p-^J^MUtfALDI M  ispantuziasSaruS e^di tarSanzipaz pëdanzi § 
Thee cooks carry the libation vessels to the other side (edi) of the 4Bühne\ 
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Inn ex. 4.3 one person is standing at the near  side of the hearth, in view of the Speaker, 
whereass the other  person is squatting at the other  side of the hearth. The fact that he is 
squattingg might indicate that he is not visible behind the fire, or, if the fir e is not burning, 
behindd the hearth. In ex. 4.4 the vessels might not be visible behind the elevated structure. In 
anyy case, each time edi I edez refers to a location at the other  side of a landmark. This 
landmarkk divides the space in two parts: an area seen as belonging to the Speaker, however 
largee that area is, and an area seen as not belonging to the Speaker. In view of what follows in 
thee remainder  of this chapter  it seems to me that this division of space is more important in 
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Hittit ee than visibilit y or  invisibility . 

Inn the above examples edi or  edez referred to locations not mentioned before. But 
whenn the area located at the other  side of a point of reference is already salient in the 
discourse105,, edi I edez is immediately replaced by apiya in Old Hittit e or  apez in Newer 
Hittite : : 

4.55 KBo 7.14 + obv. 7-9 (OS narration, CTH 15), ed. Rosi 1984: 118 
§§ 7 [LÜ] VRVHA$$I LUGAL- / mena\ianda za^iia uit 8 \ma\n1 mLi-KASKAL-is 
mazzemazze nu a-pi-ia takkalit 9 Ike-Ye^-da LVGAL-uS takkalit 
[Thee man] from Hassi came for  battle against the king. Lipalsi withstood [hi]m . He 
closedd in on? (him) on that (= his) side (apiya), while the king closed in on? (him) on 
thiss side (ked=a). 

Thiss time 'the other  side' is not simply beyond the point of reference, i.e. the enemy, it is also 
connectedd with the location of Lipalsi who has just been mentioned. This anaphoric 
connotationn is completely absent from the meaning of edi I edez. That apezza is the anaphoric 
counterpartt  of edez is also illustrated by the next example: 

4.66 KUB 1.1 + ii 31-33 (NH egodocument, Hattusili HI , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 12-
1 3i 07 7 

§311 uittma LÖKÜR [(Pisfrurus anda dras)] ^vKaraM(a)s^^a 32 ^^Maristas 
S[(AA  LVK\JR)esta(nu*ssi a-pé-e-ez KUR ^^Taqqast^as ZAG-as êsta 33 ke-e~ez-
zaztnazssizaztnazssi [Q^Talrnalikü  ZAG-aS éS)]ta 
Itt  happened that the enemy of Pishuru barged in and the cities Karahna and Marista 
[were]]  in the midst of the enemy. On the other  (= the enemy's) side (apez) the 
countryy Taqqasta was its border, but on this side (kezza-ma) Talmaliya was its 
border. . 

844 The other attestations of the distal adverb of relative position are KBo 25.112 obv. ii 4'-6', with duplicate 
KBoo 25.114 (OS ritual, CTH 733 II4), KUB 19.37 ii 20-34 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 II) , KUB 19.9 i 
10'-15'' (NH annals, Hattusili III , CTH 83.1) and KBo 6.28 obv. 6-14 (NH annals, Hattusili III , CTH 88). 

055 An area does not have to be mentioned explicitly in order to be salient For this cognitive interpretation of 
anaphoraa see Chapter 2. 
066 The fact that the locative apiya is used to indicate (anaphoric) relative position leads by analogy to the 
conclusionn that also ked is a locative. In later Hittite the function of denoting relative position was taken over 
byy the ablatives. Thus, the triad ked—apiya—edi became kez—apez — edez. 
mm See also KUB 19.9 ii 13-15 (NH Annals, Hattusili III , CTH 83.1) LU.ME$ URU Ga[$ga*]ma fiü[manteS] u 

andaanda arantei e[sir nu*S£]i a-pé-e-ez-haV URU ... ] " ZAG-aS éSta \ke\-e-\ti-zaAma (or ke-e[z-za*]) 
^Takuruuatf^Takuruuatf ZAG-as ésta) 
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Thee 'other side' does not come out-of-the-blue. From an area not controlled by the Hittites, 
thee enemy floods in to the countries of Karahna and Marista surrounding these cities. In order 
too describe the extent of the newly conquered hostile land the border towns are given, one 
eachh on opposite sides of the new hostile area. The city denoting the border on the Hatti'-side 
iss Talmaliya, and the city denoting the border on the enemy side is Taqqasta. Usually the 
otherr side is indicated by means of edez, but in this case the Reader of the tablet was already 
madee aware of the other side, the area of Pishuru, through the preceding lines. 

Besidess the adverbs of relative position one also should expect a locative distal adverb 
likee ka 'here' (see chapter 6) and apiya 'there (with you)' (see chapter 5). Although the 
dictionariess and grammars imply that apiya is also a distal demonstrative adverb, this is not 
substantiatedd by the evidence of situational apiya. In each case where apiya is truly 
situational,, it always refers to the location of the Addressee (see 5.2). But whenever reference 
iss needed to a location that has already been mentioned before, apiya is used. Indeed, such a 
locationn is often connected with the Other, but this is almost always the case with anaphoric 
referencee in general. To conclude, the locative adverb of asi that corresponds with proximal 
kaka and medial apiya is not attested in our texts. 

Thee only deictic notion connected with anaphoric apiya is that it cannot mean 'here'. 
Levinsonn 1983: 67 discusses an example where a deictic adverb is used both anaphorically 
andd deictically (his example 40): 

4.77 I was born in London and have lived there ever since 

'There'' refers anaphorically to London, but at the same time indicates that the discourse is 
expressedd in a location outside London. In the next two examples apiya is both anaphoric and 
deictic.. It is anaphoric because it refers to a location mentioned before, but it is also deictic 
becausee it refers to a location different from the Speaker. This becomes especially clear when 
apiyaapiya is contrasted with purely deictic ka: 

4.88 HK M  58 obv. 5-14 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya ffl, CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 230-231 
§ 55 SA LÓMESIGI.NU.GAL*mw kuit uttar hatraes 6 nu*kan LÜMESIGI.NU.GAL.ÖI.A 
frümantesfrümantes URVSapinuua sard pêfruter 8 ka-anma X ^-MESIGI.NU.GAL.OI. A INA 
É.BI.AA  NA*ARk-RU 9 arjm tdliër n*as kasa punussun 10 [n]u*mu  zik kuiës lamnit 
ftatraeSftatraeS naalta NU.GAL  kuiski anda n nu man fratras'i nu INA ^^^Sapinuua 13 

ANAANA mSarpa hatrai lA LÖMESIGI.NTI SG.AL  hümanduS a-yi-ia § 
Thee affair of the blind men about which you wrote to me, all blind men were brought 
upp to Sapinuwa. Here (ka) on the other hand, 10 blind men were left behind in the 
housess of the mills. I have just questioned them. The ones about which you have 
writtenn to me with (their) names, not one (of those) is among (them). If you write 
(again),, write to Sarpa in Sapinuwa. All blind men are there (apiya). 

4.99 KBo 2.2 i 12-14 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
124-125 5 
§§ n man dUTU-&  1 tapassas u a-vi-ia-pet SA KUR IMJNerikkq  u uemiiazi ka*ma 
ÜL... ÜL... 

Iff  the fever wil l befall My Majesty only there (apiya-pat), in the country of Nerik, but 
nott here (ka),... 
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4.2.3.. Direct Speech 

AA very important context providing us with demonstratives is Direct Speech. As Ehlich 
(1982::  33 n.6) noted, 'I n so-called 'dead' languages, the quotations of direct language enables 
uss to identify uses of deixis in the standard way', meaning that, (i) , we can identify deictic 
termss referrin g to the outside world because there is no referent in the preceding clauses in the 
Directt  Speech, and (ii) , that it may be possible to deduce the distance towards the deictic 
centerr  (the Speaker) from the narration preceding the Direct Speech or  the orientation on 
Speaker,, Addressee or  Other. However, this is not always possible due to our  unfamiliarit y 
withh the actual situation. 

Thee criteri a established in 3.1.3. for  identifying a suitable context are repeated here: 

 The Direct Speech should be self contained, that is, it has to be a closed speech unit, 
withoutt  reference to earlier  discourse which is not expressed in the narration. A 
partiall yy quoted letter  for  example may contain anaphoric references not known to us. 
Self-containedd speech is found in treaties and rituals. This type of speech is either 
inventedd for  a specific stipulation or  highly ritualized for  religious purposes. Letters 
aree excluded for  the above reasons. 

 The Direct Speech has to refer  to the world created in the immediate preceding 
narrativ ee clauses. 

 Only indexicals in Direct Speech which are a first mention of the intended referent are 
discussed.. Second mentions are always anaphoric, whether  in narration or  Direct 
Speech. . 

Thee following examples provide forms of the expression asi referrin g to an entity in the 
surroundingg world, thereby clearly illustratin g the deictic force of asi. Wherever  possible, the 
naturee of the deixis (proximal, distal or  other) is discussed. 

Besidess isolating deictic references in Direct Speech, one can establish whether  the 
extra-linguisticc object is salient or  not. Often the narration preceding the Direct Speech 
providess some comments on the entity that wil l be referred to in the Direct Speech. In that 
casee one can be rather  certain that the entity is already salient before it is mentioned. 
Otherwise,, one should consider  the entity not-salient 

Usingg this criterium , a pattern appears: usually the pronominal demonstrative asi is 
usedd when an object is salient, and the demonstrative description asi + N is usually used 
whenn the object is not salient. 

423.1.423.1. The continuity procedure: the demonstrative pronoun asi 

Thee clearest example of the distal value of asi is: 

4.100 KUB 44.4+ rev. 9 (MH birt h ritual , CTH 767), ed. Beekman 1983: 176-177 
9AMAA DUMU.NTTA taskupait nu*$$an GAM AN-zar  *U-as aulta e-nizma?ua 

Similarly,, though the preceding context is destroyed: KBo 12.89 iii 9-10 (MH/MS?, CTH 765) n*a$ta 
^Kamrulepai^Kamrulepai "[nepisaz katt)a auSta i^üsmasua kuit 'Kamrusepa looked [dow]n [from heaven]: "What is 
that?'' and KBo 9.127+ i 12 (CTH 764), ïjusua kuit. 
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Thee mother  of the male child cried out (after  the birt h of her  child), and the Stormgod 
lookedd down from heaven on (her, -san): "What is that (eni)\T 

Thee distance between the referent (the sound produced by the mother) and the Speaker  (the 
Stormgod),, is maximally large (earth versus heaven). The neuter  eni therefore functions as a 
Distall  Demonstrative. A medial interpretation would require either  that the distance to the 
Deicticc Center, the Stormgod, is medial (whatever  that would be) or  that the event takes place 
nearr  the Addressee. That the distance was maximal is already mentioned, leaving us with a 
possiblee Addressee oriented interpretation. There is however  no Addressee, unless we 
considerr  the mother  of the child as such. This is however  not supported by the remainder  of 
thee text. The sentence uttered by the Stormgod is an exclamation about something that he 
hearss from far  away, happening to the Other. In addition to the maximal distance, eni refers to 
something,, a sound, that is invisible to the Stormgod. 

Thee exclamation follows the cry of the mother, so at the moment of speech the cry is 
alreadyy in the center  of attention. The utterance is therefore not an out-of-the-blue sentence, 
whichh excludes Sentence Focus. We are left with Predicate Focus or  Argument Focus. 
Argumentt  Focus would mean that only the question word kuit is the Focus. In that case the 
restt  of the clause has to be de-accented. However, the initia l position of eni, followed by the 
slightlyy adversative particl e -ma shows otherwise. Now only Predicate Focus with an 
accentedd subject Topic is left as the only possibility. Although the sound is in the center  of 
attention,, and the Stormgod requests information about the referent of eni, it is not necessarily 
thee established topic. Its unexpectedness is underlined by the use of -ma. 

Anotherr  example of Distal asi, also to a non-visible entity, is: 

4.111 KBo 5.3 + ii 32-38 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42), ed. Friedrich 1930: 116-117 
§§ nasmazmuzza man LÜ URXJHATTI  [n]amma kuiski idalu 33 menahhanda sard 
ddiddi kuiessas imma kuis antuhsas zigzan QM-an istamasti n^anzmu man 

—— . 35 %(\ 

apedaniapedani lamnï ÜL mematti man para imma samenusi nu kissan tesi 
ammuknuazzaammuknuazza l[i]nganuuanza 37 nuzua ÜL kuitki rmmafyju i\iamizi]anua ÜL 
kuitkikuitki  a-sizmazua \ma\\)\ian ie[zzi QATAMMA] ieddu 
Orr  if some man of Hatti furthermor e plans evil against me, whatever  person he may 
be,, if, as soon as you hear  about him/listen to him, you do not report him to me at that 
instant,, and you even let him go by, and say as follows: *7 am sworn in, (so) I do not 
sayy anything (evil) and also, I do not do anything (evil either). But he (asi) wil l do as 
hee likes (Lit. : Now, as he does, let him do likewise)". 

Thee referent of asi is not near  Speaker  anymore: he has gone away and is therefore not in the 
presencee of either  Speaker  or  some unexpressed Hearer, excluding Proximal and Medial 
reference.. The Demonstrative asi must therefore be distal and refers at least to an invisible 
person,, although the context does not provide any clues how far  he is removed from Speaker 
(andd Addressee). As far  as cognitive status is concerned, asi refers to a person who has 
clearlyy been represented in the mind of the Speaker, so besides being deictic, asi is also used 
too indicate that the attention is continued. 

Additionally ,, asi is contrasted with ammuk "I" . Both are accented, full pronouns, 
indicatingg contrasting subjects in contrasting actions: "ƒ am sworn in and shall do nothing, but 
hehe may do as he likes" . The clauses are Topic Comment clauses and their  subjects are 
Contrastivee Topics (see 2.2.3.2.1.). 

Andd an example from the Song of Ullikummi : 

4.122 KUB 33.87+ i 30'-34' (NH myth, CTH 345), ed. Güterbock 1952: 12 
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nunu dU-as IGLp.A-w a 31 [ish]ahruuanza memiian memiskizzi kuiszuarsan 
\namm\a\namm\a uskizzi u-ni-ia-as halluuain nutua kuis namma33 [za]hhiskizzi nu* 
uarzasuarzas kuis namma uskizzi \u-nï\-ia-as nahsarradus 
t hee Stormgod, [te]arful of eye, speaks: "Who can behold it [agai]n, that one's 
(uniyas)(uniyas) violence? Who can [f]ight again, who can behold them again, fthat olne's 
(uniyas)(uniyas) fearsome qualities?" 

Tessub,, the Speaker, has just laid eyes on the frightful kunkunuzzi-stone (Basalt), the 
destroyerr of the Gods. The stone was originally placed on the shoulder of Upelluri, the Atlas-
likee figure carrying Heaven and Earth, invisible to the Gods. But soon he rises from the sea 
andd becomes visible. The Stormgod Tessub has just arrived at a mountaintop and can now 
seee the kunkunuzzi. The shock has made him cry. The only possible deictic value expressed 
byy uniyas is the distal one since Tessub is standing on a mountaintop, looking out over sea to 
thee Basalt. 

Byy looking at it, the Basalt is already in the center of attention. The Basalt is however 
nott the Topic or Focus of the clause. As an adnominal it is outside the Topic-Focus structure 
off  the clause. 

AA rare example of a Place Deictic form of asit edaza is: 

4.133 KBo 4.14 ii i 32-34 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 123), ed. Van den Hout 1989: 
294-295 5 
322 AAM ZI  LUGAL  GJM-an X nahjtüuai arha*man*ua*kan arhi tuqqca 
QATAMMAQATAMMA Xnahhüuaddu M EKzYAzuazkan e-da-za arha am 
Justt as there is concern to the king: "Could I but get away!", then also to you there 
mustt likewise be concern: "Let My Lord get away from there (edaza)\" 

Thesee hypothetical thoughts refer to a situation in which the king has met grave difficulties in 
battle,, either caused by the defection of a vassal state, an invasion of the enemy or a rebellion 
inn Hatti. The question is now: is the Addressee of this letter accompanying the king in the 
hypotheticall  battle or not. It seems that the Addressee is supposed to be present in times of 
distresss (ii 7-16, 22-25, 26-29 etc.) so the deictic edaza should then be understood as 
Proximall  or Medial and not as Distal109. On the other hand, the context shows that the 
Speakerr is simply aware of the king's concerns. His speech repeats more or less the concerns 
off  the king and no information is added except the ablative edaza. Why should the echoing 
phrasee contain more information than the original one if both were at the same place? The 
onlyy reason to do so is because they are not at the same place. 

Thee location of the king is already salient in the mind of Speaker (and Reader), 
thereforee requiring the continuity procedure. Moreover, the relation between king and 
locationn is a given fact, only the kind of relation, the "getting away" is unexpected and 
thereforee the Focus. Both the king and the location are Established Topics. 

Fromm Tudhaliya IV we have 

4.144 KUB 26.1 ii i 37-40 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.2), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
13 3 

wThee CHD L-N sub i:  nakhuwa- p. 347 translates edaza as "from (t)here", therefore not choosing between 
Proximall  and non Proximal. Puhvel 1984:4 has 'from there'. 
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§§ nasmaakan ANA dUTU-5/ dssuuanni kuiski 38 a[nd]an neanza tuk s ma z kan SA 
ddUTU-$IUTU-$I  LÜKÜR-ai  39 EGIR-pa UG[U] aai a^tuazkan PAN dUTU-5/ **  laknut 
zikzmaza[tzikzmaza[t ii]asi 
Orr (if) someone is turned toward My Majesty in favor, you however, are sollicited (?) 
byy an enemy of My Majesty: "Make that one (asiy ace.!) fall out from His Majesty's 
favor",, and you do it, (you make him fall out of favor,) ... 

Theree are five participants: the king as Speaker/Narrator, the hypothetical enemy as the 
Speakerr of the Direct Speech, the Addressee of the instruction as both the Addressee of the 
kingg and of the Direct Speech of the enemy (the Addressee is counted twice), and finally the 
hypotheticall  ally of the king, referred to by asi in the Direct Speech. Since the king does not 
utterr the Direct Speech, only the enemy, the Addressee and the ally are important. The 
constellationn of persons at the moment of the Direct Speech is as follows: the enemy Speaker 
andd the Addressee take up one position in space. It seems rather logical to assume that the 
allyy is not included in that space. Therefore a proximal interpretation of asi is excluded. A 
mediall  interpretation would mean that the referent of asi, the soon to be disfavored ally, 
wouldd have been present in the space of the Addressee, which is also a very unlikely situation 
becausee that would also imply being near Speaker. The ally could of course still be not too far 
removedd from Speaker and Addressee. Thus, a medial interpretation of asi in a person 
orientedd system is excluded, but a medial interpretation in a distance based system not. 
Finally,, the ally may be considered outside the domain of both Speaker and Addressee, 
irrespectivee of distance, he may be considered far removed from both, and he may be visible 
orr invisible. Whatever the situation, in these cases asi is a distal demonstrative. 

Itt is not clear to me whether the favorite ally of the king is in the center of attention of 
thee Addressee or not. If the person is visible, than a pointing gesture with asi is enough to 
identifyy him. The gesture alone would have brought him in the center of attention. 

423.2.423.2. The centering procedure: the demonstrative description asi + noun 

Whenn the entity referred to is not salient, not asi is used but asi + N. 

4.155 KBo 4.14 ü 73-80 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 123), ed. Van den Hout 1989: 
2900 (with collation from CHD L-N: 129) 
§§ /J \m\annza*muzkan 1 KUR-7X/Af kuitki  GAM-a/i niiari  74 [n\asmatmutkan 
EN.MESS kuiêsqa < allalla panzi [z]ikzmassmas*kan anda fiandasi nu kisan 
memattimematti GEEPU-afrfiirffuasmu mat lê DV-si V GAM-an MAMlTGAR-ru 
§§ nasmazat zik^malisi a-si*manzua*kan ZAGf-qy GAM-a/i] niiari  nalma* 
<m>an*ua*kan<m>an*ua*kan u-ni-us EN.MES alla[lld]  80 panzi uqq*a*man*ua pëjiudanzi... 
Andd if some single country turns away from me, or some lords commit treason against 
me,, (if then) you join with them, and you speak in this way: "They forced me!", you 
mayy not do it! Let (it) be put under Oath. § Or, (if ) you contemplate about it: "Would 
thatt (asi) border (country) but fall away, or would those (unius) lords but commit 
treasonn and would they but lead me off with them!**... 

AA proximal interpretation is not very likely, it would necessitate the assumption that the 
Speakerr himself was in the border country at the time of his treacherous speech. We would 
thenn have to assume that the king, who is the actual author of these clauses, while speaking to 
thee Addressee in this text, envisages a situation where the Addressee is inside some unknown 
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country,, in the presence of some unknown lords. Why asi cannot be medial has already been 
explainedd in the discussion of this example in Chapter 3, as ex. 3.8. 

Thee demonstrative asi (and the acc.pl. unius) as the distal demonstrative refers either to 
ann entity at a great distance from the visual field of Speaker (and Addressee) or outside that 
field,, or both. Borders are usually far away, and also out of sight, so both criteria, invisibility 
andd large distance, are applicable. 

Thee noun phrases asi N and unius N seem to be centering. The preceding context does 
nott provide any information in order to conclude that the countries and lords were already in 
thee center of attention of the Speaker. As centering, the referents of these noun phrases can 
onlyy be an Unestablished Topic, or subjects under Sentence Focus. Unestablished Topics 
generallyy imply a contrast, and this does not seem to be the case. Therefore I assume that the 
clausess carry Sentence Focus, being out-of-the-blue sentences. In the following I wil l 
considerr each deictic noun phrase as being under Sentence or Predicate Focus, if the context 
doess not explicitly show that the referent was under discussion or in the center of attention of 
thee Speaker (and Addressee). 

AA clearer and less elaborate example is: 

4.166 KBo 4.14 ii i 72-73 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 123), ed. Van den Hout 1989: 
297 7 
Ti.Ti.  73 

mannzazduzzamannzazduzza L\JGAL-us kuedaniki ANA [ZAG-]z para uiiazi Itzuazmu q^ 
sisi ZAG iia z[i]k?ma pd[isi] ... 
Andd if the king sends you forth to some [border (country)] (saying): "Go make me 
thatt (asi, ace.!) border (country)", and you go, , 

Obviouslyy the border is neither proximal nor medial, otherwise the Addressee would already 
bee located in the border country and the king could never have spoken these words. 

Severall  examples from outside my corpus provide some more evidence that asi etc., is 
aa distal demonstrative: 

4.177 KUB 17.12 obv. ii 11-17 (MH7/NS ritual, CTH 431) 
111 ncasta anda kissan memdi kuiszua mienus GÜB-za iiaddari nuzua^ssi 
mienumienu ësdu nuzua e-da-ni l antuhsi e~ni GIG mienuddu nuaua kasma 
«kJAZ-BAAAA GASAN-ÏA luizziS l6 nutuaskan SwnmeS LÜ.MES KALAG.GA LÜ.MES 
MAfflRIsYAMAfflRIsYA  l 7 KASKAL-z a arfia tiiatten§ 
(Hee speaks as follows: "Anyone who is right, let him eat right. Let this offer be right." 
Afterwardss there are 3 warmanninzi-bTeads, 2 small fresh thick loaves. He carries 
themm to the fork in the road and crumbles them to the left,) while speaking as follows: 
"Anyy mild one who walks at the left, let there be mildness to it/him, let him assuage 
thatt (em) illness for that (edani) man. Huwassana, my Lady, has just come! (So) you, 
terrifyingg ones, my adversaries, must step off the road!'* 

Thee Speaker is the ritual practitioner who talks to the m/e/w-deities, the 'mild ones' walking 
att the fork of the road. These 'mild ones' have to heal the illness of a third party, the man in 

Thiss example illustrates that the imaginative Direct Speech cannot really be compared to true Direct Speech. 
Inn a realistic situation the treacherous subject of the king would probably have mentioned at least the name of a 
specificc country and therefore the location relative to the Deictic Center. In an unspecific situation lik e this, 
namess cannot be used while the Addressee still has somehow to be informed Border  countries are located at a 
largee distance of the Deictic Center, and this is indicated to the Speaker  by means of a distal demonstrative. 
Furthermore,, if asi (N) indeed replaces a name, the allocation to the centering procedure would gain more 
support,, because names are often used to refer  to entities that are not in the center  of attention. 
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whosee name this ritual is practized. The preceding context does not provide any clues about 
thee position of the il l man with respect to the Speaker, nor about his presence at the scene so 
theoreticallyy the man could be in the vicinity of the Speaker. The next scene however shows 
thatt the patient does not accompany the practitioner when he performs his ritual. Only the 
practitionerr goes to the gate: 

4.188 KUB 17.12 obv. ii 24-27 (MH7/NS ritual, CTH 431) 
nzasnzas dsga para paizzi 1^1 2 NINDA.GUR4.RA i 25 kuualïti n^asta anda 

kissankissan memai mdnzua a-si antuhsas Tl-eszi 21 [o-o-o-o]-x-x 
NINDA.GUR4.RA.£I.AA  sard neiandaru 
Hee goes to the gate. He turns two fat thick-breads, while speaking: "If that (asi) man 
stayss alive, let the [ ] breads be turned up". 

Thee patient, not being near, is referred to by means of asi N, which means that asi is distal 
heree too. A further connotation of asi might be that the patient is literally a patient, that is, not 
ann active participant during the ritual which is essentially an interaction between ritual 
practitionerr and deity. 

Ass a first sentence in Direct Speech in a new situation on another day, the phrase asi 
antuhsasantuhsas as initial reference belongs to the centering procedure. As part of a conditional 
clausee it is however in the presupposition, which means that the information is taken for 
granted.. The main information is contained in the following matrix clause on the turning of 
thee breads, given that the man stays alive. The Topic-Focus distinction is therefore not 
relevant. . 

Thee preceding examples have shown that asi, eni, edani, uniyas and unius all have distal 
value.. Fillmore used two criteria for defining a distal demonstrative, (a) the entity referred to 
iss at a large distance from both Speaker and Addressee's visual field, or (b) the entity is 
invisible.. In one case criterium (b) does not apply (see ex. 4.12), unless the Stormgod is 
temporarilyy blinded by his tears. In ex. 4.3 and 4.4 on the other hand edi refers to a location 
nott too far removed from the Speaker. But in ex. 4.18 the patient may be present (and 
visible?)) but not involved. We simply do not have enough material to decide whether asi 
referss to visibe or invisible entities. For more metaphorical uses of asi see 4.2.3.3. 

Itt is however not always clear whether an entity is at a large distance from Speaker and 
Addressee.. In the next examples it is maybe not possible to indicate the deictic contrasts, but 
simplyy the fact that the pronouns appear as first mentions in Direct Speech already indicates 
tii6t rr  uCiCtiC , STiu ïïOt afiapiiOIiC , lOrCc. 

4.199 KBo 5.3+ ii i 24'-28'  with duplicate KBo 19.44+ rev. 1 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42), 
Friedrichh 1930: 122-123 

.... [nu*z]a man antuhsan kuinki assuli\pard fiuittiia\n  barmi26 a-sizua 
antuuahhasantuuahhas SlG5-in i[(£)]&z[( i nusua)rsan] 27'dUTU^/W a SIG5-w iiami zig*a[(* 
ssissi man paisi)\ apun memuan EGlR-pa memattt 
Iff  I have singled out some man favorably: "That (asi) man does well, I My Majesty 
tooo wil l treat him well", if thereupon you however tell him that decision, ... 

4.200 KBo 19.44+ rev. 3-4, with duplicate KBo 5.3+ iii 30' (MH/MS treaty, CTH 42). 
[n]asmafza[n]asmafza apün LÜ-LUM iddl[(auuanni)] 4 [{para }iuittiia)n]harmi  a-sizua 
antuuahhasantuuahhas ida[(luS)] 5 [(idalauu)abzi (nu*uar)~\*an  dUTU-5/ idalauafyni 
orr (if ) I have singled out that person unfavorably: "That (asi) evil man behaves 
badly,, I My Majesty will treat him badly",... 
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Theree is no reason to assume that the person is in the vicinity of the King, but the opposite 
cannott be proven as well. 

Alsoo see 

4.211 KUB 29.7 + KBo 21.41 rev. 23-27 (MH/MS ritual, CTH 480) 
nunu UNUT MUNUS.LUGAL  kuis EGIR SÏSKUR harzi 24nusUi hasuud[ifAR pianzi n* 

255 ** 

atat anda puss[a]izzi andazmazkan kissan m[emai] mdnzua ANA PA[NI ]DINGIR -
LIMLIM  kuiski EN.SISKUR iddl[a]uanni memian harzi paidduzuazkan e-da-ni 26 

DINGIR-L/M-a ss parni andan hurtais ling[a]is papratarrza hasuudias iuar kisaru 
nuzuarzatnuzuarzat hdsu[uai]asSAR iuar imiijdn ësdu 

Thee one who holds the utensils of the Queen behind the offering, they give him soap-
wortt and he crushes it while sa[ying]: "I f some ritual-practitioner has spoken with evil 
intentt befo[re] the deity, then let the curse, perjury and uncleanliness inside that 
(edani)(edani) house of the deity become like the soap-wort. Let it be miya- like the soap-
wort." " 

Thee expressions with asi could be out-of-the-blue sentences with Sentence Focus. The 
followingg text however seems to indicate that the subject in the Direct Speech is an 
Establishedd Topic because the subject is only expressed in the verb ending. 

4.222 KBo 5.3+ Hi 32'-34' with duplicate KBo 19.44+ rev. 6-9 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42), 
Friedrichh 1930: 122-123 

33' ' 

[na$manz[a[na$manz[a KUR-e kuitki nasma UR\J-an kuinki assu para fiü[(itt)]iian 
[(ltar)]mi[(ltar)]mi  SIGyinzua issai nuzuarzan A\JT\5-$Izia SIG5-/K/1 )] iiami 
[orr (if) ] I have singled out some country or some city favorably: "I t acts well, I My 
Majestyy too will treat it well", ... 

Iss it possible that the author of this text wished to avoid incorrect reference? The alternatives 
presentedd in the narrative part are unlikely to appear in the same way in the Direct Speech. 
Thee king can hardly say: 'That country or that city acts well, I wil l treat one of them well*. 
Nott expressing the referent at all avoids this problem, so this has probably nothing to do with 
Establishedd Topic-hood. 

Andd a final example from my corpus referring to a first order entity: 

4.233 KUB 6.45+ Ui 54-58 (NH prayer, Muwattalli, CTH 381), ed. Singer 1996: 23 
544 nu uuanzi zilatiia DUMU*YA DUMU.DUMU*r"A LUGAL.MES MUNUS.LUGAL.MES 
555 SA VXV&ATTI  DUMU.MES LUGAL  BELUME^^ia  ANA dU pifrassassi x EN*YA 
naftsarriskiuannaftsarriskiuan tiianzi 51 nu kissan memanzi frandanzua a-$i DINGIR-I/A f  58 

SarkusSarkus UR.SAG-tf para handa[{nza DINGIR)-H/]M 
And,, thereupon, in the future my son, grandson, kings (and) queens of Hatti, princes 
andd lords wil l start showing reverence to the Storm-god of Lightning, my lord, and 
theyy wil l speak like this: "Truly that (asi) god is a mighty hero, a rightly guiding god!" 

Nott only persons (first order entities) are deictically referred to, also abstract entities and 
eventss (second order entities) are found with eni, older ini. Here it is even more difficult to 
pinpointt the deictic semantics given the problems one encounters in locating an event or 
abstractt idea in space. Sometimes however the context provides some clues. There are 
severall  instances of a person hearing about an event, meaning that the event did not take place 
inn the visual field of the Speaker. In these instances a proximal interpretation of ini I eni is 
excluded,, as in the following exerpts from several treaties: 
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4.244 KBo 5.4 obv. 10-14 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 67), ed. Friedrich 1926: 54-55 
§§ l0[nam]mazkan man iSTU KUR VRVHATrizia kuiski iddlus memia[s S]A BAL 
sardsard is\parz]azzi [zig]zan istamasti nuzssan ANA dUTU-S/ uarri lamm[ar 
a]rhu[ta]rhu[t  man] tukzma 0[L ZAG-ÖH] 12 [nu ÉRIN.ME]S ANSE.KÏJR.RA.MES ANA 
dUTU-S// uarri uppi man BELUM kuis[ki uu]atedd[u manzm]azssan idd[laui]  13 

[kuua]tqa[kuua]tqa para uskisi nu kissan mematti ynzu[a ï\dalu kïsa[ru nu] kdsma 
[apattazia][apattazia] 14 [m]S DINGIR-L/ M  zik sarratti 
[Fujrthermore,, also if some evil word of rebellion ri[s]es up from Hatti, (and) [you] 
hearr it, then instantly stand by My Majesty for help. But [if ] you yourself are not ..., 
sendd soldiers (and) horses to My Majesty for support, and some (other) lord must 
bringg them (here). [But if] you disregard the ev[il for some reasjon, and say as 
follows:: "Let that (ini) evil happen!", then it is youul who thereby breaks [the oath]s 
off  the gods [because of that too], 

4.255 KBo 5.13 ii i 22-28, KUB 6.41 ii i 47 (NH treaty, Mursili II, CTH 68), ed. Friedrich 
1926:: 128-129 
§§ man a ma HUL-/wn memian kuinki $A BAL  piran 23 para istamasti nassu LÜ 
UKU/M mm kuiski 24 nasma LÜ m^Arzauua kuiski BAL  êssai **  kinun^ta kuiês 
küsküs LÜ.MES kuiruanas memian z ma ANA dUW-Sl piran para hüdak 21 ÜL 
hatrasihatrasi nuzssan apêdas kuuatqa antuhsas para uskisi nu kissan mematti 
(continuedd with duplicate KUB 6.41 iii) 47 \{e)\ni*ua idalu kisaru 
Iff  you beforehand hear about some evil word of rebellion, either some man from Hatti 
orr some man from Arzawa causes a revolt — these men who are now your allies — 
andd you do not write the affair instantly to My Majesty in advance, and you disregard 
thosee men for some reason, and you speak in this way: "Let that (eni) evil happen", 

4.266 KUB 6.41 i 34-38 (NH treaty, Mursili H, CTH 68), ed. Friedrich 1926: 110-111 
§§ mahlianzma dUTU-5/ uni memian AËME nu dUTU-Sl mPf§.TUR-a/i  35 ÜL kuitki 
\JUL-uanni\JUL-uanni  sanjpin man piran para [ÜL kuitki]  36 tJUL-a^w/ i nu kissan AQBI 
paimiffuapaimiffua u-ni merman [EGIR-pa anda] **  tittanumi nu Sard tiianun nu kédani 
memi[\i)animemi[\i)ani EGIR-paj  anda iiiianumanzi paun 
Butt when I, My Majesty, heard about that affair, I, My Majesty, did not seek for evil 
againstt Mashuiluwa at all. I did [not] act evilly [at all] towards him. I spoke in this 
way:: "I wil l go set that (uni) affair [right again]." I arose and went to settle this affair. 

Inn the preceding paragraph of this treaty between Mursili and Kupanta-Kurunta it is described 
howw Mashuiluwa started to alienate the people of Pitassa and even some Hittite subjects from 
thee Hittite empire, trying to engage into fight. As in the preceding examples, the affair did not 
takee place in the vicinity of either Speaker or Addressee. Moreover, in the current example 

111 In Chapter  8 I wil l show that a (definite) Subject in preverbal position expresses Replacing Focus, implicating 
'nott  X does something, Ydoes something'. A possible paraphrase might be 'i t is Y who ...'. 

122 Similar  passage in the treaties KBo 5.4 obv. 14-17, with obv. 17: nu kittan mematti tnUua idalu kiiaru 
andd KUB 21.1 + ii 80 (NH treaty, Muwattalli , CTH 76), ed Friedrich 1930: 64, emendations Otten 1957:28: nu 
kiSiankiSian té$i)\ >° e^rueua HUL-lu  DÜ-r« 
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thee affair lies in the past, therefore distancing the rebellion also on the time-axis, not only on 
thee spatial one. 

Inn these three examples the Speaker does not seem to have an audience in the 
narration,, so their speech could be considered a soliloquy. The text is however written with an 
audiencee in mind, so the speech must be somewhat changed to fulfil l the communicative 
needss of the Addressee.113 The Writer makes the Speaker talk to the reader, who is not 
capablee of looking into the Speaker's mind. In other words, the referent of uni memian is not 
yett centered upon by the Addressee, and the demonstrative noun phrase is therefore exploited 
forr the centering procedure. Moreover, the phrase uni memian is not the Established Topic, it 
iss not expected at all in relation with the Subject "I" . It is therefore in the Focus of the clause. 

4233.4233. The demonstrative asi refers to an entity in the presence of Speaker and is 
disassociative disassociative 

Thee demonstrative asi in the preceding examples was explained as distal deictic, while in 
somee cases the context did not provide any clues. The next five examples on the other hand 
onlyy allow a Proximal interpretation of asi. For the explanation of this conflicting use of asi 
wee have to turn to Empathetic Deixis. Levinson 1983: 81 recalls that English that may shift to 
thisthis to show empathy, and that this may shift to that to show emotional distance (see Chen 
1990:: 148-151 for a discussion of distancing-f/w/, sympathy-//iflf and camaraderie-f/iaf and 
-this).-this). In most examples cited below the context is clearly very negative, and it is very likely 
thatt the Speaker of the utterances wants or needs to distance himself from whatever is 
introducedd by means of asi I ini: 

4.277 KBo 16.24+ i 46M9'  with duplicate KBo 16.102 1 ' -5' (MH/MS instruction, CTH 
251),, ed. Rizzi Mellini 1979: 522-523 
§§ 46'  [naSma1]*Han 114 kuis küruri  para galankanza nu kisten A1 [imma t]ezzi 
mantuamantua i-ni115 kürur ar\ta \iar{a)kzi nu kissan w [{imma t)]ezzi mamua MU 
[küruA[küruA  \p\[ar(a)] 49'  [(a)]lpuészi [nu] apün ké NIS DINGIR.ME S appandu 
[Or]]  (if ) someone is completely fed up with war and [s]peaks as follows: "Would but 
thatt (ini) war utterly disappear!", and even speaks as follows: "Would but that (ini) 
fwarll  become ", (then) let these oath gods grab that one,... 

Onn the spatial level the soldier is probably on the battlefield, so he is actually in the midst of 
thee war, and could therefore have said: 'Would but this war (ki kurur) utterly disappear!'. 
Byy using the distal deictic asi however, he emphasizes his emotional distance from the war he 
iss involved in and stresses the fact that he wishes it would not be his business anymore. The 
clausee containing ini is an out-of-the-blue sentence, with Sentence Focus. 

Anotherr example of the distancing effect of ini is: 

4.288 KBo 5.6 ii i 16-19, with duplicate KBo 14.9 (NH annals, CTH 40, Mursili II) , ed. 
Güterbockk 1956: 94-95 

1133 The original deictics however  are always retained. 
1144 Rizzi Mellin i 1979: 522 emends Se-er]-a$-sa-an. 
1,55 Rizzi Mellin i 1979: 522 reads e-ni instead of i-ni  twice. 
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nunu mahftan ABUzYA enissan ISME [(/w)]sza LÜ.MES GAL-77 memiani para 
balzdisbalzdis ,8 ^ru^ua^mu  uttar karuui)]liiaz piran ,9 ÜL [(kuuapikki kisa)]t 
Afterr my father had heard in that way, he called forth the leaders for council: "Such a 
(ini)(ini)  thing has never happened to me in my whole life!" 

Suppiluliuma'ss exclamation is a response to the letter sent by the widow of Tut-anch-Amon: 
"Myy husband died while I have no son. It is said however that you have many sons. If you 
wouldd give me one of your sons, he would become my husband. I do not want to take a 
servantt of mine and make him my husband. I fear tekri- (?)". Suppiluliuma cannot believe 
thatt one of his sons wil l become pharao, so he sends a messenger to find out whether he is 
beingg deceived. Not believing the request of the widow, he uses ini to express emotional 
distancee although the letter is read aloud in his presence. 

Suppiluliumaa refers with ini uttar to something he has just heard, so the event is at the 
forefrontt of his attention. However, this information is not yet known to the council who is 
calledd in afterwards. For them this is an Out-of-the-blue sentence. 

Outsidee my corpus some other examples of Proximal asi occur in the Kumarbi-myth. 
Theyy deal with the Basalt monster Ullikummi, threat to heaven and earth, and therefore 
obviouslyy something most of the gods want to distance themselves from. This distancing, I 
believe,, should be seen as an instantiation of the more neutral 'belonging to the cognitive 
spacee of the Other*, that is, outside of the cognitive space of Speaker and Addressee. As I 
havee described in 3.1 et passim, the difference between the three demonstratives lies in the 
cognitivee domain as perceived by the Speaker. The speaker wil l use ka- + N to indicate that 
somethingg is his responsibility, apa- + N to indicate that something is the responsibility of the 
Addressee,, and asi + N for responsibility belonging to the Other, or at least that it is not his or 
thee Addressee's responsibility. This more encompassing notion is needed, because the 
emotionall  aspect of the Distal demonstrative pronoun explains the occurrence of asi in 4.29, 
butt not in 4.30 and 4.31: 

4.299 KUB 17.7+ iv 13'-19'  (NH myth, CTH 345), ed. Güterbock 1951: 156 
§§ nuzzadEllilus  PANI Z[l*S]U  memiskiuuan dais 14 kuis*uarsas a-si DUMU-
qsqs ku[in]  namma Sallanuér dG\JL-sus 15 DINGIR.MAE.MES-H £ kuiszuarzas 
[namma][namma] uskizzi Sallaias DINGIR.ME5-as 16 dassauêS za{t^au[s nu*u]a ÜL kuêlqa 

SASA dKwnarbi*patzuar*a\t idafutar dKumarbi$fiua GIM-a/i  dU-an l*  Mlanut 
iQ\-andafima^uafiS\ÈiiQ\-andafima^uafiS\Èi (k)\an ""*kunkunuzin  "  tarpanallin salla[nut] § 
Enlill  started to talk to himself: "Who is he, that116 (asi) child?, whom they raised 
again,, the Fate-goddesses and the Mother-goddesses. Who shall further attend to 
them,, the mighty battles of the great gods? Of noone, of only Kumarbi it is an evil 
plan!!  Just as Kumarbi raised the Stormgod, against him he has raised this basalt stone 
ass (his) supplanter!" 

Thee preceding paragraph recounts how the child was placed on his knees, so the child is 
clearlyy proximal to the Speaker. Here Enlil shows his concern, and asi is used to express his 
emotionall  distance, but in the next example it is Kumarbi, the father of the rebel who uses asi 
too refer to his son. Given the fact that in iv 12*  of ex. 4.31 (where the demonstrative is used 
anaphorically,, see section 4.5.) is described how Kumarbi happily plays with the child, asi 
doess not indicate emotional distance. 

1166 CHD § p. 87b translates asi as "this "  as a result of the proximit y of the child. 
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4.300 KUB 17.7+ iii 27-28'  (NH myth, CTH 345), ed. Güterbock 1951: 152-153 
nuzzanuzza PANI ZI  tSU memiskiuuan [dais kued]ani z uar z an pehhi a-si DUMU-

an an 
Hee started to talk in himself: "To whom shall I give him, this (asi) son?" 

4.311 KUB 17.7+ iii 11'-13'  (NH myth, CTH 345), ed. Güterbock 1951: 152-153 
[nzan[nzan ANA dK]um[arbi]  l ginuuas halai[r  dKumar]bis ? za a\-si] DUMU.NITA-a^ 
M II " 

duskiskiuuanduskiskiuuan dd[is n]zan kunkeskiuuan d[dis] 
Theyy placed [him] on Kumarbi's knees. [Kumarjbi started to rejoice over thfatj (asi) 
son,, and started to fondle him. 

Ass we will see in section 4.4 on the discourse deictic use of asi and section 4.5 on the tracking 
(== anaphoric) use, asi is not only used to express distance from the Deictic Center, but also to 
expresss cognitive psychological distance. In exx. 4.27-29 this was narrowed down to 
emotionall  distance, in 4.30 and 4.31 however not emotional distance is expressed, but the idea 
thatt something is not the responsibility of the Speaker. In ex. 4.30 Kumarbi is deliberating 
aboutt who wil l raise his child. Clearly he will not take responsibility for his own child. 

Finallyy there are two broken passages with ini and edani. Although nothing can be said 
onn the situational context and the deictic or cognitive contrasts, the appearance of these forms 
inn the first clause of a Direct Speech classifies them as Deictic. 

4.322 KUB 23.74 (+) with duplicate KUB 26.38 + ii i 13'-16' (MH/MS treaty, CTH 42) 
12''  1V 

§§ [(nas)]ma kissuua[(n utt)ar ... ]zikila Zl-i[t  (ëp)]si [(nasm)]azat iesi [ 
.... \namma kuitki para [(d)]amai [(sanhatt)]i [nu kissan tes]i ijüzua iiami 

[(nuzuazza[(nuzuazza apel) ...] 
Orr (if ) you yourself plan a thing like this, or (if ) you perform it [...], furthermore you 
seekk something else [..., and you sa]y [as follows:] *I wil l do that (ini). [I wil l 
become??? ]his.[...]. 

Thee reference of ini is not very clear. It might be kissuuan uttar 'a thing like this', but it 
mightt also refer forward. 

4.333 KBo 14.1 ii 5'-6', with duplicates KBo 8.29, KUB 26.84 ii (NH annals, Mursili II , 
CTHCTH 40), ed. Güterbock 1956: 63 
UMMAUMMA  AB[U*Y(A ANA ABI ABIZYA)]  6'  e-da-nizua ANA fKASKA(L(? ) ENzYA 
ammukammuk uiia)] 
Thuss (said) my father to my grandfather: "Send me, my lord, on that campaign". 

Thee broken context does not allow anything to say on the value of edani. 

4.2.4.. Linguistic Selfreference 

Expressionss referring to an entity containing that expression as 'In this dissertation I claim 
aree not attested for asi etc. As I explained in 3.1.4., linguistic selfreference is only expressed 
byy ka-. This in itself is enough proof that asi etc. is not a Proximal deictic demonstrative. 
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4.2.5.. Numbers and figures, other observations and preliminary conclusion 

4.2.5.1.4.2.5.1. The deictic value ofasi etc. 

Collectingg the facts from the preceding paragraphs results in the following table if we only 
lookk at the spatial distance and not at the cognitive connotation: 

asi asi 
iniini  1 eni 

uniyas uniyas 
uni uni 
unius unius 
edani edani 
edaza edaza 
ediledez ediledez 
Total l 

Distal l 
5 5 
7 7 

2 2 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
14 4 
32 2 

(exx.. 11, 14-16, 18) 
(exx.. 10 (incl. fn.), 17, 24,25 
(incl.fn.)) ) 
(ex.. 12) 
(ex.. 26) 
(ex.. 15) 
(ex.. 18) 
(ex.. 13) 
(exx.. 1-4, with notes) 

Proximal l 
22 (exx. 29,30) 
33 (exx. 27,28) 

5 5 

Indeterminate e 
3 3 
1 1 

2 2 

6 6 

(exx.. 19, 20, 23) 
(ex.. 32) 

(exx.. 21,33) 

Tablee 4.1: Spatial distribution of asi etc. 

Forr the sake of the argument I treat the demonstratives separately, as four groups: asi, eni, ed-
andd uni-. Only the forms asi and ini I eni occur with Distal and Proximal value, uniyas, uni, 
unius,unius, edani, edi I edez and edaza all have Distal value. The Distal value of the ed- group is 
stronglyy supported by the use of edi I edez as the opposite of proximal ket I kez (4.2.2.). The 
uni-uni- group as a whole also has Distal deictic value. If there is a deictic contrast, 
demonstrativess always have one deictic value, and any seemingly other deictic value must 
meann that the primary value is used figuratively, e.g. in emphatetic deixis. So either asi and 
enieni are Proximal demonstratives that are sometimes used to create emotional or cognitive 
proximityy in a Distal context, or they are Distal and used to indicate emotional or cognitive 
distancee in a Proximal context. 

Ass I have stated in 3.1.4. and wil l state in 6.2.4., only the Proximal demonstrative ka-
iss used for linguistic selfreference. A clear example of linguistic selfreference is 'the words on 
thiss tablet, ki TUPPU1. The distal value of each form cited above is strenghtened by the non-
existencee of selfref erring expressions (see 4.2.4.). 

Nonetheless,, we still need to investigate whether asi and ini I eni are possibly 
Proximall  deictics, sometimes secondarily used to indicate emotional closeness irrespective of 
distance.. The proximal column (exx. 27-30) is not problematic under this assumption, the 
indeterminatee column (exx. 19-21, 23, 32, 33) is not conclusive, only the distal column (exx. 
10,, 11, 14-18, 24, 25) has to be discussed. 

Inn ex. 15 (CTH 123, NH) asi ZAG-as and unius EN.MES occur in the same context. If 
uniusunius is distal deictic, then asi must be too. 

Inn ex. 17 and 18 (CTH 431, NH) asi and edani refer to the same person. If edani is 
distal,, then asi must be too. The neuter eni in ex. 17 cooccurs with edani, and refers to the 
illnesss belonging to the patient. If the patient is positioned as distal, then his illness must be 
too. . 

Thee other examples where the referents were clearly located at a large distance of the 
Speaker,, are exx. 10, 11, 14, 16, 24 and 25. 

Inn ex. 10 (CTH 767, MH) eni refers to the crying of a woman in childbirth that 
suddenlyy draws the attention of a deity. It is unlikely to read emotional closeness here. 
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Thee exx. 11 (asi, CTH 42, MH), 24 (ini, CTH 67, NH) and 25 (eni, CTH 68, NH) 
havee a context which clearly expresses carelessness. This contradicts the alleged emotional 
proximityy of a distal referent. 

Inn ex. 14 (asi, CTH 255.2) we would have to assume that the referent of asi is 
emotionallyy close to the Speaker, in this case the enemy of the king. Contextually nothing 
speakss for or against this interpretation. The same can be said of ex. 16 (asi, NH, CTH 123). 
Thee other example belonging to Tudhaliya IV is ex. 15. Here it was concluded that asi 
indicatedd distal deixis without any emotional connotation. The deictic asi cannot at the same 
timee be a Distal deictic and a Proximal deictic indicating emotional closeness in a distal 
environment.. Summarizing, not only the ed- and uni-groups are distal, also asi and eni are. 

Besidess the fact that a demonstrative has one deictic value, it is also very unlikely that 
onee deictic value, in this case the distal one, is expressed by means of four different 
demonstrativess (i.e. asi, eni, the ww-group, and theed- group). Laroche (1979: 148) already 
camee to the samee conclusion and proved on syntactic grounds that all these forms constituted 
onee paradigm (although he considered asi etc. as an anaphoric pronoun). The same can now 
bee concluded on functional-pragmatic considerations. 

Kammenhuberr only accepted Laroche's proposal for the 13*  century but stated that 
moree research was needed for the older phases. In the next paragraph a beginning wil l be 
madee with the chronological investigation. 

4.2.5.2.4.2.5.2. The chronological distribution of asi etc. 

Inn the preceding paragraph it was concluded that the four demonstrative stems all were distal 
andd therefore presumably belong to one paradigm. In order to judge the earlier periods, it is 
necessaryy to reassess the material from the chronological point of view. Table 4.2 lists the 
distributionn of distal deictic asi etc. from OH until the end of the Hittite empire (the NH 
columnn contains the material that could not be assigned to a specific king): 

nom.s.c.. asi 
acc.s.c.. uni 

asi asi 
n.-a.s.n.. ini 

eni eni 
gen.s.. uniyas 
daks.. edani 

OS S OH H MS S 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

MH H 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

+ + 

Supp p MursII I 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

Muw w 
+ + 

+ + 

Hattt III TudIV V 
+ + 

+ + 

NH H 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

nom.pl.c.. unius + + 

abl.. edaza 
Loc.adv.. edi 

edez edez 
+ + + + 

+ + + + + + 

+ + 

Tablee 4.2: Chronological distribution of Deictic asi etc. 

Distall  deictic uniyas, uni, and unius all belong to the period of Mursili and later. The distal 
groupp *ed- is attested from Old Hittite (Old script!) on, so it is safe to assume that the *ed-
groupp had distal deictic reference in the whole attested period of Hittite. 
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Thee distal neuter ini I eni is attested in a MH copy (ex. 10), a NH ritual (ex. 17), and 
inn treaties of Mursili and Muwattalli (exx. 24 & 25). It is however referring to a proximal 
referentt in MS (ex. 27) and in a citation from Suppiluliuma in a Mursili text (ex. 28), both 
withh the connotation of emotional distance. 

Thee distal asi occurs in MS (ex. 11), NH (ex. 18) and texts from Tudhaliya IV (exx. 
14,, 15 & 16). Deictic asi referring to a proximal referent with the added meaning of 
emotionall  distance is twice found in a NH myth (ex. 29, 30). Indeterminate asi is found in 
MHH (ex. 19, 20), Muwattalli (ex. 23) and possibly one in Old Script117: 

4.344 KBo 17.17 (+?) KBo 30.30 obv. 6'-7'  with duplicate KUB 43.53 obv. i 16'-18' (OS 
ritual),, ed. Goedegebuure 2002: 64, 70. 
§§ 6 [(DINGIR.MES-rttf/i  dUTU-ï) ] kdsa DINGIR.MES-oy q-si p[(eskimi dUTlJ-summan 
laba)]rlaba)]r7777[(nan)][(nan)]  T [(DINGIR.MES -as a-si piskimi) ]xm dndazssan[ (pi)skimi 
d(zaszsisd(zaszsis T)Yl-anza^^ssi[(s kdsa)] § 
OO Sungod amongst the gods, I hereby give that one (asi) to the gods, i.e., Our Sun 
Labarna.. I shall give that one (asi) to the gods. [I shall] giv[e] his equal. Here (is) his 
[eq]ual,, his living (substitute)! 

Thee demonstrative asi might be used here to indicate non-involvement of the patient (the 
king)) (compare with ex. 4.18). 

Soo from the moment each form is attested, it either indicates spatial remoteness or 
cognitivee distance. The other sections will provide more examples in earlier periods. 

4.2.5.3.4.2.5.3. The attention-levels and Information Structure of asi etc. 

Inn the section on salient discourse entities (4.2.3.1.) we saw that asi (ex. 4.11) and eni (ex. 
4.10)) were attested as Unestablished Topics, and edaza as Established Topic. The genitive 
uniyasuniyas (ex. 4.12) was outside the Topic-Focus structure of the clause. The other examples of 
asiasi + noun were all centering, and either  found in out-of-the-blue sentences (Sentence Focus) 
orr  in the predicate of the clause (Predicate Focus). For  the terminology see chapter 2. The 
tablee wil l only contain asi (+ N) as a shorthand for  the paradigm. I only cite the Locative 
adverbss of relative position separately. They are always centering and part of the Focus, but as 
pronounss they have to be listed separately. 

Situational!DeicticSituational!Deictic Use 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
asi asi 

U-Topic c 
asi asi 

A-Focus s 
0 0 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
asiasi N 

ediedi 1 edez 

Tablee 4.3: The Deictic asi matrix. 

II  did not discuss this example before because asi could be both Situational and Tracking. I opt for the former 
givenn the fact that Tracking asi is otherwise adjectively used. 

InIn KUB 43.53 a-a-an-da-as-sa-an is preceded by nu. The sign in A does not look like nu. 
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4.3.. The Recognitional Use of asi etc. 

4.3.1.. Introduction 

Recallingg from 2.2.1.2 (general linguistics) and 3.2 (applied to Hittite), demonstratives may 
bebe used in order to introduce information that is 'Hearer old / Discourse new'. If the Speaker 
wantss to activate some information which s/he assumes is already stored in the memory of the 
Addressee,, s/he may use an adnominal demonstrative instead of just a noun for reference to 
thatt information. 

II  repeat here the list of criteria 3.2.1. in order to identify recognitionally used 
demonstrativess in Hittite: 

1)1) The demonstrative is adnominal. 

2)2) The information contained in the demonstrative expression must be private. The 
informationn expressed in the NP should not be part of the general or cultural 
knowledgee of the Hittite speech community. 

3)3) The demonstrative expression may not refer to something in the presence of the 
Speaker.Speaker. If it did, this would make it Deictic (= Situational). 

Thesee three criteria are essential for all types of recognitionally used demonstratives. The 
followingg ones are not as important, but add to the likelihood of a demonstrative expression 
beingg recognitional. 

4)4) The demonstrative expression is the first mention in the discourse. This poses a 
problemm for Hittite given the sometimes pitiful state of the tablets. In case of 
damagedd tablets, I therefore wil l mention the distance in paragraphs from the 
brokenn beginning. 

5)5) The demonstrative expression includes a relative clause or other equally complex 
modifier.modifier. This inclusion is however not necessary. 

6)6) The demonstrative expression does not serve to resolve a possible ambiguity. 
Ambiguityy resolution is a task belonging to the domain of anaphoric (or tracking) 
demonstratives.. In order not to include possible anaphoric demonstratives in this 
category,, the preceding text should be free of competing participants. 

Usingg these criteria, we find the following examples. First the clauses containing referents to 
entitiess (1st order) are listed, followed by clauses with reference to events (2n order) and 
propositionss (3rd order). This distinction is upheld in order to show that also higher order 
entitiess are recognitionally referred to, something which was not pointed at in the literature on 
demonstrativess (Diessel 1999, Himmelmann 1996). Each example is followed by an 
enumerationn in parentheses of the criteria that do not require a discussion, usually the formal 
criteria,, and a discussion of the remaining criteria. The information contained in the 
Recognitionall  clauses is not salient. 

4.3.2.. Material 
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Wee will start with an example from Chapter 3 (ex.3.13): 

4.355 KUB 15.3 i 17-19 (NH vow, Hattusili III , CTH 584), ed. De Roos 1984: 198 337 
§§ iJ-TUM  MUNUS.LUGAL  zashiiaz ua zmu kuiski memiskizzi '8 ANA dNIN.GAL ^ 
uazzazkanuazzazkan kisan maldi manzua ANA dUTU-&  19 e-ni IZI  SA GÏR.MES-&7 nuntaras 
SlGSlG55-ri.-ri. .. .. 

AA dream of the Queen. 'Someone tells me in a dream: "Make Ningal the following 
vow:: If the (eni) burning of My Majesty's feet (lit : that fire of his feet for My 
Majesty)) wil l subside soon, ... 

(adnominal,, not present, first mention, modifier, no ambiguity). 

Ass discussed in 3.2.2., it is not very likely that the physical troubles of the Hittite king in all 
itss details are part of the general and cultural knowledge of the Hittites. This makes it private 
knowledge,, shared by the Speaker, the queen, and the Addressee, the deity Ningal. 

4.366 KUB 48.119 rev. 11-13 (lateNH vow, CTH 590, Tudhaliya IV120), ed. De Roos 1984: 
298. . 

§§ [kinun]a e-ni kue KARAS m$ahurunuuas mLUGAL-ai- dLAMMA-ö^^ « pêhuter 
122 121 "  " 

[n?d\t[n?d\t man arha SlG5-in uizzi 
[Nojw,, concerning those {eni) armies which Sahurunuwa and LUGAL-as-dLAMM A 
havee led away, if [th]ey come away well, ... 

(adnominal,, not present, relative clause, no ambiguity) 

Althoughh the text is rather damaged and part of the preceding text is lacking, it is likely that 
'thosee armies' are first mention given the circumstance that each paragraph in the Vow-genre 
iss usually independent from the others. 

Ass for the status of the type of knowledge, we can safely assume that it is shared, but 
nott common knowledge between Speaker (the King) and Addressee (a Deity) because every 
pendingg military action had to be discussed extensively with the gods by means of oracles. 

AA comparable example from the same text-genre, dating back to the earlier king 
Muwattallii  is 

4.377 KBo 9.96 obv. 7'-9' (NH vow, Muwattalli, CTH 590), ed. De Roos 1984: 286 
§§ e-da-ni ku<e>dani KASKAL-&  d UTU-.fr GIN-r/ nuzmu man DINGIR.MES piran 
88 buuiiatteni nuzza KURURlJAMURRA tar(a)hmi9'  nzantzazan [...lST]U 
GI§TUKULL  tar(a)hmi ... 
Aboutt that (edani) road/campaign on which My Majesty goes, if you, o gods, run in 
frontfront of me, (so that) I shall conquer Amurra, conquer it with force ... 

1 1 9 * * 

Englishh does not seem to use a demonstrative in this context. 
1200 Following Van den Hout 1995: 151, contra Kammenhuber HW2 E 39b (Hattusili III) . 
1211 De Roos 1984: 298 reads tentatively (n. 11) [nam-m]a. However, it was not known at the time that the 
intransitivee verbs (like uwa-) require the expression of the intransitive subject. This means that we need here 
thee enclitic neuter plural *at. 
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(adnominal,, not present at the Deictic Center, relative clause, no ambiguity, first 
mention,, shared, private knowledge) 

122 2 

Ann Old Hittit e Recognitional use of uni is once attested in the copied Puhanu Chronicle: 

4.388 KBo 3.41 + KUB 31.4 obv. lO'-ll '  (OH/NS Narration, Hattusili I, CTH 16), ed. 
Soysall  1987: 174-175, 179 
§§ [(muA)]rinnaKl kuin pëhutetten u-ni hurtalimzman n[atta?as] [(ANSE-
i)]sztnisi)]sztnis nuzssezssan ëskahha nu ammuk pëhutette[ri\ § 
Thee one you conducted to [AJrinna , that (uni) contestor  of mine, (is) [he] n[ot] my 
[(donkey)]?? I will sit on him! You shall lead me (there instead)! 

(adnominal,, not present at the Deictic Center, relative clause, no ambiguity, first 
mention) ) 

Whetherr  or  not the leading of an opponent to Arinn a is shared, private knowledge cannot be 
deducedd from the text. My translation differs from Otten 1963: 159, "Wen habt ihr  nach 
Arinn aa geführt? Ausgerechnet meinen Widersacher. <Ist es> nicht mein [ ]? Ich werde mich 
ihmm widersetzen, nun fiihr t mich <dorthin>!' \ and, with additional duplicates Soysal 1987: 
179::  "Wen habt ihr  nach Arinn a geführt? Jenen, meinen Widersacher! 1st [er] n[icht] mein 
Esel?? Ich werde mich ihm widersetzen, nun fiihr[t ] mich (dorthin)! "  Contra Otten and Soysal 
II  propose to consider  uni hurtalimzman as an afterthought to the Relative Clause and not as 
thee answer  to a rhetorical question. In my view, the rhetorical question is only 'i s he not my 
donkey?'124. . 

AA possible copied Old Hittit e Recognitional asi occurs in an edict of Hattusili I: 

4.399 KBo 3.28 obv. ii 20-21 (OH/NS edict, Hattusili I, CTH 9), ed. Cohen 2002: 154 n. 
662 2 
§§ kinuna LUGAL-w i idalu mekki ü\i\iun ta LUGAL-ua<s> uddar(ra) z met lë 
sarrattumasarrattuma a-si MUNUS.LUGAL ]miHuruma É.GI4.A

 22 ësta addaszmiszazsse 
këdanikëdani ara iian fyarta § 
Today,, I, the king» have seen much evil, so(?) you may not transgress my, the king's, 
words.. That (asi) queen of Hurma was an eligible bride . My father  had considered 
(it )) permissible for  her  in this (matter) 

(adnominal,, modifier, no ambiguity). 

Itt is possible that there is a second Recognitional uni in CTH 16: KBo 3.40 6' § 6 [(u-ni)]  {JUR.SAG-a/i kuin 
karsikanzikarsikanzi nu natta SIG5-[m? .... 

CHDD §, p. 133 (with references) translates 'Is he not my donkey on whom (lit . on him) I regularly sit down?' 
Butt see now also Steiner 2002: 812-814: "Den ihr nach Arinna geführt habt, jenen meinen Verleumder, [ist er 
nijchtt mein esel? Ich werde mich auf inn setzen!" 

Forr a discussion of negated sentence questions being rhetorical, see Hoffner 1995: 91-92. 

Cohenn I.e.: "This queen was a bride from the city of Hurma". 

Iff  the text is to be read as translated here, there are two omissions. First, an unidentified /'/, and second, uddani 
'matter'.. The sense of the passage remains obscure. Maybe one should read addassmissazmu instead. This 
wouldd lead to 'My father had considered me right for this one'. The demonstrative kedani refers to the queen, 
andd -mu is the object. 
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Thee queen might have been mentioned in the lost part of the text (the distance to the 
beginningg of the text is three paragraphs). If she is mentioned before, this example belongs to 
thee section on Anaphora (although Himmelmann calls across node reference also 
Recognitional).. Other uncertainties are 1) that it is not clear whether the queen is present or 
not,, 2) whether the fact that she is a bride is general knowledge or private knowledge, only 
knownn to the king and his audience. A favorable circumstance for a recognitional 
interpretationn is that this clause seems to be the beginning of a story about the queen, although 
thee text breaks off after two clauses. One could paraphrase colloquially 'Remember the queen 
off  Hurma who was a bride? She 

Especiallyy oracles provide us with large quantities of recognitionally used distal 
demonstratives,, as in the next example (with a second order entity): 

4.400 KUB 5.1 rev. Hi 48-49 (lateNH Oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 561), ed. Ünal 1974: 72-3 
§§ u-ni-usïzaïkan kuês Ü.MES HUL-lus uskizzi ISKIM.HI.A^/a^za arpuuanta 49 

kikistari... kikistari... 
Ass for those (unius) evil dreams which he keeps seeing and the negative premonitions 
thatt keep occurring, ... 

(adnominal,, not present at the Deictic Center, relative clause, no ambiguity, first 
mention) ) 

Thee dreams of the King have not been mentioned before in this text. Again, the contents of 
thee king's dreams are not very likely to belong to the general or cultural background of the 
Hittites. . 

Inn Middle Hittite we have: 

4.411 KUB 50.1 ii 15'-16'  (MH/MS oracle, CTH 573), ed. CHD P: 25 
§§ nzus u-ni KASKAL-am: ma kuin paizzi nu DINGIR-Lt/M apiia[-icft]  16 

iddluiddlu uskisi 
Ass for that road which he will travel, do you, o god, see evil there [too?].128 

(adnominal,, relative clause, no ambiguity, shared, private knowledge) 

Thee tablet is broken so it is not possible to decide between a Tracking or Recognitional use, 
althoughh the relative clause seems to favor the latter. Also, as with Vows, each paragraph 
dealss with one oracle question. 

Besidess objects also higher order entities may appear in recognitional use: 

4.422 KBo 16.97 rev. 7 (MH/MS oracle, CTH 571), ed. Schuol 1994: 104, 108 
§§ LM SA Isgazzuua uttar mahhan memir nu dUTU-5/ ukila 8 paimi... 
Whenn they have reported that (ini) affair of (the city) Isgazzuwa, shall I, My Majesty, 
goo myself? 

(nott present at the Deictic Center, adnominal, subordinate clause, no ambiguity, 
shared,, private knowledge) 

1277 nu-us mistaken for na-aP. 

Contraa CHD P 25 'Do you, O god, see them as an evil on the aforementioned road which he will travel?' 
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Thee following example deals with the conclusion of an oracle inquir y concerning what gifts 
thee offended deity should receive in order  to be appeased. At this moment the inquirer s 
wouldd like to know whether  that matter  of giving is already supervised by someone else, 
probablyy as a result of the outcome of another  oracle inquiry . 

4.433 KBo 2.2 iv 22-24 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV , CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
136 6 
§§ 22 eni INIM  SUM-annas kuit SlxSA-at 23 e-ni kuit INIM  SUM-annas mKatapa-
DINGIR-L/A// IDE 

Concerningg the fact that this affair  of giving was ascertained, (is it the same as) that 
{eni){eni) case of giving, which Katapaili is overseeing/oversaw? 

(adnominal,, not present at the Deictic Center, relative clause, no ambiguity) 

Thee case of giving which Katapaili oversaw has not been mentioned before in this oracle 
inquiry ,, and we are dealing again with shared knowledge between Speaker  (the oracle 
inquirer )) and the addressed Deity. 

Thee preceding clause (iv 22) also contains the same syntagm eni kuit, but this time it 
referss back two paragraphs and may be considered to exploit the tracking function of the 
demonstrativee (see 4.5.2). It only serves to establish a link between the case of giving that 
wass ascertained earlier  and the possibly identity with a case of giving under  the supervision of 
Katapaili . . 

Examplee 4.43 leads us to the eni kuit syntagm that was already correctly recognized 
byy Kammenhuber  HW2 E p. 40 in 13th c. oracles as referrin g to something that is already 
knownn but not yet mentioned in the text. Here I wil l present mainly examples from KUB 
22.70,, an oracle text edited by Ünal 1978, and dating from the time of Hattusili III . This text, 
whichh is almost fully preserved, provides 16 examples of eni kuitlkue (+ NP). 

Assumingg that eni had to be anaphoric (see 4.1.), referrin g to something that was 
mentionedd before in the text, Ünal (1978: 104-5) discerned four  types of use of eni kuit:  1) it 
referss back to something mentioned before, nearby or  far  away (obv. 51, rev. 28, 44, 51, 54); 
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2)) it is mistakenly placed instead of ki kuit "as for  this fact that"  when introducing some 
themee for  the first time. The scribe of the oracle-text was so confused by the number  of 
themess that he could not keep track of what was already mentioned or  not and therefore 
sometimess used eni kuit for  something that had not been mentioned before (obv. 23, 25, 31, 
61,, rev. 38); 3) 'fragend und auf den mutmaBlichen Zorn der  Gottheit Bezug nehmend' (obv. 
7,, 12); and 4) eni alone refers back to something mentioned before (obv. 19, 47 (?), rev. 22, 
55).. As wil l be clear  from the properties of recognitially used demonstratives described 
abovee and in Chapter  2, the second group is a likely candidate for  being classified as 
recognitional130.. I wil l also discuss category 3 in light of the recognitional use, and some 
exampless from the other  categories. 

Thee following example (obv. 31, and in the footnotes obv. 61, rev. 38, category 2) 
discussess an event that happened in the past and was not mentioned before in the preceding 
text.. An evaluation of the contexts in which they are used wil l shed light on the difference 
betweenn eni kuit and ki kuit: according to Ünal ki kuit should not refer  to something that is 
knownn from the past, whereas eni kuit does. 

Secc also Laroche 1979: 149: 'eni kuit alterne librement avec ki kuit; cf. Ro 12,23,25,51, etc.'. 
ww It seems that Kammenhuber ascribed the uses of ki kuit and eni kuit to stylistic variety, thereby disagreeing 
withh Ünal's explanation. It is not clear to me whether Kammenhuber limits the recognitional use to KUB 5.1. 
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Ass for a possible recognitional use, the information in the following eni kuit clauses is 
nott very likely to be general or cultural knowledge, but part of shared experiences between 
thee oracle inquirers and the deity: 

4.444 KUB 22.70 obv. 31-32 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 62-63131 

§§ e-ni-ia kuit {Ammattallas IQBI  punussuuenicma ndui man memias asanza 
" 3 22 - "  " 

manman mahhan ANA IR s ma z kan anda UL appiskir nu man zilas apêz kisat nu 
KUS.MESS NV.SlGydu SAG.ME NU.S[lG5] § 
AndAnd about that (eni) (fact), that Ammattalla has made a statement (lit . has spoken)132: 
onn the one hand (-ma) we have not yet inquired whether (her) statement is true, or 
howw (it is), on the other hand (-ma), they have not submitted (it) to an oracle inquiry. 
Iff  the oracle outcome has happened because of that, (then) let the exta be unfavorable. 
SAG.ME.. Unfavorable. 

Andd from category 3: 

4.455 KUB 22.70 obv. 7-8 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 56-57 
§77 ki kuit DINGIR-L/ M  XJRVArusna rmdUTV-Sl [TUKU.TUK]U-at o Slxsk-at nu e^ni 
kuitkuit  MUNUS.LUGAL  {Ammattallan 8 ANA DINGIR-L/ M  VRVArusna hurtas 
{{Ammat\tal\lassza%iazkanAmmat\tal\lassza%iazkan kuit DINGIR-L/A f IGl^-ua  ëpta ... nu?]za man 
DINGIR-L/MM  apadda ser TUKU.TUKU-uanza ... 
Aboutt this (ki) (fact), that the deity of Arusna has been determined in anger with the 
king:: about that (eni) (fact), that the queen cursed Ammattalla before the Deity of 
Arusna,, and also, that Ammattalla took the eyes of the Deity, ... , if the Deity is angry 
becausee of that, ...133 

Thee syntagm ki kuit 'this (fact), that' resumes something which has happened just now. 
Almostt each time it refers to something which has been ascertained by oracle in the preceding 
paragraphh and is repeated at the beginning of the new paragraph to give the setting for the 
nextt oracle question (see also Chapter 6.4.3.2.2.). So ki kuit does not introduce a new theme 
ass Ünal assumed, but provides a link between a just finished theme and a new one building 
uponn the old one. The clause containing ki kuit does not add some new information to the 
discourse,, contrary to the eni kuit clauses in which eni kuit refers to an event which lies in the 
pastt and needs to be introduced into the discourse: "is it that (past) fact that the queen ...". 

Noww that it is clear that eni kuit contains information that is Discourse New, is there 
prooff  that it is also Hearer Old, with the Hearer being the deity? Obviously there is, because 
thee information contained in the eni kuit clauses is usually the reason for divine anger. The 
samee can be said about ex. 4.46 (also from category 3): 

1311 See also KUB 22.70 obv. 61-63 § 61 e^mzma kuit MUNUS.LUGAL UN.ME$-£WJ katta GUL-antes ANA 
dUTU-5// ISPUR 'About that (eni) (fact), that the queen wrote about the 'downbeaten' people to the king'; KUB 
22.700 rev. 38-39 § 38 e^mzkan kuit mZarniia-LV-iS UNUTE*4**  IN A SA É NA*hekur  dLAMM A pedal 'About 
thatt (eni) (fact), that Zamiyaziti had brought the utensils into the Rock-Sanctuary of Kurunta'. 

Unall  differently: 'Auch das, was Ammatalla erzahlt hat, ...'. I do not agree with an interpretation of eni as 
thee object of IQBI, 'has spoken'. In the majority of cases, eni kuit serves to introduce a whole clause or 
propositionn into the discourse, instead of introducing some entity (with which it thenn may agree in case). 

Ünall  differently: '(ist) es jenes (Erwahnte), daB die Königin Frau Ammattalla vor der Gottheit von Arusna 
verfluchtee und weil Ammat[tal]la die Augen der Gottheit faBte ...? Wenn du, o Gott, deswegen erzürnt bist, ...' 
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4.466 KUB 22.70 obv. 11-12 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Unal 1978: 56-57 
§§ "  mdnzza DINGIR-L/ M  apaddazpat ser TUKU.TUKV-uanza nu MUSEN HURRI 
SlGSlG55-ru-ru ISfU.SIG5 

§§ n kï kuit namma NU.SIG5-ta nu e^nisia13*  kuit fMdlas kissan IQBI 
Iff  you, o deity, are angry only because of that, then let the hum-birds be favorable. 
(Outcome:)) Unfavorable. 
Aboutt this fact, that (it) was unfavorable again: (is it) also that (eni) (fact), that Mala 
saidd as follows: ... 

Thee result of the oracle question in obv. 11 shows that only part of the reason for divine anger 
wass found. The negative outcome is repeated in a Id kuit linking clause "About this, that (the 
outcome)) was unfavorable again". Then the new question starts: "(i s it) also that, that Mala 
toldd as follows: ...". According to these lines Mala mentioned in the past that the queen did 
nott give the two golden headbands to the deity which were promised to her. The contents 
ofMala'ss words are both Discourse New and Hearer Old. The text following our lines 
extensivelyy discusses the actions surrounding the two headbands. The result of this oracle 
questionn is that this is indeed one of several events that caused the anger of the deity. 

Thee eni kuit-s in obv. 23 (ex. 4.47) and 25 (footnote of 4.47), operate on the samee level 
ass the eni kuit in ex. 4.46, namely as a frame for a sequence of Direct Speeches and as a 
remarkk by the oracle inquirers themselves, leading up to thee question for the deity. First I wil l 
presentt the examples, followed by my interpretation of the whole passage obv. 12-27: 

4.477 KUB 22.70 obv. 23 (NH oracle, Hattusili m, CTH 566), ed. Unal 1978: 60-61 
nunu e-ni kuit kissan memir 
AndAnd as for that {eni) (fact), that they had spoken as follows: 

Thiss is the first mention of the affair discussed in the quotation marks (see below for the 
contentss of the Direct Speech). It is therefore possible to interprete eni as a cataphoric 
substitutee Object complement of the verb memai- 'speak', followed by the real object, the 
Directt Speech itself. In that case the translation should be "As for the fact that they had said 
thatt (eni) as follows". Indeed we have an example of eni functioning as the Object of a third 
orderr verb (see 4.4.4.). But in that case the complement kuit is lacking, so I prefer to 
understandd our example of eni here as the syntagm eni kuit 'as for that (known) fact, that". 
Thee three eni kuit clauses obv. 12, 23 and 25 form the framework of a very long introduction 
too an oracle question: 

LinkLink ki kuit About this, that (it = the oracle outcome) was unfavorable 
again: : 

QuestionQuestion 1 nu enizia kuit (4.44) (is it) also that, that Mala said as follows: 

13411 do not follow Ünal o.c. p. 12 in emending the text to eni without -ya. From the preceding paragraph it is 
clearr that there is another reason for the deity to be angry. The oracle inquirers therefore phrase their next 
questionn as "Is it also (ya) that (fact) that.... that you, o deity, are angry?" 

1355 KUB 22.70 obv. 25 * anzas*ma ejü kuit \-EN SURu.DÜ.AMuSEN GUSKIN GE$TIN GA.RA.A.AN NA4 8 
AYARlAYARl penkita SUR ENI KAPP1 ENI OL sekkuën And as for  that (eni) (fact) that we did not know about the 
onee golden falcon, the bunch of grapes of precious stones, the 8 rosettes, the penkita-s, the eyebrow (?), the 
eyelidd of precious stone,... 
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DirectDirect "The queen made a golden headband in the Stone-house 
SpeechSpeech of Kurunta. Then the deity of Arusna asked the queen for 

itt in a dream. The queen however did not give it, and hid 
itt in the house of a chamberlain. Instead, the queen made 
twoo other headbands of silver. As long as she has not 
sentt it (the golden one) to the deity of Arusna, the matter 
hass been causing trouble to the queen, and she was 
bannedd from the palace. Thereupon the queen wrote from 
thee city Utruli to the king: "The golden headband that the 
deityy of Arusna requested from me in a dream, it has 
beenn lying in the house of the chamberlain up til l now. 
Thee takkisra and the precious stones that remained 
behind,, they are lying in the atupalassa up til! now. Send 
themm to the Deity!" 

Theyy have found that (eni) golden headband. Next to 
itt there lay a golden falcon, a bunch of grapes of precious 
stones,, 8 rosettes, penkita-s, an eyebrow (?), an eyelid of 
preciouss stone. It was brought to the Stone-house of 
Kuruntaa to the statue of the queen. The takkisra however 
thatt were supposed to be lying in the atupalassa were not 
found.. The two golden headbands that the queen had 
madee as a vow for the deity, one of them was found and 
wass sent to the deity." 

QuestionQuestion 2 nu eni kuit (4.45) and (is it) that (fact), that they said as follows: 
DirectDirect "Whatever lies with the utensils of the Deity, they shall 
SpeechSpeech just give it to the deity and not turn it back." 
QuestionQuestion 3 anzaszma eni kuit and (is it) that (fact) that we did not know about the one golden 

(fn.,, at 4.45) falcon, the stone wine, the 8 rosettes, .... and (that) they were 
broughtt to thee Stone-house of Kurunta to the statue of the 
queen,, but that they did not find the takkisra, 

ConcludingConcluding apadda ser If you, o Deity, are angry because of (all) that, the let the exta 
QuestionQuestion be unfavorable. (Outcome: unfavorable) 

Anotherr attestation of eni in this oracle text which I want to interpret differently from Ünal is 
obv.. 51 from category 1, eni kuit as a reference to what was said before. We will see that eni 
kuitkuit does not refer back: 

4.488 KUB 22.70 obv. 49-52 (NH oracle, Hattusili in, CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 70-71 
499 . 

§§ kïkuii narnma Nü.SïG5-ta nu*kan \ uastanza kuit SA É --A-*fyekuT dLAÏvïM A 

assanassan mat aruaueni nu kuit SlxSA-tari mat ANA DINGIR-L/A f pianzi mam 
mamamama DINGIR-L/Af QATAMMA malan harti nu KUS.MES SIGrrw... 

§§ ejjiizkan kuit \ uastanza SA É NA4hekur dLAMM A assuuanzi SJXSA-at mat 

pdnzipdnzi ANA DINGIR-LIM  ISTU NA4
 52 pianzi KI.MI N ... 

Ass for this (ki) (fact), that it was again unfavorable: the sin that remains inside the 
stone-housee of the Tutelary deity, we will perform an oracle inquiry about it. What 
shalll  be established they shall give to the deity. If you, o god, agree in that way, let the 
extaa be favorable (Outcome: favorable) 

Ass for that (eni) (fact), that sin was established as remaining inside the stone-house of 
thee Tutelary deity, and (that) thereupon they shall give it to the deity together with a 

preciouss stone, (if ) ditto, (then let the hurri birds be favorable. Outcome: unfavorable) 
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startedd in obv. 12. 
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Thee first paragraph states clearly that the oracle inquirers still have to perform an inquiry 
aboutt the sin in the Stone-house and the fine to be paid, so in this text only the announcement 
off  an oracle inquiry has been written down and not the outcome of that inquiry itself. As a 
result,, the next paragraph cannot refer back to this outcome because there is no outcome here. 
Thee paragraph starts with the observation that the oracle has indicated that sin remained and 
thatt that sin has to be given to the deity. Given that this oracle inquiry with its outcome has 
nott been inscribed on this tablet, we do not know what the 'sin' is about, and moreover, 
nowheree it has been stated that some precious stones have to be given as an extra gift. So the 
secondd paragraph gives us the summary of what has been established elsewhere, with the final 
requestt for divine consent. This summary is Discourse new and necessarily Hearer old, 
requiringg a demonstrative that can be recognitionally used. Therefore eni is used and not ki, 
whichh generally links to the immediately preceding text. 

Concluding,, ÜnaI's category 2 and 3 merge to form the Recognitional Use category. 
Thee writer knew very well what he was doing, so the idea posited by Ünal about confusion of 
thee writer and the stylistic variation interpretation of Kammenhuber are both besides the 
point.. In the case of Kammenhuber this is surprising given her correct analysis of the "jenes 
(andersweitigg bekannte)". 

Thee same recognitional use occurs in another oracle from Tudhaliya IV: 

4.499 KUB 5.1 obv. i 7 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 561), ed. Ünal 1974: 32-33 
§§ e-ni J kan kuit mTemetis INIM  Taptena Hursamazia RA-uanzi EGIR tiiat 
Ass for that {eni) (fact), that Temeti returned to attack in the matter of Taptena and 
Hursama,, ... 

Thiss passage is explicitly mentioned by Kammenhuber as an instance of 'einen dem Orakler 
bekannten,, aber noch nicht im Text erwahnten Kampfplan' (o.c. 40a). In the same oracle we 
alreadyy saw a Recognitional unius (ex. 4.40). 

Anotherr example of the introduction to an oracle inquiry is in Direct Speech in a Plague 
prayer: : 

4.500 KUB 14.8 obv. 31'-37> (NH prayer, Mursili H, CTH 378 II) , ed. Lebrun 1980: 206, 
212 2 
nuzzanuzza mahfcan eni TUPPA 32 SA KUR URUAf/zn'  piran uemiianun neat I$TU 
DINGIR-I/ MM  ariianun 33 a-si*ua kuis memiias iSTU dIM  URU#A77Y iianza LÜ.MES 
mumuMizriMizri  kuit ü'  LÜ.MES muHAITI  s ia I$TU dlM  VRVHATTI  linganuantes § 35' 
ddDamnassaruszkanDamnassaruszkan kuit INA ÈA-BI É dIM  ^HATTI  BEUzYA 36*  memiianzmazkan 
LÜ.MESS URl}HAITI*pa t hüdak sarrër 3T nu*uar*as man ANAdIM  URUHatti BEUz 
YAYA kardimmiiaz kisat mat handdittat 
Butt  after I had come across that tablet concerning Egypt, I performed an oracle inquiry 
off  the god: "As for that (asi) word (i.e. treaty) which is made by the Stormgod of 
Hatti,, (namely) that the Egyptians and the Hittites were put under oath by the 
Stormgodd of Hatti, that (while) the Damnassara-deities are inside the temple of the 
Stormgodd of Hatti, my Lord, only the people of Hatti quickly transgressed the word 
(i.e.. treaty), if that (lit . it) became a reason for anger to the Stormgod of Hatti, my 
lord,, (then let the outcome be ...)". It was ascertained. 

1377 Beckman's translation 1997: 158 "Has this matter discussed earlier been brought about by the Storm-god of 
Hattii  because the Egyptians and the Hittites had been put under oath by the Storm-god of Hatti?" does not take 
intoo account the relative pronoun kuis in obv. 33'. CHD L-N p. 270a does not consider the Direct Speech 
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(adnominal,, relative clause, no ambiguity, first mention) 

Thee tablet with the treaty is probably not present at the location where the oracle inquiry is 
conducted,, and therefore not present at the Deictic Center. As far as private knowledge is 
concerned:: if even the deity needs an elaboration in the kuit clause in order to identify the 
correctt treaty, then it is very unlikely that the treaty belongs to the general and cultural 
knowledgee of the Hittites, especially since the treaty was concluded in the past. 

Leavingg the oracle questions, the possibly earliest attestation of eni introducing Hearer 
old,, Discourse new information is found in Hattusili's (I) Testament: 

4.511 KUB 1.16 iii 40-41 (OH/NS egodocument, Hattusili I, CTH 6), ed. Sommer 1938: 12. 
i-e-nii-e-ni huhha(n) z man [... ud\darzset U[L]  DUMU.MESZ$Uedi ndir 
Thatt (ini) (known fact): did not his sons turn away my grandfather, (i.e.,) the 
wordss of [the king (?)]?140 

Onee has to admit that this is not a standard example of Recognitionally used demonstratives. 
Anotherr example of Recognitional used asi, this time in Direct Speech, is: 

4.522 KUB 15.5 + i 10-13 (NH vow, Urhi-Tessub, CTH 583), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 49 
withh n. 36 
§§ V-TUM EGIR-an para damals paras ma [Arumuras memiskizzi 12 a-sizuaz 
kankan AMA.AMA-£A kuuatzpat HUL-/w tiian harzi KASKAL-sizmazuarzanzkan 
ÜLÜL daitti 
Laterr on yet another dream. Arumura keeps further saying: "Just why is that (asi) 
grandmotherr of yours holding a grudge? Shouldn't you appease her? (lit.: put her on 
thee road)"141 

(adnominal,, genitive modifier, no ambiguity, first mention in Direct Speech) 

Thee information about the grandmother is necessarily private, shared knowledge between the 
Speakerr Arumura and the Addressee Urhi-Tessub. About the presence of the grandmother, it 
iss very unlikely to assume that she is present when the dream of Urhi-Tessub is discussed. 

Thee last two examples do not belong to my corpus. They are included because 
Larochee 1979 tried to explain asi in ex. 4.54 as a nom.sg.c. whereas I believe that it is an 

particless and therefore translates mat handaittat wrongly as the resumptive clause of the relative clause asiz 
uaua kuis memiias. 

Withh CHD P 346b, i-e-ni is a conflation of eni and ini. The new Hittite scribe replaced the older form ini with 
thee eni of his own time. 

II  follow HW E p. 39 in disconnecting eni from uddar-set. 
1400 Contra Sommer, I.e., CHD L-N p. 218b "the words (lit . his words) of my grandfather", CHD L-N, p. 361b 
"Didd not his sons set aside these words of my grandfather [PN]*\ I do not accept the existence of a gen.sg. -an. 
Eitherr huhha(n)zman [... ud\dar*set is a partitive apposition or it means that the sons turned aside both their 
fatherr and his stipulations. 

Thee preceding paragraph describes how Danuhepa, wife of Mursili, was supposed to receive a cloth or 
garmentt (Ü-iV kuit memir T\iG-ma^ia[tua ANA] {Danuhepa piandu 'as for the fact that was said by means 
off  a dream: "Let them also give a cloth [to] Danuhepa, . . . ' ). 
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acc.sg.c.. Above we already encountered some examples of accusative asi in ex. 4.14, 4.16 
(nott mentioned by Laroche), 4.30 (id.) and 4.31 (id.) and also below in 4.53 (id.). 

4.533 KUB 33.106 + KBo 26.65 i 25'-29'  (NH myth, CTH 345), ed. Güterbock 1952: 18 
(withoutt join), collated by CHD L-N p. 365b. 
§25''  dHebaddus ANA dTakiti IN[IM.MES ] memiskiuan ddi[s kuu}at?ua $A dU EN[-
YA]YA] 26 nakkin memian ÜL ista\masmi]ULzmazua dSuu[alii]attas DINGIR.MES-
assass a a hümandas haluga[n istd\masmi a-si-ua kuin dUllikummi 4kunkunuzin 
memisk[anzimemisk[anzi nu\zuaman?zazan tarahta kuuatqa ammel LV-an nakkin 
x[[  ]x-an § 
Hebatt began to speak the wo[rds] to Takiti: ["Wh]y do [I] not hear the important word 
off  the Stormgod, [my] lord and do I not [he]ar the message of Suwaliyatta and all the 
gods?? That (asi) Ullikummi, the Basalt, about whom they keep talking, did he 
(Ullikummi)) conquer him somehow, my husband, the important [king, the 
Stormgo]d?" " 

(adnominal,, first mention in speech, relative clause, no ambiguity) 

Inn this part of the story, the goddess Hepat is talking. She is blocked from news from the 
godss by the Basalt monster Ullikummi, although she does not seem to be aware of the fact 
thatt Ullikummi causes the blockade. She tries to figure out why the gods do not send her 
word,, and she even fears that Ullikummi may have overcome them. Her thoughts clearly 
statee that she has heard of the monster, but has not seen him yet. Obviously, Ullikummi is 
nott in her presence, and additionally, knowledge about him is not yet general or cultural but 
stilll  belongs to the private domain. 

4.544 KUB 33.112 + 114 + 36.2 ii i 10'-17', with parallel text HT 25 + KUB 33.111 (NH/NS 
myth,, CTH 343), ed. Laroche 1968: 34 
100 KASKAL-an*ma k[uin]  iiantari nu KASKAL-[a/ i kuin (?) ...] uuanzi n[u 
a(mmu)]ka(mmu)]k dLAMA-as nepis[(as LUGAL-w$)]  12'  DINGIR.ME S -as hin(i)km[(i 
IM.HI.)]A-w. ss ualliua[(llius  dLAMA-as idalauua udddr)] 13' ANA dÉ.A-as KASKAL-
J[( I )) men\ah}xanda p[(eter)] 14'  dÉ.A~as dKumarbiia [(memi)]skiuuan d[ais (ejiu)] 
155 EGlR-pa paueni nu a-s\(i ku)Mn d\(LAMA-an nepis LVGAL-un)]  16 iiauen nu 
apdsapds GIM-a/i [(X)]n[(iuarallis)]  XT KUR.KUR.MES* ia QATAMMA X niuaral[{la)] 
Whichh road they march, [which? ] road they come, ƒ, Kurunta, king of Heaven wil l 
assignn (that road) to the gods". The blustering/rushing (?) winds carried the evil 
wordss of Kurunta to Ea on the road. Ea started to speak to Kumarbi: "Come, let's go 
back.. That142 (asi) Kurunta whom we made king in heaven, just as he is improper (?), 
soo in the same way he also has made the countries improper (?)" 

(adnominal,, first mention in speech, relative clause, no ambiguity, not present, private 
knowledge?) ) 

Larochee 1979: 149 stated that "i l n'y a nulle raison de faire eet asi un acc.sg. en accord avec 
kuin".kuin". He continues with a Latin translation of the asi clause: is, quern regent fecimus, ille 
sicutsicut debilis (est). First of all, even if asi is the head of a preposed relative clause, then asi 
eitherr still has to have a function in some main clause or it is an extraposed constituent 

CHDD L-N: 460a translates asi with "this". 
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followedd by a main clause in which asi is resumed by another pronoun. The latter option is 
whatt Laroche indicated by means of his Latin translation. This means that we have to accept 
ann extraposed asi preceded by nu, followed by the main clause introduced by nu: nu asi nu 
apasapas .... So instead of accepting a very legitimate accusative asi, Laroche introduced a new 
topicc introducing construction in Hittite. 

4.3.3.. Statistics and other observations 

4.3.3.1.4.3.3.1. The Recognitional value of asi etc. 

Wee already concluded in 4.2. that asi etc. functions as a distal demonstrative. This conclusion 
wass mainly based on the occurrence of these forms in Direct Speech, the only context which 
providess direct evidence for deictic contrasts in a dead language. The fact that asi, eni, edani, 
uniuni and unius could be classified as Recognitional is other proof that all these forms are true 
demonstratives. . 

Andd as the reader can check for him/herself, most examples of Recognitional asi 
denotee an entity that is outside the cognitive domain of the Speaker. One example (4.38) is 
connectedd with the Speaker but can be understood as disassociating ('that contestor of mine'), 
anotherr one is at first sight connected with the Addressee (4.52), 'that grandmother of yours'. 
Thee grandmother is already dead however and therefore outside the domain of the Addressee 
(contrastt this with 5.15 'that husband of yours', with the Addressee oriented demonstrative 
apa-).apa-). The only exception is 4.37. 

Thesee two results constitute the proof that asi etc. is the distal demonstrative pronoun. 
Inn the next sections (4.4. and 4.5.), the distal value of all forms will be considered a given 
fact. . 

4.3.3.2.4.3.3.2. The chronological distribution of asi etc. 

Recognitionall  asi etc., is attested in the following periods: 

nom.s.c.. asi 
acc.s.c.. uni 

ast ast 
n.-a.s.n.. ini 

eni eni 
dat.s.. edani 

OS S OH H 
+ + 
+ + 

+ + 

MS S 

+ + 

+ + 

MH H SUDD D MursII I 
+ + 

Muw w 

+ + 

Haltt II I 

+ + 

TudlV V 

+ + 

NH H 

+ + 

acc.pl.c.. unius 
n.-a.pl.n.. eni 

+ + 
+ + 

Tablee 4.4: Chronological distribution of Recognitional asi etc. 

Thee recognitional use is assured for ini and uni in Middle Hittite, and from Mursili II on for 
asi,asi, nom. and ace, eni pi., edani, and unius. Possibly it is already attested in OH copy for asi, 
uniuni and eni. The scarce attestation of OH and MH Recognitional deictics is caused by the 
distributionn of the text genres over the periods. The definition of Recognitional Deixis 
requiress not only a Speaker, but also an Addressee, and moreover, both have to be familiar 
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withh the topic under discussion. It is therefore not surprising to see that we encounter the 
Recognitionall  demonstratives mainly in Vows and Oracles. These text types always have the 
deityy as Addressee, and in both text types the deity is always aware of the topic under 
discussion.. To return to the language phases, Vows are non-existent in Old and Middle 
Hittite,, and Oracles are extremely scarce in both periods. As we have seen, there exist two 
Middlee Script oracles (KUB 50.1 and KBo 16.97) in which there is a Recognitional uni I ini. 
Besidess the virtual non-existence of Vows and Oracles in the earlier periods we also have to 
takee into account that the majority of texts is from the New Hittite period. Given these 
considerations,, it is very surprising that we even have a few Recognitional demonstratives in 
Oldd and Middle Hittite. 

4.33.3.4.33.3. Attention-levels and Information Structure 

Inn the majority of the examples the recognitionally used asi etc. is part of a relative clause. 
Thee discourse function of such a clause is to introduce a discourse topic for further discussion, 
butt the clause itself does not add anything new on the subject. Al l it does is recalling the 
referent.. Therefore the Topic-Focus distinction is useless. 

Ass far as saliency is concerned, the nature of this type of use requires that the entity 
referredd to is not salient. 

RecognitionalRecognitional Use 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 
—— — — 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
asiasi N 

Tablee 4.5: The Recognitional asi matrix. 

4.4.. The Discourse Deictic Use of asi etc. 

4.4.1.. Introductio n 

Discoursee Deixis was discussed in 2.3.5., 2.3.6. and 3.4. I wil l therefore only list the main 
characteristicss of Discourse Deictic expressions. 

Discoursee Deictic expressions encode portions of the spoken or written discourse. In 
thiss aspect it is similar to Anaphora. The main difference however is that Anaphora refers to a 
priorr noun phrase -whatever its entity order- while a Discourse Deictic expression encodes an 
eventt or proposition for the first time (never a first order entity), thereby introducing the 
eventt or proposition into the discourse. Discourse deictic expressions always refer to the 
immediatelyy adjacent segment, and the referents hardly ever persist in the discourse. They are 
mainlyy used to provide a link between two pieces of discourse and do not usually become a 
topicc for further discussion themselves. Summarizing: 

•• Discourse deictics refer to the contents of a chunk of discourse: an event, a 
proposition,, or a speech-act. 
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•• Discourse deictics provide a link between two discourse units. 
•• The referent of discourse deictics is immediately adjacent to the segment containing 

thee discourse deictic expression. 
•• The referent was not nominalized before. 

Inn Hittite we find the neuter pronouns ki, apat, eni or a form of these three connected with 
memiya-memiya- or uttar for Discourse Deixis. Related to them are the demonstrative adverbs of 
mannerr Jcissan, enissan and apenissan. The adverb of manner enissan is discussed in 4.4.2, 
thee Discourse Deictic asi etc. in 4.4.3. 

4.4.2.. The adverb of manner enissan 

Thee meaning of the discourse deictic adverb enissan "in that way, as mentioned above, in 
solcherr Weise" was established by Friedrich (1926: 75,1974: 68 § 117b, 134 § 250) as the 
oppositee of kissan "folgendermaBen". The earliest attestation of enissan probably occurs in a 
damagedd festival text : 

4.555 IBoT 2.121 rev. 12'  (OS festival, CTH 676.1), ed. Haas 1970: 136 

tazkkantazkkan e-ne-i\s-sa-an 

Thee next time it is found in the Ma§at letters, spelled inissan: 

4.566 HKM  6 obv. 3-6 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 126-127 
§§ kissan ^mu kuit hatraes kasazua LUKÜR uit nuzuazza VRX}Haparan i-ni-is-

1455 6 . 

sa-ansa-an tamasta 
Concerningg that you have written to me like this: "The enemy has just arrived. He 
besiegedd the city Hapara in that way (inissan), (but Kasipura he besieged from this 
side.)" " 

Thee adverb inissan is quoted in a citation from another letter. The larger context of the letter 
iss therefore lacking, so the meaning of inissan in Middle Hittite cannot be illustrated by 
meanss of this example. 

Generallyy enissan refers backwards to the contents ÖI Direct ijpeecii or v^uotation irom 
aa letter. The division of labor between forward referring kissan and backward referring 
enissanenissan (see already Friedrich 1926: 75) is especially clear in ex. 4.57 where both refer to the 
samee Quotation from a letter: 

4.577 KBo 3.4+ ii i 86-87 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 69 
toto 87 

mmPihhuniiaszmazmuPihhuniiaszmazmu YLGXR-pa ki-is-sa-an hatraês ... nuzmu ma[h]han 
mmPihhuniiasPihhuniias e~ni-is-sa-an EGIR-pa ISPUR 
Pihhuniyaa wrote to me in return in this way (kissan): ' . . . ' . After Pihhuniya had 
writtenn to me in return in that way (enissan), ... 

1433 This requirement does not seem to count for the demonstrative adverbs of manner in Hittite. See ex. 4.62. 
1444 Contra Kammenhuber HW2 E 41b who remarked that enissan occurs *ab Murs. II'. 
1455 The adverb inissan with initial i- also occurs in two other MH/MS texts, KBo 22.192 (+) 192a obv. 1 (2x), 
KBoo 18.86 obv. 17'and 29'. 
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Otherr examples of enissan referring backwards to the contents of a letter are KUB 19.30 rev. 
ivv 11 (NH, Mursili II , CTH 61 II)146, KUB 1.1 iii 74 (NH, Hattusili III , CTH 81)147. The 
letterss were often read aloud, in which case the verb accompanying enissan is istamass-
"hear": : 

4.588 KBo 5.6 ii i 8-16 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 40), ed. Giiterbock 1956: 94 
nunu MUNUS.LUGAL  ^Mizra kuis fDahamunzus 9 êsta nu ANA ABU ̂ YA LUTEMI 
uilatuilat  nuzssi ki-is-sa-an ISPUR LU-aszuazmuzkan BA.ÜS DUMUzYAzma? 

**  12 

uazmuuazmu NU.GAL  tukzmazua DUMU.MES?&4 meggaus memiskanzi manzuazmu 
\-an\-an DUMUs£4 paisti manzuarzaszmu LlJMUTIzYA kisari ARADzYAzma? 

uaua nüuan para dahhi nuzuarzanzzazkan MUTINY A iiami tekri[?u]a nahmi 
nunu mahhan ABUzYA e-ni-is-sa-an I$ME 

Thee Queen of Egypt who was dahamunzu sent my father a messenger. She wrote as 
followss (kissan): "My husband died while I have no son. It is said however that you 
havee many sons. If you would give me one of your sons, he would become my 
husband.. I do not want to take a servant of mine and make him my husband. I fear 
tekri-tekri- (?)". After my father heard as just mentioned (enissan) ... 

Similarlyy KBo 5.6 iv 4 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 40)148, KBo 5.13 i 9 (NH treaty, Mursili 
II ,, CTH 68)149, KUB 33.87+ ii 18' (NH myth, CTH 345)150, KUB 19.11 iv 1 (NH annals, 
Mursilii  n, CTH 40)151. 

Inn the next example enissan refers backwards to Direct Speech. The verb accompanying 
enissanenissan is mema- 'speak': 

4.599 KUB 14.4 rev. iv 10-14 (NH, Mursili II , CTH 70), ed. De Martino 1998: 29 
100 [ A]NA LUGAL  URlJKargamis AQBI ANA KÜ.BABBAR xmvAStata z ua * mu U 

[[  MU]NUS.LUGAL fiarzi nu * ua karussiian fcarak U[  ] MUNUS.LUGAL 
sakdusakdu nasma AW AT KÜ.BABBAR LUGAL  V^Kargamis 13 [ ]mdn ammuk 
e-ni-is-sa-ane-ni-is-sa-an AQBI nu sumês 14 [DINGIR.ME S sekteni 

1466 § nutmu GIM-a/i LÜ.MES ^^Haiasa e-né-es-sa\-an EGlR-pa] fratrair kèzzazmasmu dHepat 

VRUKummanniVRUKummanni ANA EZEN halziiauuas nakkésta "After the people of Hayasa had written to me in return 
inn that way (enissan), at this time Hepat of Kummani troubled me with regard to the festival of invocation.", 
ed.. Götze 1933: 104. The translation follows CHD L-N p. 371b. 

nunu ANA mUrhi- dU-up kuuapi {(e-ni-is-sa-an ha)]treskinun nu man kisan kuis [(memai) "Afte r  I 
hadd written to Urhi-Tessup in that way (enissan), if someone speaks in this way: ". . ." " ed. Otten 1981: 22 

44 nuzuazmu e-né-es-sa-an imma TAQBI "You even spoke to me in that way (enessan)", ed. Giiterbock 
1956:: 96. For more discussion of these lines, see Chapter 3, ex. 3.57. 

nunu mahhan LÜ.MES "^^Masa e-né-es-sa-an istamassir "After the men of Masa had heard as mentioned 
abovee (enessan), ...", ed. Friedrich 1926: 112 

1300 § nu GIM-an dlSTAR e-né-es-sa-an ISME "After Istar heard thus (enessan)" , ed. Giiterbock 1952: 14 
(nott in my corpus). 

§§ e-né-es-sa-an isd[amasta"[Whcn my father] heard thus (enessan), ...", ed. Giiterbock 1956: 63. 
Brokenn context. 
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II  said [t]o the king of Kargamis: "It is the Queen who holds me [ ] for 
thee silver of Astata. Be quiet!" [ ] the queen must know. Either the king of 
Kargamiss [ ] the case of silver. Whether / spoke as mentioned above (enissan), 
youyou [gods, know]. 

Similarlyy KUB 17.7+ iv 51' (NH myth, CTH 345)152. 
Thee following examples present the use of enissan referring to the State of Affairs 

describedd in the narration, and not to the propositional contents of a Quotation or Direct 
Speech.. The verb in the clause containing enissan is au(s)- "see". 

4.600 KBo 4.4 ii i 68-72 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Götze 1933: 132 
688 nuzza dUTU-ft KARAS.HI.A ishiüllahhun [KARAS.HI.A]  69 mahhan UD.KAM-r/ 
putalliiandaputalliianda iiatta[ri]  GE6.KAM-azzmazatzkan sënahas QATAMMA êszi nu 
mahhanmahhan LÜ.MES ^^^Azzi  e-ni-is-sa-an pahsa[nuuan- ...] auër 
I,, My Majesty, instructed the army: Just as [the army] marches battle-ready by day, 
similarlyy (QATAMMA) it shall be towards ambushes at night. When the men of Azzi 
saww [the army] protected] that way (enissan), ... 

Thee adverb enissan refers back to the description of the way the army has been prepared for 
war.. Note the difference with QATAMMA ~ apenissan, 'that way'. The latter is mainly used in 
comparativee constructions, whereas enissan (and kissan) never are (Kammenhuber HW E: 
41b).. Generally, enissan carries the notion las mentioned before', apenissan 'just as 
mentionedd before'. Similarly KUB 1.1 ii i 54-55 (NH, Hattusili III , CTH 81)153. 

II  finally present two examples in which enissan is not accompanied by the verbs 
istamass-,istamass-, mema- or au(s)- but still refers to some State of Affairs: 

4.611 KBo 4.4 iv 50-51 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61II), ed. Götze 1933: 140-141 
[nuzm]u[nuzm]u e-ni-is-sa-an kuit [mM]uttin  LÜ URU//a//ma/ia 51 \me\nahhanda uier 

Givenn that they sent Mutti, man of Halimana, ahead in that way (enissan) (and that 
theyy returned to me [the refugees] from Hatti, I, My Majesty did not go into Azzi 
again),, ... 

Thee adverb enissan refers back to the envoy of Mutti with his message: "But when the men of 
Azzii  heard "My Majesty wil l come!", the men of Azzi sent Mutti, man of Halimana, ahead. 
Theyy sent the following message: "Given the fact that you, our lord, have already destroyed 
us,, please do not come again, our lord. Take us as your subjects, our lord, and we will start to 
sendd our lord soldiers and horses. And also, the refugees of Hatti that are with us we wil l hand 
over.""  They returned to me 1000 refugees from Hatti", followed by the citation above. 

1522 51 

§§ kuitman e-né-es-sa-an memiskir "While they were speaking in that way (enessan), ...", ed. Güterbock 
1951:: 160. Not in my corpus. 

ll"GM-an[(*mazmu*kan"GM-an[(*mazmu*kan  ^UrhiAi-uppas e-)\ni-isW-sa-)\an 55 [S(A DINGIR-L)]/ M  assul[(an austa n* 
assmuassmu ars)]aniiat "But when Urhi-Tessup saw the blessing of the Deity upon me in that way, he became 
enviouss with me", ed. Otten 1981: 20 

1544 The two remaining examples from my corpus are KBo 16.98 ii 10 (NH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577) § 
dUTUU URUpü-/ui kuit e-né-es-sa-an teshaneskittari "Concerning the fact that the Sungoddess of Arinna thus 
(enessan)(enessan) keeps appearing in my dreams: ...", ed. Van den Hout 1998: 98, discussed in 3.5.2.2. and a broken 
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examplee KBo 4.4 obv. i 20 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 II) e-ni-isAsa-an., ed. Götze 1933: 110. 
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Inn the next example the second order  referent of enissan is not immediately preceding 
thee clause containing enissan. The way the ambush is laid is described in the preceding 
paragraph,, i 10-11. 

4.622 KBo 5.8 i 14-17 (NH annals, Mursil i II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Götze 1933: 148 
nuzkannuzkan mahhan ANA KASKAL  VR{JTaggasta tiianun man iianniianun nuzmu 
e-ni-is-sa-ane-ni-is-sa-an kuit LÜ.MES ^RVTaggasta sënahha piran teskanzi nuzmu MUSEN 
ardnardn harta 
Whenn I took the road to Taggasta, I would have marched. (However,) because the 

peoplee of Taggasta were laying an ambush before me as mentioned above {enissan), a 
birdd rose for  me. 

4.4.3.. Evaluation of enissan 

Inn all clear  examples the adverb of manner  enissan "i n that way, as mentioned before, thus" 
referss backward to a second order  entity (State of Affairs , ex. 4.60- 4.62) or  a thir d order 
entityy (Proposition, ex. 4.57-4.59). 

Inn all examples but two (ex. 4.56) enissan occurs in a subordinate clause containing 
temporall  mahhan (exx. 4.57, 4.58, 4.59), kuitman (fn. 152), kuwapi (fn. 147), conditional 
manman (ex. 4.59), or  causal kuit (ex. 4.60, 4.62), as was noted by Kammenhuber  HW E 41b. 
Thiss is not surprising given the main characteristic of a discourse deictic expression: 
providin gg a link between adjacent chunks of discourse. When the above clauses do not close 
aa Direct Speech unit or  a Quotation from a letter, they contain material that is sometimes 
repeatedd literall y from the piece of text enissan is referrin g to. In both cases -Direct Speech 
closuree or  repetition of a chunk of discourse- the narration is not pushed forward. No new 
informationn is added on any topic, the discourse deictic expression and its host clause are 
simplyy structurin g the discourse by providing the background for  a new discourse unit. 

Thee Middl e Hittit e examples all contain inissan, not enissan. This corresponds with ini 
inn Middl e Hittit e versus eni in New Hittite . 

4.4.4.. The Discourse Deictic syntagms eni uttar, asi memias and eni 

Discoursee deictic use of asi etc. is rare compared with enissan. The application of the criteri a 
listedd above, nominalization of the verbal content of immediately preceding or  following 
discoursee resulted in 6 examples. There is actually only one example in my corpus in line 
withh the use of enissan, ex. 4.26 repeated here: 

4.633 KUB 6.41 i 34-38 (NH treaty, Mursil i II , CTH 68), ed. Friedrich 1926: 110-111 
§344 mafyhan * ma dUTU-fr  u-ni memian ASME nu dUTU-5/mPf§.TUR-a« 35 ÜL kuitki 
\$UL-uanni\$UL-uanni sanfjun n*an piran para [ÜL kuitki]  36 \$UL-ahhun nu kissan AQBI 
paimizuapaimizua uni memian [EGIR-pa anda] tittanumi nu sard tiianun nu kêdani 
memi[ianimemi[iani EGIR-pa] anda tittanumanzi pdun 
Butt  when I, My Majesty, heard about that (uni) affair , I, My Majesty, did not seek evil 
againstt  Mashuiluwa at all. I did [not] act evilly [at all] towards him. I spoke in this 
way::  "I  wil l go set that affair  [right again]."  I arose and went to settle this affair . 
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Ass already discussed at ex. 4.26, in the preceding paragraph of this treaty between Mursili and 
Kupanta-Kuruntaa is described how Mashuiluwa started to alienate the people of Pitassa and 
evenn some Hittite subjects from the Hittite empire, trying to engage into fight. This series of 
eventss is nominalized for the first time in i 34 by means of uni memian. This nominalization 
takess place in a mahhan clause. The construction as a whole serves to connect the reaction of 
Mursilii  with the acts of Mashuiluwa: the clause forms a discourse boundary between two 
discoursee units -also indicated by the paragraph line- and forms a logical connection between 
thee two. The noun phrase uni memian is therefore truly Discourse Deictic, referring 
backwards. . 

Inn another text from Mursili II with asi (ace.) memian instead of uni memian: 

4.644 IBoT 2.112 + obv. 1-7 (NH egodocument, Mursili II , CTH 486), ed. Lebrun 1988: 
104 4 
§§ ' [(UMMA dUTU-S/)]  mA/wrs/-DINGIR-L/M LUGAL.GA[(L) ] INA URV.DU 6

mKunnü 2 

[(nannahhun)][(nannahhun)] nu harsiharsi udas namma dV-as [(hatug)a] 3 [(tethiski)]t nu 
nahunnahun nu? muz kan memias K[(AXU- f and)a] [(tepauëst)]a nuzmuzkan memias 
t[(epu)]t[(epu)] kuitki sard [(iiattat)] [(nuzkan)] a-si memian arhazpat 
pa[(skuu)]dnunpa[(skuu)]dnun mahhan?ma uer MU.HI.A-w f EGlR-anda p[(dir n)]u*mu u[(it)] 

[(as)]i[(as)]i memias teshanis[(kiuua)]n tiiat 
Thuss (speaks) My Majesty Mursili Great-King: I was driving to the ruined town of 
Kunnuu (when) a storm came up. Moreover, the Stormgod repeatedly thundered 
terribly.. I was frightened: the speech in my mouth became hesitant, speech came up 
somewhatt hesitantly. I neglected that (asi) incident entirely.155 But when the years 
passedd by, it happened that that incident (asi memias) began to appear in my dreams 
regularly.. (In my dream the hand of a god touched me and my mouth went to the 
side.) ) 

Thee series of events of thunder, fright and impairment of speech is nominalized for the first 
timee in obv. 5 as asi (ace!) memian 'that incident'. The noun phrase asi memian does not 
referr anaphorically to memias * speech' mentioned in obv. 4 in view of the second asi memias 
inn obv. 7. The latter noun phrase refers to the projection of the incident in the dream: 'In my 
dreamm the hand of a god touched me and my mouth went to the side' and not to the speech 
itself.. The noun phrase asi memias of obv. 7 refers anaphorically to the asi memian in obv. 5 
andd wil l be discussed in section 4.5 (the tracking use of asi). 

Unlikee in ex.4.63 asi memian is not included in a subordinate backgrounding clause. 
Ass such, it is not truly linking. It does however close a discourse unit on the discourse level 
andd a series of events on the semantic level, so it seems to be structuring the discourse 
somewhat.. This is however not all. 

Thee conclusions from the part on demonstratives in Chapter 3 are (i) that 
demonstrativess are used to structure the discourse, as simple nominals do, and (ii ) that the 
differencee between the three demonstratives lies in the cognitive domain as estimated or 
decidedd by the Speaker. The speaker will use ka- + NP to indicate that something is his 
responsibility,, apa- + NP to indicate that something is the responsibility of the Addressee, and 
asiasi + NP for responsibility belonging not to Speaker and/or Addressee but to the Other. This 
iss especially clear in the examples 4.63 and 4.64. In ex. 4.63 Mashuiluwa performs some 
hostilee acts. When the king hears about them, he uses uni memian, indicating that it is still 

1555 The translation of these three clauses is based upon CHD P 209. See however CHD P 34: "And my mouth 
wentt to the side". 
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Mashuiluwa'ss domain. However, in i 37 he uses kedani memiyani, after stating that he wil l 
solvee the affair. The changing of responsibility is mirrored by the change form uni memian 
too kedani memiyani. In ex. 4.64 the king says that he didd not pay any attention to the incident. 
Thee avoidance of his responsibility, i.e. to find out what the incident meant to say, is clearly 
expressedd by means of the verb paskuwai- 'neglect'. So in both cases the context favors an 
interpretationn of asi as indicator of 'not belonging to me (, but to the other)'. 

Thee next example is closer to the use of enissan as referring to Quotation from a letter, 
butt with a major difference, forward or cataphoric reference. 

4.655 KUB 19.29 iv 11-15 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Götze 1933: 18-19 
kêzzmakêzzma mHannuttis kuis KUR.KUR.MES $[APUTI]  n maniiajihiskit nu IN A KUR 
vv^Ishupitta^Ishupitta kuuap[i ...] nzas apiia BA.ÜS nu mahhan enizia $A mHannutt[i 
VS-an']VS-an'] istamassir matzzazkan apêzzizia EGlR-an [EGlR-pa ] esandat 
nuzmunuzmu e-ni AWATE.MES apadda hatres\kir\ § 
("Noww the one who would have impressed me, [would have] be[en] your eldest 

brother,, [who] managed the troops and charioteers for his father and (who) knew the 
treatiess of his father. [He used to be] a h[ero]. If you would impress me, [you] would 
[be]]  he for me." [But when] they saw [my brother] ill, ) 
Hannuttii  who managed the L[ower] Lands at this time, when he [...] in Ishupitta, he 
diedd over there/then. When they heard of also that [death] of Hannutti, because of that 
tootoo they became rebellious. Because of that they wrote those (= the following, eni) 
words:: ... 

Thee 'following words' refer to the contents of the next paragraph: "You are a child, and you 
knoww nothing. [You do not] imp[ress (me).] At this time your country is devastated and 
[your]]  troo[ps and horses] have dwindled. I have more troops than you, I have more horses 
thann you. [Your father however] had many troops and horses. As for [you] who are a child, 
whenn will you go taparuna him (= them)?". 

Thee unexpected appearance of eni instead of ke 'these' is explained by Sommer 1938: 
1611 as follows: 'eni nimmt auf das V o r h e r g e h e n de Bezug [...]. So auch, dem auBeren 
Anscheinn zum Trotz, XDC 29 iv 15 "Worte der gleichen Art, wie sie vorher schon geschrieben 
wordenn waren" (nahmlich bis Z. io).' The lines to which Sommer refers are presented in the 
translationn above in parentheses. Although Sommer's solution is attractive, it raises the issue 
off  (partial) comparison. Comparison is not part of the semantics of eni and enissan but of 
apenissanapenissan (see Chapter 5). On the other hand, he connects it with the use of eni (kuit) in KUB 
22.70.. Also there eni seems to refer forward, but actually it points at things that happened 
before,, 'so, wie berichtet'. Sommer clearly does not take eni as referring to something that 
wass mentioned in the oracle inquiry itself. It just refers t o ' g e s c h e h e ne Dinge, die zum 
Zweckk der Orakelbefragung vorher g e m e l d et worden waren' (I.e.). In the framework 
presentedd here this means that eni in our example is close to the Recognitional Use: Discourse 
New,, Hearer Old. Indeed, the message 'you are a child' is Discourse New, and a bit Hearer 
Oldd given the similar but not same message earlier in the text. 

Althoughh Sommer's interpretation partially fits the Recognitional Use, the nuance of 
comparisonn remains. This shade of meaning is neither part of the Recognitional Use nor part 
off  the meaning of the backward referring Discourse Deictic adverb of manner enissan. 
Instead,, I propose that eni AWATE.MES functions similarly as uni memian and asi memian in 
thee two preceding examples. It is a rhetorical device used by the Speaker to indicate that he 
distancess himself from what is expressed in the message. He signals at the Addressee that 
somethingg is coming up which he does not agree with at all: that he is a child and not capable 
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off  leading an army, and that he will lose. These words are all on account of not the Speaker or 
thee Addressee, but of the Other. 

Thee only other cataphoric discourse deictic eni I am aware of occurs in a later text, the 
Bronzee Tablet: 

4.666 Bo 86/299 i 91-98 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 14-15. 
§911 ANA AWAT NA*hekur SAG.US-iazkan ABUzYA mMarassantas KAxu-za 92 karpta 
memeLAMMA-as?uaLAMMA-as?ua ANA NA'hekur SAG.US lê manninkuuan 93 nu ABUzYA ANA 
mmMarrassantaMarrassanta 0UPPU iiat mat mMarassantas 94 harzi e^rü^ma ABUzYA ÜL 
saktasakta AWAT " A'hekur SAG.US z kan 95 mahhan $A dU kuntarra andan gulsanza96 

NANA**  hekur SAG.US zkan mahhan zilatiia ANA mdLAMM A  97 parkiiauuanzi ÜL kisari 
98 8 

uitzmauitzma mahhan ABUzYA memian I$ME nu memiian ABU ?YA? pat hullas 
Andd in the matter of the permanent hekur my father accepted from the mouth of 
Marassanta:: "Kurunta may not (come) near the permanent hekur". So my father made 
aa tablet for Marassanta, and Marassanta (still) holds it. But this (eni) my father did 
nott know: how the matter of the permanent hekur (is) inscribed in the kuntarra of the 
Stormgod,, how in the future the permanent hekur shall not be taken away from 
Kuruntaa . When it happened that my father heard of the situation, it was my father 
himselff  who contested the situation. 

Thee question is: why is eni used instead of the regular forward referring discourse deictic 
pronounn kil Contrary to the previous example, eni cannot refer to anything indicated before, it 
iss not 'so, wie berichtet'. The only solution is that eni emphazises that the knowledge 
containedd in the message does not belong to the cognitive space of the father of the king. 

Off  course this shade of meaning is already contained in the negated predicate itself, 
butt one has to be aware that the choice for one demonstrative or the other -when there is a 
choice-- is a rhetorical device that adds something extra to the semantics of the clause. This is 
illustratedd by means of i 97-98: uitz ma mafyhan ABUzYA 98 memian ISME nu memiian 
ABU*ABU* YAzpat hullas 'When it happened that my father heard of the situation, it was my father 
himselff  who contested the situation'. Compare this with ex. 4.63 i 34, 37-38 mahhan?ma 
dUTU-S// uni memian A$ME... nu këdani memiliani EGlR-pa] 38 anda tittanumanzi pdun 
"Butt when I, My Majesty, heard about that affair, ... I went to settle this affair". As I 
discussedd earlier, the use of uni, changing to kedani, indicates that the king wants to 
emphasizee that responsibilities have changed. This emphasis is however not a necessary part 
off  the semantics or syntax of the clause, it solely depends on the freedom a speaker has in 
usingg his/her language. In our present example the Speaker decided not to use a 
demonstrative,, but simply the bare nominal memian, taking a neutral stance. 

AA possible Discourse Deictic expression eni attar "that affair" occurs in an Oracle157 

fromm Tudhaliya IV: 

4.677 KBo 2.2 iv 34-39 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
79-80,, 136 

Ottenn 1988: 15: 'und wie (es) für alle Zeit dem Kurunta nicht zusteht, (zur) bestandigen Felsanlage 
hinaufzusteigen.'' My translation follows CHD P p. 157a. 

1577 See for another oracle with eni (besides eni kuit) KUB 22.70 obv. 47 (NH oracle, CTH 566) nu man 
DINGIR-LM// ejjU [Sak]iiahta KI.MIN. 
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§§ pdnzi asi INIM  SUM-annas kisan ishiulahhanzi mammas kan sakti e^ 
mznaszkanmznaszkan uttgr15*  laittari3*  nu T^**  SlG5-ru ZAG-za RA7- NU.SIG5 §§ 
Theyy will go and thus enjoin this (asi) affair of giving. If you then acknowledge (it), 
wil ll  that (eni) affair be solved for us? 

Thiss oracle is concerned with the illness that will befall Tudhaliya IV before his accession to 
thee throne. The fever is caused by the Sungoddess of Arinna of Progeny because she is angry 
aboutt some unfulfilled vows and promises. In order to appease her, it is established that she 
wil ll  receive some gifts. The oracle inquiry is concluded with the paragraph cited here. In the 
lastt question they ask: 'wil l that affair be solved for us', probably referring to the whole 
conglomeratee of problems surrounding the disease of Tudhaliya and not just the affair of 
giving.. If this is true, then eni uttar is an example of a Discourse Deictic expression referring 
too a whole discourse. If it refers only to the affair of giving, the expression is Anaphoric. I 
tendd to believe that eni uttar refers to the whole affair, based on its appearance in a 
concludingg question. 

Finally,, there is one example of Time deixis, a subcategory of Discourse Deixis: 

4.688 KBo 19.76 + KUB 14.20 i 8'-9'  (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61II), ed. Houwink ten 
Catee 1979: 161 
8'' [ IÜKLJR (VRUG)]as£aszma e-da-as UD.K[AM.HI.A-<xfl 9' \ 
t(iiat)]t(iiat)]  § 
Butt in those (edas) days the Gasgaean enemy stepped [...]. 

4.4.5.. Evaluation of the syntagms eni uttar, asi memias and eni 

4.4.5.1.4.4.5.1. Function of the discourse deictic asi etc. 

Inn each example the noun phrase asi, uni and eni + N refers to a sequence of propositions in 
thee preceding or following discourse, adjacent to the clause containing the demonstrative. In 
alll  these cases the proposition was not nominalized before. Just as enissan, the 
demonstrativess occur on the borders of a Discourse unit In ex. 4.63 uni memian occurs in a 
temporall  mahhan clause at the beginning of a paragraph; asi memian in ex. 4.64 closes a unit 
describingg the frightening experience of Mursili, followed by a new unit starting with a 
mahhanmahhan clause; the cataphoric eni AWATEME& in ex. 4.65 is part of a clause both closing a 
paragraphh and introducing Direct Speech; the cataphoric eni in ex. 4.66 introduces a 
Discoursee unit that is a comment of the Speaker on the state of the knowledge of Hattusili, 
Tudhaliya'ss father. This unit disrupts the sequence of the actions of Hattusili. The textual 
signn indicating the diversion from the main story line to the comment and back is each time 
thee discourse marker -ma\ the last example, ex. 4.67, shows eni uttar in a question that is the 
lastt question in the oracle inquiry. 

Al ll  features listed here clearly show that asi, uni, eni and edas are discourse deictic 
demonstrativess and not anaphoric. They introduce entities in the discourse that were not 
referredd to before, and therefore this use is rather close to deictic and recognitional use. In 
eachh case the referent of the demonstrative is Discourse New. The Deictic and Discourse 
Deicticc demonstratives are also Hearer New, whereas the Recognitional demonstrative is 

1588 In KBo 2.2 ii 9 there is another eni uttar with unclear reference due to the broken context. 
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Hearerr Old. But unlike Deictic and Recognition̂ demonstratives, Discourse Deixis excludes 
referencee to first order entities. 

Anotherr feature in common with the other two demonstrative uses is the occurrence of 
thee discourse deictic demonstrative on the borders of a discourse unit. The Deictic and 
Recognitionall  demonstratives (almost) always appear in discourse initial clauses, whereas the 
discoursee deictic demonstrative appears on discourse nodes. This raises an important 
question:: what is the difference with simple noun(phrase)s? Noun phrases are used to 
introducee new entities into the discourse or to mark new discourse units (see 2.3.3. and 
sectionn 4.5 below) so the addition of a demonstrative should indicate something more than 
justt the structure of the discourse. As I have explained above, asi etc. in combination with a 
nounn indicates that an entity belongs explicitly to the Cognitive Space of the Other. The 
Speakerr needs to stress that he and the Addressee have nothing to do with the entity indicated 
byy asi + N. This again shows that asi etc. is the distal demonstrative. 

Thee distancing effect just described is not found with enissan. I suspect that the 
Othernesss of enissan lies in the fact that enissan refers backward in the discourse, to 
somethingg which lies behind the Speaker. The manner adverb kissan on the other hand refers 
too something which still has to come and which is therefore of importance for the Speaker 
(andd Addressee). 

4.4.5.2.4.4.5.2. Chronological distribution of the discourse deictic asi etc. 

Discoursee deictic asi etc. is mainly attested in texts from Mursili II (table 4.6). The low 
numberr of attestations even in New Hittite should warn us against the conclusion that 
discoursee deictic use of these forms did not occur in earlier periods. However, we can only be 
certainn for the time from Mursili on that asi, uni and eni function within one paradigm as a 
discoursee deictic demonstrative with distal value. 

acc.s.c.. uni 
asi asi 

n.-a.s.n.. eni 
n.-a.pl.n.. eni 
dat.pl.. edas 

OS S MS S Murss II 
+ + 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

Hattt III TudIV V 

+ + 

NH H 

Man.adv.. inissan 
enissan enissan 
enessan enessan + + 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

+ + 
+ + + + 

Tablee 4.6: The chronological distribution of discourse deictic asi etc. 

4.4.5.3.4.4.5.3. Attention-levels and Information Structure 

Whenn looking from the cognitive viewpoint of saliency, the entities referred to by discourse 
deicticc asi etc. are never salient. Not being mentioned before, they were not at the forefront 
off  the Addressee's mind, not salient (see Table 4.7). Most discourse deictic expressions 
occurr in background clauses. The Topic-Focus distinction is not relevant in these cases. 

DiscourseDiscourse Deictic Use 
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Continuityy procedure 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 

asi asi 
asiN asiN 

enissan enissan 

Tablee 4.7: The Discourse Deictic asi matrix. 

4.5.. The Trackin g (= anaphoric) Use of asi wit h noun 

4.5.1.. Introductio n 

Larochee maintained that asi etc. was the only true anaphoric pronoun in Hittite , later  to be 
replacedd by apa-. It has become clear  however  that asi, uni, eni etc. function as true 
demonstrativee pronouns, appearing in all demonstrative contexts: deictic, recognitional and 
discoursee deictic. The last area to be surveyed, the tracking or  anaphoric use of asi etc. is the 
onee which supposedly led Laroche to his conclusions. The anaphoric use of asi etc. is 
howeverr  basically different from the anaphoric use of apa-. This is caused by the 
fundamentall  differences between asi and apa-. Although apa- sometimes functions as a 
demonstrativee (see Chapter  5), it is mainly used as an emphatic pronoun (see Chapter  7, 8, 
9).. The pronoun asi on the other  hand is a demonstrative without the special characteristics of 
emphaticc pronouns. The difference between the two also becomes apparent when the structure 
off  the discourse is taken into consideration. The tracking demonstrative asi (and apa-) often 
referss to an entity in another  discourse unit, whereas the emphatic pronoun apa- mainly refers 
too an entity in the same discourse unit. Related to emphasis is the function of apa- to refer  to 
onee of competing referents, often the one that is not topical. The demonstrative asi is never 
usedd in ambiguous contexts, as is for  example illustrated by the use of asi with personal 
names. . 

Anaphoricc demonstratives may refer  to both salient and non salient entities, residing 
respectivelyy in working memory and long term memory. Given that saliency and non-
saliencyy are cognitive notions dealing with the storage capacities of the brain, how do these 
notionss translate to spoken or  written discourse? A very important insight comes from Fox 
1987.. She discovered that anaphora depends on discourse structure, and not so much on 
saliencyy and non-saliency alone. It is not true that only pronouns refer  to salient entities and 
thatt  only noun phrases refer  to non-salient entities. The question has therefore to be: how do 
saliencyy and discourse structure work together  in Hittit e for  the correct choice of an anaphoric 
expression? ? 

Thee easiest combination to investigate is non-saliency and discourse structure (4.5.2.). 
Entitiess lose their  saliency after  a major  discontinuity in the discourse. These discontinuities 
aree caused by episodic changes, shifts in location, intervention by Direct Speech, and textual 
unitt  boundaries. In such situations reference is done by lexical noun phrases, including the 
oness with a demonstrative determiner. The clearest contexts for  Hittit e are reference across a 
paragraphh line (section 4.5.2.1.), and reference across Direct Speech boundaries (section 
4.5.2.2.).. There is only one example with an episodic change (section 4.5.2.3.). 

Inn Hittit e discourse nodes are often indicated by overt signs that are independent of the 
occurrencee of a noun phrase, with or  without demonstratives. The paragraph boundary is 
indicatedd by a line, the crossing of a Direct Speech border  to narration by the absence of the 
Directt  Speech particle -wa(r)-y and lapse of time by a temporal mahhan clause and the 
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contentss of the clause itself. In case of salient entities however, these signs are absent (4.5.3.). 
Accordingg to Fox 1987 lexical noun phrases referring to salient entities (entities that are 
referredd to in the preceding clause(s)) demarcate rhetorical units. In other words, lexical noun 
phrasess may also indicate a discourse boundary or node. 

Discoursee units can be connected in two ways. They are either joined linearly or 
hierarchically.. In the latter case one discourse unit is embedded into another one, providing a 
backgroundd for the narration. In the former case the discourse units function on the same 
level,, they are sequential so to speak. Generally, linearly arranged units provide new 
informationn on the discourse theme, but contrary to the hierarchically organized units the new 
informationn is foregrounded and pushes the narration forward. Most examples from Fox are 
off  this type. In my Hittite corpus the roles are reversed. Most examples of the demonstrative 
nounn phrase referring to a salient discourse entity occur in the sentence that indicates the 
borderr of hierarchically structured discourse units. The crossing from main unit to embedded 
unitt wil l be discussed in section 4.5.3.1., the crossing from embedded unit to main unit in 
sectionn 4.5.3.2.. Finally, the crossing between linearly organized discourse units is discussed 
inn section 4.5.3.3. 

Besidess this categorization which serves to prove that also in the domain of anaphora 
asiasi etc. behaves as a true demonstrative, I wil l extensively discuss the extra pragmatic load of 
asiasi as a means of referring to the domain of the Other. While it was possible in the cases of 
Deixiss and Recognitional deixis to simply call asi the distal demonstrative, with Discourse 
deixiss and Anaphora (or Tracking use) the motivation for the use of asi is harder to establish. 
Ass the chapters on ka- and apa- show, all demonstratives may refer backwards. The most 
commonn explanation for the anaphoric use of these demonstratives, is that the proximal 
demonstrativee refers back to referents closer to the expression containing the demonstrative 
thann the medial and distal demonstratives. In Hittite however distance does not motivate the 
choicee for one or the other demonstrative. 

4.5.2.. The centering procedure 

4.5.2.1.4.5.2.1. Reference across a paragraph line 

Discoursee entities lose their salience when a discourse unit is closed. The paragraph lines on 
thee Hittite tablets are the clearest, visual signals of the closure of a discourse unit. When 
referringg to these entities in a new unit> thc-v have to be treated as if thev are mentioned for the 
firstfirst time. The difference with true first mentions is that contrary to true first mentions the 
nounn is definite. 

Inn section 4.4 I have already indicated that the use of asi etc. is a rhetorical means of the 
Speakerr to indicate that something is not part of his/her responsibility, or at least that s/he 
doess not consider it as part of his/her cognitive space but as part of somebody else's space 
besidess Speaker and Addressee. The following three examples are especially clear on this 
matter.. Mursili emphasizes that he did not attack the countries, that he was still a child, that he 
didd not know anything (ex. 4.70), that he did not change anything on the tablet containing the 
treatyy (ex. 4.69). He desperately tries to convince the deity that it was not his fault that the 
countriess were attacked and the treaty broken, that it was not his responsibility (and of course 
neitherr the deity's responsibility). 

4.699 KUB 31.121 ii 6'-17'  (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 379), ed. Surenhagen 1985: 10 
66 \ nu?uar*a[tV SA KUR V^Mizri  T[UPPI èstal] 
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§§ 7 e-da-\niïma\ïkan ANA TUPPI me[miian] am[muk a]nda ÜL kuink[i] 
tehh[u]ntehh[u]n arhaziatkan ÜL [kuinki]  10'  dah[hu\n DINGIR.ME S ENMEÈtYA 
uskatte[n]uskatte[n] n ÜL [s\aggahhi karüz[ma] n kuiës LUGAL.ME S esir nut kan ma[n] 
uu apiia kuiski anda dai[s] 14 nasma[...]xzkan ar ha das ammukzma ÜL 

""  ift ' 17' 

kuitkikuitki  sagg[ahhi] memiiannzazkan EGIR-anda ar ha ÜL istamassan harmi 
§ § 
'I[ tt was] a t[ablet of the country o]f Egypt.' § / did not add any wo[rd] to that 

(edani)(edani) tablet, and also, I did not take any (word) away. O Gods, my Lords, you have 
too see (that) I don't know! The kings that ruled (lit . were) in the past, whether one of 
themm then added (a word), or whether he took (one) away, neither do I know anything 
norr have I heard afterwards about the affair. 

4.700 KUB 31.121a ii 34'-42' (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 379), ed. Sürenhagen 1985: 14 
...]...]mmLupa[k]kinLupa[k]kin  [m]dV-zalmann*a 36'  uiia[t nu]159 rgl-m

160 KUR.KUR.[ME] S GUL-
a[h]hir a[h]hir 
§§ 37'  LUGAL KUR UR{JMizrizma apêdas [\JD.KAM]# lA-as 38 aktazpat ammukzma 
kuitkuit  nü[ua] TUR-as 39 esun nu ÜL sakgah[fiu]n manzza LUGAL KUR 
WVMizriWVMizri  ^M  [ABU]*YA  41'  e-da-as ANA KUR.KUR.MES ser a[rkuu]a[r]  4T iiat 
manzzamanzza ÜL kuitk[i  iiafi]  § 
[He]]  sent Lupakki and Tarhunta-zalmaf, and] they beat those (eni) countries. 
Butt the king of Egypt died in those [day]s. Because I was sti[ll ] a child, I did not 
knoww whether the king of Egypt had made a plea against my father because of those 
(edas)(edas) countries, or whether he had not [done?] anything. 

Andd discussing the same events, i.e. the attack on countries in the sphere of influence of 
Egyptt and the plagues following from that attack: 

4.711 KUB 14.8 obv. 31,-32' (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 II) , ed. Lebrun 1980: 206, 
212. . 
nuzzanuzza mah}ian e-ni TUPPA 32 $A KUR U^Mizri  peran uemiianun naat ISTU 
DINGIR-L/MM  ariianun 
Butt first, after I had found that {eni) tablet from Egypt, I performed an oracle inquiry 
off  a god. 

Thee demonstrative eni refers back two paragraphs to the tablet which is mentioned in obv. 
13',, the tablet containing the Kurustamma Treaty. 

Thee following two examples deal with the enemy. As we will also see in other 
sectionss (sections 4.5.3.1., 4.5.3.2.), Mursili uses asi etc. in similar contexts, probably 
distancingg himself from the enemy. 

4.722 KBo 5.8 Hi 24'-25'  (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61II), ed. Götze 1933: 158-159 
nunu u~ni kuin 9 LIM  ÉRIN.MES 25 mPitaggatallis uuatet nzaszmu zahftiia tiiat 

1599 Despite Siirenhagen's remark (p. 14 note v) on available space, the emendation na-at is to be discarded. 
Transitivee verbs do not take enclitic subjects. 

1600 The preceding text is broken off, so the exact type of reference of eni is not clear. It must however be at least 
Tracking.. Situational and Discourse Deictic use are exluded, and it seems not to be Recognitional either. The 
mostt likely situation is that the countries have been mentioned by name before in the text. 
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Andd those (uni) 9000 soldiers that Pitaggatalli had led (to Sappidduwa) began battle 
withh me. 

Thee noun phrase refers to iii 3: 9 L]IM  ÉRIN.MES A[NA] LÜ.MES VRU[$api(ddu)]ua 4 [{uarri 
uu)ate]tuu)ate]t 'He le[d 90]00 soldiers t[o] the people of the city [Sapijdduwa for help'161, at the 
beginningg of the preceding paragraph (ca. 25 clauses earlier). 

Inn Himmelmann's (1996) view this could be called Recognitional but I prefer to 
followw Diessel that Recognitionals are discourse new. Cognitively however the same 
proceduree is at work. The distance is probably such that a (demonstrative) noun phrase does 
nott suffice to bring back the referent into the center of attention. Therefore a heavier relative 
clausee is used. This relative clause does not add any new information to the 9000 soldiers, it 
justt reminds the Addressee of what was mentioned before. After the reintroduction by means 
off  a relative clause, the 9000 soldiers may function as the Topic. This is exactly what a 
Recognitionall  demonstrative does: it introduces some known referent into the Discourse for 
furtherr reference. 

AndAnd from the annals about Mursili's father: 

4.733 KBo 14.3 iv 28'-31> (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 40), ed. Giiterbock 1956: 76 
29''  ' 

nunu ABUzYA [(mahhan)] [(nan)]nai nuzkan e-da-ni pangaui ^K-KÜ R 1-ankiz 
pat)]pat)] [(anda h)]andaizzi nzanzzazan ABUtYA [{zahhiiauuanzizpat)] 31 

[(ep)]zi [(ep)]zi 
Ass my father was driving, he lined himself up with that (edani) entire enemy(force) 
att once. My father started to fight it. 

'Thatt entire enemyforce' refers to the Arzawaean enemy in the previous paragraph (LUKÜR 
ArzauuaArzauua iv 16'). 

Thee last paragraph crossing reference to a first order entity in my corpus is found in 
ann oracle from Tudhaliya IV: 

4.744 KBo 2.2 ii i 30-31 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
134-135 5 
§§ 30a-si kuis dUTU MVp\j-na DUMV-annas 3I ANA IKRIBlW A ser SlxsA-at 
Concerningg that (asi) Sungoddess of Arinna of Progeny who was ascertained because 
off  the vows: (they wil l ask His Majesty which vow is to be fulfilled, and that (one) 
ineyy win ruimi). 

Thee demonstrative NP refers back three paragraphs to ii i 10-11 (and maybe also to the 
followingg one ii i 13-17) where the Sungoddess of Arinna of Progeny was established as the 
onee who was angry because of the vows: § 10 dUTU URUPÜ-/uz kuit DUMV-annas SlxSA-at u 

ANAANA IKRIB/#lA ser "Concerning the fact that the Sungoddess of Arinna of Progeny has been 
ascertained,, (is it) because of the vows? (Answer: yes)". Usually a simple noun will do, for 
inn similar context we have: 

•• dUTU URUPÜ-mz kuis SixSA-af (obv. ii 50) 'Concerning the Sungoddess of Arinna 
whoo was ascertained', referring to the deity mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 

•• tapassas kuis ANA dUTU-£/ SlxSA-at (obv. i 5) 'Concerning the fever7 which was 
ascertainedd for His Majesty', referring to the fever mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph. . 

Restorationss from duplicate KBo 16.8 iii 9. 
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•• tapassas kuis ANA dUTU-5/ SlxsA-at (obv. i 30) 'Concerning the fever which was 
ascertainedd for His Majesty', referring to the fever mentioned two paragraphs earlier. 

Onn the basis of these examples alone the reasonn for the use of asi etc. cannot be established. 
Thee remaining occurrences of asi etc. all refer to higher order entities: 

4.755 KBo 2.2 ii 25-26 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
130 0 
§§ 25 nu dammais kuiski DINGIR-Lt/ M  kardimmiiauuanza nu a-si INIM GIG apds 
iiazi iiazi 
Iss some other god angry, does he (instead of others) cause that (asi) matter of the 
illness? ? 

'Thatt matter of the illness' refers back four paragraphs to the entire discussion about the fever 
whichh may befall the king. This includes the place and time of the occurrence of the fever. 
Thereforee not simply tapassa- 'fever' is used, but the more general INIM GIG 'matter of the 
fever'.. Other references to the fever are found in ii 55 and iii 5, this time simply referred to by 
edaniedani memiyani 'that matter (dat.)': 

4.766 KBo 2.2 ii 54-56 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
132-133 3 
§MM  nu dUTU URUPÜ<-/zfl> ËA m{JHATTIzma kuis 55 nuzkan e-da-ni memiiani zik 

parriantaparrianta salikti § 
(Or)) is it the Sungoddess of Arinna of Hatti? Will you press on beyond that (edani) 

matter? ? 

'Thatt matter' refers back four paragraphs to the illness of the king (ii 29), or, more likely, to 
thee entire situation as in ex. 4.75. The next reference to the affair occurs two paragraphs later: 

4.777 KBo 2.2 ii i 5-7 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
132-133 3 
§55 man*kan e-da-ni memiiani 6 dUTU URUPÜ-mz DUMTJ-annas zpat piran tiiazi 
Iff in that (edani) matter the Sungoddess of Arinna of only162 Progeny steps forward, 

Thee other references by means of asi etc. in this oracle all concern the matter of giving 
compensationn for not fulfilling the vows in ex. 4.74. 

4.788 KBo 2.2 iv 22-24 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
136-137 7 
§§ 22 e-ni INIM  SUM-annas kuit SlxSA-at 23 eni kuit INIM  SUM-annas 24 mKatapa-
DINGIR-L/MM IDE 
Concerningg the fact that that (eni) affair of giving was ascertained, (is it) that affair of 
givingg which Katapaili oversaw? (iv 25-26: yes) 

'Thatt affair of giving' refers to the affair of giving mentioned in the preceding paragraph in iv 
17:: INIM SUM-a[nnas]. The second eni kuit INIM SUM-annas refers to a different affair of 

1622 Van den Hout 1998: 137 translates -pat as 'indeed'. 
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givingg supervised by Katapaili, not mentioned before in this oracle. See for a discussion 
sectionn 4.3.2 above, ex. 4.43. 

Thee answer to the oracle question is yes, and the next step for the inquirers is to ask 
forr more certainty: 

4.799 KBo 2.2 iv 27-28 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998 
136-137 7 
§§ man e^rüzpat INIM SUM-annas 2& mKatapa-DlNG]R-LIM kuinm IDE29 

nammazmanammazma KI.MIN.. . 
Iff  (it is) indeed this (eni) affair of giving, which Katapaili oversaw, but further etc., 
(ivv 29-33: yes) 

4.800 KBo 2.2 iv 34-37 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
136-137 7 
§§ pdnzi a-si INIM SUM-annas kisan ishiulahhanzi 36 man ̂ ma  ̂ kan sakti 37 

enieni z nas z kan uttar laittari  §§ 
Theyy wil l go and thus enjoin that (asi) affair of giving. Now, if you acknowledge 
(it) ,, wil l this (whole) affair be solved for us? (iv 38: no). 

Iff  all the examples from KBo 2.2 obey the rule that asi etc. refers to something belonging to 
thee domain of the Other, excluding the Speaker and Addressee, then the context should 
positivelyy identify the correct domain. The Speakers are the oracle inquirers, the Addressee is 
thee angry deity, and everyone else, including the king, is the Other. This means that asi etc. 
shouldd be used in contexts dealing with referents outside the sphere of influence of the oracle 
inquirerss and the deity, such as the king and other deities. In order to demonstrate this, I will 
nott only discuss the occurrences of asi etc. but also occurrences of all other noun phrases 
referringg across a paragraph border. I hope to show that in those cases the non-expression of 
asiasi etc. can be explained by the fact that the referent cannot possibly be assigned to the Other. 
Alsoo some attestations of ka- will be referred to. In these cases ka- should refer to the domain 
off  the Speaker(s), i.e. the oracle inquirers. 

•• The fever is only referred to by means by a simple noun phrase tapassa- in i 5, 12, 23, 
30,, 52 and ii 18. Diseases are often caused by some angry deity so we would expect 
thee assigment of tapassa- to the domain of the deity, the Addressee, by means of the 
mediall demonstrative apa-. Upon closer look however, it becomes clear that the fever 
iss discussed while the angry deity has not been identified yet. This identification takes 
onlyy place in ii 21 and further. There is therefore no deity to which this fever can be 
assigned. . 

•• In i 21 there is a reference to the hurri- birds in i 15-16 by means of kus MUSEN HURRI 
"thesee /iwrn-birds". The oracle birds belong clearly to the domain of the Speakers, the 
oraclee inquirers, thus explaining the use of the proximal demonstrative instead of the 
others.. The two occurrences of ii  kuit (i 21, iii 18) will be discussed in Chapter 6. 

•• The angry deity is identified as the Sungoddess of Arinna in ii 23 who then takes over 
thee position as Addressee. There is however also another deity involved, and she is the 

Neuterr kuit should have been expected. 

Notee the alternation between neutral eni INIM in ex. 4.78, commune asi INIM in ex. 4.80 and 
neutral/communee eni ... kuin in ex. 4.79. 
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onee causing the fever. In anticipation of the possible assignment to another deity, a 
thirdd party, the inquirers' question contains the phrase asi INIM GIG "that (asi) 
matterr of the illness" in ii 26 (see ex. 4.75), with asi referring to the domain of the 
other.. In their search for the other deity, a hypostasis of the goddess, the inquirers each 
timee refer to the affair of the illness with asi etc.: edani memiyani in ex. 4.76 and 
4.77.. After these questions the Sungoddess of Arinna of Progeny is identified as the 
angryy deity. 

•• Another entity that is mentioned regularly are the vows (IKRIB!) (iii 11, 15, 31, 33, 39, 
45,, iv 7). Vows belong both to the domain of the king, and to the domain of the deity, 
thee king as the 'vowee' and the deity as the 'voweed' who has to act upon the vow. 
Givenn this shared 'responsibility' it is not expected to see here either apa- which 
wouldd assign the vows solely to the deity, or asi which would assign them solely to 
thee king. 

•• In iv 10 a gift, maskan, is introduced. The next reference, two paragraphs later, is 
donee in iv 22 with eni INIM SUM-annas, 'that affair of giving' (ex. 4.78). The affair 
off giving belongs to an unidentified 'they', who are not the oracle inquirers and the 
deity.. Then it is asked whether Katapaili is overseeing this affair of giving, so now the 
inquirerss mention the Other by name. Therefore the references to INIM SUM-annas is 
fromm now on done with eni in iv 27 (ex. 4.79) and asi in iv 34 (ex. 4.78). Clearly, the 
oraclee inquirers wanted to indicate that the affair of giving fell completely outside 
theirr domain. 

•• The only asi that cannot be explained is the one in connection with the Sungoddess of 
Arinnaa of Progeny (iii 30). 

Thee following four examples with eni kuit are all taken from KUB 22.70. The difference with 
thee Recognitional eni kuit phrase discussed in section 4.3 is that in the latter situation eni kuit 
introducess already known information into the discourse which was not mentioned before, 
whereass eni kuit in the following examples refers to something that has been mentioned 
before.. As in the Discourse Deictic situation, eni may alternate with ki. This is contrary to the 
commonn opinion that ki refers forward and eni backward. As we have seen above in ex. 4.63, 
uniuni memian and kedani memiyani both refer backward to the same discourse entity, the 
differencee lying in the assignment to different cognitive domains. 

4.811 KUB 22.70 rev. 28-29 (NH oracle, Hattusili m, CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 88-89 
§2 88 \eVni*za*kan kuit fAmmatallas DNGXR-LUM l[Gl.Jfl.A-ua ëpta n*as ANA 
DINGTR-UMDINGTR-UM p]iran EGJR-pa ÜL iiattari nu man DJSGJR-LUM apaddan ser 
sarnikzelsarnikzel IN A É.GAL-ZJM  ÜL kuitki san(a)hta ... 
Ass for fthlat (eni) (fact) that Ammatalla [had taken the] e[yes] of the deity, (and that) 
she]] did not take care of [the deity], if the deity does not seek any fine in the palace at 
alll because of that,... 

Thee affair that is recalled here refers back 35 paragraphs to obv. 8-9 (see ex. 4.45). There the 
eventt is also part of an eni kuit syntagm, this time Recognitional. Is it possible that here the 
notionn of 'that fact, known to both the oracle inquirers and the deity' is retained? In both cases 
wee could say that neither the inquirers nor the deity has anything to do with the events 
concerningg Ammatalla and that the inquirers therefore use eni, explicitly stating that the 
eventss are outside their domain. The same counts for: 

4.822 KUB 22.70 rev. 44-45 (NH oracle, Hattusili III, CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 92-93 
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§444 e^rüzza kuit dUTU-S/ AWAT MUNUS.LUGAL  antuhsas katta GUL-ahhandas 
parapara ÜL tarnas lêtuazmu kuitki mematteni kinunzmazat SixSA-af nuapadda 
serser zankilatar SixSA-af mat pianzi dUTU-Sl;ma apaddan ser duddu halzdi 
Thatt (en/) (fact), that the king would not resolve the problem of the queen concerning 
thee 'downbeaten' people: "Do (pi.) not tell me anything", it has now been ascertained, 
andd retribution has been ascertained because of that, and they shall give it. The king 
however,, calls for mercy because of that, ... 

Thee events described here have been discussed in obv. 61-62, 29 paragraphs earlier. Also 
theree the events were introduced by Recognitional eni kuit. 

Thee next example (with fn.) refers seven paragraphs back to rev. 38 were it is told that 
Zarniyazitii  carried some utensils into the Rock-Sanctuary of Kurunta: enizkan kuit 
mmZarniia-LV-isZarniia-LV-is  UNUTEMEÈ INA SA É NA*hekur  dLAMM A pêdas 'About that (fact), that 
Zarniya-zitii  had brought the utensils into the Rock-Sanctuary of Kurunta'. The situation is 
thereforee similar to the two preceding examples: 

4.833 KUB 22.70 rev. 51-53 (NH oracle, Hattusili in, CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 94-95165 

§§ 51 e-nizkan kuit UNUTEMEÈ INA  SA É NA*hekur  dLAMM A pêdan ntat ndui kuit \ 
-- 52 

ualantalammanualantalamman UNMES-tarzpatzkan kuit saknuuantes anda saliskir kinuna? 
atat z kan MAS.GAL  YLlzia istarna ar ha pëdanzi nammazat suppiiahhazi 53 n?at 
ANAANA DINGIR-L/A f QATAMMA pianzi DINGlR-LIMzza QATAMMA malan harti 
Ass for that (eni) (fact), that the utensils were carried into the Rock-Sanctuary of the 
Tutelaryy Deity, that they have not yet been wantalamma-, that only166 impure men 
havee approached (them), so now they carry them through between a he-goat and fire, 
andd then they cleanse them, and give them in that manner to the deity, do you, o god, 
agreee in/with that manner? (Answer: no) 

AA problematic attestation of eni is: 

4.844 KUB 22.70 rev. 4-7 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 82-83 
§§ kïzkan kuit {Pattiias INA É.GAL-LIM  sard istatait nuzkan pdnzi ANA fPattiia 
sarni[kzel\sarni[kzel\ anda tiianzi... 
§§ 6 e^nizkan hat {Pattiia INA É.GAL-UM sard istatait ANA KIN É.GAL-UM para 
salikiski[t]salikiski[t]  7 nu man DINGIR-L/ M  apadda ser sarnikzel ÜL kuitki san(a)fita ... 
Ass for this (fact), that Pattiya lingered up in the palace, they shall go (and) pose a fine 
onn Pattiya. (Do you agree? No) 
Ass for that (eni) (fact), that Pattiya lingered up in the palace and repeatedly meddled 
withh the affairs of the palace, if you, deity, did not seek a fine at all because of that, 
(thenn let the sign be favorable: unfavorable). 

Thee lingering of Pattiya in the palace has been discussed before in this text (obv. 35, 68), the 
meddlingg in palace affairs in obv. 76. The problem with obv. 76 is that it is a summary which 
alreadyy presents the results of the oracle question in rev. 6ff., namely the fact that a fine is 
requiredd because of the meddling in the palace affairs. So what came first, the summary with 

1655 See also KUB 22.70 rev. 54 e^niz kan kuit UNUTEMEÈ INA  SA É ^A*hekur  dLAMM A pêdan 

CHDD S p. 48a translates -pat as 'the above mentioned (impure people)'. The people have not been mentioned 
before. . before. . 
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thee outcome in obv. 76 or the oracle question itself in rev. 6? If this oracle is a collection of 
differentt inquiries performed at different times, then the impossible order of a summary of the 
outcomee before the actual question is not problematic anymore. As a result, the phrase eni kuit 
wouldd be Recognitional because rev. 6 would be the first mention of Pattiya's meddling. 

Ass said in the beginning of section 4.5.2., discourse entities lose their salience when a 
discoursee unit is closed, so the demonstrative noun phrases in this section are used to center 
thee attention of the Addressee on their referents. The demonstratives in the exx. 4.71, 4.72, 
4.77,, 4.78, 4.79, 4.81, 4.82, 4.83 and fn. and 4.84 are part of a subordinate clause, the Topic-
Focuss distinction is therefore not relevant. Only the exx. 4.69, 4.70, 4.73, 4.75, 4.76 and 4.80 
needd to be discussed from the viewpoint of Information Structure. Being centering, the 
demonstrativee phrases can either be a non-established Sentence Topic (= Unexpected Topic) 
orr Focus. Generally elements that are part of the predicate are Focus (exx. 4.70, 4.73, 4.80). 
Sometimess however the Subject is in Argument Focus. This is the case in ex. 4.75 and ex. 
4.76.. The subjects apa- and zik are in preverbal position, indicating their status as Focal 
Subjectss (see for this concept Chapter 2, and Chapter 8 for Focal apa-). The remainder of the 
clausee is presupposed, assumed to be known to the Addressee. The noun phrases in the 
remainderr of the clause are therefore topical, but given their lack of saliency not expected as 
such.. Another situation occurs in ex. 4.69. Here the demonstrative noun phrase is fronted, 
whilee the Subject ammuk is the primary Topic. However, the tablet is a discourse topic, which 
meanss that it may function as a Sentence Topic. The fronting in ex. 4.69 indicates that it is an 
Unexpectedd Topic. 

4.5.2.2.4.5.2.2. From Direct Speech to Narration 

Thee crossing of the boundary from Direct Speech to Narration diminishes the saliency of a 
discoursee entity. Therefore, even if a discourse entity is mentioned in the preceding clause, a 
fulll  noun phrase is still needed. 

4.855 KUB 31.77 i 14-21 (NH vow, Hattusili HI, CTH 584), ed. De Roos 1984: 266,404 
nuzuanuzua memiskizzi 15 kuitzuartan zahhiskinun kuitzuarzan zahhiskinun nuz 
uarzanzkanuarzanzkan ünhun ll namma UR.BAR.RAziazuazkan kuis anda \e\sta [nu? 
uar]zanzkanuar]zanzkan sard (tüittiianun  19 mamma a-si UR.BARRA Tl-anza man(-)x7 
[[  ]x \ sanduri[s]a man 21 [ÜL Tl-a]nza ... 
Hee said: 'Why did I fight him? Why did I fight him? Then I fed him, and the wolf 
thatt was inside, I pulled him up.167' Whether that (asi) wolf is alive, or [...] is 
sandurisa,sandurisa, or whether (it is) [not al]ive, ... 

Thee wolf has been introduced in the preceding complex clause. I assume the speech of the 
fatherr has ended here and now the Queen is telling her dream again. The phrase asi 
UR.BARRAA refers to the immediately preceding sentence so the entity should be salient. The 
discoursee boundary however lowers its saliency. In such a case a full noun phrase should be 
enough,, so why is asi used here? In line with the discussion in the preceding paragraph we 
cann explain the occurrence of asi by looking at the domain to which the wolf belongs. The 
fatherr of the Queen whose dream is told here hauls the wolf up from the well, so the wolf 
belongss to his, the Other's domain, and not to the Queen's or the deity's domain. 

""  De Roos o.c. 404 takes nusuar*anzkan ünhun l7 namma UR.BAR.RAWasUö stan kuis anda [ë]sta 
[nusuar]sanfikan[nusuar]sanfikan sard (tüittiianun as dependent on the preceding kuit clauses: Waarom bestreed ik hem, 
waaromm bestreed ik hem, en voedde ik hem voorts, (en) haalde ik ook een wolf die erin zat omhoog? 
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Similarlyy in the above discussed oracle of Hattusili III : 

4.866 KUB 22.70 obv. 17-19 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 58-59 
DINGIR-LIMDINGIR-LIM  Arusnazuazmu kuit GILI M GUSKIN teshaz uêkta nuzuarzat kasma 

ININ A É LUSA.TAM GAR-n \ takkisra z ua z kan kue NA4.HI.A-wr EGIR-pa astat nuz 
uarzatuarzat kasma \ atupalassan anda GAR-n nuzuarzat ANA DINGIR-L/ M  arha 
uppiuppi nu e-ni GILI M GUSKIN uemir 
"Aboutt the golden headband that the deity of Arusna requested from me through a 
dream:: Just now it is lying in the house of the chamberlain. About the takkisra and 
preciouss stones that stayed behind: Just now it is lying in the atupalassa. Send them 
outt to the deity!" They have found that (eni) golden headband. 

4.5.2.3.4.5.2.3. Change of episode 

Inn my corpus there is only one clear example of a change of episode (see also ex. 4.64, 
repeatedd here). Mursili recounts how he was 'struck by lightning' and consequently lost his 
abilityy to speak. After his partial recovery he tells how he forgot all about it. Then the story 
movess years ahead to the moment he starts to dream about his experience. 

4.877 IBoT 2.112 + obv. 5-7 (NH egodocument, Mursili II , CTH 486), ed. Lebrun 1988: 
104 4 

[(nuzkan)][(nuzkan)] asi memian arha ? pat pa[(skuu)}ïnun mahhanzma uer MU.HI.A -
usus EGTR-anda p[(dir n)]u?mu u[(it)]  \(a-s)]i memias teshanis[(kiuua)]n tiiat 
II  neglected that incident entirely. But when the years passed by, it happened that that 
(asi)(asi) incident began to appear in my dreams regularly. (In my dream the hand of a god 
touchedd me and my mouth went to the side.) 

Inn the new episode the incident is referred to by a demonstrative noun phrase although it 
shouldd have been salient given its mention in the preceding clause. But the fact that the new 
clausee starts with 'when the years passed by' indicates that the episode about the incident is 
closed,, thereby lowering the attention levels of all the entities involved. In such a situation a 
re-openingg of a * closed case' requires at least a noun phrase. 

Thee participants in this narration are Mursili, the king, his Audience and the deity who 
iss this time the Other. Either Mursili wants to express that he did not think the affair was his 
responsibilityy (see ex. 4.64) or that he assigns it solely to the area of the deity. 

Thee affair is re-introduced in the discourse by means of a staging predicate, so one 
couldd call the clause an out-of-the-blue sentence. Every part of the clause is therefore in 
Focus. . 

4.5.3.. The continuity procedure 

4.53.1.4.53.1. asi plus noun indicating a digression from the main story line 

Ass I already explained in the introduction (section 4.5.1), lexical noun phrases may be used to 
indicatee the beginning of a new discourse unit without the support from any formal features 
suchh as a paragraph boundary, Direct Speech boundary or change of episode. In this 
paragraphh the transition from main story line to a digression or sub-plot will be discussed. I 
wil ll  cite all the examples in my corpus in which the discourse entity referred to is found in the 
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immediatee preceding clause. This means that the entity referred to is in the forefront of the 
attention,, although it is in most cases neither the topic of the preceding clause nor the theme 
off  the paragraph. Of course, the non-topic-hood and non-thematicality might be reason 
enoughh for the use of a topic switching device if it were not for ex. 4.92 below. In that 
examplee Pihhuniya is both the topic of the preceding clause and a sub-theme of the paragraph. 
Thiss shows that the demonstrative noun phrase asi Pihhuniyas is used for other reasons than 
topicc or theme switch. The examples wil l make clear that it is indeed one of the purposes of 
thee demonstrative noun phrase to indicate the demarcation of an embedded discourse unit.168 

Ass for the use of the distal demonstrative asi, the two examples with enough context, 
exx.. 4.88 and 4.89, allow the conclusion that asi is added to point out to the Addressee that 
thee mountain Arinnanda and the city Aripsa are not (yet) in the sphere of influence of 
Mursili.. In both cases only the clauses cited here contain the names preceded by the 
demonstrativee asi. Elsewhere only the bare names are used. After the embedded units the 
narrationn continues with the conquest of these objects, which explains why asi is not used 
anymore.. From the preparations of warfare until the conquest Arinnanda and Aripsa are 
consideredd part of the cognitive space of the King (and others) although they are not under 
hiss control. It is therefore not warranted to use asi, which explicitly states that something is 
outsidee the cognitive space, sphere of influence or responsibility of both Speaker and 
Addressee. . 

Al ll  examples listed here and in section 4.5.3.2. are found in the Annals of Mursili. In 
Annalss it is very likely that the Addressee is not involved, so apa- as demonstrative is not 
expectedd to occur very often, unless it is part of Direct Speech (which often requires an 
Addressee).. Restricting ourselves to apa- with noun in the Tracking use, there are none to be 
foundd in the Annals. The other uses of apa- are either Focal (see Chapter 7, 8, 9), or indeed 
referr to some element in the sphere of influence of the Addressee (see the next Chapter). 

Inn order to indicate that the discourse unit containing asi etc. is not part of the main 
storyy line I use hyphens, both in the translitteration and the translation: 

4.888 KUB 14.15 Hi 39-42 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Gotze 1933: 54-55 
399 [nu dVTU-$l(IN)]A  WK^Arinnanda pdun —a-sUma \(^M^A)GAri(nnanda)s 
mekki]mekki] [(n)]akkis aruniziazaszkan parranda pdnza na[(mma?as mekki 
parkus)]parkus)] uarfruiszas 41 nammazas NA<pêrunanza nuzkan ISTU ANSE.KUR.RA.MES 
s[(aras[(ara pennuma)nzi ÜL DU-n'— 42 NAM.RA.MESJ : ma nan pankus harta ÉRIN.ME5-
iazkaniazkan pank[(us ser êsta)] 

II  [My Majesty] went to mount Arinnanda. — Now, that (asi) mount Arinnanda is 
[very]]  steep and it stretches into the sea. Further, it is very high, it is bush-grown. 
Moreover,, it is rocky, (so) it is not possible to drive up (to it) with horses. — Now, 
thee refugees all held it and soldiers were all on top (of it). 

Iff  a chunk of discourse is a digression, it may be possible to leave out the digression without 
disruptingg the narration.169 Here we would get: nu d UTU-.fr IN A ttVR-SAGArinnanda pdun 
NAM.RA.MESS zmazan pankus "I [My Majesty] went to mount Arinnanda. Now, the refugees 
alll  held it and soldiers were all on top (of it)" . A more formal indication for the different 
statuss of the embedded unit is the use of nominal clauses and present verb forms versus the 
usee of the preterite in the main narration. The same is true for the next example. 

Thatt does not mean that the reverse is true, that embedded discourse units can only be marked by 
demonstrativee noun phrases. Relative clauses may cause the same effect, but also repeated simple noun phrases 
suchh as names or nouns. 

Thiss should not be considered as a necessary criterium. 
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4.899 KBo 4.4 iv 4-8 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61II), ed. Götze 1933: 132-133 
nunu f NA VR{JAripsd anda[n zahhiia iiannüanun] 5 —a-si z ma J kan URVAripsas 

S[AA  A.A]B.BA kittari nammazssi URU-riasessar kuit mas HUR.SAG NA*pêrunu[s 
harziharzi ] nammazat mekki parku— nu z kan KUR-e kuit human sard pd[n] 8 

êstaêsta n^an ERIN.MES pankus harta n*an dUTU-Sl zahhiianu[n] 
[II  marched on campaign] against Aripsa. — Now, that (asi) Aripsa lies i[n the s]ea. 
Furthermore,, what population it has, it [holds] them (namely) the mountain(s) (and) 
thee cliffs. Moreover, it is very steep — Although the whole population had gone up, 
andd the entire army held it, I, My Majesty fought it. 

Withoutt the embedded unit the main narration is "[ I marched on campaign] against Aripsa. 
Althoughh the whole population had gone up, and the entire army held it, I, My Majesty fought 
it.""  In this example and the previous one the embedded unit can be left out without disrupting 
thee narration. 

Inn the next example the demonstrative noun phrase referring to the city Ura does not 
immediatelyy follow an earlier mention of Ura, but we still have to assume that Ura is the topic 
andd the theme of this part of discourse since the city has been under discussion for two 
clauses. . 

4.900 KUB 14.17 Hi 21-25, with duplicate KUB 26.79 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 II) , 
ed.. Götze 1933: 98-99 
nuzssinuzssi pdun nu VRUUras kuis URU-as 22 [$A KUR ÜRV(Azzi hantezzis)] auris 
êstaêsta nzaszkan nakkl pëdi [as(anza —nu kuis kê 0UPPA.Hl.A)]xxx-ia 
istamasziistamaszi nu uiaddu [(nu a-si^^-Uran URU-ari) ausdu mahhanzas u]edanza 
êstaêsta—— [mahhan(zma?kan mAnniias EN KUR Azzi) ... 
II  went to him. As for Ura, a city which was a borderpost of the country of Azzi, it lies 
att a steep place. —Whoever hears these tablets and x x x, must send out to 
[investigate]]  that (asi)111 city Ura, [how it] was built—. But when Anniya, Lord of 
Azzii  [ ] (both tablets break off). 

Heree it is even clearer that the stretch of discourse containing the demonstrative noun phrase 
iss inserted in the main narration. Contrary to the two preceding examples the noun phrase is 
nott located on the discourse node, unless it is assumed that 1) subordinate clauses are not 
countedd as an independent clause , and 2) that the verb wiya- 'to send' is semantically 
connectedd with the following clause, almost similar to the phraseological pai- 'to go' and 
uwa-uwa- 'to come'. 

Inn exx. 4.88 and 4.89 the king is the Established Topic. Therefore, the switch to a 
discoursee unit discussing some properties of the locations is quite unexpected. The mountain 
Arinnandaa and the place Aripsa are therefore Unestablished Topics. 

Contraryy to CHD P, p. 314 and Götze I.e. I prefer harzi instead of harkir. The singular corresponds with the 
singularr URU-riasessar, and the present tense is in line with the other present kittari and the nominal clauses. 

Larochee 1979: 149 takes asi to be the resumptive pronoun (nom.sg.) of kuis in the preceding relative clause: 
'III  vaut mieux prendre asi pour anaphore de la proposition relative précédente, et traduire: "quiconque lira cette 
tablette,, qu'il (asi) visite la vill e d'Ura" '. His translation shows that Laroche has overlooked the crucial verb 
wiya-wiya- 'to send'. The referent of kuis does not visit Ura himself, but sends some unspecified person. This 
unknownn person, not introduced in the text by any expression, can never be referred to by a semantically empty 
formm such as asi (or apa- or -a-). Therefore asi is used as an ace. sg. adjective to Ura. 
7272 For this view see also Rieken 1999: 68. 
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Ex.. 4.90 is different from the other two because the city Ura is already topical. 
Althoughh at first sight the reference chain of Ura is broken by means of a relative clause, the 
cityy is still an Established Topic. Relative clauses are often used to introduce new elements 
intoo the discourse, but do not necessarily break the topic chain. 

4.5.3.2.4.5.3.2. asi plus noun indicating a return to the main story line 

Nott only is the beginning of a digression sometimes marked by a demonstrative noun phrase, 
butt also the return to the main story line. 

Inn ex. 4.91 a parenthetical remark about the identity of Zida is inserted, after which the 
narrationn picks up the unfinished statement (ii 18-19) about Hutupianza in ii 20-21, not only 
byy repeating the accusative Hutupiyanzan, but also by adding the demonstrative uni. 
Furthermore,, Hutupianza is the Established Topic, since it was already introduced in fronted 
positionn in ii 18: 

4.911 KBo 5.8 ii 18-27 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Götze 1933: 152-153 
mmHütupianzanzmaHütupianzanzma ,9 DUMU.LUGAL DUMU mZidd GAL  L^MESEDI —mZidds kuis 20 

ANAANA ABIzYA SESzSU ësta— nu ABU ̂ YA 21 u-ni Hiutupiianzan DUMUmZ/<j<2 GAL 
IMME$EDIIMME$EDI IN A KUR VRVPald 22 uatarnahta KUR VRUPald?ma ÜL kuitki 23 

pahhassanuuanpahhassanuuan KUR-TUM ësta 24 URU.BAD EGIR-pa appannas A$RU NU.GAL 

kuiskikuiski ësta dagdn esantat KUR-e ësta mHutupiianzas'z ma KUR Paid 
pahhastat pahhastat 
Now,, Hutupianza (ace.) Prince, son of Zida, the Head of the Bodyguard —Zida who 
wass a brother of my father—, that (uni) Hutupianza, son of Zida, the Head of the 
Bodyguard,, my father summoned to Pala. Pala however was a completely unprotected 
country:: there was no fortified city, no place to retreat. (It) was a 'they were living 
(straight)) on the land' country. Hutupianza however protected Pala (by building 
fortressess and retreats in the mountains). 

Concerningg the choice for uni: the use of the proximal demonstrative ka- would indicate that 
Hutupianzaa belonged to the sphere of Mursili, the use of the medial demonstrative apa- would 
meann that the man belonged to the sphere of the Addressee. Both are not true since the 
contextt explicitly states that Hutupianza was an officer of Mursili's father. Later the broken 
narrationn indicates that 20 years later Hutupianza and Mursili work together. Is asi used as a 
signall  for the Addressee to draw the attention to the fact that Hutupianza was first 
Supiluliuma'ss officer, without any ties with Mursili, thereby avoiding confusion? 

Nott dealing with an ally but with the enemy is ex. 4.92: 

4.922 KBo 3.4 iii 67-79 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 86173 

§§ M\J-annizma IN A KUR Tipiia pdun —nu kuitman ABUzYA IN A KUR 
MittanniMittanni ësta mPihhuniiaszma LU VRVTipiia iiattat 9 nu KUR UGU GUL-anneskit 

1733 With the parallel text from the extensive annals: KUB 14.17 ii 31-35 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 II) , ed. 
Götzee 1933: 88:3' [nu mPih]huniias kuis LU URÜGasga LU ÜRVTipiia êsta n [—kuitm]an ? kan ABUzYA 
ININ A KUR.KUR.MES Hurri êsta mPihhuniias*ma M [KUR UGU-7]/ ÜRVIstitina ?ia GVL-annesh\t] n*as 
parapara u [INA UR[JZa]zzisa ar[askit—) nuzkan a-si mPihhuniias 35 [ÜL $A U R] uGa^a(?) [iua]r  taparta 
"[Pihjhuniya,, who was a Gasgaean, a man from Tipiya, 1— as lon]g as my father was in the Hurrian countries, 
Pihhuniyaa attacke[d] the [Upp]er [Country] and Istitina, and he reafched] as far as [Za]zzisa — that Pihhuniya 
[didd not] rule like [a Gasga(?) (Afterwards the tablet is hardly preserved)." 
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ncasncas para INA ÜRVZazzisa araskit nu KUR UGU sard das n^atzkan IN A KUR 
QasqaQasqa kattanda pëdas KUR VRUIstitinazmazza human das 72 matzza apêl 
uisiiauuasuisiiauuas pèdan nat 
§§ namma mPihhunüas ÜL $A muGasga iuar \ taparta— 77 hüdak mahhan IN A 
ÜRVÜRVGasgaGasga ÜL SA l-EN tapariias ësta q^sizma mPihhuniias SA LUG AL- UTTIM 

799 „ v . i ~ " ~ ~ 

iuariuar taparta nu^ssi d\fT\J-Sl paun 
Inn the (next) year I went to the country of Tipiya. —As long as my father stayed in 
Mittanni,, Pihhuniya the Tipiyan marched and attacked the Upper Land. He reached as 
farr as Zazzisa. He gathered the Upper Land and carried it down to Gasga-land. The 
landd of Istitina on the other hand he annexed completely and made it his own (instead 
off  Hittite) grazing place. 
Furthermore,, Pihhuniya did not rule like a Gasgaean.— Suddenly —when there was 
noo unified overlordship in Gasga— that (asi) Pihhuniya ruled as a king, and I, My 
Majesty,, went against him. 

Mursilii  starts to tell about his campaign to Tipiya, but first he has to sketch the background in 
orderr to inform the Addressee of the extraordinary circumstances in that area. The 
backgroundd unit recounts some events during the time of his father, introducing the Gasga-
leaderr Pihhuniya. In ii i 78 Pihhuniya is referred to by means of his name, although he is the 
sub-themee of these paragraphs and also the Established Topic. The repetition of the name 
indicatess the shift to a new discourse unit, moving from the time of Suppiluliuma to Mursili, 
dealingg with the fight against this enemy. The distancing effect of asi seems be strenghtened 
byy the king-like rule of Pihhuniya. Mursili certainly could never allow the presence of a such 
strongg leader in these rebellious regions. It is possible that he wanted to express his 
disapprovall  by using the distancing Otherness of asi. 

Alsoo in a negative context: 

4.933 KBo 3.4 + ii i 42-47 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 66174 

§§ MU.KAM-annizma IN A #VRSAGAsharpaia paun —nuzza ^[JRSAGAsharpaian 
kuiskuis 43 VRUGasgas esan harta nu SA KUR ÜRÜPald KASKAL.MES karassan 
hartaharta—— nu u-ni SA ttURSAGAsharpaia ^BUGaskan zahhiianun nuzmu dUTU 
URUURUPÏJ-naPÏJ-na GASANsK445dU NIR.GAL BELIzYA dMezzullas DINGIR.MES * ia hümantes 
peranperan hüiêr nu^za^URSACAsharpaian kuismuGasgas esan harta 47 man* 
zazanzazan tarahhun nzanzkan kuenun 
Inn the (next) year I went to mount Asharpaya. —The Gasga who had settled (on) 
mountt Asharpaya had cut off the roads of the country Pala.— I fought those (uni) 
Gasgaa of mount Asharpaya, and the Sungoddess of Arinna, My Lady, the powerful 

Ann uncertain example of uni with a geographical referent is KBo 19.76 + KUB 14.20 i 13'-17' (NH annals, 

Mursilii  II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Houwink ten Cate 1979: 161, 163: GlM-an^ma VRVMal(azziiaz) EG]lR-pa tüua 

lukkattalukkatta piran[^ma^mu " ( Kuuatetsas kisat) —nzas par\kus arpuuanzassza— nuzkan 
11  r - H U R . S A G ^ , v - , o , . "  n - r i , - 1 6 ? , r 

kuitmankuitman u-n\i " Kuuatelsi (?) anda ]a[r]hun  nu UD.KAM-fl z taksan tiiat kuitmanzmazka\n 
\\ 1 * \-\\IR *!A f 

sardsard paun nu neku]tta nu^ssan x-(x) INA " Kuuatelsa [s]an[ahhun "[But af]ter it had dawned 
farr behind [Maljazziya, Mount Kuwatelsa rose up before [me]. [—It is st]eep and inaccessible—. Before I had 
arrivedd at thaft Mount Kuwatelsi (?)], the day had passed halfway. And before [I had gone u]p, night fell so I 
searchedd ... on mount Kuwatelsa." 

Götzee 1933: 77, different translation: 'Und welche Kaskaer-Stadt das Bergland Asharpaja besetzt hielt und 
diee Wege nach dem Lande Pala abgeschnitten hatte, mit dieser Kaskaer-Stadt im Berglande Asharpaja kampfte 
ich'. . 
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Stormgod,, My Lord, Mezulla and all the gods ran before me. I conquered the Gasga 
whoo had settled (on) mount Asharpaya and killed them. 

Thee main line of the narration is broken off by a background clause which probably presents 
thee reason for the campaign against mount Asharpaya. The narration is continued in ii i 44, 
referringg to the salient Gasga by means of a rather elaborate noun phrase, not simply sticking 
too a demonstrative, but even adding a genitive. Also in this example the crossing of a 
discoursee node is indicated by means of a lexical noun phrase. The demonstrative uni could 
havee been used to strenghten the negative character of the Gasga, in this case their inherent 
Othernesss (they are not conquered and incorporated into the Empire, but killed). 

Thee Gasga are the Established Topic. The writer could easily have said something like 
'Thee Gasga who ... cut off the roads of Pala, (so) I fought them". Only the fact that the 
writerr starts a new discourse unit made him use a demonstrative noun phrase. 

Thee next examples, ex. 4.94 with three more in the footnote, all contain a distal 
demonstrativee noun phrase in a clause following a remark of the type 'the gods ran before 
me/him'.. Although I am not certain, it is possible that this remark about the support of the 
gods,, is an insertion intended for the Addressee instead of an event that is part of the ongoing 
narration. . 

4.944 KBo 19.76 +: 17'-23'  (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 II) , ed. Houwink ten Cate 
1979:: 161, 163176 

,, - URU* i w v , 18' URUrv , .* . v . 

.... nuzmu kez bunup\assis kezzazma^mu lsdupistas kezzma^mu 
[LÜ.MESS Pittagalaissa S]ES.MES LÜ.MES Malazziiazpat nuzmu tüuaz 
uskiruskir —nu<zza>  d[U NIR.GAL ENzYA par]a handandatar tekkusnut— nuzmu 
u-ni-usu-ni-us kuiës LÜ.MES {miSünupa\ssi LÜ.MES—Isdupi]sta £7 LÜ.MES—Pittagalaissa 

SES.MESS LÜ.MES Malazziia tüua[z uskir nu?ka]n namma <ANA> LÜ.MES 
VRlJVRlJMalazziiaMalazziia memiian kattan arha Ü[L pëte]r nu z kan KÜR ÜL parsanuir 
dd\JT\J-!>lzma\JT\J-!>lzma pdun INAURVPittagal[aissa se(r t)]uzziianun... 
[Onn one side of me was Sunup]assi, on another was Isdupista, and on still another 
weree [the people of Pittagalaissa, b]rothers of in fact the people of Malazziya. They 
saww me from afar. —The [mighty Stormgod, my Lord], showed his divine 
guidance.—— These (unius) people from Sunapa[ssi, the people from Isdupilsta and 
thee people of Pittagalaissa, brothers of the people of Malazziya, who [saw] me from 
afar,, they thereafter did n[ot brin]g word to the people of Malazziya. They did not 
inducee the enemy to flee. Now I My Majesty went up to garrison at Pittagalaissa. 

Thee return to the main narration is supported by the fact that the distal demonstrative noun 
phrasee is used in a relative clause repeating the predicate of 1. 19'. If the clause about the 
deityy was not considered as a digression from the main story line, then such strong markers 
redirectingg the attention to the people of these cities would not have been necessary. 

766 See also KBo 14.3 iii 16'-18' (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 40) —nu ANA ABUzYA '7' [DIjNGIR.MES piran 

huuier—huuier— nuzkan u-ni — KÜR ^^Gasgan '8 -ÉRIN.MES SUTI kuin kuuapi damaskit, KBo 14.3 iv 7'-9' 
(—nu(—nu ANA)} ABUtYA DINGIR.MES p[(iran huuer )]8' [( dUTU "^Arinna dU URU)]#am' dU [(KARAS)] 
9'' [dGAS(AN ULtia— nuzkan u-ni p)]ankun SUTI [(kuenta)]; KBo 14.3 iv 28'-33' —nu ANA A[B]U;YA 

DINGIR.MESS peran hüiër n' [(dUTU URV)]Arinna dU URVHAITI dU [(KARAS)] " ' [^ASAN Li]L;ia— nu 

u-ni-inu-ni-in —KÜR hulliiat. 

Houwinkk ten Cate I.e. and Alp 1991: 24 read differently na-at-kd]n. However, the use of an enclitic subject 
withh a transitive verb is prohibited. 
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Inn each of these examples it is also possible to consider the 'helping-god clause' as 
partt of the main story line. In that case I do not have an explanation for the use of the 
demonstrativee noun phrases. In each situation the enemy is a discourse topic, and therefore 
salient.. More important is that the enemy is expected to be in some kind of relationship with 
thee father of the king given the fact that that relation is already established in the preceding 
clauses.. In the framework described in Chapter 2, this means that the enemy is not only a 
discoursee topic but also an expected sentence topic. Reference in such a situation is typically 
donee by means of an enclitic pronoun and certainly not by means of a lexical noun phrase. 
Becausee of these considerations I hesitantly consider the use of a demonstrative noun phrase 
afterr a 'helping-god clause' as an indicator of a discourse boundary. 

4.5.3.3.4.5.3.3. asi plus noun indicating a new discourse unit 

Theree are a few examples of the distal demonstrative noun phrase referring to a salient entity, 
indicatingg a new line of thought or a new sub-theme without returning to a previous theme. 
Thiss new discourse unit follows the preceding one linearly and not hierarchically as was the 
casee in the preceding paragraphs. 

4.955 KBo 3.4+ i 23-26 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 55 
23 3 

nunu kissan AQBI dUTU v™Arinna GASAN-y/l arahzenassuazmuzza KUR.KUR 
LUKÜRR kuies DUMU-/ö« halzessir nuzua^muzza tepnuskir nuzua tuel SA 
dUTUU ^^Arinna 25 GASANTA ZAG.HI.A danna sanhiskiuan ddir nuzuaztnu 
dUTUU URVArinna GASAN-KA  26 kattan tiia nuzua^muzkan u-ni arahzenas 
KUR.KURR LfecÜR peran kuenni 
II  spoke like this: "O Sungoddess of Arinna, my Lady, the surrounding countries of the 
enemyy which called me a child, they have humiliated me. They have started to seek to 
takee your territories, (the territories) of the Sungoddess of Arinna, my Lady, a second 
time.. O Sungoddess of Arinna, my Lady, stand by my side! Kil l those (uni) 
surroundingg countries of the enemy on my behalf! 

Afterr the description of the evil deeds of the enemy, the Speaker requests help from the deity. 
Inn this new unit the enemy is referred to by means of a full noun phrase. The distal 
demonstrativee expresses the negative emotional attitude of the Speaker. 

Inn the next example the demonstrative noun phrase "those utensils" indicates the closure 
off  a series of background kuit clauses and the beginning of a series of clauses describing the 
actionss resulting from that background: 

4.966 KUB 22.70 rev. 54-57 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 96-97 
§§ enizkan kuit UNUTEMES INA SA É NA<hekur dLAMMA pêdan n^at ndui kuit 

55 5 

^^ ualantalaman UNMES-tarïpat z kan kuit saknuuan anda salikiskir nu z kan e^ 
nini UNUTEMES SA IZI pessiianzi nammazat ^^kunkunuzzit 56 GUL-anzi nammaz 
atzatz kan MAS.GAL IZlzia istarna arha pêdanzi namma^at suppiiahhanzi 51 n?at 
ANAANA DINGIR-L/M QATAMMA pianzi KI.MIN 
Ass for that (fact), that the utensils were carried into the Rock-Sanctuary of Kurunta, 
thatt they have not yet been wantalama-, that only impure men have approached 
(them),, so they throw those (eni) utensils into the fire, next they beat them with a 
kunkunuzzi-stonc,kunkunuzzi-stonc, next they carry them through between a he-goat and fire, and then 
theyy cleanse them, and give them in that manner to the deity, ditto? (Answer: no) 
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Thiss example shows clearly that salient and topical entities in new discourse units may (or 
must?)) be referred to by means of a full noun phrase. 

Thee only example of tracking asi in Old Hittite occurs in a copied text: 

4.977 KBo 3.41 + KUB 31.4 obv. 16'-19'  (OH/NS Puhanu Chronicle, CTH 16), ed. Soysal 
1987:: 175 

17''  - -

UMMAzSUzMAUMMAzSUzMA [o-o-]x man lahheskinun nuonnas HUR.SAG-öi nakkiet kasza 
GUD.M[AH]]  [dass]us (?) êsta mamas uêt nu u-ni HUR.SAG-aft karapta s? 
an^astaan^asta [edi n\a(l)es arunanza tarhun nu karauarzset apêda lip san § 
Thuss said he: Always when I roamed/fought the .. . [ . . . ], the mountain was an obstacle 
forr us. This bull however, was [stron]g (?). When he came, he lifted that (uni) 
mountain,, he [tu]rned it [away], so that I conquered the sea. Because of that his horn 
iss chipped off (?). 

Thee mountain is mentioned for the first time in obv. 17'. The clause containing this reference 
iss followed by a new unit which introduces a bull in the Direct Speech. The next reference to 
thee mountain in this new unit is done by means of a full noun phrase. The distal 
demonstrativee is used because the Speaker wants to emphasize that the mountain is to be seen 
ass something which should not be part of his world. 

Andd finally, with Topic switches indicated by -ma 

4.988 KUB 31.71 iii 1-25 (NH vow, Hattusili III (?), CTH 584/297), ed. Van den Hout 
1994:310-1,313 3 
§§ l Ü MUNUS.LUGAL IN A URWAnkuua l[MUR]  2 nuzuazkan zashiia DUMU.LUGAL 
manman kuiski anda uit nuzuazmu memeskizzi ehuzuaztta manuahmi SA É-
TIzKAzuaztazkkanTIzKAzuaztazkkan kuit neiattat nuzuazmuzkan anda kuedanikki pedi 
pêhutetpêhutet nuzuazkan imma É.SAG.HI.A kuiêsqa hallus e-ni-us z ma^uatkan 
E.SAG.HI.AA  karü man sard sannapilahhantes nuzua KAXGIS.HI.A man 
kueqakueqa 13 kittari e-da-aszma?kan 14 ANA —KAXGIS.HI.A anda GA.KIN.AG ERIN 
LIBIR.RAA  15 GlSPÈS LIBIR.RA  GISGESTIN.HAD.DU LIBIR.RA harran ... 
Thee Queen h[ad] a dream in Ankuwa: "In (my) dream someone like a prince entered. 
Hee said to me: 'Come, I will show you what has happened in your house.' He brought 
mee into some place. There are some deep grain silos there. These (enius) grain silos 
aree like already emptied. There are standing something like boxes. In(side) these 
(edas)(edas) boxes old army cheese, old figs (and) old raisins are decaying. ... 

Inn the next example there is no new discourse unit. The distal demonstrative probably simply 
indicatess disassociation: 

4.999 KBo 4.6 obv. lS'-l?'  (NH prayer, Gassulawiya, CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1984: 12-13 
nunu PANI DINGIR-L/M EN-YA kds MUNUS-as uehattaru ,6 ANA DUMU.MUNUS.GAL=: 

11 T ' 

mazkanmazkan anda assuli namma neshut man kêz GIG-za TI-nut nuzssi e-ni GIG 
auanauan arha namma tittanut 
Lett be turned towards the god My Lord this woman and toward the Great Daughter 
turnn again in favor and save her from this sickness, lif t that (eni) sickness completely 
offf  from her. 

4.5.4.. Evaluation of tracking asi 
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4.5.4.1.4.5.4.1. The function of tracking asi 

Forr each tracking asi in my corpus it could be established that it refers across a discourse 
boundary.. The discourse boundary could be indicated by means of a paragraph line (section 
4.5.2.1.)) or a change from Direct Speech to Narration (section 4.5.2.2.). Contextual 
indicationss of change of discourse unit were change of episode (section 4.5.2.3.) or the switch 
betweenn a digression and the main story line (sections 4.5.3.1. and 4.5.3.2.). In the latter 
sectionss the referent of the demonstrative noun phrase is salient. Finally, a demonstrative 
nounn phrase referring to a salient entity may also appear in a new discourse unit which 
followss linearly upon the preceding unit (section 4.5.3.3.). 

Althoughh I subdivided the material into two groups, i.e., demonstratives referring to 
salientt and non-salient entities, the main criterium for using a demonstrative noun phrase is 
referencee across a discourse boundary. This means that saliency alone is not the only factor 
influencingg the choice of referential expression. I even believe that saliency is not important 
att all in this respect. Only the structure of the discourse influences the choice of a tracking 
device. . 

Turningg to the use of the distal demonstrative instead of the others, it is clear from the 
exampless in section 4.5. that asi etc. always occurs in contexts with a negative emotional load 
orr with a clear indication of 'belonging to the domain of the Other'. In the latter situation the 
emotionall  load is not necessarily negative. 

4.5.4.2.4.5.4.2. Chronological distibution of tracking asi 

Thee following table lists the chronological distribution of asi. 

nom.s.c.. asi 
acc.s.c.. uni 

asi asi 
unin unin 

n.-a.s.n.. eni 
dat.s.. edani 

OS S OH H 

+ + 

MS S MH H Supp p Murss II 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Muw w Hattt III 
+ + 

+ + 

TudIV V 
+ + 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 

nom.pl.c.. unius 
enieni us 

dat.pl.. edas 

+ + 

+ + 
+ + 
+ + 

Tablee 4.8 Chronological distribution of Tracking asi etc. 

Mostt attestations of tracking asi are encountered in narrative texts and oracles: the majority 
occurss in the Annals of Mursili II , and in the oracles of Hattusili III  and Tudhaliya IV. 
Luckilyy we have also an example of copied Old Hittite tracking uni. So at least uni 
functionedd as a typical demonstrative in Old Hittite. 

4.5.4.3.4.5.4.3. Attention levels and Information Structure 

Thee remarks concerning the pragmatic status of the demonstrative noun phrases have been 
collectedd in the following table. Two points must be emphasized. First, there were no 
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exampless of Tracking asi referring to a referent in the same discourse unit. This is of course 
nott accidental since one of the functions of demonstrative noun phrases is to refer across a 
discoursee boundary. It also explains why argument Focus is absent. Argument Focus is only 
possiblee when the rest of the clause is presupposed given the preceding context. This means 
thatt the ties between the clauses must be very strong, which is incompatible with reference 
acrosss discourse boundaries. 

Thee second point is the large number of demonstrative noun phrases occurring on the 
discoursee boundary itself. They occur on a boundary in exx. 4.69, 4.74, 4.77-4.83, 4.85-
4.94,, 4.96, 4.97. But this was not a criterium for setting the boundaries of the discourse units. 
Inn sections 4.5.2.1, 2 and 3 formal markers such as a paragraph line and the presence or 
absencee of the direct speech particle -war- were used, and once the propositional content of a 
clause.. But even in the case where only the demonstrative noun phrase indicated a boundary, 
theree were other signs, such as the use of participles or a present tense in an otherwise past 
narration,, (ex. 4.88-90). Moreover, in almost every case there was a clear break in the 
narration.. The relevance of this remarkable distribution will become clearer in the conclusion 
off  the chapter (4.6.5.) when the tracking use wil l be united with the other demonstrative uses. 

TrackingTracking Use, across node 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 
asiasi N asi N — 

Centeringg procedure 

U-Topicc Focus 
asiasi N asi N 

Tablee 4.9: attention levels and information structure of tracking asi 

4.6.. Conclusions 

4.6.1.. The New Hittite material 

Itt is generally accepted that asi, eni, uni and the obliqui edani etc. form a paradigm from 
Mursilii  II on (see section 4.1). However, the interpretation of asi etc. as an anaphoric pronoun 
versuss the deictics ka- and apa- cannot be upheld anymore. Summarizing the findings of 
sectionss 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, asi etc. turned out to be the distal demonstrative. The 
distributionn of forms and grammatical case in New Hittite is as follows179: 

s s 

R R 

D D 

Mursili i 
uniuni (acc.s.c.) 
ini,ini, eni (n.-a.s.n.) 
edezedez (Loc.adverb) 

asiasi (nom.s.c.) 

asi,asi, uni (acc.s.c.) 
enieni (n.-a.pl.n.) 
edasedas (dat.pl.) 

Muwatalli i 
asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
enieni (n.-a.s.n.) 

edaniedani (dat.s.) 

Hattusili i 
edezedez (Loc.adverb) 

enieni (n.-a.s.n.) 

Tudhaliya a 
asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
asiasi (acc.s.c.) 
edazaedaza (abl.) 

enieni (n.-a.s./pl.n.) 
uniusunius (acc.pl.c.) 
enieni (n.-a.s.n.) 

NH H 
asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
asiasi (acc.s.c.) 
uniyas uniyas 
(gen.s.c.) ) 
asiasi (acc.s.c.) 

788 I consider a complex sentence as one unit. This means that if a main clause is preceded by a subordinate 
clausee on a discourse boundary, also the main clause is on the boundary. 
799 S, R, D and T stand for Situational, Recognitional, Discourse Deictic and Tracking respectively. 
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T T asiasi (nom.s.c.) 

asi,asi, uni, unin (acc.s.c.) 
edaniedani (dat.s.) 
enieni (n.-a.s.n.) 
uniusunius (nom.pl.c.) 
uniuni (ace.pi.c.) 
edasedas (dat.pl.) 
edezedez (abl.) 

asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
enieni (n.-a.s.n.) 
eniusenius (nom.pl.c.) 
edasedas (dat.pl.) 

asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
asiasi (acc.s.c.) 
enieni (n.-a.s.n.) 
edaniedani (dat.s.) 

Tablee 4.10: Distribution of forms and grammatical case in New Hittite 

Beforee listing the paradigms of Mursili/Muwattalli, Hattusili/Tudhaliya and later, a few forms 
havee to be added whose function could not be discussed because of the broken context. For 
Hattusilii  may be added the nom.s.c. enis (KUB 31.77 ii 8 (CTH 590) e-ni-iszuarzat zashiia 
x[[  "That one [...] it in a dream") and the ablative ediz (KUB 15.3 iv 7' (CTH 584) T man? 
uar^asuar^as e-di-iz G\lG-az Tl-eszi "If he recovers from that illness, .. ."). The only attestation of 
thee distal demonstrative in post-Tudhaliya times is unis (ABoT 56 i 21 (CTH 256), nuzua? 
mumu u-ni-is [). There is one other attestation of unis in the whole corpus of Hittite texts, KUB 
49.566 obv. 13' (CTH 573) : § u-ni-is kuis marsana[ssis ..., maybe referring backwards 
acrosss a discourse boundary to marsanassis in obv. 6'. The alleged nom.s.c. u-ni-is in a 
copiedd Old Hittite text should be canceled in favor of a readingg ki-is-sa-an (see 4.6.4.1.). 

Inn the Ullikummi myth the gen.sg. uniyas built on the stem uni- is attested (ex. 4.12). 
Ass with the other forms unis, unin and unius this genitive must be a new form, created as part 
off  the process of replacing an ancient paradigm. I believe to have found the original genitive 
sg.: : 

4.1000 KUB 49.70 rev. 20'-21'  (lateNH (?) oracle, CTH 572) 
§§ [BE-anzkan] këdani MU-[/]; ' e-el SA LÜ ^^Azzli GISTUKUL SA KUR.MES 
URUGIDRU-7YY  ÜL uizz]im DINGIR.MES asi LÜ VRVAz[zi]2V [ 

[When]]  in this year [the weapon] of that (el) man of Azz[il does [not come to the 
landss of Hatti,] (and) the gods [...] that man of Azzi, ... 

Thee sign EL (HZL 307) is a littl e damaged, but only the upper horizontal is not visible. Given 
thee fact that asi occurs adjectively with LÜ muAz[zi] one expects by analogy that the genitive 
$$AA L U Azz\i is also preceded by the genitive of the distal demonstrative. Although the 
tablett is very damaged, it is possible that this is a new oracle question. In that case e-el is a 
firstfirst mention and therefore Recognitional, with a negative connotation given the context. The 
constructionn of e-el SA LÜ mvAzz[i, i.e., of the adnominal demonstrative followed by an 
Akkadiann prepositional phrase is matched by e-da-ni 42 ANA LÜKÜR (KBo 4.4 ii 41-42, CTH 
611 II) , also in combination with an enemy. 

Thee largest collection of different forms of asi on one tablet is found in KUB 5.24 + 
16.311 + 18.57 (CTH 577) from HattusiliATudhaliya, edited by Van den Hout 1995: 245ff.: 
nom.sg.. asi, acc.sg. asi, uni, unin, dat.sg. edaniy nom.pl.c. unius, ace.pi.c. unius, abl. ediz, 
etez. etez. 

Withh these forms added, the paradigms are: 

Mursilii  II/Muwattalli 
plural l 
unius unius 

Restorationn on the basis of KUB 49.70: 10'-11'. 

singular r 
nom.c.. asi 
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acc.c. . 
nom.-acc.n. . 
gen. . 
dat. . 

abl. . 
loc.. adv. 

Man.. adv. 

ni(n),ni(n), asi 
ini,ini, eni 

0 0 
edani edani 

edez edez 
edez(za),edez(za), etez 

enissan,enissan, enessan 

uni uni 
eni eni 
0 0 

edas edas 

Tablee 4.11: The paradigm of asi at the time of Mursili II/Muwattalli. 

Duringg Mursili's reign the old nom.-ace.neuter ini disappears to make place for eni. The 
accusativess uni, unin and asi coexist, with a preference for uni. There is only one text in this 
periodd where accusative asi and uni cooccur: KUB 14.17 (CTH 61 II) . 

Hattusilii  III / Tudhaliya IV and later 

nom.c. . 
acc.c. . 
nom.-acc.n. . 
gen. . 
dat. . 

abl. . 
loc.adv. . 

Man.adv. . 

singular r 
asi,asi, enis, unis 

uni(n),uni(n), asi 
eni eni 

el,el, uniyas 
edani edani 

edez,edez, edaza, eteza 
edez, edez, 

enissan, enissan, 

eteza eteza 

enessan enessan 

plural l 
unius,unius, eni us 

unius unius 
eni eni 
0 0 

edas edas 

Tablee 4.12: The paradigm of asi at the time of Hattusili III/Tudhaliya IV and later. 

Byy the time of Tudhaliya the ace. asi has replaced uni etc. As said earlier, in one text (KUB 
5.24+)) the acc.sg. asi, uni and unin cooccur. Besides that, in this period uni and unin are only 
attestedd in KUB 5.24+. 

4.6.2.. The Middle Hittite material 

Doess the paradigm already exist in Middle Hittite? The study of the Situational use (4.2, see 
alsoo the table below) showed that asi, ini I eni, edani and edez have to be demonstratives, 

11 O 1 

whateverr their deictic contrast (a) . The existence of a non-first person oriented 
recognitionall  uni and ini in original MH proved that uni and ini had to be non-proximal 
demonstrativess like their New Hittite counterparts (b). 

s s 

R R 

MH/MS S 
asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
edaniedani (dat.s.) 
iniini  (nom.-acc.n.s.) 
edezedez (Loc.adverb) 
uniuni (acc.s.c.) 
iniini  (nom.-acc.n.s.) 

MHcopy y 
asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
edaniedani (dat.s.) 
ini,ini, eni (nom.-acc.n.s.) 

Thee tetters (a), (b) etc. refer to the procedure set out in 4.1.5. 
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D D 

T T 

inissan inissan 

0 0 asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
edaniedani (dat.s.) 

Tablee 4.13: Distribution of forms and grammatical case in Middle Hittite. 

AA further clue for the deictic contrast of the demonstratives is provided by reference of 
differentt forms in one text to the same entity.I82 In the copied CTH 431 asi and edani both 
referr to a person who is not close to the Speaker. Moreover, the Speaker should be neutral 
towardss the patient, so asi and edani indicate a primary deictic contrast, which is non-
proximity.. Furthermore, eni is used to refer to the illness of the patient. Here it is possible to 
vieww the illness with a negative emotional attitude. Thus, in this text the demonstratives asi, 
edaniedani and eni are all non-proximal demonstratives (c). 

Anotherr text in which different forms refer to the same object is the Middle script 
CTHH 480. Here ini and edani refer to a temple. The distance contrast cannot be deduced 
fromm the context, although it is likely that the person uttering the phrases containing these 
formss is inside the temple. But given the fact that he curses the temple, his emotional stance 
towardss it is very negative. It seems to me that ini and edani are again distal (c). 

Furthermore,, we have seen that MH/NS eni in ex. 4.10 had to be distal, which was 
alsoo true for several asi-s (CTH 42). 

Givenn these facts the conclusion must be that all these forms belong to one paradigm, 
thee paradigm of the distal demonstrative: 

Middlee Hittite 

nom.c. . 
acc.c. . 
nom.-acc.n. . 
gen. . 
dat. . 

abl. . 
loc.. adv. 

Man.. adv. 

singular r 
asi asi 
uni uni 
ini ini 
0 0 

edani edani 

Tablee 4.14: The paradigm of asi in Middle Hittite. 

Al ll  Middle Hittite texts in Middle script have neuter ini. Only the copied texts show the 
writingg eni, which must be the influence of the New Hittite scribes. 

Plurall  forms are not attested, which is not odd given the fact that in New Hittite 
singularr forms are also much more attested than plural forms. 

4.6.3.. The Old Hittite material 

Off  course one could imagine that different demonstratives are used for the same entity. In that case the 
contextt should be clear whether the emotional stance towards the entity is of importance, and changing. An 
entityy proximal to the Speaker may be referred to by ka- to indicate proximity, and by asi, to indicate emotional 
distance.. Similarly, an entity distal to the Speaker may be referred to by asi to indicate distance, and by ka-, to 
indicatee emotional closeness. 

plural l 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
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Evenn less forms are attested in Old Hittite. There are only two forms in Old script, edi and asi: 
ediedi is a distal demonstrative but the function of asi is very unclear (situational or tracking). 
Thee other forms are only attested in copies. 

s s 

R R 

D D 

T T 

To rS S 

OS S 
ediedi (loc. adverb) 

0 0 

enessan enessan 

0 0 

asiasi (aces.) 

OHH copy 
asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
uniuni (acc.s.c.) 
ini,ini, eni (nom.-acc.s.n.) 
ediedi (loc. adverb) 
asiasi (nom.s.c.) 
uniuni (acc.s.c.) 
ini,ini, i-e-ni (nom.-acc.s.n.) 

0 0 

asiasi (acc.s.c.) 
uniuni (acc.s.c.) 
— — 

Tablee 4.15: Distribution of forms and grammatical case in Old Hittite 

Theree is only one text where different forms cooccur. KUB 43.75 (OH/NS) contains 
Situationall  eni and uni but the context is too vague to understand the use of these forms (b). 

Wee also have both a recognitional and tracking uni in the copied CTH 16. The 
Recognitionall  uni is used in negative context (c). Therefore uni is a non-proximal 
demonstrativee in Old Hittite, unless we assume that all the copied texts have replaced an at the 
timee unknown demonstrative by means of the more current distal forms of asi. This is 
unlikelyy in the view of the original Old Hittite asi, although its precise demonstrative function 
iss far from clear. Therefore, the copied forms may be used to represent Old Hittite use. 
Besidess the copied examples cited in this chapter we also have a demonstrative asi in Direct 
Speechh in KUB 11.6 iii  11 (OH/NS, CTH 19) gJi^man^ua URV-as ammel kisari "I wish 
thatt (asi) city were mine!". The context does not give any clues on the location of the 
Speaker,, but it is reasonable to assume that the Speaker uses a distal demonstrative to refer to 
aa city that is not yet his but somebody else's (c). 

Thee local adverb edi is already a distal deictic demonstrative in Old Script. The 
replacementt of the adverb of relative position edi by edez took place in Middle Hittite times, 
beforee Suppiluliuma I. However, edi is also an adjectively used dative-locative in OH/NS 
KBoo 16.49 i 9: tzus e-di lülias arhi LUGAL-z [...]  ,0 iskaranzi "(The cooks seize the sheep) 
andd line them up on the far side (edi ... arhi) of the pond [opposite/before] the king" (see 
CHDD L-N: 81, but HW2 E 139a differently). For a similar word order 'adnominal 
demonstrativee - genitive - noun' see MH/MS KUB 29.7+ rev. 25-26: edani 26 DINGlR-LIM-as 
parniparni andan "in that house of the deity" (ex. 4.21). 

Givenn that (1) edi is a distal demonstrative, (2) that asi, uni and eni are 
demonstrativess given their use in Direct Speech, (3) that both asi and uni refer to something 
thatt does not belong to the domain of the Other or to something negative respectively, I 
concludee that also in Old Hittite asi etc. is the distal demonstrative. Admittedly asi in these 
exampless often refers to entities that are present, and therefore probably proximal to the 
Speaker.. But if one should wish to conclude that asi was therefore a proximal demonstrative 
inn Old Hittite, changing to a distal one in Middle Hittite, one should also explain the existence 
off  two proximal demonstratives (ka- and asi) and a medial demonstrative (apa-, see chapter 
5)) in Old Hittite, but no distal one. Furthermore, one should also have to explain the fact that 
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asiasi is never used to denote "this tablet" whereas there are examples for kd- in this use in Old 
Hittitee (see chapter 6). 

Thee Old Hittite paradigm is: 

nom.c. . 
acc.c. . 
nom.-acc.n. . 
gen. . 
dat.-loc. . 

abl. . 
loc.adv. . 

Man.adv. . 

singular r 
asi asi 

asi,asi, uni 
ini ini 
0 0 

edi edi 

Oldd Hittite 

0 0 
ediedi i idi idi 

enessan enessan 

plural l 
0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

Tablee 4.16: The paradigm of asi in Old Hittite. 

Itt is important to note that original Old Hittite asi appears in object function, whereas copied 
OH,, MH and NH til l Mursili generally use uni for the accusative besides a few asi-s in 
Mursili'ss times. The New Hittite cooccurrence of asi and uni at the time of Tudhaliya IV is 
thereforee not an innovation. The coincidence of the nominative - accusative forms should then 
alreadyy have started in Old Hittite. However, the number of attestations is that small that 
nothingg definitive can be said. 

Noww it is time to return to the questions formulated in 4.1.5.: 

(i )) Is there enough textual support for a unitaiy paradigm in the older language phases? 
(ii )) Is the pronoun!adjective asi etc. only an anaphoric demonstrative or deictic or both? 

Theree is not enough material to present each form in each function in Old Hittite, but there is 
enoughh evidence that asi etc. functioned as one paradigm in Old Hittite. It is certain that that 
paradigmm belonged to a true distal deictic demonstrative, attested with its other functions as 
anaphoricc and recognitional demonstrative. Not discourse deictic (although we have enissan), 
butt that is not surprising given the scarcity of discourse deictic asi in general. 

4.6.4.. An answer to Kammenhuber's criticism 

4.6.4.1.4.6.4.1. Is unis Old Hittite? 

Thee first objection (see section 4.1.4.) of Kammenhuber against projecting the 13th century 
paradigmm onto earlier language phases was that —according to her— uni- is already inflected 
inn OH copy: \u-niUs-sa in KUB 31.64 (+) 64a + KBo 3.55 ii 24" (CTH 12) (Kammenhuber 
1962:: 377, see also Laroche 1979: 150). The relevant passage is part of a larger complex of 
repetitivee Direct Speech. The first sequence of Direct Speech which is directed at a group of 
peoplee including the inhabitants of Habara, is probably preceded by an introduction to the 
speechh in ii 16: 

4.1011 KUB 31.64 (+) ii 16-26 (OH/NS narration, Mursili I, CTH 12), ed. De Martino 1995: 
285-286,, Soysal 1998: 9, 17-18 (emendations with double question marks are mine). 
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§§ 16 [nu (??) A/V]4 LÜ.MES MESEDl iü\ [ keda]s (??) ANA LÜ.MES VRUHabara 
[memista[memista (??)] '7 [UKUz]KUNU ÜL pahsan[utte]nmü Habara nu \JR\J ? ma[n] l8 

[ë]stumati[ë]stumati halmass[uitti zmi] LUGAL-as assutmet [0] [me\kki kitta a[zzikatten 
akk]uskattenakk]uskatten [0]20 [DAM].MES?KUNU DVMU.MESz KUNU h[usnutten ape*m\a 
memmi[r]memmi[r] 21 [k]a?patzua pahsanu[mmen ]x kunanzi [0] [m//]drm l  LVhalipi[s 
paitpaitmm LUGAL-wi (??) ap]dsila [0]  23 [URU]ffabtfra pa/f /iw-w£[-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o «]w 
LUGAL-wii^ aa [0] ï u-nï\-is-sa-x\ ...]x[ ] sumessza kui[es 

]]  26 URU ? tfMVf/  ÜL [pahsanutten ] 
[Hee (?) spoke] to the Royal Guards, and [to thes]e (??) people of Habara. ["You] did 
nott protect your [city], Habara. You shall populate my city. Many goods of mine, of 
thee king, lie [on my] throne. E[at, dri]nk! [Let] your [wive]s and children l[ive!" ] But 
[they]]  said/refused: [We have] protected th]is place allright! (lit. here). [ ] they 
kil ll  [...]. Hanis the halipi [went and the king (??)] himself went to Habara. ... [ ] 
and/alsoo the king and that one (unis (?)) [...] [" ] and you who[ are 

,, you] did not [protect] your city. 

Thee lines ii 17-20 contain the speech of the one who calls himself king (ii 18, maybe the 
fatherr of the king?), or Hani as a messenger of the king, ii 21 the answer of the people of 
Habara.. Then a Hani, the halipi does something, which act is followed by someone who 
himselff  goes to Habara (ii 22-23). At the end of ii 23 the king appears as subject. According 
too the opinion of Kammenhuber and Laroche the next clause (ii 24) should start with u-ni-is-
sa,sa, which gives a complex subject: LUGAL-uss-a uniss-a 'both the king and that one'. The 
predicatee of this clause should contain a verb of speaking since ii 25 already is the speech 
itself.. Moreover, that line probably does not contain the beginning of the Direct Speech given 
thee conjunction -ya 'and' at the beginning of ii 25. This means that the end of ii 24 at least 
containss the beginning of the Direct Speech in the form of something like sumes kuies NP 
'youu who are the Royal guard', followed by 'and you who are [the people of Habara . . . ]. We 
havee then the unique situation that the king addresses a crowd simultaneously with another 
personn (Hani?). To avoid this, I propose to read fkil-is-sa-a[n instead of ïu-nfl-is-sa x[. The 
UU could be the lower 'Winkelhaken' of KI, and the lower part of NI could be the lower 
horizontall  of KI. Collation should decide in favor of the one or the other. The adverb of 
mannerr kissan 'thus' would lead to: 

4.1022 KUB 31.64 (+) 64a + ii 23-30 (OH/NS narration, Mursili I, CTH 12), ed. De Martino 
1995:: 286, Soysal 1998: 9 
n]un]u LUGAL-ussza [0]  24 ïkfl-i$-sa-a\n me-mi-i]\s\[-ta sumes kuies LÜ.MES MEËEDI 
(?? ) ]255 ïumesUa *MI[«LÜ.ME S ^Habara (??) ] 2 6 VRUtKUNU ÜL 
[pahsanutten[pahsanutten ] nasma URUs^4x[ LUGAL-ai ; assuzmet] mekki kitt[a 

29 9 azzikattenazzikatten akkuskatten DAM.MES ^KUNU DUMU.MES ^  KUNU ] husnutten ape[ ? ma 
i n n 

memmirmemmir ...] kunanzi ezst[a ] § 
Alsoo the king [sa]id thus: ["You who are the royal guard (?)] and you who[ are the 
peoplee of Habara, you] did not [protect] your city. [...] or your city [ ]. Many 
[goodss of mine, of the king] lie [ ]. Protect [your wives, your sons]. [But] they 
[refused/saidd ...: "]they kill [...]. They [...]§ 

Givenn the alternative presented here, u-ni-is should not be incorporated in the Old Hittite 
paradigm. . 

Seee ii 31: LUGAL-uIisfl pait "also the king went. 
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4.6.4.2.4.6.4.2. Does e(-) 'they' together with edani, etc. build a separate defective paradigm a-? 

Kammenhuber'ss second objection was that edani and the other obliqui of the defective Old 
Hittitee demonstrative pronoun a- "is; jener" were understood as Obliqui to eni from the time 
off  Mursili II (see Kammenhuber 1975ff.: 38-9 sub eni). However, as we have seen in section 
4.6.,, the distal edani is attested in Middle Hittite, and the locative adverb of relative position 
ediedi already in Old script. I concluded that already in Old Hittite ed-, eni(<md asi and uni) 
functionedd in one paradigm. However, there is another problem with the pronoun a- if we 
wantt to follow Kammenhuber. 

Anotherr member of the demonstrative pronoun a- is according to Kammenhuber the 
nom.pl.c.. e(-) 'they'. If e(-) 'they' belongs to the distal demonstrative, than we should find 
somee correspondence in use. First I will present the possible attestations of e(-), then I will 
discusss them in view of the Situational, Recognitional, Discourse Deictic and Anaphoric use. 
Ass Kammenhuber noted, all occurrences of e(-) are substantives. This excludes the 
Recognitionall  and Discourse Deictic use, but possibly also the Anaphoric use. The 
Recognitionall  use of a demonstrative requires at least a noun, and only the neuter can be 
substantivelyy used as a Discourse deictic. Furthermore, all attestations of e(-) are Anaphoric. 
Butt as the examples in section 4.5 show, there are no attestations of substantive anaphorical 
asiasi etc. So, unless we assume that only in old Hittite the demonstrative may occur as a 
substantivee in anaphoric use, e(-) cannot be part of the demonstrative paradigm. For the sake 
off  the argument I accept for the moment that this might still be the case and that for some 
reasonn there is no substantive distal demonstrative in anaphoric use in later times. 

Butt before discussing the use of e(-), it is necessary to sift through the material 
becausee not every e(-) cited in HW2 A belongs there. 

Veryy doubtful is KBo 3.55 ii 7 (OH/NS, CTH 12) e-eVs-ta katta utir §. First of all, it 
iss likely that the predicate requires an object: "They brought sthg down from there (-sta)". 
Thiss object can only be -e-, neuter plural. A substantive neuter e(-) is not attested although 
ourr text could provide the first example. However, as long as the emendation te-es-ta is 
possible,, this example is not to be used.184 

Alsoo useless is KBo 3.28 ii 5 (OH/NS, CTH 9) ] 5 \e\-es-ta DUMU 
VRVVRVPurushandumnanPurushandumnan ddir "They took the son of the city Purushandu away". It is impossible 
too decide whether e-es-ta is the 3rd person sg. pret. of the verb 'to be', or e(-) with the local 
particlee -sta. Moreover, in HW2 E sub esta p. 127 a difference is made between the writing es-
tata and e-es-ta, the latter belonging to 'to be' (but see below for a counter example). 

Thee only Old script passage is very unclear and probably does not have e(-). 

4.1033 KBo 22.2 rev. 5'-6' (OS narrative, CTH 3.1 A), ed. Otten 1973: 10-11 
suzuasuzua ÖRVHattusa hengani pdun 6' Ü DUMU.MES VR{JZalpa kattismmi 1 ME 
ERINMES-za(-)) e-a. natta suzua kuit natta akir 

Ottenn I.e. translates '(Dennoch?) ging ich nach Hattusa zum Tode und die Einwohner von 
Zalpaa bei mir, (sind) das nicht einhundert Mann, die doch nicht omgekommen sind?' Otten 
distinguishess two clauses: Ü DUMU.MES URUZ<2/pa kattizmmi and 1 ME ER1NMFÈ-za(-) e-a 
natta.natta. If e-a is to be parsed as e- + -ia, then ~ia must be 'too': 'But the sons of Zalpa with me, 

Seee Rieken 1999 for ta concluding a discourse unit. 
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aree they too not a hundred soldiers?' However, the use of -ya indicates comparison with 
anotherr group of 100 men. This comparison cannot be derived from the context. A different 
solutionn is to read the sequence -za-e-a as -zazia, resulting in one clause: Ü DUMU.MES 
ÜRUÜRUZalpaZalpa kattizmmi 1 ME ERlNME^-za^ia nana 'And are there not the sons of Zalpa with 
me,, and 100 soldiers?' The whole passage reads now: 'I went to Hattusa to death! (meaning: I 
thoughtt I should die because of a curse) But are there not the sons of Zalpa with me, and 100 
soldiers,, since there was no dying?' (But see: it didn't work!). 

Threee broken but real attestations of e(-) are KUB 31.64+ 64a ii 30 (OH/NS, CTH 
12),, KBo 3.38 obv. 15 (OH/NS, CTH 3), and KBo 12.3 ii i 10 (OH/NS, CTH 2). KBo 12.3 iii 
10':: e-es-\ta\ aniiair ERIN.MES-.5t/ x[ is too broken to say anything conclusive. All that 
cann be said is that e(-) is substantively used, either as a subject or as an object. KUB 31.64+ 
64aa ii 30 has more context: ape[?ma memmir ...] kunanzi es-t\a ] § "[But] they 
[refused/saidd They] kil l [...]. They [...] off.". If this passage is parallel to the earlier 
Directt Speech, then kunanzi is the last word of the speech. The possibly plural com. e(-) 
couldd refer in that case to the Speakers, crossing a unit of Direct Speech. This behaviour 
mightt be in line with anaphorically used demonstratives, but there are also some examples of 
thee accented pronoun apa- crossing a Direct Speech unit. In that case e- could be an emphatic 
anaphoricc pronoun and not a distal demonstrative. On the other hand, the Direct Speech might 
continuee as well. 

AA substantive e(-) occurs in KBo 3.38 obv. 15: Alluuass? [a ] i4 [hu]llanzanni? 
patpat BA.ÜS SA X [ ] ÜRÜZalp[a ...]  15' [hu]llit  es-ta I SuSl Éf.HI.A dair (?)]. "And 
Alluwaa [...]. [he] died in that same [r]evolt. Zalpa won the battle [...] of [...]. They [took ?] 
600 households away.". This tentative translation seems to do justice to the anaphoric relations 
inn these clauses. If Zalpa is not the Subject in i 14', then e(-) would be without referent unless 
somee plural entity is hidden in the breaks in 14'. It is also possible that e(-) is used adjectively 
too the 60 houses, 'those 60 houses'. In that case the 60 houses should have been mentioned 
before. . 

Onee of the clearer attestations is KBo 3.34 ii 34 (OH/NS, CTH 8): 33 man LUGAL-
uasuas peran sieskanzi kuis hazzizzi nuzsse GESTIN-<2/i akuuanna pianzi e-az [ÉR]IN 
LUGALL  kuis nattazma hazzizzi nuzsse iiara GAL-ri pianzi 'Whenever they shoot before 
thee king, if anyone hits the mark, they give him wine to drink, and he/they is/are [soldi]er(s) 
off  the king. But if anyone does not hit the mark, they give him iyara in a cup.' The form e-az 
providess a clue for the possible interpretation. We should expect e-ez for e- with the reflexive 
-z,, so the vowel -a- probably marks the particle -ya, resulting in e-(y)a-z. If -ya indicates 
'and',, the clause should be coordinated to the clause 'they give him wine to drink' and have a 
similarr structure. An important criterium is that both clauses can trade places without 
disruptingg the semantics of the construction (see Chapter 7). This seems possible indeed. But 
inn that case a switch from singular -se to plural e(-) is not at all expected, so we have to 
assumee that e(-) is singular. The other option is that -ya means 'also'. But also then e(-) is 
moree likely to be singular. Although e(-) is often interpreted as plural, not one of the other 
exampless provides conclusive evidence for plural. But whatever its number, this use of e(-) 
doess not correspond with any of the anaphoric uses of asi. Instead, the particle -ya allows 
anotherr interpretation: e(-) is an accented anaphoric pronoun, similar in function to apa-. 
Sincee it only occurs in the oldest texts (CTH 2, 3, 8, 12) I wonder whether accented e(-) is a 
remnantt of an earlier accented anaphoric paradigm, which was already in prehistoric Hittite 
beingg replaced by accented anaphoric apa-.1 

Onee could imagine the following development: originally there were three demonstratives *ka-, *apa-, *asi, 
off  which *asi slowly grammaticalized as an accented pronoun besides being used as a distal demonstrative (for 
thee emergence of third person pronouns from demonstratives see Diessel 1999: 120). Anaphoric *asi might 
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4.6.4.3.4.6.4.3. The so-called useless vocabularies 

Ass discussed in section 4.1, the vocabulary fragments KUB 3.99 ii 18 (asis) and KBo 1.42 iii 
355 (enis) were discarded by Laroche 1979: 148: "asis, I'hapax de vocabulaire [...], est une 
fabricationn artificielle sans valeur lingui'stique" (also see Kammenhuber 1975ff. p. 39 sub eni, 
p.. 400 sub asi). Although the form asis may be forced through too much Systemzwang by the 
writerr of the vocabulary, it is still possible to compare its function with the Sumerian and 
Akkadiann demonstratives. 

Thee clearest vocabulary is: 

4.1044 KBo 1.50 + KUB 3.99 ii 18-19 (Erim-hus, Lexical list, CTH 301), ed. Giiterbock & 
Civill  1985: 121-122) 

Sumerian1866 Babylonian Hittite 
188 ne.re ul-lu[-u]  a-si-is "that one" 
199 ne.re.re an-nu[-u] ka-a-as "this one" 

Thee Babylonian non-proximal demonstrative ('Dort-Deixis', Von Soden 1969: 47, § 45.2) 
ullüullü 'jener' corresponds with asis, the Babylonian proximal demonstrative ('Hier-Deixis', 
Vonn Soden o.c, p. 46, § 45.1) annü 'dieser' corresponds with kas. If the Babylonian 
evidencee had been taken seriously, the distal demonstrative function of at least asi could have 
beenn established already very early. Giiterbock I.e. actually already translated asis with "that 
one",, without commentary. 

4.6.5.. Information structure and attention levels 

Entitiess in the speech surroundings are either salient or not-salient. When the entity was 
salient,, the pronoun asi was used. When the entity was not salient a demonstrative description 
asiasi N had to be used. Salient entities could be Established or Unestablished Topic (4.2.5.3.). 
Thee lack of asi in Argument Focus is coincidental. 

Whenn an entity is not present in the speech situation but already familiar to the 
Addressee,, the Speaker could use asi N with a modifier to bring it under the attention of the 
Addresseee ('You know, that store across the road . . . ' ). Such entities are necessarily not 
salient,, and Focus (4.3.3.3.). Recognitional asi was often found on discourse nodes, i.e., at the 
beginningg of a new discourse unit. 

havee lost its deictic marker -/ in the process, thus leading to the following system: three demonstratives *ka-, 
*apa-,*apa-, *asi and an accented pronoun *as. The next step might be further grammaticalization of accented *as to 
unaccentedd or clitic *-as. With the resulting loss of an accented pronoun the second person demonstrative 
*apa-*apa- came to take over that position. It is possible that the oldest texts still have e as a residue of the accented 
pronounn and that not too long before Hittite was written down the demonstrative apa- was 'installed' as the 
accentedd pronoun. From this point of view apa- indeed replaced a pronoun that was ultimately related to asi 
butt it never replaced asi itself as Kammenhuber and Laroche imagined. 

Thee Sumerian forms ne-re and ne-re-re are mistakenly equated with ullu and annu respectively (Woods 2001: 
215-216).. The Hittites obviously followed the Babylonian sequence. 
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Propositionall  contents are hardly ever salient. When they are not salient, 
demonstrativess have to be used to bring them in the center of attention. Also discourse deictic 
enissanenissan and asi generally occurred on a discourse node. Discourse deictic expressions usually 
linkk to a piece of discourse but do not make that discourse a topic for further comment. The 
discoursee deictic expressions are therefore only part of the Focus domain (4.4.5.). 

Trackingg asi N could be used to refer to both salient and non-salient entities. Tracking 
asiasi N referring to non-salient entities occurred usually on discourse nodes, whereas asi N 
referringg to a salient entity set up a new node on its own account. Thus, tracking asi N was 
intimatelyy connected with discourse nodes: whether salient or not salient, they referred to 
somethingg in a preceding discourse unit (4.5.4.). Argument Focus was not attested with 
Trackingg asi N. This is explained by the fact that asi N occurs in a new unit. But AF is only 
possiblee within a unit because it requires at least the presupposition of the verb, which is only 
derivablee from the immediate salient context. And as we know, discourse boundaries lower 
thee saliency of the preceding discourse entities. 

Thee discourse node seemed to be crucial for Discourse deixis and Anaphora. In all 
casess asi N referred across a node, either forward or backward. From this pattern one can 
concludee that the demonstrative noun phrase (demN) is necessary in order to link rather 
unrelatedd domains with each other. In case of Situational use the demN links the discourse 
domainn to the world, in case of Recognitional use it links the discourse domain to shared 
informationn stored in the memory of the Addressee. Within the discourse itself, in case of 
Discoursee Deixis the demN links to the contents of an old or new unit, and in case of 
Anaphora,, demN links to a previous discourse entity in another discourse unit. The 
demonstrativee asi on the other hand could only be used when the entity it referred to was 
alreadyy salient. I assume that in this situation the discourse is only a natural continuation of 
whatt was signalled by non-linguistic means. Thus, the signalling in the speech situation and 
thee l i n g u i s t ic s i gna l l i ng form one ' d i s c o u r se u n i t '. 
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geographicalgeographical parameter 
Situational l 

Recognitional l 

Discoursee Deictic 

Tracking g 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
asi asi 

— — 

— — 

asiasi N 

U-Topic c 
asi asi 

— — 

— — 

asiasi N 

A-Focus s 
0 0 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 
— — 

— — 

— — 

asiasi N 

Focus s 
asiasi N 

ediedi I edez 

asiasi N 

eni,eni, asi N, 
enissan enissan 

asiasi N 

Tablee 4.17: The asi matrix 
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5.. The medial demonstrative apa-

5.1.. Status Quaestionis 

5.1.1.. Introduction 

Inn the preceding Chapter I concluded that asi etc. was the distal demonstrative besides 
proximall  ka-, forcing apa- out of the position which it held since the beginning of Hittite 
studies.. But that does not necessarily mean that apa- is ousted from the deictic system. 
Instead,, it is now limited to the medial position in a person-based system, and it still remains 
thee emphatic pronoun par excellence. In this chapter I wil l concentrate on the deictic value of 
apa-,apa-, and leave a detailed discussion of the emphatic use of apa- to chapters 7, 8 an 9. 

5.1.2.. Previous literature on the deictic force of apa-

Ass noted above, the general opinion on the deictic system is that it consists of only two terms, 
ka-ka- 'this' and its opposite apa- 'that'. In this section I wil l collect the remarks on the deictic 
forcee of apa-, but one has to keep in mind that there has never been an elaborate discussion of 
thee function of apa-. Sometimes the place of apa- in the Hittite deictic system is compared 
withh the Latin system, but since that system is still under discussion, this habit should 
immediatelyy be discarded. 

Thee opinions differ on whether apa- has both Du- and Jener-deixis or only Jener-
deixis187.. Friedrich 1991: 24, and 1960: § 111 (p. 66), § 251 (p. 134-135) translated apa-
withh "jener, er, der betreffende; is", but also allowed Du-Deixis (§ 111, § 251) in KUB 21.1 
ii ii  4 (CTH 76, see ex. 5.39)), and also in ka 'hier bei mir', versus apiya 'dort bei dir' (or 'dort 
beii  ihm') (§ 251, p. 135). Friedrich is followed by Puhvel 1984: 86: "that (one); thy, thine, 
your(s)) (vs. ka- 'this; my mine', like Lat. iste vs. hie)". According to Puhvel apa-
correspondss in meaning to Lat. is, iste, Me, vs. hie. Kammenhuber HW2 A: 141b explicitly 
rejectedd the Du-deixis of apa-, whereas Kronasser (1956: 147) translates apa- with "is" but 
notess that it has Du-Deixis: "(mit Du-Deixis wie Lat. iste)". 

Noo distinction whatsoever has been made between the anaphoric and deictic uses of 
apa-.apa-. As a result, there were no means to distinguish between emphatic and non-emphatic 
apa-apa- or between "Du-deixis" or "Jener-Deixis". Neither has the difference between the 

877 Hrozny 1917: 137 translated apa- with "der, dieser, jener, er", with unclear deixis therefore. With the 
knowledgee at that time available he concluded that the semantic distinctions of the demonstratives were 
completelyy bleached: "auch sonst erscheinen die Bedeutungsunterschiede zwischen den einzelnen 
Demonstrativaa im Hethitischen sehr stark verwischt, wohl wiederum ein Anzeichen für fremdsprachige 
Einfliissee auf das Hethitische." (o.c. 134 n. 1). Forrer 1922: 208 only saw the emphatic use of apa- which he 
translatedd with "derselbe". He must have come to this translation because apa- indeed often refers to a 
precedingg discourse entity without interference from another entity. 



demonstrativee pronoun apa- and the demonstrative adjective apa- received any attention. In 
thiss Chapter I will follow the pattern set out in the previous chapter on asi in order to address 
thesee questions and others. 

5.2.. The Situational Use of apa-

5.2.1.. Introduction 

Inn order to show that apa- is related to the Addressee, there are two environments to 
investigate,, True Situational Use (5.2.2.) and Direct Speech (5.2.3.) In both cases I cite all 
exampless in my corpus that obey the following restriction. The demonstrative apa- is a first 
mention.. For Direct Speech needs to be added that the referent of apa- is present in the speech 
situation. . 

5.2.2.. True Situational Use 

Onlyy those occurrences of apa- without any preceding reference to an entity or location are 
consideredd situational or deictic. In all attestations of truly situational apa-, the demonstrative 
referss to the location of the Addressee, independent of the distance of the Addressee to the 
Speaker.. This means that the medial term depends on person and not on distance. The 
exclusivee connection of Situational apa- with the Addressee has not been noted before. 

Theree are no certain attestations of truly situational apez(za) indicating relative 
positionn in my corpus. The next example is the only one that might belong to this class, 
althoughh kezza and apezza might be simply ablatives Tight from there', instead of 'fight on 
thatt side'. 

5.11 KBo 16.47 obv. 9'  (MH/MS treaty, CTH 28), ed. Otten 1967: 56 
[n?u]s[n?u]s dUTU-5/ ke-e-ez-za zahhiiami zikzits a-pé-ez-za zahhiia 
I,, My Majesty, shall fight [t]hem from here (from my place, kezza), you must fight 

II go 

themm from there (from your place, apezza). 

Thee preceding lines discuss the possibility of hostile actions of the troops of Ura and 
Mutamutasi,, the referents of -us 'them'. If apez were to refer anaphorically to their location, 
thee Addressee must be part of that location. In order to 'fight them from there', the Addressee 
hass to leave his location, removing himself from the enemy which he is supposed to fight. 
Thus,, apez is not anaphoric, but deictic (or situational) and therefore refers to the location of 
thee Addressee. In the case of apez as adverb of relative position the problem of anaphoric 
versusversus deictic reference is non-existent. If apez were to mean 'fight them on their side' versus 
'fightt them on my side', there would be no one in between to fight. 

Besidess possibly relative position apez(za) can denote the 'Source from which': 

5.22 HKM  56 obv. 7-10 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 224-225 
§§ 7 ammel [k\uit L^TEMU 8 a-pé-ez uit SES.DVG.GAzYAzmazmu 9 assul kuuat ÜL 

hatraeshatraes § 

Similarlyy KBo 16.47 obv. 11 '-12'. 
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Givenn that my messenger came from there (from your place, apez), why have you, my 
dearr brother, not written (your) greetings to me? 

Thee locative adverb apiya 'there' refers always to the location of the Addressee when there is 
I89 9 

noo textual antecedent . In the next example the enclitic pronoun -smas 'you (pi.)' 
strenghtenss the medial interpretation of apa-\ 

5.33 HKM 18 left edge 2-5 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 148-
149 9 

halkishalkis z (s)mas a-pi-ia aniianza kuit nu EGlR-an tiiatten nzan anda ëpten 
nn zant kan ARAH-hi anda ishüitten nu ANA dU[TV-Sl hatrdtten] 
Now,, given that the grain has been sown over there (apiya) with you (pi.). v o u must 
lendd a hand! You must collect it, shed it in a silo, and [write] to [My] Ma[jesty.] 

5.44 HKM  16: 5-15 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 142-143 
§§ mahh[a\nzs(a)mas kas tuppianza anda uemizzi nu MAHAR^UTV-Sl9 

liliuahhüanzililiuahhüanzi ünnisten 
§§ man ÜLzma nu^smascsan uuanzi a-pi-ia pedi tasuuahhanzi § (end of 
letter) ) 
Whenn this tablet reaches you, you must drive quickly to My Majesty. But if not, they 
shalll  come to blind you over there (where you are, apiya), on the spot (pedi)191! 

5.55 KUB 21.38 obv. 10'-12'  (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 216-217, 
emendationn follows Singer 1998: 538. 

ÉÉ KUR HATTIzza SESzYA GIM-an sakti n^atzza ammuk ÜL sa\ggahhi n?at 
arhaarha a]rnuuan É-e[r] astazmazkan kuit nzatzkan mUrhi-dU-upas ANA 
DINGIR.GALL  pesta nu m[Urhi- d]U-uppas kuit a-pi-ia man punus man kisan 
manman ÜL kisan 
Ass you, my brother, know (well) the House of Hatti, do / not kn[ow] it (too)? [It is] a 
[transferredd house. That which remained however, Urhi-Tessub gave it to the Great 
God.. Given the fact that [Urhi]-Tessub (is) there (with you; apiya), ask him, whether 
(itt is) so, or whether (it is) not so! 

Finally,, there is a situational apa- + N referring to the Addressee 192 2 

5.66 HKM  4 obv. 4-9 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 124-127 
§§ 4 a-pé-e-\d\a-\n\i KUR-e 5 S[A GEjSTIN SA GUD.HI.A UDU.HI.A  6 uttar kui[t]  7 

mahhanmahhan nu?[m]u liliuahhüanz[i] hatrai §§ 
Writee to me hastily how the situation of wine, cattle, sheep is in that (apedani) country 
(off  yours). 

Thee other attestations of truly situational apiya besides the ones presented here are MH HKM 14 lower edge 
13,, HKM 19 lower edge 30, HKM 21 obv. 5, HKM 52 obv. 10, HKM 68 rev. 13 (letters, Tudhaliya III , CTH 
199).. There is not one example of non-anaphoric apiya that does not refer to the Addressee. 

Alpp reads ARAlj.-ten. The sign is however clearly a yi with four 'Winkelhaken', whereas TEN only has three. 
Thee translation should be adjusted accordingly. ? 

191 1 

192 2 

Forr pedi and pedi-ssi as 'on the spot', see CHD P 341-2. 

,Andd possibly another att^tation in HKM 53 obvv_5 (MH letter, CTH 199). 
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5.2.3.. Direct Speech 

5.2.3.1.5.2.3.1. Introduction 

Thee criterium for inclusion of apa- (+N) in the category of Direct Speech is first mention 
withh the further restriction that the Direct Speech is not part of a larger citation. Both non-
firstt mention and citation from a larger part of text are not necessarily deictic For more 
informationn on these criteria see 3.1.3. and 4.2.3. 

Thee major problem with apa- in Direct Speech is that besides being simply Situational 
itt may also be emphatic, indicating for example a Contrastive Topic or Focus (see chapters 7, 
88 and 9). The question is, does the Topic or Focus status overrule the choice for proximal ka-
,, distal asi or a possibly medial apa-1 The following examples show that the Topic or Focus 
statuss are not reserved for apa- but can also occur with Situational ka- and asi. For ka- as 
Focuss pronoun I repeat from chapter 6 ex. 6.24 as: 

5.77 KBo 14.12 iv 35-39 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 40), ed. Giiterbock 1956: 98 
""  [k]aruuiliiazcua*kan ^^Hattusas 36 [WpMizrassza istarni ̂ summi assnantes 

[e]sir[e]sir  kinunazuaznnasckan ki-i-ia istarni z su[mmi] 38 [kis\at nu*ua*kan KXJR 
HATTIHATTI KURURL]Mizr[i?ia ]  39 [ukt]uri  namma islamicsummi dssii[antes] §§ 

"Off  [o]ld, Hattusa and Egypt [w]ere friendly with each other. Today, this too (ki=ya) 
hass occurred amongst us. The lands of Hatti [and] Egyp[t] wil l continue [to be] 
friendlyy with each other [forjever!" 

Andd from Chapter 4 I adduce ex. 4.11 with asi as Contrastive Topic pronoun: 

5.88 KBo 5.3 + ii 36-38 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42), ed. Friedrich 1930: 116-117 
.... nu kissan tesi ammukcuazza l[i]nganuuanza 37 nuzua ÜL kuitki memahhi 
i\iami*i\asuai\iami*i\asua UL kuitki q-si^ma^ua [ma]hhan ie[zzi QATAMMA] ieddu 
.... and you say as follows: "ƒ am sworn in, (so) I do not say anything (evil) and also, I 
doo not do anything (evil either). But he_ (asi) will do as he likes (Lit.: Now, as he 
does,, let him do likewise)." 

Thee next example has to be contrasted with the preceding two. 

5.99 KUB 26.12+ ii 29-35 (lateNH instruction, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255 1) ed Von 
Schuierr 1957: 25 
§§ namma apat kuit êssatteni nu KUR.KUR.HI.A  30 BAL [d]apianda 1-ëtta 
naiskittinnaiskittin 31 nu K[UR.KUR].HI.A  LÜKÜR dassanuskittin 32 KUR.KUR URU//A7T/^ma 
maliskunuttinmaliskunuttin nu apat memiskatteni mansuasnnas- 34 nakkeszi nuzua^kan q^ 
pé-e-da-nipé-e-da-ni EGlR-a[nd]a 35 tiiaueni 
Furthermore,, why are you doing that: You have united all the rebellious lands, you 
havee strengthened the lands of the enemy, while you have weakened the countries of 
Hatti,, and you say that: "If it becomes difficult for us, we will join that'.one (apedani) 
instead",, ... 
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Thee Addressees are the persons that have to take an oath of loyalty on the new king, 
Tudhaliyaa IV. But their acts have not been very loyal, and they even plan to change sides 
whenn troubles arise. In their speech they refer to the enemy by means of apedani in 
Replacingg Focus (see chapter 8), a first mention. 

Thee difference with the other examples is that we know that the event occurs in the 
here-and-noww (ex. 5.7), or that the referent is certainly not present (ex. 5.8). For ex. 5.9 
however,, the location of apedani cannot be established. This could mean that Focal apa- is 
usedd in Direct Speech when the location of the referent is not relevant. To avoid 
'contamination',, I wil l therefore only discuss attestations of apa- in Direct Speech when the 
referentt of apa- can be located in space with a reasonable certainty. In other words, when 
apa-apa- is really Deictic. 

5.2.3.2.5.2.3.2. The demonstrative pronoun apa- and adverb apiya 

Thee locative adverb apiya appears also in Direct Speech denoting the location of the 
Addressee: : 

5.100 KUB 19.5 +: 24-27 (NH letter, Muwattalli, CTH 191), ed. Houwink ten Cate 1983-
84:39 9 
k[in]unazkank[in]unazkan GIM-an ""Gassus [ka anda] dras mKupanta-dL[AMMA-as ? m]a 
ANAANAmmAtpdAtpd [SPUR26

 [LVM^SARIPUT]!™*zua kuês SA dU[TU-S/] a-pi-ia 21 [nuzuar? 
asas arha t]arni 
Now,, after Gassus had arrived [here], Kupanta-K[urunta] wrote to Atpa: "[The 
SARlPUT]U-mQnSARlPUT]U-mQn of His Majesty that are there (with you) (apiya), release [them]! 

Inn the next example the referent of apun is clearly present (already discussed as ex. 3.9): 

5.111 KBo 19.44+ rev. 38-42 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 42), transl. Beekman 1996: 28 
mmMariiasMariias kuis êsta n?as kuedani uddanï BA.ÜS ÜL fSUHUR.LAL HMattat 
apdszazkanapdszazkan anda auszi ABI dUTU-$Izmazkan imma GISAB-drz arha auszi nt 
anan uastul I SB AT zikzuazkan a-pu-u-un anda kuuat austa n^as apedani 
uddanïuddanï ser BA.ÜS 
Whoo was Mariya, and for what reason did he die? Did not a lady's maid walk by? So 
hee makes eye contact (with her), while, of all people, the father of the His Majesty 
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lookss out the window , and catches him in the act: "You! why did you make eye 
contactt with her (apun)T' So for that reason he died. 

Obviouslyy the woman is near the Addressee. The same is probably true of the following Old 
Hittitee example where again zik 'you' and apas 'he' are combined. 

5.122 KBo 22.1: 16'-21'  (OS instruction, CTH 272) 
manman ABI tuliias halzai nuzsmas gullakkuuan sahzi natta l LUME NASI 

SIDITUKUNÜSIDITUKUNÜ kasattazua 19' LVMEÈNASl SIDITIÏKUNU dameskatteni 20' ta LUGAL-/ 
kardimiiattuskardimiiattus piskatteni § 

zikkzazuazikkzazua TUKUL a-pa-as-sa TUKUL 

Beekmann 1996: 28 different: "Did not a lady's maid walk by and he look at her? But the father of My Majesty 
himselff  looked out the window ...". 
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Whenn my father summons to the assembly, he will investigate your corrupt 
behaviourr , not your provision bearers: "Look, you (pi.) always oppress your 
provisionn bearers, and therefore always give the king fits of anger". § "Both you (sg.) 
andand he (apass=a) are workers!" 

Itt seems that the personnel is around when the king calls his assembly together. Could it be 
possiblee that each member of the assembly has his own staff at hand? In that case the 
demonstrativee apa- could refer to a servant in the vicinity of the Addressee. 

AA final collection of Situational apa-s in Direct Speech is found in the substitute ritual 
forr Tudhaliya III , edited by Taracha 2000. The interesting aspect of these occurrences is that 
apa-apa- is each time found in the vicinity of ka-. An example which is cited by both CHD S: 29 
andd Puhvel A: 90 is 

5.133 KUB 7.10 i 1-5 (MH/NS ritual, Tudhaliya III , CTH 448), ed. Kiimmel 1967: 129-130 
kasa<zua>kasa<zua> apêdani uddani pedi kits tarpallïës 3 karü arandari 4nucuazza 

ku-u-usku-u-us sikten a-pu-u-uszuazza namma lê sekteni... 
"See!!  On account of that matter these substitutes are already standing (here) in place. 
Takee note of these (kus) (i.e., the substitutes)! But don't take note of them (apus) 
(i.e.,, the king and queen) anymore!" ... 

Thee CHD o.c. translates "Take note of these (latter). But don't take note of those (earlier) 
oness anymore". The "latter ... the earlier" is very close to "the latter ... the former", which is 
aa common translation for contrastively used demonstratives in discourse (see 2.3.4.2.). The 
firstt problem with this translation is that apus does not refer within the direct speech. 

Thee second problem is that 'the latter ... the earlier' implies that both kus and apus are 
referringg to substitutes. That apa- refers to the king (and queen) instead is illustrated through 
thee parallel KUB 42.94 + HHT 80 rev. 10'-12' (Taracha 2000: 50-51): 10' kasa*ua apêdas 
kattankattan [k{arü küs)} n tarpallis ara[{nt)]ari  nuzuazza kü[(s sekten)] n' LUGAL-un? 
ma^ua^zama^ua^za lê [{namma s))ekteni "Look, in their place (apedas kattan) are already 
standingg these substitutes. Take note of these, but do [n]ot take note of the king anymore". 

Thee final problem with the translation of the CHD is that the deictic contrasts in the 
discoursee "the one ... the other, the former ... the latter" are not expressed by ka- ... apa-, as 
Latinn hie ... Me, but by ka- ... ka- (see 6.7.) or apa- ... apa- (7.2.4.1.). Whatever contrast 
theree is depends on the situation, not on the discourse. 

Thee next question is whether the use of apa- is triggered by the fact that some entity in 
thee surroundings is emphatically referred to because it is in Focus, thereby overruling an 
otherwisee used deictic demonstrative (ka- or asi), or whether apa- indeed denotes some kind 
off  distance or person based contrast besides Focus. If only the first option would be valid, 
thenn we would not find Focal ka- or asi for they would have been replaced by apa-. The fact 
thatt ka- and asi can occur as Focus or Unestablished Topic proves that apa- does not 
necessarilyy replace them but has a deictic value of its own in Direct Speech. 

Itt is impossible to decide at what distance the King and Queen stand from the Speaker, 
butt we know one thing. The King and Queen are somehow unfavorably looked upon by the 
deity.. They are considered as part of the cognitive space of the (angry) Addressee, and I 
believee that that is indicated by means of apa-. In contrast with this, the Speaker uses ka- to 
indicatee that the substitutes are part of his own cognitive domain. 

Thee translation follows CHD S p. 164b. 
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Theree is one example in my corpus where apa- in connection with a proposition might 
bee related to the Addressees, the oracle inquirers: 

5.144 KUB 22.70 obv. 36-38 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 62-63 
366 A WAT ™Palla?ia IQBI MUNUS.LUGAL̂ wtf IQBI ANA mPallazua kuit ammuk 

377 "  - " 

peskinunpeskinun nuzuarzatzza DINGIR-L/M sak mPallannzacuazkan EGIR-ÖTÏ iiahhut 
LÜ.MESS TAPPT mPallaztna punussuuen nu memir a-pu-u-unzua memian ÜL 
sekkueni sekkueni 
...,, and that she said about the case of Palla: "The queen said: 'whatever / have given 
too Palla, you, o god, must note it and you must go after Palla.' " We questioned the 
associatess of Palla. They said: "We do not know about that (apun) case (you just told 
uss about)." 

5.2.4.5.2.4. Linguistic Selfreference 

Expressionss referring to an entity containing that expression as 'In this dissertation I claim 
aree not attested for apa-. As explained in 3.1.4., linguistic selfreference is only expressed by 
ka-. ka-. 

5.2.5.. Summary and conclusions 

Thee strict application of the criterium of first mention has led to the observation that in first 
mentionn the demonstrative apa- referred to the Addressee and never to the Other. This 
changess when apa- is used anaphorically (see 4.2.2. for that discussion). The failure to 
distinguishh between Situational and Anaphoric reference in the past has led scholars to believe 
thatt apiya and apa- were simply the non-proximal demonstratives and that they could freely 
bee used to refer to both Addressee and Other. 

Nott surprisingly the situationally used apa- is only found in letters, treaties, 
instructionss and Direct Speech. All these genres have an active Addressee. 

Inn all examples the referents of apa- were in the center of attention before they were 
mentionedd in the Direct Speech (besides maybe ex. 5.14). The referents of apa- in ex. 5.11 
andd 5.13 are probably Established Topics. In ex. 5.11 because the fact that there is a relation 
betweenn Mariya and the woman is pragmatically clear. The king simply questions the type of 
relation.. Ex. 5.13 could be paraphrased as: 'but as for them, don't take note of them'. There is 
aa Topic switch, and apus is the Unestablished Topic. In ex. 5.12 apass=a was Expanding 
Focuss (see chapter 7). The locative adverb is never in the center of attention here, and never 
aa Topic. 

DeicticDeictic 1 Situational Use 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 
00 apa- apa-

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
apez,apez, apiya 

Tablee 5.1: The Deictic apa- matrix. 
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5.3.. The Recognitional Use of apa-

Usuallyy the distal demonstrative asi is used in order to introduce an element into the discourse 
thatt is Hearer old (see also 2.3.1.2. (general), 3.2 (Hittite), 4.3 (asi) and 6.3 (ka-)) for a 
discussionn of the recognitional use of demonstratives). In my corpus there is only one195 clear 
Recognitionall  apa-: 

5.155 KUB 15.1 Hi 7'-13'  (NS vow, Hattusili III , CTH 584), ed. De Roos 1984- 186 328-
3299 ' 

§§ 7 [\3-TUM MUNUS.LUGA]L INIM  dGuruasu?kan kuuapi [anda ] 8' 
[[ ddGu]ruasus?kanGu]ruasus?kan GIM-an SA Ü-7V  9' [AN]A MUNUS.LUGAL IQBI a-pu-u-unzua 
hü"hü" SA_—MUDIsKA INIM-aw Zl-za harti M' nusuarsas TI-anza 1 ME 
MU.KAM.#LAzMU.KAM.#LAz iazuasssi n pihhi MUNUS.LUGAL zmazza^kan SA Ü-77 kis an 
IKRUBIKRUB man^uaemu apënissuuan nasi l4 nuzua LUGAL MUDIzYA Tl-anza 
[Dreamm of the Quee]n: When the affair of Gurwasu" [ ], after [Gu]rwasu had 
saidd [to] the Queen in a dream: "As for that (apun) situation of your husband which 
hass your attention, he shall live and I will give him a 100 years", the Queen promised 
ass follows in a dream: "If you do like that, and the King, my husband shall live, 

Al ll  the requirements for the recognitional use are fulfilled. The demonstrative is adnominal, 
thee referent of the demonstrative phrase is not present at the deictic center, and the knowledge 
containedd in the phrase is private knowledge. Furthermore, the situation of the husband is 
mentionedd for the first time, and the demonstrative phrase is part of a relative clause. 

Thee difference with the distal demonstrative asi is that in this case apa- refers to the 
domainn of the Addressee, the Queen. The demonstrative asi is often connected with either 
someonee other than the Speaker and the Addressee, or it is used in a negative context. Here 
thee situation of the king is not in the sphere of interest of the speaker or someone else, but 
onlyy of the queen. Another indication of the connection with only the Addressee might be 
thatt the word 'husband' is used instead of 'king'. 

Anotherr example from outside my corpus is: 

5.166 KBo 3.34 ii 1-7 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 44-45 
11 mZidi LÜZABAR.DA B ësta ABI LUGAL ^^har^hardn ÏGESTlN-iO 2 ANA *Hista-

iiaraiiara  mMarattizia maniiahhis 3 LUGAL-/ SlG5-antan GESTlN-an hinkatta 
apëdasszaapëdassza 4 tamain GESTlN-an piier apassza uit LUGAL-/ tet 5 natta a-pu-u-un 
GESTm-_anGESTm-_an piier LUGAL-«£ kuin 6 austa apassza uit QATAMMA IQBI s^anzasta-

arhaarha pêhuter s?an ëssikir szas BA.ÜS 
Zidii  was a cup-bearer. The father of the king assigned a harhara-\ess&\ with wine to 
Histayaraa and Maratta. To the king he handed over good wine, but to them they gave 
otherr wine. One (of them) came and said to the king: "They have not given (me) that 
(apun)(apun) wine which the king has seen." And the other came and spoke likewise. 

Inn order to evoke the correct referent in the mind of the King ('you know, that wine which 
wass shown to you and which you promised us') the Speaker uses a demonstrative adnominal 
inn combination with a relative clause. The demonstrative apa- points at the fact that the wine 

Brokenn HKM 24 rev. 37 (MH/MS letter, CTH 199) § [ a-p\u-u-us [k]uius III URUf.HI.A.] could 
belongg here too. 
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onlyy belongs to the domain of the Addressee, the king. The Speakers themselves never saw 
thee wine again. 

196 6 

Recognitionall  apa- is possibly attested in 5.17 : 

5.177 KUB 14.4 iv 17-19 (NH indictment, Mursili II, CTH 70), ed. DeMartino 1998: 30, 38 
177 [MUNUS.LUGALs/m? l91 ANA dIsh]ara mvAstata kissan memiskit DINGIR-Lt/M a^ 
pa-a-atïuapa-a-atïua '8 [KÜ.BABBAR UBAlAstata ]WO ammuk har mi tueUua $A D1NG1R-LIM 
KÜ.BABBARR kuis harzi [nuzua apël É-S]U kuis sunniskit nuzua DINGIR-Lt/M 
apünapün ÜL epti 
[Thee queen] spoke as follows [to Ishjara of Astata: "O god, it is not / who keep that 
(apat)(apat) [silver of Astata]. The one who holds your silver, god, the one who fill s h[is 
ownn house] (with it), that one you, o god, do not take. ... 

Summarizing,, also the demonstrative apa- is used to refer to information that is Discourse 
Neww but Hearer Old. The difference with asi is that here apa- N denotes an entity connected 
withh the Addressee whereas asi N was disconnected from both Speaker and Addressee. 

Ass discussed in 4.3., Recognitionals are always in Sentence Focus: 

RecognitionalRecognitional Use 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 
—— — — 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
apa-apa- N 

Tablee 5.2: The Recognitional apa- matrix. 

5.4.. The Discourse Deictic Use of apa-

5.4.1.. Introduction 

Withh discourse deixis we leave the field of situational reference. Like anaphoric 
demonstratives,, discourse deictic demonstratives refer to a part of the discourse. But unlike 
anaphoricc demonstratives, a discourse deictic expression is not coreferential with a NP, but 
drawss the attention to the propositional content of a stretch of discourse. (Diessel 1999: lOOf. 
Forr more discussion see 2.3.5 and 2.3.6, 3.5.). Moreover, discourse deictic demonstratives 
oftenn provide a link between two discourse units (Diessel o.c. 102 ). In this section I 
describee the use of the adverb of manner apenissan, and forward and backward reference of 
apa-apa- (+ N). Anticipating the results somewhat, in contrast with discourse deictic ka- and asi, 

966 And maybe also in KBo 4.4 ii 56 (61 II) a-pu-u-unzmatuaztta LÜKÜR URlJHaiasan 57 dU BEU? YA karü 
paispais "The Stormgod, My Lord has already given that enemy, i.e. Hayasa, to you". 

Dee Martino o.c. 30 restores na-as. This is not possible because transtive verbs never take the nom. enclitic 
pronoun. . 

Dee Martino o.c. 30 reads -ma in the break. One can make sense of this clause if -Si/ is read instead, together 
withh the restoration proposed here. 

Diessell  uses 'proposition' instead of 'discourse unit'. 
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discoursee deictic apa- is often found in Focal environments. This is not totally unexpected in 
vieww of one of the major functions of Anaphoric apa-, denoting Focus (see part III) . 

5.4.2.. The adverb of manner apenissan 

Thee adverb of manner apenissan is not especially connected with the Addressee, just as kissan 
'inn this, the following way, thus' is not connected with the Speaker (see 6.4.) and enissan 'in 
thatt way, just mentioned' not with the Other (see 4.4.). The difference between the latter two 
iss that kissan refers forward and enissan backward. This leaves no place for apenissan as a 
thirdd term of equal semantics. And indeed, apenissan is different. Whereas kissan and 
enissanenissan simply introduce or close a piece of discourse, apenissan (QATAMMA) is used in a 
differentt context. It is therefore not in opposition with kissan as Kammenhuber assumed 
(HWW A 171). Almost every example of apenissan occurs in the construction mahhan ... 
apenissanapenissan 'just as ..., likewise', in a comparison with something that is described earlier (see 
Kammenhuberr I.e. for the different types of 'Vergleichssatze'), whereas kissan and enissan 
neverr do. 

II  wil l cite one example for each language phase. For more references see 
Kammenhuberr HW2 A 171 ff., and the examples in 3.5.2.2. 

5.188 KBo 6.2 + KBo 19.1 ii i 44-46 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 75-76 
§§ takku MAS.GAL enandan takku DARA.MAS annanuhhan takku UDU.KUR.RA 
ena[ndan\ena[ndan\ kuiski tdiezzi mahhanda $A GU4.APIN.LA tamzilas 46 kinzan[ma 
u]tu]t ??[tarl][tarl]  QA-TAM-MA § 
Iff  anyone steals a trained he-goat or a trained deer or a trained mountain goat, as 
(mahhanda)(mahhanda) the theft of a plow ox (is), likewise (QATAMMA) (is) the [c]a[se] of these 
[too]]  = their disposition is the same as of the theft of a plow ox. 

5.199 KBo 12.62 obv. 10'-12'  (MH/MS letter, CTH 209.14), ed. Hagenbuchner 1989: 120 
§§ [nu m]dhhan tuppi ühhun nu z za ammuk mahhan 11 kishat nu DINGIR.MES 
mmDudduminzpatDudduminzpat QADU DAMzSu lT

 [DUM]U.MESZ$U QA-TAM-MA harninkandu § 
[W]henn I looked at the tablet, just as (mahhan) I felt (lit . became), may the gods 
destroyy Duddumi with his wife (and) children in the same way (QATAMMA). 

5.200 KBo 5.4 obv. 24-26 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 67), ed. Friedrich 1926: 56-57 
§§ nammazza zik mTargassanallis tuel Zl-a[n t]uel É-KA tuelUa L^AMA.A.AT ^ 
kankan mahhan uskisi d\mJ-$I?ia?tta kuin ERIN.MES a[sand]ulin katta ddliianun 
266 "  " 

nzanzza^annzanzza^an kattan QA-TAM-MA uski 
Justt as (mahhan) you Targasnalli care for your soul, your house and your 'room 
mate',, take in the same way (QATAMMA) care of the garrison troops which I, My 
majesty,, have left with you. 

5.211 KUB 23.103 rev. 6'-7'  (lateNH letter, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 178), ed. Hagenbuchner 
1989:: 252 

nunu ENsKUNU BA.ÜS ammukzmazza ANA ENzKUNU mahhan SlG5-anza x[...] 
nuzzanuzza apëdanizia QA-TAM-MAzpat SlG5-anza man pahhastin 
Yourr (pi.) lord has died. Now, as (mahhan) I [was?] good for your lord, I am good 
exactlyy in that same way (QATAMMA) for him too. Protect him! 
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Inn a few cases the mahhan part is not present, but still the comparison with an earlier situation 
iss intended in the QATAMMA clause: 

5.222 KUB 14.1+ rev. 87-88 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1928: 38-39 
ABIABI dUTU-5lzma[zuazmu ÜL] kuuapikki uatarnahta KUR []RVAlasiia^ua ammel 
nuzuarzatnuzuarzat QA-TAM-MA da la 
'Thee father of My Majesty [njever ordered [me]: 'Alasiya (=Cyprus) is mine! Let it 
stayy like that/so (QATAMMA)V " 

Thesee examples show that apenissan can be used in Speaker context (ex. 5.21), Addressee 
contextt (ex. 5.20, 5.22) and Other context (5.18, 5.19). 

II  take apenissan as an adverbial marker of Expanding Focus. Regular Expanding 
Focuss is of the form (Dik 1997a: 334 (his ex. 49)): 

5.233 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples. 

SS corrects: He did not only buy APPLES, he also bought BANANAS. 

Wee can modify this to: 

5.244 S assumes that A might think: John bought apples in a happy mood. 
SS corrects: Just as he bought APPLES in a happy mood, he likewise bought BANANAS. 

Anticipatingg the forward reference of apat in 5.4.3.1., forward referring apenissan is only 
200 0 

attestedd in a few texts : 

5.255 KUB 14.11+ iii 26 (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 II) , ed. Lebrun 1980: 208, 213. 
kikkistarikikkistari QA-TAM-MA uasteskanzi 
(Soo it) happens like this (QATAMMA): People sin. 

Thee next example is unique because instead of apenissan we have apat mahhan: 

5.266 HK M  71 obv. 3-9 (MH/MS, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 254-255 
§§ kissanzmu kuit hatrdes BELU manzua ünnatti kat[t]an LÜ.MES 
URUGasgazuaURUGasgazua kiss[a]n memiskanzi manzua GA[L]  LÜ-ME%TJ§ 7 ünnai nuzua 

88 "*  9 " 

taksulauenitaksulaueni § nuzmu a-pa-a-at mahhan hatris[k]i[s]i  zik=za ÜL BELU 
Givenn that you wrote to me this way: *'My lord, would you drive down, the Gasga 
peoplee wil l speak thus: 'Would the Head of the Chariot fighters drive (down), (then) 
wee will make peace' ". 
Youu keep writing like that (apat). Art you not a lord? 

5.4.3.. The Discourse Deictic syntagms apat uttar, apas memias and apat 

5.4.3.1.5.4.3.1. The expression apa- (+N) referring forward 

Seee also NH KUB 14.11+ rev. 29 (prayer, CTH 378 II) ; LateNH KBo 4.14 iii 42, 47 (treaty, CTH 123). 
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Forwardd referring discourse deictic apa- is very rare and occurs mainly in a Tudhaliya IV oath 
(CTHH 255) and often in connection with the Addressee201: 

5.277 KUB 26.12+ ii 29-35 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 
1957:: 25 

nammanamma a-pa-a-at kuit êssatteni nu KUR.KUR.HI.A  30 BA[L d]apianda 1-êtta 
naiskittinnaiskittin 31 nu K[UR.KUR].HI.A  LÜKÜR dassanuskittin 32 KUR.KUR muHAJTI^ma 

 33 IA " 

maliskunuttinmaliskunuttin nu a-pa-a-at memiskatteni manzua^nnas nakkeszi nuzua^ 
kankan a-pé-e-da-ni EG\K-a[nd]a 35 tiiaueni mat kuis iiazi... 
Furthermore,, as for that (apat) what you do: You turned [a]ll defectiv[e] countries 
intoo one, you made the c[ountr]ies of the enemy powerful, while the countries of Hatti 
youu made weak, and you say that {apat): "If it becomes difficult for us, we will step 
behindd that one", (if) anyone does that, ... 

Butt in the same text we find an alternation between apat and ki in connection with a third 
personn (already discussed as ex. 3.65)202: 

5.288 KUB 26.12+ ii 2-9 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
24,, with emendations from Otten 1958: 389. 
§§ 2nasmazkan [...]*  nasma SES d[UTU-5/ $A MUNUS.LUGA]L h[assanza nasma] 4 

SES.MESS DUMU.MES MlJmsNA[PTA]R[T]l anda i[stamaszi] 5 nu ki^i memai EGIR-
anzua^muanzua^mu tï[ia]  apdszma a-pa-a-at memai EGlR-an?uazta 7 ÜL tiiami hantit 
ia^uazssiia^uazssi UL tiiami \ huhhupassza[zuazssP. Ü]L kishahari ... 
Orr (if ) [ ] or a brother of [My Majesty], offspring or] brothers [of the Quee]n, 
l[istens]]  to sons of con[cubine]s, (and) says this (ki): "Side with me", but he says this 
insteadd {apat): "I do not step behind you, and I do not step before him, and I [do no]t 
becomee evil [against him ?]" .... 

Thee pronoun apa- denotes Replacing Focus (see chapter 8), "not X, but Y instead!". 
Andd with a first person and Focus203: 

5.299 KUB 21.38 obv. 63'-65'  (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 220-221 
nunu ANA SESzYA kuin DUMU.MUNUS pehhi nu£ssi?[ka]n $A MUNUS.LUGAL anndn 
tissdntissdn M [DINGIR.MES QATAMMA] GAM hamankandu nu MUNUS LUGAL a-pdd-da-ia 
AQB1AQB1 SES.MESŜUNUcuazssi EGIR-anda 65 [tiianz]i  ... 
Ass for the daughter that I will give to my brother, may [the gods] grant her [the same] 
experiencee and the power to raise children [as] the Queen (lit . ... of the Queen in that 
samee way). And I, the Queen, said also/even that {apadda-ya): "Her brothers will 
[take]]  care of her". ... 

5.300 KUB 1.1+ iii 66-68 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 22-23 

2011 See also lateNH KUB 26.12+ i 13, 23 (oath, CTH 255.1), KUB 26.1 iii 19 (oath, CTH 255.2). 
2022 See also NH KUB 14.3 i 14 (CTH 181); lateNH KUB 23.1+ i 30 (treaty, CTH 105), KUB 26.1 iii 16 (oath, 
CTHCTH 255.2) 

2033 See also KUB 23.101 obv. ii 17 (lateNH letter, CTH 177.3). 
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[(kururüahhunzmacssi[(kururüahhunzmacssi G\M~an nu)] a-pa-a-\(at papratar ÜL DV-nun n^anc 
kankan ANA GISGIGIR uaggariianun nasmasanzkan SA É ) ] [{uaqqariianun ... 
Now,, when I became his enemy, I did not do this (apat) treacherous act, (that) I 
revoltedd against him on the chariot or (that) I revolted against him in the (Royal) 
House. . 

Summarizing,, like ka-, forward referring discourse deictic apa- can occur with all persons. 
Thee difference between the two is that apat I apa- N is Focal (more specific, in Argument 
Focus).. Therefore Summer's attractive solution for the alternation between apat and ki cannot 
bee maintained. Commenting on KUB 14.3 iii 63 (see below) he concluded: "Man kann und 
wirdd die in a-pa-a-at liegende "Ferndeixis" von der Psyche der Briefschreibers aus verstehen, 
wennn man sie vergegenwartigt, daB die folgenden Worte als weder von ihm noch an ihn 
geschriebenn zu denken sind, sondern von einem andern an einen Dritten gehen sollen" 
(Sommerr 1932: 164): 

5.311 KUB 14.3 iii 63-65 (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 181), ed. Sommer 1932: 14-15 
§§ nuzssi SES?YA a-pa-a-at \-an hatrdi man ÜL nu^ua sard tlia nuzua 
ININ A KUR Hatti arha it 
Myy brother, write him at least this (apat), if (he has) not (already done as written 
abovee (??)): "Get up and go forth to Hatti!, ... 

5,43.2.5,43.2. The expression apa- (+N) referring backward 

Inn the previous section I concluded that forward referring apa- is used in Argument Focus 
context.. The same question can be asked for backward reference. When the propositional 
contentt is salient and still referred to by apa-, it seems reasonable to assume that apa- is here 
Focall  too. The material to support this is presented in 5.4.3.2.1. 

Butt usually propositional contents are not salient. In that situation one may use apa-
NN (besides ka- N and asiN). This will be discussed in 5.4.3.2.2. 

5.4.3.2.1.5.4.3.2.1. Referring to salient entities 

Whenn a main clause is processed by the Addressee, the element that might be a further topic 
off  discourse is usually not the propositional content of the clause but one of the entities 
expressedd in the Subject or the Object. There are however exceptions. Conditional clauses 
makee their propositional content salient for further discourse besides simply introducing some 
firstt order entity. This means that if the content of the clause subsequently is referred to, the 
continuityy procedure may be used. In the apodosis of a conditional clause we therefore expect 
too find anaphoric pronouns, not only for first order but also for higher order entities. In case of 
apa-apa- we always have Argument Focus (usually Expanding Focus, see Chapter 7). With the 
Focall  pronoun 

Ottenn I.e. differently, followed by CHD P: 104 "... tat ich jenes nicht <im Sinne> eines Vergehens", with 
backwardd reference of the pronoun apa-, whereas I take apat papratar together in forward reference. 
355 See also NH KBo 5.4 obv. 23', 27', 33', rev. 23', 32', 42', 49', 54' (treaty, CTH 67), KUB 6.41 iv 14, KUB 
19.544 i 6 (treaty, CTH 68), KUB 21.2+ iii 55, 72 (CTH 76); lateNH KBo 4.10+ rev. 17 (CTH 106), KUB 
26.12+iii  10 (oath, CTH 255.1). 
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5.322 KUB 6.41 iv 6-7 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 68), ed. Friedrich 1926: 132-133 
[(man)]?kan[(man)]?kan ERIN.MES ^ma ANSE.KUR.RA.MES uarri lammar ÜL a[rn(utti)}  7 

[(nu[(nu a kan)] kdsma a-pa-a-at-ta-ia NES DTNGIR-LIM sarratti 
Butt if you do not bring troops and horses warri lammar, you hereby break the oath of 
thee gods also for that reason (apatta-ya). 

Likee conditional clauses also the propositional content of a kuit clause may be considered 
salientt : 

5.333 KUB 1.1 iii 59-61 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 22-23 
[C[CRURUHak)]pissanzm[(a?mu?)]kanHak)]pissanzm[(a?mu?)]kan ISTU INIM DINGIR-L/M  60 arha ÜL das ANA dU 

NeriqqazzaNeriqqazza kuit SANG A e sun [(n z an z mu ? kan a-pé-e-ez-za)] arha ÜL das 
Hakpissaa on the other hand he did not take away from me on divine command. 
Becausee I was priest of the Stormgod of Nerik, because of that (apezza) he did not 
takee it (the city) away from me" 

Nott only the pronoun apa- may be used to refer to salient discourse propositions in Focus, 
alsoo apa- memiya-luttar is attested. The difference between apatlapez and apa- memiya-
luttarluttar is not clear to me207: 

5.344 Bo 86/299 iii 3-8 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 20-21 
zilatiuazkanzilatiuazkan 4 LVGAL-U7TA SA KUR ÜRÜdU-tassa ANA NUMUN mNIR.GAL lê kuiski 

arhaarha dai nu a-pa-a-at kuiski nazi naat damëdani uarualani $A mNIR.GAL pai 
ANAANA NUMUN mdLAMMAzma?atz kan arha dai nu kuis a-pu-u-un memian 8 

iiazi iiazi 
Inn the future let noone take away the kingship of Tarhuntassa from the offspring of 

Muwatalli.. (If ) someone still does that (apat), (that is,) he gives it to some other 
relativee of Muwatalli and takes it away from the offspring of Kurunta, anyone who 
doess that (apun) deed, (may the gods destroy him ...) 

5.43.2.2.5.43.2.2. Referring to non-salient entities 

Inn this section I present the expression apa- + N referring to discourse propositions not in the 
centerr of attention. I consider referents as not in the center of attention if it does not fall into 
thee classes described above. 

Untill  now all discourse deictic apa-s appeared in Focal contexts, irrespective of 
Speaker,, Addressee or Other. In order to investigate whether non-Focal apa- is connected 
withh the Addressee or not we first need to distinguish between Focal and non-Focal apa- N. 
Thee method used here is quite provisional since the Hittite Focus structure is not completely 
understood,, but there are some certain criteria which can be derived from part III . All apa- + 
NN expressions with one of the Focus markers -ya (chapter 1) and -pat (chapter 8) and the 

ww Also see KUB 16.32 ii 18, 23 (lateNH oracle, CTH 569). 
07 7 

Salientt Focal apa- memiya-luttar is also attested in MH KBo 5.3+ iv 32 (treaty, CTH 42); NH KBo 3.3+ ii 
288 (edict, CTH 63), KBo 5.4 rev. 15 (treaty, CTH 67), KBo 4.3 iv 18 (treaty, CTH 68), KUB 21.1+ iii 59 
(treaty,, CTH 76); lateNH Bo 86/299 ii 89 (treaty, CTH 106.1), KUB 26.12+ i 10 (oath, CTH 255.1), KUB 
26.11 i 23, ii 53, iv 51 (oath, CTH 255.2). 
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Unexpectednesss marker -ma (chapter 9) can be safely ignored here. In chapter 8 I also 
describee apa- in preverbal position indicating Replacing Focus ('not X, but Y'). 

5.4.3.2.2.1.5.4.3.2.2.1. Non-saliency and Focus 

Thee description of the Focus structure of Hittite in relation with apa- in part III does not cover 
everyy Focus expression. In order to find some others here I use the following rather subjective 
method.. Each time I will try to decide whether apa- N corresponds to English 'that N' with 
accentt on the demonstrative and 'that N' with accent on the substantive. The idea behind this 
iss that the expression 'that N' implies that the referent of the substantive is somehow 
presupposed,, whereas in 'that N' the referent of the substantive is asserted, presented as new. 
Besidess that, accented that carries a notion of contrast or limitation. It must be clear from the 
contextt that there are other options possible. Thus, I take 'that N' as a Focus expression, and 
'thatt N' not. See for example for 'that N' as Focus expression: 

5.355 KBo 19.44+ rev. 26-27 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 42) 
dannadanna z ma z an z za lê ilaliïasi ÜLzat ara apê\(zskan)] uddanaz ar ha 

akkiskanzi akkiskanzi 
(Iff  at some time a sister ... of your wife comes to visit you, give her to eat and to 
drink.. Eat, drink and have fun (pi.),) but do not desire to take her. That (lit . it) is not 
right!!  Because of that {apez) behavior people die. 

Thee initial position of apez already requires accentuation. But besides that, this rule of 
conductt states that desiring your sister-in-law sexually is exactly that kind of behavior that 
getss you killed. But being a good host does not. 

5.366 HKM  43 obv. l ' -7' (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 194-195. 
11 n[sast]a mTarul[ie]s-x[ ]  2 tuzzin mZilapiiass?a 3 ÉRIN.MES GIBIL mahhan 
sardsard uuater KUR-ia^kan kuies anda URU.DIDLI.HI.A arnumanzi tarantes § 

"7 ''  8' 

nunu apüs URU.DIDLI.HI.A karü arnuir nzasta a-pa-a-at uttar karü asnuir n? 
astaasta man tuzzin syard\ uuater nu [...] § 
Howw could Taruli (?) have brought up the army and Zilapiya the new troops? The 
citiess in the country that (were) promised to be displaced, those cities they have 
alreadyy displaced. They already have taken care of that (apat) business. If they have 
broughtt up the army, then [ ] 

Thee two men mentioned in obv. 1 '-2' have performed one of the tasks they promised to do: 
'that'that they already did' in contrast with the other task which could not yet be performed. 

2088 See also MH KBo 32.14 ii 23, 39, iii 6 (wisdom text), KBo 19.44+ rev. 2, 6 (treaty, CTH 42); NH KUB 14.4 
ii ii  17 (indictment, CTH 70), KUB 21.38 obv. 2 (letter, CTH 176); lateNH KUB 50.6+ iii 43 (oracle CTH 
569).. An unclear example of apat with -ma probably referring to the prepositional content of the previous 
brokenbroken context is KUB 14.4 ii 5'-6' (CTH 70). For a discussion of the different proposals concerning these 
liness see De Martino 1998: 41-43. I do not further discuss this example because the referent of apat cannot be 
establishedd with certainty. It could for example refer to the story told in the lost part of the tablet, or everything. 

Alpp I.e. differently: "Dann als Taruli (?) [ ] das Heer und Zilapiya [ ] die neuen Truppen heraufbrachten, 
welcheStadtee ...' etc. 
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5.4.3.2.2.2.5.4.3.2.2.2. No saliency and no Focus 

II  could not subsume the apa- + N expressions in the following examples under Focus, which 
meanss that there were no other entities that could compete with apa- N. What they all have in 
commonn is that the referent of the expression is somehow related to the Addressee210. 

5.377 HKM  7 obv. 3-15 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 128-131 
§§ kissanzmazmu kuit hatraes 4 kasatua LUWESsapasallës [ ] 5 piienun nuzua 
pairpair V^Taggastlan] 6 XiR]JUkuduip[u]nann^a sapasiiaua[n2U dair]1 nuzuarsat 
lattariiantiaslattariiantias [o]-x 8 ID-szazua212 katta huittiian harzi § 9 nuzssan a-pé-e-\d]a-
nini uddani ueranzazpat ës nu LUMESsapasalliu[s]  ' l peieia nu SlG5-in 
sapasiiandusapasiiandu nu x-[o]  l kasmaztta karüzia n kuit hatranun dUTU^[/ ] '4 a-pé-e-
da-nida-ni KASKAL-i / EG[l]K-an 15 arha hu[i\tt[iiatte]n 
Ass for the fact that you wrote as follows: "I have just sent the scouts [...]. So they 
havee [begun] scouting the cities Taggasta and Ukuduipuna. They (= the population of 
thee cities?) [are at the harvest (?)] of the lattariyant-wheai. The river has withdrawn." 
§§ Be called upon as before in this (apat) matter (of yours): Send out scouts, let them 
scoutt well. [...]. Look, as for what I, My Majesty, already wrote to you: you must 
followw that (apedani) road (of yours) completely. 

Thee matter of the cities is the responsibility of the Addressee and it stays so for a while 
becausee the king tells him to continue his original actions without interfering himself. 

Thee second apa- in apedani KASKAL-s/ is a first mention of the road and also probably 
connectedd with the Addressees. 

Inn the next example 'that matter' refers to the appearance of the deity Lelwani in a 
dream.. Lelwani is the Addressee of this prayer and because the princess did not perform a 
rituall  the deity has made her ill : 

5.388 KBo 4.6 obv. 2F-26'  (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1981: 14-15 
§§ INA Samüha kuuapi tuk éLeluanin {Gassuliiauiias 22 tuël GEME-TU4 V-az 
austaausta nu tuk ANA DINGIR-L/M apëdas UD.KAMÖU-atf  2V fGassulauias tuël GEME-
TVTV44 SISKUR ÜL kuitki pesta [k]inuna kdsa {Gassuliiauias tuël GEME-TU4 

istarkiatistarkiat [n]?an GlG-anza tamastat nammazssi a-pa-a-at uttar 26 [n]akkiiahtat 
Att the time Gassuliyawiya, your servant, (while being) in Samuha, saw you, Lelwani 
inn a dream, Gassulawiya did not perform for you, o god, any ritual at all in those days. 
Butt now Gassuliyawia, your servant, has fallen ill , and illness has kept her down. So 
thenn that (apat) matter (concerning you) came to haunt her. 

5.4.4.. Summary and conclusion 

Alsoo MH HKM 10 obv. 13, HKM 54 obv. 5 (letters, CTH 199); NH KBo 5.4 obv. 30 (treaty, CTH 67), KUB 
6.411 iv 14 (treaty, CTH 68), KUB 21.1+ iii 20 (treaty, CTH 76). 

2111 Restoration follows CHD S: 205a. 

Alpp o.c. 130 translitterates a-pa-sa-ua "Auch jener (Feind)?". The sign PA in the handcopy looks more like 
MA,, but could also be ENGUR (HZL 216) in view of the surface damage, thus leading to A.ENGUR = ID 
"river". . 
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Inn 5.4.2 it was described how the adverb of manner apenissan 'likewise' was basically used in 
thee comparative structuremahhan ... apenissan 'just as ... likewise'. This construction was 
relatedd to Expanding Focus: 'just as X, likewise Y' ~ 'X occurs in a certain way, also Y 
occurss in a certain way'. As a Focus adverb, apenissan was not limited to the cognitive 
domainn of the Addressee but could also be used for the Speaker or the Other, often in 
backwardd reference and rarely in forward reference. The same was concluded for forward 
referringg apa- (+ N). 

Thee results for backward referring apa- (+ N) were twofold. When the propositional 
contentt was salient, the phrase apa- (+ N) was each time Focal, irrespective of cognitive 
domain.. The non-salient remainder consisted of two groups: the Focal apa- + N group and a 
veryy small number of non-Focal apa- + N. In the latter group apa- + N cooccurred with the 
Addressee.. This fits the overall picture of the Addressee oriented semantics of apa- as 
describedd in the Situational and Recognitional sections. However, it is still possible that the 
exampless which I could not explain by means of Focus are just that. In that case Discourse 
Deicticc apa- is simply the Focal counterpart of ka- (+ N) and asi (+ N). 

DiscourseDiscourse Deictic Use 
Continuityy procedure (in-node) 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 
—— — apat 

apa-apa- N 
apenissan apenissan 

Centeringg procedure (across-node) 

Focus s 
apat apat 

apa-apa- N 
apenissan apenissan 

Tablee 5.3: The Discourse deictic apa- matrix. 

5.5.. The Tracking (= Anaphoric) Use of apa- with noun 

5.5.1.. Introduction 

Thee tracking use of demonstratives is discussed in 2.3.3.4., 2.3.4. (both general discussions), 
3.3.4.,, 3.4. (overview of Hittite) and 4.5. (the distall  demonstrative asi). 

Thee use of backward referring apa- N must be compared with backward referring ka-
andd asi. Only then the true nature of each backward referring demonstrative can be 
appreciatedd (see chapter 3.3.4. and 3.4.). Argument-Focal Tracking apa- N will be discussed 
inn Chapters 7, 8 and 9.213 

Thee following enumeration contains all Focal apa- N-s in my corpus. For Restricting Focus we have: MH 
IBoTT 1.36 iii 28 (instruction, CTH 262), KUB 24.4 rev. 13 (prayer, 376C); NH KBo 11.1 obv. 6, 7 (prayer, 
CTHCTH 382). 
ExpandingExpanding Focus: NH KBo 3.4+ i 9 (annals, CTH 61 I), KUB 1.1+ iii 57-58 (egodocument, CTH 81), KUB 
31.1211 ii 18' (prayer, CTH 379), KUB 48.100+ rev. 8 (egodocument, CTH 486). 
ReplacingReplacing Focus: MH KUB 23.77+ rev. 54' (treaty, CTH 138), KBo 15.10+ i 17, 18 (ritual, CTH 443); NH 
KUBB 19.49 i 64, iii 16, 18 (treaty, CTH 69). 
Whatt N ... that N: MH KUB 19.26 i 7' (or NH? treaty, CTH 44), KUB 23.72+ obv. 47 (treaty, CTH 146), 
HKMM 18 obv. 26, HKM 43 obv. 6' (letters, CTH 199); NH KBo 5.4 rev. 43 (treaty, CTH 67), KUB 6.41: 19 
(treaty,, CTH 68), KUB 21.1+ iii 46 (treaty, CTH 76), KUB 1.1 iv 63 (egodocument, CTH 81), 31.121 ii 22' 
(prayer,, CTH 379). 
Somee N ... that N: MH KBo 19.44+ rev. 3, 9, 10 (treaty, CTH 42), KBo 5.3 + i 29 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42), 
KUBB 23.77+ rev. 60' (treaty, CTH 138), KUB 14.1 obv. 24 (indictment, CTH 147); NH KBo 3.3+ iii 17' (edict, 
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Thee hypothesis is that non-Focal apa- N is each time explicitly connected with the 
Addressee(s).. In the next sections it will be tested whether this hypothesis is falsified or not. 

5.5.2.. The centering procedure 

Majorr discourse discontinuities diminish the saliency of discourse entities. These 
discontinuitiess are caused by episodic changes, shifts in location, intervention by Reported 
Speech,, and textual unit boundaries. In order to restore the saliency of a discourse entity 
lexicall  nounphrases are used, including the ones with a demonstrative determiner. The 
clearestt indicators of discourse continuity in Hittite are reference across a paragraph line 
(5.5.2.1),, the switch from Direct Speech to Narration (5.5.2.2.), the switch from modifier to 
argumentt (5.5.2.3.) and a rest group (5.5.2.4.). 

5.5.2.1.5.5.2.1. Reference across a paragraph line 

Thee next example was explicitly noted by Friedrich as an example of Du-Deixis (1991: 134, § 
251),, but rejected by Kammenhuber HW2 A: 141b. The contrast with kez however reminds 
uss of ex. 5.1 (kezza ... apezza "from here (from me) ... from there (from you)"). As with the 
categoryy of discourse deixis, Addressee oriented Tracking apa- occurs in treaties, letters and 
instructions.. Instead of explaining each time why I assume that apa- is Addressee oriented, I 
wil ll  present some additional information in parentheses in the translations. 2M 

5.399 KUB 21.1 iii 4-9, with duplicate KBo 12.36 (NH treaty, Muwattalli II, CTH 76) ed 
Friedrichh 1930: 66-69 
manman *\JTU-$I a-pé-ez215 KUR- e a\(z)f6 5 [ (nassu ^^K)]arkisaz vmLuqqdz 

nas[(manas[(ma URUWarsüallaz)a] 6 [(lahhiiam)]i nu^mu ziqqza QADU ÉRIN.MES 
ANSE.KUR.[(RA.MES)]]  7 [(kattan lahh))iiasi nasma man BELU kuinki \(k)e(-e-ez-
za}]za}] [(KUR-az)] lahhiiauuanzi uiiami nu ap[(ëdani?ia)] 9 [(kattan lah)]]heskisi 
Iff  I, My Majesty, undertake a campaign from that (apez) country (of yours), or from 
Karkisa,, Luqqa or Warsiyalla, then you too with troops and horses shall fight together 
withh me. Or if I send some lord from tins {kezza) country (of mine) to campaign, then 
alsoo together with him you shall fight. 

5.400 KUB 13.20 i 16-17, 26-27 (MH/NS instruction, Tudhaliya II , CTH 259), ed. Alp 
1947:390-393,405-407. . 
§§ man "KJTU-Sl^ma lahhi ukila ÜL pdimi nu tuzziia kuin DUMU.LUGAL nasma 

177 rt 

BE[LBE[L GAL] uatarnahmi nu tuzzin lahhi apds pëhutezzi... § ... § 26 man?kan & 

CTHH 63), KBo 5.13 ii 33, KUB 6.41 iii 61, iii 25 (treaty, CTH 68), KUB 21.1+ ii 64 (treaty, CTH 76), KBo 
11.11 obv. 38 (prayer, CTH 382). 
Otherwisee contrasted with something in the text: NH KUB 19.11 iv 33 (annals, CTH 40). 

2144 See also MH HKM 24 rev. 48, rev. 53 (letter, CTH 199), HKM 27 obv. 8 (letter, CTH 199), discussed in 
chapterr 3, ex. 3.43; KBo 5.3 + ii 54 (treaty, CTH 42); NH KUB 14.14 + rev. 23' (prayer, CTH 378 II) , 
discussedd in chapter 3, ex. 3.40. 

Writtenn a-pé-ma. 

2166 Duplicate KBo 12.36+ ii 24', 29': a-pé-ez-za KVR-eza. 
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pa-a-as-mapa-a-as-ma DUMU.LUGAL nasma BELUM tuzziia peran idalu uttar pëhute[zzi] 21 

nzastanzasta dUTU-£/ zammuraizzi sumasstan êpten nzan MAHAR dUTU-S/ uuatetten 
Butt if I, My Majesty, do not go on campaign myself: the prince or [high] lord that I 
orderr to the army, he (instead) shall lead the army. ... § ... § But if that prince or lord 
(ass your commander) parades bad words for the army and offends My Majesty, then 
youyou must seize him and lead him before My Majesty. 

AA Focal interpretation would mean 'that prince', implying that other princes should be left in 
peacee when offending the king. 

5.411 HKM  5 lower edge 3-14 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 
126-127 7 
§§ 3 [$]A vRÜGasipüra kuit 4 GUD.HI.A datt[a] man^san 5 $A mE[N-t]arauua 
maniiahhiiamaniiahhiia ishuuaitta 
§§ kinunazkan $A mEN-tarauua 8 maniiahhiiaz ERIN.MES annallin 9 ÉRIN.MES 
uarraisauarraisa lê n[i]niksi nu^ssan a-pu-u-un GUD.HI.A EGlR-an êpdu nzas? 
kankan KIN-az lë samêzzi § 
Ass for the fact that you have taken the oxen from Gasipura: you shall disperse them 
(lit .. it) to the administrative unit of Ishatarauwa. 

Youu shall not mobilize veterans and auxiliary troops now from the unit of mr. 
Ishatarauwa.. He must take back those (apun) oxen (which are your responsibility). 
Hee must not refrain from work. 

AA Focal interpretation would mean 'that oxen', implying that there are other oxen to choose 
fromm which Ishatarauwa might take back. 

5.5.2.2.5.5.2.2. From Direct Speech to Narration 

Anotherr major discourse boundary is the transition from Direct Speech to Narration217: 

5.422 HKM  6 obv. 3-10 (MH/MS Letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 126-129 
§§ kissanzmu kuit hatrdes kasazua LUKÜR uit nuzuazza Haparan inissan 

tamastatamasta Kasipuranzmazuazkan kêz tamasta apassma zuazkan 
istarnaistarna arha uit namma^wa<r t>as kuuapi pait nuzuarzas UL IDI 

I II ' t " ? I I 1 A 

§§ nu a-pa-a-as I^KÜR aluanzahhanza imma êsta man ÜL sakta«s» 
Concerningg that you have written to me like this: "The enemy has just arrived. He 
besiegedd the city Hapara in that way, but Kasipura he besieged from this side. He 
(then),, surprisingly , came right through. Where he went next, I have no idea." 
Wass that (apas) enemy (under your responsibility) perhaps bewitched, that you did 
nott know about him? 

2177 See also MH HKM 36 obv. 7 (letter, CTH 199), treated in Chapter 3 as ex. 3.47; HKM 54 obv. 26 (letter, 
CTHH 199), treated in Chapter 3 as ex. 3.69. 

Thee sign -ma is not present in Alp's transliteration, but drawn in his hand copy. 

Seee Chapter 9 for -al-ma and apa- indicating surprise. 
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5.5.2.3.5.5.2.3. From modifier to argument 

Inn 2.3.4.3. I mentioned that modifiers, including genitives are not salient, see ex. 2.65, 
repeatedd here (see Cornish ox. 162 ff. for discussion and references): 

5.433 [Personal letter to Cornish, 1989] 
Couldd you send me your Journal of Semantics article? We don't have that in our 
libraryy [the writer is referring here to the University of Bradford library] 

AA similar situation is encountered in the next letter: 

5.444 HK M  21 obv. 8-13 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 152-153 
§§ \S]A LJJKÜRziazmu kuit uttar [h]atra<es> fnuzza^220 a-pé-e-da-ni I0 [p]ANI 
——KÜRKÜR mekki \p]ahhassanuuanza ës [k]asazza kuitman n ... arha 
a[r]iiamia[r]iiami  § 
Andd what you [w]rote to me about the case [o]f the enemy, be very [a]lert toward that 
(apedani)(apedani) enemy until I have finished the oracle inquiry (about it) [...] 

Theree are however other clauses of the same type in which only L%ÜR is expressed (HKM 1 
rev.. 11-13, HKM 6 rev. 15-16, rev. 24-left edge 1, HKM 8 rev. 18-19, HKM 22 obv. 6-7, 
HKMM 30 obv. 5-6). The difference with the expression with apa- is that the others are either 
neutrall  in regard to speech-participant or clearly not only a matter for the Addressee but also 
forr the king. In ex. 5.44 the king orders the Addressee to be alert toward the enemy until he 
knowss what to do himself. The king cannot yet undertake any action before the oracle has 
spoken,, and therefore the enemy is for the moment only the responsibility of the Addressee. 
Comparee this with the next example: 

5.455 HKM  1 obv. 4-13 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 121-122 
§44 SA LÜKÜR^[w]w [k]uit  5 uttar hatra[e]s 6 LÜKÜR ?ua v[R{3Gasas]an 7 harzix 
§§ 8 nuzkan kasma 9 ANSE.KUR.RA.HI.A  I0 para nehhun " nuzza PANI LUKUR 12 

mekkimekki pahhas[a]nuanza I3 £?§§ 
Whatt you wrote to me about the case of the enemy: "The enemy holds [Gasas]a ... § I 
havee just send out the cavalry. Be very alert toward the enemy. 

Thiss time the king already has taken some actions, so th enemy is not the responsibility of the 
Addresseee alone. The same is true of HKM 8 where the king has given some advise and HKM 
222 where the king has sent some troops. HKM 30 is neutral, there are no other statements 
connectedd with our phrase. 

5.5.2.4.5.5.2.4. Other contexts 

Finallyy there are some attestations that fall outside the other categories, all from CTH 63. This 
treatyy is remarkable given the clustering of apa- NAMRA.MES "those deportees" (KBo 3.3+ iii 
4',, 6', 8', 12', 20', 25'). 

Alpp o.c. 152 reads [h]atrae[s] apëdani ... With this reading the reflexive particle -za is lacking which is 
generallyy present in this type of clause (see for example HKM 6 rev. 15) and in 2nd person nominal clauses in 
general.. I therefore propose [h]atrd<es> ^nuzza} apêdani.... 
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5.466 KBo 3.3+ iii 3'-5' (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 63), ed. Kiengel 1963: 37 
nunu kün memiian kuuat iiatten QATAMMA nucssi^kan a-pu-u-us 5 NAM.RA.ME S 
ANAANA mDuppi-dU ar ha daskitteni 
Whyy have you (pi.) done this (following) deed like this {QATAMMA)! You keep taking 
thosee (apus) deportees away from him, from Duppi-Tessup. 

Thiss group of apa-s seems to contradict what I have said about the Addressee orientation of 
apa-apa- since apa- is clearly not connected with the 'you' but with Duppi-Tessub. However, 
Duppi-Tessubb is also one of the Addressees of this treaty. If one compares this with ex. 5.12 
wee see a Situational apa- referring to some person in relation to the Addressee 'you'. Just as 
inn ex. 5.12 the apa- person is maybe not directly addressed, but still a member of the larger 
groupp of Addressees. 

5.5.3.. The continuity procedure 

II  already listed the Focal apa-'s which needed to be excluded from the discussion in order to 
findd out to what cognitive domain apa- belonged. There are very few examples of apa- N 
referringg to salient entities which were not listed there but which still are Focal. These few 
casess are not only Focal but also Addressee oriented. A remarkable fact about these examples 
iss that apa- is postposed to its substantive (see also Chapter 8.5.5.).221 

5.477 KUB 21.38 rev. 11-12 (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 222-223. 
ANAANA SESzYA kuis Zl[-ni  $ ï\umpastis ammukzmazan ANA SESzYA UL namma 
iiamiiiami  [m]dn ÜL kuit IDI  nu ANA SESzYA < lum\pastï\n a-pu-u-un D\J-mi 
Ass for the annoyance [to the] soul of my brother, / shall not inflict it anymore upon my 
brother.. If I don't know anything, I wil l inflict that (apun) annoyance upon my 
brother. . 

Thee annoyance was already inflicted upon the Addressee, the pharao, and therefore apa- can 
indicatee Addressee orientation besides Focus. The next example is similar: 

5.488 KBo 11.1 obv. 14 (NH prayer, Muwattalli II , CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 106, 115. 
§§ ! 4 man zkan dU DING1R-LUM KUR-77 kuiski TUKU.TUKU-nut kinuna 
dA.NUN.NA.KI 44

 dU-an ANA DINGIR-L/ M  a-pé-e-da-n\i mena]hhanda taksulandu 
Iff  some god of the country has angered the Stormgod, (then) let now the netherworld 
deitiess reconcile the Stormgod with that (apedani) god.' 

Heree the Addressee, the Stormgod is already angry because of some other deity, which is 
thereforee in his cognitive domain. 

5.5.4.. Summary and conclusion 

Accordingg to Kammenhuber 1975: 133b postposed adjectival apa- occurs in "emphatischer Sprache". The 
problemm with this formulation is that also preposed apa- is usually 'emphatic' as we have seen. 
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Al ll  attestations of non-Argument Focal apa- N were connected with the Addressee. Most of 
thesee apa- N referred across node, and were therefore not salient. The apa-Ns in Argument 
Focuss on the other hand occur always inside a discourse unit and are therefore salient. Besides 
thesee two groups there is possibly a third one which combines the two: Addressee orientation 
andd Focality. Where this was noticed, apa- occurred postposed to its substantive. 

AnaphoricAnaphoric Use 
Continuityy procedure (in node) 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 
—— — apa- N 

NN apa-

Centeringg procedure (across node) 

Focus s 
apa-apa- N 

Tablee 5.4: The Anaphoric apa- matrix. 

5.66 Conclusions 

Basedd on the material of the four sections on Situational Use, Recognitional Use, possibly 
Discoursee Deictic Use, and Tracking Use it can be concluded that non-Argument Focal apa-
iss the Medial demonstrative, belonging to the domain of the Addressee. This is at least 
certainn in Middle Hittite times, but there is also some evidence for Addressee orientation in 
Oldd Hittite. The latter evidence strenghtens the case for Distal or Other oriented asi in Old 
Hittite. . 

Tablee 5.5. combines all previous tables (in the NPs the accented elements are 
underlined). . 

geographical geographical 
parameter parameter 
Situational l 

Recognitional l 

Discoursee Deictic 
inn node 

across-node e 

Tracking g 
inn node 
acrosss node 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 

0 0 

U-Topic c 

apa-apa-

A-Focus s 

apa-apa-

apat,apat, apa- N 
apenissan apenissan 

apa-apa- N, N apa-

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

— — 

Focus s 

apez,apez, apiya 

apa-apa- N 

apat,apat, apa- N 
apenissan apenissan 

apa-apa- N 

Tablee 5.5: The apa- matrix. 
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6.. The proximal demonstrative ka-

6.1.. Status Quaestionis 

6.1.1.. Former views on the proximal demonstrative ka-

ïnïn contrast to the morphology and etymology of ka- 'this', the different uses of this proximal 

demonstrativee have never been the subject of extensive study, probably because its meaning 
222 2 

hass been clear from the beginning (Hrozny 1917) . Remarks on the use of ka- hardly ever 
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exceededd references to the Latin deictic system. Usually the demonstrative ka- is seen as 
thee functional opposite of apa-, but as I have shown in chapter 3, 4 and 5, the Hittite 
productivee demonstrative system consists of at least three terms: proximal ka-, medial apa-
(seee chapter 5) and distal asi (see chapter 4). The existence of an additional term for remote 
deixiss raised the question whether Hittite had a distance-based or person-based system (with 
twoo terms this is impossible to decide). I concluded that the medial term apa- indicated 
positionn near the Addressee, wherever that Addressee was located in relation to the Speaker. 
Thee person orientation of ka- and apa- was also noted by Friedrich 1960 and Puhvel 1984ff. 
(forr more discussion see 3.1.3. and 5.1.2.). 

Mostt information on the use of ka- is to be gained from Friedrich 1960: 134. Aside 
fromm the comparison with Latin, Friedrich made three observations: 

1.1. ka- refers forward, apa-, eni- and asi refer backward (o.c. 134, §§ 249, 250, 251). He 
didd not state this literally but the reader has to infer it from § 249-251, of which § 251 
iss conclusive: "Mi t dieser Verteilung der beiden Gruppen auf Vor- und Rückdeutung 

2.. At the same time ka- can also refer to the first person (Ich-Deixis) and apa- to the 
secondd and third person (Du-Deixis and Jener-Deixis) (§ 251, see also Friedrich 1930: 
94f.,, 14If.). Thus, the combination ka- N ... apa- N means something like 'my N ... 
yourr N'. Similarly, ka means 'here with me' and apiya 'there with you' or 'there with 
him'. . 

3.. As a result of this orientation on person it is even possible that ka- and kissan refer 
backwardss in connection with first person. From Friedrich 1930: 141 I quote: 

Hroznyy 1917: 140 ("dieser", selten "jener". The latter translation is not supported by the Hittite material), 
Forrerr 1922: 207-208 ("dieser da", still mistakenly assuming the existence of tas, "dieser hier"), Pedersen 
1938:: 48 ("dieser"), id. Kammenhuber 1969: 213, 310 etc. etc. 

ka-ka- = 'hie*  versus apa- = 'is' (Benveniste 1953: 255); ka- - 'dieser, hie', apa- = 'jener, der, is' (Friedrich HE: 
66),, and ka- = 'hie', apa- = ' is', eni- = 'ille', asi- = 'iste' (o.c. 134); ka- - 'dieser, hie', apa- - *jener, er, der 
betreffende;; is' (Tischler 1977f.: 39, 456); kalki- = 'hie', aba- = 'ille' (Laroche 1979: 148, 152); ka- = 'this 
(one),, the (following) one; my, mine, our(s)', apa- = 'that, thy, thine' "lik e Lat. hie vs. iste" (Puhvel K: 3); ka-
== 'hie', sya- = 'iste', apa- = 'ille', -a- - ' is', apasila = 'ipse' (Neu 1997: 148 n. 39). 



ki-is-sa-anki-is-sa-an iibersetzen wir gewönlich "folgendermaBen", da es oft auf etwas erst zu 
Erwahnendess v o r a u s d e u t et ... Das ist jedoch nicht die einzige Verwendung 
dess Adverbs; entsprechend seiner Verwandschaft mit dem ich-deiktischen 
Pronomenn kas = lat. hic bedeutet es allgemein "in dieser Weise", meist mit 
deutlicherr Beziehung auf d i e s p r e c h e n de Person, und kann so unter 
Umstandenn auch auf etwas schon Erwahntes z u r ü c k v e r w e i s e n. 

6.1.2.. Fragestellung 

Thatt ka- is the proximal demonstrative 'this' is without doubt. However, much more can be 
saidd on the function of ka-. First I will classify ka- according to the four categories of 
demonstrativee use (Situational, Recognitional, Anaphoric and Discourse Deictic) which are 
familiarr by now (sections 6.2 to 6.5.). For an explanation of this terminology see the 
precedingg chapters. Besides these four categories we have also forward reference to objects 
byy means of ka-, which was not attested for the other demonstratives (section 6.6.) 

Onee of the questions that wil l be addressed is to what extent the proximal 
demonstrativee is Speaker oriented. Of course the other chapters already have shown that 
Hittit ee has a person-based demonstrative system, but one should still want to find independent 
prooff  of this for ka-. Another question is whether it is indeed surprising that ka- refers 
backward,, compared to its forward referring function. 

Anotherr point which needs to be discussed is how contrastive pairs are expressed in 
Hittite.. In English contrastive pairs are expressed as 'this and/or that', but cross-linguistically 
thiss is not the only way to do so (section 6.7). 

6.2.. The Situational Use of ka-

6.2.1.. Introduction 

Theree are three situational contexts for ka-: true situational use (6.2.2.) and Direct Speech 
(6.2.3.),, and linguistic selfreference (6.2.4.). The Topic-Focus distribution will be described 
inn the conclusion (6.2.5.). 

6.2.2.. True situational use 

Theree are many examples of true situational use of ka-. When one wants to refer to a location 
inn association with the Speaker, the Place Deictic adverbs kez (older ket) 'on this side' and ka 
'here'' are used (6.2.2.1.). But naturally not only places are referred to, also objects located in 
ann area associated with the Speaker can be indicated by means of ka- (6.2.2.2.). 
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6.2.2.1.6.2.2.1. The place deictic adverbs ket, kez, ka and kani 

Thee adverb of relative position ket I kez 4on this side (of)', often in relation with edi I edez 'on 
thee other side' indicates an area relative to some point of reference. This point of reference is 
nott necessarily the same as the deictic center. In the next two examples the point of reference 
iss a river. The place deictic adverbs refer to locations at both sides of the river in case of ex. 
6.1.. and one side of the river in ex. 6.2 as seen from the deictic center. 

6.11 KBo 6.2 i 48-50, § 22 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 31-32 
§§ 48 [ta]kku ARAD-as huuai man dppa kuiski uuatezzi takku manninkuuan ë\pz\i 
499 nuzsse KuSE.SIR-wi pdi takku ke-e-et ID-az 2 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi 50 takku e^ 
d[d[  ID-az nuzsse 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi § 
Iff  a male slave runs away and someone brings him back: if he captures (him) nearby, 
hehe gives him shoes. If (he captures him) on this side (ket) of the river, he gives 2 
sheqelss of silver. If (he captures him) on that side (edi) of the river, he gives him 3 
sheqelss of silver. 

Thee river mentioned in this law must be the Marrasantiya river (Halys) surrounding the 
centrall  country of Hatti. The deictic denter is Hatti (Melchert 1977: 154). Another example 
wheree the point of reference is a river, this time with only kez, the NH counterpart of ket. 

6.22 KBo 4.3 i 30-32 (NH treaty, Mursili II, CTH 68), ed. Friedrich 1926: 118-119 
nasmazttanasmaztta dUTU-^/31 \kup ke-e-ez IsTU ^Astarpa U IsTU tD$iianna ÜL 32 [k]uitki 
ADAD DIN zikzmazkan ZAG-an sarratti nuzza datti kuitki 
Orr (if) , though (kuit) I, My Majesty, have not given you anything on this side (kez) of 
thee rivers Astarpa and Siyanda, you (still) violate the border and take something ... 

Inn both examples the adverb ket I kez points at an area in the sphere of influence of the 
Speaker,, i.e., the king or Hatti. 

Summarizing,, areas relative to some location other than the Deictic Center are often 
referredd to by means of ket... edi, kez ... edez. In one case (ex. 6.3) Melchert believes that 
thee deictic force of ket... edi should not be taken seriously (1977: 171). He assumes that, as 
inn English, 'on this side and that' may evolve into 'on one side and the other'. But as we wil l 
see,, this type of deictic contrast is expressed by ket... ket I kez ... kez and, when referring to 
objects,, by ka-... ka-. To return to Melchert's example, cited below, what then does ket... edi 
meann in ex. 6.3? 

6.33 KBo 17.15 rev.! 14'-16'  (OS ritual, CTH *645.6), ed. Neu 1980a: 73-74 
[(UGULAA  L Ü M E SMUHALDIM) ] 15 hassas katta ke-e-et arta VI HAR-/i[a]/SAR harzi 
L[ÜÜ he sta] hassas katta e-di parsandn harzi VI HAR-«[Ö]ÏSAR harzi 
Thee Head of the cooks stands near the hearth on the near side (ket). He holds 6 
harnai-plants.harnai-plants. The hesta-man is squatting near the hearth on the far side (edi). He 
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holdss 6 harnai- pi ants. 

Thee formal aspects of ket, kez, ka and kani will not be discussed here. For literature and discussion see for 
examplee Melchert 1977, Puhvel K, Neu 1980b, 1997. 

Thee translation follows Starke 1977: 183f. "Der Anführer der Köche steht diesseits zusammen mit (= neben) 
demm Herd. Er halt sechs harnai- Pflanze. Der hesta-M&nn halt sich jenseits zusammen mit (= neben) dem 
Herdd niedergehockt" , contra Neu 1980b: 20: "neben dem Herd steht er hier". 
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Althoughh the actions described in the rituals often elude us, one could imagine the following: 
Theree are two persons who have to stand besides the hearth. The cook is allowed to stand 
uprightt on the side of the hearth towards the Speaker, who is the main participant in the ritual 
andd therefore the Deictic Center. For some reason the hesta- man has to squat at the far 
(yonder)) side of the hearth. Like the rivers in exx. 6.1 and 6.2 the hearth is a point of 
referencee with a near and a far side from the viewpoint of the Speaker. 

Whenn there is only one point of reference without the involvement of the Deictic 
Centerr or when the Deictic Center itself is the only point of reference, its sides are expressed 
byy means of ket... ket, or kez ... kez. The proper translation in this case is 'one side (of ...), 
the/anotherr side (of . . . ) ': 

6.44 KBo 8.74 + rev. üi 16'-18'  (OS ritual, CTH *752.1A), ed. Neu 1980a: 223 
[MAR?.G]ID.DAA  dIM-m' ZAG-a[z dd]i harsiharsi Il-St/ hattaran lT Ul-SU 

hattaranhattaran ist\an\anas ke-et-ta ke-e-et-ta n dai GI^BANSUR-/<3zssan dai 
Hee [place]s the [char]iot [a]t the right side of the Stormgod. He places a twice-
engravedd (and) a thrice-engraved jar both at one side (kett=a) and at another side 
(kett=a)(kett=a) of the altar (gen.sg.), and he places a table on (it). 

Puhvell  H: 198f. translates the construction as 'hither and yon upon altars' (italics mine). But 
ass Melchert notes (1977: 154ff.), a directional ablative or an instrumental (or endingless 
locative?)) demonstrative pronoun is either combined with a dative or genitive in Old Hittite if 
theree is no other point of reference.226 In all examples with ket ... ket or kez ... kez the 
demonstrativess denote position at the side of an object and not on top of it, as the following 
examplee clearly shows: 

6.55 KBo 19.76 +: 16'-19'  (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 II) , ed. Alp 1991: 24, 26-27, 
Houwinkk ten Cate 1979: 161-3 

nuzkannuzkan kuitman un[i *URSAGKuuatelsi (?) anda ]d[r]hün  nu UD.KAM-ÖZ taksan 
tiiattiiat  kuitmanzmazka[n sard pdun nu neku]tta nuzssan x-(x) 1? INA 

KuuatelsaKuuatelsa [s]an[ahhun nu^mu ke-e-ez ]JRUSunap]assis ke-ez-za z ma z mu 
mvmvIsdupistasIsdupistas ke-ezzma^mu [LÜ.MES m[]Pittagalaissa SjES.MES LÜ.MES 
URVURVMalazziiazpatMalazziiazpat nuzmu tüuaz uskir 
Beforee I had arrived at tha[t Mount Kuwatelsi], the day had passed halfway. And 
whilee [I went u]p, night fell. [I s]earc[hed] for ... on mount Kuwatelsa. [At one side 
(kez)(kez) of me was (the town of) Sunap]assi, on another side (kezza) of me (the town of) 
Isdupista,, (and) on a third side (kez) of me [the inhabitants of (the town of) 
Pittagalaissa,, brjethren of in fact the inhabitants of (the town of) Malazziya. They 
couldd see me from afar. 

Melchertt assumes for cases like the ones mentioned above that the deictic force of kez 'on this 
side'' had bleached to come to mark any direction of an object (o.c. 197). 

Thee adverb of relative position ket can also occur without its counterpart: 

Melchertt I.e.: "In general, when a directional ablative is construed with a preceding dative (or genitive in Old 
Hittite),, the latter is the sole point of reference for defining the direction expressed by the ablative: hassas I 
hassihassi tapusza 'to the side of/ beside the hearth*. When the directional ablative is accompanied by another 
ablative,, the direction expressed is also defined in terms of another, unexpressed reference point: HA

4huuasiaz 
arahzaarahza 'outside of (= beyond) the huuasi-stone' (as viewed from the city X)" . 
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6.66 KBo 17.3+ iii 25-27, with OS duplicate KBo 17.1+ iii 25ff. (OS ritual, CTH 
416.1A),ed.. Neu 1980a: 15 
[(II  MAS.GAL-)]n garaunizs[(i)] 26 muriiale[(s gangante)]s ke-e-et-ta gar[aunicsi 
]]  muriialas [g]angantes 
Att the horn of a he-goat grape-breads are hanging, and also, grape-breads are hanging 
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onn [his] hor[n] on the other side (kett=a) . 

Starkee (1977: 138, with discussion on p. 73) interprets kett-a as the instrumental in causal 
function:: 'und (zwar) dadurch' instead of locational 'on this side'. One argument in favor of 
hiss interpretation would be that this is the only case where kett-a is not part of a couple 
(Starkee o.c. p. 73228). However, all clauses in my corpus that contain ket... ket I kez ... kez 
havee the same predicates. The only thing in ex. 6.6 that is different from ket ... ket I kez ... 
kezkez clauses, is that the first ket is not expressed, otherwise both clauses have the same 
predicates.. As I will discuss in Chapter 7 on apa-, coordinated clauses with ?ya cliticized on 
thee first NP have to be symmetrical. In such a case one clause cannot be subordinate to the 
other,, either syntactically or semantically. It is therefore impossible to assign a causal relation 
orr any other semantically subordinate relation to the members of a coordination as Starke 
JJ 229 

does. . 
AA later example which is similar to ex. 6.6. is: 

6.77 KBo 32.14 ii 26-30 (MH/MS wisdomtext), ed. Neu 1996: 79 
§§ 26 aliianas nzasta ID-an tapusa kuies ueses nu apüs uesiiattari ke-e-zi-
ia_zka[n]ia_zka[n] kuies ueses nu^ssan apëdassza s[dkuua] zikkizzi 
AA deer: he is allowed to graze (only) those meadows that are alongside the river. But 
ass for the meadows that are on the other side (kezi=), on those too he sets (his) e[yes]. 

Fromm these examples one can conclude that distance was not of importance for the couple ket 
...... ket I kez ... kez. However, as explained in Chapter 2, deixis is not necessarily based on 
distance.. In a person-based deictic system one expects that orientation around the Speech 
participantss is much more important than distance from the Speaker. Thus, ka- ... ka- can 
indicatee any side of the Speaker (or temporarily shifted Deictic Center). In contrast with 
orientationn on the Speaker only, the expression ka- ... apa- points at locations in the domain 
off  the Speaker (ka-) and Addressee (apa-) respectively, and ka- ... asi at the domain of the 
Speakerr (and Addressee or Audience) versus outside the domain of Speaker + Addressee. 

Thee preceding examples illustrated location at the sides of some point of reference. 
Butt points of reference themselves have to be located too. The location of the Speaker and his 
audiencee is expressed by means of Old Hittite kani230 and Middle and New Hittite ka "here": 

2277 Contra Neu 1980b: 21 "bei einem Ziegenbock, an seinem Horn . .. und hier an seinem Horn". 
2288 "Im iibrigen gibt die Übersetzung "auf dieser Seite" hier überhaupt keinen Sinn, weil das Pendant fehlt." 
2299 On p. 74 Starke indeed refers to the necessarily symmetrical property of clauses joined by zya. He does not 
seemm to apply this symmetry to the semantic level and therefore translates kett-a as an instrumental 'und (zwar) 
dadurch'. . 

2300 Otten 1973: 27 tries to relate kani "hier" to an alleged kan which should mean something like "thus". In this 
hee is followed by Puhvel K: 47 who lists kan under kani. Otten o.c. 27-28 reads ka-a-na-at (kan(-at)) "thus it" 
inn KUB 41.23 ii 20' (see below for a transcription of lines 18'-21' with a new reading for ka-a-na-at). The 
adverbb kan 'thus, likewise' would replace the expected QATAMMA 'likewise'. Besides the introduction of an 
otherwisee not attested demonstrative adverb of manner, one also must assume that the enclitic neuter pronoun 
-at-at in ka-a-na-at refers proleptically to two concepts of common gender istanzana(s)zsmis (mistakenly written 
-smit)-smit) karazssmissza 'their soul and their innards (= their inmost soul)'. These problems may be avoided if 
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6.88 KBo 22.1 obv. 4'-6' (OS instruction, CTH 272), ed. CHD S: 23 
kissankissan AW AT ABU YA pahsanutten takku sumes natta saktêni 6 ka-a-ni L^SU.GI-
esszaessza NU.GAL nuzsmas memai AWATABIzYA 
Iss this the way you have protected the word of my father?!231 If you do not know, are 
theree not old men here (kani)232 too? (One of them) can tell you my father's word. 

6.99 KBo 2.2 i 12-14 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998' 
124-125 5 

§§ I2 man dm\J-$I 1 tapassas '3 a-pi-ia-pat SA KUR ^^Nerikkq '4 uemiiazi ka-a? 
mama ÜL... 
Iff  the fever will befall My Majesty only there (apiya=pat), in the country of Nerik, but 
nott here (ka), ... 

Iff  the general location expressed by ka needs to be more specified, ka can be accompanied by 
ann apposition: 

6.100 HK M 18 rev. 17-20 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 148-149 
§§ $A ÉRIN.MES? ma ?mu kuit uttar hatraes nu^mu ka-a katticmi ÉRIN.MES 
KUR.UGUU 19 ÉRIN.MES KUR mvIshüpitta kuiski 20 n? arte da uppahhi § 
Now,, as for the affair of the soldiers about which you wrote to me, some soldiers of 
thee Upper Country (and some) soldiers of the country of Ishupitta (are) here (ka), 
withh me (katti-mi). I will send them to you. 

6.111 HK M 2, left edge 1-2 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 122-
123 3 
§§ l ka-a-ia INA É-K[A]

 2 [h]üman SIG5-in 
Alsoo here (ka=ya), in your house (INA É-K[A]), everything is well. 

Finally,, ka ... ka, 'here(to) ... there(to)' (literally 'here(to) ... here(to)') is used to express 
differentt locations near the (shifted) Deictic Center. 

6.122 KBo 3.5 i 45-47 (MH/MS), ed. Kammenhuber 1961: 83-85 
halzissanzizmahalzissanzizma me-i-ni-si-el-la-a-u-za mi-e-uaa tarkummanzi z ma kissan 47 ka-a z 
uaua 20IKU.HI.A parhdi ka-a^ma^ua! 1 IKV.HI. A parhdi 
Theyy call "meinisiellauza mieua". They translate as follows: "He makes (them) 
gallopp 20 IKU in one direction (ka), and 7 IKU in another direction (ka)". 

6.2.2.2.6.2.2.2. The demonstrative pronoun and determiner ka-

onee reads ka-a UXJ-at instead of ka-a-na-at. KUB 41.23 ii 18'-21' (OH/NS) now becomes l8' siunan dUTU-w/ 
marnuuanmarnuuan man siëssarr^a 19 an<da> kulamtati istazana(s)csmis karazz(s)miss = a 20 \-is kisat ka-a 
UPP -at DINGIR siunan d\JTV-as labar[nass % a] ' istazana(s) s smit karazzzamissza I-is kisaru 'O Sungod 
off  the gods, as marnu-drink and beer have been blended (and) their mind and heart (lit . innards) have become 
one,, let to-day the mind and heart of the Sungod of the gods [and of ]the Labar[na] become one!' The closely 
relatedd texts KUB 43.61 and its duplicate KUB 43.63 also contain the expression ka-a VD-at 'today'. 

Seee example 6.38 for this translation. 
22 CHD S p. 23 translates kani as 'there'. 
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Inn this section I will discuss reference to objects in the speech situation. In order to find 
textuall  references to the outside world, it should first be clear that the object referred to by ka-
wass present when the text/utterance was produced and second, the expression ka- (+ noun) 
shouldshould be a first mention. Nothing prevents a Speaker from referring deictically a second 
time,, but with only textual evidence at hand one cannot easily distinguish between a second 
deicticc or anaphoric reference (Anaphoric reference wil l be discussed in 6.5.). Another 
complicationn is the often sad state of the tablets. Especially when the tablet is damaged, 
whichh is often the case, the first mention criterium is hard to uphold. The examples in this 
sectionn without commentary on the state of the tablet are all broken but whenever I present a 
truee first mention I will say so explicitly. 

AA unique example of a text referring to an object with which the text is closely 
connected,, is the cuneiform Hittite draft of the Hieroglyphic Luvian Ni§anta§ inscription. The 
Ni§anta§§ text seems to be a building inscription accompanying an elevated hekur, a stone 
sanctuary,, constructed by Suppiluliama (II) . In the cuneiform draft we find references to both 
thee hekur and a statue of Tudhaliya IV which resides inside this structure: 

6.133 KBo 12.38 ii 4'-10'  (lateNH draft for statue inscription, Suppiluliama, CTH 121), ed. 
Giiterbockk 1967: 76, 78 
§§ 4' ktizmazza ALAM [ABUzYA(!)] 5' mTudhaliias U[L 1-asDÜ-at (?)]  6 üqq* 
a?ata?at mKÜ.GA.P[Ü-as LUGAL.GAL] ... I0 iianun § 
Now,, this (ki) statue [my father] Tudhaliya did n[ot make] (it) [alone (?)], also 7, 
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Suppiluliama,, ..., made it. 

6.144 KBo 12.38 iv 3'-4' (lateNH draft for building inscription, Suppiluliama, CTH 121), 
ed.. Giiterbock 1967: 77-78 
nusssinusssi ku-u-un—  SAG.US 4' [ük]  mKV.GA.P\J-as LUGAL.GAL uedahhun 
§ § 
Itt is [/] , Suppiluliama, Great King, who built this (kun) Everlasting Stone Sanctuary 
forr him. 

Besidess this unique draft we have otherwise only texts that were spoken aloud in the presence 
off  an object or person or at some location. This is not very different from direct speech 
referencee to an object or location described in the preceding text (see section 6.2.3.). Ex. 6.16 
iss comparable to the symbolic deixis of ex. 2.24, repeated here as 6.15: 

6.155 This city stinks (Levinson 1983: 66, ex. 31b) 

6.166 KUB 43.23 rev. 19'-21'  (OS benediction, CTH 820), ed. Archi 1979a: 34 
nuzzanuzza 1 SAH mahhan 20 SAH.TUR.HI.A mekkus haskizzi ke-e-el-la-az _$A 
——KIRIKIRI 66.G[ESTIN].G[ESTIN] 21 l-assza Glèmdhlas SAH-as iuar mürius 22 mekkus haskiddu 
Justt as one sow bears many piglets, let also every single branch of this (kel) 
[vinelyard,, like the sow, bear many (grape) clusters. 

""  In order to account for the particle -ya "also" in u-uq-qa-at I have inserted ' 1-ai' in the break to express that 
alsoo Suppiluliama worked on the statue. It is possible that the statue was erected by Tudhaliya but that his son 
inscribedd Tudhaliya's deeds on it. 

'44 Note the regular common gender for hekur (Rieken 1999: 287f.). 
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Althoughh the objects and locations in the preceding examples might also be anaphoric, the 
personn referred to by ka- in ex. 6.17 is truly mentioned for the first time: 

6.177 HK M  57 obv. 10-13 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 226-227 
§§ ka-a-as kuis mKastanda n ARAD LÜ DUMU SANGA  ljR{JUrista n ëszi nu? 
zazkanzazkan MUNUS UR]JGassa 13 uasta<sl> 
Ass for this (kas) Kastanda who is the servant of the man of the son of the priest of 
Urista:: he has sinned with a woman from (the city) Gassa. 

Thatt Kastanda is really present when the tablet is read to the Addressees (a military governor 
andd one Huilli ) is clear from the following lines, obv. 13-24: 'Himmuili and Tahumuwa, two 
menn from Hassarpanda, have taken her away from him. § Now, I have just sent you Kastanda, 
servantt of the man of the son of the priest. Judge his case and bring it to conclusion!'. 

Butt also something as elusive (to us) as an oath deity235 is considered present at the 
conclusionn of a treaty or instruction: 

6.188 KBo 16.24+ i 46M9'  (MH/MS instruction, CTH 251), ed. Rizzi Mellini 1979- 522-
523 3 

§§ [nasma1]? ssan kuis küruri para galankanza nu kissan 47 [imma t]ezzi 
man^uaman^ua ini kürur arha harakzi nu kissan 4 [{imma t)]ezzi manzua ini [küru]r 

[par(a[par(a a)]lpuêszi [nu] apün ke-e NIS DINGIR.MES appandu 
Orr (if) someone is completely fed up with war and speaks as follows: "Would but that 
warr utterly disappear!", and speaks as follows: "Would but that war ", (then) let 
thesee (ke) oaths deities grab that one, ... 

Finallyy I present some instances of Time Deixis although expressions of time are not of major 
concernn in this study. The moment, day or year of the text is referred to by means of ka-7 236 6 

6.199 KUB 43.23 obv. 3-5 (OS benediction, CTH 820) 
manzasmanzas kardimiianza 4[ ]kardimiiattan ke-e-ti VD-ti arha pesseaddu 5 mamas 
tamattazmatamattazma KUR-ia man tamêtaz 6 [KXJ]R-az uuatetten 
Iff  he is angry, let him throw away (his anger) on this (keti) day. But if he is in 
anotherr country, you must bring him from (that) other country. 

6.200 1043/u iv 11-12 (NH vow, Puduhepa & Hattusili, CTH 585), ed. Otten & Soucek 
1965:: 34-36237 

MUV.KA MM  ka-a-as kuis MU.KAM-z[(g para uiz)zi nsasckan] n [k]arü anda 
appdnzaappdnza [ 
...,, fifth year. This (kas) year that is (still) going on, has [ajlready been included. 

2355 Besides the cited example, also in OH KBo 9.73+ obv. 9' (treaty, CTH 27); MH KBo 5.3+ ii 4, 11, 31, 43, 
54,, iv 33', KUB 26.37 12', 14', KUB 23.74+ 9', KUB 26.38 10' (treaty, CTH 42), KBo 16.46 obv. 12', 18' 
(CTHH 212), KBo 16.24+ I 5', 13', 75', ii 20', iv 6 (instruction with oath, CTH 251A), KUB 31.114 ii 15' 
(CTHH 271); NH KUB 21.1+ iv 33, 38 (treaty, CTH 76); lateNH Bo 86/299 iv 10, 16, 28 (treaty, CTH 106A), 
KBoo 4.10+ rev. 5, 12, 19 (treaty, CTH 106B), KUB 26.43 + rev. 20, 21 (landgrant, CTH 225), KUB 26.12+ i 
30,, ii 11, 22, 28 (instruction with oath, CTH 255.1), KUB 26.1 iii 44 (instruction with oath, CTH 255.2). 

2366 And in Direct Speech: KBo 4.14 ii 33 (lateNH treaty, CTH 123). 
2377 Time expressions occur also in KUB 6.45+ iii 20, 21 (prayer, CTH 381), KBo 11.1 rev 17 (prayer, CTH 
382). . 
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6.2.3.. Direct Speech 

Thee criterium for inclusion of ka- (+N) in the category of Direct Speech is first mention, with 
thee further restriction that the Direct Speech is not part of a larger citation. Both non-first 
mentionn and citation from a larger part of text are not necessarily deictic. Given the fact that 
anaphoricc references of ka- are widely attested (see section 6.5.), one cannot be certain 
whetherr second mentions in citations are truly deictic. However, for some likely attestations 
off  this type of mixed deictic/anaphoric reference, see section 6.5.4. 

Besidess isolating deictic references in Direct Speech it is possible to establish whether 
thee extra-linguistic object is salient or not. Often the narration preceding the Direct Speech 
providess information on the cognitive status of the object(s) in the situation. If for example 
thee object is described and clearly manipulated by the Speaker or someone in the presence of 
thee Speaker, one can be rather certain that the object is already salient, in the center of 
attentionn before it is mentioned. If such clues are absent on the other hand, one should 
considerr the object not-salient. 

Usingg this criterium, a pattern appears: the pronominal demonstrative ka- is used when 
ann object is salient, and a demonstrative description ka- + N is used when the object is not 
salient. . 

6.2.3.1.6.2.3.1. The continuity procedure: the demonstrative pronoun ka-

ïnn all the following examples the referent of ka- is salient. Giving birth to 30 children at once 

necessarilyy brings this event in the center of attention: 

6.211 KBo 22.2 obv. 1-2 (OS narration, CTH 3.1A), ed. Otten 1973: 6-7 
11 MUNUS.LUGAL  URU Kanis XXX DUMU.MES I-EN MXJ-anti hasta UMMA SlzMA 2 

\ki-Mzua\ki-Mzua kuit ualkuan hashun 
Thee queen of Kanes gave birth to 30 sons in one year. Thus she (said): "What is this 
(£/)!?? I have given birth to a gang!" 

Inn the following two examples the referent of ka- is manipulated by the Speaker and 
obviouslyy in the center of attention: 

6.222 KBo 15.10+ ii 12-16 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabo 
1971:20-21 1 

[QAD]U[QAD]U  kurdali idalamus EME.HI.A arha suhhair [nu k]issan mëmir ke-e 
mahhanmahhan harkanzi M [ fZ]is?a BELAM QADU DAM-SU DUMU.ME[S-],ft/ kuit issista 15 

[nu[nu S]A fZi aluanzatarzset iddlu uddarzset QATAMMA [hara]kdu nzatzapa 
EGIR-paa lê uizzi § 
[Wit] hh the kurdali vessel they threw away the evil tongues. They spoke [as fjollows: 
"Justt as these (ke) are destroyed, given the fact that Zi regularly acted against the lord, 
hiss wife (and) children, may likewise the sorcery of Zi (and) her evil words [peris]h, 
lett them not come back!" 
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6.233 KBo 15.10+ ii 23-26 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikalmati, CTH 443), ed Szabo 
1971:24-25 5 
nunu türuppus happinit zanuzi n?us arha 24 tuhsannai nu ANA dIM U 
DINGIR.LU.MES-.St// ANA dUTU Ü DINGIR.LÜ.MES-St/ 25 piran zikizzi nu kissan 
mêmiskizzimêmiskizzi 26 dVTV-us AVTU-uas DINGIR.LÜ.MES dIM  dlM-nas DINGIR.LÜ.MES ku^ 
u-usu-us tuhsumen ... 
Hee roasts the turuppu-breads in a flame, and cuts them to pieces. He puts (each of 
them)) in front of the Stormgod and his male gods and the Sungod and his male gods. 
Hee speaks as follows: "Sungod, male gods of the Sungod, Stormgod, male gods of the 
Stormgod,, we have cut off these (kus, pieces). ..." 

Thee demonstrative ki in the following excerpt from the deeds of Suppiluliuma refers to an 
event:: the actions concerning the marriage of a Hittite prince with Tut-anch-amon's widow. 
Thesee events have been the discourse topic for some time: 

6.244 KBo 14.12 iv 35-39 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 40), ed. Güterbock 1956: 98 
355 [k]aruuiliiaztuazkan VR]JHattusas 36 [UR] vMizrass^a istarni * summi assiiantes 

[e]sir[e]sir  kinunazuaznnaszkan ki-i-ia istarni?Mmmi] M \kis\at nuzuaskan KUR 
U R UU Ti p | r - i n " ' « 

HAITIHAITI KUR Mizr[izia]  [ukt]uri  namma istarni z summi assii[antes\ §§ 
"Off  [o]ld, Hattusa and Egypt [w]ere friendly with each other. Today, "this too (ki=ya) 
hass occurred amongst us. The lands of Hatti [and] Egypft] will continue [to be] 
friendlyy with each other [forjever!" 

Summarizing,, when the object or event mentioned for the first time in Direct Speech is 
salient,, the Speaker uses the pronoun ka-. It is interesting to see that ka- in all cases is either 
inn initial position or in first position. The first position is easily explained: in those cases the 
Expandingg Focus particle -ya "also" is attached to foz-238. As I wil l explain in chapter 7, there 
iss a clear correlation between first position and -ya "also". The initial position of ka- in 
6.233 , without the topic switching device -ma, is, I believe, connected with the fact that the 
objectt is not only salient, but also a Discourse Topic. 

6.23.2.6.23.2. The centering procedure: the demonstrative description ka- + noun 

Whenn the referent of ka- is not yet manipulated in the speech situation and thus not the most 
salientt element around, the Speaker uses a demonstrative noun phrase. Rituals abound with 
referencess to different entities in the speech situation. These entities are for example the 
patient,, his or her disease, substitutes, the objects manipulated by the ritual practitioner, food 
offeredd to the deity etc. Therefore reference with only ka- would not be sufficient to identify 
thee intended object. 

6.255 KBo 15.10+ i 12-14 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabo 
1971:: 14-15 

Thee other examples with salient ka- + -ya are NH: KBo 14.12 iv 37 (annals, CTH 40), KBo 4.6 rev. 20' 
(CTHH 380), lateNH: KUB 26.32+ iii 15' (oath, CTH 124). 
,99 Vocatives are usually extraposed constituents. Other salient ka-s occur in MH: KBo 5.3 + i 9 (CTH 42), KBo 
15.10+iiii  55' (CTH 443). 
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§§ '2 [nuzjkan anda INA É BEU pedanzi nu 1 kurdali isnds [Q]ADU <EME.HI.A> 
daidai nu kissan memai ke-e-ua idalaues -\x-]esiiantes EME.HI.A issista z ma zas 
{{Ziplantaui[as]Ziplantaui[as] ... 
Theyy carry (it) into the house of the lord. He takes one kurdali-vessel of dough with 
<thee tongues>, and speaks as follows: " These evil ... tongues, Ziplantawiy[a] has made 
them.. ..." 

Inn i 12 not the tongues are manipulated, but the vessel. Therefore the tongues are nott the most 
salientt and need to be further identified by means of a noun. Many other examples of ka- + 
Nounn are cited in Puhvel K: 3ff. 

Inn ex. 6.26 the 600 soldiers are mentioned in the preceding narrative text. The 
differencee with the salient situation is that we are probably dealing here with a performative 
actt ("I hereby give .. ."): the giving, i.e., the 'manipulation' of the soldiers and speech occur 
att the same time. If not, this would be the only example in my corpus breaking the pattern. 

6.266 KUB 14.15 iv 46-48 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 II) , ed. Gotze 1933: 74-75 
§§ 46 [namma z ssi 6]00 ÉRIN.MES ANA SAG.DU-St/ uskisqattallanni pehhun 47 [nu? 
ssissi kiss]an memahhun LÜ.MES VRVMira?ua kuit marsantes [nuzuaztta] ka-a-
asas 600 ÉRIN.MES SAG.DU-/ uskisqatallas êsdu ... 
[Furthermore,]]  I gave [him 6]00 soldiers for keeping constant watch over his person. I 
toldd [him as follojws: "Given the fact that the people of Mira are treacherous, let these 
(kas)(kas) 600 soldiers be [your] personal constant watch! ..." 

Andd finally, a late Hittite example : 

6.277 KUB 26.1 iv 49-50 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.2), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
17 7 
§499 nasma kï kuiski memai ke-e-da-nizuazkan 0UPPI 50 kê INIM.MES ÜL GAR-rw 

Orr (if) someone says this: 'on this (kedani) tablet these affairs are not written down, 

6.2.4.. Linguistic Selfreference 

Linguisticc selfreference or reflexive language is the type of situational deixis where an 
expressionn refers to the speech act itself or, in written language, to the object containing the 
expressionn (for more information on this subject see 2.3.1.1. and 3.1.4.). In Hittite the only 
clearr examples of linguistic selfreference are tuppi 'tablet', although the text types lingai-
'oathh (as text genre)', ishiul 'treaty' and the more general memiya(n)- 'word, affair' could 
alsoo supply evidence for selfreference. The problem with these non-material designations is 
howw to separate linguistic selfreference from discourse deixis. 

Forr linguistic self-reference to a tablet see for example 

400 Other references with ka- referring to entities that are not salient in the extra-linguistic context: MH: KUB 
26.377 obv. 10' (treaty, CTH 42), KUB 31.127 rev. 16' (?) (treaty, CTH 131), HKM 48 obv. 7 (letter, 
Tudhaliyaa III , CTH 199), ABoT 60 obv. 16' (letter, CTH 200), KBo 15.10+ ii 5 (ritual, CTH 443). 
411 Other attestations of reflexive tuppi in OH KBo 3.22 obv. 34 (?) ('building inscription', CTH IA) ; MH: 
KBoo 5.3+ ii 61 (treaty, CTH 42), VBoT 2: 14 (letter, CTH 152), HKM 15 obv. 4, 16 obv. 5, 20 obv. 5, 25 obv. 
11,, 34 obv. 5, 71 rev. 24, 81 rev. 29, 89 rev. 26 (letters, Tudhaliya III,  CTH 199); NH: KUB 14.17 rev. ii i 23 
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6.288 HKM  14 obv. 3-4 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 140-141 
§§ mahhanzta ka-a-as tuppianza anda uemiiazzi 
Whenn this (kas) letter finds with you, ... 

Inn the next example not only the tablet is referred to, but also the oath (lingai-) and the 
stipulationss of the oath: 

6.299 KUB 8.82 rev. 23'-25', emendations from KBo 12.31 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV 
CTHH 105), ed. Kühne& Otten 1971: 20-21 
Listt of Gods [nzat (hümant)]es ke-e-da-as memiianas [...]  24 [(ke-e-da-ni lingai 
ku)truenesku)truenes asandu (nuzkan man ke-e-)]el tuppias INIM.MES uahnus[(i)] 25' 
[(nuzttazkkan[(nuzttazkkan k)üs NESDINGIR-LIM arh(a h)arninkandu\ 
...,, let them] all [be] witne[ss] to this (kedani) oath concerning these (kedas) matters. 
Andd if you change the words of this (kel) tablet, then [may] th[ese oath-deities] 
d[estroy]]  you [completel]y! 

Thee dative kedas in 'these words, matters' refers backwards to the stipulations of the treaty 
andd is therefore discourse deictic. Oath (kedani lingai)242 on the other hand may be reflexive 
orr discourse deictic. 

Onee of the few cases where a reflexive expression other than 'tablet' can be isolated is 
thee following arkuwar 'plea'243: 

6.300 KBo 11.1 obv. 12-13 (NH prayer, Muwattalli, CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 106 
nuzzanuzza KUR.KUR.HI.A-ai uastul™A mahhan EGlR-pa lami [n^atzza k]i-i  arkuuar 
iiamiiiami mat dU EN?YA istamasdu§ 
Howw I again remove the sins of the countries and make [that (=at)]  into [tjhis (ki) 
plea,, let the Stormgod, my Lord, hear that (=at)\ 

Onee of the criteria of Discourse deixis is that the discourse deictic expression refers to a piece 
off  discourse that is immediately adjacent. This is not the case in ex. 6.30. The only option left 
iss reference to the prayer or plea itself. 

6.2.5.. Summary and conclusions 

(annals,, CTH 61 II) , KBo 3.3+ iv 2', 5', 12' (?, CTH 63), KUB 21.1+ iii 73, iv 32 (treaty, CTH 76); lateNH: 
KUBB 8.82 rev. 24' (treaty, CTH 105), Bo 86/299 iii 74, 78, iv 19, 44 (treaty, CTH 106A), KBo 4.10+ obv. 38', 
50',, rev. 12, 26 (treaty, CTH 106B), KUB 26.43 + rev. 6, 35, 36 (landgrant, CTH 225). 

422 Possibly reflexive lingai- also in MH: KUB 23.77+ obv. 10 (treaty, CTH 138.1), KBo 8.35 i 14', 16', ii 13' 
(treaty,, CTH 139), KBo 19.58+ rev. 17' (instruction, CTH 268); NH: KUB 19.49 iii 48' (treaty, CTH 69); 
lateNH::  KBo 4.14 iii  5 (treaty, CTH 123), KUB 26.25 ii 2', 5', 7' (? CTH 126.2), KUB 26.1 iv 46 
(instruction,, CTH 255.2). 

""  And ishiul 'treaty' in KUB 19.49+ i 60-61 (NH treaty, CTH 69). 
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Inn each language phase of Hittite ka- was the proximal demonstrative. It did not simply refer 
too a location in the vicinity of the Speaker and his possible Audience, but referred to the 
domainn of the Speaker, whether the object was near or not. 

Thee sides of a point of reference could be denoted in two ways. When the point of 
referencee was viewed from the Deictic Center (the Speaker), then ket I kez referred to the side 
towardss the Deictic Center and edi I edez to the other side. When the point of reference was 
thee Deictic Center itself, the sides were denoted by kez ... kez ... (kez ...). Thus, 'this side ... 
thatt side of me' is always expressed by means of kez ... kez but never by kez ... apez or kez ... 
edez.edez. The expression of deictic contrast will be further discussed in section 6.7. 

Whenn an object in the speech situation is salient, the pronoun ka- was used, otherwise 
thee Speaker chose ka- + N. 

Wee have Established Topics in exx. 6.21 ('what is this', where 'what' is the requested 
information,, not the 'this'), 6.23. In 6.24 ki is in Expanding Focus. 

Ass for the centering section, ka- N in 6.25 is part of an extraposed constituent, and thus 
nott part of the Topic-Focus distribution of the clause. Ex. 6.26 is out-of-the-blue and so is ex. 
6.27. . 

Genitivess are outside the Topic-Focus structure (ex. 6.16), and so is ka- in subordinate 
clausess (ex. 6.17, 6.20, 6.22, 6.28, 6.29). In ex. 6.18 the Oaths are not expected as Topic at 
alll  (they are not centered upon anyway), and are probably even part of the Predicate Focus. I 
believee that this is expressed by the preverbal position of the Subject, which is also the place 
forr indefinites and Replacing or Restricting Focus expressions (see Chapter 8). In ex. 6.30 ka-
NN is part of the Predicate Focus too. 
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SituationalSituational Use 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
ka-ka-

U-Topic c 
0 0 

A-Focus s 
ka-ka-

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
ka-N ka-N 

ketket 1 kez 

Tablee 6.1: The Deictic ka- matrix. 

6.3.. The Recognitional Use of ka-

lili  is very unusual to find a recognitionally used ka- (see also 2.3.1.2. and 3.2. for a discussion 

off  this type of demonstrative use and the criteria). In the following examples the information 

containedd in the demonstrative noun phrase is private and shared, and the referent of ka- is not 

present: : 

6.311 KBo 19.44+ rev. 14-15 (MH/MS treaty, with duplicate KBo 5.3+ iii 42' CTH 42) 
transl.. Beekman 1996: 27 
§§ nammaztta dUTU-£/ kuin ku-u-un NIN-fri ANA VAM-U[TTIZK(A AD)]DIN 15 

nuzssinuzssi NIN.MES-££/ SA MAS-Su SA NUMUN-SU meqqaès [(as)]anzi 
Furthermore,, as for this (kun) sister which I have given to you as your wife, she has 
manyy sisters belonging to her family and clan. 

6.322 KBo 4.14 ii 22-23244 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 123), ed. Van den Hout 
1989:: 284-285 

^WRïiazmu^WRïiazmu kuis ka-a-as LUGAL KfUR ASSUR GVB-a]nza nsassmuzkan 23 

manman SA KUR.URU uizzi nu?tt[a hink]an ZAG-as èsdu 
Andd concerning this (kas) enemy, the king of f Assur who is risjing up against me, if 
hee comes into my country, let [deajth be your end. 

Bothh times the persons are connected with the Speaker, positively in 6.31 and negatively in 
6.32. . 

Recognitionall  demonstratives always refer to non-salient entities and are always in 
Sentencee Focus. The table thus becomes: 

RecognitionalRecognitional Use 
Continuityy procedure 

E-Topicc U-Topic 
—— — 

A-Focus s 
— — 

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
ka-N ka-N 

Tablee 6.2: The Recognitional ka- matrix. 

Seee for a similar use of ka- the same text, KBo 4.14 ii 66. 
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6.4.. The Discourse Deictic Use of ka-

6.4.1.. Introduction 

Withh discourse deixis we leave the field of situational reference. Like anaphoric 
demonstratives,, discourse deictic demonstratives refer to a part of the discourse. But unlike 
anaphoricc demonstratives, a discourse deictic expression is not coreferential with a NP, but 
drawss the attention to the propositional content of a stretch of discourse. (See Diessel 1999: 
lOOf.. For more discussion see 2.3.5 and 2.3.6, 3.5.). Moreover, discourse deictic 
demonstrativess often provide a link between two discourse units (Diessel o.c. 102 ). 

Inn the following sections I will describe the use of the demonstrative adverb of manner 
kissankissan (6.4.2.) and of ki and ka- memiya(n)-, uttar etc. (6.4.3.). 

6.4.2.. The adverb of manner kissan 

Althoughh Hrozny (1917: 135) believed that enissan and kissan were demonstrative pronouns 
likee ka- and eni246, he already saw correctly that enissan referred backward and kissan "in der 
Regel'**  forward. Since Forrer (1922: 208)247 the meaning of kissan as "folgendermaften, in 
dieserr Weise, so" has been accepted (Friedrich HW, p. I l l , Puhvel K: 10f.). The division of 
laborr between enissan and kissan as established by Hrozny I.e. has also been accepted 
(Friedrichh 1960: 134 (§ 250)) although kissan sometimes refers backward (Friedrich o.c. 135 
(§252)).. According to Friedrich 1930: 141 backward referring kissan is found in connection 
withh the Speaker. This would indeed fit a person-based deictic system. 

Generallyy kissan248 refers forward to the contents of Reported Speech or Quotation 
fromm a letter. As with apenissan in Chapter 5 I wil l only present a few attestations because 
theree is not much variation in the use of kissan. Besides simply listing some examples I wil l 
alsoo discuss whether especially backward referring kissan is connected with the Speaker or 
not. . 

6.333 KBo 17.1+ rev. iii 8-12 (OS ritual, CTH 417), ed. Neu 1980a: 9 
§§ 8 uilnas ÉRINME^-a/i tessummiuss z a taknd 9 hariemi tzus tarmaemi ta ki-is-
sa-ansa-an tëmi 10 dUTU-ws dlM-as kds[(a LU)]GAL-/ MUNUS.LUGAL-n' DUMUME§-
masszamassza VRUHattusi l l ërma(n)zsmet esh[(ar?s)]amet idaluzsmet [hatuka? 
smetsmet hari[(enun)] ... 
II  bury the clay soldier and the cups in the earth. I fasten them. I say as follows 
(kissan):(kissan): "O Sungod, Stormgod, I have just buried on behalf of the king, queen and 
theirr children, on behalf of Hattusa their plague, their blood, their evil, their horrors. 

Diessell  uses 'proposition' instead of'discourse unit'. 

'66 But see his remark o.c. 140 n. 3 that kissan "vielleicht auch "so, folgendermaBen" o. a. bedeutet". 

*77 kissan "etwa diese, folgendermaBen". 

*88 A unique ki-i-ni-is-sa-an is attested in KUB 28.4 obv. 16b (Laroche 1965b: 75). There also exists a neuter ki-
i-nii-ni  besides ki-i (KBo 34.142 obv.? i T + KBo 8.55: 16': § 7' ki-i-ni kui[t]  INA KURURUIsuua NlSME), see 
Neuu 1997: 156 with reference to Kosak 1995: 53 for the join. 
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6.344 HKM  6 obv. 3-4 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 126-127 
§§ ki-is-sa-an^mu kuit hatraes 4 kasazua LUKÜR uit ... 
Ass for the fact that you wrote as follows (kissan): 'The enemy just arrived, ... 

6.355 KUB 21.38 obv. 7' (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 216 
§§ [SE]SzYAzma?mu kuit kis-an TASPUR NlN^YAzuazmu /SPUR DUMU.MUNUŜ  
uaztauazta \pihhi ... 
Ass for the fact that my [brjother wrote to me thus (kisan): 'My sister wrote to me- *fl 
shalll  give] you a daughter (of mine)', ... 

Onee can also swear (link-), act ( />-), protect (pahs-), perish (hark-), conclude a treaty 
(ishiul(ishiul ishiya-) etc. 'as follows, in this (following) way'. 

Ass already noted by Friedrich 1930: 141, once in a while kissan may refer backwards 
like&z-like&z- 249249: : 

6.366 KBo 6.26 i 38-40 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 133 
LV-esLV-esl7l7 aki GU4.HI.A^/a akkanzi 39 Ü A.SA-LAM karütpat kuis süniet 40 tsaz 
apdsapds dai karu ki-is-sa-an esser 
(Theyy shall turn the face of one (team) in one direction and of the other in the other 
direction.)) The man dies and the oxen die. But the one who sowed the field first, he 
shalll  take (it). This is the way (kissan) they used to proceed. 

6.377 KUB 21.38 obv. 10'-12'  (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 216-217, 
emendationn follows Singer 1998: 538. 

ÉÉ KUR HATTIzza SESzYA GIM-an sakti n^atzza ammuk ÜL sa\ggahhi n?at 
arhaarha a]rnuuan É-e[r]  u astazma^kan kuit mat?kan mUrhi-dV-upas ANA 
DINGIR.GALL  pesta nu m[Urhi- d]U-uppas kuit apiia n' man punus man kis-an 
manman UL kis-an 

Ass you, my brother, know (well) the House of Hatti, do / not kn[ow] it (too)? [It is] a 
[transferredd house. That which remained however, Urhi-Tessub gave it to the Great 
God.. Given the fact that [Urhi]-Tessub (is) there (with you; apiya), ask him, whether 
(itt is) so, or whether (it is) not so (kisan)\ 

Withh CHD P: 9 one should let kissan refer backwards in the next example: 

6.388 KBo 22.1 3'-6' (OS instruction, CTH 272), ed. CHD P: 9, S: 23 
sumessumes LÜ.MES GISTUKUL tameskatteni apëzia kattan 4' dameskiuan dair ki-is-

sq^nsq^n AW AT ABIzYA pahsanutten takku sumes natta saktëni 6' kdni Ll^SU.GI-
ess?aess?a NU.GAL nuzsmas memai AWATABlzYA 
YouYou are oppressing the craftsmen and (as a result) they too started to oppress. Is this 
t h ee waY (kissan) you have kept my father's word?! If you do not know (how to protect 
them),, are there here not old men too? (One of them) can tell you my father's word. 

Seee Götze 1928: 164 on ka-\ "auf das unmittelbar folgende oder vorausgehende weisend". 
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Iff  kissan were to refer forward, a description of how to protect the words of the king should 
havee followed, which is not the case. But if we interpret pahsanutten as a past tense instead 
off  an imperative250, then kissan can very well refer to the immediate preceding discourse. 

Friedrichh 1960: 134-135 assumed that there were two parameters explaining the use of 
kissankissan versus enissan. The most important parameter was 'direction': the demonstrative ka-
andd its manner adverb kissan referred forward, whereas eni and enissan referred backward. 
Thee second parameter was the relation with the Speaker. That relation allowed backward 
referencee despite the more regular forward referring use. This seems reasonable, because 
forwardd referring kissan is indeed often attested with the Speaker and according to Friedrich 
thiss should even more be true of backward referring kissan. In ex. 6.36 however kissan is 
connectedd with punishments in the past, whereas 'we' now judge differently. And in ex. 6.38 
kissankissan clearly belongs to the domain of the Addressees, while at the same time the Speaker 
condemnscondemns their acts. 

Thee motivation for the use of kissan instead of enissan is therefore not clear. The 
numberr of attestations of backward referring kissan does not allow a satisfying explanation, 
butt they show one thing: backward kissan is not necessarily connected with the Speaker and 
onee should therefore separate the two. 

6.4.3.. The Discourse Deictic syntagms ki uttar, kas memias and ki 

6.4.3.1.6.4.3.1. Referring forward 

6.43.1.1.6.43.1.1. To an event, proposition or speech-act 

Likee kissan the demonstrative expressions ki, ki uttar, kas memiyas can refer forward to a 
stretchh of discourse. It is their function to introduce an event, proposition or speech act into 
thee discourse. But they occur far less frequently than kissan. To give an indication, in the 
Madduwattaa text alone kissan occurs 20 times, whereas forward referring ki only twice. In 
Oldd Hittite texts (Old script) kissan occurs 19 times with a verb of speaking, whereas ki only 
fourr times. 

Inn this section I present the different constructions in which forward referring /re-
occurs.. A typical example of a cataphoric discourse deictic expression is 

6.399 Listen to this: John will move to Hawaii (Diessel 1999: 102, ex. 15). 

Hittitee forward referring discourse deictic ka- (+N) occurs with the following verbs: verbs of 
communicationn memai- 'to speak', SIR 'to sing', lingai- 'to swear', hatrai- 'to write', 
watarnahh-watarnahh- 'to order'; verbs of mental perception aus- 'see, take note of, contemplate', 

500 Despite their translation on p. 9, CHD P: 7 classifies pahsanutten as imp. 2.pi. This is followed through in 
CHDD S: 23 'Keep the word of my father'. See also CHD L-N: 224 for the imperative. Interestingly, in both 
'imperativee cases' the adverb kissan is not translated. 

511 See Beal 1988: 280. The same might be true for KBo 22.1 obv. 29'. 

II  have not been able to detect a difference between ki and kissan beside the fact that one is a pronoun and the 
otherr an adverb. 
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istamass-istamass- 'hear'; two other verbs linkiya kattan dai- 'place under oath', iya- 'to perform an 
act'.. Discourse deictic ka- also occurs in nominal clauses. 

Thee demonstrative ka- (+ N) refers each time to the content of a following proposition 
orr event, independent of person. It refers for example to an act/saying in connection with the 
Speakerr in ex. 6.40, and with the Addressee in 6.43 " 253 3 

6.400 KBo 17.1 + Hi 3-7 (OS ritual, CTH 416.1), ed. Neu 1980a: 9. 
§§ ta namma MUSENfaranan nèpisa tarnahhi 4 appan(-)andacma^sse ke-e 
mêmahhimêmahhi natta^an ük t[(arna)]hhun UJGKL-szan MUNUS.LUGAL-^a tarnas 
nunu it dUTU-/ 6 dlMzia mëm[(i)]ski d\JTU-us dlM-as man uktüres 7 LUGAL-wi 
MUNUS.LUGAL-flSssaa QATAMMA uktüres asantu § 
Thenn I let the eagle go to heaven. I speak these (ke) (words) after him: "Not / let him 
go,, the king and queen let him go. Go, speak to the Sungod and the Stormgod: "As the 
Sungodd and the Stormgod (are) forever, let the king and queen be forever likewise!" " 

6.411 KUB 14.1 i 13-15 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1928: 4-5 
nu?t[ta]nu?t[ta] linkua [ka]ttan ke-e ud-da-a-ar dais kasazua^kan ABI dUTU-$I [tuk] 
mmMadduuattanMadduuattan [iSTU GIR]  mAttar siia huisnunun l5 nuzuatza $A ABI dm\J-5l Ü 
$A$A KUR URL] HAITI ës... 

Hee (my father) placed these (ke) words for you under oath: "I , the father of My 
Majesty,, have just saved [you,] Madduwatta [from the sword] of Attarsiya. So belong 
too the father of My Majesty and the land of Hatti! ..." 

6.422 KUB 21.17 i 4-8 (NH indictment, Hattusili III , CTH 86), ed. Ünal 1974: 20 
HUL-essirzmazatHUL-essirzmazat ke-e-da-ni memiiani 5 KUR UGU-77M kuit ANA mdSlN.dU ASSUM 

MUIRDUTTIMMUIRDUTTIM pësta GlM-an?mazmu 6 mNIR.GAL SES^rAKUR UGU-77 ASSUM 
MUIRDUTTIMMUIRDUTTIM 7 pësta md SlN.d\J-aszmazmu?za ANASESzYA GAM-an 8 peskiuuan 
dais dais 
Theyy became enemies in this (kedani) matter: given the fact that he had given Arma-
Tarhunzaa the Upper Land to govern, (therefore), after Muwattalli had given me the 
Upperr Land to govern, Arma-Tarhunza began to betray me to my brother. 

6.433 KUB 26.1 iv 49-50 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.2), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
177 (= ex. 6.27) 
§§ nasma kiA kuiski memai këdani z ua z kan tuppi 50 kë INIM.MES ÜL GAR-rw ... 
Orr (if ) someone (of you) says this (ki): "on this tablet these affairs are not written 
down,, ... 

254 4 Sometimess one finds the expression ki kuit 

2533 Other cataphoric discourse deictic occurrences of ka- OH KUB 8.41 iii 7, 10 (ritual, CTH 733 II 1), KBo 
20.699 +: 8' (ritual, CTH *832); MH KBo 19.44+ rev. 37 (treaty, CTH 42), KUB 14.1 obv. 79 (indictment, 
CTHH 147); NH KBo 1.28 obv. 9 (treaty, CTH 57), KUB 1.1 i 37 (egodocument, CTH 81), KUB 21.38 obv. 
42'' (letter, CTH 176), KUB 31.77 i 8 (vow, CTH 584); lateNH KUB 23.92 rev. 12' (letter, CTH 178), KUB 
26.12++ ii 5, iii 7 (oath, CTH 255.1), KUB 50.5 r.col. 9 (oracle, CTH 569), KBo 2.6+ iii 60 (oracle, CTH 577). 

254 4 
Otherr attestations: MH; VBoT 2: 1 {ki kuit uttar, letter, CTH 152), HKM 70 obv. 4 (letter, CTH 199); NH 

KUBB 22.70 obv. 41 (oracle CTH 566); lateNH: KUB 23.103 rev. 20' (letter, CTH 178), KUB 26.1 iv 3 
(instruction,, CTH 255.2). 
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6.444 HKM 13 obv. 3-5 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 138-139 
§§ kïAzmu kuit $A mMarrüua LU lJR{JHimmuua halüatar hatraes parazuarz 
an?kanan?kan nehhun, ... 
Ass for this (lei) fact that you wrote to me about the surrender of Marruwa, man of 
Himmuwa:: "I have sent him over (to you)", ... 

Anotherr type of discourse deictic expression, with ka- in a nominal or copula clause, is 'this is 
255 5 

X',, followed by a description of the contents of X : 

6.455 Bo 86/299 ii 95-97 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 20-21 
§95AAttt mdLAMMA^'f l ANA DUMU zSU DUMU.DUMUJ& 7 ki-i iMül êsdu % dUTU-
SlSl DUMU-KA arha pissiiami SES-KAzma nas ma tamain ÜL kuinki dahhi... 
Andd let this (ki) be a binding regulation for Kurunta, his son (and) his grandson: I, My 
Majesty,, shall not abandon your son and take your brother or someone else (instead). 

6.4.3.12.6.4.3.12. To a list of first order entities? 

Thee latter example brings us to the domain of reference to a list. In Hittite the announcement 
off  a list or enumeration can have the same structure as reference to a forthcoming piece of 
discoursee ('this is X') : 

6.466 KBo 22.113'-15'  (OS instruction, CTH 272) 
§§ ,3' kit ma henkuuaszsas 50 NINDA.HI.A 10-TA.AM É-az 14' 1 LÜ 1 MUNUS kattis 
ssissi ienta Ü 1 kapunu A.SA para das § 
Thiss (ki) (is) of his gift: 50 breads, 10 each. From (his) estate one man (and) one 
womann went with him and 1 kapunu-measure of field he selected. 

6.477 KBo 12.38 i KT-12'  (lateNH draft for statue inscription, Suppiluliama, CTH 121), ed. 
Ottenn 1967: 75, 77 
§§ 10' [X ]X ANA LUGAL KUR Alasiia Ü ANA ^pidduri U' [/7T]7 dUTU U R UPÜ-«a U 

TabarnaTabarna LUGAL.GAL  12 [S]A? dUTU {JRVP\J-na LÜSANGA ka-a-as arkammas êsdu 
§§ '3' [XXJXGUSKIN 1 GUN URUDU 3 BAN GAYATUM 14' ANAdUTV URUPU-AZtf § ... 
[[  ] for the king of Alasiya and for the pidduri-men, this (ki) shall be the tribute 
(owed)) to the Sungoddess of Arinna and to Tabarna, the great king, priest of the 
Sungoddesss of Arinna: § [...] of gold, 1 talent of copper, 3 seah of gayatum for the 
Sun-goddesss of Arinna § ... 

Thee problem is how to classify this type of forward reference. The classification of 
demonstrativess in Himmelmann 1996 and Diessel 1999 only allows Discourse Deixis for 
forwardd referring demonstratives, but while it is stated there that discourse deictic expressions 
referr to events, propositions or speech acts, in ex. 6.46 and 6.47 we have reference to first 
orderr entities2 . (For more examples see section 6.6.) So it seems that demonstratives that 

2555 See also NH: KUB 21.1+ iii 10 (treaty, CTH 76); lateNH: Bo 86/299 ii 67 (treaty, CTH 106A), KBo 4.10+ 
obv.. 42' (treaty, CTH 106B). 

Ehlichh 1982 considers reference to lists by means of a demonstrative as text-deixis. The difference with 
Himmelmannn and Diessel is that Ehlich uses a cognitive interpretation of reference: the anaphoric procedure 
maintainss the focus of attention on a referent whereas the deictic procedure shifts the center of attention. When 
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introducee first order referents into the discourse are typologically not very well described.257 

Inn my view this forward reference (below, ex. 6.48) is similar to backward referring 
demonstrativee descriptions, classified as Tracking by Himmelmanm and Diessel as in ex 
6.49: : 

6.488 KUB 23.12 ii 4'-6' (MH/MS annals, Tudhaliya, CTH 142.2B) 
§§ [... ]VRVHattusi appa ueh[(un)} 5 [(nuzmu ke-e KUR.KUR.HI.A)] kürur êpp[ir] 
§§ 6' [...KVRVRÜL(uqqa)KURVRÜKispüua ... 
[When]]  I turned back to Hattusa, these (ke) countries took up hostilities against me: § 
[...thee country of L(ukka), of Kispuwa ... 

6.499 KUB 17.21+ ii 26'  (MH/MS prayer, Arnuwanda & Asmunikkal, CTH 375A), ed. 
Vonn Schuier 1965: 156-157. 
§§ 20' KUR VRVNeriqqaz ... KUR URUPatalluaz § 26' nu ke-e-da-as A\(NA 
KUR.KUR.HI.A)]]  sumenzan $A É.HI.A DINGIR.MES-KUNV kue êsta n*at LÜ.MES 
{JRlj{JRljGasgaGasga arha pippir 
(Al ll  the countries from which they drove the sacrificial animals: fattened bulls, 
fattenedd cows, fattened sheep, and fattened goats), § from the country of Nerik 
fromm the country of Patalli, § that which in these (kedas) countries belonged to your 
temples,, the Gasgaeans have destroyed it. 

Backwardd reference to events, propositions and speech-acts is described in the next section, 
referencee to first order entities in 6.5. 

6.4.3.2.6.4.3.2. Referring backward 

Al ll  forward referring expressions refer necessarily to entities that are not salient. As 
discussedd in 2.3.6. and summarized for Hittite in 3.5., this is not always the case with 
backwardd reference. Although the content of a piece of discourse is usually not in the center 
off  attention, with certain predicates the situation is different. The predicates of speaking and 
knowledgee for example require as argument or complement a speech act or proposition. The 
predicatee therefore raises the saliency of the speech act or proposition. In 6.2.4. we saw how 
saliencyy and type of expression were connected: the pronoun ka- referred to a salient object in 
thee Speech-situation, and ka- + N referred to a non-salient object. In order to find out whether 
ka-ka- with or without noun refers to salient stretches of discourse or not, the following contexts 
aree presented. When a discourse unit is closed, all entities in that unit have lost their saliency. 
Theree are several types of across node reference, such as crossing a paragraph line, a Direct 

ann element in the discourse needs to be focused upon, the deictic procedure is used. This is what Ehlich call 
text-deixis.text-deixis. He illustrates his point by means of name lists in the Old Testament. These lists are usually both 
introducedd and concluded by means of ancient Hebrew elle 'these': 'these are the X ...', indicating a shift in the 
centerr of attention. Cornish 1999 on the other hand uses the term discourse deixis for the same procedure and 
moree or less equates it with new-this in colloquial English: forward referring expressions introduce, shift the 
attentionn to an element that is important for the following discourse. 

Thee reason is probably that demonstratives introducing discourse referents that are a major discourse topic are 
onlyy encountered in English in the form of colloquial new-this, see also the preceding footnote. (Himmelmann 
1996:: 222). Himmelmann does not deny the existence of first mention demonstratives in other languages, but 
assumess that such first mentions *may be based on (presumed) shared-knowledge rather than being new, 
introductoryy mentions as in English' (o.c. 223). There is no indication that Hittite introducing ka- refers to 
sharedd knowledge. 
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Speechh node. Adverbial clauses also often introduce a new discourse unit (Cumming & Ono 
1997:: 123.). These are described in (6.4.3.2.1.). A special case of introducing a new unit is 
thee ki kuit 'as for this fact that' clause (6.4.3.2.2.). In 6.4.3.2.3. a remaining group is 
discussed. . 

6.4.32.1.6.4.32.1. Across a discourse node 

Paragraphh lines close a discourse unit, lowering the saliency of the entities in it, including the 
propositionall  contents of the clauses. The expressions referring across node can take the form 

TCOO 9 SQ 1fX\ 

keke uddar, ka~ memiya- , ka- lingai- or, rarely, ki . The Old Hittite ex. 6.50 is unique 
becausee instead of QATAMMA discourse deictic ki refers to the punishment described in the 
precedingg law (formerly he gave 15 cattle, but now he shall give 10 cattle . . .). The New 
Hittitee duplicate KUB 13.12 obv. 6 also has ki-i-pat whereas the other New Hittite copies 
KBoo 6.3 iii 48 and KBo 6.8 ii 2 have QATAMMA-pdt: 

6.500 KBo 6.2+ ii i 43 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 75 
§§ takku ANSE.KUR.RA türiiauas kuiski tdiezzi uttarzsedza kh[zpat § 
Iff  anyone steals a draft horse, its disposition is just this (ki=pat) (= the same). 

6.511 Bo 86/299 iv 5 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 26-27 
nunu man zik mdLAMMA-o.s ki-i tuppias uttdr ÜL pahhasti... 
...,, if you, Kurunta, do not protect these (ki) words of the tablet, ... 

6.522 KBo 3.4+ i 48 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 57 
nunu kN IN A MU.l.KAM iianun § 
II  did this (ki) in one year. 

Thee pronoun ki refers back to the actions of Mursili in the same paragraph, but also to the 
actionss described in previous paragraphs. 

AA special case of reference across a discourse node is reference to the contents of 
precedingg Direct Speech: 

6.533 KUB 21.38 rev. 7-9 (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 222-223 (= 
ex.. 3.70) 
§§ 7 SESzYAzmazmu kuit kisan TASPUR NIN-YAzuazmu ISPUR DUMU.MUNUS KUR 
VRVVRVKARDUNIYA$?uaKARDUNIYA$?ua kuis KUR URVMIZRI 8 \p\iianza êsta nuzuazssi GIM-an 

TEMETEME EGIR[:<z/i]<ftz pair nuzuarzat EGlR-pa r$TU IKU arantat 9[nu?m]u ku-
u-unu-un memiian LVTEMU LUGAL KUR ÜRUKAR-t>UNl[Y]A<$>  mdEN.LIL.EN.UKU.MES 

memista memista 

2588 See also OH KBo 3.22 obv. 33 ('building' inscription, CTH I A); MH KBo 5.3+ i 38, ii 54, iv 50' (treaty, 
CTHH 42), KUB 14.1 obv. 27 (indictment, CTH 147), KUB 24.4 rev. 22 (prayer, CTH 376C); NH KBo 4.4 
obv.. ii 49 (annals, CTH 61 II) , KBo 5.13 iii 20 (treaty, CTH 68), KUB 19.49 iv 40' (treaty, CTH 69), KUB 
21.1++ iii 76 (treaty, CTH 76), KUB 21.15 iv 6 (edict, CTH 85); KUB 21.17 ii i 37' (indictment, CTH 86), KBo 
6.288 rev. 40 (edict, CTH 88), KUB 14.8 rev. 38 (prayer, CTH 378 II) ; lateNH KUB 8.82 rev. 23' (treaty, CTH 
105),, KBo 4.10+ rev. 5, 48' (treaty, CTH 106B) 

2599 KUB 15.1 ii 13 (NH vow, CTH 584). 
26(11 See also NH KBo 3.4+ ii 49, iii 41, 59, iv 34' (annals, CTH 61 I), KUB 22.70 obv. 33 (oracle, CTH 566). 
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Ass for the fact that my [brjother wrote to me thus: 'My sister wrote to me: The 
daughterr of Babylon who was given to Egypt, when the messengers later went to 
(visit)) her, they had to stay back by an IKU (= 150 mtrs.)!' '. The messenger of the 
kingg of Babylon, Enlil-bel-nise, told me this (kun) story. (As for the fact that / heard 
thee story, I should not have written it to my brother) 

6.544 KUB 8.41 ii 7'-9' (OS ritual, CTH 733 II 1), ed. Neu 1980a: 183 
§§ man DUMV-as dlM-nas sasantitssi huekzi L[ÜNAR memai)* dandukisni 
TasimmetisTasimmetis zik DmGlRMES-nasta istarn[a] 9'dI$TAR-is MUNUS.LUGAL-as zik ke-e-
gs-tags-ta ANA AWATd[m handdn] § —~~ 
Whenn the 'son' incantates to the mistress of the Stormgod, the S[inger says]: 'For 
mankindd you are Tasimmeti, but among the gods you are Istar the Queen'. These 
(words)) joo (ke=ya=)26] [correspond] to the recitation [of the Stormgod (?)]. 

Butt ka- + N can also jump further back across a discourse unit262: 

6.555 KUB 1.1 iv 1-2 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 22-23 
[(nuzssi[(nuzssi GIM-an ke-e INIM.MES u[{atarnahhun)] 2 ehusua apaszmazkan 

mumuMarassa[(ntiiazaMarassa[(ntiiaza arha par(a)sta)] 
Whenn I told him these (ke) words: 'Come!', he fled away from the city Marassantiya, 

Thee order 'come!' summarizes the speech of iii 68-72: 'I told him like a man: "You have 
startedd to fight with me. You are the Great King, while /am (simply) a king of one fortified 
town,, the only fortified town you left me. Come! Istar of Samuha and the Stormgod of Nerik 
wil ll  judge our trial.". The following lines iii 72-79 are a justification of Hattusili's acts 
(Ottenn o.c. 23, fn.). 

Inn the next example the propositions preceding the conditional clause are nominalized 
ass wasku- 'wrongdoing'263. Besides that, also memiya(n)- and uttar are attested264 in 
adverbiall  clauses referring to another discourse unit. 

6.566 KBo 2.6+ iii 4-9 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998' 
206-207 7 

manman EME $A fdI$TAR-attizpat Tl-andas kuitmanzas 5 Tl-anza êsta nu apiia kuit 
arrahhaniskitarrahhaniskit 6 GIDIM * ia kuit TUKV.TUKU-uanza DUMUMES zSUziatssi EME 
êssanziêssanzi nu^za man GIDIM kêdastpat uaskuuas ser TUKU.TUKU-wanzö 8 

nammazmazzanammazmazza GIDIM tamêdani memini ser ÜL9 kuitki TUKU.TUKU-wa/2za 
Iff  (it is) the curse of the same Sausgatti (when) alive, because she kept cursing at the 
timee during which she was alive, and (if it is) because the deceased is angry, and her 
childrenn keep cursing, if you, o deceased, are angry only because of these (kedas=pat) 

Seee Neu 1983: 88 + fn. 331 for this parsing. Compare with the variants KUB 8.41 ii 13': ke-e-ma-as-ta dIM-
asas maltesna hant[an ...], KUB 31.143a + VBoT 124 iii 23' ke-e-a ANA AWAT [ha)nd[an\. 

622 See also NH KUB 6.41 i 37 (treaty, CTH 68), discussed in chapter 4 as ex. 4.63 
633 See KBo 6.28 rev. 30 (NH edict, CTH 88) for nominalization as ki-da-as sahhanas luz[z]tias of the 
specificationss of duty and corvee (sahhan and luzzi) mentioned in the preceding paragraph. 
MM NH KBo 5.4 rev. 14 (treaty, CTH 67), KBo 5.13 iii 6 (treaty, CTH 68), KUB 19.49+ i 58 (treaty, CTH 69); 
lateNHH  KBo 2.6 i 14' (oracle, CTH 577), KBo 16.98 ii 10 (oracle, CTH 577). 
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wrongdoings,, but furthermore you, o deceased, are not angry somehow because of 
anotherr affair, ... 

6.4.3.2.2.6.4.3.2.2. ki kuit clauses 

AA special type of construction containing ka- referring across a paragraph line is the ki kuit 
syntagmm 'given this fact that, as for this fact that'. This syntagm is almost always the first 
clausee of a new paragraph. It serves as the introduction to a clause or sequence of clauses that 
referss as a whole to something that has happened before. There is a difference with a simple 
kuitkuit clause: the simple kuit clause provides a general setting, whereas the ki kuit repeats some 
materiall  from a preceding discourse unit. This is best illustrated by oracles. In oracles the ki 
kuitkuit clause, repeating the result of a preceding oracle outcome, is the point of departure for the 
followingg oracle question. Thus, the demonstrative both links to the preceding discourse and 
providess the setting of the new paragraph. 

Inn the next example ki kuit links to the preceding result : 

6.577 KUB 22.70 obv. 4 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 54-55 
§§ 4 ki-i kuit DINGIR-L/M VR}JArusna AN[A G]IG s[e]r TUKU.TUKU-am' [Sl]xSA-öf 
Ass for this (ki) fact, that the deity of Arusna has been determined in anger because of 
thee illness, ... 

"Jfsf\ "Jfsf\ 

Butt it can also link further back : 

6.588 KUB 22.70 rev. 31-32 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 90-91 
§§ 3I ki-i kuit DUMU {Ammatalla IN A É.GAL-LIM anda ueriianza êsta TUG.HI.A=: 
mazzamazza SA SU AM[A-$U uas]siskit nu man DINGIR-Lt/M apaddan ser 32 SA dUTU-
SlSl zankilatar ÜL kuitki san(a)h[ta ... 
Ass for this (ki) fact that the son of Ammattalla was summoned to the palace while 
[weajringg the clothes meant for [his] mo[ther], if the deity does not seek any fine at all 
fromm His Majesty because of that ... 

6.4.3.23.6.4.3.23. Remaining cases 

Inn this section I present some examples of the remaining group that did not fall in one of the 
otherr categories. They all have in common that ka- (N) refers inside a paragraph. That does 
nott mean however that the propositional content referred to is necessarily salient. In Chapter 
22 I showed how 0, -a-, apa- and apa- + N were used when their host clause followed a 
conditionall  clause, whereas ka- N was used when the preceding clause was a main clause. 
Furthermore,, the type of predicate could raise the saliency of the propositional contents, such 
ass verbs of speaking or knowing. The few attestations of ka- (N) with 3r and 4 order 
predicatess already refer across node (KBo 4.4 ii 49, KBo 5.13 iii 6, KUB 15.1 ii 30, KUB 
21.388 rev. 9), therefore their propositional content is not salient. In the next example the 
clausess preceding the kas memias clause describe what the Addressee is to refrain from. The 

S55 See also NH KUB 22.70 obv. 7, 12, 29, 34, 44, 49, 67, rev. 8, 33, 40 (oracle, CTH 566); lateNH KUB 22.35 
iii  10' (oracle, CTH 569), KBo 2.2 iii 18 (oracle, CTH 577). 

**  See also NH KUB 22.70 obv. 58, rev. 4 (oracle, CTH 566); LateNH KBo 2.2 i 21 (oracle, CTH 577). 
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propositionall  content that might be salient is 'not doing X'. However, not the 'not doing X' is 
commentedd upon in the next clause, but the 'doing X' which is not salient267:268 

6.599 KUB 23.1+ ii 6-7 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 105), ed. Kiihne & Otten 1971-
8-9 9 

tamaizzatamaizza EN-UTTA lë ilali\jas]i  ka-a~aszta memias SAPAL NES DINGIR-L/M 

kittarukittaru § 
Doo not desire another Ruling House. Let this (kas) conduct be put under Divine Oath. 

6.4.4.. How about Focus structure and Discourse Deixis? 

Comparedd with the other demonstratives the number of discourse deictic expressions of the 
proximall  demonstrative is large enough to be able to say something on the Focus structure. 
Mostt of the time the discourse deictic expression occurs in the VP. We can safely assume that 
inn those cases the expression is part of the Predicate or Sentence Focus domain. Sometimes 
howeverr a Focus particle is attached to the expression, leading to the question whether 
discoursee deictic ka- can occur in Argument Focus. Another phenomenon that is relevant for 
thee Topic-Focus distinction is Subjecthood. To start with the latter, in ex. 6.54 the clause ke? 
(i)a^sta(i)a^sta ANA AW AT d[lM handan] belongs to a series of similar clauses. Each time a few 
phrasess are chanted, after which it is stated that 'that/that too corresponds to the recitation of 
somee god'. The expression ke is in this case in Expanding (Argument) Focus. Another 
discoursee deictic subject is found in clauses of the type of ex. 6.59. This time the rest of the 
clausee could be asserted of the subject. In that case the subject should be an Unestablished 
Topic.. The difficulty here is that Unestablished Topics are probably indicated by means of 
thee particle -al-ma (see chapter 9). Although the Focus structure in Hittite requires far more 
researchh than I could provide in the chapters 7 to 9,1 opt for the moment for Sentence Focus 
givenn the absence of -al-ma. 

Thee next example on the other hand shows ka- N as Unestablished Topic: 

6.600 KUB 21.1+ iii 73-77 (NH treaty, Muwattalli, CTH 76), ed. Friedrich 1930: 76-77 
733 id. 

§§ namma kN kuit TUP PU tuk mAla[ksandu iian]ün nezttazkkan MU.KAM-tt 
MU.KAM-/77 peran 3-5[u halzessan]du n^atzzazkan zik mAlaksandus saki 
ktitmaktitma AWATEMES ÜL kuitk[i]  1-edaz 1-edaz 7? I$TU KUR VRJJHA7T/^at 
Furthermore,, this (ki) tablet that I [mad]e for you Ala[ksandu], let the[m read] it to 
youu every year three ti[mes]. You, Alaksandus, have to be familiar with it! Now, 
thesee (ki=ma) stipulations are not at all from the one (or) from the other, they are 
fromm Hatti\ 

Onee can see this more clearly by looking at the next mini conversation: A: "I did not eat any cookies today" 
—— B: "You were not supposed to!". B's answer would be more sensible following "I ate some cookies today", 
nott the negation. (Unless it was B's intention to say that A actually had to eat cookies.) Thus, a negation does 
nott make the opposite salient. 

688 For the remaing group see also MH KUB 14.1 rev. 27 (indictment, CTH 147); NH KUB 6.41 iv 14, KUB 
6.444 iv 24 (treaty, CTH 68), KBo 4.12 rev. 12 (edict, CTH 87); LateNH KUB 23.1+ i 7, iv 18, 22, 1. edge 2 
(treaty,, CTH 105), Bo 86/299 ii 94 (treaty, CTH 106A), KBo 4.10+obv. 46' (treaty, CTH 106B), KBo 4.14 ii 
51,, iii 51 (treaty, CTH 123), ABoT 56 iii 15 (instruction, CTH 256). 
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Thee stipulations, literally words, do not come out-of-the-blue. They are a necessary part of an 
inscribedd tablet and may therefore be legitimately inferred from the Established Topic 'tablet'. 
Ass a Sub-Topic269 they replace the Established Topic 'tablet'. This Topic-switch is indicated 
byy the particle -al-ma. 

Summarizing,, ka~ (N) occurs in Sentence Focus clauses or in the Predicate Focus, and 
ass a subject it may be Argument Focus or an Unestablished Topic. The only thing it cannot 
bee is the Established Topic. 

6.4.5.. Summary and conclusions 

Thee demonstrative adverb of manner kissan usually refers forward, rarely backward. Both in 
thee backward and forward situation it can occur with all participants, both in positive and 
negativee contexts. There is therefore no special connection with the Speaker (6.4.2.). The 
samee could be observed for forward and backward referring ka- N (6.4.3.1 and 6.4.3.2.). 

Thee expression ka- (N) referred to non-salient entities. It occured in Sentence Focus 
clauses,, in Predicate Focus, and it was in Argument Focus or an Unestablished Topic. The 
onlyy pragmatic function that was excluded was Established Topic (6.4.4.). 

DiscourseDiscourse Deictic Use 
Continuityy procedure (in node) 

E-Topicc U-Topic A-Focus 
—— — — 

Centeringg procedure (across node) 

U-Topicc A-Focus Focus 
ka-ka- N ka- ka- (TV) 

kissan kissan 

Tablee 6.3: The Discourse Deictic ka- matrix. 

6.5.. The Tracking (= Anaphoric) Use of ka-

6.5.1.. Introduction 

Thee tracking use of demonstratives and the distinctions made below are discussed in 2.3.3.4., 
2.3.4.. (both general discussions), 3.3.4., 3.4. (overview of Hittite) and 4.5. (the distal 
demonstrativee as/). 

6.5.2.. The centering procedure 

Majorr discourse discontinuities diminish the saliency of discourse entities. These 
discontinuitiess are caused by episodic changes, shifts in location, intervention by Reported 
Speech,, and textual unit boundaries. In order to restore the saliency of a discourse entity 
lexicall  noun phrases are used, including the ones with a demonstrative determiner. The 
indicatorss of discourse continuity in Hittite are reference across a paragraph line (6.5.2.1), 
acrosss a Direct Speech/Narration boundary (6.5.2.2.), adverbial clauses indicating a shift in 

Seee Dik 1997a: 324f. for Sub Topic and its relation to a Given (= Established) Topic. 
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place,, time, or orientation (6.5.2.3.), relative clauses re-introducing a topic (6.5.2.4 ) and 
genitives,, which are usually not salient (6.5.2.5.) 

6.5.2.1.6.5.2.1. Reference across a paragraph line 

Thee proximal demonstrative NP can refer anaphorically across a paragraph line to another 
NP,, or to a preceding list or enumeration. The latter type of reference is a specific feature of 
thee proximal demonstrative: in my corpus there were no examples of apa- NP or asi NP 
resumingg a list. Reference to a NP is illustrated in 6.5.2.1.1., and to a list in 6.5.2.1.2. For 
referencee to lists inside a paragraph, see section 6.5.3.2. 

6.5.2.1.1.6.5.2.1.1. Reference to a NP 

6.611 KUB 1.1+ ii 69-72 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 16 
§§ GIM-anzma uit S[(ES?Y)]A kuuapi INA KUR Mizri pait 70 nuzza 
KUR.KUR.MESS kue ke-e EGlR-pa asesanu[(nu)]n nu KA R AS A N S E . K U R . R [ ( A . M E S )] 71 

kêlkêl SA KUR-7Y ANA SES ^ YA lahhi INA KUR Mizrï 72 GAM-an pëhutenun 
Butt when it happened that my brother went to Egypt at a certain time, as for these (ke) 
countriess which I had resettled, I led the army and the horses of this country to my 
brotherr on campaign in Egypt. 

Thee kë KUR.KUR.MES 'these countries' are mentioned in ii 66. 

6.622 KBo 2.2 i 21-22 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998-
126-127 7 

99 1 

§§ ki kuit ku-u-us MUSEN HURRI kallaranni n arha appantat 
Concerningg this fact that these /wrn-birds were taken away in unfavorableness. 

Thee birds have been mentioned before in i 15.270 

AA remarkable feature of ka- N referring across node is that each noun phrase occurs in 
aa relative clause. 

6.5.2.1.2.6.5.2.1.2. Reference to a list 

Thee antecedent of the paragraph crossing demonstrative ka- does not have to be a single noun 
(phrase)) but can also be a list of objects or localities. Ex. 6.49 was already a good example of 
ka-ka- N referring to a list of countries271. But ka- N may also 'summarize' a collection of 
entitiess discussed throughout the whole text: 

6.633 KBo 3.4+ iv 44M7'  (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 72 
§§ 44 nuzzazkan ANA G ,SGU.ZA ABISYA kuuapi êshat nu karü MU.10.KAM  45' 
LUGAL-uiznanunLUGAL-uiznanun nu?za ke-e KUR.KUR LJJKÜR INA MU.10.KAM ammedaz SV-az 

2700 See also MH HKM 48 lower edge 18 (letter, CTH 199); NH KUB 14.14 + rev. 43' (prayer CTH 378 I), 
KUBB 14.11 + rev. 41 (CTH 378II). 

2711 See for lists also OH KBo 17.3+ iii 29 (ritual, CTH 416.1 B); NH KUB 19.13+ i 40' (annals, CTH 40). 
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466 tarahhun DUMU.MES LUG AL ̂  ma z za BELUMESzia kue KUR.KUR Ll^KÜR 
tarahheskirtarahheskir nzatzsan ÜL anda 
Afterr I seated myself on my father's throne and ruled as king during the first ten years, 
II  conquered these (Ice) enemy countries within ten years with my own hand. But the 
countriess which the sons of the king and the lords conquered are not included. 

Inn the Bronze tablet ki kuit in iii 57 refers to everything that Tudhaliya and his father have 
272 2 

givenn to Kurunta : 

6.644 Bo 86/299 iii 57-59 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 22-23 
§§ 57 kjAzwt kuil ABUzYA ANA mdLAMM A pesta dVTU?$1 ?ia?ssi kuit 58 pihhun 
ishiülzsiishiülzsi kuit iiauen n^at^kan zilatiia lê kuiski uahnuzi 
AndAnd as for (all) this (ki) that my father has given to Kurunta and that I, My Majesty, 
havee given to him, the treaty which we made for him, let noone in the future change it. 

6.5.2.2.6.5.2.2. From Direct Speech to Narration 

Inn the next examples (also treated as ex. 4.95 in chapter 4) kê arahzenas KUR.KUR.MES 
LUKURR refers to uni arahzenas KUR.KUR LÜKÜR in the Direct Speech: 

6.655 KBo 3.4+ i 23-29 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 55-56 
233 nu kissan AQBI dUTU UKUArinna GAS AN-YA arahzenas tuaztnuzza KUR.KUR 
—KJJRR kuieS DUMU-Ian halzessir nuzuazmuzza tepnuskir nuzua tuel ËA 
dUTUU [JRljArinna GA&AN-YA ZAG.HI.A danna sanhiskiuan dair nuzua^mu 
dUTUU VRUArinna GAS AN- YA kattan tiia nuzuazmuzkan u-ni arahzenas 
KUR.KURR ^KÜR per an kuenni nuzmu dUTU URVArinna memian istamasta n? 
aszmuaszmu kattan tiiat nuzzazkan ANA GISGU.ZA ABIzYA kuuapi êshat nu^za ke-e 
arahzenasarahzenas 29 KUR.KUR.MES yJKÜR IN A MU.10.KAM tarahhun matt kan kuenun § 
II  spoke like this: "O Sungoddess of Arinna, my Lady, the surrounding countries of the 
enemyy which called me a child have humiliated me. They have started to seek to take 
youryour territories, (the territories) of the Sungoddess of Arinna, my Lady, a second time. 
OO Sungoddess of Arinna, my Lady, stand by my side! Kil l those (uni) surrounding 
countriess of the enemy on my behalf!" The Sungoddess of Arinna listened to my 
prayerr (lit . word) and backed me up. After I seated myself on my father's throne, I 
conqueredd these (ke) surrounding countries of the enemy, and destroyed them (lit . 
killed). . 

Ass explained in Chapter 4, the distal demonstrative expresses the negative emotional attitude 
off  the Speaker. So why did Mursili use the proximal demonstrative in the narration? The 
differencee with the Direct Speech is that by the time he narrates this history the countries are 
alreadyy conquered and part of the Speaker's cognitive domain. 

6.5.2.3.6.5.2.3. Change of episode 

2722 See also KUB 26.43 + obv. 49 (lateNH landgrant, CTH 225) where nu kid m$ahurunuuas ... ANA 
DUMU.MESS ... pesta refers to everything mentioned before. 
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Temporall  adverbs indicate a lapse of time, a change of episode. Each time such a lapse occurs 
thee entities in the preceding discourse often lose their saliency and have to re-activated by 
meanss of a full noun phrase:273 

6.666 KUB 21.38 rev. 3-6 (NH letter, Hattusili III , CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 22-23 
MUNUS.LUGALL  kuit INA KUR VRVAMURRI uizzi manninkuuahmi = a?tta nuckan 

ANAANA MUNUS.LUGAL  4 kuie AWATEME$ Zl-ni neat ANA SESzYA apezza hatrami ... 
GlM-annzctskanGlM-annzctskan ANA SESe YA DUMU.MUNUS VR-si ari nuzzazkan ke-e 

INIM.MESS MUNUS.LUGAL apiiasia 6 GAMRATI § 
Givenn that the Queen will come to Amurru and that I (= the Queen) will be in your 
vicinity:: as for the requests that are on the Queen's mind, I will write them from there 
too my brother (= the pharao). (You, my brother, will not disapprove of them, you will 
approveapprove of them!) And when (my) daughter arrives under the protection of my 
brother,, these (ke) requests of the Queen will be fulfilled then also. 

6.5.2.4.6.5.2.4. Relative clauses 

Preposedd 'relative' clauses are often used to re-activate a discourse entity. They provide the 
startingg point for a new discourse (sub)theme and can therefore be translated as 'as for ..., 
givenn that ...'. Because preposed relative clauses are topic-introducing and scene-setting it is 
nott necessary to resume the relative noun in the following main clause, although this is often 
thee case. In the next example the relative clause is followed by another subordinate clause 
beforee the head noun is resumed. Important for the present discussion is the fact that the 
relativee ka- clause refers back across some other clauses to a list of names: 

6.677 KUB 1.1+ ii 56, 61-65 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 14-
15 5 

nutmunutmu kê KUR.KUR.MES danatta ASSUM MUIRDUTTIM pesta (list of countries) 
hümandanhümandan ammuk Ï taparha KUR u™Hakpissa * ma emu 62 KUR ^Istahara e m 
ARAD-anniARAD-anni pesta nuemu INA KUR VRU Hakpissa 63 LVGAL-un iiat nuemu e kan 
SESSES zYA kue ki-i KUR.KUR.MES 1 dannatta 64 SU-z' dais nuzmu dtSTAR GAS AN? 
YAYA kuit SU-za harta 65 nuzza LÜKÜR.MES kuiës tar(a)hhun kuiêUma^mu 
taksuldir taksuldir 
Hee gave me these unpopulated countries in subjecthood. (list of countries), / ruled 
(them)) all. But he gave me Hakpissa and Istahara in servitude and he made me king 
inn Hakpissa. And as for these (ki) unpopulated countries which my brother had placed 
inn my hand, given that Istar, My Lady held me by the hand, some enemies I beat, but 
otherss made peace with me. 

6.5.2.5.6.5.2.5. Genitives 

Ass explained in Chapter 2.3.4.3., modifiers such as genitives tend to be in low focus (see 
Cornishh 1999: 162 ff. for discussion and references). 

Seee also KUB 6.45+ i 8 (NH prayer, CTH 381). Probably also KUB 21.17 ii 8 (NH edict, CTH 86). 
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6.688 Bo 86/299 i 85-88 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 14-15 
855 kuis?kan imma kuis ERIN.MES sarikuuas EN.MES SU77 LÜ.MES GISTUKUL 
G1D.DAsiaG1D.DAsia 86 SAB' KURmvdU-tassa SAfl/ KUR URUiDHülaia?ia èszi%1 nuzssi ku-u-
usus URUDIDLI-HIA ABUzYA puruttaz pesta antuhsaz z ma z as zsiU as ÜL pesta 
(Thee duddushialli-peoplz of city Iyasanta and the huuantalu-people ... remain. The 
uarpatalu-peopleuarpatalu-people and the cup-bearers of city Adara remain), whatever s. troops, 
artisanss and men-of-the-long-weapon are inside Tarhuntassa and inside the Hulaya-
riverland.. My father gave these (kus) cities to him together with the mud(-brick 
buildings),, but he did not give them to him with the population. 

6.5.3.. The continuity procedure 

Inn this section I will discuss ka- (N) that follows (almost) immediately upon another reference 
too the same entity. The difference with 6,5.2. is that this time formal markers of discourse 
nodess are absent. However, the ka- (N) clause itself marks the beginning or end of a discourse 
unit.. The same was already concluded in chapter 4 on asi. 

6.5.3.1.6.5.3.1. ka- (plus noun) indicating a digression from the main story line 

Ass with asi A/, the proximal demonstrative also occurs on discourse nodes that lead to a 
digressionn form the main narration or whatever genre it occurs in. In the Bronzetablet we 
oftenn encounter the following type of digression (the same example as 3.31) : 

6.699 Bo 86/299 i 50-52 (NH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 12-13 
UsaulaztmazssiUsaulaztmazssi ZAG-za UR Hassuuantas Milas Palmatas Hashasas 

URUURU$uras$uras VRU$immuuantas 52ZAG-as ku-u-us * ma ? kan URUDIDLI-HI-A INA KUR 
lDlDHülaiaHülaia assantes § 
Hiss border (as seen) from the border of Usaula, is Hassuwanta, Mila, Palmata, 
Hashasa,, Sura, (and) Simmuwanta. These (kus= ... ) cities lie in Hulaya riverland. 

Thee main structure of this part of text is a list. The list is built on the pattern 'His border (as 
seen)) from the border of city X, is city Y'. Additional information of the location of city Y is 
providedd in the next clause, with -ma attached to city Y. The particle -ma both indicates that a 
new,, subordinate discourse unit has begun and that the city Y is an Unestablished Topic. 

Anotherr type of digression is the commentary, a remark made by the narrator that 
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breakss the narration : 

6.700 KBo 3.34 iii 15'-19'  (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 
§§ '5 AH I LUGAL ANA PAIN! ABl] LUGAL kuies êskanta m[Am]muna '6 DUMU 
üfLVüfLVSukzi[ia]Sukzi[ia] appannza mPimpirit URlJNinassa l ki-i kardiiaszsas DUMU.MES 

2744 See also Bo 86/299 i 55, 59, 67 (CTH 106A), KBo 4.10+ obv. 32' (treaty, CTH 106B). 
2755 See also Bo 2628 + iii 16 (NH vow, Puduhepa & Hattusili, CTH 585). 
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esereser nussmas [ G , s]sÜ.A  l 8 ' kitta ^Gl^BANSVR^-u(s) ^smas kiita '9' 
[[ GlsGls]haluuanis\z(s)mas]haluuanis\z(s)mas ]kitta hapasus Gl^zalu[uan]i zikanzi 
Thee brothers of the king which are seated in fro[nt of father of] the king, [Amjmuna, 
sonn of the city Sukzi[ya] and behind (him) Pimpirit of the city Ninassa — these (ki) 
weree the sons of his heart — for them a throne is set up. A table is set up for them. A 
zaluwanizaluwani is set up for them, and they always place hapasali- on the zaluwani. 

Thee Speaker steps out of the time line of the narration, which is told in the present and 
addressess the Audience, telling them that 'these were the sons of his heart'. The next 
exampless are taken from treaties, which by their nature always have relevance for the present. 
Theree is therefore no change of tense, but in ex. 6.71 one can still see how the ka- clauses are 
insertedd as a commentary in a sequence of conditional clauses276: 

6.711 KBo 5.13 iii 22-28 (NH treaty, Mursili II, CTH 68), ed. Friedrich 1926: 128-129 
222 - ~>~k 

§§ man z ma HVL-lun memian kuinki SA BAL piran para istamasti nassu LÜ 
{JR{J{JR{JHATTIHATTI kuiski nasma LLJ muArzauua kuiski BAL êssai 25 kinun^ta kuiës 
ku-u-usku-u-us LÜ.MES kuiruanas memianzma ANA dUT\J-Sl piran para hüdak 21 ÜL 
hatrdsihatrdsi nutssan apêdas kuuatqa antuhsas para uskisi nu kissan mematti ... 
Butt if you hear some evil affair of revolt in advance, either some man from Hatti or 
somee man from Arzawa is revolting —these (kus) men who are now your allies— and 
youu do not write immediately in advance the affair to My Majesty, you look for some 
reasonn past those men, and you say as follows: ... 

Whatt ex. 6.70 and 6.71 have in common is that the sentence connectives nu and -ma are 
absent.. This is very rare in later Hittite, and I therefore take this as another sign that these ka-
clausess clauses behave like interjections. We should therefore also include the next example: 

6.722 KUB 19.49+ i 49-54 (lateNH treaty, Mursili II, CTH 69), ed. Friedrich 1930: 8-9 
nuzkannuzkan tuk kuis SA KUR VRVArzaua 50 [NAMRA.MES p]arranda u[uan]za kuis? 
muzkanmuzkan kuis piran arha 51 [parasta] SA [K]UR {JRVMir[d^i]a^ta^kkan kuis 
NAMRA.MESS 52 [Ü S]A KUR URUfM777 \parr\anda uuantes ki-i-da-as 53 [md]n kuis 
SASA [MAMI]TI  nu NAMRA.MES hümandan anda êp nzas?m[u par]d pdi 
Whatt [inhabitant] from the country of Arzawa has c[om]e over to you —(that is), 
anyonee who [has fled] from me—, [and als]o, what inhabitants from the country of 
Miraa [and o]f the country of Hatti have come over to you —(that is), [i] f someone 
amongg these (kidas) is a [sworn all]y—, arrest all drifter(s), and hand them over to 
me. . 

6.5.3.2.6.5.3.2. ka- (plus noun) indicating a new discourse unit 

Theree are also a few examples of the proximal demonstrative referring to a salient entity 
indicatingg a new line of thought or a new sub-theme without returning to a previous theme. 
Thiss new discourse unit follows the preceding one linearly and not hierarchically as was the 
casee in the preceding section. 

2766 See also KUB 21.1+ ii 77 (NH treaty, CTH 76). 
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Inn most cases ka- (N) follows upon a list which itself does not have a clear function in 
thee discourse 

6.733 KBo 15.10+ i 10-11 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabo 
1971:: 12-13 
400 ALAM.HI.A GIS ..." ... 1 DVGhanissas GESTIN nu kN handdizzi 
400 wooden statues, ... one hanissa-vessel with wine, these (Id) he arranges. 

6.742788 KBo 17.1+ iv 19-22 (OS ritual, CTH 416.1A), ed. Otten & Soucek 1969: 38f. 
halkiashalkias hars[(d)]r ishiianda [Z\izW^-assza harsdr ishiianda ke-e^san 
hümand\(a)]hümand\(a)] \p\addani têhhi n?e UJGAL-as MUNUS.LUGAL-afs t̂f [(ki)]tkar? 
sametsamet têhhi sërcazssan GAD-an pessiemi s^us [(\JU-as)] natta auszi 
...... the heads of grain, tied together and the heads of barley, tied together, all_(£e=...) 
thesee (objects) I put on a basket, and I place them near the heads of king and queen. 
Onn top (of the basket with its contents) I throw a linen-cloth. No man shall see them. 

Inn Chapter 2(.3.3.4.1.) I discussed the notion of Immediate Anaphora after first mention. I 
suggestedd there that Immediate Anaphora after first mention is an instantiation of the of the 
PrinciplePrinciple of the separation of reference and role on discourse level: "Do not announce a 
discoursee topic and start talking about it in the same discourse unit". The preceding examples 
falll  in this category. Especially in rituals objects are used that are needed in the course of the 
ritual.. As far as I am aware of it is not possible in Hittite to say something like "He arranges 
400 wooden statues, ... one hanissa-vzssel with wine" without properly introducing these 
objects. . 

Objectss can be introduced as a simple list, but one also encounters staging verbs like 
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'give',, or presentational clauses like 'person X was/is Y' . After an enumeration of 
countriess by name, the following edict continues with the core message 

6.755 KBo 6.29 i 28-30 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 85), ed. Gótze 1925: 46-47 
nuzmunuzmu KU[R ] Hakpissa... pesta nuzmu Kurus[tama Z]A.G-an iiat nuz 
ssissi kê KUR.KUR.MES hüman\ta piran] maniiahheskinun 
Hee gave me the country of Hakpissa, ..., and he made the city Kurus[tama] my border. 
AlfHH these (ke) countries I governed [for] him. 

Inn the copied Old Hittite narration KBo 3.28 (treated in Chapter 4 as ex. 4.37) the Queen of 
Hurmaa is introduced, brought 'on stage'. Then the real story starts. Although there is a 
paragraphh line and the rest of the tablet is lost, the story continues probably with the meddling 
off  the Addressees with the marriage of the king. 

6.766 KBo 3.28 ii 20-24 (OH/NS edict, Hattusili I, CTH 9) 

Alsoo after a list: OH KBo 8.42 rev. 6 (narration, CTH 9); MH KBo 8.35 ii 28' (treaty, CTH 139), KUB 
23.72++ obv. 4, 35 (see ex. 3.32) (treaty, CTH 146); NH KBo 10.13 i 17' (treaty, CTH 49), KBo 6.28 rev. 40 
(edict,, CTH 88), KUB 31.51+ 8 (vow, CTH 585); lateNH KUB 56.48 iii 24' (festival, CTII 672B). 

Alsoo treated in Chapter 3 as ex. 3.33. 
7VV See also KBo 3.4+ iii 28 (annals, CTH 61 I). 

Nott woth a list but with the core message in the ka- clause: KUB 1.1+ ii 66 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , 
CTHCTH 81). 
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§§ " kinuna LVGAL-us idalu mekki ühhun ta L\)GAL-ua<s> uddar(ra) z met 21 lë 
sarrattumasarrattuma asi MUNUS.LUGAL Huruma E.GI4.A êsta addaszmissazmu ke^ 
da-nida-ni ara üan harta § [öp][qUas MUNUS.LUGAL-a.s DUMU.MUNUS É-TIM 
kuuatzankuuatzan petatteni2* 1 x[ ] 24 [o o o o-t]eni kuin LUGAL-ws GISsÜ.A^m/' asashe 
MUNUS.LUGAL[-<ww apas kisa (??)] 
Today,, I, the king, have seen many evil, so(?) you may not disrupt my affairs of (me), 
thee king. That queen of Hurma was an eligible bride. Now, my father had considered 
mee (the) right (husband) for her (kedani). § Now, [tha]t queen is a 'daughter of the 
house1.. (So) why are you carrying her off? You [ ]. Whom(ever) I, the king seat 
onn my throne, [she shall become] queen! 

Butt 'stories' are not only begun, they also end. Just as characters are introduced on stage, 
theyy also leave the scene. Leaving the scene is a clear signal that the discourse unit is going 
too end. As has been observed before, the closure of a discourse unit is often accompanied by 
demonstratives.. This phenomenon is also attested in Hittite: 

6.777 KBo 8.74+ iii 13>-15'  (OS ritual, CTH *752.1A), ed. Neu 1980a: 223 
§§ nucza ük Gl^huhupalli da\hh]e 14 nu huppêmi faraszmis?azssan istananas 

appaappa ke-e zaskizzi § 
// take the huhupalli-instruments, and I hit (them). My colleague however puts them 
(ke)(ke) back on the altars. 

6.5.4.. Both Tracking and Situational ka-

Secondd mentions of a demonstrative are not necessarily restricted to reference inside the 
discourse.. In the next examples the second or later mentions of an entity are also 
situational282. . 

6.788 KUB 43.58 i 40-45 (MH/MS purification ritual, CTH 491), ed. CHD P: 170 
§§ n[?ast]a anda kissan memai ki-i uatar41 mahhan parkui TUGNIG.LAM.MES? 
kankan ke-e-ez-za arranzi 42 mat parkunuuanzi UNUTEMES ke-e-ez arranz[i]  43 n*at 
parkunuuanziparkunuuanzi nu ka-a-as mahhan uitena\nza] 44 [h]üman parkunuskizzi 
suppiiahhiskizzisuppiiahhiskizzi [k]inuna sumas DINGIR.MES QATAMMA parkunuddu § 
Hee speaks as follows: "Just as this (ki) water is clean —they wash festive garments 
withh this (kezza) and clean them, and they wash utensils with this (kez) and clean 
them—— so, just as this (kas) watferl cleans and sanctifies everything, may it now 
likewisee clean you, o gods". 

First,, the water is introduced by means of deictic ki watar 'this water'. The next references are 
donee with pronominal kez. The proximal demonstrative kez is probably used because the 
clausee containing it is a kind of commentary which breaks the comparison (compare with 

811 CHD P: 349 differently: [n?]a[s]ta MUNUS.LUGAL-ai DUMU.MUNUS É-T/M kuuatan petatteni "Where 
aree you taking the queen's 'daughter of the house'?". 

X22 See also MH KBo 15.10+ i 27, 33 (tongues, CTH 443); NH KBo 4.6 rev. 10' (sheep), 12', 15' (both 
woman)) (CTH 380), KUB 48.119 obv. 3' (illness, CTH 590). 
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sectionn 6.5.3.1.)- The return to the original comparison structure is indicated by the use of a 
fulll  noun phrase, kas witenanza in i 43. 

Inn the next example the substitute, a woman, is several times referred to by means of 
thee anaphoric pronoun -a- and apa- before kas MVNVS-as 'this woman' is used in obv. 15': 

6.799 KBo 4.6 obv. 11'-17' (NH prayer, Gassulawiya, CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1984: 12-13 
12' ' 

nuzttanuztta kasma am[mel ta]rpassa[n] unuuandan uppahhun n^aszkan ammuk 
kattankattan SlG5-anza parkuiszas apds misriuanza apds harkiscas apds n^asz 
kankan hümandaz asanuuanza minkan DINGIR-L/M EN-YA apün menahhanda uski 
nunu PANI DINGIR-L/M EN-YA ka-a-as MUNUS-<zi uehattaru l6 A N A 

^^  17' 

DUMU.MUNUS.GAL /̂ra^&ür/?? anda assuli namma neshut man këz —-GIG-za TI-
nut nut 
II  have just sent to you m[y] adorned [substitute. She is better than me. Pure she (is), 
thatt one, shining she is, that one, fair she is, that one. She is endowed with everything. 
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OO God, My Lord, look at her instead (of me) ! Let this (kas) woman instead (of me) 
bee the most important to the god My Lord. Now, toward the Great Daughter turn again 
inn favor and save her from this (kez) sickness. 

Thee fact that real anaphoric pronouns are used does not prevent the occurrence of a 
demonstrative,, as we have seen before. The difference with the other Tracking 
demonstrativess is that ka- also points at the substitute in the presence of the Speaker. 

6.5.5.. Summary and conclusions 

Althoughh I subdivided the material into two groups, demonstratives referring to salient 
(6.5.2.)) and non-salient entities (6.5.3.), it became clear that saliency alone is not the only 
factorr influencing the choice of a referential expression. Also in cases where ka- referred to 
salientt entities it could always be argued that ka- occurred on a discourse node (6.5.3.1. and 
6.5.3.2.). . 

Onee of the questions was whether there was a difference between pronominal and 
adjectivall  ka-. Although pronominal ka- occurred generally in salient contexts, there are also 
somee examples of ka- N in salient context. The difference is not clear to me. 

Contraryy to the situation with apa- and asi, the texts in which Tracking ka- occurs 
coverr almost each Hittite genre. This distribution either means that ka- is neutral or unmarked, 
orr that it is Speaker oriented. I tend to think of Tracking ka- as unmarked with respect to 
personn (see for example ex. 6.73). Still, there are attestations of full noun phrases in 
comparablee contexts without a demonstrative, who also should be unmarked (see ex. 3.35, 
3.422 in Chapter 3). In the conclusion to this Chapter I will present a hypothesis that might 
explainn this. 

Manyy tracking ka-s are found in subordinate clauses, in which case the Topic-Focus 
distinctionn is not relevant. In main clauses non-salient ka- (section 6.5.2.) sometimes occurs 
inn the VP, and is therefore part of the Focus. The non-salient subject ka- N in ex. 6.66 
howeverr is also necessarily part of the Focus. New discourse units can be compared with 
discoursee initial utterances and therefore usually have Sentence Focus. 

Thee use of apa- denoting Replacing Focus leading to a translation 'her instead' is discussed in chapter 8. 
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Inn the salient section (6.5.3.) ex. 6.69 showed ka- N as Unestablished Topic, and ka-
ïnïn ex. 6.70 as Established Topic. KBo 8.35 ii 28' (list of names, immediately followed by nu 
ke-e-ake-e-a QATAMMA[zpat Ijinkir)  seems to be a rare attestation of ka- in Expanding Argument 
Focus.. The exx. 6.73-76 shows Immediate Anaphora after first mention. The Topic-Focus 
structuree of such clauses is not clear to me. 

TrackingTracking Use 

E-Topic c 
ka-ka-

Continuityy procedure 

U-Topic c 
ka-N ka-N 

A-Focus s 
ka-ka-

Centeringg procedure 

Focus s 
ka-ka- (N) 

Tablee 6.4: The Tracking ka- matrix. 

6.6.. The cataphoric use of ka-

ïnïn 6.4.3.1.2. I already presented some examples of forward referring ka- (exx. 6.46, 6.47, 

6.48).. Here I list another example to show that there is not much difference between forward 

referencee to a stretch of discourse and to a list of first order entities284: 

6.800 KBo 15.10+ i 1-4 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabo 
1971:: 12-13 
§§ \ma\n ishanas dUTU-w/7 dIM-n?a EGIR-pa lilanzi 2 [nu kt][  danzi 2 kurdali 
isnasisnas nu^ssan këdani 1 EME isnas ishuudn këdani t ia ? ssan 4 7 EME isnas 
ishuuantesishuuantes Ï.UDU uaksur LAL uaksur ... 
[Whe]nn they conciliate the Sungod of Blood and the Stormgod, they take fthlis (ki): 2 
kurdali-vessete,kurdali-vessete, of dough; in one 7 tongues of dough (have been) dropped, and in the 
otherr one 7 tongues of dough (have been) dropped; a bite of sheep fat; a bite of honey; 

II  do not find much difference between 'they take these objects' or 'he puts these words ...' 
(ex.. 6.41) besides the different entity orders. 

6.7.. The contrastive use of ka-... ka- 'this (one) ... that (one)' 

6.7.1.. Introduction 

Inn section 6.2.2.1. I discussed the couple of adverbs of relative position ket... ket I kez ... kez 
'onn this side ... on that side' and the couple of local adverbs ka ... ka 'here ... there'. 

Thee preceding example contained the couple of demonstratives ka- ... ka- referring to 
objects,, not locations. These two phenomena illustrate two uses of the same principle, 

Otherr attestations of forward reference to first order entities: OH KBo 17.3 iii 29 (ritual, CTH 416.1 B); MH 
KBoo 15.10+ i 2 (ritual, CTH 443); NH KBo 3.4+ i 28 (annals, CTH 61 I), KUB 1.1+ ii 56 (egodocument, 
CTHH 81); GG iv 15 (vow, CTH 585); lateNH KUB 26.43 + obv. 19, 54 (landgrant, CTH 225); KBo 33.216 
rev.?? 5 (vow, CTH 590), KUB 56.48 ii 31 (festival, CTH 672B). 
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expressionn of contrastive pairs by means of either ka ... ka- or apa- ... apa- (see also chapter 
7.2.5.1.). . 

Contrastt between referents is not necessarily expressed as in English 'this and/or that', 
orr Latin 'hie ... ille'. Swahili for example does not allow the use of the proximal and distal 
formss together for contrast. The proximal form is used twice instead: Hit  yafutika, hii 
haifutikihaifutiki 'That [sc. sin] can be blotted out, this one cannot be' (Lyons 1999: 115). 

Inn 6.7.2. I present contrastive pairs in Situational use, and in 6.7.3. in Anaphoric use. 

6.7.2.. Situational contrastive pairs 

Inn these two examples one can imagine how the Speaker points to different objects or persons 
285 5 

inn his visual field : 

6.811 KBo 6.2+ ii 18-20, § 40 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 48 
§§ '8 takku LÜ GI%UKUL har(a)kzi ]Ü LÜ ILKI tittianza LÜ ILKJ tezzi ,9 ki-i 
GISTUKUL[-/Z'Smet]]  kjAzma sahhazmet A.SA.HI.A 3 A LÜ GlSTUKUL^ma anda 
sittarizzisittarizzi GI^TUKUL-//=:/a har[zi] sahhannza ïssai 
Iff  a man who has a TUKUL-obligation disappears, and a man owing /L/W-services is 
assigned,, and the man owing /L££/-services says : 'This (ki) is my TUKUL-obligation, 
whilee that (ki) is my obligation for sa/zAtf/i-services', (then) he shall secure for himself 
aa sealed deed concerning the land of the man having a TUKUL-obligation. He shall 
(then)) both hold the TUKUL-obligation and perform the sahhan-sevvices. 

6.822 KUB 26.12+ i 13-18 (lateNH instruction, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 
1957:: 23 
.... nu summas BELU.Hl.A a[p]dt [k]uwatqa kuiski memai DUMU.MES EN.MESs 
YAYA z ua z nn[as] [and]a ÜL imma NUMUN ENzYA nuzuamnas ke-e-da-n\i\ 

nn "  1 7 

[(GlM)]-an[(GlM)]-an  ser linganuskir ke-e-da-ni zia ?u\(az nnas)] [QA]TAMMA ser 
linganuskanzilinganuskanzi nuzuaznnas ka-a\(-as)] EN-aszpat matzsi GAM NES DINGIR-
UMUM GAR-ru 
.... (if ) someone says somehow that to you, the lords: "The sons of my lords in us (?) 
aree not among the offspring of my lord. Just as they have sworn us in on this one 
(kedani),(kedani), on that one too (kedani=ya) they shall swear us in likewise. This one (kas) 
(is)) our only lord," (then) let it be put under divine Oath to him. 

6.7.3.. Anaphoric contrastive pairs 
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Inn anaphoric use *this one, that one' becomes 'the one ... the other' (seealso ex. 6.80). 

Seee also the next law, § 41. 

Hoffnerr I.e. interprets 'the man owing /LKL/-services says: 'This is my TUKUL-obligation, while that is my 
obligationn for .fa/j/iaAi-services' ' as part of the apodosis. Given the conditional clause 'But if he refuses the 
TUKUL-obligation,, ...', I prefer to include the Direct Speech part in the protasis. The structure of the law thus 
becomes:: 'If a man who has a TUKUL-obligation disappears, and a man owing /LATC-services is assigned, if the 
latterr accepts both obligations, then ..., but if he refuses, then ...' 

2877 See also KUB 29.30 iii + 2\ KBo 6.26 iii 33, 34, iv 2, 3, 4 (OH/NS laws, CTH 292). Probably also here KUB 
14.11 rev. 30,31 (MH/MS indictment, CTH I41)ke-e-el $A KUR.KÜR-TIM ... ke-e-el $A KUR-KUR-HM. 
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6.833 KBo 17.1+ ii 21'-22', with duplicate KBo 17.6 ii 15'-16' (OS ritual CTH 416 1 A) 
ed.. Neu 1980a: 7 

III  DUMU.MES.É.GAL [a(r)]an[(dar)]i  ka-a-as-sa GISsUKUR ZAB[AR harzi] 2T ka^ 
as-saas-sa Gl5SUKUR ZABAR [(harzi)] 
Thee two palace attendants are standing. Both the one and the other hold a bronze 
spear. . 

Comparee this with the similar use of apa- ... apa- (also treated as ex. 7.25 in Chapter 7): 

6.844 KBo 3.34 ii 1-6 (OH/NS Narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 44-45 
mmZidiZidi LÜZABAR.DAB êsta AB1 LUGAL  mG^har^hardn TGESTIN-Zfl  2 ANA 

[[ HistauaraHistauara mMaratti?ia maniiahhis 3 LUGAL-/' SlG5-antan GESTlN-an hinkatta 
apêdasszaapêdassza tamain GESTIN-<?/7 piier a-pa-a-as-sa uit LUGAL-/ tet 5 nana apün 
GESTINN -an piier L\JGAL-us kuin austa a-pa-a-as-sa uit QATAMMA IQBI 
Zidii  was a cupbearer. The father of the king alotted a harhara-vessd with wine to 
Histiyaraa and Maratti. To the king he (= Zidi) delivered good wine, but to them they 
gavee other wine. Both the one (apass=a) came (and) said to the king: They did not 
givee (to us) that wine, which the king saw' and the other (apass=a) came (and) said 
thee same. ..." 

Inn order to find the difference between apa- ... apa- andka- ... ka- one should find a property 
whichh is always present in one case but absent in the other. One factor which can be excluded 
iss present versus past. In the same text one also has ka- ...ka- ... ka-: 

6.855 KBo 3.34 ii 28-32 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 52-53 
.... nzus mIsputas-inar maniiahheskizzi 29 Gl-an GISuMBIN hashassuar G%UKUL 
apdtarapdtar n?us apds annanut ku-u-un apds annanut ku-u-us-sa ABI LUGAL ANA 
NakkilitNakkilit 31 GAL  L Ü M ESS A GI paiS ku.u_uz mHuzzï G A L LÜ.MESN I M G I R 32 ku_u_uS 
mmKizzuiKizzui GAL WMZSMESEDf pais stus ulkessarahhir 
.... Isputasinar instructs them (= the young chariot-fighters). The arrow, the 
sharpening-wheell  (?), the holding of the weapon, he taught them. One (kun) he 
taughtt (= continued to train),288 and some others (kus) the father of the king gave to 
Nakkalit,, head of the cupbearers, and still others (kus) he gave to Huzzi, head of the 
h e r a l d s-- (finally) some (kus) to Kizzu, head of the royal bodyguards, so that they 
completedd their training. 

Thee only difference between the examples with apa- ...apa- (see also Chapter 7.2.5.1.) and 
thosee with ka- ... ka- is that the persons referred to by apa- ... apa- have names. I would like 
too suggest that ka- is less specific than apa- . That is, if persons have been identified by name, 
onee uses the truly (emphatic) anaphoric pronoun apa-, but when one has to single out a 
personn or persons from a group without being able to identify them, one cannot use apa- but 

Dardanoo o.c. 53 translates nu annanut etc. as "Quello li istruiva, quell'altro lo istruiva (?); alia fine il 
padree del re affidö alcuni a Nakkilit, ..., altri a Huzziya, ... e altri ancora a Kizzuwa ... e (costoro) 
completaronoo a loro preparazione." She takes the two apa- clauses together, and separates them from the 
followingg clauses. Probably in order to avoid two references of apa- to the same person she has chosen to 
introducee two different referents for the two apa-s. This solution introduces an unknown referent, not 
mentionedd in the discourse. The pronoun aptf-referring to an unspecified entity is not attested in my material. 
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hass to turn to ka-. In the following text the proximal demonstrative is barely referential. The 
couplee ka- ... ka- refers to some members from the class of hippara-men but these members 
havee not been identified before. 

6.866 KBo 6.2+ ii 53-57, § 49 (CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 59-60 
§§ [tak]ku L[Ü hi]pparas taiezzi sarnikzil NU.GAL  [o]-x-[o-i]nkanzan nu 
tuekkanzazsistpattuekkanzazsistpat sarnikzi mam[zman\ taiazzil piskir man hümanteszpat 
marsërmarsër [marine LU.MES NÏ.ZU klsantati ka-a-aszman ku-u-un epzi \kd\-a-
sazmansazman ku-u-un epzi 
[I] ff  a hippara-man steals, there will be no compensation. ..., and only his body shall 
givee compensation. If they [were] required to give (compensation for) theft, they 
wouldd all become dishonest, they [would] become thieves. This one (kas) would seize 
thatt one (kun), while that one (kas=a) would seize this one (kun). 

Inn the following treaty ka-... ka- is not referential at all (from the point of view of the Reader 
off  the text). 

6.877 KBo 5.9 ii i 1-2 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 62), ed. Friedrich 1926: 19-20 
nasmazttanasmaztta man dUTU-£/ ii i kueka memiianus haruasi memai kuszua memiias 
nasmatuanasmatua kün memiian iia ... 
Orr if My Majesty somehow tells you secretly some orders: "Do these (kus) things or 
thatt (kun) thing"... 

Summarizing,, contrastive pairs are denoted by identical demonstratives. 

6.7.4.. Summary and conclusions 

Contrastivee 'this one ... that one' is not expressed by ka ... apa- orka-... asi but by ka- ... 
ka-.ka-. This was not only found with the adverbs of relative position ket... ket I kez ... kez 'this 
sidee of X, . .. that side of X' or with the local adverb ka ...ka 'here(to) ... there(to)', but also 
withh adjectival ka-... ka-. 

Thee existence of anaphoric ka-... ka- raised the question how to explain the difference 
withh contrastive apa-... apa-, I observed that apa-... apa- occurred when the referents were 
uniquelyy identified, they were mentioned by name, whereas this was not so for ka- ... ka-. I 
thereforee tentatively suggested that ka- was less specific, and translated it with 'one ... others, 
some'.. This would match with the observation made earlier that ka- is, at least in anaphoric 
contexts,, the unmarked demonstrative with a wider use than demonstrative apa- or asi. 

II  would like to propose the following explanation, although it should be typologically 
testedd on a selection of languages with a person-based deictic system. 

Thee difference between for example English and Hittite in expressing contrastive pairs 
couldd be motivated by the differences between distance-based and person-based systems. In 
Situationall  use ka- refers to the area of the Speaker. One could imagine that a combination ka-
...... apa- would only imply that ka- belongs to the domain of the Speaker, and apa- to that of 
thee Addressee. But if that specific allocation has to be avoided, the natural thing to do is to 
usee ka- ... ka- which points at the global area around Speaker. Only if one wants to 
emphasizee the dichotomy between Speaker and Addressee one should use ka-... apa- (or ka-
...... asi in case of We (= Speaker + Audience) versus the Other). 
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6.8.. Summary and conclusions 

Inn 6.2.5.1 concluded that the situationally used proximal demonstrative ka- refers to elements 
orr locations in the domain of the Speaker, irrespective of distance. Salient objects were 
referredd to by pronominal ka-, non-salient objects by ka- N. 

Thee Speaker-orientation was supported by the (rare) use of ka- as a Recognition̂ 
demonstrativee (6.3.). 

However,, when entering the field of discourse deixis the ties with the domain of the 
Speakerr were loosened. The adverb of manner kissan occurred with all persons, and so did ka-
(6.4.5.).. As far as discourse structure is concerned, all discourse deictic ka-s occurred on 
discoursee nodes. 

Thee same two features, not being solely Speaker oriented and occurring on discourse 
nodess (or referring across one), were found with Tracking ka- (6.5.5.). Contrary to the 
situationn with apa- and asi, the texts in which Tracking ka- occurred covered almost each 
Hittitee genre. 

Soo either ka- is neutral or unmarked, or it is Speaker oriented. But it cannot only be 
neutrall  for there are attestations of full noun phrases in comparable contexts without a 
demonstrative.. Although more study on the use of tracking noun phrases with and without 
demonstrativess is necessary, I present the following hypothesis. 

Hittit ee tracking noun phrases with and without demonstratives often occur on 
discoursee nodes. The difference between the two types of noun phrases is twofold. First, 
'bare'' noun phrases are used when a new discourse unit starts that is not strongly connected 
withh the preceding unit. But if one explicitly wants to relate the new unit to the contents of 
thee preceding one, one should use a demonstrative. A Hittite then had three choices: ka-, apa-
orr asi. The marked demonstratives are apa- and asi. These demonstratives assign the referent 
off  a noun phrase explicitly to the domain of the Addressee and the Other respectively. With 
ka-ka- the situation is different. Since the Speaker's viewpoint is often the main point of view in 
anyy piece of discourse, the proximal demonstrative ka- can evolve into a more neutral 
demonstrative.. But it is still possible to denote the Speaker's domain. One should also 
comparee the tracking noun phrases with the kuit clauses. Such clauses often provide a 
backgroundd for what follows. However, when this background is linked to the preceding unit 
kiki kuit is used. The preceding unit is still relevant to the present unit, and therefore the 
unmarkedd ki is chosen, not because it is important to only the Speaker, but to everyone. 

Whenn discussing the expression of contrastive pairs, which is done by ka- ... ka- or 
apa-apa-...... apa- 'the one ... the other' (6.7.), I suggested that ka- was used when the referents of 
ka-ka- were unidentified, whereas apa- ... apa- was used when the referents were mentioned by 
name.. If this is correct, then again ka- is less specific than apa- and asi, which would match 
thee observations for tracking ka- versus the others. 

Collectingg all tables, we have: 

geographicalgeographical parameter 
Situational l 

Recognitional l 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 
ka-ka-

U-Topic c 
0 0 

A-Focus s 
ka-ka-

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

— — 

Focus s 
ka-ka- N, ket I kez 

ka-N ka-N 
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Discoursee Deictic, 
on/acrosss node 

Tracking,, across node ka-ka-

— — 

ka-N ka-N 

— — 

ka-ka-

ka-N ka-N 

— — 

ka-ka- (N), kissan 

ka-(N) ka-(N) 

Tablee 6.5: The ka- matrix. 

Thee most important conclusion is that ka- as a demonstrative either occurs as fisrt mention in 
casee of situational use and recognitional use (by definition), and that within the discourse 
itselff  ka- only refers across node. However, contrary to the other demonstratives, both ka-
andd ka- N refer to salient and non-salient discourse entities. Only in situational use this is 
differentt (see above). 
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7.. Expanding apa-

7.1.. Introductio n 

7.1.1.. General introductio n on apa- as emphatic pronoun 

Inn Chapter  5 I discussed apa- in its function as the second person demonstrative pronoun 
(withh Du-Deixis). In part II I  I wil l describe apa- in its other  function as the accented 
pronoun.. Before continuing with a description of apa- in combination with ia- "and, also" 
(Chapterr  7), -pat "only "  (Chapter  8) and -at-ma "and, but, while"  (Chapter^), I wil l first 
presentt  a general overview of the current views on accented apa-. 

Followingg Friedrich (HE), apa- is not only a demonstrative but also the accented 
pronounn (betontes Pronomen, § 98) of the thir d person. As such it is opposed to the enclitic, 
unaccentedd pronoun -a-. According to him another  accented pronoun is sua- (§ 105). The 
differencee between apa- and siia- was not discussed in his grammar, which is be due to the 
scarcee material of siia-. 

Kammenhuberr  (HW 130b ff.) listed apa- as a demonstrative pronoun, in opposition 
withh ka- "this" . According to her, this is the original function, and only after  the decline of the 
accentedd pronoun a- the demonstrative apa- could take over  the role of accented pronoun (but 
seee my discussion of asit which includes a-y in Chapter  4). She observed that in emphatic 
contextt  adjectively used apa- is placed behind its Head (p. 133b etc.). Obviously 
Kammenhuberr  assumed a difference between the usual demonstrative use and the emphatic 
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usee . However, as we have seen in Chapter  5 and will also see in Chapter  8, preposed apa-
iss * emphatic'  too. 

Inn this chapter  and the following ones I wil l not contest the fact that apa- is an 
accentedd pronoun. However, classifying something as an accented or  emphatic pronoun does 
nott  mean that it is understood why and when one uses such a pronoun. It is clear  though that 
accentedd pronouns have often to do with Topic and Focus (see Chapter  2), which makes it 
worthwhil ee to study how apa- behaves when the Focal particles -ia "and" , -pat "only "  and 
-ma-ma "and, but, while"  are cliticized to it. Besides that, also position in the clause can say 
somethingg on Topicc and Focus-hood (Dik 1997a: 420ff.). 

Accordingg to Kammenhuber  1969: 212 the demonstrative apa- developed from "jener "  into an accented 
pronounn in New Hittit e ("jungheth . auch betont "er , sie, es"  ") . One must conclude from her  description that in 
Oldd Hittit e apa- was not yet accented. However, the majorit y of the attestations of the Old Hittit e pronoun apa-
iss in Focus, and only a very few examples can be considered demonstrative (see Chapter  5). If anything at all 
cann be concluded from this observation, then accented apa- should be original and demonstrative apa- a later 
development,, with a gradual increase in attestations of demonstrative apa-. However, demonstratives only 
developp from other  demonstratives, sometimes in combination with some lexical element (Diessel 1999: 
115ff.).. Besides that, accented pronouns usually are derived from demonstratives. Thus, the development of 
apa-apa- from demonstrative to accented pronoun must have taken place in prehistoric Hittite . 



Thee main focus of the chapters in Part III  is therefore to concentrate on the search for a 
functionall  classification of the occurrences of apa- based on contextual considerations and to 
seee whether there are formal characteristics which could be connected with the thus derived 
(pragmatic)) functions of apd-, such as position in the clause, the use of particles like -ia, -al-
ma,ma, -pat or not. 

7.1.2.. Introduction to this chapter 

Att first sight the use of the pronoun apa- followed by the enclitic particle -ya as the 
coordinatingg conjunction290 "and" or as the Focus particle "also" is rather easily explained. 
Byy its nature the enclitic -ya requires an accented word form as host. In order to express "he / 
shee / that too" or "and he / she / it", the use of the enclitic, unaccented pronoun -a- is excluded 
andd one has to resort to the accented pronoun apa-. A comparable phenomenon for a modern 
languagee is cited in Dik (1968: 280-1). In French one has to say Moi et toi irons plus tard 
insteadd of *Je et tu irons plus tard: je and tu as dependent, or clitic pronouns cannot be 
coordinated.. For coordination the set of independent pronouns, here moi and toi, is available. 
Ass Dik concludes there are no semantic reasons for excluding *Je et tu irons plus tard, so the 
unacceptabilityy of this clause must be a grammatical fact. 

Thus,, the only argument for using apa- could be a rule of grammar, without further 
needd for a semantic or pragmatic explanation. Referential distance, topic shift, saliency of the 
intendedd referent in the discourse model of Speaker and Addressee, that is, all the discourse 
orientedd and deictic motivations for using apa- do not appear to have any influence on the 
choicee between apa- and -a- in connection with -ya. However, as we will see, the use of apa-
inn for example coordinated sentences or clauses is more complicated than that. Besides the 
usee of apa- according to the rule stated above (i.e., one needs an accented host for the 
particle)) , the material in my corpus shows that a totally unexpected apa- appears in 
coordinatedd clauses while the coordinator -ya is cliticized to another host. Why should we 
havee an apa- in a coordinated construction if apa- is not the host of the coordinator -yal A 
typicall  example of apa- in a coordinated construction (with -ma (i 17) instead of -ya) is: 

7.11 KBo 6.2 i 16-18, § 10 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffher 1997: 24 
§§ [(takk)]u LV.\Jl9.UJ-an kuiski hünikzi tzan istarnikzi nu a-pu-u-un 
sdktdizzisdktdizzi pêdizssizma LÜ.U19.LU-<z/i pai nu É-rizssi anniskizzi kuitmanzas 
lazziatta lazziatta 
Iff  anyone injures a (free) person and incapacitates him, he shall provide medical care 
forr that one (apun), while in his place he shall give a(nother) man. He (the person 
whoo has been given) shall work on his estate, until he recovers. 

Thee offender has to provide medical care for the injured one (apun). Since there is only one 
personn injured and other persons are not available in this context, the contrastive (or Focal) 
interpretationn of apa- is excluded. There is simply nothing to be contrasted with. The other 
possibility,, signalling a new orientation in the discourse is also uncalled for since the offender 
iss the Discourse Topic throughout the paragraph. Obviously the anaphoric enclitic pronoun 

II  will use the term 'coordinator' instead of 'conjunction' for -ya "and". 
291 1 

Ass we will see in section 7.2, there is another factor besides morpho-phonology that plays a role: word order. 
Thee syntagm apa- + -ya occurs only in certain positions in the clause. 
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-an-an could, and according to the current views on the use of anaphoric pronouns, should have 
beenn used. The solution for this problem of a seemingly unmotivated apa- will be presented 
inn section 7.3. 

Inn section 7.2 I wil l discuss the pronoun apa- with -ya attached to it, and distinguish 
betweenn "also" and "and" on the basis of several criteria described in 7.2.2. Section 7.4 
discussess the use of the adversative particle -ma!-a and apa- in coordinated clauses (see 
chapterr 9 for other uses of -mal-a and apa-). In sections 7.5 and 7.6 the Focus Structure of 
apa-apa- + -ya "also he/she/it" and apa- in coordinated clauses will be addressed respectively. 

7.2.. Expanding apa-: 'also he, she, it' or 'and he, she, it' 

7.2.1.. Introduction 

Too return to the two meanings of -ya, "and" and "also", as far as I am aware of there are no 
heuristicss in Hittitology to distinguish between these two values.292 Usually the Hittite 
clausess containing -ya are translated according to the possibilities which the target language 
offers.. There are however instances of doubtful interpretation which call for a solution. This 
cann be exemplified by one of the Hittite laws (§ 198, Hoffner 1997: 156-7): "If he brings 
themm (= his wife and her lover) to the palace gate and says: "Let my wife not be put to death", 
n[u]n[u]  DAM-SÜ huisnuzi ^pupunnza huisn[u\zV\ Hoffner  translates "... , and spares his 
wife,, he must also spare the lover (italics mine)". But why not translate: "If he brings them 
too the palace gate and says: "Let my wife not be put to death", then he shall spare his wife and 
hee shall spare the lover"? In this case the choice for "and" or "also" is not just a mere 
semanticc difference, but it also has important consequences for the question where the 
protasiss ends. In this example it is relevant to distinguish between these two meanings, but do 
wee have to extend the difference to Hittite in general or is it usually a question of translation? 
Itt wil l be concluded in this chapter that there is indeed a difference, independent from 
subjectivee interpretation. As we wil l see in section 7.2.6, the particle -ya functioning as 
coordinatorr "and" correlates with a certain sentence pattern, whereas -ya as Focus particle 
"also,, too" correlates with another sentence pattern. 

7.2.2.. Method 

AA first indication for establishing the correct interpretation might be the position of -ya in the 
clause.. And indeed, to anticipate my conclusions, -ya as the coordinator on sentence level 
"and""  appears cliticized to apa- in initial position and the focal particle "also, too", 
functioningg on word level, appears cliticized to apa- in initial or first position293, hardly ever 

Forr attestations and discussions of the use and translation of -ya see Friedrich's grammar (1960: 154-5), 
Kammenhuberr HW2, A p. 42ff., Puhvel HED, Vol. 1, 7ff. Luraghi 1990: 137 n. 16 notes that -ya "can, under 
certainn circumstances, have the meaning 'also', ..." but she does not pursue this matter. 

Thee notions of initial and first position in Hittite require some explanation. It is generally accepted in 
Hittitologyy to use the term 'Initial Position' for the first accented word or constituent, including the sentence 
connectives.. 'First Position*  is used for the first accented word following an accented connective with its 
possiblee clitics. 'Initial position' is reserved for topicalized and contrastive constituents, settings, and emphatic 
orr contrasting predicates. 
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laterr in the clause. Thus, -ya in first position always has the meaning "also, too", and initial 
295 5 

positionn is usually reserved for "and" but may sometimes be "also". But why should this 
bee so? It is actually surprising to find that -ya in first position is never "and". This 
observationn that nu Noun-ya with -ya as the coordinator "and" does not occur and also that 
thee combination *nu zya296 has not been attested in Hittite can be explained on the basis of the 
naturee of connectors and coordinators. 

Ass I will present below sub criterium 4, true coordinators do not connect clauses that 
followw each other in time. If we assume that nu is a temporal sequencer "and then" (or 
sentencee connective with Luraghi 1990297, CHD L-N 460ff.), it could never be combined with 
aa coordinator such as -ya because their functions would be contradictory: pushing the 
narrationn forward versus combining two clauses without a temporal sequence. Therefore the 
combinationn *nu-ya is impossible. For the same reason nu Noun-var with -ya as "and" is 
impossible.. The particle -ya in *nu-ya could neither be "also" because it has to be cliticized to 
aa noun which is then focused upon. The only interpretation left for this combination is focal 
-ya:-ya: "then also the N ...". And if nu would be a coordinator (which it is not), then the 
combinationss *nu-ya and nu N-ya with -ya as "and" would be likewise forbidden given 
criteriumm 3 (see below). The results are schematized in the next table: 

nu nu 

9494 These observations are based on the contexts in my corpus in which both the pronoun apa- and the particle 
-ya-ya occur. As a test I also checked the OH corpus on the occurrence of -ya in all other contexts, with the same 
results. . 

955 Rosenkranz 1973: 323 does not seem to object against a "satzeinleitende "und" " following nu in his 
discussionn of my example 7.16. His choice for "auch" in apatt=a depends solely on the context, not on 
considerationss of word order ("Das scheinbar satzeinleitende "und" in a-pa-at-ta IV 32 ist schon oben bei der 
Behandlungg von IV 30ff. als "auch" in einer Kette van Objekten gedeutet worden"). 

9696 Instead of * I wil l use # to indicate that a form is non-existent or not possible. * is reserved for reconstructed 
forms. . 

977 Luraghi 1990: 47ff. discusses the Hittite sentence connectives. Categorized amongst the additive 
conjunctions,, also called the non-subordinating, accented connectives, is the particle nu. It functions mainly as 
aa temporal sequencer when linking independent clauses {then). The conjunction -ya on the other hand is the 
onlyy coordinating conjunction in Hittite {-ma and -a belong to the adversative conjunctions). The members of 
thee syntactic unit coordinated by -ya stand in a symmetric relation to each other and can be rearranged, which is 
impossiblee for clauses or sentences connected by nu. Luraghi's view on the function of the connectives is, 
basically,, that the additive conjunctions are semantically conditioned whereas -ya, having no meaning of its 
own,, is simply a marker of syntactic coordination. 
AA contradictory view is expressed by Weitenberg 1992 (who could at that time not have known about Luraghi's 
analysis).. He concludes that "the semantic load of the particles (i.e. nu, ta, su, PG) in unmarked simple 
sentencess has developed to an extremely low degree, if not even zero" (p. 319). These particles should be 
studiedd on the basis of syntactic constraints. Weitenberg remarks about the enclitic conjunctions -ya and -mal-a 
thatt "... the enclitics possess a meaning in the sense that they are consciously used by the speaker to add a 
semanticc factor, to emphasize or to topicalize an utterance. The study of the use of the enclitic conjunctions 
basicallyy is a study of meaning, of stylistics, an interpretation in retrospect of the utterance of a Hittite speaker" 
(p.. 323). 
Whateverr the nature of these particles turns out to be, at least it can be noted that they are highly different from 
eachh other. I would like to suggest that -ya "and", with Luraghi, is a syntactic coordinator combining clauses, 
therebyy forming a relation "between states of affairs ... that make up the represented world" (Kroon 1995: 69). 
Followingg Kroon's model of the layered structure of discourse (1995, Ch. 4), -ya functions on the 
representationall  level. But by its nature as an enclitic to a word in initial  position, it indeed adds an extra value, 
followingg Weitenberg. The sentence connective nu seems to function on the presentational level: it is one of 
thee devices the speaker/writer may use to organize and present his information. 
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-ya -ya 
coordinator r 

focal l 

connective e 
nu-ya nu-ya 

nunu N-ya 
nu-ya nu-ya 

nunu N-ya 

coordinator r 
* * 
nu-ya nu-ya 

nunu N-ya # # nu-ya nu-ya 
nunu N-ya 

Tablee 7.1. Combinations of coordinators and connectives 

Soo in both cases * nu-ya is always impossible, and *nu N-ya with -ya as "and" is also 
impossible,, but nothing prevents nu N-ya with -ya as "also". The possible patterns emerging 
fromm the different discourse functions of nu and -ya perfectly match with what I have noticed 
basedd on other criteria below. However, I have only dealt here with nu. We still do not know 
whetherr there is a same type of patterning for -ma and -ya29*, or asyndeton and -ya (for 
example,, does -ya in ## N N-ya ... , ## N-ma N-ya ... translate as "and" or not?). Another 
pointt is that -ya in initial position may function as the non-coordinating focal particle "also, 
too".. So one should not beforehand take 'position in the clause' as the determining factor, 
sincee there does not seem to be a convincing argument that predicts which pattern may occur! 
Therefore,, in order to distinguish between "and" and "also", other criteria than position in the 
clausee are needed. I have collected the following criteria from the linguistic literature on 
coordination: : 

(o o 

(2) ) 

StructuralStructural factors 
AA coordinator never connects its clause with the preceding subordinate clause (unless 
thiss clause is subordinate as well)299. If the particle -ya appears in the main clause of a 
complexx sentence, it has to have the focal function "also, too". 

ScopeScope and distance 
Dependingg on its function the scope of -ya is different. The coordinator "and" 
connectss clauses, it has a whole clause in its scope. In coordinated clauses the particle 
couldd be also translated with "also"300, but then its scope is still the whole clause. As 
Focuss particle -ya "also, too" has only scope over one word. Compare for example the 
followingg constructed dialogue: "I am going to buy this book! — Me too!" / "I am 
goingg to buy it too!" with "I am going to buy that book and I am going to sell this bike 
too"// "I am going to buy that book and to sell this bike!". In the first example the 
scopee of the particle is me, the rest of the clause is presupposed, either because it 
alreadyy is mentioned during the discourse or because it is easily retrievable from the 
contextt or common knowledge shared by the discourse participants. In the second 
examplee no such presupposition exists. 
Havingg a narrow scope, the Focus particle -ya appears in a clause which shares the 
remainingg part of the clause with a previous part of the discourse. However, in Hittite 
twoo coordinated clauses may also have the same predicate: "I am going to the city and 
Johnn is going to the city". The difference with -ya "also" is that the shared part of the 
clausee is often found at a relatively large distance from its counterpart. This means 

Thee same type of patterning as nu and ya could for example occur when -ma functions as a particle indicating 
aa new or unexpected topic. In that case one should discuss how topical izers and coordinators are distibuted. As 
farr as I know, the particle -ma as topicalizer should not prevent a true coordinator from occurring in the same 
clause. . 

299 9 
Seee also Luraghi 1990: 57, from the viewpoint of sentence connectives. 

II  often translate coordinate -ya as "and also, ..." to prevent confusion with English sequential "and (then)". 
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thatt when the predicate is 'shared' over a large distance, the particle -ya is not "and" 
butt "also". When the shared-predicate clause immediately follows the other one, -ya 
cann theoretically be either "also" or "and". 

(3)) Combination of particles 
AA coordinator cannot co-occur with another coordinator (Dik 1968: 34-41). For 
example,, when the particle -ma in its function as adversative coordinator co-occurs 
withh -ya, -ya must be the focal "also".301 Also, when it is clear that -ya ... -ya does not 
meann "both ... and", initial -ya is the coordinator and -ya in first position is Focal. 

(4)) Symmetry of semantics 
(a)) The members of a coordination are symmetrical, they can be rearranged without 
changingg the information contained in the coordination structure (Luraghi 1990: 56). 
AA coordinator connects two clauses within one discourse-act, whereas connectives join 
twoo independent discourse acts. To cite Jeffers (1987: 314) on this subject: "On the 
otherr hand, Hittite -ia (and its alternant -a) generally connects two clauses in which 
thee described actions or states are intimately connected in time and space (i.e., where 
thee two clauses describe two components of a single situation), or where the connected 
clausess refer to parallel notions.' 
Lesss general in his description of coordinated clauses is Moutaouakil 1988. Besides 
thee pragmatic identity mentioned sub (5) below, he formulates two other constraints 
onn the coordination of predications in Arabic: 
(b)) Constraints on propositional contents (o.c. 342): the members of the coordination 
needd to express the same type of state of affairs, the predicates have to belong to the 
samee semantic field, and the topic-arguments have to be derived from the same 
discoursee universe. It is possible to say (his example 97a, p. 341) 

Zaydunn waqifun wa (Amrun jalisun 
Zayd-nomm standing-nom and tAmr-nom sitting-nom 
Zaydd is standing and c Amr is sitting 

butt not (his example 98a, I.e.) 

*Zaydunn waqifun wa 'Amrun sVirun 
Zayd-nomm standing-nom and <Amr-nom poet-nom 
*Zaydd is standing and c Amr is a poet. 

301 1 
Weitenbergg (1992: 338 fh. 14) observes the co-occurrence of nu, ta and su with the enclitic conjunctions -ma, 

-a-a and -ya, and concludes that our knowledge of Hittite is not yet sufficient to use this test. But as I have 
suggestedd in fn. 297, nu, ta and su are not coordinators but discourse connectives. If so, the test should not be 
appliedd to clauses where nu and -ya co-occur, but only where -mal-a and -ya co-occur. The test then allows to 
distinguishh between -ma as topicalizer and -ma as coordinator. (See Chapter 9 for more on -ma.) 

3022 Kammenhuber (HW2 42b) noted that the particle -ya "leichten zeitlichen Fortschritt der Handlung implizieren 
[kann],, da -(v)a-Satze nicht in jeder Position mit dem vorausgehenden Satz vertauschbar sind". To support this 
HW22 cites KUB 12.31+ obv. 8 (CTH 486): nusm[(u*kan)]* [{za)]zhï anda $U D1NGIR-L/M [(ar)]as 
KAx\J-isszasmuz[(kan)]KAx\J-isszasmuz[(kan)] 9 tapüsa pait "In a dream the hand of a god reached out to me and my mouth 
ceasedd to function". The second clause however is not necessarily sequential in time but might be an 
explicationn of what the touch of a god actually does to you. Also, we simply do not know whether 'my mouth 
ceasedd to function and in a dream the hand of a god reached out to me' is possible or not. We do not know 
whetherr the speech problems are a result of the dream or not. 
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(c)) the Constraint on identity of illocutionary force (o.c. 344): coordinated 
predicationss need to have the same illocutionary force, that is, they are both 
interrogative,, imperative, declarative etc. 
Kroonn (1995: 108) also provides us with tests to distinguish between symmetrical and 
non-symmetricall  structures. First, (d) a change in sentential mood breaks the 
parallelism.. Secondly, (e) the presence of modal adverbs and comparable devices 
mightt indicate whether two clauses are symmetrical and therefore coordinated or not. 
Whenn clauses are coordinated, the entire complex falls within the scope of the modal 
expression,, which means that for example a modal adverb does not have to be 
repeated. . 

(5)) Symmetry of pragmatics 
Coordinatedd sentences or clauses should be pragmatically congruent, which is the so 
calledd constraint on identity of Pragmatic Focus (Moutaouakil 1988: 348, Dik 1997: 
199).. It is for example possible to say in Arabic (Moutaouakil's example 113f, p. 347) 

dajdjandajdjan yakala cAmrun wa sayan sariba Halidun 
chickenn has-eaten <Amr-nom and tea has-drunk Halid-nom 
contr.. Focus contr. Focus 

'Itt is chicken thatc Amr has eaten and it is tea that Halid has drunk' 

butt not (his example 114b, I.e.) 

**  >akala cAmrun dajdjan wa sayan sariba Halidun 
has-eatenn <Amr-nom chicken and tea has-drunk Halid-nom 

NewFocuss on predicate contr. Focus on noun 
**  'cAmr has eaten chicken and it is tea that Halid has drunk' 

Clausess must carry the same type of Focus function or the same kind of internal focus 
distribution.. Focus on a NP in only one of the members of the coordinate clauses is 
thereforee excluded. But since we do not know anything definite about Focus 
distributionn in Hittite , this argument cannot be used as a test. 

(6)) Semantic incompatibility 
Thiss is more or less the dust bin for clauses with -ya that could not be fit in in one of 
thee classes described above. By comparing the clauses in which -ya occurs one can for 
examplee exclude -ya "also" if the contents of remainder of the clause (clause minus N-
ya)ya) is not somehow presupposed. 

Thee remainder of this section is organized as follows. The examples in my corpus are listed 
followingg the criteria discussed above. Criterium (5) could not be used. (1) is 
straightforward,, but is combined with test (2) in the discussion of each example (section 
7.2.3).. In 7.2.4.1 present the only example in my corpus with a combination of particles (3). 
Semanticc symmetry versus non-symmetry (4) is discussed in 7.2.5, again combined with (2). 
Inn 7.2.6 I present an example for (6). The evaluation takes place in section 7.2.7. And finally, 
thee Focus structure is discussed in section 7.5. 

3033 These criteria are based upon Arabic. It is of course possible that some are language specific. The identity of 
illocutionaryy force and of pragmatic functions are accepted by Dik 1997: 198-199. 

Inn this study I hope to uncover some of the Focus structures in Hittite (this Chapter sections 7.5 and 7.6, and 
Chapterss 8 and 9). 
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7.2.3.. The interpretation of apa- with -ya depending on structural features 

Wheneverr a clause containing the particle -ya is preceded by a subordinate clause, the 
meaningg of -ya can only be "also, too" (test 1). When the complex sentence itself has to be 
coordinatedd with the preceding clause, the coordinator -ya "and" (or the adversative 
coordinatorr -ma) is cliticized to the first word of the subordinate clause of the complex 
sentencee (as is shown by examples 7.2, 7.3, 7.5). Although the structure of the complex 
sentencee only allows the meaning "also, too", I wil l still provide that part of the text with 
whichh the "also" clause is compared (test 2). 

Thee following types of subordinate clauses contain apa- with -ya in their main 
clauses:: relative clauses (7.2.3.1), conditional clauses (7.2.3.2), clauses of comparison 
(7.2.3.3),, temporal clauses (7.2.3.4) and kuit clauses (7.2.3.6). In 7.2.3.5 I present the 
clausess following upon a stretch of Reported Speech, and in 7.2.3.7 I discuss what could be 
calledd 'parallel stretches of discourse' (see there for an explanation). 

723.1.723.1. Relative Clauses and -ya 

7.22 KBo 32.14 ii 26-30 (MH/MS wisdom text), ed. Neu 1996: 79305 

1(\1(\ ' 27 v 28 

§§ aliianas nzasta \T>-an tapusa kuies ueses nu apüs uesiiattari këziziaz 
lca[n]lca[n]  kuies ueses nuzssan a-pé-e-da-as-sa s[dkuua] zikkizzi n^as^san tapusas 
uesiiasuesiias dras ÖL kis:ma uemit ÜL 
AA deer: the meadows which are alongside the river, those he grazes, and the meadows 
whichh are on the other side, on those too (apedassza) he lays (his) e[yes]. But he did 
nott reach the alongside meadows, while these (= the meadows on this side) he did not 
find. . 

Althoughh the clause with the pronoun apa- + -ya is not paralleled by a comparable clause in 
thee preceding text, it is clear that the deer not only wants to graze the meadow he is on right 
now,, but also the meadow on the other side. Unlucky for him, he ends up with nothing. 

7.33 KUB 19.20 + obv. 9'-13'  (NH letter, Suppiluliuma I, CTH 154), ed. Van den Hout 
1994:: 64, 72 
9''  [tDMdlan kuit S]A LUGAL KUR URUtfwrn '  edez tapusa êsta 10 [n*at I$TU 
NAM.RAA GU4.HI.A ] UDU.HI.A dssuittza sard daftfiun n [mattza ANA KUR 
URVURVHa]ttiHa]tti  udahhun kêzziziazkan kuit u'  [SA LUGAL KUR m[JHurri  t]apusa êsta 
nuzzanuzza a-pa-a-at-ta ANA KUR muHatti  iy [udahhun 
[What]]  was alongside [the Mala-river] on the other side belonging to the king of Hurri, 
II  took [it] up[, including deportees, oxen], sheep, and possessions, and I brought [them 
too Ha]tti. And also, what was alongside on this side [belonging to the king of Hurri], 
thatt too (apatt^a) [I brought] to Hatti. 

1)55 The other (late) Middle Hittite attestations are HKM 17 obv. 19 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199) 
kui[eskui[es URU]A/areit o 19 manninkuua[ntes nul] a-pu-u-us-sa M ualhüuani, HKM 30 rev. 23 - left edge 2 
[ka]sctsza[ka]sctsza GEME kuit 2*  [kui]t  dan daianza harzi (lower  edge)1 nzasta a-pa\-a-]at-ta Ill s St/ da, 
KBo5.33 + ii 1-6 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42) zik kuedani EGIR-an tiiasi nu a-pu-u-un-na harninkan[du] 
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Thee parallel clause occurs in obv. 11'. 

7.44 KBo 3.4+ i 10-13 (NH annals, Mursili II, CTH 61 I), ed. Grélois 1988: 55306 

ABUzSUzuazssiABUzSUzuazssi kuis LUGAL KUR HAITI  êsta nuzuanas UR.SAG-/1 LUGAL-us 
êstaêstauu nuzuazza KUR.KUR.MES LUKÜR tar(a)hhan harta nusuarzas^za DINGIR-
L/M-isL/M-is  DU-at DUMU-$U ? ma ?ua?ssi? za? kan '2 kuis ANA GI^GU.ZA ABIzSu esat 
nuzuanuzua a-pa-a-as-sa karü LVKAL-anza êsta l nu^uarzan irmaliiattat nu^uazza 
a-pa-a-as-saa-pa-a-as-sa DlNGlR-LIM-is  kisat 
'Hiss father who was the king of the Hittites was a heroic king, and he held the enemy 
countriess under control. (But) he became a god. And his son who sat on the throne of 
hiss father, he too (apass-a) was in the past a strong man. He became ill , and he too 
(apass-a)(apass-a) became a god.' 

Thee parallel clauses of i 12 nuzua a-pa-a-as-sa karü L^KAL-anza êsta and i 13 nuzuazza 
a-pa-a-as-saa-pa-a-as-sa DlNGIR-LIM-is  kisat are respectively i 10 nuzuartas UR.SAG-is LUGAL-us 
êstaêsta andi 11 nuzuar?aszza DINGIR-LIM-is  DV-at. 

7.55 Bo 86/299 i 69-77 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 14-15 
§§ 69 SA-BI KUR VRUdU-tassa?ia?kan kuies URU.DIDLI.HI.A SA LUGAL KUR URU 

HAITIHAITI  eser [followed by names of cities] a-pu-u-us-sa-as-si piiantes 
Andd the cities in the midst of Tarhuntassa which belonged to the king of Hatti: 

,, these too are given to him. 

Althoughh the preceding context does not literally state that some cities are given to the king of 
Tarhuntassa,, the "And if the king of Hatti starts a campaign against him, and takes also the 
landd of Parha with arms, (then) that one too belongs to the king of Tarhuntassa" in i 63-64 
(seenn m. 308) which precedes our passage is obviously another way of stating that something 
iss given to the king. 

7.23.2.7.23.2. Conditional Clauses and -ya 

7.66 KUB 21.1+ ii i 4-10 (NH treaty, Muwattalli II , CTH 76), ed. Friedrich 1930: 66, 68307 

5066 The other attestations are NH (Mursili II ) KBo 3.4+ i 8-9 (NH Annals, CTH 61 I) nu KUR.KUR LUKUR 
OL*iaOL*ia kuies küruriiahheskir 9 nu a-pu-u-us-sa KUR.KUR.MES ^UKÜR küruriiahhir, KBo 3.4+ i 8-9 (NH 
Annals,, CTH 61 I) KUB 31.121 ii 18'-20' (NH Prayer, CTH 379) § 18' nuznnas f$TU dISKUR*m kuiê[s\ ,9' 
ZAG.tfl.AA  tiiantes nu a-pé-da-as-sa M' ANA ZAG.HI-A EGIR-a*  ÜL tiianu[n], KUB 48.100+ rev. 7-10 (NH 
Prayer,, CTH 486) ir nu a[mmuk (TÜG.NIG.LAMMES)] * [(apëd)]ani UD-TI uassan k[ue harkun (nu* 
kankan a-pé-e-ia)] 9 1(TUG.NJG.LAM.M)1ES anda [a]ppanda«s» Q[(ADU TU^gfe GfR KUSE Si R) ]  ,0 

[(JTTI)][(JTTI)]  x-TI para nd[ir.;  Hattusili III : KUB 1.1+ iii 57-58 (Egodocument, CTH 81) [(KURKUR.MES*kz 
58 8 

kuedannattakuedannatta am)]muk EGIR-po [(asesanunun nuzmuzkan a-pé-e-ia hümanda)] arha das, KUB 21.15 
ii  17-18 (NH, CTH 85) l7 ARAD-anniziazmu kue KUR.KUR.MES piian [êsta] " nuzmuJkan a-pé-e-ia arha 
datta[t],datta[t], KUB 1.1+ iv 69-70 69 amuqqsa kuit harkun a-pdd-da-ia para pihhun 70 matzkan EGIR-<zn 
tarnahhun,tarnahhun, KUB 21.38 obv. 61'-62' (NH letter, Puduhepa, CTH 176) karü*ma kuies hassantes [u]emiianun 
nunu a-pu-u-us-sa [sallanunun ...] 

077 See also from Hattusili III : KUB 14.7 ii 12 (CTH 383): nu a-pa-a-at-ta-ia uttarSA fDanuhepa iiannais 
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manman dVTU-Sl apez! KUR-ea[(z)] 5 [(nassu m{JK)]arkisaz VRl}Luqqdz nas[(ma 
^^ RR^Warsiiallaz)a]^Warsiiallaz)a] 6 [{lahhiiam)]i  nutmu ziaa^a QADU ÉRIN.MES 
ANSE.KUR.[(RA.MES)]]  7 [(kattan lahh)\iiasi nasma man BELU kuinki [(kêz)] 8 

[(KUR-az)]]  lahhiiauuanzi uiiami nu a-p\(é-e-da-ni-ia)] [(kattan lah)]]heskisi 
^VHaddusazzmazuaztta^VHaddusazzmazuaztta 10 [(kê la)]hhiiatar ... 
Iff  I,~My Majesty, undertake a campaign from that country, either from Karkisa, Luqqa 
orr Warsiyalla, then you too with troops and horses shall go on campaign together with 
me.. Or if I send some lord to go on campaign from this country, then with him too 
(apedani-ya)(apedani-ya) you shall go on campaign. 

Thee parallel clause occurs in iii 6-7. 

7.77 KBo 4.10+ rev. 15-17 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106), ed. Van den Hout 
1995:: 46-47308 

§§ 15 man dUTU-Si ANA mUlmi-d\J-up 1 URU-Lt/M  nasma 1 ASRU kuitki uekzi nz 
at*siat*si SILIM-Zz"  pdi GÉSPU-ahhu[as] ÜL 16 mat ANA NlS DINGIR-L/ M  kattan arha 

1*7 7 

GAR-rww nasma man mUlmi-dU-upas kuitki ANA d\JTV-$I uekz[i] matzsi 'ÜTU-
SlSl pdi nu a-pa-a-at-ta-ia ANA NlS DINGIR-UM  kattan arha GAR-ru 
Iff  My Majesty asks from Ulmi-Tessub one city or one area, whichever (it is), and he 
givess it wholeheartedly to him, without violence, then that shall be excluded from the 
Oathh of the gods. Or if Ulmi-Tessub asks something from My Majesty, and My 
Majestyy gives it to him, then that too (apatta-ya) shall be excluded from the Oath of 
thee gods. 

Thee parallel clause of rev. 17 nu a-pa-a-at-ta-ia ANA NlS DINGIR-L/ M  kattan arha GAR-ru 
iss rev. 16 mat ANA NlS DINGIR-L/ M  kattan arha GAR-ru. 

Belongingg here too is the bulk of expressions describing the warning that a vassal is 
somehoww transgressing the stipulations of a treaty: 

7.88 KUB 19.50+ iii 12-14 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 69)309, ed. Del Monte 1980: 60 
122 ziqqzan mManapa-d\J-as is[tamasti ku]uatqa 13 nuzza apel kistati nu A[NA 
dd\JTU*sl]\JTU*sl]  EGlR-an arfia uahnus[i] M nu a-pdd-da [S\APAL NES DINGIR-L/ M 
[kit]taru [kit]taru 
Andd (if ) you Manapa-Tarhunta lis[ten] to him for some reason, and you become his, 
andd turn away from My Majesty, then that too (apadd-a) shall be put under oath of the 
gods! ! 

Thee first parallel line of ii i 14 nu a-pdd-da [S\APAL NES DINGIR-L/M [kit]taru  is n*e_ztta 
lingailingai kattan kittaru "let it be put under oath for you" in KUB 19.49 i 61-62. 

3088 See also from Tudhaliya IV: Bo 86/299 i 63-64 62 mannsatssi LUGAL KUR muHA7TI sard labhiiaizzi 
633 nu KUR VR[JParhannsa iSTU GI§TUKU L  êpzi nuzkan a-pa-a-as-sa M ANA LUGAL KUR U R U dU-

19 9 
tassatassa assanza, Bo 86/299 iii 18-19 nzat man arahzenisia KUR-e n*at a-pé-ez-zi-ia EGlR-pa 
uuadandu,uuadandu, KBo 4.10+ obv. W-W manias arafizinisia KUR-e nzan a-pé-ez-zi-ia M EGIR-pa uua[d]andu 

3099 Similar formulations in KBo 5.4 rev. 32*  (CTH 67, written nu a-pa-a-at-ta ...), KUB 19.49 iii 36*  (CTH 69, 
a-pad-daa-pad-da SAPAL NES DINGIR-L/A/ kittari, with apaddca in initial position), KUB 21.1 iii 55-65 (CTH 76, nu 
a-pad-da-iaa-pad-da-ia NES DINGIR-L/ M  GAM-an kittaru), ii i 59 (nu a-pa-a-as-sa memias SAPAL NES DINGIR-L/ M 
kittaru),kittaru), ii i 72 ([nu] a-pdd-da SAPAL NE[S DINGIR-L/ M  k)ittaru §). 
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Otherr examples from the treaties, but this time with apatta^ya "thus too, also for that 
reason": : 

7.99 KUB 6.41+ iv 6-7 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 68)310, ed. Friedrich 1926: 132-133 
66 [(mdn)]zkan ÉRIN.MESsma ANSE.KUR.RA.MES uarri lammar ÜL a[rn{utti)]  7 

[(nu-kan)}[(nu-kan)} kasma a-pa-a-at-ta-ia NE$ DINGIR-LIM  sarratti 
Butt if you do not bring troops and horses instantly to my aid, then, see!, you break the 
oathh of the gods also for that reason (apatta-ya). 

Kammehuberr HW 135a observed that it is only possible to choose between 
apatt=a/apadd=aapatt=a/apadd=a "also that" and apaddai'apatta "therefore" in unambiguous contexts 
(clausess with transitive verbs). Besides this we now also have another structural argument: 
firstt position is often reserved for apa- + -ya, so at least we can say that a-pa(-a)-at-ta, a-pad-
dada in first position is more likely to be apatt-a then apadda. 

Inn the next example a conditional clause follows upon a main clause, excluding 
coordination: : 

7.100 KUB 14.12 rev. 7'-10'  (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 III) , ed. Lebrun 1980: 217-
218 8 
7'' man?ma?kan DINGIR.MES^ma BELU.MES hinkan I$T[U KUR URU#A777...]  8 

harsiialliiaszkanharsiialliiaszkan ispantuzziial[liias akkiskantariï] nu man a-pu-u-us-sa arha 
akkanziakkanzi nu ANA DINGIR.ME S BE[LU.MESZYA NINDA.KUR 4.RA ...]  10'  ispantuzzi 
kar(a)stari kar(a)stari 
Now,, when the gods, lords [...] plague fr[om Hattusa], (the ones) of the harsi-vessels 
[and]]  libationvess[els wil l die]. When they too (apuss-a) die off, [harsi bread and] 
libationn to the gods [my] lor[ds] will stop. 

Thee preceding paragraphs describe the massive dying in Hatti. 

7.2.33.7.2.33. Clauses of Comparison and -ya 

7.111 KBo 6.3 ii i 69, § 73 (OH/NS law, with duplicate OS KBo 6.2 ii i 65, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 80-81 
§§ takku GU4 huisuandan kuiski arki mahhan daiazilas a-pa-a-as-sa QATAMMA 
§ § 
Iff  anyone ... s a living ox, as (a person) of theft, so he too (apass-a) (shall be). 

7.122 KUB 19.26 i lO'-l l '  (NH treaty, Suppiluliuma I, CTH 44)3n 

nzasnzas AN[A LU]GAL  mahhan n L^K\JR^Su a~pe-e-da-ni-iazas QATAMM[A] 
LÜKÜR^5(// ësdu 

3,00 Similarly KBo 5.4 obv. 23', 27', rev. 54' (CTH 67, nu-kan kasma a-pa-at-ta-ya ...), obv. 33', rev. 23', 49' 
(nu-kan(nu-kan kasma a-pa-a-at-ta-ya ...), KUB 6.41+ iv 14 (NH Treaty, Mursil i II , CTH 68) nu kasma a-pa-a-at-
ta-iata-ia ANA PAN I DINGIR.ME S uastasi nuskan NIS DINGIR-L/ M  sarratti. 

14' ' 3111 And from the same text: i 13*-16' nufza LUSANGA nasma katta DUMU LUSANGA mahhan apel 

\-ni-ii \-ni-ii 
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Ass he is an enemy to His Majesty, in the same way let him be an enemy to him too 
(=Thee Priest, apedani-ya) 

Althoughh the particle -ya is not a necessary feature of a QATAMMA clause, it is very likely that 
thee -ya in a-pé-e-da-ni-ya-as is not a glide but the particle -ya. 

7.133 KBo 11.1 obv. 36-37 (NH prayer, Muwattalli, CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 107, 117312 

366 man dannadduszma kuiês URU.DIDLI.HI. A sinapsi kuedas ANA URU.DIDLI.HI. A 
" 3 77 V V 

êsziêszi nuzsmaszat m[ahhan êsseskanzi] nu a-pu-u-us-sa QATAMMA êssuuan 
tianzi tianzi 
Iff  there are some deserted towns that have a sinapsi(-structure), a[s they usually 
honor]honor] those (buildings), they shall also start to honor them (apuss-a, the cities 
includingg the sinapsi) in that same manner. 

7.23.4.7.23.4. Temporal clauses and -ya 

Inn my corpus there is only one example of a temporal clause which has apa- + -ya in the 
followingg main clause: 

7.144 KUB 1.1+ iii 14-16 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 18-19 
§§ I 4 [GlM(-anzma)] uit I$TU É.LUGAL  Dl-essar ku[{itki  EGIR-pa)] i5 

[Qiuitti)\attat[Qiuitti)\attat  nuzza dlSTAR GA$AN-YA [{para (landandatar)] \(a-pé-e-d)~\a-ni-
iaia mehuni tikkussan[(nut 
Now,, when it happened that the lawsuit was somehow withdrawn from the palace, 
Istar,, my Lady showed (her) guiding wisdom also/even at that time (apedani-ya)l 

Anticipatingg the results, Focal -ya generally takes initial or first position. Here however it 
occurss in preverbal position. One gets the impression that -ya in other than initial or first 
positionn means "even", although I have not studied this further. 

7.2.3.5.7.2.3.5. Reported Speech and -ya 

II  have three examples of apa- + -ya clauses in my corpus which follow directly upon a 
citationn from another letter, thus excluding coordination. 

7.155 HK M 60 rev. 21-26 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 234-
235313 3 

3122 See further KUB 21.1+ i 76'-77'(NH Treaty, CTH 76)76' [(nu* ttaskkan)} dUTU-.S/ kinun GlM-an anda 
ÖLÖL dalahhun 1T Ua-pi-ia-ia)]eta*kkan anda [(OL d)]aliiami; lateNH KUB 23.103 rev. 6'-7' (NH Letter, 

Tudhaliyaa IV, CTH 178A) ammukzmatza ANA ENsKUNU mahhan SIG5-anza x[...J nu*za a-pé-e-da-
ni-iani-ia  QATAMMA spat SlG5-anza n*an pahhasten. 

3133 And two examples from Hattusili III : KUB 22.70 obv. 38 (NH Oracle, CTH 566): 3' nu memir apümua 
memianmemian ÜL sekkueni nun kan a-pa-a-as-sa memias EGIR-pa kittari, KUB 1.1 iv 23-24 (NH Egodocument, 
CTHS\)nufza$ACTHS\)nufza$A dl$TAR p[(ard han)]dandatar a-pi-ia-i\(a)] u mekkiuhhun 
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§§ 21 kissannzazmu memis[ta] 21 m\)DU-siualiszuazza Gl5GIGIR 23 türiiazzi 
nammazuarzatnammazuarzat 24 arha [d]uuarnizzi 25 nuzssi a-pa-a-at-ta GIÏGIGIR 26 EGIR-pa 
SIGyinSIGyin iiaddu § 
AndAnd he (Tarhunmiya) said to me as follows: 'UDU-siwali harnesses the wagon, then he 
breakss it.' He (UDU-siwali) must repair that wagon too (apatt-a)\ 

Thee letter discusses what has to be done with the men, UDU-siwali and Iyarappiya, who keep 
destroyingg the property of Tarhunmiya. Although the nature of the damaged goods and the 
retributionn of the damage is not mentioned, one can infer from this example that at least the 
otherr damaged goods had to be repaired or replaced. 

7.2.3.6.7.2.3.6. kuit-clauses and -ya 

Forr subordinate clauses containing kuit "as for (the fact that)" we have: 

7.166 KBo 17.3+ rev. iv 25-29 (OS ritual, CTH 416), ed. Otten & Soucek 1969: 38-39, Neu 
1980a:: 17 

G]G]SharpazmaSharpazma \-anta LUGAL-as GIR^ij' kitta MUNUS.LUGAL-^ö l-anta 26 kitta 
tata sïni têmi da LUGAL-dtf MUNUS.LUGAL-̂ ?a aln udin pittuliu(s)zsmuss?a ta 
hahallithahallit gdpinan ddhhe kalulupi ? smi hulalian kuit?a314 anda 29 halkias^a 
ZizttZizttLALA-s?a-s?a harsarrza nu a-pa-at-ta GJRzSUNU kitta 
Butt (as for) the woodpiles, one set is lying at the feet of the king, and one set is lying 
(att the feet) of the queen, and I say to the figure: 'Take the king's and queen's woe, 
painn and and their worries." With the brush I take the thread, wound around their 
fingers.. Now, as for the 'heads' of both barley and wheat inside (the basket), those 
tootoo (apatt-a) lie at their feet. 

Thiss passage has always been translated differently. Usually the kuitz a is taken as a neuter 
relativee pronoun in a relative clause kalulupizsmi hulalian kuit ? a anda. The relative 
pronounn kuit is then coordinated with gdpinan by means of -a, the allomorph of -ma. The 
translationn is accordingly something like "I take the thread with the brush, and what is wound 
aroundd their fingers, that is, the heads too of both barley and wheat, those too lie at their feet." 
(Rosenkranzz 1973: 322 suggests that the grain crumbs were wound around the fingers, but 
thiss seems physically impossible.) It makes actually more sense to imagine the thread wound 
aroundd their fingers, instead of some indefinite thing which has not been referred to before 
andd only identified now as heads of barley and wheat. Earlier the text indeed only states (iv) 

tata kalulupus?(s)mus gdpinit huldliemi "I wind their fingers with the thread(s)". The 
grainss etc. are mentioned in iv 15-16 halkiias harsar isfiiianda 16 [zfZ.ö]l.A-i^f l harsar 
ishiiandaishiianda këzssan hümanda [(pa)]ttanï têhhe "The heads of grain are tied together, and 
thee heads of wheat are tied together. I put these all in a basket." The local adverb anda in iv 
288 refers to the fact that the heads are put in a basket. 

Andd a late Hittite example: 

Inn Old Hittite one can isolate a Topic-introducing kuit-a construction, related to the clauses in later Hittite that 
containn a non-pronominal kuit 'as for the fact that'. I will treat this phenomenon elsewhere. 

II  have the impression that sometimes Focal -ya "also" is announced as it were in the preceding subordinate 
clause,, see the beginning of 7.2.3. 
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7.177 Bo 86/299 ii 53-55 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 18-
1 93 i6 6 

§§ 53 mahhanzmazza ABUtYA kuuapi DINGIR-L/AZ-t f kisat nu KUR.KUR.HI. A kuit54 

drdr sa tiiat mdLAMMA-aszmaz/nu a-pé-e-da-ni-ia mehuni ser akta nu^mu 
pahhasta pahhasta 
Butt when my father became a god, given that the (other) countries stood aside, 
KuruntaKurunta was ready to die for me also at that time (apedani-ya), and he protected me. 

7.2.3.7.7.2.3.7. Parallel stretches of discourse and -ya 

Inn a few instances not just the part which contains the apa- + -ya is parallel to a clause earlier 
inn the discourse, but also the larger part of discourse to which the apa- clause belongs is 
virtuallyy a repetition of the larger part containing the parallel clause. I claim that it is 
impossible,, or at least very unlikely, that when clauses A and B in such a larger part of the 
discoursee are not coordinated by means of -ya, the parallel clauses A' and B' (containing the 
apa-apa- + -ya), are coordinated. The couples A & B and A' & B' are either both coordinated or 
bothh not coordinated. So in those cases where -ya is absent in one of the discourse pieces, -ya 
inn the other one can only be focal. 

Sincee there is hardly any research on cohesion of larger parts of discourse in Hittite, I 
heree discuss each example from my corpus. Starting with Middle Hittite: 

7.188 KUB 14.1+ obv. 54-56 (MH/MS narration, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1928: 14-15 
544 mah[hanzmaz]ssi [katta uer11 n?as]ta $A mMa[d]duuatta [DAM.]MES t$U 
NAM.RA.HI. AA  zSUNU assüzia sër ^^^Sallauuassi ue[mier] mat? si ap\pa piier 
$A]$A] mKupanta-d[LAMMA]-iaziazkan [DAM.MESzSU DVMV.MES]-Su NAM.RA.HI.A -
ZUZU dssüzia ser VRVSallauu.assi u[emierzpatr?] nu a-pa-a-at-ta [ANA 
mmMad\duuattaMad\duuatta pi\ie]r 
[But]]  wh[en they came down??] to him, [they] fo[und] the [wive]s, <children>, 
deporteess and possessions of Madduwatta up in Sallawassa, and [they gave] them 
bafck]]  to him, and also, [they] f[ound the wives, childre]n, deportees and possessions 
off  Kupanta-Kurunta up in Sallawassa, and these too (apatt-a) they gave [to 
Madjduwatta. . 

Thee parallel clauses are given below: 

AA  54n?asta $A mMadduuatta DAMMEÈzSu ... uemer 
BB 55 nzglzsi dppa piier (no coordination) 

A''  55SA mKupanta-dLAWAA-ia*iazkan DAM.MES f̂t / ... uemerzpat11 

B''  56 nu a-pa-a-at-ta ANA mMadduuatta piier 

1166 The other examples are KUB 50.6+ ii 53-55 (NTH Oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 569) É[-irsma] 54 kuit 

tamèdastamèdas para SUM[-an] 55 n*a$ a-pé-da-ni-ia EGlR-an S[IxSA-af]. From Hattusili III : KUB 22.70 obv. 
85-rev.. 1 (NH Oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566) DUMU.MUNUS fPattiia*ia kuit MUNUS.LUGAL ANA dUTU-

SlSl assuli pesta 
us-saus-sa punussuueni. 

866 1 
SiSi assuli pesta \ huuartas*masan ÜL SAG.DU.MES-azzsö kuit IN A SA É mZiuini [...]  II \d\-DU-u-
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Thiss example shows by the way coordination of the larger text fragments themselves (SA 
mmKupanta-Kupanta-ddLAMMA-iaLAMMA-ia z iaz kan). This clause is not coordinated to the previous clause, but to 
thee larger discourse unit ntasta $A mMadduuatta DAM.MES^Sf/ ... uemer nzatzsi dppa 
piier.piier. One could describe this structure schematically as (A, B) & (A', B't0o)-

7.199 IBoT 1.36 i 43-44 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:8-9 9 
§§ man tza? kan gamarsuuanza z ma kuin tamaszi nu aras ari tezzi u nu^ssan 
a-pa-at-taa-pa-at-ta ANA GAL  MESED1 ari 
Butt if a bowel movement (?) bothers someone, then one tells (it) to another, (so that) 
thatt (matter) too (apatt-a) reaches the chief-of-guards. 

Thee context in which this passage appears discusses the instructions concerning the 'going to 
thee pot'. The preceding lines describe the actions which have to be taken before one can go to 
urinate,, i 33-42 'If a bodily urge (sehunanza) bothers him, he will walk behind all (other) 
guards,, and wil l say to the guard who stands in front of him: "I have to go to the pot". Now 
thatt one wil l pass (the word) to another guard, and that one in turn will pass (it) on to a man 
off  third rank, the man of third rank will pass (it) on to a man of second rank, L^duianallis^ 
mama ANA UGULA.10.ME5EDI tezzi 'and the man of second rank will pass (it) on to the 
commander-of-tenn of the guards'. If also the chief-of-guards is present — he is in the guard's 
courtt — n*a[t UG]ULA[.10.M£$££>]/ 41 ANA GAL ME$EDIzia arnuzzi'then the commander-
of-tenn of the guards communicates it even to the the chief-of-guards: "He has to go to the 
pot!""  The chief-of-guards wil l say: "Go he must!" ', followed by the example above. 
Thee parallel discourse structures are: 

AA  ^duianallis * ma ANA UGULA. 10.MESEDI tezzi... 
BB ntat UG\JLA.10.ME$EDI ANA GAL  ME$EDUia arnuzzi (no coordination) 

A''  nu aras ari tezzi 
B''  nuzssan a-pa-at-ta ANA GAL  MESEDI ari 

7.200 IBoT 1.36 ü 32-35 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 18-19 
^VME&MESEDlzma^VME&MESEDlzma kuu[ap]i iianta nu 2 L^M^MESEDI  piran buiante[s] 33 

GlGlH\JKXJR.ttI.AïiaH\JKXJR.ttI.Aïia  harka[nz]i matzkan handdntes fG\JB'?-la?l[zzma'?] 
DUMU.É.GALL  34 iiatta nu GlSkalmus harzi nzasta a-pa-as-sa ANA 2 
L[ü.MESMEi?£D]77 35 [ha]nddnza 
Whenn the guards march, two guards are walking in front, holding spears; and they are 
linedd up. [But to their] left marches a palace attendant. He hold a lituus. He too 
(apass-a)(apass-a) is lined up with the two guards. 

Thee nzatzkan handdntes'\ the two guards with spears who are lined up, is paralleled by n? 
astaasta apassza ANA 2 L^M^MESEDI fianddnza, the palace attendant with a lituus who has to 
bee lined up with them. This example, and others (see below), show that the remaining part of 
thee clause (the clause without apa- + ya) is not necessarily presupposed in its entirety. The 
parallell  structures are: 

AA  GlS$UKUR.tfI.AWa harkanzi 
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BB nzatzkan handdntes (no coordination) 

A''  nu Gl$kalmus harzi 
B''  nzasta a-pa-as-sa ANA 2 L^M^ME3EDI  handanza 

7.211 KBo 6.28 + obv. 6-9 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 88), ed. Goetze 1940: 21-22 
§§ 6 karü KUR.KUR.ME S URU//A7T/[ l]$TU L^KU R arha harganuuan ësta edez 
kuilt]kuilt] 11 nu LÜKÜR URVGasgas uit nu[ KUR.]KUR.ME S URU//A7T/ harganut nuzza 
UR{JUR{JNenassanNenassan ZAG-an 8 iiat edez t ma I$T[U KU]R URU&4/>L/77 LÖKÜR VR{JArzauuas 
uituit  nu a-pa-a-as-sa 9 KUR.KUR.ME S URUM477Y harganut 
Inn the past the countries of Hatti were completely destroyed by the enemy. 
Concerningg the other side (of the border), the Gasgaean enemy came, and destroyed 
thee countries of Hatti, and established Nenassa as the border. But from another 
directionn (across the border), from the direction of the Lower Lands, the Arzawaean 
enemyy came, and he too (apass-a) destroyed the countries of Hatti. 

7.222 KBo 6.28 + obv. 13 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 88), ed. Goetze 1940: 21-22 
§§ ,3 edez * ma LÜKÜR URlJArmatanas[ uit ] nu a-pa-a-as-sa KUR.KU[R.ME S 
URpf ta mm harganut 
Butt from another direction the enemy from Armatana [came], and he too (apass-a) 
destroyedd the countries of Hatti. 

Thesee two examples are part of a larger piece of text describing the weakened strength of 
Hattii  somewhere in the past. The provinces belonging to the heartland of Hatti however were 
nott the only ones attacked by the enemy. Not one of the sentences in this text describing the 
destructionn of another area contains the expression a-pa-a-as-sa. This is a rather important 
observationn for the establishment of the necessary conditions for the use of -ya as 'too, also' 
(seee the discussion of Focus in section 5). Obviously most elements in these 'too' clauses 
shouldshould be constant, with the only variable the apa- expression. For why else do we have obv. 
100 nu KUR URVGassiia jjüman jiarganut '(But from another direction the enemy from 
Araünnaa came), and destroyed the country of Gassiya', and obv. 12 [nu v^Tegarama 
harganutharganut'' (But [the enemy] from Isuwa came), and destroyed Tegarama' instead of nu q^ 
pa-a-as-sapa-a-as-sa X fiarganut ? Only when the destruction of Hatti by different enemies is 
involved,, a-pa-a-as-sa may be used. The parallel structures are: 

AA  edez kuit nu LUKÜR lJR{JGasgas uit 
BB nu KUR.KUR.MES {JRUHATTI harganut (no coordination) 

A''  edez £ ma l$TU KUR mv$APUTI LÜKÜR URVArzauuas uit 
B'' nu a-pa-a-as-sa 9 KUR.KUR.MES URUf/A777 harganut 

1.21.2 A. The interpretation of apa- with -ya in combination with other coordinators 

Inn the following example -ya occurs besides another coordinator: 
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7.233 KBo 19.44+ rev. 14-16 (MH/MS treaty, with duplicate KBo 5.3+ ii i 42\ CTH 42) 
§§ 4 nammaztta dUTU-&  kuin kun NINzYA ANA DAM-U[TTIzK(A AD)pm l5 nuzssi 
NIN.MES-taa SA MAS-SU SA NVMVN-SU meqqaês [(as)]anzi 16 SA N[UMW-K(A-a; 
t)]tat)]ta a-pé-e-ia zig ?az srnas? za MN-ZU kuit har si 
Furthermore,, this sister of mine which I have given to you as your wife has many 
sisterss belonging to her family and clan. And they too {ape-ya) belong to your c[lan] 
sincee you have taken their sister. 

Thee -ya in ape-ya has to be interpreted as "also", because the clause already contains the 
coordinator-j ww in SA NUMUN-KA-at-ta3]* 

7.2.5.. The interpretation of apa- with -ya depending on non-structural features 

Thee remainder of the examples of apa- with -ya has to be studied using other criteria than the 
structurall  ones listed above. The first non-structural criterium is symmetry (test 4). When 
twoo clauses, of which the second one contains -ya, are rearrangeable without changing the 
informationn contained in the message, they are coordinated and moreover, they are parallel: 
thee particle -ya has to be translated as "and". From this parallellism Moutaouakil has derived 
somee constraints on the structure of coordinated clauses, as I mentioned in section 7.2.2. 
Besidess following Moutaouakil's constraints, all the examples listed in section 7.2.5.1 are also 
non-sequentiall  in time. Supporting the analysis of -ya in 7.2.5.1 as coordinator is the absence 
off  a parallel clause in the preceding context in several of the examples in the symmetry 
section.. Lack of symmetry on the other hand is discussed in section 7.2.5.2. 

7.2.5.1.7.2.5.1. Symmetrical clauses and -ya 

7.244 KBo 17.11+ obv. i 36>-38\ with dupl. KBo 17.74+ (OS ritual, CTH *631), ed. Neu 
1980a:: 65 

LrjMESS GISBANSUR LÜMES MUtfALDI M  37' [XXX harsi{n karpanzi harsiia)l(litma)] 
U-eU-e a-pi-ia XV harsis GE6 kitt[(a)]  38'  \ (a-pi-ia-e-a XV harsi)s GE6 (kitta)] 
udanziudanzi tzan tiianzi (compare udanzi ta tianzi in obv. i 43") 

Thee table-people and the cooks pick up [30 /wrsjZ-breads. There (are) two harsiyalli-
bowls.. In the one (apiya) lie 15 dark /larji-breads, and in the other (apiya=ya) lie 15 
darkk har si-breads. They bring (them), and put (them) inside (?) 

Thee following examples from KBo 3.34 can not be trusted all together, because the Old 
Hittit ee text was sometimes not completely understood by the New Hittite copyist. It is 
possiblee that in certain cases the particle -ya is a substitute for the adversative particle -a, a 
variantt of -ma 19 which became extinct in New Hittite. In that case the examples should be 
treatedd in section 7.4 where I discuss the use of -ma in coordinated clauses. 

Neuu 1968: 24 n. 1 read in the duplicate KBo 5.3+ iii 42 [EG]lR-pa-at-ta-at a-pf-e-ia "hinterher sind auch sie 
ess dir (namlich Schwestem)". What Neu read as EGjIR-pa could also be read as -K]Al believe. 

Seee Rieken 2000: 413 for the writing of -ya and -ma after ideograms. 
3,99 Rieken 2000: 413. 
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7.255 KBo 3.34 ii 1-7 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 44-45 
11 mZidi  LÖZABAR.DAB ësta ABI  LUGAL  DljG^har^hardn  ÏGESTIN-/r l  2 ANA 
{{HistaiiaraHistaiiara mMarattizia maniiahhis 3 LUGAL- / SlG5-antan GBSTïN-an hinkatta q^ 
pé-e-da-as-sapé-e-da-as-sa 4 tamain GESTIN-ÜTÏ  piier apassza uit LUGAL- / tet natta apün 
GE$TIN-tfAzz piier LUGAL-w i kuin 6 austa apassza uit QATAMMA IQBI  szanzasta1 

arhaarha pêhuter szan ëssikir szas BA.ÜS 
Zidii  was a cup bearer. The father of the king alotted a harhara-\essc\ with wine to 
Histiyaraa and Maratti. To the king he (= Zidi) delivered good wine, but to them 
(apedass-a)(apedass-a) they gave other wine. Both the one came (and) said to the king: 'They 
didd not give (to us) that wine, which the king saw' and the other came (and) said the 
same.. They brought him (= Zidi) away and beat him all over, so that he died." 

Inn this example we see for the first time a contrast between the states of affairs. The clauses 
mayy be switched without loss of discourse coherence. Whether the contrast is inherent to the 
demonstrativee itself independent of the contrastive predicates "delivering good wine" and 
"givingg of other wine" wil l be discussed in section 7.3. That is, the question is whether the 
contrastivee interpretation is part of the semantics of the pronoun apa-, whether the contrast 
dependss on the meaning of the predicates or even on the entire structure of coordinated 
clauses. . 

7.266 KBo 3.34 ii 24-26 (OH/NS narration, CTHH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 50-51 
kuidzakuidza m$uppiumni mMarassazia SÜ.A SU.I  parku iêr a-pu-u-un ubatiias* 
sassas piran aseser a-pu-u-un-na ubatiias piran aseser § 
Now,, as for Suppiuman and Marassa, (for them) they set up a high barber seat. 
Theyy seated the one (apun) in front of his military unit and they seated the other 
(apunn-a)(apunn-a) in front of the military unit 

Thee meaning of this passage is not completely understood. The high barber-seats are 
probablyy set up for the two men in order to follow the exercises of the young men which they 
aree supposed to train for the army. In this example it really does not matter which clause 
comess first because both clauses contain apa- to refer to both men. 

7.277 KBo 3.34 ii 8-9 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 46-47 
§§ mAsgaliias ^^^Hurmi  Ett-as ësta a-pa-a-as-sa kuuattza kuuattza Uü-es ësta 
Asgaliyaa was lord in (the city of) Hurma and he (apass-a) was an honourable (?) man 
inn every aspect. 

Itt is interesting to see that although a subject-switch has taken place after the introduction of Zidi in ii 1, the 
discoursee topic Zidi is referred to with a zero-subject in ii 3: LUGAL-/ S\G5-antan GESTIN-a/j hinkatta "To 
thee king he (= Zidi) delivered good wine, ... ." The enclitic accusative pronoun nan referring to Zidi is even 
usedd after a break of seven clauses in which he has not been mentioned. Of course this is only possible when 
thee anaphoric predicate, here arfya pehuter "they brought away", does not allow any ambiguity in the choice of 
thee correct antecedent. It is to be expected that the only possible candidate for arrest is the evil-doer Zidi. He is 
thee discourse topic of this paragraph, and therefore for the duration of this segment always highly salient. 

Myy translation differs from Dardano who has "Dopo aver innalzato la sedia del barbiere per Suppiuman e per 
Marassaa . . . ". The kuid~a NP construction is typically Old Hittite. I wil l treat this phenomenon elsewhere. 
nn For ubati as "military unit", or "association/group", see Beal 1992: 539ff. 
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Thee meaning of the clauses does not change, the symmetry of the clauses is not broken if we 
say:: "Asgaliya was an honourable man and he was lord in (the city of) Hurma." It only may 
soundd strange because social (or discourse) convention usually requires us to introduce a 
personn by means of name or provenance before assigning other epithets to him/her. One is 
moree inclined to say "Hi , I'm Marie from Holland and I'm a physician" instead of "Hi, I'm a 
physiciann and I'm Marie from Holland". Hittite convention probably also leads 'to the 
mentioningg of the king first in ex. 7.25. On the other hand, it is possible that we are actually 
nott dealing with the coordinator -ya but with the flon-coordinating adversative particle (of 
surprise)) -a/-ma323 (see chapter 9). 

Thee following examples contains the pattern -ya ... -ya "both ... and" (See Friedrich 
1960:: 155(§304bl).): 

7.288 KBo 19.44+ rev. 47-48 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 42) 

$A$A KUR WlAzLzia^za MUNUS namma ANA DAM-UTTIM l[(ë)]  48 tatti a-pu-u-un-
nazzanazza arha dali karüzza kuin har[(si)] 
Youu shall not take a woman from Azzi as wife anymore, and also, you shall divorce 
thee onee which you already have. 

Thiss example is part of a passage in a treaty which describes how the new, barbarian, son-in-
laww of the Hittite king has to behave when dealing with women. Being married to 'a Hittite 
princesss means that he is not allowed anymore to marry a woman from his own country. 
Furthermore,, he has to divorce the one he already has. Again, no comparable clause can be 
foundd in the preceding text. 

7.299 KBo 22.1 obv. 21'  (OS instruction, CTH 272), ed. Archi 1979: 46-47, Neu 1984: 

zikkzazuazikkzazua G%UKUL a-pa-as-sa G%UKUL 
Bothh you and he are tools!325 

7.2.52.7.2.52. Non-symmetrical clauses and -ya 

Thee following examples are all non-symmetrical, because the illocutions, the states of affairs, 
semanticc fields etc. of the clause containing apa- + -ya and the preceding clause are different 
(seee test 4 in section 7.2.2). In such non-symmetrical clauses -ya has to be "also, too". 
Besides,, in all cases the clauses follow each other temporally. 

7.2.5.2.1.7.2.5.2.1. Different Illocutions 

7.300 KBo 5.4 rev. 15' (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 67), ed. Friedrich 1926: 62-63326 

155 [man] dUTU^7 L^KVR-as iuar zahhiskimi nu a-pa-a-as-sa memias sAPAL NlS 
DINGIR-L/Aff  kittaru § 

Inn case the New Hittite scribe misunderstood a-pa-a-sa. 
324 4 

Alsoo see example 7.25, with apdsssa ... apassza in ii 4 and 6. 

Archii  translates "Tu (es) un travailleur, lui aussi (est) un travailleur!" , not taking into account the -ya ... -ya 
construction.. For 'tool', see Neu 1984: 99. 

3266 Also KUB 1.1+ iv 78-79 (NH Egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81) nu*za ammuk ARAD DINGIR-L/M  ?9 

\(a-pa-)]a-as-sa\(a-pa-)]a-as-sa ARAD DINGIR-L/ M  esdu. 
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I,, My Majesty, shall fight him like an enemy. Let this case too (apass-a) be placed 
underr the Oath of the Gods. 

7.2.5.2.2.7.2.5.2.2. Different States-of-Affairs 

7.311 KBo 17.1+ i 26>-33'  (OS ritual, CTH 416.1A), ed. Otten & Soucek 1969: 20-21, Neu 
1980a:: 6 
§22 andazkan hallnas tessummius tarlipit süuamus 2-TAM pêtumini ... 
"" WDAWDAsarruizm[(atss)]ansarruizm[(atss)]an ÉRlNM^-az êszi 
§§ serzsemetza [G]IR ZABAR kitta a-pa-at-ta-\a]n anda pëtumeni 
Wee bring in two clay cups filled with tarlipa. ... On top of the sarru bread lie troops. 
Onn top of them (= bread with troops) lies a bronze dagger. We bring in also those 
(apatt=a(=an)). (apatt=a(=an)). 

Besidess the fact that the clause preceding the apatt-a clause expresses a different State-of-
Affairs,, also the semantic fields of the predicates are different. 

7.322 KUB 26.12+ iv 33-37 (NH instruction, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Van den Hout 
1998:: 2327 

§§ 33 [namm]a*smas sumes kuies Lu.ME$SAG j^A  LUGALskan 34 [NLT]E- / suppai 
salikiskattenisalikiskatteni nuzsmas suppesni \lGl-ari\da tishantes êsten mannzazkan ANA 
LUSAGG [kue]danikki HUL-/MJ ? marsastarris [nu? a-p]a-a-as-sa ANA LUGAL 
Nf.TE.MES-.ft// saligai GAM MAMTTl § 
[Furthermjore,, as for you eunuchs, who regularly approach the king's sacred [bod]y, 
bee aware of that sacredness, also, if some eunuch has an evil desecration, and then he 
tootoo (apass-a) approaches the king's body, let (that fall) under the Oath. 

Thiss example could have started with nu in iv 37. The scope of the conditional particle man 
extendss over  the clause a-p]a-a-as-sa ANA LUGAL  Nl.TE.MES-SU saligai. 

7.25.23.7.25.23. Different Semantic Fields 

7.333 KUB 1.1+ ii 37-39 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 12-
1 33 28 8 

nuzmunuzmu a-pi-ia-ia 38 [(d/$7A)]/? GASAN-rA piran fyü[(uais nuzza a-p)M-ia-ia 
LÜKÜRR 39 [(IST)]U Ni.TE-YA tar{a)\il(iun 
Alsoo then/there (apiya-ya) Istar, my Lady, ran in front of me, and also then/there 
(apiya-ya)(apiya-ya) I conquered the enemy on my own. 

Thiss complex of two clauses is comparable to ii 24-5. 

3277 See also KUB 1.1 ii 44-45 (NH Egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81) U SV-anzma INA URlJUistaua[{nda 

u)]edahhunu)]edahhun nu*mu a-pi-ia-ia $A AISTAR GASAN-X/4 kan[(ess)]üuar èsta. 

3288 See also KBo 14.3 + KBo 40.293 iv 1T-12' (CTH 40) § ll' paratma namma 6 S[(UTI IN)]A 
URU//w«önö-x[-xx (IKSUD)] 12 nuskan a-pu-u-un-na kue[(nta, KUB 1.1 iv 17-18 (CTH 81) nu*mu 

18 8 

memiskitmemiskit GIM-a/i kisatsiasza nu*za dI$TAR GASAN-YA para \iandandatar a-pi-ia-ia mekki 
tekkus[(sanu)]t,tekkus[(sanu)]t, KUB 14.7 ii 13 (CTH 383) nusza a-pa-a-as-sa DlNGlR-UM-is karü kisat 
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7.344 KUB 50.6+ iii 37 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 569), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
186-187329 9 

arahhaniiazasarahhaniiazas 35 [tiuat]aniia ser S]xSA-at nu?kan ABI  dUTU-&  36 [ o ]x?-x kuitki 
serser arha pait ncatukan zdis \a-pad-Yda  ̂ SlxSA-at 
.... he was ascertained in connection with perjury7 (and) [cu]rsing. The father of His 
Majestyy has somehow ignored7 [...] ... and he has transgressed it. [Tha]t too (apadd-
a)a) was ascertained. 

Thee neuter apadd-a refers to the content of the two preceding clauses. Given the fact that the 
beginningg of iii 37 is destroyed, it is possible that it could have started with nu. In oracle texts 
parallell  clauses containing SlxSA-at are found everywhere, in this text for example in iii 35. 

7.2.6.. Semantic incompatibility 

Inn 7.2.3.7.1 already discussed Focal -ya in parallel stretches of discourse. Sometimes however 
thee coordinator -ya is used to combine larger stretches of discourse, for example in the man 
NP^jaa construction. The concessive interpretation "even if ..." given by Friedrich 1960: § 
332,, p. 167 and CHD p. 155a (with a preterite or in nominal sentences) does not apply to the 
followingg example (see further Sternemann 1965: 234). Instead, man NPzya may be 
comparedd to man NP-ma, but without the adversative meaning. 

7.355 KUB 23.72+ rev. 61-64 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 146)330 

§§ 61 [man $A L^]KÜR ̂ ia kuis VRU-as taksuli uizzi sumeszazssi KUR VRVHATT1 
pira[n...pira[n... lë...]x-atteni (...) [nuzssi apd]t lê memiskiteni man a-pé-e-ez-zi-
ia_ia_ kuis ANA KUR-KUNU x[ küru]r  êpzi 64 [kuitman] $A dUTU-S/ ÉRIN.MES 
ANSE.KUR.RA.HI.AA  nam ari sumesza apün LlJKÜR[-an zahhiiadduma] 
Andd [if ] some city of the enemy comes in peace, now you (pi.) shall [not mockl] the 
landd of Hatti in front of him. (You shall not turn his eyes to the mountains and you 
shalll  [not] humiliate the land of Hatti [...] before the countries .) [Tha]t (?) you may 
nott say [to him (?)]. And if from there (apeizi-ya) someone becomes [hostil]e 
towardss your country, [as long as] the troops of My Majesty have not yet arrived, now, 
youyou [must fight] that enemy. 

Thee interpretation of -ya as *also, too' is unlikely, because that would mean that the parallel 
clausee should have stated that hostilities were undertaken from some other place. The 
precedingg context (rev. 61) however shows that actions of peace instead were undertaken by 
thee enemy. The main point of the clause is that the enemy is hostile, and not that he comes 
fromm 'there'. Therefore we are dealing here with coordination of two larger discourse units, 
contrastingg actions of peace with actions of hostility. 

299 See also KUB 31.68: 7-8 (NH, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 297) ANA mLitauuantazi[a] 8 G I%UR uter nu-ua q^ 
pé-e-da-ni-iapé-e-da-ni-ia QATAMMA hatraes. 

300 See also KUB 23.77+ rev. 52'-54' (MH/MS Treaty, Amuwanda I, CTH 138) 5T [mantkan iSTU KUR U R U 

HAT]TIHAT]TI  pitteianza IN A KUR lJRUKasga takSulas URU-m uizzi... M [nu assü EGlR-pa pi\sten apas*a 

pittepitte ianza sumas ëstu mans kan a-pé-e-ez-zi-ia taksulas [INA  KUR URUA/A7T / uizz]i ... nu] 
UNUTE.MEÈUNUTE.MEÈ EGIR-pa pï[ueni] pitteandann * a ssmas EGIR-pa ÜL pïueni 
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7.2.7.. Evaluation of apa- and -ya 

Inn this section the examples presented above are evaluated. The tables given below present 
thee material ordered according the position of apa- + -ya in the clause: 

-ya-ya "also, too" 
Relativee Clause 
Conditionall  Clause 
Clausee of Comparison 
Temporall  Clause 
Afterr Reported Speech 
kuitkuit Clause 
Parallell  Structures 
Otherr coordinators 
Non-Symmetrical l 
Total l 

Tablee 7.2: The particle -ya 

-ya-ya "and" 
Symmetrical l 
manman NPsya 
Total l 

Brokenn Initial First 
11 2 12 
11 1 10 

—— 4 2 

—— — 2 
11 — 3 

—— — 5 
—— — 1 
22 2 6 
55 9 41 

'also,, too" and its position in the clause 

Brokenn Initial First 
—— 4 — 
—— — 2 
—— 4 2 

Other r 

9 9 

1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
12 2 

Other r 

— — 

Total l 
15 5 
21 1 
6 6 
1 1 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
1 1 
11 1 
67 7 

Total l 
4 4 
2 2 
6 6 

Tablee 7.3: The particle -ya "and" and its position in the clause 

-ya-ya ... -ya "both . 
Symmetrical l 
Total l 

.. and" Broken n 
— — 
— — 

Initial l 
2 2 
2 2 

First t 
— — 
— — 

Other r 
— — 
— — 

Total l 
2 2 
2 2 

Tablee 7.4: The combination -ya... -ya "both ... and" and their position in the clause 

Whenn we leave out the broken examples, the examples with -ya in other positions and the 
manman ...-ya construction (which I wil l discuss below), the following figures appear: 

Too Too 
And And 
Total l 

First t 
41 1 
0 0 

41 1 

Initial l 
9 9 
6 6 
15 5 

Total l 
50 0 
6 6 
56 6 

Tablee 7.5: Initial -ya versus First -ya 

Thiss means that First position is 100% connected with -ya as "also, too", whereas -ya in 
Initiall  position may mean both "and" and "also". It is however more likely to have the 
semanticc value "and". 

AA word is in order about the occurrence of apa + -ya "also" in first position. When 
thee clause only consists of the elements nu+enclitics, the pronoun apa- and a verb (nu apa-
V) ,, the question cannot be answered whether apa- is in first or preverbal position. Al l that 
cann be said is that it is not in initial  position. Secondly, when apa- is the Subject, a position 
precedingg all other NP's in the clause is expected given the basic SOV wordorder (nu apas 
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...V,, see for example exx. 7.4, 7.7, 7.8, with fn., etc.). However, when the pronoun apa- is 
nott the Subject and moreover the Subject is expressed by a substantive, it always takes a 
positionn after the pronoun apa- (nu apa- S ...V, see for example ex. 7.33). But also when 
thee Subject is not lexically expressed but indicated by the verbal ending, the non-Subject apa-
iss followed by all other constituents, either arguments or satellites (nu apa- ... V, see for 
examplee ex. 7.2, 7.3, 7.6, etc.). It is therefore safe to conclude that -ya "also, too" is in First 
Positionn in the ambiguous examples too. 

Fourr of the nine clauses with "also" in Initial position are clauses of comparison. Ex. 
7.122 "As he is an enemy of His Majesty, in the same way let him be an enemy to him too" is 
nott far removed from "He is an enemy of My Majesty and — in the same way — he shall be 
ann enemy to him (the Priest)". The boundaries between "and" and "also" are, at least 
semantically,, vague here. Clauses of comparison occupy an intermediate position between 
clausess with the focal value of -ya and clauses with the coordinating value of -ya. 

Theree are however 12 examples where apa- with ya "also" appears in another 
position.. Eight of those (ex. 7.9 with fn.) are clauses containing the interjection kasma "see!, 
herebyy ...", followed by the pronoun apa-. As the nature of interjections is, they constitute a 
clausee of its own and do not interfere with the host clause. Therefore, the second position of 
apa-\napa-\n these clauses is in reality a first position. 

Thee three examples that are left are all more or less the same (see for example ex. 
7.14)) 'Istar showed me her guiding wisdom apedani-ya mehuni (even at that time) / 
apiya=yaapiya=ya (even then)'. These apa-s all occur in the Apology of Hattusili and take positions 
furtherr in the clause. As I stated at ex. 7.14, I believe that in such a case -ya might mean 
"even". . 

Severall  examples from my corpus could not be interpreted correctly, either because of 
missingg context, because the example itself was not understood, or for other reasons. Based 
howeverr on the position of apa- + -ya it is possible to translate -ya correctly. A few are 
selectedd here331: 

7.366 KBo 17.1+ ii 11'-14', 23'-25' (OS ritual, with dupl. KBo 17.6 ii , CTH 416.1A), ed. 
Ottenn & Soucek 1969: 24-27, Neu 1980a: 7 
11''  [md]n mistiliia mê[(hur MlJ^ENhdranan anda)] ir \pèta\h}ii ÉRINMES-waAi 
pë[(ta[thipë[(ta[thi tessummeussza pëtafrhi)] l3'  [1-fJ/V tess[u]mmin ANA LUGA[L  p(êhhi 1-
ENEN ANA MUNUS.LUGAL  pêhhi)] 14'  1-EN ANA \ialmassuitt\i pë(tihi U 1 -EN ANA 
hassï)hassï) pêhfri] ... 
DUMU.É.GALL  24'  LVGAL-as MUNUS.LUGAL-aw^ a kissar[az*sa(met te)]ssummius 
^ [ (0 11 25'  halmasuittaz hass[az a-p(é-e-a3n d)]ai 
[Whe]nn at the mistiliya-time I [carjry in the eagle, I carry in the troops and I carry in 
thee cups, (then) [on]e cup I give to the king, one cup I give to the queen, one cup I 
givee to the throne and one cup I [gi]ve to the hearth. ... 

Thee other attestations from my corpus are: KBo 5.3 + ii 5 (CTH 42): nu?t[ta] a-pu-u-un-na antuhsan lê 
daliian[zidaliian[zi,, KUB 26.38+ 11' a-pé-e-da-ni-iazat E[GIR -a(n lê tarn)anzi]; KUB 23.72+ (CTH 146) obv. 12: 
nusuanusua a-pa-a-at-ta a[nd]a, obv. 37: NlS DINGIR-L/Af skan a-pa-a-as-sa sarraskit, obv. 62: nu;kan a-pa-a-
at-taat-ta iSTU KUR*S[U] dppa uasten, rev. 9: nu a-pé-e-i[a ... , KUB 21.38 (CTH 176) obv. 33' : nutsmas* 
kankan a-pu-u-uS'Sa 1 URU-LUM DIB-anza a-pu-u-us-sa[..., obv. 46' nuzuarzat a-pé-e-da-ni-ia [SlG5-attaru ; 
KUBB 23.103 obv. 12' (CTH 178A) nuzmu a-pad-da-ia $UPUR; KUB 19.5 + KBo 19.79 (CTH \9\)nu*kan 
a-pu-u-us-saa-pu-u-us-sa anda SIxSA-öf; KBo 11.1 rev. 6 (CTH 382) nu a-pt-ia-ia EGlR-pa S\G5-ahhanzi\ KUB 15.3 
(CTHH 584) iv 4' nu a-pé-e-ia hali[ssiiami\ KUB 31.77 ii 18 (CTH 584) nu*ua a-pé-e-ia L^ME^salashus 
sekanzi sekanzi 

522 Otten & Soucek 1969: 26 fn. 2, and Neu 1980a: 20 fn. 52: The restoration of ape-ya is not certain. 
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Thee palace-attendant takes the cups from the hands of the king and queen. He takes 
alsoo fthe olnes (ape-ya) from the throne (and) hearth. 

Thee next example is included because of its age, although it remains unclear what the 
interpretationn of -ya is. 

7.377 KBo 22.1 obv. 3'-4' (OS instruction, CTH 272), ed. Archi 1979: 45-46, Neu 1984: 99 
33 sumes LÜ.MES G%UKU L  tameskatteni a-pé-e-ia kattan dameskiuan dair 
YouYou are oppressing the craftsmen and they, (or: they too) have started to oppress (the 
ones)) "below" (them). 

Thee previous context is destroyed but it is clear that there are two groups of nobles who have 
beenn maltreating their servants. The context is too broken to know for certain whether the 
'they**  start to oppress as a result of the actions of the 'you', which would imply "also". Or 
maybee the aspect of 'starting to oppress' already indicates that -ya is "also" and not "and". 

Thee next example is the only one in my corpus that has man ... -ya, "even if : 

7.388 KUB 23.82+ obv. 23'-26' (MH/MS Instruction, CTH 268) ed. Kosak 1990: 79, 81 
§§ 23'manzmu idalauuannizia kuis uaggariiauuanzi sanhazi sumasza 24'  hatrami 
nuzmuzssannuzmuzssan man uarri lamnï ÜL ërteni nasmazat sumes z ma 25'  istamastani nz 
atat man ANA dUTU-5/ hü[d\dk ÜL mematteni 26'  a-pa-a-as-sa z smas man ÜL LUKÜR 
manman lahhiiatteni ÜL ... 
And/evenn if someone plans with evil intent to rebel against me, and I write to you 
(pi.),, if you do not instantly come to help me, or, (if ) you hear about it, and if you do 
nott tell it to His Majesty immediately, —even if he (apass-a) (is) not your enemy, 
(so)) that you do not march against him333— (let that be put under Oath for you!) 

Thee next example contains an insertion introduced by the proximal demonstrative pronoun 
ka-.ka-. I have discussed this type of clause in Chapter 6(.5.3.1.) where I showed that ka- clauses 
aree sometimes used as insertions in the narration. 

7.399 KUB 48.100+ rev. 18-22 (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 486), ed. Lebrun 1985: 107, 
112 2 
188 d\J-as kuedani UD-fi fyatuga tethiskit 19 harsiharsizia udas nu 
TÜG.NfG.LAM.ME SS kue apêdani UD-77 20 uassan jiarkun ANA Gl§GlGTRziazkan 
kuedanikuedani apêdani \JD-T[l]  21 drhahat nu kë TÜG.NfG.LAM.ME S anda appanda 
GI$GIGIRW aa 22 türiian a-pa-a-at-ta dair 
Onn the day at which the Stormgod terribly thundered and caused the thunderstorm, the 
clothess I had worn on that day, and the wagon on which I had stood on that day — 
thesee clothes, tied together and the hitched-up wagon — those too (apatt-a) they have 
taken. . 

Contraryy to Kammenhuber HW2: 135b a-pa-a-at-ta is not in emphatically postposed position 
(seee Chapter 8 for more discussion on postposed apa-). Instead, it occurs in First Position and 

3333 Kosak differently: 'and if you do not treat him as your enemy and do not even fight him*. 
3344 Following the translation of Götze & Pedersen 1934: 11. Compare Beekman 1995:2010: "... they took these 
packed-upp sumptuous garments and that hitched-up chariot (for the god)", Lebrun 1985: 112: "... done cette 
toilettee empaquetee et la voiture attelée on les prit telles quelles". 
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resumess the clothes and wagon introduced in the relative clause. The parallel of rev. 22 is 
underlinedd in the next translation of the text preceding our example: "When they sent off the 
substitutee ox, they sent off also those splendid garments, tied together, including the belt, the 
dagger,, the shoe(s), (those splendid garments) which I had worn on the same day that I put 
myy hand on the substitute ox and drove them forth. And they sent off the hitched-up wagon, 
withh bow, quiver, horses and drove them forth. But as for the table from which I used to eat 
andd the cup from which I used to drink and the bed in which I used to sleep, and the 
waterbowll  from which I used to wash myself and whatever utensil was mentioned in 
connectionn (with that day), nothing was taken. Thus it was ascertained by the deity. The 
clothes,, wagon and horses were taken for this affair." 

Andd last but not least, the only example in my corpus of apa- with -ya as a word 
coordinator: : 

7.400 KUB 23.72+ obv. 39 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 146) 
]$A]$A dUTU=:^ / kuius URU.DIDLI.HI. A  mMïtas apassza harkanzi 
Thee cities of My Majesty which Mita and he (apass-a) hold, . . .. 

7.2.8.. Chronological development 

Onn the chronological development one can be short: the use of -ya "also" in First (or Initial 
position)) is attested in each stage of Hittite. One of the consequences is that First position 
wass already used for this purpose in prehistoric Hittite.335 

7.3.. The pronoun apa- in the first member of a coordinate structure 

7.3.1.. Introduction 

Inn the corpus of the Hittite Laws a rather large number of clauses contains the demonstrative 
pronounn apa- referring to a highly salient discourse entity. In cases like these the 
demonstrativee pronoun, according to the theories, should indicate a new orientation within the 
discourse,, meaning that the former Discourse Topic is replaced by a new one (Cornish 1999: 
53-4,, 60, for French and English, and Giora & Lee 1996: 113 ff. for Chinese. See also 
Chapterr 5). But not only does this re-orienting function of apa- fail to explain its occurrence 
inn the Laws, neither can the other function of apa-7 i.e., indicating the Focus or Unestablished 
Topicc (see section 7.5, chapters 2, 8 and 9), account for the use of apa- referring to a highly 
salientt discourse entity as is illustrated by ex, 7.1. 

7.3.2.. Three types of punishment in the Laws 

Inn order to shed some light on the use of apa- in constructions like ex. 7.1 a discussion of the 
punishmentt in the Laws is necessary. In my view, the punishments in the Hittite Laws can be 

AA quick scan through the Hieroglyphic Luvian corpus showed that (a)pa- + -ha "also he/she/it" indeed seems 
too occur in First Position. This should mean that already in Proto-Anatolian First Position is connected with 
Expandingg Focus (see section 7.5 for Expanding Focus). 
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dividedd into three classes.336 The first and largest group consists of the crimes for which the 
penaltyy is a fine that has to be paid either in money or, rarely, by means of persons (class I). 

.. 337 

Thee following two laws are exemplary for this type : 

7.411 KBo 6.2 i 11-12 § 8 (OS laws, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 21 
§§ l l takku ARAD-nan nasma GÈME-an kuiski dasuuahhi nasma Zö9z$U laki \0 
GINN KÜ.BABBAR pdi parna^sseza suuaiezzi § 
Iff  anyone blinds a male or a female slave or knocks out his tooth, he shall pay 10 
shekelss of silver, and he shall look to his house for it. 

7.422 KBo 6.2 ii 33, § 44a (OS laws, CTH 291, with duplicate KBo 6.3 ii 54), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 52 
§§ 33 takku LV-an pahhueni kuiski pessiezzi mas aki a\ppa( tsse) (DUMU.NrTA-aft 

M ) ] § § 
Iff  anyone makes a man fall into a fire, so that he dies, (the guilty party) shall give him 
aa son in return. 

Thee Laws in the next group do not only involve the payment of a fine but they also specify a 
secondd obligation which has to be performed by the offender. This can be the organization of 
thee burial of the victim of a fight or murder, as in ex. 7.45, or for example the return of stolen 
itemss as in ex. 7.43 (class II) : 

7.433 KBo 6.2 Hi 56-57, § 70 (OS laws, with duplicate KBo 6.3 iii 60-62, CTH 291), 
ed.Hoffnerr 1997: 79 
§§ 56 takku GU4-an ANSE.KUR.RA ANSE.GÏR.NUN.NA ANSE kuiski tdiezzi isha(s)? 
sis*ansis*an [(ganeszi)] 51 manzza sakuuassaran \(ddi ari)\dazlse 2-ki pdi parna? 
ssezasseza suuaiezzi § 
Iff  anyone steals an ox, a horse, a mule or an ass, and its owner identifies it, he (= the 
owner)) shall take it (back) in full value. In addition (the thief) shall give to him 
twice/double,, and he shall look to his house for it. 

Thee last group consists of laws which do not impose a fine, but another kind of punishment, 
forr example losing one's freedom (class HI): 

7.444 KBo 6.2 ii 30-32, § 43 (OS laws, with duplicate KBo 6.3 ii 52-53, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 52 

336Thee following Laws are excluded from this first selection of contexts where apa- can appear, but wil l be 
studiedd later. They do not involve crimes but set prices, regulate land tenureship, marriage etc. (§§ 27, 32-42, 
46,, 47A, B, 50-56, 79, 80, 90, 112, 149-152, 157-162a, 163, 171, 175, 176a, 177-186, 192-194, 200a, b), 
fragmentedd laws (§ 26, 105, 118, 123, 130, 133, 146a, 162b), additions in later period (§§ 29-31), or laws 
whichh are 'a case for the king' (§ 44b, 111). 

337Thee Laws belonging to this class are §§ 5 (first part), 7, 8, 1 l-19b, 20, 22, 23 (a), 24, 28, 44a, 57-65, 67-69, 
72,73,77,78,, 81-89,91-93,98, 101, 102, 104, 107-110, 119-122, 124-126, 128, 129, 131, 132, 142-145, 147, 
148,, 172, 174. 

3,8Seee also §§ 1-5 (second part), 10,70, 74, 76,94-97, 100, 103, 106, 113, 127, 146 b, 164-169, 196. 
339Seee also §§ 5 (last part), 19a, 21, 23 (b), 43, 45, 48, 49, 75, 95 (last part), 99 (last part), 170, 173a, b, 187-

191,195,, 197-199. 
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30 0 
§§ takku LU-as GU4tSU ID-an zïnuskizzi tamaiszan su[uez(zi)] 31 nu GU4-a.ï 
KUN-anKUN-an êpzi ta \D-an zdi Ü BEL G[(u4 ID-as pêdai)] 32 nuzzza gpünzpat 
dan\(zi)]dan\(zi)] § 
Iff  a man is crossing a river with his ox, and another man pu[sh]es him off, grasps the 
taill  of the ox, and crosses the river, while the river carries off the owner of the ox, (the 
deadd man's heirs) shall take that (man).340 

Ass can be seen from footnotes 337 to 339 most of the laws that include punishments are 
foundd in the first two classes described above, that is, they at least contain the payment of a 
fine.. Both the payment of the fine and the other punishment or obligation in class II are 
usuallyy expressed in two coordinated clauses of the type: "the offender is involved both in 
somee kind of non-financial obligation and pays a fine". All coordinators are attested: Hittite 
-ya-ya "and" and -mal-a "but" and their Akkadian variant Ü341 

Thee non-reorienting, non-Focal use of the pronoun apa- which is unaccounted for by 
thee existing theories (see 7.3.1.) shows a marked distribution. The pronoun apa- only appears 
inn the last two classes involving either the payment of a fine and another obligation (class II) 
or,, instead of a payment, another kind of punishment (class III) . Class III will be discussed in 
Chapterr 8. 

7.3.3.. The use of the pronoun apa- in the coordinate structure 

7.33.1.7.33.1. In the Laws 

Beloww all examples are presented from the Laws in class II which contain the object pronoun 
apunapun (Laws §§ 1-4, 10, 74, 76), compared with the remaining coordinated clauses in the 
Lawss in this class (§§ 5, 96, 97, 103, 106, 113, 127). The examples containing also the 
subjectt pronoun apas (§§ 10, 74, 106, 113) I wil l discuss separately.342 Besides ex. 7.1 we 
havee apun in: 

7.455 KBo 6.2 i 1-2, § 4 (OS law, with duplicate KBo 6.3 i 8-9, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 18343 

§§ [(takku ARAD-an nasma GÉME-an kuis)]ki ualahzi n*as aki QASSU uastai2 

\(a-pu)]-u-un\(a-pu)]-u-un arnuzi U 1 SAG.DU pai parn[(azss)]e*a suuaiezzi" % 

Hoffnerr reads "that very man". For a discussion of the pronoun apa- with the restrictive particle -pat, see 
chapterr 9. 

4,Forr the use of the Akkadian conjunction Ü "and" in the Laws see Hoffner 1997:167. See Rieken 2000 for a 
discussionn of the three conjunctions. Here I use the term coordinator in anticipation of their function in the type 
off  clauses studied here. 

542 2 

343 3 

344 4 

Thee pronoun apa- in class III Laws and the remaining apa-'s will be discussed in Chapter 8. 

Similarr Laws are: §§ 1-3. 

Forr a discussion of the expression parna*ssesa suuaiiezzi see Hoffner 1997: 168 with literature. 
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Iff  anyone strikes a male or female slave so that he dies, but his hand sins (= it is an 
accident),, he shall bring him (apun, for burial) and he also345 shall give one person, 
andd he shall look to his house for it. 

7.466 KBo 19.1a ii i 66-68, § 74 (OS law, additions from KBo 6.3, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 81 
§§ 66 [{takku SI  GU4 nas)]ma GÏR GU4 kuiski tuuar[(nizi apünzza apas)] \(ddi 
UU GU4 SIG^l BEL GUA pdi takku BE[(L GU4 tezzi ammeUpatzuazza)] [(GU4-
unun dahhi)] GU4=:&/ ddi Ü 2 Gl[(N KÜ.BABBAR pdi)] § 
Iff  anyone breaks a horn or leg of an ox, (then) he shall take that (ox) himself and he 
alsoo shall give an ox in good condition to the owner of the (injured) ox. If the owner 
off  the ox says: "I wil l take my own ox instead346", he shall take his ox and he (the 
offender)) also shall pay 2 shekels of silver. 

7.477 KBo 6.2 iv 4-5, § 76 (OS law, duplicate KBo 6.3 iii 76-77, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 82 
§§ 4 [{takku GV4-u)]n ANSE.KUR.RA ANSE.GÏR.NUN.NA ANSE-/n kuiski appatariezzi 

[(nzas[(nzas ped)]isssi aki apün arnuzzi kussan+settza pdi § 
Iff  anyone commandeers an ox, a horse, a mule (or) an ass, and it dies at his place/on 
thee spot (?), (then) he shall bring it (for burial) and he also shall pay its rent. 

Thee referents of apun in all these examples are maximally accessible and highly salient for the 
addresseee since they have been mentioned in the immediately preceding clauses. The need 
forr an accented pronoun to re-activate the referent and promote it from a level of medium 
saliencyy to high saliency is absent. Another possible motivation for using the accented 
pronounn is to disambiguate between two or more possible referents, but that obviously does 
nott apply to these examples either. Contrast in the sense of selecting one entity from a set of 
entities,, and the marking of the beginning of a new discourse segment also do not apply, 
whichh leaves us with the question why the enclitic pronoun -an has not been used. This same 
questionn can also be asked for the following examples where a full lexical NP appears instead 
off  the pronoun apun (or the enclitic -an): 

7.488 KUB 29.23+ 17-20, § 106 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 102-3 
§§ n [(takku p)]abbur AN[(A A.Skz)]$U kuiski pêdai [(ta tame)]lUa 18 [( A.SA)]* 
SuSu lukkeUzzi)} kuiszat luHkkezzi nusza luWkkan 19 [(A.Sk-L)]AM apas dd[(i 
Sl)lG<-andannzaSl)lG<-andannza f(A.$A ANA EN)1 A.§A  20 \(pa)V ttaz [(uar)]siia[zzi] § 
Iff  anyone carries embers (lit . fire) into his field, and he ignites the field of also another 
one,, the one who ignites it shall take the burnt-over field himself and also, a good field 
hee shall give to the owner of the field,347 and he wil l reap it. 

7.499 KUB 29.24 i 3-6, § 113 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 108-109 

3455 The translations basically follows Hoffner 1997. However, to do justice to the nature of the coordinator -ya 
andd Ü I translate it with "and (...) also" where Hoffner usually uses "and". This difference will not be noted 
anymoree in the remainder of the examples from the Laws. 

3466 See ex. 8.20 for an explanation of the translation "instead". 
3477 Hoffner I.e. translates with two independent clauses. 
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§§ [takku miianda]^ GlÈGBSTlN-an kuiski karaszi kars\(andan)] *  fgJSGESTIN-gg] 
apasapas ddi SlG<-ann?a GESTIN 5 \(ANA ) BE)]L gÜGESTIN pdi tzansza tuhsannai 

[kui(t)m(an[kui(t)m(an77 apê)]l GI§GESTIN SlG5-atta ... 
Iff  anyone cuts down a [fruit-beari]ng vine, he shall take the cut-down Tvine] and he 
alsoo shall give a good vine to the owner of the vine. He shall gather fruit from it 
[un]t[i] ll  his own vine recovers. 

7.500 KBo 6.2 iv 49-50, § 96 (OS law, duplicate KBo 6.3 iv 48-49, CTH 291), comparable 
§§ 97, ed. Hoffner 1997: 94-5 

49 9 

§§ [t]akku LV-as ELLUM halkias ÉSAG-an ï[(diezzi ÉSAG-s)?a halki]n uemiezzi 
ÉSAG-anÉSAG-an halkit sunnai Ü 12 f(GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi p)arna?sse za] suuaiezzi § 

Iff  a free man burglarizes a grain storage pit, and finds the storage pit's grain, he shall 
fil ll  the storage pit with grain and he also shall pay 12 shekels of silver. He shall look 
[too his] ho[use for it] . 

7.511 KBo 6.2 i 3-6, § 5 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 19 
§§ takku LUDAM.GAR kuiski kuênzi 1 ME MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pdi parnazsseza 
suuaiezzisuuaiezzi takku IN A KUR Luuiia nasma IN A KUR VRlJPald 1 ME MA.NA 
KÜ.BABBARR pdi dssu ? ssett z a sarnikzi nasma IN A KUR URUf/cm'  6 nu^zza 
unattallanzpatunattallanzpat arnuzzi § 
Iff  anyone kill s a merchant, he shall pay 100 minas of silver, and he shall look to his 
housee for it. If (it is) in the land of Luwiya or Pala, he shall pay the 100 minas of 
silverr and he also shall replace his goods, or (if) (it is) in the land of Hatti, he shall 
bringg the merchant (for burial) instead348. 

Andd again ex. 7.46 repeated here as 7.52: 

7.522 KBo 19.1a ii i 66-68, § 74 (OS law, additions from KBo 6.3, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:81 1 
§666 [(takku SI  GU4 nas)]ma GÏR GU4 kuiski tuuar[(nizi apümza apas)] 67 [{ddi 
ÜÜ GU4 SIG5)] BEL GU4 pdi takku BE[(L GU4 tezzi ammeUpatzuatza)] 68 [(GU4-
unun da\i\ii)\ GU^& / ddi Ü 2 GI[(N KÜ.BABBAR pdi)] § 
Iff  anyone breaks a horn or leg of an ox, (then) he shall take that (ox) himself and he 
shalll  give an ox in good condition to the owner of the (injured) ox. If the owner of the 
oxx says: "I wil l take my own ox instead", he shall take his ox and he (the offender) 
alsoo shall pay 2 shekels of silver. 

Inn exx. 7.48 and 7.49 the offender takes the damaged asset himself and gives a replacement to 
thee injured party. The goods are explicitly contrasted by means of the adjectives "burnt" or 
"cut""  versus "good". The contrasted constituents are both part of the two members of the 
coordinatee structure, which means that the contrast only depends on the internal structure, in 
thiss case the semantic structure, of the coordinate members and not on the discourse preceding 
thesee clauses. This provides the clue -as we will see later- for the correct interpretation of the 
firstt four examples where apun was used instead of a full lexical NP. Real contrast is also 
foundd in ex. 7.46, where the offender keeps the hurt ox and substitutes it with a perfect 
exemplarr for the owner. In ex. 7.44 and ex. 7.45 the deaths are compensated by the giving of 
onee person, a "damaged asset" versus a "good asset". The arguments of the predicates in the 

MS S 
Forr the translation of -pat as "instead" see Chapter 8. 
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exx.. 7.47 (with apun), 7.50, 7.51 and 7.52 (with a lexical NP) do not seem to contrast which 
eachh other. The reason for including the last three examples in the discussion is the rather 
unexpectedd repetition of the NP. Especially the NPs ÉSAG-an in ex. 7.50 and GV^SU in ex. 
7.522 are repeated immediately after being mentioned in the previous clause. This is as 
unexpectedd as the use of the pronoun apun instead of the enclitic pronoun -an. 

Althoughh some examples can be interpreted as contrasting the syntactic objects in both 
memberss of the coordinate structure, contrastiveness is not the common denominator given 
thee existence of non-contrastive pairs of nouns. The only thing they have in common is a 
vaguerr kind of juxtaposition. Not the entities itself but the actions, the state of affairs 
expressedd in these clauses are 'contrasted' on a rather abstract level. Not only does the guilty 
partyy have to perform action A, he also has to perform action B, where action A and action B 
doo not have to be semantically related. The unrelatedness of the actions is maybe not typical 
forr coordinated clauses in English, but it is not excluded either. As one can see, the examples 
aree all symmetrical (see test 4 in section 2.2). For some reason the use of -an is not allowed 
inn a coordinate structure like this. 

Onn the other hand one could object that the enclitic pronoun -an is attested in the 
coordinatee construction in: 

7.533 KBo 6.12 i 11-14, § 103 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 100 
111 12 » 

§§ [takku arsi]n kuiski taiiazi takku 1 gipessar [arsis i\zan EGlR-pa arsezzi U 
11 GÏN .GINKÜ.BABBA R 13 \ pai takku] 2 gipessar arsis tzan EGlR-pa u \arsezz\i Ü 
22 GÏN .GÏN KÜ.BABBAR pai § 
[If ]]  anyone steals plants, if it is one gipessar [of planting], he shall re-plant it and also 
[pay]]  one shekel of silver. [If it is 2] gipessar of planting, he shall re-[plant] it and he 
alsoo shall pay 2 shekels of silver. 

7.544 KUB 29.28 i 8-9, § 127 (OS law, duplicate KBo 6.10 ii 17-19, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 116 
§§ 8 [(takku GlSIG sullannaz kuiski taiezzi ku)Yt kuit É-ri andan 9 [(jiarakzi tzat 
sarnikzisarnikzi Ü 1 MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pd)V parnazssezia suuaiazzi § 
Iff  anyone steals a door as a result of a quarrel, he shall replace whatever might get lost 
inn the house and he shall also pay one mina of silver, and he shall look to his house for 
it. . 

Thee difference of the last two examples with the other ones from the scheme "the offender 
bothh performs something and also pays a fine" lies in the introduction of the referent of the 
firstt clause of the coordinated structure. Normally the referent is represented by a full NP or 
apunapun but here the referent has first to be specified in a subordinate clause (conditional takku-
clausee or a relative kuit kuit clause) before it can appear in the bi-clausal coordinate sentence. 
Unlikee the other examples, the referent has not been introduced in the protasis of the Law, 
whichh makes it necessary to introduce the referent in the apodosis. Instead of 

protasiss apodosis 1 apodosis 2 
discoursee entityj apun\ I NPi ...V U ... 

wee now have 

protasiss apodosis 1 apodosis 2 
takkutakku 1 gipessararsisj tnan\ ... V Ü ... 
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kuitkuit kuitj É-ri andan harakzi tzat\ V Ü ... 

Thee subordinate clauses are the representatives of the referents in the first clause of the bi-
clausall  construction (called 'discourse entity' here). Therefore this occurrence of -an cannot 
bee equated with a clause where only " *t-an X V ü ..." would have been used after the 
introductionn of the referent in the protasis: 

protasiss apodosis 1 apodosis 2 
discoursee entityj *tzan\ ... V (j 

Thiss coordinate construction, whereby the sentence connective with -an follows immediately 
uponn the protasis, does not exist in the Laws. 

Thus,, coordinate clauses in the punishments of the Laws require that the two apodoses 
aree in balance, without necessarily contrasting them. 

7.3.3.2.7.3.3.2. In other texts 

Inn the later Hittite texts of my corpus only a very few examples of the coordinate structure 
withh apa- were found: 

7.555 KBo 5.3 + ii 1-5 (MH/NS treaty, CTH 42), ed. Friedrich 1930: 112-115 
[n?a]n?mu[n?a]n?mu ÜL mematti n^an anda imma[ munndsi] § 2 nasma a-pé-e-da-ni 

immaimma EG\R-an tiiasi ANA A\m3-$l\zma\ 3 auan arha tiiasi nu man kissan uttar 
ie[si\ie[si\AA nuztta kë NlS DINGIR.ME S lê daliianzi nu?t[ta]5 apünnza antuhsan lë 
daliian[zï\ daliian[zï\ 
Andd you do not tell about him to me and you even [hide] him, § or you even support 
him,him, fwhilel from My Majesty you move away, if [you] act thus, (then) may these 
oath-Deitiess not let go of you, and may they not let go of that man of yo[urs] either. 

Heree we see again the pronoun apedani immediately following upon a clause which contains 
thee enclitic pronoun -an, referring to the same referent. And with the unique writing a-pa-a-
anan instead of a-pu-u-un: 

7.566 KUB 26.12+ ii 23-28 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 
1957:: 25 
§§ nasmazkan ANA dUTU-.?/ kuiski uatkuuanza 24 \ri\*aszkan ANA ZAG 
kuedanikkikuedanikki anda [s]umesszazas assus kuedanikki 26 nu[zss]izkan memian 
GAM-anGAM-an arha uatarnahzi 21 nu a-pa-a-an ZAG-na ddi dimJ-$Izma GÜB-la ddi 28 

nzanzkannzanzkan kils DINGIR.ME S harninkandu § 
Orr (if ) someone leaps from His Majesty, (and) stays at some border, while being at 
goodd terms with someone amongst you, and he communicates the matter/incident to 
him,, and he puts him to the right, while he puts My Majesty to thee left, ... 

Insteadd of U or -ya ex. 7.56 has -ma. For the use of -ma in coordinated clauses see section 7.4 
andd Chapter 9.4.1. The particle -ma seems to appear when the predicates of the coordinated 
structuree are semantically juxtaposed. 
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7.3.4.. Evaluation 

Thee table below lists all the relevant passages from the examples given in section 7.3.3. The 
underlinedd arguments in the column of clause 1 are (pronominal) NPs of which the referent 
couldd have easily been referred to by means of an enclitic pronoun. The underlined 
argumentss in the column of clause 2 are the counterparts of the underlined elements in the 
firstt column. 

OH H 
1 1 
45 5 
46 6 
47 7 

48 8 

49 9 
50 0 
51 1 
52 2 
53 3 

54 4 

MH H 
55 5 
NH H 
56 6 

Clausee 1 

nunu apün sdktdizzi 
apünapün arnuzi 
apünzzaapünzza apds ddi 
apünapün arnuzzi 

kuiskuis zat lukkezzi 
nuzzanuzza lukkan A.SA-LAM apds 
karsandankarsandan ^I^GESTIN-an apds 
ÈSAG-anÈSAG-an halkit sunnai 
11 ME MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pdi 
GUA*$UGUA*$U ddi 

takkutakku 1 gipessar arsis 
tzantzan EGIR-p<3 arsezzi 
kuitkuit kuit Ê-ri andan harakzi 
t*att*at  sarnikzi 

nasmanasma apêdani imma EGIR-an 

nunu apdn ZAG-na ddi 

ddi ddi 
ddi ddi 

tiiasi tiiasi 

Clausee 2 

pêdizssizmapêdizssizma LÜ.U,0.LU-aAi pdi 
ÜÜ 1 SAG. DUU pdi 
ÜÜ GU4 SIG< BEL GU„  pdi 
kussaQpsettzakussaQpsettza pdi 

SlG<-andann*aSlG<-andann*a A.SA ANA ENA.SA pdi 
SlG<-ann*aSlG<-ann*a GE$TIN ANA BEL GISGESTIN pdi 
ÜllGiNÜllGiN  KÜ.BABBAR pdi 
dssufissettzadssufissettza sarnikzi 
UU 2 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi 

ÜÜ 1 GÏN.GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi 

ÜÜ 1 MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pdi 

ANAANA d\JTU-5l[zma] auan arha tiiasi 

dd\JTV-SUma\JTV-SUma GVB-la ddi 

Thee following table gives a summary and abstraction of the possible constructions, ranking 
fromm the weakest linguistic expression of the referent in the first clause of the "and" 
constructionn to the heaviest expression, the subordinate one (Coord, stands for -ya, -ma or Ü, 
XX is the NP which is the mirrored argument of the (pro)nominal expression in the first 
member): : 

Clausee 1 
encliticc pronoun 
apa-apa-
NP P 
S-clausee ta+enclitic 

Verb b 
Verb b 
Verb b 
Verb b 

Clausee 2 
coord.. X Verb 
coord.. X Verb 
coord.. X Verb 
coord.. X Verb 

Examples s 
— — 
1,45,46,47,55,56 6 
48,49,50,51,52 2 
53,54 4 

Thee preliminary conclusion which can be drawn from this table is that the coordinate structure 
inn which both clauses have the same semantic structure, and usually the same syntactic 
structure,, and, finally, are of equal importance can not contain an enclitic pronoun while the 
counterpartt of this pronoun in the other clause is a full lexical NP. A lexical NP carries 
necessarilyy more accent than an enclitic pronoun, and the "next linguistic expression in line" 
whichh is accented is the demonstrative apa-. The use of this pronoun restores the intonational 
symmetryy of the clauses. The question is now, is only an independent pronoun needed, 
snaringg its independent status with a lexical NP, or does it have anything to do with Focus or 
thee function generally assigned to accented pronouns, i.e., indicating something that 
somethingg unexpected is occurring. I will address this question in section 7.6. 
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7.4.. The pronoun apa- + -al-ma in the second member of a coordinate structure 

Inn section 7.2.4.1 I already discussed the occurrences of apa- with -ya in the second member 
off  a coordinate structure. Here I wil l present the occurrences of apa- with the particle -al-ma 
inn its function as coordinator. This time one can really perceive a contrast, which was not 
alwayss the case with the clauses coordinated by -ya. In such a contrastive context -al-ma is 
bestt translated as "while". 

Beloww follows a summary of the features indicative of coordinated clauses as discussed in 
sectionn 7.2.2. sub 4, Symmetry of semantics: 

a)) Coordinated clauses may be switched without loss of coherence 
b)) The clauses describe the same State of Affairs, the predicates belong to the same 

semanticc field 
c)) The clauses have the same illocutionary force 
d)) The clauses have the same mood 
e)) The scope of modal adverbs extends over both clauses 

Ass the reader can easily check, each example below passes the test. The element 
correspondingg (or contrasting) with the referent of apa- is also underlined. 

7.577 KBo 6.2 iv 14-15, § 80 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 85 
§§ takku UDU-w« UR.BAR.RA-w kuiSki pessizii ishaszsis UZU.Ï  dai 15 a-pa-a-sa 
KUSS UDU dai § 
Iff  anyone abandons a sheep to a wolf, its owner shall take the meat, while he (apas=a) 
shalll  take the sheepskin. 

7.588 KUB 23.77+ rev. 52'-54'  (MH/MS treaty, Arnuwanda I, CTH 138) 
[man::[man::  kan ISTU KUR "RU HAT]TI  pitteianza IN A KUR ^^Kasga taksulas URU-

iaia uizzi 3 [mas man ARAD-is nu ] $A BELIzSu assü udai nasma^as LÜ 
G%UKU LL  nu SA ^TAPPICSU assü udai 54'  [nu _asM EGlR-pa pi]sten a-pa-a-sa 
pitteianzapitteianza sumds êstu 
[I ff  from the land of Hat]ti someone on the run comes to an allied city in Kasga land, 
[eitherr a slave], carrying possessions from his master or a craftsman, carrying 
possessionss from his associate, [(then)] you must gi[ve back the possessions!, while 
thatt escapee (apas=a pitteyanza) shall be yours. 

Thee next example shows how contrasts occur both inside the clause, on clause level, and on 
discoursee level: 

7.599 KBo 5.4 rev. 6-8 (NH treaty, Mursili II , CTH 67), ed. Friedrich 1926: 60-61349 

1499 See also KUB 21.5+ ii 6-10 (NH Treaty, Muwattalli, CTH 76) *UTU-5l*ma t)]uk m[(Ataks)]and[(un)] 

(KUBB 21.5 ii ) arha OL*pat pesseiami a-pu-u-unsma ÜL [(dahhi t)]ukksas mahhan (...) 9 [nuzza 
dUTU-(5/)]]  tukt pat mAlaksandun saggahhi a-pu-u-unzmazza 10 [ÜL saggah)hi, KUB 21.1+ iii 38-40 

(NHH Treaty, Muwattalli , CTH 76) nu*za zik mAlaksandu ANA mKupanta-*LAMMA  39 NARARUM sardiias 

SU.BULUG-aii âa ês n*an pahsi a-pa-a-as * ma tuk pahsaru. See also the broken KUB 21.37 obv. 19'-
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nunu man zik mTargasnallis a-pé-e-d\a-]as menahhanda [idalauu]ahti nu a-pé-e-
da-asda-as EGIR-fl/ i tiiami zikzmazmuzza kürur ês man a-pu-u-uszma 8 [tuk 
men]ahhandamen]ahhanda idalauessanzi nu tuk EGIR-an tiiami  kürur 
[asandu][asandu] § 
Iff  you (zik), Targasnalli [perform] evil against them (apedas), then I wil l support them 
(apedas),(apedas), while you (zik-ma) shall be my enemy! But if they (apus-ma) become evil 
[ag]ainstt \you (tuk)], then I shall support you (tuk), while they (apus-ma) [shall be] 
myy enemy! 

Onn discourse level the units nu man zik ... and man apuszma ... are contrasted. This is, 
amongg other things, indicated by the particle -ma. As for contrast inside the clause, in both 
conditionall  clauses the subject is contrasted with the indirect object: zik versus apedas and 
apusapus versus tuk. The level of coordination which is discussed in this section occurs in nu ch 
pé-e-da-aspé-e-da-as EGIR-an tiiami zikzmazmuzza kürur ês and nu tuk EGIR-an tiiami a-\p]u-
ul-uslzmazmuul-uslzmazmu kürur [asandu]. 

7.600 KUB 23.1+ iv 14-16 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 105), ed. Kiihne & Otten 
1971:: 14-17 
144 tueUkan ^DAM.GAR SA KUR Assur lë l5 paizzi a-pé-el-maz kan ^DAM.GA R 
166 3A KXJRzKA lê tarnatti 
YourYour (fuel) merchant shall not go into the country of Assur, while his (apel) merchant 
youu shall not let (enter) your country. 

7.5.. Focus Structure of the 'a lso' clauses 

Thee type of Focus expressed by "also" is described by Dik 1997a, who dubs it Expanding 
Focus.. The particle is used when the speaker assumes that the addressee might have some 
information,, that it is correct, but not complete (o.c. 333). Expanding Focus expands the 
incompletee information by the correct information. The following example of this type of 
Focuss is adapted from Dik 1989: 284 (his ex. 49): 

SS assumes that A might think: John bought apples. 
SS corrects: He not only bought APPLES, he also bought BANANAS. 

Thee only information that is new in the second clause of the correcting statement is the rice, 
thee rest of the clause is presupposed. This is most clearly seen in the exx. 7.21 and 7.22. 
Thesee pieces of text deal with the destruction of Hatti, and in the case of apass-a we could 
alsoo paraphrase the clauses as "he too did it" . The Focus structure of the clause is Argument 
Focuss (See Chapter 2 for the discussion on Focus Structure). This is true for all clauses where 
thee subject apa- carries the Expanding Focus marker -ya. But is the same true for Focus on a 
non-subject,, that is, can we decide whether we have Focus on a noun in the predicate or 
whetherr we have simple Predicate Focus? As explained in Chapter 2, when the Focus falls 
somewheree in the VP, in many languages there is no (word order) distinction between 
Argumentt Focus on a noun in the VP and Predicate Focus. Only the complete lack of accent 
onn the VP might indicate the difference between Argument and Predicate Focus. However, in 

20'' (NH, Hattusili III , CTH 85) nusssi ammuk K[UR.KUR.ME§ {muHatti Su-i tehhun] M' a-pa-a-aszma 
ammukammuk tepnummanzi ser lüriia[hheskit\ (The latter restoration according to CHD L-M 87). 
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Hittit ee everything moves to First position (or Initial in a few cases), which means that not 
onlyy prosody is involved in this type of Focus Structure, but also word order. Thus, it is 
alwayss possible in Hittite to distinguish between Expanding Argument Focus and Predicate 
Focus. . 

Thee basic pattern for apa- with Expanding Focus reading is: 

### X apa- + -ya V 

wheree X is nu or a noun(phrase). It should be tested whether this pattern is limited to apa-
alonee or whether this word order pattern for Expanding Focus is more general. 

Too conclude the discussion on Focal -ya, I present here an example with interesting 
implicationss if the above said on word order and Focus is accepted: 

7.611 KBo 6.29 + i 16-21 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 85), ed. Götze 1925: 46-47 
{{PuduhepaszmaPuduhepaszma $A dI$TAR mvLauazantiia GEME-as DUMU.MUNUS mPentip-
LUGA LL  L(JSANGA  dI$TAR êsta Huzza a-pu-u-un-na 19 ASSUM DAM-UTTIM  marri 
ÜLÜL dahhun 20 rSTU INIM DINGIR-L/ M  zzazan dahhun DINGIR-LIM  ? an ? mu V-it 21 

henkta henkta 
Now,, Puduhepa, servant of Istar of Lawazantiya was the daugther of Pentip-sarri, 
priestt of Istar. Also her I did not take in marriage out of my own will . At the 
commandd of the goddess I took her. The goddess assigned her to me in a dream. 

Wee now know that -ya in first position has to be "also". Moreover, the remainder of the 
clausee has to be presupposed which is necessary given the fact that we are dealing with Focus 
onn a noun. But this implies that there is a presupposition "I did not take X in marriage out of 
myy own will" , meaning that Hattusili had an earlier wife not of his own choosing. 

7.6.. Focus structure of the Coordinated Clauses 

7.6.1.. Introduction 

Wee have already seen above that Expanding Focus may be connected with a special position 
inn the clause. What I want to investigate here is whether something similar can be said about 
thee Focus Structure in coordinated clauses. 

Firstt let me recall what Lambrecht has said about accented pronouns (1994: 323f.). 
Accentedd pronouns refer to discourse entities that are already discourse active, which means 
thatt they already have been introduced into the discourse. In Cornish's terms they are salient 
(seee Chapter 2). Furthermore, the Addressee is able to correctly identify the intended 
referent.. The accent on the pronoun therefore does not activate the referent somehow. 
Instead,, it establishes the pragmatic role of the referent as either a Topic or Focus in the 
sentence.. The Addressee may infer from the use of the accent that the referent of the pronoun 
iss not the established Topic. This interpretation might work for the referents of apa- in the 
secondd clause of a coordination since apa- usually (but not always!) refers to a discourse 
entityy more than one clause away, but does the same explanation account for the use of apa-

Resultingg from the theory of Focus, the elements following apa- + -ya are necessarily without stress. 

Thee CHD L-N 185a does not translate the -ya in apunn-a. 
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inn the first clause of the coordination? In section 7.3.4 I already noted that the use of apun in 
thee first member of a coordination structure has nothing to do with topicality, but seems to be 
connectedd with the structure itself. I wil l further investigate this use of apa- in section 7.6.2, 
followedd by a discussion of the pattern involved in coordinated clauses (7.6.3). 

7.6.2.. When apa- occurs in the first clause of the coordination structure 

Accordingg to Dik (1997a: 199), following Moutaouakil, coordinated clauses must have the 
samee kind of Focus function or the same kind of internal Focus distribution. Al l second 
clausess in the coordinate structures of section 7.3 are Topic-Comment clauses. The subjects 
aree expressed by the preferred Topic expression 0, that is, the subject is expressed in the 
verball  ending, and are therefore Topics. The Focus type expressed in these clauses is New 
Focus.. This same Focus structure must also appear in the first clause of the structure, and 
indeed,, each clause is a Topic-Comment clause. Furthermore, besides the presence of a 
Subject-Topicc expressed in the verbal ending, also the referent of apa- is an Established 
Topic.. So why is an accented pronoun used when the referent is an Established Topic? 
Lambrechtt 1994 presents a kind of Topic which could explain the occurrence of accented 
apa-apa- here. He discusses a situation where the Topics are indeed already established: 
Contrastivee Topics (o.c. 291f.). To cite an example (his 3.20b, I.e.): 

7.622 I saw Mary and John yesterday. SHE says HELLO, but HE's still ANGRY at you. 

Thee predicates 'say hello' and 'be angry' comment on the Topics, who are contrasted with 
eachh other. The problem is that the second clause in this example also requires an Established 
Topic,, which is not compatible with what we have seen in exx. 7.1, 7.45, 7.46 and 7.47. 
Furthermore,, there was no perceivable contrast in 7.1, 7.45 and 7.47. Another example of 
ann Established Topic that is still expressed by means of an accented pronoun is (o.c, p. 328, 
ex.. (5.86')): 

7.633 A: What is Mary's job going to BE? 
B:: SHE'S going to do the COOKING 

Thee referent of 'she' is already an Established Topic, so according to Lambrecht (o.c. 328-
329)) "the accent gives rise to an implicature: "Mary" is selected over some potential 
alternativee candidate in the universe of discourse" because "the accented pronoun says more 
thann is needed to designate the given referent". This means that there are some other persons 
whoo might be doing something else, or at least, that something else is happening too. This 
becomess clearer when we adjust example 7.62 to be more similar to 7.63: 

7.644 I saw Mary and John yesterday. SHE says HELLO. 

Thee implicature in this case is that John is doing something else. I suggest that this is also the 
solutionn for the occurrence of apun referring to an Established Topic. The implicature is that 
besidess the action around apun also something else is expected to happen as a concomitant 
action.. This concomitant action is expressed in the coordinated clause. Thus, the accented 
pronounn gives rise to the implicature that the clause containing apun is not the end of the 
messagee and that the Addressee therefore has to be prepared for a following, coordinated 

3322 But that should actually not be a problem because Lambrecht (I.e.) explains that contrast is not a feature of 
grammar,, but "the result of the general cognitive processes referred to as "conversational implicatures." ". 
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clause.. This conclusion is supported by research on pitch accent (Terken 1984). One of the 
questionss addressed by Terken is why a Speaker uses accented topical expressions (topical in 
thee sense of discourse topical). She concludes that "the distribution of accents in the initial 
partt of a contrastive construction is determined more by relations with what he will say later 
on,, than (as in other uses of accentuation) on relations with the preceding linguistic context 
Onee might suggest that this account of contrastive accentuation should be generalized to all 
casess of accentuation; one argument in favor is that it is not possible to make a clear 
distinctionn between what is and what is not contrastive" (o.c. 286). 

Butt how about the accented corresponding member in second part of the coordination 
structure?? It is possible that, since the second member has to be able to change place with the 
firstt member, one also needs an accented (pro)noun in the second member of the 
coordination. . 

Thee implicature that a coordination will follow explains an otherwise incomprehensible 
repetitionn of pronouns354, i.e., why apa- can be followed by apa- referring to the same 
referent.. We already have seen in ex. 7.59 that apedas in rev. 7 follows upon apedas in rev 6 
Anotherr example is: 

7.655 KBo 3.34 ii 29-32 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 52-53 
299 Gl-an GISUMBI N hashassuar G%UKUL appatar n?us a-pa-a-as annanut 30 

künkün a-pa-a-as annanut küssza ABI LUGAL ANA Nakkilit 3I GAL  LÜME^SAGI pais 
küsküs ™Huzzï GAL  L Ü -MESN I M G I R 32 m mKizmi G A L LÜMEÈME$EDI p a ü ^ ^ 

ulkessarahhir ulkessarahhir 

Thee arrow, the sharpening-wheel (?), the holding of the weapon, he_ (apas) taught 
themm (= the young chariot-fighters). One he (apas) taught (= continued to train),355 

andd also, some others the father of the king gave to Nakkalit, head of the cupbearers 
andd still others he gave to Huzzi, head of the heralds, (finally) some to Kizzu, head of 
thee royal bodyguards, so that they completed their training. 

Thee reason could also lie in the prosodie structure of the clauses. Although we do not know much about 
prosodyy in Hittite, a discussion of Focus accent might shed some light on the problem. The Comment, or 
Predicate,, is the domain of the Focus, and the prosodie peak indicating the locus of the Focus accent lies on the 
preyerball  constituent, if present. For placing the Focus accent on the preverball  constituent and not on the verb 
Usee f see the general discussion in Lambrecht (1994: 266ff) and especially for SOV languages Herring and 
Paolilloo (1995: 164). However, Focus falls by default on the verb if there is no other accented element present 
Thiss means that a clause like "I did it" necessarily carries accent on the verb, because both "I " and "it " are 
preferredd topics and therefore unaccented. That means that if in Hittite the referent of the pronoun apun or the 
fulll  NP were expressed as an unaccented, enclitic pronoun, the Focus accent would by default fall on the verb 
whilee the Focus accent in the second clause falls on the lexical Object NP. But despite this difference in 
prosodiee peak the Focus structure is unaffected, whether or not both objects are enclitically or lexically 
expressed.. So, although the predicates do not always belong to the same semantic field, every other criterium 
off  Moutaouakil seems to be met, including the same Focus structure. So why do we have the accented 
pronoun?? For now, it seems as if the corresponding Arguments involved in a coordinate structure require the 
samee amount of stress. That is, at least it is not allowed to have one argument expressed as unaccented whereas 
thee other one is accented. One should therefore conclude that a coordinate structure requires a balanced 
Intonationn Contour besides a balanced semantic, syntactic and Focus distribution. 

II  believe that what I have described here is not restricted to pronouns but is a general feature of noun phrases. 
Itt should be investigated whether occurrence in a coordination structure explains at least some repeated nouns. 

Dardanoo I.e. translates nu annanut etc. as "Quelio li istruiva, quelPaltro lo istruiva (?); alia fine ii padre 
dell  re affidè alcuni a Nakkilit, ..., altri a Huzziya, ... e altri ancora a Kizzuwa ... e (costoro) completarono a 
loroo preparazione." She takes the two apa- clauses together, and separates them from the following clauses. 
Probablyy in order to avoid two references of apa- to the same person she has chosen to introduce two different 
referentsreferents for the two apas. This solution introduces an unknown referent, not mentioned in the discourse. The 
pronounn a/xz-referring to an unspecified entity is not attested in my material. 
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Thee meaning of the passage is that the 'he' (Suppiuman) provides the trainees with a basic 
education.. After that, Suppiuman keeps one apprentice (kun), while the rest of the class is 
splitt up (kuss-a ... kus ... kus) to receive their higher education in other fields of warfare. 
Thus,, the first member of the coordination is kün apds annanut and the second member 
startss with küssza ABI LUGAL ANA Nakkilit GAL  L,J-ME$sAGI pais. 

Thee exact meaning of the accented pronominal subject (here apas, see also exx. 7.46, 
7.48,, 7.49) will be further discussed in Chapter 8. 

7.6.3.. When apa- occurs in the second clause 

Thee clauses with apa- in the second member of a coordination structure were presented in 
sectionss 7.2.4.1 and 7.4. Usually the referents of apa- can be conceived of as contrasting with 
anotherr element in the first member of the coordinate structure, but this is not always the case. 
Theree is one example, 7.27, repeated here, which cannot be explained as contrastive, or as 
somehowsomehow unexpected (see 7.6.1.). 

7.666 KBo 3.34 ii 8-9 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 46-47 
§§ mAsgaliias VRVHurmi EN-as êsta a-pa-a-as-sa kuuattza kuuattza LU-es êsta 
Asgaliyaa was lord in (the city of) Hurma and he (apass-a) was a honourable(?) man 
inn every aspect. 

Butt if -ya is actually a mistake for -al-ma and kuwatta kuwatta is the opposite of 
'honourable',, then surprise is indeed possible: Askaliya was the lord of Hurma, but surprise, 
hee was a man of low character. 

7.6.4.. Patterns 

Iff  one looks at the distribution of the apa- constituents in the different language phases, one 
noticess a difference between Old Hittite and Middle Hittite (the index on the verb indicates 
*samee subject' (i ...i)): 

1-OH H 
24-OH H 
25-OH H 
25-OH H 
26-OH H 
27-OH H 
29-OH H 
45-OH H 
46-OH H 
47-OH H 
48-OH H 
49-OH H 
50-OH H 
51-OH H 
52-OH H 
57-OH H 

nunu apun V; 
apiiaapiia S V 
IOO O V 
apassnaapassna V 
apunapun X Vi 
SS X Vi 
zikkzazuazikkzazua V 
apunapun Vi 
apunapun ma S Vj 
apunapun Vi 
nuszanusza O+O S \[ 
O+OO S Vi 
OO X Vj 
OO Vj 
OO Vj 
SS O V 

XsmaXsma O Vj 
apiiaapiia zia S V 
apedasstaapedassta O V 
apasszaapassza V 
apunnzaapunnza X V[ 
apasszaapassza X Vi 
apasszaapassza V 
U-OU-O Vi 
U-OU-O X Vi 
OtiaOtia Vi 
O^/a+00 X Vj 
OWa+OO X Vi 
U-OU-O Vi 
OWaa Vi 
U-OU-O Vi 
apasapas z a O V 
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65-OH H 
66-OH H 

kunkun S V 
SS X Vi 

kusszakussza S X V 
apasszaapassza X V; 

28-MH H 
55-MH H 

[G^zfll  O] X Vi 
nasmanasma apedani X W\ 

apunmazzaapunmazza Vj 
lOïmalOïma X Vi 

56-NH H 
59-NH H 

fn.-NH H 
fn.-NH H 
60-NH H 

nunu apan X V[ 
nunu apedas V 
nunu tuk V 
SzmaSzma tuk Neg V 
nuzzanuzza zik IO V 
tuelzkan+Otuelzkan+O X V 

O:O: ma X Vj 
liktmazliktmaz V 
apuszma?apuszma? V 
aputizmaaputizma Neg V 
apaszmaapaszma tuk V 
apeIzina+0apeIzina+0 X V 

Inn Old Hittite the boldface constituents in the first member of the coordination structure 
usuallyy occur in Initial position, whereas in Middle Hittite and New Hittite it generally occurs 
inn First position, only preceded by nu. This is in agreement with the observation that nu is still 
sparinglyy used in Old Hittite. So if we, for the time being, consider asyndeton in Old Hittite 
andd clauses introduced by nu in later Hittite the same, then we see that the boldface 
constituentss stand as far as possible to the beginning of the clause. The semantic, syntactic, 
pragmatic,, illocutionary (and intonational?) symmetry of coordinated clauses finds its 
expressionn in the wordorder pattern 

### (nu)N V N-yal-ma V 

7.7.. Summary 

Inn this chapter I discussed the use of the accented pronoun apa- with the enclitic focus particle 
-ya-ya "also" and with the coordinators -ya "and" and -al-ma "and, but, while". It was possible 
too correlate the Expanding Focus expression apa- + -ya "he/she/that too" with First Position 
inn the clause, while -ya as the coordinator "and" cliticized to apa- turned out to be restricted 
too Initial position. 

However,, apa- also appeared unexpectedly in some of the laws. In order to explain its 
occurrencee it was necessary to classify the laws according to the types of punishment: 

•• class I: the punishment consists of payment of a fine or substitute. 
•• class II: the punishment consists of payment of a fine or substitute and another action 

too be undertaken by the offender. 
•• class IE: the punishment consists only of the action to be undertaken by the offender, 

withoutt payment of a fine. 

Thee punishment in class II was always expressed in a coordinate structure, and in such a 
situationn the independent pronoun apa- or a full lexical noun(phrase) could appear where it 
wass not expected (high saliency, no preceding discourse entities to contrast with, no new 
topicc in case of apa-). I concluded that this highly unexpected apa- or noun signals the 
addresseee that s/he must be prepared for a following coordinated clause where two 
propositionss are juxtaposed. Contrast was not a necessary feature of the coordination with 
-ya.-ya. On the other hand, the clauses containing the mildly adversative coordinator -al-ma all 
showedd contrast (as was expected given the semantics of -al-ma). 
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8.. Limiting apa-

8.1.. Introduction 

Whenn discussing the 'emphatic' pronoun apa- one should always ask why it is used at all. As 
wee wil l see, in many cases the referent of apa- is highly topical. This is most clearly seen 
whenn the referent of apa- is introduced in a relative clause that prepares the Addressee to 
acceptt the referent as the new topic of discourse. Especially in the relative clause context 
theree is often no competing referent. So why is apa- used when not to disambiguate or to 
enhancee the topic status of a referent? 

Thee previous chapter discussed among other things clauses containing the pronoun 
apa-apa- referring to highly topical, non contrastive referents. The conclusion was that this apa-
onlyy appeared in coordinate structures and that it needed to be used in order to signal to the 
Addresseee that the clause would not be finished. The coordinate structure belonged to class II 
off  the Laws, the class dealing with complex punishments with the format "the offender does 
nott only have to pay a fine, but he also has to fulfil l some other requirement." 

However,, as I stated there, apa- does not only appear in class II, but also in class III , 
ass in ex. 7.44, repeated here: 

8.11 KBo 6.2 ii 30-32, § 43, with duplicate KBo 6.3 ii 52-53 (OS laws, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 52 
§§ 30 takku LV-as G\J4z$UiD-an zinuskizzi tamaiszan su[uez(zi)] nu GU4-^ 
KUN-a/ii  êpzi ta iD-an zdi Ü BEL G[(U4 ID-as pêdai)] nuzzza a-pu-u-un-pdt 
danUzi)}danUzi)} § 
Iff  a man is crossing a river with his ox, and another man pushes him off, grasps the tail 
off  the ox, and crosses the river, while the river carries off the owner of the ox, (the 
deadd man's heirs) shall take that (man) 

Inn order to understand why apa- with -pat is used here, I wil l study all occurrences of -pat in 
thee apodoses of the Laws. The laws of class II I do not impose a fine as in class I or a fine and 
somethingg else as in class II , but require another kind of punishment. A first investigation of 
thiss group shows that 11 out of the 23 laws in this class contain the limiting particle -pat 
"only,, even, the same (etc.)" (CHD P 212ff.). The punishments in this group of 11 are of a 
heterogeneouss kind, whereas the remaining 12 without -pat are rather homogeneous. The 
followingg table lists the types of punishments in class II I laws without the particle -pat: 

Typee of punishment 
|| No punishment at all 

Withoutt cpat 
laww 48 

i66 §§ 5, 19a, 21, 23 (b), 43, 45, 48, 49, 75, 95 (last part), 99 (last part), 170, 173a, b, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, 
195,, 197, 198, 199. 



Punishmentt not expressed 

Punishmentt is death 

lawss 189, 190, 191, 195 (incest, 
necrophily) ) 
lawss 173 a, b (rejection of a judgment of 
thee king or a magistrate), 187, 188, 199 
(sexuall  offences with animals), 197, 198 
(rapee or adultery) 

Tablee 8.1: Class HI laws without -pat 

Thiss is a rather marked distribution. As we will see in the examples presented below, the 
crimess in the group containing the particle -pat are usually not punishable by death, unless in 
certainn cases the otherwise required punishment cannot be fulfilled. This is in contrast with 
thee laws in the table above, where in some cases death is the expected punishment or where 
theree is no punishment at all. 

Takingg the function of the particle -pat as a point of departure, it is possible to set up a 
hypothesiss to explain the connection between -pat and class III Laws with punishments other 
thann death. According to the CHD (P 212ff.) -pat is357: 

1.. Anaphoric: 'the same, the aforementioned, likewise' (CHD sub -pat 1, 2 and 3). 
2.. Counter-presuppositional. The meanings of -pat cited in the CHD lead to the 

followingg sub-division: 
a.. Replacing Focus: '-self' as in 'himself etc. (CHD sub -pat 4), 'own' (-pat 5), 

'rather'' (-pat 9), 'even, nevertheless' (-pat 10). 
b.. Restricting/Selecting Focus: 'only, exclusively' (CHD sub -pat 6). 
c.. Expanding Focus: 'likewise, also, in addition' (CHD sub -pat 7, 8). 

3.. Emphasizing: 'surely, certainly' (CHD sub -pat 11). 

Summarizing,, the core function of -pat is to indicate counter-presuppositionality of some 
kind.. Applying this to the Laws, we expect to find some kind of countering an expected 
punishmentt when -pat is used. Two types of countering come to mind given the typology 
basedd on punishments: 

1.. One expects a class I punishment, payment of a fine or person. But instead, another 
typee of punishment is required. Or, 

2.. One expects a class II punishment, payment of a fine or person and another obligation. 
Instead,, only one of them applies, the financial compensation is left out and the other 
obligationn remains. 

Inn both situations the resulting type of punishment consists of only one punishment that is 
non-financial.. Since the determining factor of class III laws is the absence of a financial 
retribution,, laws with -pat and class IE laws therefore coincide. Possibly the class III  laws are 
secondaryy laws digressing from the regular pattern of a financial punishment with or 
withoutt an extra requirement. The starting point of the discussion of apa- with -pat in this 
chapterr wil l therefore be the comparison of  l-paty laws with the other laws in the same 
categoryy (see section 8.2). 

Somee remarks on Focus are required. As presented in Chapter 21 generally follow Dik 
1997a:: 332 in his description of the different types of Focus. After the description of the 
Expandingg Focus phrase apa- with -ya 'also' in the preceding chapter there still remain 

Thee classification presented here is mine. CHD does not use the terms 'focus' or 'emphasis'. 

Excludingg the capital crimes for incest, rape and denying the authority of the royals listed in Table 8.1. 
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Replacing,, Restricting and Selecting Focus. They may be represented schematically as 

followss (Dik I.e.)359: 

Typee of Focus 
Replacing g 
Restricting g 
Selecting g 

( P A ) S S 

X X 
XandY Y 
XorY Y 

Ps s 
Y Y 
X X 
X X 

Expressionn type 
Nott X, but Y! 
Onlyy X! 
X! ! 

Tablee 8.2: Focus types 

Thee Focal use of apa- both with (sections 8.2, 8.3) and without the clitic -pat (section 8.5), 
whichh is the main interest of this chapter, cannot be classified satisfactorily as one of the three 
remainingg types of Focus. All three seem to occur indiscriminately, and sometimes it is even 
impossiblee given the context to decide which type of Focus was intended by the author. I 
thereforee introduce the notion Limiting Focus, although this certainly does not cover 
Replacingg Focus. However, I have not been able to coin a term which contrasts the three types 
withh Expanding Focus. 

Thee correlation between class II I laws and the occurrence of the particle -pat is the 
focuss of the next section (8.2). The conclusion which can be drawn from section 8.2 and 
other,, non-legal, texts (section 8.3) in section 8.4 will serve as a basis for the discussion of a 
particularr Focal use of apa- without -pat in section 8.5. The scope of -pat and word order 
patternss emerging from the use of -pat and the Focal apa- wil l be described in the sections 8.4 
andd 8.6 respectively. The overall conclusion wil l be presented in section 8.7. 

8.2.. The Focal particle -pat in legal texts 

8.2.1.. One expects to pay compensation, but is punished differently 

Inn this section I will discuss the situation where one expects a replacement and/or a fine, but is 
insteadd given another type of punishment. In each case the law containing the alternative 
punishmentt is studied against the background of the category to which the law belongs. For 
example,, given the regular punishment for homicide, -burial and replacement of the victim-, 
thee addressee comes to expect this kind of double punishment. Instead only a non-financial 
punishmentt is prescribed. In order to show that -pat indeed indicates a replacement or a 
restrictionn on the punishments in other cases, I wil l also summarily discuss the expected 
punishmentt given the other laws in the categories. The categories follow Hoffner 1997: 13f. 

82.1.1.82.1.1. The Homicide Laws (§§ 1-6 and §§ 42-44) 

Thee expected punishment in the homicide laws is burial of the victim and his replacement 
(compensation)) by means of one or more persons (§§ 1 to 4, class II) , compensation with 
landland (§6, class I), or compensation with a person or a son (§ 42, 44, class I). The remaining 
lawss §§ 5 and 43 belong to class III  and are also the only ones in the homicide laws with the 
particlee -pat. 

599 (PA) smeans 'the information that the Addressee takes for granted as estimated by the Speaker'. Ps means 
'thee information that the Speaker wants to communicate'. 
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Thee law on homicide of a merchant falls apart in two parts, of which only the last one 
containss the particle -pat: 

8.22 KBo 6.2 i 3-6, § 5 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 19 
§§ takku LÖDAM.GAR kuiski kuênzi 1 ME MA.NA KÜ.BABBAR pai parnazsseza 
suuaiezzisuuaiezzi takku INA KUR Luuiia nasma INA KUR l5RVPald 1 ME MA.NA 
KÜ.BABBARR pai assuzssettza sarnikzi nasma INA KUR {JRlJHatti  6 nuzzza 
unattallanzpatunattallanzpat arnuzzi § 
Iff  anyone kill s a merchant, he shall pay 100 minas of silver, and he shall look to his 
housee for it. If (it occurs) in the land of Luwiya or Pala, he shall pay the 100 minas of 
silverr and also, he shall replace his goods; or (if) (it occurs) in the land of Hatti, he 
onlyy shall bring the merchant (for burial) {andshall not also replace his goods)361. 

Thee payment in silver applies to all settings, that is, Luwiya, Pala and Hatti. The further 
specificationss depend on where the killin g took place, either abroad (Luwiya or Pala) or 
withinn the state borders (Hatti). If it occurred abroad the offender had to pay one hundred 
minaa and replace the merchant's ware. At home, in Hatti, the usual punishment for homicide 
applies:: pay a price (100 minas) and bury the merchant (Hoffner o.c. 171). But given the 
additionn of replacing the merchant's goods in the preceding clause, one might think that 
besidess the fine and the burial also the replacement was required. In order to explicitly 
expresss that the burial is the additional punishment besides the fine and that not also the 
replacementt of the goods is required, the restrictor -pat 'only' is added. 

Inn Laws § 42, 43 and 44 the burial of the deceased is impossible and therefore not to be 
expectedd because the body is lost on a journey (§ 42), has been carried away by the river (§ 
43)) or is destroyed in a fire (§ 44). However, we might expect the offender to give 
compensationn as in § 42. In that law someone hires a person to go on a journey. If the man 
diess on his journey while his rent was not paid, then the one who hired him has to give a slave 
ass a substitute. In § 44 the offender throws someone in a fire (accidentily?) and has to 
compensatee the dead person by means of his son. This is different however in § 43: 

8.33 KBo 6.2 ii 30-32, § 43, with duplicate KBo 6.3 ii 52-53 (OS laws, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 52. 

takkutakku UJ-as GU4s SUW-an zïnuskizzi tamaistan su[uez(zi)] 31 nu GVA-as KUN-
anan êpzi ta iD-an zdi U BEL G[(U4 iD-as pêdai)] 32 nu^zza a-pu-u-un-pat 
dan\(zi)] dan\(zi)] 
Iff  a man is crossing a river with his ox, and another man pushes him off, grasps the tail 
off  the ox, and crosses the river, while the river carries off the owner of the ox, (the 
deadd man's heirs) shall take him instead (apun-pat) {instead of someone from his 
household). household). 

Thee offender himself has to pay by means of his freedom, instead of providing the heirs of the 
deceasedd with one or more persons from his household. Translations of -pat might be 

Hoffnerr o.c. 19 and n. 14 takes -patas 'aforementioned' contraGiiterbock 1961b: 66: 'himself'; Friedrich 
19599 with 'nur den Kaufmann* is closest to my interpretation of -pat. 

3611 Hoffner I.e. translates '...shall (also) bring...'. CHD P p. 220: 'He must bring the merchant himself for 
burial'. . 

Hoffnerr I.e. 'that very man'; Friedrich 1959:31 'eben diesen'. 
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'instead'' or 'himself. The particle -pat now indicates replacement and not restriction as in 
ex.. 8.2. 

Onee could object that this interpretation (he is taken instead of someone from his 
household)) is rather far-fetched. But as I have explained in the Introduction, the 
interpretationn of -pat does not only depend on the meaning we might assign to one clause in 
isolation,, but actually depends more on the inferences one can draw from the context. More 
supportt is gained from the following examples. 

8.2.1.2.8.2.1.2. Abduction/harboring runaway slaves (§§ 19-24) 

Thee laws 19 to 21 deal with abducting people, either free persons or slaves. The punishments 
forr abduction are presented in declining order, the severity depending on both the social rank 
off  the offender, the rank of the abducted person and the location of abduction. A summary of 
thesee laws is given in the next table: 

Law w 
19a a 

19b b 

20 0 

21 1 

Offence e 
Luwiyann abducts free person from Hatti 
too Luwiya 
Hittit ee abducts Luwiyan from Hatti to 
Luwiya a 
Hittit ee abducts slave of Hittite from 
Luwiyaa to Hatti 
Someonee abducts slave of Luwiyan 
fromm Luwiya to Hatti 

Punishment t 
Hiss estate is confiscated 

Hee pays 6 persons 

Hee pays 12 shekel 

Thee owner takes his slave back, 
theree is no compensation 

Tablee 8.3. Laws 19-21 

Thee next laws, §§ 22 to 24 deal with runaway slaves: 

Law w 
22 2 

23a a 

23b b 

24 4 

Offence e 
Iff  a slave runs away to a rather nearby 
area,, and someone brings him back 
Iff  a slave runs away to Luwiya, and 
someonee brings him back 
Iff  a slave runs away to enemy country, 
andd someone brings him back 
Iff  a slave runs away and someone 
harborss him 

Punishment t 
Thee finder is rewarded with 
eitherr shoes, or 2 or 3 sheqels 
Thee finder is rewarded with 6 
sheqels s 
Thee finder may keep the slave 

Thee offender pays one month's 
wagess to the owner r 

Tablee 8.4. Laws 22-24 

Inn both groups, the punishment or reward is generally financial (§§ 19b, 20, 22, 23a, 24, all 
classs I). I am interested in the paragraphs which express another kind of punishment or 
reward:: the laws 19a, 21, and 23b (class ÉI). In the apodoses of only these paragraphs in this 
categoryy the particle -pat appears: 

8.44 KBo 6.2 i 36-38, § 19a, emendations from KBo 6.3 i 45-47 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. 
Hoffnerr 1997: 29-30 
§§3636[(takku[(takku LÜ.U19)].LU-<w LV-n^aku MU[(NUS-n?aku mvHattusaz kuis)ki (LÜ 
URUL«0fll  3? [{ta)]iezzi nsan ANA KUR Luuii[a  (p)]ehutezzi[i(shas*sis?an)] 38 

ganesziganeszi nu É-erzsetzpat arnuzzi § 
Iff  some Luwian abducts a (free) person, man or woman, from the land of Hatti, and 
leadss him away to the land of Luwiya, and his owner (= head of household, Hoffner 
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1997:: 30 fn. 45) recognizes him, he shall bring (in) his estate instead363 (-pat) (of 
payingpaying a fine). 

8.55 KBo 6.2 i 45-47, § 21 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 31 
§§ [takk]u ARAD LU URVLuuiumanas fSTU KUR Luuiiaz kuiski taiezzi 4 6m an 
ANAANA KURURU/fatf/ uuatezzi ishas^siszan ganeszi 47 nuzzza ARAD-SUzpat dai 
sarnikzilsarnikzil NU.GAL § 
Iff  anyone abducts the male slave of a Luwian man from the land of Luwiya, and brings 
himm to the land of Hatti, and his owner recognizes him, he only (-pat) shall take his 
slave:: there shall be no compensation. 

Givenn the declining severity of the punishments, law 19a is the most severe one: the offender 
loosess his estate. The expected fine is generally financial (money or slave), but given the 
strictt formulation in the laws this implicit presupposition is made explicit by adding the 
particlee -pat to nu É-er^set arnuzzi. The Addressee is instructed to infer 'he shall bring his 
housee instead of paying compensation'. Law 21 is more explicit. The particle -pat again 
instructss the Addressee not to expect a clause like 'he pays ... sheqel'. And indeed, this clause 
iss immediately followed by 'there shall be no compensation'. This explicit denial'is probably 
neededd in order to strenghten the restriction already given by -pat because one should at least 
expectt some compensation for the temporary loss of a slave. 

Thee following law deals with returning a runaway slave to his owner. Usually the finder 
gainss a financial reward by returning a slave, but in the last part of the law the reward is the 
slavee itself. (For an explanation, see Hoffner 1997: 181.) 

8.66 KBo 6.2 i 51-53, § 23 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 32 
§§ [t]akku ARAD-as huudi n?as ANA KUR Luuiia paizzi kuis? an appa 
uuat[ezzi]uuat[ezzi] 52 nuzsse 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi takku ARAD-as huudi mas ANA KUR 
küruriküruri an[da] paizzi kuis * an appa ? ma uuatezzi nzanzza a-pa-a-as-pdt dai § 
Iff  a male slave runs away and goes to the land of Luwiya, (his owner) shall pay 6 
sheqelss of silver to whomever brings him back. If a male slave runs away and goes 
intoo an enemy country, whoever brings him back, he_ (and not the owner) shall take 
himm instead364. 

Givenn the two other laws (22, 23a) dealing with finding runaway slaves, one could come to 
expectt some financial reward after the delivery of the slave. But instead of the expected 
returnn of the slave to his owner, the finder may keep him. 

Contraryy to the preceding examples, ex. 8.6 contains the nominative apas. Translating 
-pat-pat as 'only' with scope over the subject does not make any sense here because it would 
implyy a countering of the presupposition that both finder and owner keep the slave ("The 
ownerr and the finder keep the slave" — "No, only the finder does"). Therefore -pat must be 
replacingg if it only has scope over the noun. But there is another possibility. In several of the 
otherr examples -pat has scope over the predicate, as I will show in section 8.4. If we assume 
thatt -pat has this function also here, that is, it indicates that the assertion of the apodosis is 
replacingg a presupposition 'the finder receives a reward' by means of 'the finder does X 
instead',, then it needs to be explained why the clause is formed as nsansza apas* pat dai 
insteadd of *nuzzza apünzpat dai. The solution is that there might rise some confusion 

Hoffner:: 'own estate'. 

Hoffner:: apas-pat not translated; Friedrich 1971: 23 'eben der'. 
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aboutt the referent of the subject: does the owner just take back the slave, without paying a 
rewardd or does the finder take the slave instead of receiving a reward. The first possibility 
obviouslyy is senseless, but given the explicitness in legal texts I believe that replacing apa-
hass been used to eliminate any possible ambiguity. Proof for interpreting preverbal apa-
withoutt enclitics as indicating Replacing Focus will be given in section 8.5. 

Belongingg to the same category of harboring some escapee is a draconian stipulation in 
thee treaty with Sunassura of Kizzuwatna: 

8.77 KUB 8.81 + ii 13'- ii i 2 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 41/131), ed. Petschow 1962: 242-243. 
manman L^pittean[t]ansma l4 kuiski munnaizzi n?an IN A É-Su uemiianzi m 12 
SAG.DU.HI.AA  pdi man 12 SAG.DU.[HI.A] UL uemiezzi nuzkan a-pu-un-pat 
k\una\nz\i] k\una\nz\i] 
Iff  someone conceals a fugitive, (and) they find him in his house, (then) he shall give 
122 persons. If he does not find 12 persons, they shall kil l him instead (apun-pat). 

Withinn the framework of the laws this stipulation may be considered a class HI law. Because 
thee laws show that this type of crime usually does not require the death of the offender, the 
addresseee might still expect something else. The particle -pat indicates explicitly that the 
existingg presupposition in the mind of the Addressee has to be replaced. 

8.2.1.3.8.2.1.3. Arson Laws (§§ 98-100) 

Thee punishment for arson is to rebuild the house destroyed by the fire and compensate for 
whatt was lost (§ 98, class II) , or, in case of burning a shed, rebuild the shed and feed the 
cattlee if there was straw in the shed (§ 100, class II) . Law 99 is very interesting for our 
discussionn because it shows us again a clause containing the particle -pat. The first part of the 
laww is comparable to the other laws in this category. If a slave sets fire to a house, the 
punishmentt is twofold. First, the owner has to compensate instead of the slave and the slave 
returnss to him mutilated. The situation in the last part of the law however is different: 

8.88 KBo 6.2 iv 56-58, § 99 (OS law, CTH 291, emendations from KBo 6.3), ed. Hoffner 
1997::  96 

[(takk)]u[(takk)]u ARAD-as É-er lukkezzi ishaszsis[(za s)er?s]it sarnikzi [(ARAD-
n)]zan)]za KIR l4z$u UZNAzSu kukkur[(a)skanzi) n(*an EG)]lR-pa ishizssi 
[(pian)]zi[(pian)]zi takku nattazma sarnik[(zi nu a-pu-u-unzpat suui)]zzi § 
Iff  a slave sets fire to a house, his owner shall make compensation in his place, and, 
also,, they shall cut off the nose (and) ears of the slave, and return him to his owner. 
Butt  if he (the owner) does not make compensation, he shall forfeit him (apun-pat) 
instead. instead. 

Thee owner is obviously allowed to refuse compensation, but in that case he also loses the 
rightt to keep his slave. As in law 21, it is explicitly stated that there will be no compensation. 
Soo instead of an expected twofold punishment, there is only one which replaces both. The 
clausee containing the punishment therefore shows the particle -pat. 

CHDD S: 156b 'that same person'. 

Hoffner:: 'that very slave'; Friedrich 1959: 49 'eben den betreffenden'. 
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82.1.4.82.1.4. Burglary Laws (§§ 93-97) 

Inn the burglary laws the punishment generally consists of returning or replacing the stolen 
goodss and paying a fine (class II) . The only exception is law § 93 where the burglar has not 
yett entered the house (class I). 

Law w 
93 3 
94 4 

95a a 

95b b 

96 6 

97 7 

Offence e 
Iff  a man/slave is caught at the outset, 
Iff  a man burglarizes a house, 

Iff  a slave burglarizes a house, 

Iff  a slave burglarizes a house, but the 
ownerr refuses to pay compensation 
Iff  a man burglarizes a grain storage pit, 

Iff  a slave burglarizes a grain storage pit, 

Punishment t 
Hee pays 12/6 sheqels. 
Hee returns the stolen items and 
payss 12 sheqels. 
Hee returns the stolen items and 
payss 6 sheqels, and is mutilated 
Hee returns the stolen items, and 
thee owner loses the slave. 
Hee fill s the pit with grain, and 
payss 12 sheqels 
Hee fill s the pit with grain, and 
payss 6 sheqels 

Tablee 8.5: Laws 93-97 

AA situation comparable to ex. 8.8, forfeiting a slave if the owner refuses to make 
compensationn is described in § 95b. This is different from §§ 94 and 95a where the thief has 
too return the stolen items in full value and also pay a fine. (An extra punishment in § 95a is 
thee mutilation of the slave.) 

8.99 KBo 6.2 iv 47-48, § 95 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 93-4 
§§ takku ARAD-as É-er taiezzi sakuu[assar]zpat pdi taiazilas 6 GIN 
KÜ.BABBARR pdi 45 ARAD-&7 KlRl4s$U ist[amanus z sus kukkur]iskizzi n?an dppa 
ishizssiishizssi 4 pianzi ... [takku BELz$\u tezzi serzsitzua 48 sarnikmi nu sarnikz[i 
takkutakku mimmaizma nu] ARAD-anzpat suuizzi § 
Iff  a slave burglarizes a house, he shall give back (the stolen items) precisely in full 
value.. He (the owner?) shall pay six shekels of silver for the theft, and, also, he shall 
cutt off the nose (and) ears of the slave, and they will give him back to his owner 
Iff  his owner says: "I wil l make compensation for him," then he shall compensate. But 
iff  he refuses, he shall forfeit the slave instead (of making compensation).361 

Again,, the -pat clause is explicitly connected with a statement about non-payment of a fine. 

8.2.1.5.8.2.1.5. Theft or injury to animals (§§ 57-92) 

Thee punishment for stealing or purposely injuring or killing an animal is compensation by 
meanss of a number of animals or an amount of silver (§§ 57-65, 67-69, 72, 73, 77, 78, 82-85, 
87-89,, 91, 92, all class I), or return of the body and payment of rent (§ 76, class II) . If we 

Hoffner::  'that slave'; Friedrich: 'eben den Sklaven'; CUD P p. 214: 'the aforementioned slave'. 

Thee -patys on sakuuassar in § 94 and § 95a are not clear to me. CHD S, sub sakuuassar(ra) 63 does not 
translatee -pat in § 95. 
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leavee out the legal killin g (§ 79) or legal use of an animal (§§ 86, 90), there remain a few 
lawss without punishment or with a punishment different from what is expected. 

Startingg with the former, we have laws §§66 and 71, inserted in a collection of laws 
discussingg theft. The key phrase in both laws is: 

8.100 KBo 6.2+ Hi 49-50, § 66, emendations from KBo 6.3 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 76-7 
isha(s)zsis?anisha(s)zsis?an uemiezzi nzanzza sakuuasara[(nzpat d)]di Nl.ZUz an 
nattanatta ëpzi § 
(Iff  a plow ox ... strays into another corral...) and its owners finds it, he shall take it in 
fulll  value instead (of receiving compensation). He shall not have him arrested as a 
thief. . 

Thee usual punishment for theft is a large fine. But here the owner of the corral may not be 
consideredd a thief. The particle -pat again explicitly counters the existing presupposition of 
payingg a fine. One could also translate: "he just takes it in full value". A similar example is: 

8.111 KBo 6.2+ iv 1-3, § 75, emendations from KBo 6.3 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:: 81 
§§ l [(takku GU4-M/i AN)]SE.KUR.RA ANSE.GÏR.NUN.NA ANSE-m kuiski türiezzi nzas 
akiaki [(nasma^an U)]R.BAR.RA-<25 karapi nasmazas harakzi n z an 
sakuuassaransakuuassaran z pat pdi 
Iff  anyone hitches up an ox, a horse, a mule or an ass, and it dies, or a wolf devours it 
orr it gets lost, he shall just replace it at full value (instead of paying compensation). 

82.1.6.82.1.6. Certain offences requiring sacred sanctions (§§ 164-170) 

Almostt every law in this section discusses an offence which requires a reconsecration (§§ 
164-168,, class I) or payment of a fine (§ 170, first part, class I). The second part of the last 
mentionedd law deals with a slave who tries to perform some black magic on a person by 
mentioningg the name of that person while killin g a snake: 

8.122 KBo 6.26 ii 1-2, § 170 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 136 
11 [(takk)]u LÜ ELLAM  MUS-arc kuenzi damëlUa SU[(M-an)] 2 tezzi 1 MA.NA 
KÜ.BABBARR pdi takku ARAD-sza a-pa-a-as-pat aki § 
Iff  a free man kill s a snake and speaks another's name, he shall pay one mina of silver. 

371 1 

Butt if it is a slave, he shall be put to death instead . 

Whilee the free man is allowed to pay an amount of silver, the slave is sentenced to death. As 
inn exx. 8.8 and 8.9, the owner of the slave might have been expected to pay a fine and keep 

Laww § 74 will be discussed in section 8.2.2.1. 
700 In law § 71 we do not find -pat here. One has to keep in mind that the use of pragmatic function words 
dependss on the attitude of the Speaker. Only if he thinks it necessary to make explicit that some statement 
counterss an already existing one, he shall use a pragmatic word (or construction). 
711 Hoffner I.e.: "He himself'. 
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thee slave albeit mutilated. The particle -pat indicates that contra expectations the punishment 
iss not a fine. 

8.2.1.7.8.2.1.7. Preliminary conclusion 

Thee immediate context of the examples above allows the following conclusion. The particle 
-pat-pat often indicates that its host noun is replacing some possible other punishment, contrary to 
thee expectations of the addressee. In such cases one could add to the translation that there is 
noo compensation, as I have sometimes indicated in parentheses. There are even some laws 
wheree this is stated explicitly (exx. 8.5, 8.7, 8.8, 8.9). 

Theree were also two examples (exx. 8.2 and 8.5) where the punishment could be 
interpretedd as a restriction on what was expected. In such a case there might be an explicit 
negationn of the expected punishment. 

Thee use of -pat described here falls under the heading of 'expressing the limits of 
liability '' (CHD P, p. 22If.) . The two types of limiting as exemplified above may be 
schematizedd as follows: 

expectedd punishment actual punishment Focus type 
XX & Y only Y restricting 
XX instead, Y replacing 

Inn order to show that this type of use for -pat is not restricted to legal texts, a few examples 
havee been collected from the CHD sub -pat which might be more plausibly interpreted within 
thee framework described here. The examples are taken from meaning 1 'the same, the 
aforementioned'.. I believe that this anaphoric interpretation of -pat is often besides the mark 
andd that in most cases the counter-expectational interpretation is more likely: 

8.133 KBo 3.4 ii 50-54 (NH annals, Mursili II , CTH 61), ed. Grelois 1988: 62 
§§ mahhanzma hameshanza kisat nu mÜhha-LÜ-is kuit GIG-at 51 nzas^kan 
aruniaruni anda êsta DUMV.MES-SUNUziazssi kattan esir 52 nuzkan mÜhha-Vü-is 
aruniaruni anda BA.VSDUMUMES-SUNUzmazza arha 53 sarrandat nuzkan I-as SA 
A.A. AB.B A? pat êsta l-aszmazkan mTapalazunaulis arunaz arha uit 
Whenn it became spring, given that Uhhaziti had fallen ill , he remained at sea while his 
sonss were with him. Uhhaziti died at sea. His sons however split up: one just 
remainedd at sea, while the other, Tapalazunauli, came out of the sea. 

Thee illness of Uhhaziti forced the sons to remain at sea, on some island. After his death one 
couldd plausibly assume that both sons would return to their land to fight the Hittites. Instead, 
onee son decided not to go back, whereas the other acted as expected. The unexpectedness of 
thee act of the first son is expressed by using -pat. 

Twoo contrastive actions of which one is not expected given the context is also 
encounteredd in the Bodyguard text: 

8.144 IBoT 1.36 iii 13-16 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:25 5 

Butt as one can see in the footnotes to the examples above, the CHD regularly interprets the particle 
differently. . 
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mahhanzmamahhanzma sar kantin ,4 arha tarnanzi nuzza GAL  MESEDI pêtampat harzi 2 
BELUTlzmasssiBELUTlzmasssi 15 kuies EGIR-an aranta (added) mann^a^at BELUTIM  md[n 
LVMELVME *]ME$EDI*]ME$EDI  (online) n*at EGIK-pa panzi nuEGIR-pa LUM MESEDI uemiianzi § 
Whenn they release the defendant, the chief-of-guards just keeps his place, while the 
twoo officials who stand behind him (added: either officials or guards,) go back and 
joinn the guards. 

Inn ii i 1-11 it is described how the chief-of-guards and two officials following him walk toward 
thee king to bring him a legal case of a defendant. After the case is concluded, one might infer 
thatt the chief-of-guards and his two companions all return. Instead, the chief-of-guards 
remainss with the king and only the other two return to take their original position. Again, the 
particlee -pat indicates the counter-expectedness of 'keeping his place'. 

Inn the next and final example the expected act is not expressed, but has to be inferred 
fromm the context: 

8.155 KBo 3.34 ii 15-20 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 48-49 9 
§§ ,5 mIspudas-inaras L^hupralas ësta s?an mAskaliias UJVKVHurma das szan 

'' " 17 " ~ 

ININ  A ^^^Udahzumi LXJmaniahhatallan iiet man z an? kan mAskaliias kuienzi sz 
"" 1 ft — " 19 

anan ANA É.EN.NU.UN dais mAskali?ma udddr amis mIsputas-inarizma peir 
szanzastaszanzasta ISTU É.EN.NU.UN tarnir szas mAskilizpat tiiet marsanzazua zik§ 
Ispudas-inaraa was a potter. Askaliya, the man of Hurma, took him and made him (his) 
deputyy in Udahzuma. Askaliya wanted to kil l him and put him in prison. Then 
rumourss rose against Askaliya, and they sent for Ispudas-inara. They released him 
fromfrom prison, and he just stepped to Askaliya (saying): 'It is you who are dishonest!' 

Again,, the evil plotting of Askaliya might encourage one to think that Ispudas-inara was 
entitledd to some kind of counter act. But instead, he just calls him dishonest, without asking 
forr punishment. 

Summarizing,, in these three examples the particle -pat indicates replacing Focus on 
373 3 

thee proposition contained in the predicate . 

8.2.2.. Other -pat's in the laws374 

Inn section 8.2.1 I have discussed the class II I laws, where the particle -pat indicated that, 
givenn the other laws in the same category, some unexpected punishment occurred. In this 
sectionn I wil l discuss the remaining -pat's in the apodoses of some laws (8.2.2.1), and the few 
-pat's-pat's in the protases (8.2.2.2). 

8.2.2.L8.2.2.L The particle -pat in the remaining apodoses 

Inn section 8.2.1 the type of Focus indicated by -pat was mainly replacing, and the scope of the 
particlee was often the predicate (the clause minus the Subject). That both scope and type of 
Focuss may be different is shown in the next examples: 

Predicatee is defined here as the part of the clause without the subject. 

ExcludedExcluded are the broken Laws 26a, 49 and 146. 
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8.166 KBo 6.2 i 13-15, § 9 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 22 
13 3 

§§ [takk]u LÜ.U^.LU-ai SAG.DU-Stf kuiski hünikzi karü 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR piskir 
hüninkanzahüninkanza 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR dai ANA É.GAL 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR da<s>kër 15 

kinunakinuna LUGAL-w.? SA É.GAL-L/M pessiet nuzza hüninkanzazpat 3 GIN 
KÜ.BABBARR d[di]  § 
Iff  anyone injures a person's head, they used to pay 6 sheqels of silver: the injured 
partyy takes 3 sheqels of silver, and for the palace they used to take 3 sheqels of silver. 
Butt now the king has waived the palace (share), and only the injured party takes 3 
sheqelss of silver. 

Inn former times both the injured party and the palace took 3 sheqels of silver. In modern times 
thee king decides to waive the palace share, leaving only the injured party to receive money. 
Thee payment of money in the final clause is presupposed given the preceding context. The 
Focuss of the clause is only on the Subject (Argument Focus in Lambrecht's terms), and 
moreover,, the Focus is clearly restricting. Instead of two parties only one remains. Therefore 
wee have Restricting Focus on the Subject instead of Replacing or Restricting Focus on the 
Predicate. . 

8.17aa KBo 6.2 i 56-59, § 25 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 33 
§§ 56 [takku] LÜ.U19.LU-ar£ DUGÜTUL- / nasma luliia  paprezzi karü 51 [6 GI]N 
KÜ.BABBARR piskir paprezzi kuis 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi 58 [UJGAL-u]ann t a parna 
33 GIN KÜ.BABBAR dasker kinuna LUGAL-w s $A É.GAL-LIM  59 [pessi]et kuis 
paprezzipaprezzi nu a-pa-a-as z pat 3 G[(lN KÜ.BA)]BBAR pdi... 
[If ]]  a person becomes impure in a vessel or a vat, formerly they used to pay [6 sheq]els 
off  silver: the one who is impure pays 3 sheqels of silver, and they used to take 3 
sheqelss of silver for the [king]s' house. But now the king has [waiv]ed the palace's 
share,, (so) one who is impure, he only pays 3 sheqels of silver. ... 

Itt seems very unlikely to interpret -pat as indicating Restricing Focus on the Subject, for this 
wouldd mean that formerly both the offender and some other party should pay 3 sheqels each. 
Thee preceding context however seemingly shows that instead of paying 6 sheqels to two 
partiess the offender now only pays 3 sheqels to one party. Seemingly, because the Law is not 
veryy clear on who pays the part of the palace. If the law states that the impure person paid 
threee sheqel in the past, and pays three sheqel in the present, what then is the difference? 
Versionn A (KBo 6.2) was probably corrupted and should have been read as something similar 
too "the one who is impure pays 3 sheqels of silver, and he used to give 3 sheqels of silver to 
thee [king]s' house.". The solution of version L2 (KBo 12.49)was to adjust the law to the 
wordingg in § 9 (ex. 8.16): 

8.17bb KBo 12.49 ii 1-6, § 25 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 34 
§§ *  [takku LÜ.U19.LU-aI  DUGÜTUL-z n]asma l[uliia]  2 [paprezzi kar]ü 6 GIN.GÏN 
KÜ.BA[BBA RR peskir] 3 [kuis parkuesz]i 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR d[di] 4 [ANA É.GAL-LIM  3 
GÏN.GÏJNN KÜ.BABBAR daske[r] 5 [kinuna] kuis parkuêsz[i nu a-pa-a-as *pat\ 6 [3 
GINN KÜ.BABBAR dai... 
[I ff  a person becomes impure in a vessel o]r a v[at, formerly [they used to pay] 6 
sheq[elss of silver: the one who is found innocen]t tjakes] 3 sheqels of silver, [and they] 
usedd to take [3 she]qels of silver [for the palace]. [But now the king has waived the 
palace'ss share], (so) one who is found innocent,[ only he takes 3 sheqels of silver ...] 
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Thee fact that the law had to be adjusted means that the Old Hittite manuscript might have 
beenn corrupted. I will therefore not use this example in the discussion in section 8.4. 

8.188 KBo 6.2 i 16-19, § 10 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 24 
§§ 16 [(takk)]u LÜ.U,9.LU-üfAi kuiski hünikzi tzan istarnikzi nu apün sdktdizzi 

""  ' 18 

pedizssizmapedizssizma LÜ.Ul9.LU-ür/z pdi nu E-rizssi anniskizzi kuitmanzas lazziatta 
manman z as lazziatta z ma 19 nu^sse 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi L^A.ZU^ia kussan a-pa-
a-as-pata-as-pat pai § 
Iff  anyone injures a (free) person and incapacitates him, he shall provide medical care 
forr him, while in his place he shall give a(nother) man. He (the person who has been 
given)) shall work on his estate, until he recovers. When he recovers, he (the offender) 
shalll  pay him 6 sheqels and the doctor's fee, he_ shall pay (it) instead (of the 
patient)patient) . 

Usuallyy the person needing medical support pays the doctor, but here it is part of the 
retributionn that the injurer pays the doctor's fee instead. This is indicated by the particle -pat 
inn its replacive function. 

Thee word order in this clause is quite remarkable: O - S - V. I believe that the phrase 
L^A.ZUU kussan is topicalized to indicate that it is an unexpected Topic. The implied question 
"andd what about the doctor's fee" is unexpected since there is nothing in the preceding clauses 
whichh announces the fee as a Topic. The rest of the clause, the assertion, is a comment on the 
Unexpectedd Topic and necessarily contains the focus. The assertion itself also consists of two 
parts:: part of the presupposition is the fact that doctor's fees have to be paid, so the only part 
thatt is actually asserted is the subject. This means that the subject, being unexpected, is in 
Focus.. Of course, the unexpectedness is that not the patient pays, but the injurer. This is 
indicatedd by the use of apa- + -pat. The particle -pat has scope over the subject, but not over 
thee remainder of the clause. Concluding, we have Replacing Focus on the Subject. 

Inn the next example the predicate arduuan "(be) exempt" is explicitly mentioned 
before,, paving the way for Focus with scope over a noun: 

8.199 KBo 6.2 ii i 1-4, § 51, with emendations from KBo 6.6, KBo 6.9 (OS law, CTH 291), 
ed.. Hoffner 1997: 62 
§§ l [(k))arü ku[(is VRUArinna)]  LÜU$.BAR *i[.faf (Ü É-SÜ arduuan)]2 

[([( L0MBL0MB)YVA.LA*SU)YVA.LA*SU ÜLÜME*NI$0*$U ar[(duês kinuna É-SUzpat ELLUM))2 

[(LÜ-ME)]S9A-LA*ft // UL°MESiNlSOsSU sahfa[(n luzz)i (karpiiezzi)]4 

[C™)]Ziplantiia[C™)]Ziplantiia  QATAM[(MA?pat)] § 
Formerly,, if anyone became a weaver in Arinna and his house(hold) was exempt, 
(then)) his associates and relatives were exempt. But now, only his house(hold) is 
exempt,, his heirs and relatives shall render the sahhan and luzzi services. In 
Zippalantaa (it is) just the same (and nothing else). 

Thee particle -pat indicates Restricting Focus on a noun according to the scheme 'S assumes 
thatt A thinks "X and Y", and uses "only X! " to correct this existing piece of knowledge'. 

Alsoo contra expectations is ex. 8.20 (= ex. 7.46): 

8.200 KBo 19.1a iii 66-68, § 74 (OS law, additions from KBo 6.3, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 
1997:81 1 

3755 Hoffner I.e.: "and shall pay the physician's fee as well". 
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§§ [(takku SI GU4 nas)]ma GÏR GU4 kuiski tuuar[(nizi apünzza apds)] 67 [(dai 
ÜÜ GU4 SIG5)] BEL GU4 pdi takku BE[(L GU4 tezzi ammelzpattuazza)] 68 [(GU^ 
unun dahhi)] G\J4?$U dai Ü 2 GI[(N KÜ.BABBAR pdi)] § 
Iff  anyone breaks a horn or leg of an ox, (then) he shall take that one himself and he 
alsoo shall give an ox in good condition to the owner of the (injured) ox. If the owner 
off  the ox says: "I wil l take my own ox instead", he shall take his ox and he (the 
offender)) also shall pay 2 shekels of silver. 

Thee owner says: 'Do not give me another ox, give me my own ox'. The type of Focus is 
Replacing,, and the scope is on a restrictor, the possessive pronoun ammel "my". The rest of 
thee clause, the taking of an ox by the owner is presupposed. 

Thee last category of -pat in the apodosis is the combination with apenissan I QATAMMA 
"likewise",3766 generally translated with "in the very same way" by Hoffner (o.c, 293). One 
examplee will do377: 

8.211 KBo 6.3 ii i 48, § 64 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 75 
§§ takku ANSE.KUR.RA türiiauuas kuiski tdiezzi uttar^set QA-TAM-MA-pat § 
Iff  anyone steals a draft horse, its disposition is just likewise378. 

Thee Addressee is directed to the preceding law for the punishment. There is no replacement or 
restriction.. Instead, the fact that it is similar to the preceding law is stressed, hence the 
translationn in CHD sub -pat 2f, p. 218f. "the same as before". I believe that the meaning "the 
same""  is derived from the limiting "just like that and nothing else". This specific use of -pat 
remainss counter presuppositional, although it is not replacing or restricting. The type of 
Focuss that comes closest to what is implied here, is Selecting Focus. The Addressee expects a 
certainn type of punishment but does not know which one. The particle -pat tells the 
Addressee:: "exactly like that, in case you might think differently". 

AA similar use is found in a Middle Hittite treaty: 

8.222 KBo 8.35 ii 30'-31'  (MH/MS treaty, CTH 139) 
§§ 30' mPlias m$unupassis 5 LÜ.MES kattizsmi ^^^Talmaliiaz 31' nuzza linkiia 
taksulastaksulas uttar kattan QA-TAM-MA-pat daiér379 

Piya,, Sunupassi, 5 men with them from Talmaliya: they placed 'the words of alliance' 
underr oath in exactly that way. 

Afterr the description of the stipulations of the treaty, the text continues in ii 25' with the 
takingg of the Oath: "Hatipta, Sunapassi, Qanu, [etc.], these too swore as mentioned, and 
placedd themselves under the Oath as mentioned," followed by our lines. 

8.2.2.2.8.2.2.2. The particle -pat in the protasis 

Occurringg eight times in the laws. 

Nott one example has survived in the OS copy KBo 6.2. 

Hoffnerr I.e.: " is the same". 

Similarr KBo 8.35 ii 33'. 
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Thee last example concludes the discussion of -pat in legal texts. There is only one example of 
-pat-pat with apa- in a protasis in the laws : 

8.233 KBo 6.26 Hi 26-27, § 189 (OH/NS law, CTH 292), ed. Hoffner 1997: 149 
7fi7fi  27 

§§ [takku LÜ-/]£ a-pé-e-el-pdt anna z sas katta uastai hü[rk]il 
Iff  a man sins (sexually) with his own mother, (it is) an unpermitted sexual pairing. 

Thee scope of -pat is only over the possessive pronoun apel "his", as noted by CHD P sub -pat 
5,, p. 220. The type of Focus is Replacing: 'if one sins with his own mother (instead of 
someonee else's, which is allowed if it is not your mother-in-law)'. 

8.3.. The Focal particle -pat with apa- in non-legal texts 

8.3.1.. Introduction 

Inn the preceding section on legal texts I discussed that -pat could have scope over restrictors, 
noun(phrase)ss and predicates with Replacing Focus, less often with Restricting Focus, and 
rarilyy with Selecting Focus. In section 8.3.2 the discussion wil l be restricted to the 
occurrencess of apa- with -pat in non-legal texts and concentrate on the occurrences of -pat 
withh scope over only apa-. 

8.3.2.. The particle -pat has scope over a NP, indicating Argument Focus 

Whenn -pat has scope over a noun phrase, it is not necessarily meant that the Focus of the 
clausee is restricted to that noun phrase only. Theoretically there could exist a clause that has 
anotherr type of Focus besides the one indicated by -pat. On the other hand, in my corpus of 
apa-apa- with -pat it seems that -pat indicates the only locus of Focus. This is most clearly seen 
inn those contexts where the remainder of the clause, including the verb, is more or less 
literallyy repeated. The first two examples (8.24 and 8.25) are relative sentences in which the 
predicatee of the matrix clause is similar to the predicate in the relative clause. The only 'new' 
elementt is therefore the apa- with -pat term. But since the referent of this term is already 
introducedd in the preceding relative clause, it can not be considered 'new' or asserted itself, 
thuss excluding New Focus. The Focus on apa- has to be counter-presuppositional. 

8.244 KBo 17.11+ iv 26>-27' (OS ritual, CTH *631, StBoT 25.25), ed. Neu 1980a: 68381 

266 [(... Ll)GA)]L-us esa suuaru kue GALÖLA akkuskizi 21 [(ta a-pé-e-pdt)] ekuzi 
Thee king sits down. What true382 cups he usually drinks, only those (ape-pat) he 
drinks. . 

3800 The other occurrences of -pat in protases are not discussed, because it is outside the scope of this dissertation 
too explain all -pat's. The preceding discussion was needed, first of all, to pave the way for apa- with -pat in 
otherr texts, and secondly, to present a framework in which Limiting apa- without -pat could be fit in. 

3811 See also the parallel phrase KBo 17.11+ rev. iv 34' **'  [jjJGAL (Ü MUNUS.LUGAL esanda)] suuaru kue 
GAL^ IAA akku[(skanzi)] 35' [ta (apüs^pat)] akuanzi 
3822 CHD P: 226. 
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Thee true cups are not the only cups available to the king, but in this ritual the king seems to be 
obligedd to limit himself to these cups. The context, either textual or cultural, does not present 
anyy clues whether we are dealing with Restricting, Replacing or Selecting Focus. 

8.255 KBo 11.1 obv. 5-7 (NH prayer, Muwattalli, CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 105 
ANN apiia k[uit ser artat] 6 kinuna a-pa-a-at-pdt AN ser artari KI-
aszmaaszma kuis apiia kattan [kittat kinuna apdlcpat Kl-as kattan kittari]  7 AN-as 
ddUTU-usUTU-us apiia kuis ANA AN-E ser artat kinuna ̂ ia a-pa-a-as-p\dt AN-as dUTU^ 
ANAANA AN-E ser artari] 
Whatt heaven at that time [ stood above], let that same (apat-pat) heaven stand 
abovee now. Now, what earth laid flat at that time, [let that same earth lay flat now]. 
Whatt Sungod of Heaven stood above in the sky at that time, [let] that sfamc (apas-
p[at)p[at) Sungod of Heaven stand above in the sky also now.] 

Thee Counter-presuppositional Focus of these clauses rests on apa- + -pat with noun. Our 
knowledgee of the beliefs of the Hittites is too limited to grasp the exact meaning of these 
phrases.. The fact that Counter-presuppositional Focus is used, indicates that there must be 
otherr Heavens, Earths and Sungods to choose from. It seems to me that these lines are 
referringg to the concept that everything changes with time and that they express the wish to 
returnn to earlier and better times. In the context just sketched a translation of -pat with scope 
overr the adjectively used apa- as 'same (and nothing else)' (without the connotation of 'the 
aforementioned'' in CHD P 213) or 'only' seems possible. I prefer to translate 'same' because 
thee question is now left open whether we deal with Restricting, Replacing or Selecting Focus, 
whereass 'only' only allows Restricting Focus. 

Inn the next examples the indexical clause is preceded by a conditional clause, a 
temporall  clause or a clause of comparison with the same pattern of repetition as the relative 
sentencess above. 

AA conditional clause: 

8.266 KUB 48.119 obv. 3'-8' (NH vow, Hattusili III , CTH 584), ed. De Roos 1984: 297 
§33 [man l]NA MU383 DINGIR-LUM  kï ÜL sekkan GIG SlG5-ahti 4'  [nuzzazkan] ANA 
DINGIR-L/ MM  EZEN dammelin kuinki tehhi 5 [EZ]E N purulliiannzaztta IN A 
mx}mx}HakmisHakmis iiami 6 [IN]A  URVNeriqqa^ia^tta franti iiami  T [m]ann z as ? mu INA 

NeriqqaNeriqqa l-edani pedi DV-uanzi ISlxsAW7 8 [ma]n a-pi-ia-pat iiami § 
[If ]]  you, o god, wil l cure this unknown illness this year, then I shall install another 
festivall  for the god, whichever (it may be), and also, the purulli festival I shall 
performm for you in Hakmis, and also, in Nerik I shall celebrate you separately. And if 
itt is ascertained (by oracle inquiry) to celebrate them in Nerik, in a single location, I 
shalll  perform it only there {apiya-pat)3* 4'. 

Thiss time -pat is really restricting, allowing the translation 'only': the preceding clauses 
presentt both Hakmis and Nerik as locations for the celebration of the festivals, but in obv. 8' 
onlyy one of them, Nerik, might be preferred by the deity. 

AA clause of comparison: 

3833 Reading of MU follows CHD 3: 27a. 
3844 Cf. De Roos 1984: 436: 'zeker daar (definitely there)'. 
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8.277 KUB 14.4 i TAV (NH plea, Mursili II , CTH 70), ed. De Martino 1998: 23 
77 [É.LUGA]L£/ KUR VR{JHATTI ANA PAN! ABIzYA mahhan 8' [taparta mat ANA 
PAN!PAN! SES-7A] QA-TAM-MA-pdt taparta mahhan * ma z za SES-YAtia 9 [DINGD^-tf 
kisatkisat *Tauan]nannan z ma ammuqqza ÜL kuitki [idalauuahhun tepnunu\n?an 
ÜLÜL kuitki É. LUG AL Ü KURURUW77 " ' [ANA PAN I ABIzYA Ü ANA PAN]l SES SYA 
mahhanmahhan taparta apiiaziazat [QATAMMAzpat taparta] 
Justt as the [palac]e and the land of Hatti [were governed] at the time of my father, in 
exactlyy that way (QATAMMA-pat) [it] was governed [at the time of my brother]. After 
alsoo my brother [had become a god], also / did not [harm Tawan]nanna at all. I did not 
[demote]]  her at all. Just as the palace and the land of Hatti were governed [at the time 
off  my father and o]f my brother, also then (= in my time) it [was governed in exactly 
thatthat way]. 

Mursilii  describes how the rule of government in Hatti remained the same under successive 
kings,, including himself. Stating this is very important, for this text tries to convince the 
divinee world that change in policy could not have been the reason for the evil behaviour of the 
Tawanannaa toward him and his family. In a comparison construction Mursili could have used 
thee phrase QATAMMA-ya 'in that way too*  (see Chapter 7), but in order to emphasize the fact 
thatt he governed in exactly the same way and no other, he used the limiting particle -pat 
instead.. So again, we have a kind of Selecting Focus, this time on the adverb of manner 
apenissan/QATAMMAapenissan/QATAMMA (see also QATAMMA in the legal texts above). 

Thee preceding examples contained complex clauses where both the dependent and the 
matrixx clause contained the same material. In the examples that wil l be discussed next the 
repeatedd material is often a few clauses removed from the indexical segment. 

8.288 KUB 14.1 obv. 17-19 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1928: 4-5 
ABIABI dUTU-$Ii:ma tuk ANA mMadduuatta kissannza memiskit ehuzuazza IN A KUR 
tfUR.SAG[#tfUR.SAG[#ananj/j/ aatftf  ëfyut

 n nu*[ua]zza ANA KUR URVHATTIzia manninkuuan 
mmMadduuattas*a*zMadduuattas*a*z KUR ̂ S A G# d n ï a rt asdnna mimmas nu uit 19 ABI dUTU-£/ 
ANAANA mMadduuatta kissan namma memista [k]dsazitaztta KUR ^]JRSAGZippasld 
AD[DIN]AD[DIN]  nuzuazza a-pu-u-un-pdt esi 
Thee father of My Majesty even said to you, Madduwatta as follows: "Come! You must 
liv ee in the mountain land Hariyati, then you (are) also close to Hatti." But 
Madduwattaa refused to live in the mountain-land Hariyati. Thereupon my father, My 
Majesty,, again spoke to Madduwatta as follows: "I have just given you the mountain-
landd Zippasla. Live in that one instead (apun-pat)3* 6!" 

Inn his speech preceding this example the father of the king already stated that he has given the 
mountainlandd Zippasla to Madduwatta and his people in order to live there (obv. 15-16). But 
noww he wants Madduwatta to live in another area. This however is refused by Madduwatta, 
soo the king mentions Zippasla again as a replacement. The noun apun-pat carries Replacing 
Focus. . 

855 See for mahhan ... apenissan-pat also KUB 23.103 rev. 6'-T (lateNH letter, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 178)6' nu 
ENsKUNUU BA.ÜS ammuksmana ANA EUsKUNU mahhan SlGs-anza x[...]  7' nusza apëdanizia OA-
TAM-MAspatTAM-MAspat SlG5-anza n*an pahhastin "Your (pi.) lord has died. Now, as / [was?] good for your lord, I 
amm good exactly in that same way for him too. You must protect him." 

Thee particle is not translated by Götze I.e. 
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Thee next three examples show a similar use of apa- with -pat in new Hittite: 

8.299 KBo 2.2 i 12-14 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998' 
124-125. 124-125. 
§§ n man dUTU-5/ 1 tapassas 13 a-pi-ia-pat SA KUR URlJNerikka 14 uemiiazi ka-a-
mama OL... 
Iff  the fever wil l befall My Majesty only there387 (apiya-pat) within the country of 
Nerik,, but not here (ka),... 

Thee clause containing apiya-pat is a repetition of what was concluded before, that a fever 
wouldd befall the king in Nerik (i 6-8). Here we have a rare occurrence of the explicit negation 
off  one of the members of a possible presupposition. The Speakers need to know whether the 
assumptionn 'X and Y' is valid or not. They therefore ask whether it is the case that 'Only X, 
nott Y', which is a typical case of Restricting Focus. A similar situation, this time with an 
expressionn of time, is found in: 

8.300 KBo 2.2 i 52-55 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
128 8 
§§ 52 man D1NGJR-LUM t tapassan 53 ANA dUTU-&  SA UD.KAM  huppiallas* kan 54 

uskisiuskisi d\JTU-$l <: tapassas a-pé-e-da-as-pat UD.KAM-fl j  anda KAR-iazi 
Iff  you, o god, see fever for My Majesty on the day of huppialla, will fever befall My 
Majestyy only on those (apedas-pat) days, ... 

8.311 KBo 2.2 ii i 24-25 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
132 2 
oo 24 25 IRS 

§§ manzza DINGIR-LL W a-pdd-da-an-pdt ser kardimmiiauuanza 
Iff  the deity is angry because of only that (apaddan-pat), ... 

Inn ii i 21 the oracle inquirer asks nutza [DINGIR]-Li/M apaddan ser 22 kard[i]mmiiauuanza 
"(are)) you, o [goddjess, for that reason angry? (Then let the exta be unfavorable. (...); 
unfavorable)".. In our lines the inquirer wants to be certain that there is no other reason so 
repeatss the clause with the addition of the restrictor -pat. 'only that and nothing else'. 

8.322 IBoT 1.36 ii i 27-30 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 26-27. 
§§ 27 ^MESEDUzia kuis EGIR-anda paizzi mas ZAG-az ISTU LVMEÈME$EDI 28 EGIR-
andaanda paizzi EGlR-paziatas ZAG-az a-pu-u-un-pdt KAS¥LAL~an paizzi 
Andd the guard who passes behind, passes behind to the right of the guards, and also, 
onn (his) return he passes on the right, just that (apun-pat) route. 

Thee route the guard takes is described explicitly. It seems that the author of the texts wants to 
statee explicitly that it has to be 'that same route' (Giiterbock & Van den Hout I.e.) and 
nothingg else. Again, -pat is limiting the choices to only one option. 

Inn all the preceding examples in this section a major part of the clause was already 
mentionedd before, leaving only the noun phrase with -pat as the sole carrier of Focus. In the 

Vann den Hout I.e.: "right there". 

"Seee also § M manzza DINGIR-L/Af a-pad-da-pdt ser TUKU.TUKU-wanza in KUB 22.70 obv. 11,28 (CTH 
566). . 
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nextt examples the part of the clause minus the noun phrase with -pat has not been mentioned 
before.. But that does not mean that the clause is not expected given the context. In the three 
remainingg texts it may safely be assumed that the contents of the clause containing -pat are 
somehoww presupposed. 

8.333 KUB 24.4+ rev. 10-13 (MH/MS prayer, Arnuwanda, CTH 376C), ed. Carruba 1969: 
339f.. (translit.)389 

100 nu man DINGIR.MES-«#£ kardimmiiaz kuis [AN]A DINGIR.ME S ÜL nahh[(anza)] 
111 nzapa lé üssauës i[d]d[(lauuas anda)] harkanzi mas md[(n)] l-EN URU-
LUMLUM  nasmazat \[(-EN É-TUM nasma)] \-EN LÜ nu DINGIR.ME S ' a-pu-u-un-pdt 
l-ENl-EN ha[(r)ninkandu] 
Iff  the gods feel anger, -given that someone is not reverent to the gods,- let not the good 
perishh among the bad. If it concerns one city, or one estate, or one man, [let] the gods 
des[troy]]  only that one (apun-pat) (and not everything else)\ 

Thee idea behind the phrase containing apa- is that the gods are destroying the whole country, 
goodd and bad, but that they should only destroy the culprits, so the particle -pat indicates 
Restrictingg Focus. 

8.344 KUB 14.14 + obv. 32-37 (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 I), ed. Lebrun 1980: 194-
195. . 
nu*kannu*kan uuatten DINGIR.ME S ERMEŜ KA  33 aputi*90 AWAT mDudhaliia DUMV-RI 
ANAANA ABIzYA kinun appezz[iiaz] 34 anda sanhatten nut kan ABUzYA I$TU $A 
mmDudhaliiaDudhaliia ishana[z ANA ABIzYA]35 kites DUMU.MES LUGAL  BELU.MES 
UGULAA LÜ.MES LIM LÜ.MES DUGUD anda kisantat nu a\püssza (?)] 
memiianazmemiianaz akir ANA KUR VRUHattizia?kan a-pa-a-as-pdt memias dr(a)s nuKXJR 
^™Hattizia^™Hattizia apêz] 37 memiianaz akkiskiuan tl\i\at 
Thenn the moment came that you, O Gods, after [the fact], sought revenge for that 
matterr of Tuthaliya the Younger from my father: my father [died] because of the 
bloodshedd of Tuthaliya, and the princes, commanders, chiefs-of-thousand (and) 
officialss who had joined [my father,] th[ey too] died because of the affair, and exactly 
thatt same (apas-pat) affair arose against the land of Hatti. [Also] the land [of Hatti] 
startedd to die because of [that]  affair. 

Mursilii  emphasizes that he has found the reason for the plagues in Hatti: it was the killin g of 
Tudhaliyaa Junior and nothing else that caused them. 

8.355 KUB 21.1+ i 65'-69'  (NH treaty, Muwattalli, CTH 76), ed. Friedrich 1930: 54-57 
655 [DUMU]?KAzma kuin LUGAL-iznanni zik taparriiasi n[tas man] [S]A 
DAMzKADAMzKA manzaszta SA MVNXJSNAP<TAR>TltGA nzas man nüuazia [DUMU-as] 
677 [n]?antzatan KVR-anza OL memai nu kisan tezzi NUMUNzuarzas 
DU[MU.LUGALL  êsdu] 68 [d]U T U-S/*  ma *za ÜL memahhi katta DUMU-W 
DUMU.DUMU-yaa hassa hanza[ssa ] a-pu-u-un-pdt pahsanzi 

3899 See also KUB 14.7 ii 21-22 (CTH 383) SA tDanuhepatma uttar [kuis] ^para iiat karü a-pa-a-as-ydt 
sarnikt[a]sarnikt[a] § 

3900 Lebrun o.c. mistakenly reads A-BU-YA. 
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Now,, as for [your son] that you ordain in kingship, be [he] by your wife, or by your 
concubine,, even if he is still [a child], (if) the country refuses him and says as follows: 
"Offspringg of a pri[nce (??)] he [must be!]", then I My Majesty will not agree (with 
them)!!  Later my son and grandson and offspring shall protect only him (apun-pat). 

Thee king promises Alaksandu to protect only the son he himself designates as his successor, 
andd not the one that might be preferred by the population. 

8.4.. Formal discussion of the particle -pat 

Inn the preceding sections -pat was described as an indicator of Restricting, Replacing, or 
Selectingg Focus. The anaphoric interpretation of the particle was rejected although the 
translationn 'the same' might still be used, but then only in the sense of 'exactly that same and 
nothingg else'. In this section I concentrate on the formal aspects of clauses and noun phrases 
withh -pat. Two connected aspects wil l be highlighted: 1) the scope of -pat, and 2) the 
positionn of -pat in the clause. 

8.4.1.. The scope of the particle -pat 

Inn the law apodoses the punishment containing the particle -pat is always contra expectations. 
Inn one case (ex. 8.2) the type of Focus is Restricting: the reader assumes that both X and Y 
happenn given the other laws in the category. Both propositional contents are presupposed, but 
onlyy one of them actually occurs. Thus, the particle has scope over the propositional content 
off  the clause instead of over only a part of the clause. In several other instances the 
propositionall  content of the clause is not presupposed but asserted (exx. 8.4, 8.7-10, 8.12-15). 
Thee punishment could not have been expected and is replacing some other type of 
punishment,, usually a financial one. So the Focus domain does not only include the noun to 
whichh the particle -pat is attached, but also the verb and possibly some other arguments. In 
mostt cases the subject is the Established Topic, which is therefore excluded from the Focus 
domain.. In short, these clauses have Replacing Predicate Focus. 

Thiss should be distinguished from those cases where the Focus rests on a noun phrase 
orr restrictor while the remainder of the clause is presupposed (ex. 8.3, 8.16, 8.18-20, 8.23). 
Outsidee the laws this is the type we usually encounter (exx. 8.24-35). 

Summarizing,, the particle may have the following scopes, indicated by the brackets. 
Thee non-bracketed parts are presupposed: 

-pat-pat has scope over 
aVP P 

aNP P 

aa restrictor (a genitive, 
adjective) ) 

scheme e 
SS [Pred] 

SS [X] Pred 
[S]]  Pred 

[Restr]]  Pred 

example e 
nunu É-erzsetspat arnuzzi(8.4) 
apdsapds zpat aki (8.12) 

nuzzzanuzzza [apünzpat] danzi (8.3) 
nuzzanuzza [hüninkanzatpat] 3 GIN KÜ.BABBAR aai (8.16) 

A.ZU* iaa kussan [apds*pat] pai (8.18) 
[ammeUpat]zuasza[ammeUpat]zuaszaGUGU44-un-un dahhi (8.20) 

Tablee 8.6.: The scope of -pat 

Inn ex. 8.12 the partiele -pat is attached to the subject apds: apds'spat aki. The appearance of 
thiss clause is similar to the clauses with only the noun in Focus, but as I explained in the 
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commentaryy on 8.12, the predicate "be put to death" is not yet known to the Addressee. This 
meanss that the Focus cannot be limited to the Subject. If we assume that without particle the 
clausee could have been mas aki, the only host available to -pat would have been the verb. 
Althoughh the verb with -pat is not studied here, it seems that in such a situation -pat only 
focussess on the verb, just as it might focus on a noun with the exclusion of the rest of the 
clause.. According to the CHD P 213, -pat on the verb means 'likewise' (which is in my view 
'justt like that and nothing else'), 'to continue to ...', and 'in addition'. But since the verb 'to 
die'' is not repeated, presupposed or an additional action in any way, -pat could not be 
cliticizedd to the verb. The only option remaining is therefore masas host for -pat. However, 
-pat-pat needs an accented host, therefore excluding *n?aszpat aki (see for a list of possible 
hostss CHD P sub -pat 12, p. 227f.). Thus, I believe, the nom.sg. enclitic pronoun -as was 
changedd into the independent form apds which could host the particle -pat. 

8.4.2.. The position of -pat in the clause 

Thee next table presents the clauses with Predicate Focus. The particle -pat is used here to 
expresss the fact that the VP is replacing another, expected punishment. Only in ex. 8.2 the 
particlee indicates Restriction (S = Subject, O = Object, L = locative). 

Ex. . 
8.2 2 
8.4 4 
8.7 7 
8.8 8 
8.9 9 
8.10 0 
8.12 2 
8.13 3 
8.14 4 
8.15 5 

wordorder r 
nu-za nu-za 
nu nu 
nu-kan nu-kan 
nu nu 
nu nu 
n-O-za n-O-za 

nu-kan nu-kan 
nu-za nu-za 
s-S s-S 

O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
S-pat S-pat 
L-pat L-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
L-pat L-pat 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 8.7: Wordorder patterns with VP scope of -pat 

Thee pattern emerging from the list shows that the particle -pat is either attached to the 
 391 

preverball  noun or to the first full noun of the VP, excluding the Topic-Subject. 
Thee next table lists the examples where -pat indicated Focus on the noun while the 

restt of the clause is topical or presupposed (IO = Indirect Object, A = Adverb, T = temporal 
expression). . 

Ex. . 
8.3 3 
8.16 6 
8.18 8 
8.19 9 
8.24 4 
8.26 6 
8.27 7 
8.28 8 
8.29 9 

wordorder r 
nu-za nu-za 
nu-za nu-za 
O-ya O-ya 
kinuna kinuna 
ta ta 
n-0 n-0 
n-S n-S 
nu-wa-za nu-wa-za 
man man 

S-pat S-pat 
0 0 

T T 

IO O S S 

O-pat O-pat 
0 0 
S-pat S-pat 
S-pat S-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
L-pat L-pat 
K-pat K-pat 
O-pat O-pat 
L-pat L-pat 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

11 Ex. 8.12 was already discussed in section 8.4.1. 
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8.311 man S A-pat V 
8.355 katta S O-pat V 

Tablee 8.8: Wordorder patterns with NP scope of -pat 

Thiss time there is an example that might indicate that the Focus noun has to be preverbal. In 
ex.. 8.18 the Focus-Subject follows the other arguments of the clause, which makes a strong 
casee for preverbal position. More evidence for the hypothesis that Replacing or Restricting 
Focuss is connected with preverbal position will come from section 8.5. The only exception to 
thiss ordering rule is example 8.16. The explanation might be that indefinites always take 
precedencee over definites when preverbal position is involved. For example, kuiski even 
pushess the negation out of the preverbal position. 

Whenn -pat is attached to a restrictor (i.e., a genitive or adjective) the word order does 
nott change: 

Ex. . 
8.20 0 
8.23 3 
8.30 0 
8.33 3 
8.34 4 

wordorder r 
[G-pat-wa-za [G-pat-wa-za 
takku takku 

nu nu 
IOO -ya 

0] ] 
S S 
S S 

s s 

[G-pat[G-pat G] ] 
[L-pat[L-pat L] 
[O-pat[O-pat 0] 
[S-pat[S-pat S] 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 8.9: Wordorder patterns with restrictor scope -pat 

Thee word orders in the first two tables show that when the Focus does not rest on the Subject, 
itt was not possible to distinguish between Limiting Focus on the VP or Limiting Focus on a 
nounn in the VP, that is, between Predicate Focus and Argument Focus. This observation 
seemss to correspond with the distinction between marked and unmarked Focus structure 
(Lambrechtt 1994: 296ff.). The unmarked structure is Predicate Focus, which means that a 
clausee with this type of Focus might also be understood as having Argument Focus within the 
predicate.. However, the examples in Table 8.7 only have one or two arguments. We do not 
knoww what the word order would have been if extra arguments or satellites would have been 
present.. Only in that situation it wil l be possible to decide whether -pat with VP scope is 
attachedd to the first full noun (phrase) of the VP or to the noun (phrase) in preverbal position. 

8.5.. Limiting apa- without -pat 

8.5.1.. Introduction 

Besidess Limiting apa- with -pat there also exists a Limiting apa- without particle which may 
bee compared with the examples in section 8.3.2, with Focus on a noun phrase. Again, the 
methodd for finding Focus is based on an analysis of the context. If a clause contains a noun 
phrasee in Focus, the rest of the clause should to a large extent be presupposed. In written 
textss this means that the presupposed parts are somehow to be found in the preceding 
discourse.. In section 8.5.2 I have collected all examples in my corpus which contain both 
elementss of the pattern for Replacing Focus, 'not X, but Y! ' (see section 8.1). In section 
8.5.33 the material with only the second member present is presented ('(not X), but Y!') . 

Sectionn 8.5.4. presents Focal substantival or adjectival apa- occurring in the main 
clausee of a relative sentence. Whereas in the sections 8.5.2. and 8.5.3. contextual clues are 
usedd to establish the type of Focus, these clues are not present in case of apa- in relative 
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sentences.. The same situation applies to adjectively used apa- in simple main clauses 
(sectionn 8.5.5.). 

8.5.2.. Replacing apa-: explicit 'not X, but Y!' 

Whenn an assumed presupposition is explicitly denied, some elements in the assertion (Y) 
shouldd be repeated in the negated part (X). The clause elements in Y that are not repeated 
shouldd then constitute the Focus. In the following examples the negated clauses are 
completelyy underlined, while in the clause containing the corrected information only the Focal 
partt is underlined. 

Thee list below contains all the clauses in my corpus that exhibit this pattern. Two more 
representativee examples were taken from outside my corpus (exx. 8.37,8.42). 

8.366 KBo 6.2 Hi 23-24, § 57 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 68-9, (translating 
differentlyy ). 
§§ 23 takku GU4.MAH-tf/ i kuiski daiezzi takku GU4 saudisza natta G[U4.MAH]-as 
[takk]u[takk]u  GU4 iugas natta G\JAMAH-as takku GU4 taiugas a-pa-as GU4.MAH-a.s 
[(karü[(karü 30GUA)].\jl.Apisker kinuna 15 GU4.HLA pdi... 
Iff  anyone steals a bull —if a bovine (is) a weanling, (it is) not a bull, if a bovine (is) a 
yearling,, (it is) not a bull if a bovine (is) a two-year-old, that (apas) (is) a bull—, 
formerlyy they gave 30 cattle. But now he shall give 15 cattle: ... 

8.377 KBo 3.1 ii 36'-39' (OH/NS, Telipinu, CTH 19), ed. Hoffmann 1984: 32-33 
§§ 36'  LUGAL-uszsan hantezziias z pat DUMU.LUGAL  DUMU-RU kikk[(is)]taru takku 
DUMU.LU[GAL|| 3?' hantezzis NÜ.GAL nu kuis tan pedal [DU]MU-/?f/ nu LUGAL-
u[s]u[s]  a-pa-a-as 38 kisaru man PUMU.LUGAL-ttm DUMU.NITA NÜ.GAL nu kuis 
DUMU.MUNUSS \xanteizis 39 nuzssisssan LVantiiantan appdndu nu LUGAL-us q^ 
pa-a-aspa-a-as kis[(aru)] § 
Onlyy the first ranking prince (and) son shall become king. If there is no first ranking 
prince,, then one who is a son of second rank, he (apas) shall become king. If there is 
noo prince (or) heir, then they must take the husband of a daughter of first rank, so that 
hehe (apas) shall become king. 

8.388 IBoT 1.36 i 20-21 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Guterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:4-5 5 

392392 Hoffner translates takku GU4 saudisza natta G[U4.MAtf]-a£ 2 4 [takk]u GU4 iugas natta GU4.MAtf-aS 
takkutakku GU4 taiugas apas GU4.MAtf-<w as 'if (it is) a weanling calf, (it is) not a bull, if (it is) a yearling calf, 
(itt is) not a bull, if (it is) a two-year-old bovine, that (is) a bull' . The to^M-clauses in § 57 and 58 are 
differentt from the other ones in the Laws because they do not function as the condition for the penalty in a 
protasis.. The Law is only about the stealing of a bull and there are no alternatives offered with a different 
penaltyy as in the other Laws. Instead, the conditional sentence is inserted to define what exactly may be 
consideredd a bull. Hoffner indicates this by using hyphens. This interjection has to be disconnected from the 
restt of the Law and is completely independent. It has therefore to be translated as 'if a bovine (is) a weanling, 
(itt is) not a bull, if a bovine (is) a yearling, (it is) not a bull, if a bovine (is) a two-year-old, that (is) a bull'. 
Withoutt the interjected definitions the Law reads as takku GU4.MA{J-flA i kuiski daiezzi karü 30 GU4.{JI.A 
piskerpisker kinuna 15 GU4.tfI.A pdi 'If anyone steals a bull, formerly they gave 30 cattle. But now he shall give 15 
cattle:: ...', with the same patterning as for example Law § 7 and 9. 

3933 See also the parallel law § 58. 
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211 ' 

nzastanzasta man «GI» appizzis DUMUE.GAL  para uizzi nt anz si 
LÜ.SUKUR.GUSKINN ÜL pdi nzasta kuuapi para GAL-is DUMU.É.GAL  uizzi nassu 
UGULA.100 nasma NIMGIR.ÉRIN.ME S [L^MES]EDI  uizzi nu GI  a-pê-e-da-ni pianzi 
Iff  a palace attendant of the lowest rank comes out, the gold-spear-man does not give it 
(thee key) to him. When a high palace attendant comes out — either a commander-of-
100 or an army-bailiff (or) a [gu]ard comes— they give the key to him (apedani). 

8.399 IBoT 1.36 i 60-63 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 10-11 
§§ 6°  DUMU.MES.É.GAL-7YM GAL-iaz KA.GAL-az katta ÜL 

paiskandapaiskanda mat?kan lusdaniiaz katta pais[kand]a nu 1 L^MESEDI kuis 
sarkantinsarkantin 2 uiddizzi UGULA.DUMU.MES.KIN-ZÖ kuin par[d pi]ieskizzi nuzkan 
GAL-iazGAL-iaz katta a-pa-as paiskitta 
Thee guards and the palace attendants shall not go down the main gate; they shall go 
downn through the postern. The one guard that brings a defendant, the one whom the 
chief-of-messengerss dispatches, he_ (apas) shall go down through the (main) gate. 

8.400 IBoT 1.36 ii i 42-48 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:26-27 7 

LVMESLVMESMEME$$EDUTEDUTi?mazkani?mazkan kuies dssanzi nu man GISsUKUR kuis 43 ÜL harzi 
nuzzanuzza GI%>A.yi.A kuit tanzi nzatzkan SA ^-kalmusas 44 DUMU.É[.GAL ] ÜL 
handd\n]t\arMhandd\n]t\arM para damdes 2 DUMU.É.GAL  45 tienzi nuzssizkan a-pé-e 
ha[ndd]nziha[ndd]nzi ^-^^MESEDI?ma  kuies 46 G%A.IJI. A harkanzi nzatzsmas [EGlK-an 
(?)(?) iia(?)a]nta 
§477 man L^HAZANNU^ma  nasma UGULA NIMGIR.ÉRIN.ME[ S handaiti\ari nu * smas ? 
kankan a-pé-e handdnzi a-pé-e-da-as dr[a] 
Ass for the guards that remain behind, if someone (among them) has no spear, since 
theyy take staffs, they will not be lined up with the palace attendant of the lituus. Two 
otherr palace attendants will step forward. They (ape) wil l line up with him. As for the 
guardss that hold staffs, they wil l [walk behind (?)] them. 
Butt if a hazannu or an overseer-of-army-bailiffs [is presen]t, they (ape) will line up 
withh them. For them (apedas) it is rig[ht]. 

Thee last clause of ex. 8.39 contains a pronoun in replacing Focus, without the explicit 
negationn that it was not right for the others to be lined up with the palace attendant holding the 
lituus.. Other examples where the negation remains implicit are discussed in section 8.5.3. 

Inn the next example the predicate is not literally repeated, but the intention is the same: 

8.411 KUB 14.1 rev. 29-32 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1928: 26-27 
§§ 29 E[GIR]??-tfz SA dUTU-S/ namma asdnta KUR.KUR-77M das KUR ^^Zümanti 
KURR VRVWallarimma KUR m{JYalanti KUR VRU[zümarri] 30 KUR 
UR]JUR]JMütamütassaMütamütassa KUR VRVAttarimma KUR ^^Ëurüta  KUR VR{JHürsanassa nu 
nammanamma kël SA KUR.KUR-77A/ LÜr.ME S TEMl]  —-M\A\HAR dUTU-.?/ uuauanzi ÜL 
tarn\a]itarn\a]i  ÉRIN.MES-/<z? kêl SA KUR.KUR-77Af MAHAR dUTU-̂ 7 uuauanzi ÜL tarnai 
kuedaniziakuedanizia ku\it ësta??] — nu namma MAHAR dUTU-̂ 7 arzamussza \u\tummanzi 
PLPL tarnai nzuszza a~pa~a-as daskit 
Afterwardss he (= Madduwatta) moreover took the countries belonging to My Majesty: 
Zumanti,, Wallarimma, Yalanti, Zumarri, Mutamutassa, Attarimma, Suruta, 
Hursanassa.. No longer he lets the messengers! of these countries go to My Majesty, 
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andd no longer he lets the troops of these countries go to My Majesty, and to whom 
whafteverr was (??)1, no longer he lets (them) bring tribute to My Majesty. (Instead,) 
he_he_ (apas) takes them. 

Thee negations clearly imply that the king should take all the goods and tributes. But instead, 
Madduwattaa takes it all. So the 'taking of the messengers, troops and tributes' has to be 
consideredd as presupposed, and only the Subject is changed from the expected 'My Majesty' 
too the unexpected 'Madduwatta'. 

Thee next examples speak for themselves: 

8.422 KUB 13.20 obv. 16-18 (MH/NS instruction, Tudhaliya I, CTH 259), ed. Alp 1947: 
390,406 6 
§§ I6 man dUTU-$Izma lahhi ukila ÜL pdimi nu tuzziia kuin DUMU.LUGAL  nasma 
BE[LBE[L  GAL] uatarnahmi nu tuzzin lahhi a-pa-a-as pêhutezzi 
Iff  I, My Majesty, myself do not go on campaign, then the prince or [great] lor[d] that I 
appointt as commander in the army, he shall lead the army on campaign. 

8.433 KBo 11.1 obv. 37-39 (NH Prayer, Muwattalli II , CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 108394 

manman 1 -EN URU-LUMzma kuiski nasma 1 -EN É-TUM kuiski [ ] 38 #UL-ahzi 
nzatzkannzatzkan DINGIR-Lf/ M  a-pé-e-da-ni ANA l-EN URV-LIM  l-EN É-TI anda sanhi nu 
apatx[apatx[ ] 39 ANA KUR-TIzmazatzkan lê anda sanahti 
Or,, if some single city or some single estate [ ] harms [ ], then, O god, 
avengee it on that (apedani) one city, (or) on (that) one house. That (neuter) 
[[  ], but do not avenge it on the country. 

Thee following example contains the pronoun apa- in the negating clause instead of in the 
correctingg one: 

8.444 KUB 14.4 iv 17-21 (NH plea, Mursili II , CTH 70), ed. De Martino 1998: 30, 38395 

177 [MUNUS.LUGAL̂ w a ANA dIsh]ara URlJAstata kissan memiskit DINGIR-LJ/ M 
apdtsuaapdtsua n [KÜ.BABBAR VRUAstata ]WO ammuk jwrmi tueUua $A DJNGIR-UM 
KÜ.BABBARR kuis fyarzi19 [nuzua apêl É*$\U kuis sunniskit nuzua DINGR-Lt/ M 
a-pu-u-una-pu-u-un PL ëpti 20 [ULzmazuazssi DA]M-ZU  DUMU.MES-ft/ êpti nu^ua am-
mu-ukmu-uk niuallin  êpti 21 [nassuzua apü]n êp nasma^ua DAM-ZU DUMU.MEÈ-SU ëp 
[Thee queen] spoke as follows [to Ishjara of Astata: "O god, it is not / who keep that 
[silverr of Astata]. The one who holds your, the deity's silver, the one who fill s h[is 
ownn house (with it)] , that one (apun) you, o god, do not take. You do [not] take his 
[wi]fe,, his sons [from him]. You take me, the innocent! Please take [either hi]m, or 
takee his wife (and) his sons (instead). 

Thee negating clause could never be expressed in the next example, because if there is no 
offspringg one cannot say that he cannot be placed in kingship: 

8.455 Bo 86/299 iii 17-20 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 20-21 

3944 Similarly KBo 11.1 rev. 7-8: 7 n*at?kan dU EN-M a-pé-e-da-ni ANA É-TI anda sanah [  ] " 
K\JR-eztnazatzkanK\JR-eztnazatzkan anda lê [sanahti] 

Thee emendations are mine, see De Martino I.e. with different emendations and literature. 
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177 manzsi NUMUN DUMU.NITAjma ÜL êszi nu NUMUN DUMU.MUNUS $A 
mdLAMM AA  EGIR-an sanhandu n^at man arahzenizia KUR-e ,9 mat apezzi^ia 
EGlR-paEGlR-pa uuadandu nu INA KUR dV-tassa LUGAL-iznani a-pu-u-un tittanuuandu 
§ § 
Iff  he has no offspring of son(s), they must look for offspring of the daughter(s) of 
Kurunta.. Even if he (lit . it) is (located) in a foreign country, they must bring him (lit . 
it)) even from there, and they must place him (apun) in Kingship in Tarhuntassa. 

Sometimess there is no negation but a paraphrase instead: 

8.466 KBo 16.47 obv. l ' -3' (MH/MS treaty, CTH 28), ed. Otten 1967: 56. 
Urasz\aUrasz\a Müd[am]ut[asissza] karü ammel es[er] [man? m]Hühazalmas?a 

kürurkürur ëpta apecmazmuzkan \YLG\R-an ar ha na]ïr nzattza a-pé-e-el kïsantat 
Noww the cities [Ura] (and) Mudamutasi were mine in the past. But [when] Huhazalma 
becamee hostile, they [defect]ed [from] me. They became his  ̂(apel) (instead). 

Inn a similar context: 

8.477 KUB 14.1 obv. 73-74 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), ed. Götze 1968: 18-19 
§§ 73 nammazkan mMadduuat\tas L]ÜLM[E S M Dalauua ANA KUR ^£U//A777 
EG\R-anEG\R-an arhazpat nail mat ISTU LÜ.MES SU.GI-77M kattan a-pé-e-da-ni 74 

iianniuaniianniuan [ddi]r 
Thenn Madduwa[tta] turned [the pleople of Dalauwa away from Hatti. And following 
thee decision of the elders they [too]k to march with him (apedani) (instead). 

8.5.3.. Replacing apa-\ implicit '(not X,) but Y! ' 

Thee examples in this section only contain the second member of the Replacing Focus 
construction,, the negating member is not explicitly mentioned in the preceding text. Despite 
thatt omission, it is often very clear that the entity referred to by apa- replaces an earlier 
mentionedd entity. 

Thee first two examples show the use of apa- in a coordinate structure: 

8.488 KBo 6.3 ii i 70-71, § 74 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 81 
§§ takku SI GU4 nasma GÏR GU4 kuiski duuarnizi apünzza a-pa-a-as dai Ü 
GU44 SIG5 <ANA> BEL GU4 pai... 

Iff  anyone breaks the horn or leg of an ox, he (apas) shall take him, and also , he 
shalll  give an ox in good condition to the owner of the (injured) ox. 

Inn a case like this one would expect that the owner takes the ox while the offender pays some 
compensatoryy money. This type of fine is actually mentioned in the second part of the law: "If 
thee owner of the ox says: "I wil l take my own ox," he shall take his ox, and also, he (the 
offender)) shall pay two sheqels of silver". Therefore, the taking of the ox is a presupposed 
actionn while the one who takes it, the offender, is unexpected. The pragmatic role of the 
subjectt apas is therefore Replacing Focus. The next law is similar: 

Seee Chapter 7 for the translation of the coordinator ~ya as 'and also'. 
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8.499 KUB 29.24 i 3-6, § 113 (OH/NS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 108-109 
§33 [takku miianda}^ Gl^GESTlN-an kuiski karaszi kars[(andan)]4 [Gl$GESTlN-an] 
a-pa-a-asa-pa-a-as dai SlG5-ann?a GESTIN 5 [(ANA) BE)]L  GI§GESTIN pdi 
Iff  anyone cuts down a [fruit-beari]ng vine, /ze (apas) shall take the cut-down [vine] 
andd he also shall give a good vine to the owner of the vine. 

Inn the preceding two laws the referent of apas is highly salient and in fact expected as the 
Topicc of the clause. But since the relationship between the predicate and this salient entity is 
nott to be expected, the subject appears in Focus. In the next example the legislator again uses 
thee independent pronoun apa- where it could easily be left out if only saliency were taken into 
account. . 

8.500 KBo 25.5: 5'+ Ui l '-4', § 166 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 133 
[(takku)[(takku) o o o o o o o oo (NUMUN-m)] NUMUN-a/i sër kuiski [(süniezzi) o o 

oo o o (GV-SÜ GlSAPIN)-/? (sër) t]ianz[i]2'  [2 (SIMDI  GU4.£I.A turiianzi kêl mëni* 
ssit)]ssit)] tuuan këll[(?a)] 3 [(mënizssit duuan nëianzi Lö-esn aki GU4.)MÉ]S-sza 
akkanziakkanzi 4 [(Ü A.§ A-LAM karüzpat kuis süniet tzaz a-)]pa-a-as uarasse 
Iff  anyone sows (his own) seed on top (of another man's seed) [...], they shall place 
hiss neck on a plow. They shall hitch up [two] teams of oxen. They shall turn the face 
off  one (team) in one direction and of the other in the other direction. The man dies 
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andd the oxen die. But the one who sowed the field first, he_ (apas) shall reap (it). 

Inn this case it is not necessary to express that the offender does not reap the field given his 
ratherr gruesome death. Still, the legislator found it necessary to stress the fact that the first 
sowerr and the not the second one reaps the field. 

8.511 IBoT 1.36 iv 18-23 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 34-35 

188 GlS 19 

§§ mahhanzmazkan L\JGAL-us huluganaz katta tïêzzi nu man GAL 
20 0 

MESEDIMESEDI arta nu GAL  MESEDI EGlR-anta U$GEN nu UJGAL-un EGlR-pa ANA 
GALL  DUMU.MES.É.GAL  fyikzi man ta[m]aiszrna kuiski BELUM  21 handaitta kuis 
fcantezzi[a]nnifcantezzi[a]nni arta nu a-pa-as USGEN man BELU GALzma ÜL kuiski 
JwndaittariJwndaittari nu kuis 23 L^AfESEDI^ma  arta nu a-pa-as l/SGEN 
Whenn the king steps down from the cart, if there stands the chief-of-guards, the chief-
of-guardss prostrates himself behind (the king). He entrusts the king back to the chief-
of-palace-attendants.. But if some other official is available who stands in the front 
line,, (then) he (apas) prostrates himself. But if there is not any high official available, 
(then)) whichever guard stands (there), he (apas) prostrates himself. 

Inn this example it is not necessary to negate that someone prostrates himself behind the king. 
Thee context itself makes it very clear that the subject of 'to prostrate' is each time replaced. 

8.522 KBo 15.10+ ii 20-21 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikkalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabó 
1971:22-23 3 
nuzssannuzssan kuit {Zi ANA BEU 21 [tak]kiskit ntat?san EGIR-pa a-pé-da-ni taksan ëstu 

Seee also the parallel law § 167. 
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Whatt Zi(plantawiya) kept [assigning to the lord, let that be assigned in return to her 
(apedani). (apedani). 

Ziplantawiyaa has been trying to curse the royal family. In this ritual the ritual practitioner tries 
too undo the evil magic of Ziplantawiya. The basic idea is that, first, the evil directed towards 
thee royal family has to be undone, and secondly, to reverse the evil toward Ziplantawiya. The 
undoingg of the evil deeds is not explicitly mentioned here, but paraphrased in ii 13-16. 

Thee scope of Focus is only apedani. The rest of the information in the clause is 
alreadyy presupposed since it is almost completely expressed in the preceding relative clause. 

Limitingg apa- is often found in stipulations concerning the succession of a vassal king. 
Usuallyy the future king has to be a son of the vassal king, in order to secure a dynasty that is 
loyall  to the Hittites. In each of the following examples (8.53-55) apa- could have been left 
outt without disrupting the syntax or the semantics of the clause. The fact that apa- is used in 
eachh case in this context means that the Addressee should infer that the successor is exactly 
thatthat person instead of anyone else he might think of. Another option might be that the 
Speakerr assumes that the Addressee considers more than one successor to the throne. In that 
casee we are dealing with Selecting Focus. 

8.533 KBo 5.3 i 8-11 (MH/NS treaty, Suppiluliuma I, CTH 42), ed. Friedrich 1930: 106-7, 
CHDD S p. 29 

nuzzanuzza zik mHuqqands d{JTU-Sl?pat A$$UM BELUTIM  sak 9DUMU-YAtia kuin 
dUTU-£// temi künzuazza hümanza sdkdu mant kan istarna tekkussami nu^za 
ziqqzaziqqza mHuqqands a-pu-u-un sak 
You,You, Huqqana, must recognize only My Majesty as to souverainty and also, my son of 
whomm I, My Majesty, say: "This one (here) everyone must recognize", and I introduce 
him,, you too, Huqqana, must recognize him (apun). 

8.544 KBo 5.9 i 24-26 (NH treaty, Mursili II, CTH 62), ed. Friedrich 1926: 12 
mahhannzamahhannza DAMzKA tatti 25 nuzza man DUMU.IBIL A nasi nu katta IN A KUR 
^^Amurri^^Amurri  a-pa-a-as LUGAL-us ësdu 
Andd when you take your wife, if you beget a son, (then) later he (apas) shall be king 
inn Amurru . 

8.555 Bo 86/299 ii 90-93 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 20-1 
kuin^zakuin^za imma DUMU-a/i  mdLAMMA-a. f malaizzi manias apel 915A MUNUS77 

DUMU-ass mamas tamêl kuêlqa MUNUS-ew DUMU-ai92 nu kuis DUMU-â  ANA 
mdLAMM AA  Zl-anza kuinzza DUMV-an mdLAMNlA-as malaizzi 93 nu IN A KUR URU 

ddU-tassaU-tassa LXJGAL-iznani a-pu-u-un tittanuddu 
Whateverr son Kurunta might approve of —be he the son of that woman, be he the son 
off  any other woman, any son that is favorable to Kurunta— whatever son Kurunta 
mightt approve of, he shall install him (apun) in Kingship in Tarhuntassa. 

Heree apa- might indicate Replacing Focus because in the preceding example it was stated that 
Kuruntaa was obliged to designate the son of his appointed fiancee as his heir: 

8.566 Bo 86/299 ii 85-86 (NH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106A), ed. Otten 1988: 20-1 
MUNUS.LUGALL zuaztta kuin MUMJSTUM DAM-anni pdi nuzua IN A KUR URUdij. 
tassatassa 86 LVGAL-iznani a-pé-el DlMUzSu ddi 
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"Ass for the woman which the queen shall give you in marriage, you must place a son 
off  hers (apel) in kingship in Tarhuntassa!" 

Thiss prospective heir is now replaced by anyone Kurunta might consider fit. The use of 
Limitingg apel in ii 85 implies Kurunta should only choose one specific son from one wife as 
hiss heir, with the rest of the candidates implicitly present at the background. This is made 
explicitt later, in ex. 8.55 where the restriction is lifted. In section 8.5.4 I present some 
exampless of the use of apa- following a relative clause. The interpretation given there is that 
inn that case apa- seems to carry Selecting Focus, and our example here supports that analysis. 

8.577 KBo 2.2 ii 25-26 (lateNH Oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998: 
130-131. . 
§§ 25 nu dammais kuiski DINGIR-Lt/A f kardimmiiauanza 26 nu asi INIM GIG a-pa-
a-asa-as iiazi 
Iss some other deity angry, does slhe (apas) cause that matter of the illness? 

Thiss is one of the very few examples which has asi and apa- in the same clause. Here we can 
seee how they have completely different functions. The pronoun apa- referring to a topical 
entityy is used to indicate (implicit) Replacing Focus, whereas the adjectively used 
demonstrativee asi refers further backward, across a paragraph boundary, having nothing to do 
withh counter presuppositional Focus, 

8.588 KUB 26.12+ ii 29-35 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 
1957:: 25 (see also 5.9, 5.27) 
299 namma apdt kuit ëssatteni nu KUR.KUR.ÖI. A  30 BA[L  d]apianda 1-êtta 
naiskittinnaiskittin 3I nu K[UR.KUR].tfI. A  LUKÜR dassanuskittin 32 KUR.KUR ^HATTItma 
maliskunuttinmaliskunuttin 33 nu apdt memiskatteni manzuaznnas nakkeszi nuzuazkan q^ 
pé-e-da-nipé-e-da-ni EGJR-a[nd\a tiiaueni ... § 
Furthermore,, as for that whatyou do: You turned all defective countries into one, you 
madee the countries of the enemy powerful, while the countries of Hatti you made 
weak,, and you say that: "If it becomes difficult for us, we shall step behind that one 
(apedani)",(apedani)", ... . 

Leavingg Tudhaliya, we turn to a prayer in which a princess in bad health tries to convince a 
deityy that her  substitute would be a much better  object for  divine anger: 

8.599 KBo 4.6 obv. 11'-16'  (NH prayer, Gassulawiya, CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1984: 12-13 
nuzttanuztta kdsma am[mel ta]rpassa[n] ,2 unuuandan uppabfrun maszkan ammuk 
kattankattan SlG5-anza 13 parkuiszas apas misriuanza apas harkiszas apas mas? 
kankan frümandaz asanuuanza nut kan DJNGJR-UM EN-YA a-pu-u-un l menahhanda 
uskiuski nu PANI DINGIR-L/A / EN-YA ka-a-as MUNVS-as uehattaru 
II  have just sent you m[y] adorned [substitute. She is better than me. Pure she (is), 
thatt one (apas), shining she is, that one (apas), fair she is, that one (apas). She is 
endowedd with everything. O God, My Lord, look at hei (apuny instead of me)! Let 
thisthis woman (instead of me) be the most important to the god My Lord. 

Thee accusative apun in obv. 14' is obviously used in replacing Focus: 'look at her, not me!' 
andd the same applies to the preverbal Subject kds MUNVS-as in obv. 15'. The function of the 
threee nominatives apas in obv. 13' might be different, although it could be argued that the 
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Speakerr simply wants to say: 'She is pure (not me), she is shining (not me), etc.'. (See also 
sectionn 8.5.5. and the treatment of this example as ex. 6.79) 

Thee same might count for the next example where the ones who killed Duthaliya 
alreadyy paid the price for that murder. Mursili's implicit question is 'why do we have to pay 
withh our lives if they have already done so?': 

8.600 KUB 14.14 + rev. 21'-22' (NH prayer, Mursili II , CTH 378 I), ed. Lebrun 1980: 196 
§§ 21 DINGIR.ME S EN.MES^y/l SA mDudhalüa kuit êshar EGIR-ÖAZ sanhat[teni] 2r 

nunu z kan mDudhaliian kuiês kuennir nu êshar a-pu-u-us sarnin[kir] 
Ass for the fact that you, o gods, my lords, are seeking the blood of Dudhaliya, the ones 
whoo killed Dudhaliya, they (apus) pai[d] for the blood. 

Inn all cited examples apa- referred to a first order entity. Reference to higher order entities 
occurss in KUB 22.70398: 

8.611 KUB 22.70 obv. 31-32 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 62-63 
3 1 . . . 

§§ eni z ia kuit {Ammattallas IQBI  punussuueni z ma nam man memias asanza 
manman mahhan ANA IR z ma z kan anda ÜL appiskir nu man zilas a-pé-e-ez kisat 
nunu KUS.MES NU.SlG5-du SAG.ME NU.S[lG5] § 
Andd about that (fact), that Ammattalla has made a statement (lit . has spoken)399: on 
thee one hand (-ma) we have not yet inquired whether (her) statement is true, or how 
(itt is), on the other hand (-ma), they have not submitted (it) to an oracle inquiry. If 
thee oracle outcome has happened because of that (apez), (then) let the exta be 
unfavorable.. SAG.ME. Unfavorable]. 

8.622 KUB 22.70 obv. 61-63 (NH oracle, Hattusili III , CTH 566), ed. Ünal 1978: 74-75 
61 1 

§§ enigma kuit MUNUS.LUGAL  UN.MES-sus katta GUL-antes ANA dUTU-$I ISPUR 
dd\JTU-$lzma?kan\JTU-$lzma?kan memian menahhanda kanista 62 nu kissan IQBI  lëzuazmu 
kuitkikuitki  mematteni n?as?kan ser karussiiat nu man ANA DINGIR-L/ M  63 a-pa-a-at 
kuitkikuitki TUKU.TUKU-az Dl)-at ... 
Ass for that (fact), that the queen wrote about the 'downbeaten' people to the king, but 
(that)) the king recognized the matter facing (him) and spoke like this: "you (pi.) must 
notnot tell me anything!", and (that) he became silent about (it), if that (apat) became 
somehoww (a reason for) anger for the deity, ... 

Summarizing,, the classification of apa- as a pronoun with Replacing Focus reading was based 
onn contextual considerations. In section 8.5.2. the expression type was "Not X, but Y!" 
whereass it was "(Not X), but Y! " in section 8.5.3. 

Thee extensive list of examples serves to illustrate a pattern: the pronoun apa- with 
Replacingg Focus reading is connected with preverbal position. This wil l further elaborated 
uponn in section 8.6. 

8.5.4.. Limiting apa- in relative sentences 

39<< See also KUB 22.70 obv. 43 (NH oracle, CTH 566). 
399 9 

Ünall  differently: 'Auch das, was Ammatalla erzahlt hat, ...*. I do not agree with an interpretation of eni as 
thee object of IQBI, 'has spoken'. In the majority of cases, eni kuit serves to introduce a whole clause or 
propositionn into the discourse, instead of introducing some entity (with which it then may agree in case.) 
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Inn the preceding sections several examples with Replacing apa- contained a relative clause 
immediatelyy preceding the apa- clause (for example, exx. 8.37, 8.39). In those cases the 
contextt provided clear clues for the type of Argument Focus that was indicated by apa-. In 
thisthis section I wil l present some other examples of apa- following a relative clause which 
containss the referent of apa- introduced by kui-. The difference however with the preceding 
sectionss is that it is not possible to more narrowly define the type of Focus. It seems to me 
thatt there is a general sense of 'exactly this ... and nothing else', implying Selecting Focus 
althoughh in most examples there are no clear indications in the context which support this 
interpretation. . 

Theree are two patterns: "kui- N ... apa- N" and "kui-... apa-". In the next examples 
thee pattern is "kui- N ... apa- N". 

8.633 HKM  43 obv. 4'-7' (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya III , CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 182-183 
44 KUR-iazkan kuies anda URU.DIDU.HI.A arnumanzi tar antes § nu a-pu-u-us 

—«— — 

URU.DIDU.HI.AA  karü arnuir 
Whatt cities in the country are promised to be displaced, those (apus) cities they have 
alreadyy displaced. 

8.644 KUB 19.26 i 7'-10'  (pre-NH/NS treaty, Suppiluluma, CTH 44) 
7''  \k]uisza antuuahhas /7T[/] MUNUS.LUGAL  nasma katta 8 [l]TTI  DUMU.LUGAL 
uastaiuastai minkan a\-yu-\u-un antuhsan 9 L̂ SANGA nasma katta DUMU LÖSANG[A 
a]ssulia]ssuli anda lë jiuittiianzi 
(If )) any man sins against the queen or later the prince, then that (apun) man the Priest 
orr later the son of the Priest may not haul in favorably. 

8.655 KUB 1.1+ iv 62-64 (NH egodocument, Hattusili in, CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 28-29 
nuzzanuzza SES-K4 mNIR.GAL-/[(̂ ) ]  63 Ukuit A$)VtU ̂ tU-assan parnauaiskit man ch 
pi-iapi-ia pi\(di)] [(LUGAL-i)]znanni tittanunun 
Whatt place, Tarhuntassa, my brother Muwatalli made into property of the royal house, 
inn that (apiya) place I installed him (= Kurunta) in kingship. 

8.666 Bo 86/299 ii 59-60 (lateNH treaty, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 106.1), ed. Otten 1988: 18-19 
ANAANA TUPPI RIKILTl  $A ABIzYAzkan kuies URuDlDU.ttLA gL ^ kiiantari nu a-pu-u-
uSuS URuDIDLLfll A fèTu A-5AA.GAR NAM.RA humantaza ANA mdLAMM A LUGAL KUR 
dd\J-tassa\J-tassa ARAD-anni ADDIN 
Thee cities which are not laid down on the sealed tablet of my father, those (apus) 
cities,, including all the fields (and) deportees, I have given to Kurunta, King of 
Tarhuntassaa in subjection. 

Inn the pattern "kui- N ... apa- N" the noun is repeated, and the only new element is apa-, 
whichh therefore carries the main accent of the noun phrase. In English one would say "which 
citiess ... those cities" and not *"which cities ... those cities", with the accent on cities. The 
accentt on "those" probably implies some contrast with or selection from a non-specified 
groupp of candidates, which led me above to the paraphrase 'exactly this ... and none other'. 

Thee relative sentence occurs also without noun: "kui- ... apa-". Two examples from 
earliestt and latest Hittite are: 

Thee examples cited here are only a small selection of the kui-... apa- clauses in my corpus. 
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8.677 KBo 17.3+ ü 12'-13'  (OS ritual, CTH 416.1), ed. Neu 1980a: 14 
13' ' 

nunu kuit [LU]GAL-us tezzi nu a-pa-a-at iiami 
Whateverr the king says, that (apat) I wil l do. 

8.688 KBo 2.2 ii 32-34 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 577), ed. Van den Hout 1998-
130 0 
322 nu kuit SlxSA[-ta]ri 33 nu ANA dUTU URVPl}-na a-pa\-a-ai\ 34 SVM-anzi 
Whatt will be established, tha\i\ (apat) they shall give to the Sungoddess of Arinna. 

Contraryy to the examples in the preceding sections, preverbal position does not seem to come 
intoo play. In exx. 8.67 and 8.68 the pronoun is preverbal, but in the other examples presented 
heree apa~ occurs in first position. 

8.5.5.. Postposed adjectival apa-

Althoughh most adjectival apa-s precede the head noun, Kammenhuber HW2 133b observed 
thatt sometimes adjectival apa- is postposed to its head noun. According to her postposed 
adjectivall  apa- occurs in "emphatischer Sprache" (I.e.).401 The problem with this formulation 
iss that apa- is almost always 'emphatic', that is, in Focus in the framework presented here. 
Focall  apa- with -pat preceding its head noun is found in ex. 8.25, 8.30, 8.32-34, and without 
-pat-pat in exx. 8.62-65. The question therefore is, assumed that position in the clause is 
correlatedd with (pragmatic) function, does postposed apa- indicate something else besides the 
Focuss already discussed in the preceding sections? The following overview of the examples 
off  postposed apa- in my corpus and one example from Kammenhuber (o.c.) does not seem to 
indicatee Replacing or Restricting Focus, althought the notion of Selecting Focus is vaguely 
present.. A similar problem one encounters with apa- resuming the referent of a relative 
(pro)noun.. The examples from my corpus are: 

Somee of the examples cited by Kammenhuber can now be explained on the basis of the general rules 
formulatedd in the Chapters on apa-. Two examples contain the Expanding Focus particle -ya "also": Mursili 
Sprachlahmungg rev. 27 and KUB 41.23 ii 6. The former Kammenhuber (o.c. 135) translated as "und den 
bespanntenn Wagen, auch den nahmen sie", see my different parsing of the clause in Ch. 7 ex. 7.39. The other 
attestationn of apa- with -ya occurs in First position following its head noun: § 6 si-e-es-sar a-pa~a-at-ta 
QATAMMAQATAMMA ie[zzi "[He] brfews ?] that beer too in the same way." Only rarely the Focal particle -ya occurs in 
initiall  position, and even then in very specific contexts. I certainly do not expect Focal -ya in Initial position 
afterr a paragraph line. Therefore apatt-a takes its regular position in the clause, without indicating more than if 
thee head noun 'beer' would follow apatt-a. Most of the other examples cited in Kammenhuber o.c. are too 
brokenn to allow any conclusions concerning emphasis or Focus: KBo 16.25+ i 78 KIN-az a-pi-e-iz anne[sk-, 
KUBB 46.42 iii 7 DlNGlR-LIM-za-ma-smas-kan a-pi-iz-za[. With -pat: KBo 22.254 obv. 3: ud[d]d[r]  3 [/«-«?]-
IiIi  a-pé-e-pdt m[e]miskizzi summanti[ . . . ] §; KUB 45.22 v 12: uddd]rsrna a-pé-e-pdt memai; VBoT32 i 7f. 
§§ 7' [ ]x-z/ DINGIR.MES-tti a-pu-u-us-pdt 8' [...] eukzi; KUB 26.69 vi 15 : ]x halkius a-pu-u-us-pdt 
§.. The pronoun apa- is probably not used adjectively in KUB 5.1+52.65 i 11 (with Ünal 1974): DINGIR.MES-
zackanzackan zilan a-pa-a-at mdlan "(If ) that is approved of subsequently {zilan) by the gods. ...". apat is used 
heree in Replacing Focus in preverbal position. Compare with the preceding oracle question with negative 
outcomee in i 8: DINGIR.MES-za s at * kan zilan mdlan. The idea is: "since not this action is approved of, wil l 
thatthat then be approved of?". 

Inn Chapter 5 I have discussed the use of apa- as a Medial demonstrative. In that role apa- is often not 
'emphatic'. . 
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8.699 KBo 4.6 obv. i r -17 '  (NH prayer, Gassulawiya, CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1984: 12-13 
(seee also 8.58) 

vv 12' 

nuzttanuztta kasma am[mel ta]rpassa[n] unuuandan uppahhun nzaszkan ammuk 
kattankattan SlG5-anza parkuis tas a-pa-a-as misriuanza a-pa-a-as harkiszas a-pa-a-
asas nzaszkan hümandaz asanuuanza 
II  have just sent you m[y] adorned [substitute. She is better than me. Pure she (is), 
thatt one (apas), shining she is, that one (apas), fair she is, that one (apas). She is 
endowedd with everything. 

Althoughh apas is not an adjective, it seems somehow to modify the enclitic pronoun -as. 

8.700 KBo 4.6 rev. 7'-9' (NH prayer, Gassulawiya, CTH 380), ed. Tischler 1984: 16-17 
nuzzanuzza zik dLe[lu]anis 8'  [(apel SA GU4AB SE)] Ü SA UDU SE MAS-/a u z uï êt 9' 
[(nuzza[(nuzza ispai êsharzma)] a-pa-a-at eku nuzza ninga 
Youu Lelwani, eat the fat of her fattened cow, of her fattened sheep, and of her goat! 
Eatt until satisfaction! Now, drink that (apat) blood! Drink until satisfaction! 

8.711 KBo 11.1 obv. 14 (NH Prayer, Muwattalli II , CTH 382), ed. Houwink ten Cate & 
Josephsonn 1967: 106, 115. 
§§ 14 man * kan dU DINGIR-LUM  KUR-77 kuiski TUKU.TUKU-rtw f kinuna 
dA.NUN.NA.KI 44

 dV-an ANA DINGIR-L/A f a-pé-e-da-nU mena]hhanda taksulandu 
Iff  some god of the country has angered the Stormgod, (then) let now the netherworld 
deitiess reconcile the Stormgod with that (apedani) god.' 

8.722 KUB 21.38 rev. 11-13 (NH letter, Puduhepa, CTH 176), ed. Edel 1994: 222-223. 
ANAANA SES^K4 kuis Zl[-ni  <: l]umpastis ammukzmazan ANA SEŜ KA UL namma 
iiamiiiami  12 [m]dn ÜL kuit IDI  nu ANA SES zYA ^  lumlpastih a-pu-u-un D\J-mi 
karüzmakarüzma kuit IDI  13 nu ANA SESzYA ? lumpastin ÜLzpat ii[ami 
Ass for the annoyance [to the] soul of my brother, / shall not inflict it anymore upon my 
brother.. (But) since I didn't know, I could inflict that (apun) annoyance upon my 
brother.. But since I (now) already know, I shall not annoy my brother (anymore). 

Andd an example mentioned by Kammenhuber: 

8.733 KUB 36.75+ ii 9'-12'  (OH/MS Prayer, CTH 374), ed. Lebrun 1980: 123-124 
§§ kuiszmu DINGIR-Lf/A / ki inannza pais 10 nuzssan DINGJR-LUM a-pa-a-as 
manman nep[(isi)] mamas takrii  zigza dUTU-M5 kattizssi [(pdisi)] 
§§ 12 nu it ANA DINGIR-L/ M  a-pé-e-da-ni mêm[i] 
(II  say to you:) § If some deity might have given me this illness too, whether that 
(apas)(apas) deity is in heaven or on earth, you, o Sungod, accompany him. Go and tell that 
(( apedani) deity: "..." 

Itt is striking that these examples occur in prayers and a letter. It is therefore possible that we 
mightt have to take the type of genre into account. These examples of postposed apa- could 
belongg to a colloquial register which is otherwise not known to us. 

However,, the fact that these postposed adjectives occur only in genres with an active 
Addresseee could also point at something else. One of the major problems of apa- is how to 
distinguishh Focal adjectival apa- from non-focal Medial adjectival apa-, especially since it 
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shouldd be possible to have Focal medial apa-. Is it possible that postposed apa- indicates 
emphasiss on Medial apa-? Then we would have the following pattern (see also 5.5.3.): 

Focall  N Medial N Medial Focal N 

'that'that object' 'that object of yours' 'that object of yours' 

apa-apa- N apa- N N apa-

8.6.. Formal discussion of Limiting apa- without -pat 

Thee attestations of apa- with Replacing Focus were selected according to contextual criteria. 
Inn the clearest situations both members of the replacing Focus type, the negated statement and 
thee correcting piece of information 'Not X, but Y! ' were present. In a number of cases the 
negatedd part was missing, but the context provided enough information to allow the 
conclusionn that some piece of information was implicitly contradicted: '(not X,) but Y! \ 

Iff  the attestations are listed in abstract form, a pattern emerges. With both members 
explicitlyy mentioned or paraphrased: 

ex. . 
8.36 6 
8.37 7 
8.38 8 
8.39 9 
8.40a a 
8.40b b 
8.41 1 
8.42 2 
8.44 4 
8.45 5 
8.46 6 
8.47 7 

wordorder r 

nu nu 
nu nu 
nu-kan nu-kan 
nu-lO-kan nu-lO-kan 
nu-10-kan nu-10-kan 
nu-O-za nu-O-za 
nu nu 
nu-wa nu-wa 
nu nu 
nu-S-za nu-S-za 
n-S n-S 

O O 
S S 
Loc c 

Abl l 

NomP P 
O O 
Source e 

10 0 

Loc c 

LocA A 

S S 

s s 
10 0 

s s 
s s 
s s 
s s 
s s 
0 0 
0 0 
G G 
10 0 

•• • 

NomPred d 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
Neg+V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 8.10: With both members expressed or paraphrased: 'not X, but Y' 

Withh an implicit negation: 

8.48 8 
8.49 9 
8.50 0 
8.51 1 
8.52 2 
8.53 3 
8.54 4 
8.55 5 
8.57 7 
8.58 8 
8.59a a 
8.59b b 
8.60 0 
8.61 1 

apun-za apun-za 

ta-z ta-z 
nu nu 
nu-S-san nu-S-san 
nu-za nu-za 
nu nu 
nu nu 
nu nu 
nu-wa-kan nu-wa-kan 
nu-kan nu-kan 
nu nu 
nu nu 
nunu man 

O+O O 

Adv v 
S-yaS S-yaS 

s s 
s s 
s s 
s s 
10 0 
0 0 

Advv Loc S 
Locc Loc 0 
[O+O] ] 

S S 
Loc c 
0 0 
S S 

s s 
IO+LA A 
0 0 
[S+S] ] 

s s 
Abl l 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
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8.62 2 
8.67 7 
8.68 8 
8.69 9 

nunu man 
nu nu 
nu nu 
V-S S 

IO O 

IO O 

s s 
o o 
o o 
s s 

Advv O+V 
V V 
V V 

Tablee 8.11: With only one member expressed: '(not X,) but Y' 

Andd combining with the adjectively used apa-: 

8.43 3 
8.56 6 
8.63 3 
8.64 4 
8.65 5 
8.66 6 
8.69 9 
8.71 1 
8.72 2 
8.73a a 
8.73b b 

nu-O-kan nu-O-kan 
nu-wa nu-wa 
nu nu 
nu-kan nu-kan 
nu-O nu-O 
nu nu 
[O-ma[O-ma + O] 
Adv v 
nu nu 
nu-ssan nu-ssan 
nunu V 

S S 
Loc c 

[O+O] ] 
[Loc+Loc] ] 
[O+O] ] 

s s 
IO O 

Loc c 

S S 

IO O 

o o 

[IO+IO] ] 
[G+O] ] 
[O+O] ] 
IO O 
0 0 
Loc c 

[IO+IO] ] 
[O+O] ] 
[S+S] ] 
[IO+IO] ] 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
NomPred d 
V V 

Tablee 8.12: Position of restrictors in the implicit '(not X,) but Y' 

Thee tables show that the argument with Replacing Focus occurs in preverbal position, 
irrespectivee of its grammatical or semantic role in the clause. If we only had clauses with 
preverball  object, indirect object or other, the pattern would not deviate from the regular SOV 
wordorder.. However, there are several examples (exx. 8.36, 8.37, 8.39, 8.42, 8.48, 8.54, 8.57, 
8.59b,, 8.60) where the preverbal Subject is preceded by all other arguments, which is highly 
remarkable.. The conclusion must be that the preverbal position is reserved for Replacing 
Focuss in case of topical discourse entities. As we already have seen in Chapter 7, also 
Expandingg Focus has its own place in the Hittite clause, that is, first position after the 
sentencee clitics. 

Somee other examples might be understood better now: 

8.744 KBo 3.34 ii 27-29 (OH/NS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 52 
kuidaakuidaa LUME $KUS7

 28 ammiiantuszsmus nzus mIsputas-inar maniiahheskizzi 29 

Gl-anGl-an GI^UMBI N \u3s}\assuar GI T̂UKU L  apdtar nzus apas annanut 
Now,, as for their young Chariot-Fighters, Ispudasinar is in charge of them. The arrow, 
thee sharpening-wheel (?), the holding of the weapon, he_ (apas) taught them (= the 
youngg chariot-fighters). 

Thee preverbal subject apa- implies that someone else was supposed to teach the young chariot 
fighters.. And indeed, Suppiuman and Marassa, their original trainers, were punished for some 
mistakess and released of their duty. Therefore we should translate: 'he taught them', or 
paraphrasingg *it is he who (now) taught them'. 

Maybee belonging here too is 

8.755 KBo 15.10+ i 13-18 (MH/MS ritual, Tudhaliya & Nikkalmati, CTH 443), ed. Szabó 
1971:: 14-15 
nunu kissan memai kêzua idalaues 14 [x-]esiiantes EME.yi.A issistazmazas 
((Ziplantaui[as]Ziplantaui[as] l [ki]nuna idalaues EME.yi.A nucuar-zatzkan issaz kuedani 
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[x]-x-x-[t]a[x]-x-x-[t]a  {Zi kinunazua ANA (Zi addestses palhdes 17 [tu\ekkës * ses SIC-
tt  ft 

antesantes misriuantes ais a-pé-ei [S\G5-]in  EME a-pé-el S\G5-anza 
(Hee takes one kurdali-\ essel of dough with <the tongues>,) and speaks as follows: " 
Thesee evil ... tongues: Ziplantawiya has currently made them as evil tongues, she has 
[...]]  them (neut.!) from someone's mouth, (that) Zi! Currently for Zi her adda-s are 
broad,, her members are well (and) perfect, hez (apel) mouth is well, h^r (apel) 
tonguee is well. 

Itt is possible that this construction means that her tongue and mouth is well and not the 
tonguee and mouth of someone else. Indeed it seems that Ziplantawiya has (magically) done 
somethingg to someone's mouth and tongue, which explains that her own mouth and tongue 
aree accompanied by apel but not her other body parts. If my interpretation is correct, then the 
postposedd genitive carries Replacing Focus with the implication: 'Not his mouth, tongue is 
well,, but her's are'. 

Thee subject apa- in the next example also implies that someone else was expected to 
takee care of (?) the deceased: 

8.766 KUB 16.32 ii 24-26 (lateNH oracle, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 569), ed. Van den Hout 
1998:: 180-181 
§§ 24[^VKiiutanzkan URU-an ANA "KïAL̂ U arha ME-anzi 25[n]?an ANA GIDIM 
SUM-anziSUM-anzi mKatapa-DlNGIR-LIM-is karü 26 [u]atarnahhanza nu GIDIM  a-pa-a-as t 
arsul[a]izziarsul[a]izzi § 
Theyy shall take away Kiyuta, the city, from Talmitessub, and give it to the deceased. 
Katapailii  has already been given orders: it is he who will arsulai- the deceased. 

8.7.. Conclusion 

Inn none of the examples in this chapter apa- is needed to clarify some ambiguous referent. In 
almostt all cases the referent of apa- was already the Discourse topic and the Sentence topic in 
thee preceding clause, which means theoretically that one could have done without apa-. But 
givenn that it is there, something else is meant. In all these cases apa- is used to counter some 
assumed/presupposedd opinion possibly held by the Addressee. With very few exceptions this 
counterpresuppositionall  apa- and apa- + -pat occur in preverbal position. When apa-
(withoutt -pat) is used adjectivally, it may occur both before and after the head noun. It seems 
thatt postposed apa- (+ -pat) occurs in a more colloquial language in prayers and a letter in an 
emotionall  context: since pronominal Limiting apa- is preverbal, in colloquial speech also the 
adjectivee became preverbal? It is also possible that postposed apa- is actually the medial 
demonstrativee in Focus. 

Thee particle -pat is contra-expectational, and indicates more often Replacing Focus 
thann Restrictiing Focus in the texts studied here. When it is Replacing, I suggest a translation 
'instead',, when Restricting 'only'. When -pat is used with apa-, the question is how it differs 
fromm preverbal apa-. Combining the results of this chapter, apa- + -pat restricts both a 
predicatee (clause minus subject) and a noun, whereas apa- without -pat only indicates Focus 
onn a noun. The difference of apa- with apa- + -pat is that the negation is often explicit with 
thee former, and if it is not explicit, the negation is immediately derivable from the context. 
Withh apa- + -pat the larger context has to be taken into account including more general (or 
encyclopaedicc knowledge). And finally, apa- + -pat indicates Restricting and Replacing 
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Focus,, while simple apa- is only Replacing. Thus, -pat attached to apa- is a stronger sign of 
Focuss than simply apa-, which is more limited, both in scope and in function. Summarized in 
thee following table: 

scope e 
typee of Focus 
inferencee from context 

apa-apa- + -pat 
nounn and predicate 
Restrictingg and Replacing 
widerr context, general knowledge 

apa-apa-
noun n 
Replacing g 
immediatee context 

Tablee 8.13: The differences between Focal apa- + -pat and Focal apa-. 

Ass last remark on the chronological distribution: Limiting apa- with and without -pat is 
attestedd in all language phases. 
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9.. Surprising apa-

9.1.. Introduction 

Inn this chapter I wil l discuss the use of the accented pronoun apa- with the conjunction -ma 
andd its Old and early Middle Hittite allophone -a403. A first step in understanding the purpose 
off  apa- with -al-ma is to understand how -al-ma functions in the discourse. The discussion 
thereforee starts with an overview of the different contexts in which this conjunction appears 
(9.1.1.),, followed by a discussion of apa- with -al-ma in view of the major functions of -al-
mama (sections 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4). The results are presented in 9.5. These results will be used to 
explainn some hitherto ambiguous occurrences oï apa- with -al-ma and some difficult texts. 

9.1.1.. The particle -ma I -a 

Riekenn 2000: 412ff. provides an overview of the different functions of -al-ma, mainly 
concentratingg on the development of its functions in Old Hittite. Since her perception of the 
functionss of -al-ma is important for the understanding of apa- with -al-ma, I will summarize 
herr findings and use her categorization as a basis for the discussion of apa- with -al-ma. 
Riekenn discerns three différents contexts in which -al-ma is used: 

(1)) In the earliest texts -al-ma is not a conjunction with sentence scope but a particle 
withh only word scope, and still without the adversative meaning which it later acquires. The 
particlee could be attached to a Topic (which is often the subject,, but sometimes also an object 
orr indirect object), or a Setting (an expression of location or time) (o.c. 414)405. In both cases 
thee word marked by -al-ma can be thought of as a new orientation in the discourse. An 
examplee of -al-ma as Topic shifting device is: 

9.11 KBo 17.1+ i 35'-36' (OS ritual, CTH 416), ed. Neu 1980a: 6 
LUGAL-usLUGAL-us ÉRlNMES-an IU-S[U alla]ppahhi MUNUS.LUGAL-assza lll-Su 

all[appahhi]all[appahhi] sauatarasza halzdi 

Thee alternation of -ma following vowels and logograms and -a following consonants is mentioned by 
Melchertt 1984: 30 with fn. 9, Garrett 1990: 18f. and Rieken 2000: 412. 

Thee work of Michael-David Meacham on -mal-a: A synchronic and Diachronic Functional Analysis of Hittite 
-ma,-ma, Ann Arbor 2001 was not available to me. 

Thee marking of a Topic and new Setting is also found in the CHD L-N, p. 96 sub d, 'marking anaphora (to 
resumee and more completely describe or define a word just mentioned; on the resuming word at the head of its 
clause)'' (I.e.). In all the examples cited in this section of the CHD, the resuming word is part of the Focus of 
thee preceding clause and is not expected to function as some Topic in the -ma clause. The preceding Sentence 
Topicc is always different, so -ma indicates a (temporary) Topic shift, a new starting point. 



Thee king spi[ts] thrice on the soldier and the queen sp[its] (on him) thrice. The 
hornblowerr calls. 

Ass a result of the general reorientating function -al-ma may also mark the boundary of a 
digressionn from the main story line (o.c. 415: "Einschub"). Such a digression often provides 
somee background information on a person or object in which the attention is temporarily 
directedd from the Discourse Topic to a Sub-Topic . Of these three sub-functions of marking 
aa reorientation —indication of a new Topic, a new Setting or a digression containing a Sub-
Topic—— only the new Topic and New Setting are found with pronominal apa- in my corpus 
(seee 9.2.). 

(2)) Already in Old Hittite the particle widened its scope to mark not only words that 
indicatee a new orientation in the discourse but also sentences, with the same function (o.c. 
416).. These sentences are usually a conditional, temporal or sometimes relative clause with 
conditionall  connotation (takku, man, nasma and ^/-clauses), with -al-ma generally attached 
too the second accented word 

9.22 KBo 3.22 rev. 76-78, with duplicate KUB 36.98b (OS 'building inscription', Anitta, 
CTHH l),ed.Neu 1974: 14-15 
766 man dppazma VKUNësa [uuan(un)] nu LÜ {3RVPurushanda kattizmmi 
[(pëhutenuri)][(pëhutenuri)] man tunnakisnazma paizzi ap[(as*a)] përazmmit kunnaz 
esariesari (end of text) 
Butt when I came back to Nesa, I brought the man of Purushanda with me. Now, when 
hee goes into the inner chamber, he sits before me at my right. 

(3)) The final stage in Old Hittite is reached when -al-ma has further evolved into a 
conjunctionn with contrastive meaning ("satzverbindende Adversativ-konjunktion", o.c. 417-
418)409.. 410 In that context it is often not possible to find any trace of its earlier reorientation 
markingg function. 

4066 The German translation "Der Hornist aber" does more justice to the use of -a. In English Topic shifts are not 
necessarilyy indicated. 

4077 This is described in the CHD L-N p. 96, c as 'marking an explanation or elaboration (which interrupts the 
normall  flow of the context)'. Here -ma is structuring the discourse, introducing an embedded discourse unit. 

4011 See also CHD L-N p. 94, b 2\ and p. 97f., f 2'. 
4099 According to Rieken 2000: 417 -al-ma acquired a contrastive meaning when for example a Topic marked by 
thee particle was semantically contrastive to an earlier Topic. Most examples from category (a) in the CHD L-N 
p.. 92 'marking the correlation of single words within adjacent clauses' belong to this type. The particle -ma is 
attachedd to a new entity, location or verb that is semantically related to its parallel in the preceding clause. It 
doess not continue a preceding Discourse Topic or Sentence Topic, but introduces a new Topic or Setting, 
contrastingg it with the previous topic in a parallel sentence. In all the cited examples the correlated clauses are 
similarr in syntax and semantics, so not only single words are correlated but also the clauses that contain them: 
thee narration is never pushed forward in these sequences. The correlated clause is not backgrounded or 
subordinatee to the first clause. Rather, the couple is a coordinate construction as I have described in Chapter 7 
forr the conjunction -ya 'and'. The two clauses form a single discourse unit with equal importance for both 
members.. One might as well describe the actions or states expressed in these clauses —lacking progress— as 
concurrentt (see also sub -ma, b 7', p. 93). 

4100 This function of -ma(/-a) is represented by the examples in the CHD L-N sub b. (1 ', 3 ', and 4') 'marking 
correlationn of clauses without focus on a particular pair of words' (o.c. 93). The second clause as a whole is 
oftenn contrasted with the first clause. Again, the conjunction -ma binds two clauses in a coordinate structure, 
functioningg as a unit on discourse level. In b. 1' the particle -ma is attached to the New (or Unexpected) Topic 
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9.33 KBo 17.43 i 11'-13'  (OS ritual, CTH *649), ed. Neu 1980a: 105 
LUGAL-// para l-Su paizzi dppagmazas?sta nêa ... paraz\m\acas paizzi 
Hee goes forward to the king once. But (then) he turns back (and strikes the archer (?) 
withh the water bag(?)). But (then) he goes forward (and strikes the performers). 

9.1.2.. The particle -ma I -a and apa-: preliminary discussion 

Thee three uses of -al-ma as a marker of a new orientation in the discourse with either word or 
clausee scope or as an adversative conjunction also occur with the anaphoric pronoun apa-. 
Thereforee Rieken's remark (2000: 416) that the marked constituent often contains new 
informationn should be refined. The use of -al-ma with an anaphoric pronoun, in this case 
apa-apa-yy is not marginal but occurs as often as apa- with -ya in my corpus. 

-al-ma -al-ma 
-ya -ya 

OS S 
9 9 
4 4 

MH/MS S 
14 4 
18 8 

NH H 
24 4 
35 5 

lateNH H 
13 3 
14 4 

Total l 
60 0 
71 1 

Tablee 9.1: Distribution of apa- with -alma 'but, while' and -ya 'and, also'. 

Onee of the functions of apa- with -al-ma follows from Rieken's description of the use of -al-
ma.ma. If the preceding Subject-Topic is replaced by a new Subject-Topic that is already salient 
inn the discourse, then the accented pronoun apa- may be used instead of a lexical noun phrase. 
Thee 'newness' is not connected with a new referent, but simply with a new pragmatic and/or 
syntacticc role. Thus, -al-ma marks a Topic shift (category (1), see also section 9.2.1.): 

9.44 IBoT 1.36 i 33-37 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Güterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:: 8-9 
manzanzza?kanmanzanzza?kan sëhunanzazpat tamdszi nza[s A]NA LVME$EDUTIM hümandas 

EGIR-flww huuai nuzssi kuis L[J[MESE]DI pirassit artari nuzssi tezzi 
DDVVGGkaltiiazuakaltiiazua kattan paimi a-pa-a-sa para dametani L^MESEDI tezzi a-pa-sa 
parapara LlJtarriianaUi tezzi 
Onlyy if a bodily urge bothers him, he wil l move behind all the guards. He will say to 
(onee of) the bodyguard(s) who stands before him: "I wil l go to the pot." He then 
(apas=a)(apas=a) tells (it) forth to another bodyguard, he then (apas=a) tells (it) forth to a 
mann of third rank. 

orr Setting. (Sections b. 3*  and 4' deal with the hosts nassu "or" and natta "not" respectively.) The few 
occurrencess of apa- with -ma in a coordinate structure are discussed in Chapter 7. See also section 9.4.1. 

Riekenn I.e. "Dementsprechend muB die Verwendung von -al-ma an einem anaphorisches Pronomen, das 
keinee andere Aufgabe hat, als eine Konstituente zum Zwecke der Festlegung ihrer syntaktischen Funktion 
wiederaufzunehmen,, marginal bleiben". Although Rieken does not specify what anaphoric pronoun is meant, I 
assumee that she refers to apa-. The CHD L-N p. 9 Iff . does not mention the use of apa- with -ma either. 
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Eachh time the Primary Topic is replaced by a new one. In i 36 (nuzssi tezzi) the Primary 
Topicc is the Subject, and the Secondary Topic is -ssi. The Secondary Topic is promoted to 
Primaryy Topic by means of the pronoun apa-. In the other sentences not some Topic referents 
butt referents in the Predicate Focus are promoted to Primary Topic (i 36-37: the focal 
syntagmm dametani L^MESEDl is promoted to Subject-Topic apaszd). 

Butt Topic shift alone cannot explain everything, for apa- + -al-ma also occurs when the 
(Subject-)Topicc remains the same. It might follow from Rieken's analysis that in that case 
-al-ma-al-ma marks a whole clause as a new orientation (2), or that it is a conjunction with 
contrastivee function (3). But none of this explains how apa- with -al-ma functions in the 
followingg example: 

9.55 KUB 36.104 obv. 9'-10' (OS narration, CTH 8), ed. Dardano 1997: 32-33 
9''  KUR Arzauiia mNunnu LÜ VRXJHurm[(a)]  te^sta[ (KÜ.BABBAR^/ > GUSKI(N)]  10' 
[n]atta[n]atta udai kuit uemizz[(i a-pa-)Va^-sa p[ar(na?ssa pittaizzi)] 
Inn Arzawa Nunnu was the man from Hurma (= ambassador). But he does not collect 
thee silver and gold. Whatever he finds, te (apas=a) carries (it) to his house. 

Nunnuu is the Discourse Topic of this paragraph, there are no other referents that might 
competee for Topic function, and the clause containing apa- + -a is not a digression but 
actuallyy the reason why this paragraph is written at all. The preceding relative clause prevents 
thee interpretation of -a as a contrastive conjunction, unless we assume that the relative clause 
doess not interfere with the superordinate structure of the discourse . In the latter situation the 
basicc structure would be KÜ.BABBAR?ia GUSKIN natta udai apasza parnazssa pittaizzi 
meaningg 'he does not collect the silver and gold (for the palace), (instead), he takes it to his 
house',, and the second phrase would be an elaboration of the first, explaining what he did do 
withh it. One might consider this as 'contrastive', although according to Lambrecht 1994: 291 
contrastivenesss is not a category of grammar but a conversational implicature. Let us for the 
momentt assume that -al-ma is a contrastive or adversative conjunction here. Why is it not 
simplyy attached to parnazssa'! The clause parnazssazma pittaizzi "he brings it to his 
house"house" would 'feel' better because the contrast between taking the silver and gold to the 
(implied)) palace with bringing it to his house would even become more explicit. The fact that 
thee nominative apa- is used where it does not seem to be necessary means that we have to 
lookk for another explanation besides contrast with a preceding clause. 

Summarizing,, apa- with -al-ma can signal that the Topic of the preceding clause is not 
continued,, in other words, that apa- with -al-ma is an Unestablished Topic. But there are also 
exampless of apa- with the conjunction that still indicate the Established Topic. In ex. 9.5 the 
otherr functions of -al-ma% marking a whole clause as a new orientation in the discourse or 
markingg contrast with a preceding clause, did not suit the context. However, contrast seemed 
too be possible if the preceding relative clause was left out of account. But this contrast does 
nott explain the use of the accented pronoun apas since -al-ma could have been cliticized to 
otherr noun phrases. The latter observation must be kept in mind whenever the nominative of 
apa-apa- appears. 

4122 For the terms Primary and Secondary Topic see Lambrecht 1994: 147. The Primary Topic often coincides 
withh the Discourse Topic whereas the Secondary Topic is more marginal. Still, -ssi is a Topic since the clause 
nunnun six tezzi is both about the guard in front, introduced in the relative clause, and about the one who needs to 
go--

4133 It is also possible that the relative clause is postposed to the preceding main clause. Also then -a does not 
connectt its hosting clause with the relative clause. 
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9.2.. The particle -al-ma with word scope and apa-

9.2.1.. Topic shift 

Whenn the particle -al-ma has word scope, it often indicates that there is a new Sentence Topic 
(seee section 9.1.1., category (1)). Sentence Topics, whether established or unestablished, are 
veryy often also the Subject. The first question is whether this is also true for apa-. In the next 
tabless I present the distribution of the grammatical cases of apa- with -al-ma (independent of 
thee three functions of -al-ma) and apa- with -ya: 

-al-ma -al-ma 
nom. . 
ace. . 
dat. . 
abl. . 
gen. . 

Tablee 9.2: 

-ya -ya 
nom. . 
ace. . 
dat. . 
abl. . 
Total l 

OS S 
9 9 

9 9 

Distributionn of 

OS S 
3 3 
1 1 

4 4 

MH/MS S 
10 0 
3 3 
1 1 

14 4 

grammaticall  case 

MH/MS S 
6 6 
7 7 
2 2 
3 3 
18 8 

NH H 
12 2 
6 6 

3 3 
1 1 

22 2 

off  apa- with -al-ma 

NH H 
16 6 
14 4 
5 5 

35 5 

lateNH H 
10 0 
1 1 
1 1 

1 1 
13 3 

lateNH H 
5 5 
2 2 
5 5 
2 2 
14 4 

Total l 
41 1 
10 0 
2 2 
3 3 
2 2 

58 8 

Total l 
30 0 
24 4 
12 2 
5 5 
71 1 

Tablee 9.3: Distribution of grammatical case of apa- with -ya 

Thee counts show that apa- with -al-ma is very often a nominative and therefore the Subject of 
aa clause. If we compare this with the counts on apa- with -ya where the figures of the 
nominativee and accusative (Subject and Object) are of the same order (30 versus 24), one 
mustt conclude that -al-ma indeed has something to do with the Subject and therefore probably 
alsoo with the Topic. Although ex. 9.5. shows that apa- with -al-ma not necessarily indicates a 
Subjectt or Topic shift, the Subject or Topic must somehow still be of importance (this wil l be 
discussedd in 9.4.3.). 

Sometimess apa- occurs when there are several candidates in the preceding discourse 
forr Subject-Topic-hood (see ex. 9.4). One could therefore argue that apa- is used to avoid 
referentiall  ambiguity. In the next example (already discussed as ex. 5.28) a simple nu apat 
memaimemai "he says that" would lead the Addressee to the unintended "Or if someone say this: 
"Stepp behind me", and says that: "..." ,AU. This is prevented by the occurrence of accented 
apa-: apa-: 

9.66 KUB 26.12+ ii 2-9 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.1), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
24,, with emendatins from Otten 1958: 389. 
§§ 2 nasma? kan [... ] 3 nasma SE$ d[UTU-^/ $A MUNUS.LUGA]L h[assanza nasma] 
SES.MESS DUMU.MES M]jmsNA[PTA]R[T]l  anda i[stamahi] 5 nu kiA memai EGIR-

Seee also KUB 26.12+iv 13,41 (CTH 255.1). 
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an^uazmuan^uazmu tï\ia\ 6 apds^ma a-pa-a-at memai EGlR-anzuazta ÜL tiiami hantiz 
iazuazssiiazuazssi 8 ÜL tiiami t huhhupassza[zuazssP. Ü]L kishahari ... 
Örr ("if) l ] or a brother of [My Majesty], offspring or] brothers [of the Quee]n, 
lpstens]]  to sons of con[cubine]s, (and) says this (hi): "Side with me", but he says this 
insteadd (apat): "I do not step behind you, and I do not step before him, and I [do no]t 
becomee evil [against him ?]" 

Butt referential ambiguity is not the issue in ex. 9.7 with singular and plural subjects : 

9.77 KBo 20.26+ obv. 13'-17' (OS ritual, CTH 649.7A), ed. Neu 1980a: 89 
§§ I3'  [ MUNUS.MESz/̂ ]̂ .? ASARZSUNU appanzi [t?]e tienzi ta kiss[an] I4 

[S]ÏR-flt // [\-as h]alzdi ullud ulin a-pé-e-ma^sse QATAMMAz\pat] arkuuanzi q^ 
pa-a-sapa-a-sa namma kissan halzai teuiarate-x[ ...] [t]astemü uliudlind tastemü q^ 
pé-e-masssepé-e-massse QATAMM[Azpat] arkuuanzi namma halzai lama ziuiiallindia a-pé-
e-ma\zsse... e-ma\zsse... 
[Thee zm/]w/iz*-women take their place, stand (still), and [si]ng as follo[ws]. [One c]alls 
out:: ullud ulin, and they (ape=ma) pray to her in that [same] way. She then (apas=a) 
continuess calling as follows: teuiarate . . . [ . .. t\astemü uliudlind tastemü. The others 
(ape=ma)(ape=ma) pray to her in that [same] wa[y]. She furthermore calls: lama ziuiiallindia. 
Thee others (ape=ma) [pray to her in that same way.] 

Alsoo in the next example referential ambiguity is completely absent . 

9.88 KUB 1.1+ iii 61-63 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 22-23 
nunu $A [(SES^KA)]  62 [(nakkiianni handas)] ÜL manqa D\J-nun[ n(u IN A 
MU.VII.KA MM  dahusiiahha)] 63 \(a-pa-a-as-mazmu harkanna)} I$TU INIM DINGIR-
[(UM[(UM  UlSTU INIML Ü san(a)hta)] 
II  did not do anything out of reverence for my brother. For seven years I complied, but 
h£h£ (apas=ma, Urhi-Tessub) sought to destroy me at the command of god and the 
suggestionn of man . 

Inn example 9.9 we have both types: shift from first person to third person Subject-Topic and 
shiftt from third person to third person Subject-Topic: 

9.99 KUB 26.1 ii i 58-66 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.2) ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
14,, transl. CHD L-N, p. 54b 
§58AM 44 dUTU-SiSia SES.MESSSU maiqqaus 59 para SEE.MES-usszazmu meqqaies 
600 LUGAL.ME S arahzenussza meqqaus 6I summaszma kuies LUMESSAG nuzza 
parapara kuinki kuedanikki 63 uiiami a-pa-a-as-mazan SlG5-ahhi a-pa-a-as-ma 
KAXU-fi ?? duuarndi 65 nuessi INIM.ME S LUGAL  para memai mat GAM  NE$ 
DINGIR-L/MM [GAR-rw] § 
Andd I, My Majesty, have many brothers and I have many half-brothers and many 
kingss abroad. Now, you who are courtiers, (if ) I send someone (of you) out to 

4155 See also KUB 26.12+ iii 16 (CTH 255.1). 
4,66 See also KBo 6.29 ii 18 (NH edict, Hattusili III,  CTH 85), KUB 14.4 ii 10' (NH indictment, Mursili II , CTH 
70) ) 

4177 Translation follows CHD 3: 166b-167a. 
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someonee (of my brothers etc.), and that one (apas=ma) shows favor to him, so that he 
(apas-ma)(apas-ma) breaks confidence, and blurts out to him the words of the king, [let] it [be 
put]]  under divine oath. 

Thee relations between the referential expressions are elucidated in the following table: 

courtier r 
kuinkikuinki (obj.) 
-an-an (obj.) 
apaszmaapaszma (subj.) 
00 (subj.) 

brotherr etc. 
kuedanikkikuedanikki (indirect obj.) 
apaszmaapaszma (subj.) 
— — 
zssizssi (indirect obj.) 

Tablee 9.4: Referent chains in ex. 9.9 

Iff  apds were not used, the referents of the third person pronouns of the resulting clauses n?an 
SlGSlG55-ahhi-ahhi nu KAxV-is duuarndi "and he shows favor to him, and he breaks confidence ..." 
wouldd be harder to establish. It is very well possible that apa- with -ma is needed to alert the 
Addresseee that something unexpected is at hand. 

Inn all these cases there is a Subject shift and (Sentence) Topic shift. But before we 
concludee that Subject-Topic shift explains the use of apa- with -al-ma we need to compare the 
precedingg examples with the following law (already cited earlier as ex. 8.18): 

9.100 KBo 6.2 i 16-19, § 10 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 24 
§§ [(takk)]u UJ.\Jl9.LU-an kuiski hünikzi tzan istarnikzi nu apün 17 sdktdizzi 
pëdizssizmapëdizssizma LÜ.U19.LU-an pdi nu É-rizssi 18 anniskizzi kuitmdn^as lazziatta 
manzasmanzas lazziatta?ma 19 nuzsse 6 GIN KÜ.BABBAR pdi L^A.ZU ?ia kussan apas? 
patpat pai § 
Iff  anyone injures a (free) person and incapacitates him, he shall provide medical care 
forr him, while in his (the injured) place he (the guilty party) shall give a(nother) man. 
Hee (the person who has been given) shall work on his (the injured man's) estate, until 
hee (the injured one) recovers. When he recovers, he (the offender) shall pay him 6 
sheqelss and the doctor's fee, he shall pay (it) instead (of the patient)4™. 

Althoughh there are several Subject-Topic shifts in this law none of them is indicated by means 
off  apa- with -a/-ma. In the following table I list the three persons involved and their 
syntacticc roles in the discourse: 

Hoffnerr I.e.: "and shall pay the physician's fee as well". 

Alsoo Luraghi 1990: 87 discusses this law from the point of view of Topic, concentrating on the use versus 
non-usee of pronominal clitics. She assumes that the use of clitics versus omission is governed by the syntactic 
rolee of the participants when they are first introduced. The offender is introduced as a Subject-Agent (kuiski) 
andd the injured as Object-Patient (LU.U19.LU-a/i). Although Luraghi does not use the terms Primary and 
Secondaryy Topic, I believe that she wants to claim that the Primary Topic (the Subject-Agent) usually governs 
thee omission of clitics, whereas the Secondary Topic is expressed by means of clitics of different kinds (subject 
clitic,, object clitic, enclitic possessive pronoun, dative clitic). However, as she herself notes, the use of subject 
cliticss is governed by structural, not pragmatic, factors. The use of the clitic -as in clause 6 and 7 depends on 
thee fact that the verb is intransitive. It could not haven been omitted at all. With a transitive verb we would not 
havee -as, thus breaking the pattern noted by Luraghi. One of her other arguments supporting the distribution 
'Primaryy Topic & no clitics — Secondary Topic & clitics' does not hold either. She states that the third 
participantt is not referred to by means of -as in 5 in order to prevent confusion, since all clitics refer to the 
injuredd person. The problem with her argument is that anniya-lannisk- is a transitive verb, even though the 
objectt is not expressed. Only verbs that never take an Object should be considered intransitive (see Garrett 
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1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 

injure d d 
LÜ.U19.LU-a«« (obj.) 
t*ant*an (obj.) 
apünapün (obj.) 
pêdizssipêdizssi (gen.) 
É-rizssiÉ-rizssi (gen.) 
kuitmankuitman z as (subj.) 
mannasmannas (subj.) 
wws ê e 
— — 

guiltyy party 
£«/'££// (subj.) 
— — 
00 (subj.) 
00 (subj.) 
— — 
— — 
— — 
00 (subj.) 
apdszpatapdszpat (subj.) 

replacement t 

LU.UI9.LU-a«(obj.) ) 
00 (subj.) 
— — 
— — 
— — 
— — 

Tablee 9.5: Referent chains in ex. 9.10 

Subject-Topicc shifts occur in clauses 5, 6 and 8 without any warning. But when looking at 
thee rest of the clauses, it becomes clear that from a semantic point of view it is not necessary 
too mark a topic shift. For example, in 4-5 'while in his place he shall give a(nother) man. He 
shalll  work on his estate' the only sensible interpretation given one's knowledge of the world 
iss that the offender does not first provide a stand-in and then goes himself to work on the 
estate,, or that the stand-in has to work on the offender's estate. 

Summarizing,, the enclitic pronouns or zero can be used when the semantics of the 
verbb force an interpretation that excludes referential ambiguity. On the other hand, apa- with 
-ma-ma can (or must?) be used when the semantics of the verb allow referential ambiguity. Thus, 
Subject-Topicc shift in isolation does not explain the use of apa-. Moreover, referential 
ambiguityy is out of the question when non-third persons are involved. 

Soo the question remains: if a Subject-Topic shift does not need to be expressed by 
meanss of apa- while apa- is in most cases connected with Subject-Topic shift, then what extra 
informationn does apa- with -a/-ma provide the Addressee with in case of Subject-Topic shift? 
Inn order to find that extra information we wil l turn to the unexpected appearance of apa- with 

 when the Subject-Topic does not change in 9.4.3. But first the other categories of the 
usee of -al-ma in connection with -al-ma wil l be discussed. 

9.2.2.. New setting or orientation in the discourse 

420 0 
Thee syntagm apez=ma marking a new setting is attested in KUB 19.13 

9.111 KUB 19.13+ i 37'-38'  (NH annals, CTH 40), ed. Gtiterbock 1956: 110 
nunu KUR URVHinariuanda v™Iuatallissa arha 38 uarnut a-ve-e-\e\z*ma*asURU 

SapidduuaSapidduua sesta 
Hee burnt down the country of Hinariwanda and Iwatallissa. But from thefrle 
(apez-ma)(apez-ma) (he went on and) slept in Sapidduwa. 

9.3.. The particle -al-ma with clause scope and apa-: a new orientation 

1990:: Chapter 3). Concluding, the fact that in this law the Object is referred to by clitics and the Subject not is 
coincidentall  and just depends on the valency of verbs used here. 

200 See also KUB 19.13+ i 34', 36'. 
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Besidess word scope the particle -al-ma can also have scope over a clause (see 9.1.1., category 
(2)),, Clauses with this type of -al-ma often contain background information that is 
supportivee to the main story line. This use of apa- with -al-ma is very rare, and there was not 
onee example in my corpus. Instead I will illustrate this use of -al-ma with apa- by means of a 
copiedd Middle (?) Hittite example: 

9.122 KUB 13.4 Hi 74-77 (pre-NH/NS instruction, CTH 364) 
mdnzmazzamdnzmazza mi MUNUS-7Y kuis seszi 75 [man]?kan MAHRIzSu LÖGAL-SU EGIR-
anan tamaszi nu memaucpat [man]?kan a-pa-a-as-ma memiiauanzi UL mazzazzi 
1111 LÜ  v v . , . „ 

nunu amssi memau nuzza uar(a)ptuzpat 
Butt if someone sleeps with a woman, [and] his head chief puts [him] under pressure, 
hee just has to tell it. But [if ] he (man apas-ma) does not dare to tell (him), he must 
telll  his colleague, and he just washes himself. 

Theree is no Topic shift which might explain the use of apa-. One would think that man 
memiyauanzi~mamemiyauanzi~ma ... would have been correct as well. Therefore the combination apa- with 
-al-ma-al-ma must indicate something else besides Topic shift or a new orientation in the discourse. 
Besidess that, the propositional content of these clauses allows a contrastive nuance. The 
rituallyy impure man does not do what he is supposed to do, which is contra the expectations of 
thee Audience. Still, one would like to know why we have man apas-ma ... instead of man 
memiyauanzi=mamemiyauanzi=ma .... 

9.4.. The particle -al-ma as adversative conjunction and apa-

Thee function of -al-ma as an adversative conjunction is already partially discussed in Chapter 
7.7.4.. in the framework of coordinated clauses (see now section 9.4.1.). A few remaining 
exampless of clauses with -al-ma in a temporal sequence are presented in 9.4.2. In 9.4.3.1 will 
discusss the attestations of apa- with -al-ma that refer to an Established Topic without contrast 
withh a preceding clause. 

9.4.1.. The particle -al-ma as adversative coordinator and apa-

Thee particle -al-ma as adversative coordinator and apa- occurs for example in ex. 9.13, 
alreadyy discussed as ex. 7.57: 

9.133 KBo 6.2 iv 14-15, § 80 (OS law, CTH 291), ed. Hoffner 1997: 85 
§§ takku UDU-w/z UR.BAR.RA-w kuiski pessizzi ishaszsis UZU.Ï ddi l a-va-a-sa 
KUSS UDU ddi § 
Iff  anyone abandons a sheep to a wolf, its owner shall take the meat, while he [apas-d) 
shalll  take the sheepskin. 

Bothh the Subject-Topics and the Objects are juxtaposed. The translation of -al-ma in 
coordinatee clauses is "while". 

9.4.2.. The particle -al-ma as adversative sentence connective and apa-
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Riekenn 2000: 417 cites some examples of -a/-ma with adversative function in contexts which 
excludee a Topic-switch or new orientation in the discourse. One example was already cited 
abovee as ex. 9.3, here I will present another one (Rieken cites the parallel KBo 17.43 i 3'): 

9.144 KBo 17.43 i lO'-ll ' , with duplicate KBo 17.44+ (OS ritual, CTH *649), ed. Neu 
1980a:: 105 
kêttzakêttza kêttza G[(l-an)] n huttiannai tarnaizmazan nana 
Hee draws the arrow on this side and that side, but does not release it. 

Heree we see the temporal progression which is absent in the clauses where -ai-ma functions as 
aa coordinator. This type of -al-ma one can translate with "but (then)". The adversative 
functionn with temporal progression might also explain the use of -al-ma in the following 
example: : 

9.155 IBoT 1.36 i 51-52 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Güterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:10-11. . 
lustaniiazmazaslustaniiazmazas ari nu GI§SUKUR 52 7777 LQ.DU8 dai a-pa-sazkan kat[t]a paizzi 
§ § 
...,, but (when) he reaches the postern he shall deposit the spear with the gatekeeper, 
while/butt then he (himself) (apas=a) walks down. 

Thee preceding discourse pictures how the guard walks through the portico while explicitly 
statingg that he keeps his spear with him. When the next setting is introduced ("But when he 
reachess the postern"), it is reasonable to expect that the next clause is about the guard, the 
spearr or both. They are both topical in the discourse and also expected to function as 
Sentencee Topics. The contrast resides in the remaining behind of the spear versus the passing 
off  the man through the gate, so the two topics and their comments are contrasted with each 
other.. If it were not for the temporal sequence (one does not first pass throught the postern 
andd then returns to deposit the spear), I would classify these two clauses as a coordinate 
structuree as explained in Chapter 7.4. 

9.4.3.. The referent of apa- + -al-ma and surprising action 

Sometimess the particle -al-ma is cliticized to a Subject-Topic that continues the preceding 
Subject-Topic,, so the noun phrase apa- with -al-ma indicates the Established Topic. The 
motivationn for the use of -al-ma could then be the marking of a digression from the main 
storyy line or marking some contrast with the preceding clause. However, the next examples 
excludee the interpretation of -al-ma both as a marker of digression or as adversative 
conjunction: : 

9.166 HKM  6 obv. 4-10 (MH/MS letter, Tudhaliya OI, CTH 199), ed. Alp 1991: 128-129 
44 kasazua LUKÜR uit 5 nuzuazza VRUHaparan inissan 6 tamasta lJRXiKasipuran^ 
mazuazkanmazuazkan 7 këz tamasta a-pa-a-as-ma421 zua? kan istarna arha uit nammaz 
wa<rz>aswa<rz>as kuuapi pait nuzuarzas ÖL IDl 

-ma-ma is not present in Alp's transliteration, but drawn in his hand copy. 
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"Thee enemy just arrived. He besieged the city of Hapara in that manner (as earlier 
described),, but Kasipura he besieged from this side. He (then), surprisingly. 
(apas=ma)(apas=ma) came right through. Where he went next, I have no idea." 

Thee particle -al-ma cannot indicate a topic shift, the clause containing it is not a digression 
butt continues the narration, and it is rather farfetched to see any contrast with the preceding 
action.. The main message of this letter is that the enemy somehow got through while 
coveringg his tracks. Since it was already known where the enemy was, his passing through 
andd disappearance is a quite unexpected turn in the narration. I have indicated this by means 
of'surprisingly'. . 

AA very interesting example of apa- with -al-ma occurs in the Barga dispute. After 
Abiraddaa bans the enemy of the king from his country (KBo 3.3+ i 10-11, ex. 9.17), the text 
continuess with 'he came to the land of Hatti'. In this case one could think (that is, we could) 
thatt the enemy would have fled to Hatti to subject himself, since changing sides was not very 
uncommon.. This interpretation would mean that the Subject-Topic had changed, with further 
supportt from apas-ma. However, the rest of the story shows that it must have been Abiradda 
whoo went to the king. So even in a context where apa- with -ma could have been used to 
indicatee a Subject-Topic shift, it does not: 

9.177 KBo 3.3+ i 7-11 (NH edict, Mursili II , CTH 63), ed. Klengel 1963: 33 
uêrztnauêrztna mTetteis 8 mEN-urtass?a ITTI dUTU-&  kururiiahhir 9 mAbiraddas?ma ISTU 
$A$A dUTV-Sl tiiat I0 W k an "EN-urtan $A dUTU-.f/ LÜKÜR KUR-az " arha uatkunut 
a-pa-a-as-maa-pa-a-as-ma IN A KUR mi}lHATTI n ITTI dUTU-fr uit 
Butt thereupon Tette and EN-urta became hostile towards My Majesty. Abiradda 
however,, stood at the side of My Majesty and expunged EN-urta, the enemy of My 
Majestyy from (his) country. He (then), surprisingly, (i.e., Abiradda, apas=ma) came 
intoo the land of Hatti to My Majesty. 

Thee Subject-Topic is the same as in the preceding clause, there is no digression and the clause 
iss not contrasted with the preceding clause. As in ex. 9.16, the action of Abiradda is 
surprising.. One should expect that someone who just has beaten the leaders of his country 
shouldd stay there and establish his own leadership. Instead, he leaves his country to go to 
Hattii  in order to request from the king control over the city Iyaruwadda which had been given 
too the grandfather of Tette. 

Whenn discussing ex. 9.5 I observed that the occurrence of -al-ma could not be 
explainedd by any of its three uses if the subordinate clause was treated as a having equal 
weightt as a main clause from the point of view of topic continuance and discourse 
connectivity.. On the other hand, option 3 {-al-ma as contrastive conjunction) was possible in 
ex.. 9.5 if the subordinate clause was not taken into account at all. Only if one is allowed to 
skipp the subordinate clause the particle -al-ma might be a contrastive conjunction. The 
problemm is that Hittite subordinate clauses are not yet studied from the viewpoint of discourse 
structuree and topic continuance. As a result there are no means to solve this problem. But 
whetherr the subordinate clause may be neglected or not, like in ex. 9.16 and 9.17 Nunnu's 
actionn (in ex. 9.5.) is quite unexpected and must have been surprising. One does not expect a 
taxx collector to keep the taxes for private purposes. 

Thee following Old Hittite example is more ambiguous because we can now also have 
Topicc switch besides surprising action (see also ex. 9.2): 

9.188 KBo 3.22 rev. 76-78, with duplicate KUB 36.98b rev. 6' (OS Narration, Anitta, CTH 
l),ed.. Neul974: 14-15 
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766 man appazma VR{}Nêsa [uuan(un)] nu LU ^RViPurushanda kattizmmi 
[(pëhutenun)][(pëhutenun)] 78 man tunnakisna z ma paizzi a-p\(a-a-sa)] përa^mmit kunnaz 
ee sari (end of text) 
Butt when I came back to Nesa, I brought the man of Purushanda with me. Now, when 
hee goes into the inner chamber, he (apas=a) sits before me at my right. 

Iff  the subordinate clause should be taken into account one notices two things. The Subject-
Topicc of the apa- clause is the same as the Subject-Topic of the subordinate clause, thus 
excludingg Topic shift, and -al-ma cannot be an adversative or contrastive conjunction. But the 
apa-apa- clause is neither a digression from the main narration. None of the functions attributed 
too -al-ma apply. 

Onee can also skip the subordinate clause. In that case the subordinate clause is just 
somee background information needed to help the Addressee understand what the main clause 
iss about. The Subject-Topic is now different ( T versus 'he') so -al-ma might indicate a 
Topicc shift. 

Inn the next example the situation is different: 

9.199 KUB 14.4 ii 8'- l l '  (NH plea, Mursili II , CTH 70), ed. De Martino 1998: 25, 33-34. 
nunu DINGIR.ME S ÜL uskatteni nuzssi apiiania ÜL kuitki memahhun apaddanz 
kankan ser assuli hannaün l apaszma KAxU#lA-us anda hamanakta nu ÜLzia 
kuitkuit  "  iian êsta a-pa-a-as-ma zatzta? kkan para pesta 
Doo you gods not see that also then I did not say anything to her? On that occasion I 
judgedd favorably. She however, tied the mouths. What was even not made, she 
(apas=ma)(apas=ma) handed it over to you (sg.). 

Besidess indicating a Topic shift the first apa- with -ma (ii 10') also occurs in a clause with a 
contrastivee action and thus behaves as expected in the framework of Rieken 2000 and the 
CHD.. The second apa- + -ma is however different. In this situation one should choose to 
ignoree the relative clause. Although the relative clause does not mention the queen one should 
nott treat apas=ma as Unestablished Topic. The indefinite non-agent neuter Subject kuit is not 
aa very likely candidate for Sentence Topic-hood, so apas-ma does not indicate a Topic shift. 
Furthermore,, the clause 'she handed it over to you' is not in any way contrastive with the 
precedingg main clause, excluding the third meaning of -al-ma as adversative conjunction. The 
resultingg problem cannot be solved unless we turn again to the suggestion that apa- with -al-
mama indicates surprising action. In ex. 9.19 the action performed by the queen is utterly 
surprising:: how can one give something away which does not exist yet? Also, in ex. 9.18 the 
actionn in the apa- clause is quite unexpected since a conquered enemy generally does not 
occupyy the seat of a favorite of the king. 

Moree surprising behavior of the referent of apa- is seen in Hattusili's Apology 

9.200 KUB 1.1+ iii 78 - iv 3 (NH egodocument, Hattusili III , CTH 81), ed. Otten 1981: 22-
23 3 

nn Parsing follows partially Hoffner 1983: 191 (apaszmaztazkan) and partially De Martino 1998: 34 n. 117 
(apds(apds e ma z at z a s= kan). 
233 See also the comparable but broken KUB 14.16 ii i 32 (CTH 61 II) : (I wrote to the people of Puranda: 
"...Handd over to me my subjects! ...") a-pu-u-usJma EGIR- â kissa[n hatrair 'But thev. surprisingly, 
[wrote]]  back as foll[ows:] ("...we will not return them to you"). 
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[(kinunazasztnuzkan[(kinunazasztnuzkan s)]ul[(liiat  k)]uit nzan[(*mu)] [(DINGIR.ME S DI-
esnaza)(katterrahhir)]esnaza)(katterrahhir)] 'v [(nu)]sssi GJM-an kê INIM.ME S uatarnahhun 2 ehuzua 
a-pa-a-as-ma?kana-pa-a-as-ma?kan VRVMarassa[(ntiiaza arha par(a)sta)] 3 nzas INA  KUR UGU-77 
uit uit 
Givenn the fact that he now started to fight me, the gods let him lose the legal dispute 
fromm me. When I ordered him these words: "Come!", he, surprisingly, (apas=ma) 
fledd from Marassantiya and went to the Upper Land. 

Urhi-Tessubb flees after Hattusili orders him to come. Hattusili expresses by means of 
apas-maapas-ma that the Subject-Topic acts contrary to what is expected from him. 

Theree is another surprising action in ex. 9.21 (already discussed as 8.46): 

9.211 KBo 16.47 obv. l '-3 '  (MH/MS treaty, CTH 28), ed. Otten 1967: 56. 
Urasz]aUrasz]a Müd[am]ut[asissza] karü ammel es[er] [man? m]Hühazalmas ? a 

kürurkürur  êpta a-pé-e-ma J mu J kan [EGlR-an arha na]ïr nzatzza apël kïsantat 
Noww the cities [Ura] (and) Mudamutasi were mine in the past. But [when] Huhazalma 
becamee hostile, they (ape=ma) [defectjed [from] me. They became his (instead). 

Thee contrast is not part of the ape=ma clause but of the following one: 'Now the cities [Ura] 
(and)) Mudamutasi were mine in the past' versus 'They became his (instead)'. 

Inn later Hittite we have 

9.222 KUB 26.1 i 56-60 (lateNH oath, Tudhaliya IV, CTH 255.2), ed. Von Schuier 1957: 
10-11 1 
§§ [nasma dUTU-̂ / k]uedanikki kuinki [memian auan katt\a memahhi n^anz 
zazanzkanzazanzkan piran [uatarn']ahmi lezuarzanzzazan kuedanikki [para] 
memattimematti nzanzza^an kuitman apël [UD-za?] arha pêdai a-pa-a-as-mazanz 
zazanzazan [par]d memdi nzatzsiizat [GAM] NE$ DINGIR-L/ M  kittaru§ 
[Orr (if)]I , [My Majesty,] confide some [affair] to [s]omeone, and I [order] him 
beforehand:: "Do not [rev]eal it to anyone!" until his [death (lit . [day])] carries him 
away,, but he (apas=ma) [re] veals it, let it be put under the Oaths of the Gods for him. 

Heree the expected behavior is explicitly mentioned. But instead of not breaking confidence 
thee courtier does break it. 

Withh the next example we enter the field of contrastive Topics. Now not only the 
actionn of releasing from garrison might be unexpected given the usual practice, but there 
mightt also be some contrast between regular help troops and the persons described here: 'the 
helpp troops are garrisoned, but they are released'. The only thing which prevents the 
contrastivee Topic interpretation is the fact that the clauses are not coordinated. A comparable 
problemm was noted at ex. 9.15. 

9.233 KBo 6.28 rev. 25-27 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 88), ed. Götze 1930: 54 
ANAANA NARARI LVK\JRZ ma?at i[iant]aru  26 man LÜ.MES NA«RA»RI asa[n]dulanzi q^ 
pu-u-uszpu-u-usz ma[ arh]a tarnandu INA  KARAS[? ma z sma]s uedumas KIN lê êszi 
Butt they (the men from the Pirwa house) must [go] as help (against) the enemy. If 
thee auxiliary men are on garrison duty, they (on the other hand) (apus=ma) must be 
released.. Let there be no construction work [for th]em in the army camp. 
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9.5.. Summary and conclusions 

Inn 9.5.1. I wil l summarize the results from the preceding sections, after  which I wil l present 
apa-apa- with -al-ma as the Unestablished Topic in the framework of Lambrecht 1994 (9.5.2.). 
Inn view of these results I will finally discuss some difficul t or  ambiguous examples in section 
9.5.3. . 

9.5.1.. Summary and conclusions 

Thee point of departure for  the study of apa- with -al-ma was whether  its occurrence could be 
explainedd on the basis of the three uses of -al-ma as established by Rieken 2000 ((1) marking 
aa new Topic, Setting or  Digression (section 9.2.), (2) marking a clause as a new orientation 
(sectionn 9.3.), (3) marking some kind of contrast with the preceding clause (section 9.4.)). 
Althoughh some attestations of apa- with -al-ma fell within these three groups, a large number 
couldd not be explained. 

Thee use of apa- with -al-ma in exx. 9.16 and 9.17 (and 9.18-9.23) occurred in 
contextss where the action undertaken by the Established Subject-Topic was highly surprising 
(9.4.3.).. At the end of 9.2.1. I concluded that Subject-Topic shift was not necessarily 
accompaniedd by apa- with -al-ma because the context often provided the clues for  finding the 
correctt  Subject-Topic. The question therefore was what extra information had to be part of 
thee meaning of apa- with -al-ma. If the extra information is 'surprising action performed by 
thee Subject-Topic' then the examples in section 9.2.1. should exhibit this feature too. This is 
indeedd the case in exx. 9.6, 9.8 and 9.9. In ex. 9.8 the actions of Urhi-Tessub are higly 
unexpectedd because Hattusili was very kind to him for  seven years. What one should expect 
afterr  such behavior, according to Hattusili , is that he would be well treated himself: 'I  do 
nothingg evil so I expect good treatment. But what does he do? To my surprise he tries to 
destroyy me!' In 9.8 the actions described of the brothers etc. of the king and the courtier  are 
nott  supposed to happen at all. If the king sends a courtier  out to one of his relatives he, first , 
doess not expect that his relative shows favor  to one of his courtiers, and secondly, he certainly 
doess not expect that the courtier  breaks confidence in reaction to that. In ex. 9.6 the reaction 
off  the one addressed by a relative of the king us also unexpected in the light of what has been 
saidd before. Only ex. 9.7 is hard to explain from the point of view of surprising action. 

Alsoo when -al-ma marked a new, more or  less contrastive orientation in the discourse 
(sectionn 9.3) it could not be explained why the nominative apas was used. The solution is 
againn the notion of surprising action of the Subject-Topic. 

Still ,, one needs to take into account that sometimes the context does not provide 
enoughh clues to find the intended Subject-Topic as in exx. 9.4, 9.6 and possibly 9.9. In exx. 
9.44 and 9.6 the verbs belong to the same semantic field so one could expect continuance of 
thee Subject-Topic (he says ..., and then he says . . .). It therefore seems that apa- is not used 
eachh time the Subject-Topic shifts, but only when that shift is accompanied by verbs that 
couldd create confusion. When the verb itself guides the Addressee in finding the intended 
referentt  of the (shifted) Topic apa- does not have to be used (ex. 9.10). 

Too conclude this section, apa- with -al-ma indicates either  (1) that the Subject-Topic 
hass shifted when the context would lead to Topic continuance in ambiguous contexts or  (2) it 
indicatess that the action undertaken by the Subject-Topic, shifted or  not, is surprising in view 
off  the context. In the latter  situation there does not need to be a contrast with the preceding 
clause.. This use of -al-ma indicating surprise without necessary contrast with a previous 
clausee is not covered by Rieken but seems to occur  rather  often with apa- (though the CHD 
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doess not mention even a single phrase with apa- + -ma). However, if one understands the 
notionn 'contrast' not as indicating semantic contrast with the preceding clause but as 
contrastingg with a certain behavior which could be expected given some cultural or general 
presuppositionss then one may indeed classify the particle -al-ma as an adversative 
conjunction.. Thus, the particle -al-ma with apa- does not simply mark the Subject-Topic in 
isolationn as being somehow unexpected, it marks the relation between the Subject-Topic and 
thee action as not established. In Lambrecht's framework (1994) apa- with -al-ma is the 
UnestablishedUnestablished Topic. 

9.5.2.. The pronoun apa- with -al-ma indicates the Unestablished Topic 

Lambrechtt 1994: 328 presents an nice example of some surprising action (his ex. 5.85): 

9.244 The American travel writer Paul Theroux once defined an Englishman as someone 
whoo apologizes if YOU tread on HIS foot. To extend the analogy, a Frenchman could 
bee defined as someone who expects you to apologize if HE treads on YOUR foot. 

Thee Topic 'he' is accented, not because there is a topic shift but because in this particular 
messagee the relationship between the elements in the clause is not expected, with the result 
thatt the Topic has to be considered as Unestablished. In Lambrecht's words (o.c. 331) "... the 
contrastivenesss effect conveyed in (5.85) is a consequence of the unusual state of affairs 
described".. This accurately describes the situation in many of the examples cited above. 
Thus,, both in English and in Hittite one uses an accented pronoun if in an unusual state of 
affairss the relationship between the (Subject-)Topic and comment is not yet established. 
Theree is some sort of discontinuity in the pragmatic relations in the clause and in relation to 
generall  and cultural knowledge. Ex. 9.24, paraphrased as 'Someone steps on your foot. 
Whereass others would have apologized, he expects you to do so' is for example matched by 
whatt is implied in ex. 9.20 'I order him to come. But whereas others would have come, he ran 
away'.. In such cases the unestablished Topic may also be described as an implicitly 
contrastivecontrastive Topic (see sections 2.2.3.2.1., 2.3.3.3.2. and 3.3.2.). 

So,, how should one proceed if one encounters apa- with -aJ-mal First, one should 
realizee that somehow the combination of this specific Subject-Topic with this specific VP or 
commentt should not be taken for granted. In order to find what type of unexpectedness one is 
dealingg with one should next look at the preceding clause. When for example the verb of the 
precedingg clause belongs to the same semantic field as the verb of the apa- clause, one could 
comee to expect Topic continuance. But if the Subject-Topic is not continued, then the 
accentedd pronoun apa- needs to be used. Thus, apa- with -al-ma indicates Topic shift. 

Iff  on the other hand the predicates do not cause referential ambiguity and/or the Topic 
doess not shift, one should try to imagine the most logical reaction on the state of affairs 
describedd in the preceding clause. This reaction should be based on general and cultural 
knowledge.. If instead another action is described that goes against what one could expect 
givenn general or cultural knowledge, then the Speaker may (or must?) use apa- with -al-ma. 
Off  course, our knowledge of the Hittite world can never compete with that of a Hittite, so we 
shouldd not expect to understand each occurrence of apa- with -al-ma. 

9.5.3.. Difficul t and ambiguous cases 
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Theree were several attestations of apa- with -al-ma which I could not use in the preceding 
discussionn because I either did not understand the text itself or because there was some 
ambiguity.. Here I will try to solve these difficulties with the procedure described at the end 
off  9.5.2. 

First,, a broken Old Hittite example: 

9.255 KBo 3.22 rev. 68-72 (OS 'building inscription', Anitta, CTH 1), ed. Neu 1974: 14-15 
gg 68 U R U ^ V ^  ANA L Ü vKvgaiatiuara424 E(G\R-pan arha pait)} 69 n u 

URUDIDLI ;:5iy[ (( lukkit apüssza an)da o-o-o-o-o-o-o] \JRV-riia[s h{ulalessar z 
setset I L/MI V ME ÉRIN.MES)]  71 nu XL Sl[MTI (ANSE.KUR.RA.HI.A KU)BABBAR? 

GUSKIN?? ...]  n a-pa-sa425 [{huittitti  szas iiannes)] § 
Butt Ne[sa] passed behind [the man of Salatiwara] and set his cities on fire. Them too 
(?)) [...]. The protection of the city was 1400 troops. 40 couples of horses, sil[ver and 
gold(?)) . . . ], but he surprisingly (apas=a) withdrew and went (away). 

Thee context is not too clear, but given the fact that apas-a in combination with the rest of the 
clausee might indicate surprising action, one could imagine that the man of Salatiwara 
withdreww despite the fact that his (own?) city was very well protected. 

9.266 KBo 3.3+ i 26-31 (NH edict, Mursili II , CTH 63), ed. Klengel 1963: 34 
§§ man ÜLzma kuitmanzza Iiaruuaddan URU-an dUTU-5/ ndui tar(a)hmi 
nunu DUMU mTette nasma SES mTette piran uahnuuanzi nu mTetten ku[(enz)]i 
nasmazannasmazan êpzi nzanzmu para p[di] a-pa-a-as-ma memai ARAD dUTU-$I z ua ? 
azaz 1 kazpat pëdi [(êsmi)] nuzssizssan dUTU-S/ [VRVIaruu(attan URU)]-an 
arhaarha ÜL dahhi 
Butt if not, as long as My Majesty has not yet conquered the city Iyaruwadda, and the 
sonn or brother of Tette switches sides and kill s Tette, or he arrests him and ha[nds] him 
overr to me, but he surprisingly (apas-ma) speaks: "I shall be a servant to My 
Majesty,, right here, on the spot!", then I, My Majesty, shall not take the city 
[Iaruw]attaa away from him. 

Thee one who is expected to talk to the king is the son (or brother) of Tette since he has just 
handedd over his father (or brother) to the king. If in that situation the Subject-Topic is 
expressedd by means of an accented pronoun, then the Addressee should be alerted that 
somethingg unexpected wil l follow. The first possibility is Topic switch: Tette suddenly and 
surprisinglyy subjects himself to the king. The other possibility is that the relative of Tette 
surprisinglyy subjects himself to the Hittite king. But is that so surprising? I think that 
submissionn is what one would expect when you kil l or hand over your relatives to a hostile 
king.. Therefore the first option is more likely. This is supported by what follows after the 
directt speech. The king states that in that case he shall not take away the city from him. 
However,, the city was in the hands of Tette at that time, and not in the hands of either his 
brotherr or his son (see i 6-7), therefore Tette must be the referent of apa-. 

Thee restorations are highly uncertain. 

BB 15': a-pa-as-sa. The NH duplicate shows the coordinator -ya instead of -a. This means that copied New 
Hittitee texts with -ia after a consonant are not very reliable, because the original Old Hittite or Middle Hittite 
originall  might have had -a. 
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Thee following example is contextually clear, but the reason for the use of -al-ma 
escapess me. Is it somehow surprising that the guard of the outside passes behind the 
defendant? ? 

9.277 IBoT 1.36 iii 16-22 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:24-25 5 
arahziziazazarahziziazaz kuis LUME$EDI harzi mahhanzma sarkantin tamain uuatezzi § 18 

nunu ANA GAL MESEDÏ kuiês 2 BELUTI EGlR-an aranta n?at sarkanti 19 andurza 
tapusatapusa iianta arahza^ma^az kuis L^MESEDI harzi 20 masta mahhan sarkantin 
ANAANA L^M¥ÈMESEDUTIM handdnzi 21 a-pa-sazkan sarkantin EGIR-a/i arha paizzi 22 

n^asn^as sarkanti arahza ZAG-az iiannai 
Andd as for the guard who holds the outside: when he brings in another defendant, two 
officialss who stand behind the chief-of-guards walk beside the defendant on the inside, 
whilee the guard who holds the outside, when they line up the defendant away from the 
guards,, he (apas=a) passes behind the defendant. He walks on the outside of the 
defendantt on the right. 

Theree are also some examples of apa- which may or may not be followed by -a. For 
example,, has a-pa-sa-az to be parsed as apas^az or as apaszazz? 

9.288 IBoT 1.36 ii 29-31 (MH/MS instruction, CTH 262), ed. Giiterbock & Van den Hout 
1991:16-17 7 
299 nuzssitkan mdh[ha]n Ll^M^MESEDI DUMU.MES.É.GALs/a handdntari 30 nu 
GIgGU.ZAA  ANA L[V.G\J]ZA para pdi a-pa-sa-az GISsUKUR 31 ddi 
Whenn the bodyguards and the palace attendants are lined up with him, he hands over 
thee stool to the man-of-the-stool, while he himself {apas-a) takes the spear. 

Itt seems to me that this example is rather similar to ex. 9.15, with the possibility that it 
belongss actually in chapter 7. Even more than ex. 9.15 it looks like a coordinate structure. 

Inn the following Middle Hittite text the actions of Mida are not what one would expect 
sincee breaking a divine oath was quite dangerous in the Hittite religious context426: 

9.299 KUB 23.72+ rev. 2-3 (MH/MS treaty, CTH 146) 
kdsakdsa mMltas uasta[skit nuzkan? SAPAL NlS DINGIR.MES]  3 kue udddr tiid[n]  êsta 
a-pa-a-as-ata-pa-a-as-at g kan hümanta sarras 
Look,, Mita [regularly] sin[ned]. The stipulations that were put [under oath], he_ 
surprisinglyy broke them (apas=a=at) all. 

Thee particle -a/~ma is very often attested with the nominative of apa-. Only rarely does it 
occurr with another case . One of the few examples of non-subject apa- with -ma is the 
followingg excerpt from an text discussing the defeat of Urhi-Tessub: 

9.300 KBo 6.29 ii 31-35 (NH edict, Hattusili III , CTH 85), ed. Götze 1925: 50-51 

4266 See also KUB 14.1 rev. 49 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147). 
4277 See also KUB 14.1 obv. 48 (MH/MS indictment, CTH 147), KBo 5.9 iii 24 (NH treaty, CTH 62). 
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nuzssinuzssi kattan EG\K-pa kuedani mehuni arhun BAD-essar SA GIŜ  40 
gipessargipessar 33 katïa uit a-pu-u-umma dlSTAR mv$amuha GASAN?K4 34 KU6-un 

I C C 

GIM-anGIM-an \ hüpalaza EGIR-pa istapta nzan ishiiat ntanzmu para pesta 
Att the time I reached him, a wooden wall of 40 gipessar came down, and Istar of 
Samuha,, my Lady, caught him (apun-ma) like a fish in a net, bound him, and handed 
himm over to me! 

Itt would have been possible to use n-an instead of apun=ma, but in view of the results in this 
chapterr I suggest that apun-ma is used to express the surprising way Urhi-Tessub fell in the 
handss of Hattusili. 
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10.. Summary 

Inn this book I have tried to describe the Hittite demonstrative system and the use of the 
accentedd third person pronoun. Starting with the latter, it could be observed that accented apd-
wass not very often used in contexts with referential ambiguity. On the contrary, many times 
wee saw apd- appear when it seemed unnecessary. The usual procedure in the past was in such 
aa case to translate apd- by means of an accented pronoun in one's own language and assume 
somee pre-theoretical notion of contrast without being able to define what contrast was meant. 

Contrastt is often connected with counter-presuppositionality. In other words, 
somethingg happens which does not match with the knowledge the Addressee has gathered 
fromm the preceding discourse. For example, this mis-match might have to do with behavior 
thatt is not expected given the usual rules of conduct in society, or it might simply be that the 
Addresseee holds some wrong information which needs to be corrected. 

Thee first type, surprising behaviour in connection with apd- with -al-ma was the 
outcomee of Chapter 9 (Surprising apd-). Rieken 2000 explained that the particle -al-ma 
markedd some kind of re-orientation. The point of departure for the study of apd- with -al-ma 
wass whether its occurrence could be explained on the basis of the three uses of -al-ma as 
establishedd by Rieken 2000 ((1) marking a new Topic, Setting or Digression, (2) marking a 
clausee as a new orientation, (3) marking some kind of contrast with the preceding clause). 
Althoughh some attestations of apd- with -al-ma fell within these three groups, a large number 
couldd not be explained. 

Inn almost all remaining cases the State of Affairs expressed in the clauses with apd- + 
-al-ma-al-ma was unexpected in view of the usual State of Affairs given cultural or general 
presuppositions.. To recall the case of the representative of the king who kept the taxes which 
hee collected for the Hittite state: one would never expect a representative of the state to steal 
fromm his king. Thus, the particle -al-ma with apd- did not simply mark the Subject-Topic in 
isolationn as being somehow unexpected, it marked the relation between the Subject-Topic and 
Statee of Affairs expressed through the clause as not established. The combination apd- with 
-al-ma-al-ma indicated the Unestablished Topic, covering both Topic shift and surprising action. 

Thee occurrence of apd- on certain points in the discourse where some information held 
byy the Addressee needed to be rejected or corrected, was the subject of Chapter 8 (Limiting 
apd-)apd-) and partially of Chapter 7 (Expanding apd-). The referent of apd- was almost always 
thee Sentence Topic of the preceding clause and expected to function as Topic in its own 
clause.. Here apd- did not mark the pragmatic relation Topic but the pragmatic relation Focus, 
especiallyy Replacing or Restricting Focus. The point of departure for the study of apd- and 
Focuss was the particle -pat. The particle -pat is contra-expectational, and indicated more often 
Replacingg Focus than Restricting Focus in the texts studied in this book. For apd- with -pat in 
Replacingg Focus I suggested the translation 'instead', for apd- with -pat in Restricting Focus 
'only'.. But Focal apd- could also appear without -pat. I concluded that in that case the type of 
Focuss was mostly Replacing. The two types of Focal apd- both occurred in preverbal 
position. . 

Thee difference between preverbal apd- and preverbal apd- with -pat was probably that 
-pat-pat was needed to strenghten the Focal force of preverbal apd- in contexts where it was 
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harderr to infer that something had to be countered or corrected. A stronger signal of Focus 
wass needed in more ambiguous contexts. 

Thee other Focal particle in Hittite is -ia "also". This was the subject of Chapter 7 
(Expandingg apa-). However, I did not only discuss Focal -ia "also", but also the coordinators 
-ia-ia "and" and -al-ma "while". It was possible to correlate the Expanding Focus expression 
apa-apa- + -ia "he/she/that too" with First Position in the clause, while -ia as the coordinator 
"and""  cliticized to apa- turned out to be restricted to Initial position. 

However,, apa- without any clitics also appeared unexpectedly in some of the laws. In 
orderr to explain its occurrence it was necessary to classify the laws according to the types of 
punishment: : 

•• class I: the punishment consists of payment of a fine or substitute 
•• class II: the punishment consists of payment of a fine or substitute and another action 

too be undertaken by the offender 
•• class III: the punishment consists only of the action to be undertaken by the offender, 

withoutt payment of a fine. 

Thee punishment in class II was always expressed in a coordinate structure, and in such a 
situationn the independent pronoun apa- or a full lexical noun(phrase) could appear where it 
wass not expected (high saliency, no preceding discourse entities to contrast with, no new 
topicc in case of apa-). I concluded that this highly unexpected apa- or noun signalled the 
Addresseee to be prepared for a following coordinated clause where two propositions were 
juxtaposed. . 

Tablee 10.1 summarizes the results of Topic and Focus and the correlations between 
positionn in the clause: 

Typee of Topic or  Focus 
Limitingg Focus 

Expandingg Focus 

Unestablishedd Topic 

Establishedd Topic in 
Coordination n 

Positionn in 
Preverbal l 

First t 

Initial l 

First/Initial l 

thee clause 
### apa-+ (-pat) V 

### nu/NP apa- + -ia V 

### apa- + -al-ma V 

### (nu)apa- V MNP-iaf-ma 
### (nu) NP V mapa- + -ial-ma ... 

V V 
V V 

Tablee 10.1: relation between type of Pragmactic function and position in the clause. 

Mostt attestations of accented adjective or substantive apa- in my corpus were covered by 
thesee three chapters. 

Alll types of Topic or Focus were attested in each language phase. From the earliest 
timess of Hittite scribal tradition until the end the pronoun apa- was firmly established as the 
accentedd pronoun marking the Unestablished Topic and Focus. 

Phrasingg the results of Part III in one clause: 

10.11 The Topic-Focus structure of the Hittite clause finds its expression in the 
wordword order of the clause. 

Inn Part II I discussed the demonstratives kd-, apa and asi. I concluded that Hittite had a 
person-basedd demonstrative system with three deictic contrasts: a first person demonstrative 
kd-kd- ("Ich-Deixis"), a second person demonstrative apa- ("Du-Deixis") and a third person 
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demonstrativee asi ("Jener-Deixis"). The orientation on person means that not distance to the 
Deicticc center (usually the Speaker) is important but location in the area of the speech 
particpants,, i.e., the Speaker, Addressee or Other. Besides that, the demonstratives could also 
bee used metaphorically to indicate that something belonged to the cognitive domain of one of 
thee speech participants. For example, asi could have a negative emotional connotation or it 
couldd mean that something was not the responsibility of the Speaker (anymore). 

Anotherr result was that there was a difference between reference to objects in the 
surroundingss that were already in the center of attention of reference to objects that were not. 
Inn the first situation substantive ka-, apa- or asi were used, in the latter case ka- N, apa- N or 
asiasi N. 

Butt demonstratives are not only used to refer to the Situation, they can also be 
Recognitional,, Discourse Deictic or Tracking/Anaphoric. These concepts were explained in 
partt I and applied in part II . 

Thee organization of the Hittite deictic demonstrative system around Speaker, 
Addresseee and Other was also found with recognitional demontratives. The proximal ka-, 
mediall  apa- and distal asi were all allowed to mark referents as 'Hearer Old - Discourse 
New'. . 

Thee same could be observed for the Tracking demonstratives. These demonstratives 
occurredd both in salient and non-salient contexts. Non-salient contexts were those where there 
wass a clear marker present that a discourse unit was closed. In order to refer again to 
somethingg in a closed unit, or even across one, demonstrative descriptions were used. Again 
thee choice for a demonstrative depended on assignment to the cognitive space of Speaker (ka-
),, Addressee {apa-) or Other (asi). A 'side effect' of the study of the Tracking 
demonstrativess is that there are clear correlations between text genre and demonstratives. For 
example,, medial apa- was not quite unexpectedly found in texts with activeAddressees, such 
ass letters. 

Discoursee Deictic demonstratives followed more or less the same pattern as the others, 
althoughh the assignment to cognitive domains was not as clear as with the Recognitional and 
Trackingg use of demonstratives. 

Thus: : 

10.22 The demonstrative system of Hittite is person-based and consists at least of 
threethree terms: proximal or Is' person ka-, medial or 2 person apa-, distal or 
33rr person asi. The person orientation of the demonstratives is not limited to 
deixisdeixis but is kept in the other demonstrative uses. 

10.33 Text genres influence the choice of referential expressions, especially 
demonstratives. demonstratives. 

Inn Part I I set up a matrix which combined several parameters which are usually treated 
separatelyy in the literature on reference: the parameter of Zeigfeld (basically world versus 
text),, of pragmatic relation (Topic and Focus) and of saliency (working memory versus long 
termm memory, corresponding with the continuity procedure and the centering procedure 
respectively).. Another factor which is important when dealing with texts is the notion of 
discoursee unit. If the current discourse unit is held in working memory and closed units are 
storedd in episodic or long term memory, then the notions salient and non-salient should be 
replacedd by the notions in node or across node. 

Enteringg the Hittite referential expressions treated in this book in the matrix resulted in 
thee following table (dem stands for demonstrative, apa- for the accented pronoun): 
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geographical geographical 
parameter parameter 
Deictic c 

Recognitional l 

Anaphora a 
in-node e 
across-node e 

Discoursee Deictic 
in-node e 

across-node e 

cognitivecognitive parameter 
continuityy procedure 

E-Topic c 

dem dem 

— — 

(-a-) (-a-) 
demN demN 

(-a-) (-a-) 

— — 

U-Topic c 

dem dem 

— — 

dpa-dpa-
demN demN 

0 0 

— — 

A-Foeus s 

dem dem 

— — 

apa-apa- (N) 
(dem?) (dem?) 

apa-(N) apa-(N) 
apenissan apenissan 

— — 

centeringg procedure 

U-Topic c 

— — 

— — 

— — 
demdem N 

— — 

demN demN 

Focus s 

demN demN 
dem.dem. adverb 

demN demN 

demN demN 

— — 

demdem (N) 
dem.dem. adv. 

Tablee 10.2 The referential matrix 

II  concluded that in node reference was the domain of 0, -a- and accented apa- (also apa- N 
forr discourse deictic expressions). The difference between 0, -a- and apa- was that 0 and -a-
onlyy denoted Established Topics, whereas apa- denoted all type of Argument Focus and 
Unestablishedd Topic. Tracking or anaphoric demonstratives in salient context on the other 
handd signalled that a new discourse unit had started. Thus, tracking demonstratives were 
clearlyy connected with new discourse units, independent of level of saliency. 

Butt if indeed saliency and discourse unit are related parameters, then the matrix could 
comee to look like this: 

geographical geographical 
parameter parameter 

Deictic c 
Recognitional l 
Anaphora a 
Discourse e 
Deictic c 

discoursediscourse parameter 
referencee inside discourse unit 

E-Top p 
dem dem 

(-a-) (-a-) 
(-a-) (-a-) 

Other r 
dem dem 

apa-apa- (N) 
apa-apa- (N) 

apenissan apenissan 

referencee across discourse unit (including 
firstt mention) 

demdem N, dem. adverb 
demN demN 
demN demN 

demdem (N), dem adverb 

Tablee 10.3: Reshuffled matrix 

Returningg to the demonstratives, I concluded that the three term person based oriented 
demonstrativee system existed already in Old Hittite. There was however not much material in 
Oldd Hittite, especially for apa- and asi. As far as asi is concerned however, besides the fact 
thatt edi meant "on yonder side", the other contexts where Old Hittite asi was used could be 
subsumedd under the metaphorical use of asi as third person or distal demonstrative, i.e., with 
aa negative emotional or generally disassociating nuance. 

Inn the introduction I mentioned that some scholars assumed that apa- acquired the 
statuss of accented pronoun after the decline of the accented anaphoric pronoun asi. The 
developmentt was sketched as follows: the anaphoric (backward referring) function of asi was 
takenn over by apa- and the cataphoric (forward referring) function by ka-. The development 
off  the pronominal and demonstrative system could be tabulated as follows: 
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deicticdeictic demonstratives accented pronouns 
proximall  distal anaphoric cataphoric 

proto-Hittitee ka- apa- asi asi 
Hittit ee £d- qpg- gpd- (asi) kd- (asi) 

Tablee 10.4: The system of demonstratives and accented pronouns in proto-Hittite and attested 
Hittitee according to current views. 

II  conclude that there was no such development in attested Hittite. Instead, the system 
functionedd from Old Hittite on, and probably also earlier, as follows: 

deicticc demonstratives accented pronoun 

Hittite e 
1stt person 

kd-kd-
22 person 

apd-apd-
33 person 

asi asi apa-apa-

Tablee 10.5: The system of demonstratives and accented pronouns in attested Hittite according 
too the author's views. 
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Samenvatting Samenvatting 

Verwijzing,, Deixis en Focus in het Hettitisch. The aanwijzende 
voornaamwoordenn ka- "dit", apa- "die" en asi "gene" 

Inn deze dissertatie heb ik geprobeerd het Hettitische systeem van de aanwijzende 
voornaamwoordenn en het gebruik van het geaccentueerde voornaamwoord van de derde 
person,, apa-, te beschrijven. Als we beginnen met de laatste vorm, dan blijkt dat het 
geaccentueerdee apa- niet erg vaak wordt gebruikt in contexten waar onduidelijkheid bestaat, 
hoewell  dat laatste vaak als een van de kenmerken van dergelijke voornaamwoorden wordt 
beschouwd.. Het tegenovergestelde is waar: vaak komt apa- voor waar het in eerste instantie 
niett nodig lijkt . Gewoonlijk tracht men dan om apa- te vertalen met een geaccentueerd 
voornaamwoordd uit de eigen taal, waarbij men dan uitgaat van een pre-theoretisch begrip van 
'contrast',, zonder te definiëren wat daar mee bedoeld wordt. 

Contrastt is vaak verbonden met het begrip 'counter-presuppositionality', 'tegen de 
vooronderstellingg ingaand'. Met andere woorden, er gebeurt iets dat niet in overeenstemming 
iss met de kennis die de Aangesprokene uit de discourse opgedaan heeft. Dit gebrek aan 
overeenstemmingg kan bijvoorbeeld te maken hebben met (beschreven) gedrag dat niet in 
overeenstemmingg is met de normale regels in een bepaalde cultuur, of het kan gewoon zijn 
datt de Aangesprokene iets verkeerd begrepen heeft dat gecorrigeerd dient te worden. 

Hett eerste type, verrassend gedrag hangt samen met het voorkomen van apa- 'die' met 
-al-ma-al-ma 'en, maar'. Dit was het resultaat van hoofdstuk 9 (Surprising apa-). Rieken 2000 
heeftt uitgelegd dat het partikel -al-ma iets van doen heeft met een vorm van heroriëntatie. 
Rieken'ss classificatie van het gebruik van -al-ma was het uitgangspunt van de studie naar 
apa-apa- met dit partikel. Hoewel haar classificatie van -al-ma enkele apa-s kon verklaren, viel 
eenn groot deel van de apa-s toch buiten boord. 

Inn deze gevallen bleek echter dat de stand van zaken die in de zin beschreven werd 
nogg al onverwacht was gezien de voorgaande tekst. In dit kader haal ik het voorbeeld aan van 
dee zaakgelastigde van de koning die de door hem voor de Hettitische staat geïnde belasting 
zelff  hield: "Hi j bracht het goud en zilver dat hij inde naar zijn eigen huis!". Dat hoort een 
zaakgelastigdee niet te doen. In dit geval gaf apa- met -al-ma niet aan dat het onderwerp-
Topicc van de zin op een of andere manier onverwacht was, maar dat de relatie tussen het 
onderwerp-Topicc en de handeling onverwacht was. Kort gezegd, de combinatie apa- met -al-
mama duidt het Onverwachte Topic, een begrip dat zowel Topic verandering kan betekenen als 
dee onverwachte handeling van het onderwerp-Topic. 

Hett gebruik van apa- om aan te geven dat de informatie die de Aangesprokene bezit 
verkeerdd is en aangepast moet worden, was het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 8 (Limiting apa-), 
enn gedeeltelijk van hoofdstuk 7 (Expanding apa-). The referent van apa- is in zo'n geval 
bijnaa altijd de zins-Topic van de voorgaande zin, en wordt ook nog verwacht als Topic van de 
volgendee zin. Het voornaamwoord apa- duidt dan niet een onverwacht Topic aan, maar de 
Focus,, met name Vervangende of Beperkende Focus. Het vertrekpunt van de studie naar opa-
inn Focus was het partikel -pat "slechts, alleen". Voor apa- met -pat in vervangende Focus stel 
ikk de vertaling "inplaats van hem/haar/dat" voor, voor apa- met -pat in Beperkende Focus 
"alleenn hem/haar/dat". Wanneer apa- zonder partikel voorkomt, is het vaak Vervangende 
Focus.. In beide gevallen staat apa- vóór het werkwoord. 
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Naastt het Focus partikel -pat bestaat er ook nog -ia "ook". Dit partikel werd 
behandeldd in hoofdstuk 7 (Expanding apa-). Maar niet alleen -ia als "ook" kwam aan bod, 
ookk -ia als "en", en -al-ma als "terwijl" . Het blijkt dat the Uitbreidende Focus uitdrukking 
apa-apa- met -ia "ook hij/zij/het" vooral voorkomt op de tweede plaats in de zin, terwijl -ia als het 
voegwoordd "en" gekoppeld aan apa- alleen op eerste positie mag voorkomen. 

Maarr daarnaast blijkt er ook nog een apa- zonder partikel volkomen onverwacht op te 
tredenn in de Wetten. Om dat te kunnen verklaren heb ik de volgende driedeling op basis van 
hett straftype gemaakt: 

•• klasse I: de straf bestaat uit de betaling van een boete of een vervangend object. 
•• klasse II: de straf bestaat uit de betaling van een boete of een vervangend object, maar 

ermoett ook nog een andere aktie verricht worden door de dader. 
•• klasse III: de straf bestaat alleen maar uit een te ondernemen aktie, zonder dat de dader 

betaalt. . 

Dee straf in klasse II wordt altijd uitgedrukt in twee gecoordineerder, nevengeschikte zinnen. 
Allenn in zo'n geval duikt een totaal onverwacht apa- op. Het lijkt erop dat apa- (1) nodig is 
omm een gebalanceerde, symmetrische struktuur te handhaven, en (2) dat de Aangesprokene op 
dezee manier gewaarschuwd wordt dat er nog een tweede, gelijkwaardige zin aankomt. 

Dee resultaten van deel III kunnen als volgt getabelleerd worden: 

Topicc of Focus type Plaats in de zin 
Beperkendee Focus Voor werkwoord 

Uitbreidendee Focus Tweede 

Onverwachtt Topic Eerste 

Verwachtt Topic in Eerste/tweede 
coördinatie e 

Dee relatie tussen Topic-Focus type en plaats in de zin. 

All deze Topic en Focus typen komen in alle taaifasen van het Hettitisch voor. 

Inn deel II worden de voornaamwoorden ka-, apa- en asi behandeld. De uitkomst is dat het 
Hettitischh een persoonsgebaseerd systeem heeft met drie elementen: een 1ste persoons 
aanwijzendd voornaamwoord ka- "deze, bij mij", een tweede persoons apa- "die, bij jou", en 
eenn derde persoons asi "gene, bij de ander". Die persoonsgebondenheid houdt in dat niet 
afstandd tot de Spreker belangrijk is maar nabijheid bij een van de gespreksdeelnemers. Meer 
abstract,, de aanwijzende voornaamwoorden geven aan of iets tot het geestelijke of emotionele 
domeinn behoort van de Spreker, de Aangesprokene of de Ander. Bijvoorbeeld, asi kan 
aangevenn dat iets in de nabijheid van de ander is, en niet bij Spreker en Aangesprokene, en het 
kann aangeven dat iets negatief is onafhankelijk van persoon, of dat iets buiten de 
verantwoordelijkheidd van de Spreker en Aangesprokene valt. 

Verderr bleek er een verschil te zijn tussen het aanwijzende voornaamwoord (afgekort 
dem)dem) en het aanwijzende bijvoeglijk naamwoord (afgekort dem N). Het voornaamwoord 
wordtt gebruikt als een object in de omgeving al onder de aandacht van de gespreksdeelnemers 
is,, demN wanneer dat niet het geval is. 

### apa- + (-pat) V 

### AZU/NP apa- + -ia V 

### apa- + -al-ma V 

### (nu)gpa^_ V MNP-ia/-ma V 
MM (nu) NP V ##apa- + -ia/-ma... V 
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Maarr aanwijzende voornaamwoorden worden niet alleen gebruikt om naar de situatie 
tee verwijzen. Ze kunnen ook Herkennend (Recognitional), Discourse Deiktisch of Anafoor 
zijn.. Deze concepten zijn in deel I verklaard en toegepast in deel II. 

Diee persoonsgebondenheid van de aanwijzende voornaamwoorden en adjectieven 
blijk tt zich te handhaven bij het Herkennend gebruik. Hetzelfde kan gezegd worden van het 
Anafoorr gebruik. Dit is opvallend omdat de literatuur over het gebruik van aanwijzende 
voornaamwoordenn die binnen de discourse verwijzen die persoonsgebondenheid binnen de 
tekstt niet herkent. 

Voorr tekstverwijzing gebruikt het Hettitisch alleen de aanwijzende adjectieven, 
onafhankelijkk van het feit of iets al onder de aandacht is of niet. Het merendeel bevindt zich 
opp de grens van een kleinere teksteenheid, en verwijst daarbij naar een andere eenheid. 
Hetzelfdee geldt voor het Discourse Deiktische gebruik, hoewel daar de persoonsgebondenheid 
niett echt naar voren kwam. 

Inn deel I heb ik een matrix ontwikkeld die drie parameters combineert die gewoonlijk apart 
behandeldd worden: Zeigfeld (wereld versus tekst), pragmatische relatie (Topic en Focus), en 
matee van attentie (saliency, dat wil zeggen, werkgeheugen versus lange termijngeheugen. 
Binnenn het werkgeheugen wordt de continuerende procedure gebruikt, om iets in 
hett werkgeheugen te krijgen de centrerende). Een andere factor die van belang is wanneer 
menn met teksten werkt, is de struktuur van de discourse. Wanneer een teksteenheid zich nog 
inn het werkgeheugen bevindt, dan is het salient, en worden er gewoonlijk voornaamwoorden 
gebruiktt ("hij,zij , het"). Wanneer een teksteenheid daaruit verdwenen is, dan gebruikt met 
meestall  demN-s (en definiete woordgroepen). 

Hett invullen van de matrix met Hettitische termen levert het volgende plaatje op (-or-
iss het Hettitische .voomaamwoord'Tüj, zij, het", apa- het geaccentueerde voornaamwoord, en 
demdem de aanwijzende voornaamwoorden, dem.adv. is een bijwoord dat van de aanwijzende 
voornaamwoordenn wordt afgeleid): 

geografische geografische 
parameter parameter 
Deictisch h 

Herkennend d 

Anaphora a 
binnenn eenheid 
buitenn eenheid 

Discoursee Deictisch 
binnenn eenheid 

buitenn eenheid 

cognitievecognitieve parameter 
continuiteitss procedure 

E-Topic c 

dem dem 

— — 

(-a-) (-a-) 
demN demN 

) ) 

— — 

U-Topic c 

dem dem 

— — 

apa-apa-
demN demN 

0 0 

A-Focus s 

dem dem 

— — 

apa-apa- (N) 
(dem?) (dem?) 

apa-apa- (N) 
apenissan apenissan 

— — 

centrerendee procedure 

U-Topic c 

— — 

— — 

— — 
demN demN 

— — 

demN demN 

Focus s 

demN demN 
dem.dem. adverb 

demN demN 

demN demN 

— — 

demdem (N) 
dem.dem. adv. 

Dee matrix. 

Ditt is als volgt te lezen: binnen de teksteenheid worden 0, -a- en geaccentueerd apa-
gebruikt.. Het verschil tussen deze drie is dat 0 en -a- alleen Verwachte Topics (E-Top) 
kunnenn aangeven, terwijl apa- voor Focus en het Onverwachte Topic (U-Top) wordt 
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gebruikt.. Om naar een andere teksteenheid te verwijzen worden de aanwijzende 
woordgroepenn gebruikt, onafhankelijk of het antecedent er onmiddellijk aan vooraf gaat of 
niet.. Saliency, zoals gedefinieerd in hoofdstuk 2, lijk t dus niet van belang te zijn. Als dat zo 
is,, dan kan de matrix herschreven worden: 

geografische geografische 
parameter parameter 

Deictisch h 
Recognitional l 
Anaphora a 
Discoursee Deictisch 

discoursediscourse parameter 
verwijzingg binnen teksteenheid 

E-Top p 
dem dem 

i-a-) i-a-) 

Ander r 
dem dem 

apa-apa- (N) 
dpa-dpa- (N), apenissan 

verwijzingg buiten teksteenheid 
(inclusieff  first mention) 

demdem N, dem. adverb 
demN demN 
demN demN 

demdem (N), dem adverb 

Herschrevenn matrix 

Watt betreft de aanwijzende voornaamwoorden, het persoonsgebonden systeem met drie 
termenn bestaat al in het Oud-Hettitisch. In de introductie heb ik vermeld dat sommige 
geleerdenn van mening zijn dat apa- pas een geaccentueerd voornaamwoord werd nadat het 
geaccentueerdee voornaamwoord asi verdwenen was. Men schetst deze ontwikkeling als 
volgt:: de terugverwijzende funktie van asi werd overgenomen door apa-, en de 
vooruitt verwijzende funktie door ka-. In tabelvorm ziet deze ontwikkleing er als volgt uit: 

aanwijzendee voornaamwoorden geaccentueerde voornaamwoorden 

proto-Hettitisch h 
Hettitisch h 

nabij j 
ka-ka-
kd-kd-

ver r 
apa-apa-
apd-apd-

terugverwijzend d 
asi asi 

apa-apa- (asi) 

vooruitverwijzend d 
asi asi 

ka-ka- (asi) 

Hett systeem van aanwijzende en geaccentueerde voornaamwoorden in proto-Hettitisch en Hettitisch naar 
huidigee opvattingen. 

Ikk concludeer dat dit niet correct is. Vanaf Oud-Hettitisch en dus ook daarvoor tot aan het 
eindee functioneert het systeem als volgt: 

aanwijzendee voornaamwoorden geaccentueerde 
voornaamwoord d 

Hettitisch h 
l ,ee persoon 

kd-kd-
2dee persoon 

apd-apd-
33 c persoon 

asi asi apa-apa-

Hett systeem van aanwijzende en geaccentueerde voornaamwoorden in het Hettitisch volgens de auteur. 
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